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Itr God's Couniq-: State. Socieîy and Democraq- 
In the Itafian Efection of 1948 

Robert A. Ventresca 
Doctoral Candidate 
Department of Histoq 
Universih of Toronto 

This thesis examines the role of the Italian parliamentary election of 1948 in the origins of the 
post\var Italian Republic. It  tells the ston of the re-birth of democracy in ItaIy alter some turent>. 
years of Fascist dictatorship through the lens of this election, the first of the Republican era. The 
1948 election \vas not so much about "issues-- as it was about --ideology." a clash benveen 
com pet ing visions of Italian society - a conservative, Cathol ic, capitalist Ital y envisioned by the 
covèrning Christian Democrats: and a revolutionary, secular. socirrlist Italy envisioned by the - 
opposition Marxist Popular Front. This clash of visions left little room for any middle gound as 
sach camp sought p0w2r through the ballot box. 

AIthough this election is widely acknowledged as a decisive moment in contemporary Italian 
histoq-. there is still no comprehensive study of this crucial event. Most scholarly studies focus on 
one aspect or another of this controversial episode, and are often article-length. More generally, the 
historical literature on the topic is highly descriptive in nature. ignoring the relevance of the election 
to broader questions of poshvar Italian political cuiture and behaviour, and the fùnctioning of Italian 
dernocrac'. afisr Fascisrn. 

This thesis breaks new ground by providing a multi-layered analysis of a political event. It seeks to 
ts-iden the conventional presentation of political histop. weavins together the broad political and 
diplornatic narrative of 1948, with the social and psychological dimensions of the election at the 
rrrassroots. 
b 

A central concem of the thesis is the evolution of a democratic political culture and institutions in 
italy after 1945. Esarnining the transition fiom dictatorship to democracy. the cultural and 
institutional Iegacy of Fascism in the democratic transition, it also considers the 1948 campaign as a 
formative moment in the political socialization of Itaiians to the democratic process after cwo 
decades of Fascist rule. 

The thesis also documents the international context in which the vote took place. Italian events are 
piaced in a broader European setting as the continent emerged fiom years of dictatorship and war. 
The wider Cold War context of the vote is also considered. Coming on the heels of the Truman 
Doctrine. and + - e n  Italy's strategic position in the middle of western Europe, and at the heart of the 
Meditemanean basin, the 1948 election can be seen as a pnsm through which the growing tensions 
of the  nascent Cold War were refracted. 



The thesis draws upon an array of sources. ranging kom the pnnt media of the &y, to the personal 
recollections of the key players. to party archives. diocesan archives. the Italian parliamentan 
archives. the security files of the Italian Ministry of the Interior. In italy, I consulted the following 
archi~xs: Istituto Gramsci (archives of the Italian Comrnunist Party)- Fondazione Nenni (archives of 
the ItaIian Socialist Party). istituto Paolo VI (archives of Catholic Action). Archivio Storico del 
Ministero dt-gIi Affari Esten (archives of the Italian Foreign Affairs Ministry), Archivio Centrale 
del10 Stato (Central State Archives), Archivio Storico del Parlamento Itatiano (archives of the 
Italian House of Deputies and Senate), Biblioteca Nazionale. al1 of which are located in Rome. An 
analysis of the international conte-ut of the vote, wïth particular ernphasis on the role of the United 
States and Great Britain. took me into the National Archives of the U.S., in particular into the 
records of the National Security Council. the State Department - this included recently declassified 
records of the Amencan Embassy in Rome and U.S. Consulates in ltaly - the Office of Strategic 
Services. the Central intelligence Agency, and the records of the A m y  Intelligence and Security 
Command (INSCOM). and the Counter Intelligence Corp. Rome detachment. In Britain. 1 
conducted research in the holdings of the Foreign Ofice, at the Public Record Ofice at Kew, 
London. 
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INTRODUCTION 

[.. . ] the spirit of analysis has corne upon nations only 
as they matured: and when they at last conceived of 
contemplating their origin, time had already obscured it, 
or ignorance and pride had surrounded it with fables 
behind \vhich the truth was hidden. 

We must begïn higher up; we must watch the infant in his 
rnother's arms: we must ses the first images which the 
sxternal world casts upon the dark mirror of hîs mind. .. 
we must hear the first words which awaken the sleeping 
powers of thought, and stand by his earliest efforts if 
\ve xvould understand the prejudices. the habits. and the 
passions which w ï I I  rule his Iife. 

Alexis de Toqueville. 
ilemocruq in Americu' 

The chapters that foIlo\v tell the stonr of Italy's transition to democracy afier Fascism. 

and the birth of the postwar Italian political system through the lens of a single event: the Italian 

national election of 1948. the first parliamentary election of the Republican era. On 18 April 

1948. afier more than two decades of Fascist dictatorship, Italians went to the poils to elect the 

first Irigislature of the Republic. inaugurated at the stan of 1948. Voter participation was heavy: 

over 92 percent of eligible voters cast their ballots, a remarkable tum-out for a country that had 

not knoun free and fair elections in over nventy years. Despite the presence of several minor 

parties, includinl the Italian Liberals, the Party of Giolitti, and the neo-Fascist Italian Social 

Mowment. the election was essentially a contest between the Christian Democrats (DC) and the 

Alesis de Toquevil le, Ilcmocrucy in Anrericu (New York and Toronto, 1994), pp.26-28. 

1 
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Popular Front- the Marxist coalition comprised of the Italian Communist Party (PCI). the Italian 

Sociaiist Party (PSI) together with a few smaller parties. 

One commentator has observed that the 1948 election \vas "the most passionate. the most 

important. the longest, the diniest and the most uncertain electoral campaign in Italian history."' 

Indeed. the election was not so much about "issues" as it \vas about --ideolos,s..-' a clash behveen 

two competing visions of Italian society - a consewative, Catholic, capitalist ttaly envisioned by 

the goveminy Christian Democrats. versus a revolutionary. secular, socialist itaiy envisioned by 

the Popular Front. This clash of visions lefi little roorn for any middle gound as Italy's Marxist 

Lsft made a strong bid to seize power at the ballot box. From the Lefi came the familiar banle 

ccr  against the Church. against the large landowners, against the captains of industry that. 

togzther. had robbcd the working classes of that which the Popular Front promised to deliver - 

land, bread and peace. From the Catholic centre-nght came the sensational daim that '-the 

Communists sat  their children." a declaration made to seem less sensational, perhaps. by news of 

Soviet repression in Eastern Europe. 

If thsre is one point about 1948 upon which contemporary observers and historians agree, 

it 1s surely that the character and outcome of the campaign were in large measure deterrnined by 

factors beyond the control of Italian politicians. The Christian Democrats relied upon the moral 

and flnanciaI support of the Roman Catholic Church. True. Christian Democracy. known as the 

Catholic par@. had always drawn support tiom the Vatican and its army of clerics dispersed 

throughout the peninsula. But the Vatican's intervention in the 1948 vote marked a sharp break 

with the past, assuming the form of a planne4 studied intervention. Pius XII made no secret of 

Gianni Corbi, I,'crwenturosu nuscilu cleh Repubbiicu (Milan, 1989), p. 155. 



how the Church fathers expected the faithful to vote when the time came. Well over a year 

before the election, the pope declared from the balcony of St. Peter's, that the political choice 

ltalians faced was to be --either wîth Christ or against Christ..' For Italian voters. then. unlike 

voten in traditional western democracies, the choice was not between political parties or 

philosophies, but between heaven and hell. That was the essence of Pius XII's adrnonition, and 

in an ovenvhelrningly Catholic country. the Pope's intervention into electoral politics was bound 

to influence the karts. minds- and votes of many devout Italian Catholics. 

Then there \as the intervention of the Americans. For months before the election, the 

administration of Ha- Truman had been sending not-so-subtle hints to ltalian voters. reminding 

them of the Amencan role in the Liberation, and of Amencan aid to war-tattered ltaly in the fonn 

of food. coal and capital. As the election approached. and with the popularity of the Popular 

Front seeminç to qow, making a Lefi victory seem likety, the Truman administration made it 

clear that while italians were free to vote for whomever they wished. they had better choose 

carefully since there were no guarantees that a "red" Italy would continue to benefit from 

American generosity. Just one month before the election. the American Secretary of State, 

George Marshall. publicly declared that the economic aid package that bore his name was not 

unconditional. Despite the Lefi-s assertion that a Popular Front governrnent would continue to 

participate in the Plan, the Truman administration made no such assurances. In the campaign to 

Save Italy t'rom falling into Communist hands. the US. lefi no Stone unturned. Al1 manner of 

American aid was sent to ltaly in the months leading up to the April vote; millions of dollars 

were secrstly channelled to the Christian Democrats and the democratic socialists, while 

shipments of American rnilitary equipment secretly made their way to ltalian security forces. 



The U.S. even made plans for a possible militan intervention in ltaly in the event of trouble. In 

fact. in the campaign to defeat the Popular Front in 1948. the US. first put to use a vanety of  

national securir~ mrchanisrns. including the newly-formed CIA. which mounted its first major 

covert operation in Italy to help secure the vote for Christian Democracy. In this sense, the 

.4msrican intervention in the campaign was a deflning moment in the evolution of Amencan 

foreigm policy at the dawn of the Cold War. 

The intefiention of the U.S. and the mobilization of Catholic support on the initiative of  

the Vatican with the help of the lay organization Catholic Action, constituted two formidable 

impediments to a Popular Front victory. Making matters worse for Frontists were events in 

Central Europe, Czechoslovakia in particular, where in Febniary 1948 a Socialist-Communist 

coalition goLVernrnent initiated a campaign of repression that paved the way for Czechoslovakia's 

absorption into the Soviet bloc. For opponents of the Popular Front, events in Czechoslovakia 

\vert- a powrful electoral weapon. providine what seerned like a concrete example of what 

wouId happen in Italy should the Popular Front corne to power in April 1948. Communist and 

Socialist leaders in Italy nevenheless defended the Czech coup as a victory for democracy. and 

j ust i tïed the violation of civi 1 rights as a necessary and just response to a reactionary threat 

sustainrrd b'. western imperialist (i.e. American) interests. Such a response probabiy damaged 

the credibility of the Popular Front, planting the seeds of suspicion and distrust in the mind of the 

undecided. uncommitted voter who rnight othenvise have been persuaded by the promise of 

moderation made by Frontists. 

Frontists, however, saw things differently. They saw no reason to hide their pleasure at 

events in Czechoslovakia, and some Frontists, especially Communists, took the Czech coup as a 
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si- of things soon to pass in Italy itself, Discussions \\?th Moscow intensified about what would 

happen not if, but when, the Front ciaimed victory at the polls in April: such \vas the widespread 

cenaint!- in Lefi circles of victory at the polls. In fact. on the eve of the election. Comrnunist and 

Socialist politicians looked with confidence at the tens of thousands of supporters who crowded 

piazzas and lined the streets ofcities and towms everywhere as concrete evidence that their time 

had corne. Ali the greater \vas their disappointment and disbelief when al1 the votes were 

counted and the Christian Democrats declared the victors by a sizeable margin. Ecen the 

Soviets. whom Frontist leaders dutifully obeyed despite claims of king independent, were 

resiged to the fact that Italy was, afier ail. a western count-. By electing the Christian 

Democrats, Italians had chosen the one party destined to make it al1 the more so after 1948. 

The stark choice that faced the Italian voter on April 18 virtually erased one of the key 

features of the period from the fall of Mussolini in July 1943, namely the coilaboration between 

the major anti-Fascist parties - in particular the Chnstian Democrats. the Communists and the 

Socialists. This tri-party coalition effectively governed the liberated areas of the country afier 

1943. and ran the Resistance movement in the Nazi-Fascist occupied zones until the Liberation. 

After the war. between 1945 and 1947, the task of reconstruction and constitution-making \vas 

o\.erseen by one esecutive, comprised of members of the veq  three parties that in 1948 were so 

bitterly divided into two camps. 

The dissipation of the coltaborative spint among the three mas-based parties that 

cornpetcd for power in 1948 did not happen overnight. Cracks in the unih of the anti-Fascist 

coalition had emerged even before the \.var's end. At the heart of this tension was, in a word, 

ideolog.. Two camps. the Left and Right of the Italian political spectrum, proferred turo 



radicall!. opposed views of the country: the one presupposed a continuity with the traditional 

social and economic order of the country: the other envisioned fundamental political. social and 

economic transformation. II was the nascent Cold War that precipitated the anti-Fascist 

coalition's destruction, exposing the incompatibility of these two conceptions and rendering their 

hamonious coexistence within a single national government implausible. if not impossible. 

HISTORIOGRAPHY 

That the 1948 vote was a defining moment in contemporary ltalian history with far- 

rsaching implications for the subsequent evolution of democratic politics and institutions in Italy 

and Europe is clear enough. Contemporary observers and scholars acknowledge that the 1948 

elrction changed the face of Italian life irrevocably - some sa? for the better others for the worse 

- in ways that are still apparent today. Remarkably, despite this widespread consensus on the 

si~mitïcance of April 1948. it is difficult to speak of a historiography of the election itself. 

Telling in this regard is the fact that there is no comprehensive scholarly study of this critical 

moment in Italy's recent past. Much more prolific than scholars in describing and analysing the 

vote have been the contemporary actots themselves. Their proximity to the events in question is 

at the same tirne the greatest strength and the principal weakness of their interpretations. In this 

sense. their commentaries are not so much historiographical as they are historical, so-called 

prima5 sources to be rnined with profit by the historian. as is evident in the chapters that follow. 

There are a few monograph-length studies that have the 1948 vote as their central focus. 

Santi Fedele's l..romc I'opolare: 1.u srnwtru c le dëzrunr del 18 uprrle 1948 (Milan, 1978) can be 

considered an ernpirical study of the election itself, though it is hardly cornprehensive. Fedele's 
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book is nch in detail about the machinations and ideological smggles wlthin the Lefi on the eve 

of the election. But if this is the book's greatest strength, it is also its principal weakness. There 

1s \.irtualI~- no consideration here of the Christian Democrats- campai- or other dimensions of 

Cathoiic involvement. Fedele-s study is further limited by the author's reluctance to draw 

conclusions based upon a consideration of the short and long-term implications of the vote. Two 

ot her boo lis, Antonio Casanova's I'rrcfzè cl lX uprrle /,u hm poli( rcu nell'llulru Je/ dopogucrru 

( Rome, 1 980). and Federico Orlando's I h' .-lprrk. co.si ci sulwmmo ( Rome. 1 988) can also claim 

to be comprehensive as far as intemal party politics goes, and each does in fact do a good job of 

chronicling the political narrative of the campaign. Orlando's book, in panicular, journalistic in 

style and content, captures the atmosphere of tension, fear and violence that defined the 

campaigm in parts of the country. Like most commentators. however. Orlando exaggerates this 

atmosphere. and explains the Christian Democratic victory at the polls exciusively as the product 

of popular fear and a desire for a retum to norrnalcy. 

An important contribution to the histonography of the 1948 campaign is Francesco 

Bonini's / A I  cqrun& conrrupposcrorler ..I.sperri de//c rlezroni del 1948 u Keggro Z<rnrliu (Reggio 

Emilia- 1990). Bonini's study is, like Fedele's, limited in scope. It represents a local history of 

the campai9 in the province of Reggio-Emilia in the Emilia-Romagna, one of the reddest region 

in al1 of Italy. Carefully researched and well-documented, it shows how the 1948 election was 

sspenenced on the gound. At the same time. like any good local history. it draws the necessa- 

connections to the broader national and international context. Most important, Bonini's study is 

among the tirst that considers the 1948 election as a study of ongins: through the study of 1948, 



Bonini wites. "we are able to discern the original lines of the Republic."' The influence of 

Bonini's conceptual approach on my otvn work is evident below 

Another indispensable scholarly study of 1948 is Mario Casella-s 18 ..lpriie /94X Lu 

i\.ir,hiiilurionc. delle Orguni=xzïoni Cùrroiiche, a detailed look at the activities of Catholic lay 

organizations in the 1948 campaip. Casetla's book is densely u-ritten, and extensively 

documented. He has rnined the archives of Catholic Action and, like the very organizations he 

studies. Casella lsaves no Stone unturned in his account of the organization of consensus and 

voter mobilization by Catholic groups in the weeks and months before the 1948 election. Like 

man' contemporary observers did immediately after the election, Casella argues that the 

contribution of Catholic organizations to Christian ûemûcracy's victocy in 1948 \vas decisive, if 

immsasurabls. Man' Christian Democrats. we shall see. saw things differently. but Casella's 

study makes it diffkult to deny the profound influence organized Catholicism had over voters in 

1948. 

Othrr scholarly studies of the elections are article-length and thus focus necessarily on 

one aspect or another of this contentious episode.' Consequently, man? of the more salient 

aspects of the election are missed, such as electioneering tactics, the mobilization of voters - 

' Francesco Bonini, Inr grunde con~ruopp~sizione,- Aspet f i delle elcioni del / 948 u 
/?cgg~o /%til~u ( Reygio-EmiIia. 1990). p. 1 1 .  

-Consider. for example, the very insightful study of Britain's role in the campaign in 
Antonio Varsori. "La Gran Bretagna e le elezioni politiche italiane del 18 aprile 1948." S~orru 
conlemporuneu 13 (February 1982): 5-70. See alw, an interesting piece by Dermot Keogh, 
--Ireland. the Vatican and the Cold War: the Case of Italy, 1948," The Hrsrortcd Joztrnal. 34 .4  
( 199 1 ): 93 1-52. Another example of an insightful, if narrow perspective on the election fiom the 
standpoint of international relations is G. Rossi's "Trieste e Colonie alla vigilia delle elezioni del 
1 8 apri le 1 948," R I V ~ . ~  di Studi i'oiitici Inrerncr=ionali 46,  2 ( 1 979): 205-3 1 .  



man' of n-hom had never known fiee and democratic elections - the couning of the female vote. 

or the ingenious, ofien novel use by both sides of the mass media to get out the vote. 

Significantl~,. in the English language, no more than a handful of articles and one unpublished 

thesis broach the subject in a senous mariner.' These. however, suffer from a tendency to talk 

around the dection and to make grandiose but unsubstantiated daims as is evident in the Italian 

l iterature. 

So scattered and randorn are the reflections and research on the p e n d  that it is 

cornmonplace for historians to speak of a --historiographie oblivion" into which 1948 seems to 

have fa1 len. 1 ta1 ian historians and their English-speaking colleagues otten com plain that the 

1948 \ ote nants a senous. discernibls historiography. comparable to, Say, that on the Resistance 

or the economic miracle of the 1950s and t960s. The year 1948, Francesca Bonini concludes, 

-*rsmalns temtory uncharted by historiography.'" In the preface to Bonini's study of 1948. noted 

histonan Pietro Scoppola observes that "for some time, 18 April 1948 has remained in the long 

shadou- of historiographie oblivion or, more precisely. it has sut'fered from an irresistible 

tendency to be di~missed."~ In his review of the scattered literature on 1948, the historian 

Lamberto Mercuri speaks repeatedly of the "neglect,-a "silences" and "disinterest,-- surrounding 

the  election, especially among scholars. As an antidote to this lacuna, Mercuri edited a 

See. for esample, Jamcs E. Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves: The United States and the 
Italian Elections of 19.18." Drplornurrc H r s r o ~  7. 1 (Spring, 1983), pp. 33-35. Two unpublished 
studies of the election that contain useful information are Ernest Rossi, "The United States and 
the 1948 ItaIian Elections," Ph.D. dissertation. University of Pittsburgh, 1964, and Ronald 
Landa, "The United States and the Itaiian National Elections of 1948," (1972). 

Scoppola in Bonini, Lu grunde con~ruoppo.s~zzone, p-7. 



cornprehsnsit-e collection of cntica! primary documents that deal with the election and its 

implication, as seen through the eyes of Italian politicians, foreign diplomats, domestic and 

foreig press and othcr contemporan observers." 

Wh'. the silences, the neglect, the seeming disinterest? A pragmatic answer is that the 

èwnts in question are simply too close to our own time to permit the dispassionate. detached 

study which is the halimark of professional historical scholarship. There is, indeed, a practical 

consideration at \vork here. Afier ail, barely fi@ years have passed since the election and much 

historical documentation, perhaps the most relevant and revealing evidence, is simply not yet 

a~.ailabls. Were one to attempt a definitive account of the rolc of the CIA in the campaip. for 

instance. the histonan is immediately confionted with the fact that full access to CIA records for 

the period and country in question has !et to be granted. Consequently. on a topic of such 

importance and interest to specialists and non-specialists alike, we are forced to make 

obssnations and deduce conclusions on the b a i s  of limited documentary evidence - ofien of 

questionable authenticity - or, even worse, on the basis of unsubstantiated, hearsay evidence. 

The same applies to our understanding of the role of the Vatican and local clergy in the 

campai y. We are at least twenty years from gaining access to Vatican archives, or local church 

and diocesan archives for that matter. Some especially sensitive documentation is quickly sent to 

the .-frChr~ro Secrero i~uricuno, the secret Vatican archives, and may never again see the light of 

day. 1st alone appear as a footnote in the history books. 

The prosimity of the 1948 election to Our own time presents other, less technical 

obstacles to sound historical analysis. In Italy, the date lri Aprii 1948 is as rnuch living memon 

Lamberto Mercun, 18 Aprik 1 948: Lu grunde .woh eletforaie (Milan, 1 99 1 ). 
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as it is a subject of history. -4s the Itaiian historian Giovanni De Luna observes. with the 1948 

campaism- --the l ines of  memory and research coincide perfectly." In Italy today- both the Right 

and the Lefi. the \pictors and the vanquished respectively. remember 18 Aprd 1948 as a singular 

event; as something quite unlike traditional electoral contests in western parliamentary 

democracies. But that is where the consensus ends and the debate over the legacy of 18 April 

1948 begins. For the vanquished the memory of 1948 feeds what De Luna calls a "desire for 

etemal ra-enge-'; for the victors. by contrast. the memon of that mernorable election underscores 

what De Luna describes as "the satisfaction of victory and a consciousness of power.'* 

That which is not relegated to the annals of  history becomes an active agent in 

conternporary debates: hard feelings die hard, old wounds are slow to heal. and scars do not 

disappear. Indeed. afier 1948. it was difficult for the carnpaign to become an object of history 

precisely because, as Francesca Bonini puts it, the debate over 18 Aprii 1948 remained "too 

buming and open," whils the domestic and international context that obtained in 1948 lasted for 

c losç to fi@ years. "Notwvithstanding some notable changes," Bonini writes. "the political 

protagonists of  that ers-xemained the same." The same was tme of  the international situation. '" 

Only the faIl of Communism and the sweepinç transformations that followed in Europe after 

1989 shook the political world Italians had k n o w  since 1938 to the point where it al1 came 

crashing d o w ~ .  

The blum-ng of the lines between the history o f  1948 and the memory of the same 

'Giovanni De Luna, "11 1 8 Apnle," in Mario Isnenghi ed., Ihoghr cleh Memorcu. 
/'er.w)mqgr e />ufc. J r l l ' l r ~ i r ~  Uniro. vol.2 (Bari-Rome. 1997). pp.3 1 9-3 1. especiaily p.329 

Bonini, L a  grunde conrruopposizione, p. 1 1 . 
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produced a historiography that resembled the ideological polarization that had characterized the 

election itself. Since 1948, political commentators and scholars have tended to split into two 

discernible camps - those that espoused an interpretation o f  1948 fiom the standpoint of the 

victors, and those who interpreted the election and its implications fiom the standpoint o f  the 

\.anquished. (This is not surprising given that few schoiars or political pundits after 1948 were 

politically neutral: they, too, invariably belonged to one o r  the other camp. The h i s t o ~  of the 

period the? produced reflected this reality of  postwar Italy. ) What both camps shared, however. 

\vas the view that the 1948 campaign, its conduct and its outcome, was inescapably, almost 

esclusi\d>.. about one thing - Communism and the array o f  social. economic, religious and 

political forces that jousted to see Communisrn triumph or, conversely, eliminated entirely on the 

Italian peninsula. Everything that transpired in 1948. the orthodoxy goes. followed fiom the 

antithesis between Communism and its powerfùl mortal enemies. 

Commentators and scholars sympathetic to the vanquished of 1948 have produced what 

can best be defined as a fatalistic interpretation. This interpretation sees the Christian 

Democratic victop. in April 1948 as the culmination of a \vider process of  consemative 

restoration that began with the work of the Constituent Assembly and the end o f  tri-party 

coalition govemment in May 1947. The events that led up to and culminated in a stunning defeat 

of the Popular Front in 1948, the argument goes, made up the flawed genetic code that was to 

at'flict the postwar republic in the form of high-level corruption, governmental instability. 

legislative immobility and so on. In this interpretation, it was the defeat o f  the Popular Front, 

and the subsequent esclusion of  Communists fiom government (despite their mass following and 

status as one of the largest parties in parliament for decades afier 1948) that more than any other 



single evsnt stunted the evolution of Italy's political culture and institutions afier Fascism and 

brought to an abrupt end the process of dernocratization and progressive social change reieased 

by the Rssistance and enshrined. nominally. in the Constitution. 1 8 April 1948. the argument 

gocs, paved the way for the reconstitution - behind the facade of the centrist Christian 

Dsmocrats - of the Fascist-era conservative-reactionary coaIition comprised of the Church. large 

landowvnen. industnalists and the middle classes, united by anti-Cornmunism. ' ' Taken to its 

estrerne. this interpretation sees the outcome of the 1948 vote as the cause of al1 that was. and is- 

wwong in contemporary Italian society. As the Italian historian Mario Rossi puts it, the legacy of 

18 April 1948 runs from the "blocked democracy." to the systemic shortcornings of the Italian 

bureaucracy, to tax evasion, to organized crime, unemployrnent, the crisis in the justice systern, 

Italian schools, public services and, finally. to the persistent problem of social and economic 

disparities between North and South." 

A corollary to the fatalistic interpretation centres on the roIe of the Church in influencing 

the outcome of the vote. In the days and weeks afier the election. confronted with the painful 

reality they had been soundly trounced in most parts of the country, Communist and Socialist 

politicians and the press put their spin on the disappointing outcome. Almost immediately. there 

emerged in LeFt and anti-clerical circles more broadly the argument that Catholic voters, that is 

' The most force fui proponent of the view t hat 1 8 Apri 1 1 948 represented a "bmsca 
frenata" to the democratization and reform of Italian politics and society is Mano G. Rossi. "Un 
Dic iotto Apnle Lungo Quarant'Anni," PU.S.SU~O e Presente, 1 7/88, pp.3- 10. That the election 
proved just howv durable the old fascist-era conservative coalition was is argued by rnany 
historians and other commentators, including Giovanni De Luna, "II 18 Aprile," in Mario 
Isnenghi ed.. /.uoghr dellu .4/Jernorru. I'er.sonugg/ e Dure dell'/lulru (hrru, vol. 2 (Bari-Rome, 
1 997). pp.3 19-3 1. 

Rossi. "Un Diciotto Apnle." p. 10. 



to sa'. the vast majority of Italians. had been duped and intimidated into voting for Christian 

Democracy by a Church hierarchy that spoke loudly and carried a big ecclesiastical stick using 

and abusing sacred images and popular devotional practices of Italian Catholicism to scare 

Catholics into voting açainst the Front. This thesis permeated into scholarly treatment of the 

subject. Secular scholars and other commentators usually dismiss popular mobilization around. 

sa-, the cult o f  the Madonna in 1948 as the product of a sincere but rnisguided adherence to the 

manipulative Church heirarchy. l-' 

What the fatalistic interpretation and its corollary share is the belief that, in one way or 

another. the 1948 election \vas neither free nor fair: that the Church, together with the US., the 

CIA in particular. bought and bullied their way through the campaip. Taken to its logical 

conclusion. this argument suggests that had Pius XII or the CIA kept their noses out of the 

campai~w, ltalians would have elected to send Frontists to govern from Rome. Such a view is 

sspeciaily pretalent in the work of Italian commentators sympathetic to the Lefi. the offspring. as 

it were, of the vanquished of April 1948. Not that they had done very much research to actually 

substantiate the daim. For many years afier the election. the familiar refiain of CIA meddiing- 

tampering and vote-buying was based purely on speculation or hearsay evidence. In the mid- 

1970s. however. coming on the heels of Vietnam, American joumalists. scholars and many 

politicians began to ask tough questions about the practices of Arnencan foreign policy after 

See, for example, Carlo Ginzburg, "Folklore, magia e religione," in Ruggiero Romano 
and Corrado V ivanti. eds.. .Yiorzu rl '/lu/iu: 1 curuttcrr orginair, vol2 (Turin. 1 989), pp. 603-76. 
See. in addition, Giorgio Candeloro's "La fondazione della Repubblica e la ricostnrzione," in 
Mario Isnenghi, ed., / Lzcoghr delia Mernorlu: Slrnboir c. ~Mtr dell'Iruliu Iinrtu, vol2 (Rome-Bari, 
1 996). pp. 527-28, and C. Falconi, "La sete del prodigioso e le suggestioni del soprannaturale," 
in his / A  ( ' IIIC'SU c le orgunzzzuzronl cu~foliche rn Itdru f/9#-/953) (Turin, 1956). 
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World War Two. Through congressional investigation of Arnencan involvement in foreign 

countries since 1944 (the so-called Church Cornmittee), and the passage of the Freedom of 

Information Act. the veil of secrecy that had previously shrouded the American intervention in 

postwar Italy was partially lified Previouslv classified documentation surfaced fiom the 

archives of the former Offlce of Strategïc Services and its successor, the CIA, as well as from the 

U S .  State Department and other branches of the Amencan govemment. This wave of 

declassification provided. for the first time. concrete documentation for the study of the 

American role in Italy on the eve of 18 April 1948 and in the years that followed. It is dificult to 

esaggeratr the impact this wvave of investigation and declassification had on students of 

contern porary Itaty and the public at large. To read in a major Arnerican daily like the N m  York 

7it71c.v in early 1976 that the U.S.. through the CIA- had for decadss been funnelling millions of 

dollars - 30 million dollars in total, one report said - to antiCornmunist parties in My ,  merely 

confirmsd \chat Italian lefiists had been saying since the day after 18 April 1948. Ofticial 

contirmation came when President Ford and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger officially 

accepted full responsibility for the CIA's operations in [talian politics to the i 9 7 0 ~ . ' ~  

Before long, the Italian public learned of the full scale of American involvement in their 

countn.'s domestic affairs since the Second World War. The Itaiian journalists Roberto Faenza 

and Marco Fini were the first to in tep te  the newly declassified information into their account of 

American in\.olvsment in  Italy afier 1945. Their book, Gfi Arnericcrni in //diu (Milan. 1976) wvas 

read with F a t  curiosity by ltalian historians and the general public. Faenza and Fini 

' ' See New York Times, 7,8 January 1 976: Wcrshingtron Posr, 8 January 1 976; The Village 
i ) IC.L' .  1 6 February 1976. 
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docurnented American intervention in postwar Italy. They confirmed the existence of relations 

between the U.S.. the Vatican and former Italian Fascists as early as 1947 in a coordinated effort 

to counter a potential Communist seizure of power. Faenza and Fini also revealed new evidence 

on the role of the Vatican, of Luigi Gedda and Catholic Action, of former OSS agents who 

remained in Itah after the war to organize and oversee American covert operations. and of the 

role of Italian Americans. fiom former filo-fascists like Generoso Pope to the Italian Amencan 

Left, represented by Luigi Antonini of the International Ladies Garrnent Workers Union 

( ILGWU). 

On the campaign itself, Faenza and Fini offered the orthodoxy of the Italian Left. With so 

man' powerful allies. with big money in their pockets and di- tricks up their sleeves. the book 

suggests, the Christian Democrats were al1 but assured the stunning victory they claimed on 18 

.4pnl. In this respect, the Faenza-Fini book. which remains an indispensable source for students 

of the period, was a child of the Cold War. It was the product of a generation that had just beyn  

to uncover the precise nature and extent of Amerka-s role in Italy after the fall of Fascism. 

Scholars and the public were seeing for the first time the underbelly of Amencan foreign policy: 

this in the \+,alce of the Watergate scandals, and with American and world opinion still coming to 

tems with the disillusionment and outright horror of the war in Vietnam. Viewed by a 

ceneration of historians more farniliar with CIA '-di* tricks:. however, the book and others like 
b 

it seem naïve. American policymakers are portrayed as uni formal ly scheming, undemocratic, 

paranoid. and compt. Reading Faenza and Fini, the uninforrned reader cornes away thinking 

that the U S  \vas the only power doing any dirty work in the postwar world. The Soviets are 

depicted as defensive and essentially pacifist vis-a-vis the U.S.. while the Italian patrons of 



American support rarely make an appearance in the book. 

Tellingly, American historians have tended to see American intervention in the 1948 

campaip in decidedl'; less black-and-white terms. Historians such as James Miller. John Harper 

and Ronald FilippeIli, for instance, each suggest that U S  involvement was not as decisive as 

n a s  generally believed at the time, nor was the outcome of the intervention entirely 

satisfactory. I 5  While the overarching objective - keeping Italy from going Communist - was 

met. for many Amencan commentators. other key dimensions of U.S. foreign policy in Italy fell 

shon of the mark. or went awry. The reasons for these shortcomings are varied, due to a 

combination of domestic and international factors. But American policymakers share some of 

the blame too. As Miller. Fillipelli and others argue, in the en4 however sympathetic they may 

have bren towards Italy. its people. culture and histon. Amencan planners failed to grasp the 

true and varying nature of Italian society. Specifically, they failed to understand that the forces 

of hl stop. geography, and culture made American models of governance. trade union 

organization. and capitalist organization inapplicable, or at ieast impractical and unattainable in 

Italy Recent revisionist histories of the Cold War by Arnerican scholars assign a proportion of 

the responsibility for Amencan operations in Italy and Europe in çeneral to the Europeans 

themselves. -4s John Lewis Gaddis has observed of American covert operations in ltaly in 1948 

and clsewhere in Europe, -'these coven efforts - together with clandestine CIA suppon for anti- 

Communisr labor unions and intellrctual organizations - could hardly have succeeded had there 

: See. for instance, James Miller, "Taking off the Gloves"; John Harper, Arnerica und rhe 
ikcot~srrlrcr [on qf'Ifu[~lb': Ronald Fil ippelli, Arnericun iubor und postwur Irulv. 1943- 195.3.- u 
 ru^& (>/-( bld Wur Poiitm (Stanford, 1 989): William Blum, The U A :  A Forgotfen H i s f o .  US 
( Johul Ilirenvttrirrns (rrnce Worici Mur I l  (London and New Jersey, 1986). 



not alreadv existed in Europe a widespread predisposition to see the Americans as the lesser of 

two evils, and perhaps even as a force for good"" 

For the victors o f  1948. and for subsequent generations of scholars and political 

commentators sympathetic to the centre-right in Italian politics, 18 April 1948 was unabashedly 

about anti-Communism. The victory of Christian Democracy in 1948, the victors reasoned, was 

a triumph for freedom and democracy. for God and country. It \vas made al1 the sweeter 

considering how grave \vas the danger, the argument went. that the Popular Front would actualiy 

win the vote or, worse yet, foment disorder, launch an armed insurrection o r  invite the Soviets to 

invade Italy and smother it behind the Iron Curtain. In contrast to the fatalistic interpretation of  

Marxist historians and political pundits, Catholic writers and secular scholars sympathetic to the 

centre-right have offered what we might consider a romantic version of the 1948 campaign and 

the period of Italy's democratic transition more generally. This interpretation views the period in 

t e m s  of what \vas actually accomplished: that isT as  a period o f  profound, substantive. lasting 

change. And it was change that carne, for the first time since Unification, from below, from the 

masses, an important break wvith the pre-Fascist legacy of resmcted suffrage and limited popular 

participation in civic life. As the Catholic historian Francesco Malgen observes. the 1948 

: ' JO hn Lewis Gaddis, We Know Now. Ikdiinking Cokd Wur History (Oxford and New 
York. 1997). p. 44. Other considerations of April 1948 in the contest of Cold War history 
include Joyce and Gabriel Kolko, 7'he /'irnits of Power (New York, 1972), pp. 378,438-39; 
Richard Freeland. Ihr ITunrun Doctrine und the Origins of 'Mc(.ùrt&sm (New York. I W O ) .  pp. 
247, 268ff; Lawrence Kaplan, "Toward the Brussels Pact," Prologue 12 (Summer, 1980):73-86; 
Alan Platt and Robert Leonardi. -'Amencan Foreign Policy and the Postwar Italian Lefi," 
i'oliricul Science Quurter[v (Summer, 1978): 197-2 1 5; Robert Divine, "The Cold War and the 
Election of 1948," .lr,urnul oj'Americun History 59 (June 1972): 90-1 10, is interesting for the 
light it sheds on how events in Europe in the spring of 1948 influenced Amencan foreign policy, 
but also domestic political affairs in what was also an election year in the U.S. 



campai- was defined not by political violence. foreign intewention or ecclesiastic meddling. 

but by the participation "of the people" who were conscious of their new-found liberties and of 

the  fact the', were no longer "passive instruments constrained to accept the decisions of a 

dominant oI içarc hy ." Italians experienced 1 948 "intensely," Malgeri concludes, and with real 

"passion" \\.hich \vas itself evidence of "civil and political maturity."" 

Other Catholic uniters and commentators have been surprisingly reluctant to make 

similar affirmations about the meaning of the 1948 campaign. Oddly. the disinterest. the 

"oblivion" denounced by many histonans has been the most conspicuous among the victors 

rather than the vanquished. In the early 1980s. Pietro Scoppola, decried the fact that afier 1948. 

many Christian Democrats themselves were reluctant to remember, to commemorate, to describe 

the events surrounding the 1948 campaign. Man- Christian Democrats. Scoppola observed. 

"preferred to forçet rather than remember the vi~tory."'~ As Mario Casella observes, many 

former activists of Catholic Action. those who played so cntical a part in mobilizing Catholic 

voters on the eve of the campaign, have accused the Christian Democrats of the very same 

th ing  "' 

By the start of the 1990s, Christian Democracy, which would shortly fracture into several 

di fferent pl itical goups and effectively cease to exist, seemed ready to embrace 1 8 April 1938 

Francesco Malgeri ed., Storiu deilu »eniocra-iu C 'ri.stÎunu: 1948-19j4. De Gusperi e 
I 'CIU ' th/ I 'c.n~nsmo. vol. 2 (Rome. 1987). p.4 1.  

See " Pcr unu storia del (éntrisnto," in G.  Rossini ed., De Gusperi e f'etù del 
I '~wrrrsnro. 194'-1953- (Rome. 1984)- p.25- quoted by Mario Casella /Cr' Aprde 1948. 1.u 
Mohlli~uzronc. dci/e Orgunizza-iunr Càtroliche, p-vii, n. 1. 
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as a glorious moment in the paw-s history. M a t  was less clear. however. was whether the old 

rival- that had long existed between the Christian Democrats and the lay activists of Catholic 

Action. who were the favourites of the Vatican. had been put to rest. When in Aprif 1990. the 

Christian Dernocrats organized a "Week of Remembrance" to commemorate their great victory 

of 1 948. Luigi Gedda. who led the Civic Committees that organized and mobilized the Cath01 ic 

masses in 1948. the man who many daim was responsible more than any other single individual 

for the defeat of the Popular Front. was not invited to attend. And yct. as the journalist Mauro 

Anselmo observes. it is doubtful whether the Christian Democrats could have won in 1948 

without Gedda's masterful and ingenious campai- to -et out the Catholic vote.'" 

-5îETHODS AND SOURCES 

Just as a good biography is also the history of an era, so, too, can the study of a single 

poIiticaI zvent - in this case. a convulsive, decisive election - tell a much larger stop and teach 

us  general lessons about time, the people and the place in question. A historical event, the 

French historian Marc Bloch once observed, "can never be understood apart from its moment in 

time."" A history of the 1948 campaign is at the same time a history of Italy's democratic 

renaissance It tells us something about the legacy of Fascism. about the nature of the postwar 

political systern, about Church power and influence in Italian life; in short, about why [talians 

have the imperfect but vibrant democracy they have. 

See Anselmo's introduction to Luigi Gedda's recently published, unedited memoir, 
snti t led l X d-lprilc. I 94%. .Lfernorie  ned dire de// 'orrefice dellu sconfirru de/ lelronnte Popolure 
( Milan, 1998). p-xii. 

' Marc Bloch. The Hlstortun 's Crur/r (New York, 1 %2), p. 35. 
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When 1 amved in Italy in the summer of 1996 to be@n research for the chapters that 

fol low, 1 had only the vague sense that rny work would, like that of so many scholars before me, 

set off in search of democracy. 1 wanted to make sense of the hopelessly chaotic. bewildering 

nature of Italian politics, but more important, 1 was curious to  know how it was that, for al1 its 

escesses and institutional deficiencies, [talian democracy actually worked as well as it did. 

Listening to ordinw Italians on the streets, in the markets, standing in line in the bank or at the 

post otrice. or crammed ont0 trams and buses. 1 was struck by the great Italian propensity to talk 

pol itics. Politics is everywhere in Italy: in newspapers, the television news, vanety shows, 

theatre. cinema, to say nothing of the main theatre of Italian life, thepruzzu. Not even the great 

national passion for fmtball (soccer) rivals the lively interest in the goings on of the politicians 

in Rome. Indeed. politics in Italy is a kind of sport - where you pick your team. wear its colours. 

and use your team's name as an adjective to tell others not who o u  cheer for. but who you are. 

In most western democracies. politics is. even for the politically active, just that - an activity. 

something one does. In Italy, to the various matrices of identity, principal among them region and 

class. we can add politics. that is. political identity. If in most western democracies. politics is 

something one does, in Italy politics is something one is. Might this be the source of My's  

sztming political chaos. 1 wondered? Or perhaps this was Italian democracy's saving grace? 

Yet. though they seem to talk of little else, Italians profess to disdain politics and 

especial ly politicians. As Joseph LaPalombara observes. "Italian commentas on political 

leaders and institutions is typically off-key, atonal cacophony, not easy to comprehend. The 

fra_ments we hear suggest a dire situation. The clearest word filtenng through the babble is lu 
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c.rr.vr. the crisis. - Italian democracy - how it works and why 

years or  so - is an obsession of Italians and Foreign observers. 

it often hasn't in the p s t  fi@ 

Perhaps this is because for much of  the modem era. democracy has been so 

conspicuously absent in Italy, or so oflen been found wanting. From the 19& ceniury project of 

building a nation-state on ancient foundations that were often inhospitable to the ve- notion of a 

unified Italy. to the elitist, narrowly-based political system of  the liberal era after Unification, to 

the utter coIlapse of parliamentary democracy and twenty years of authontarian rule. to the 

hopelessly chaotic and n~toriomly unstable multi-party system of  the postwar era, the Italians 

have al ways had a problem with democratic governance. in no period hac this heen tmer than in 

decades afier Fascisrn. -4s LaPalombara puts it, looking at Italian politics in the contemporary 

era. -'\ve ses in sharp focus little more than a long string of  political excesses - inflated 

ideolooical warfare, cabinet crises wïthout end. tau evasion, corruption, the Mafia, terrorism, and 

the Iike It is easy to w i t e  the system off as impossibly polarized, and easier still to marvel that 

even a modicurn of democracy is found there? 

For a tirne in the early 1990s. there \vas good reason to believe that there were better days 

ahead for Ital y's imperfect and fragile democracy. With the  fa11 of Cclmrnunism, the Cold War 

effectively ended. and an entire way of  thinking about and doing politics in Italy seemed destined 

to crumble In the span of a few years, d d  political fomatioos quickly dissolved; old Party 

rnonickers disappeared virtually overnight. By the early 1990s- the political parties that had 

dominated Itaiian politics since the Second World War - principal arnong them Christian 

- Joseph LaPalombara, Bemocrucy, Iiulian Style (New Haven and London, 1987). p. 1. 

Ihrd p.is.  



Dernocrac>. and the Italian Cornmunist Party - had k e n  disbanded and reconstituted, repackaged 

as it were. to reflect the new-found realities of the pst-Cold War worid. Progress was k i n g  

made. or so it seemed, towards rooting out one of the most odious sources of Italy's troubles. 

organized crime. Between 1992 and 1996, a small but detemined group of Milanese prosecutors 

carned out what came to be known as the ~Lfunr Pulrre or Clean Hands investigations that 

cxposed a web of greed and corruption among financiers, industrialists, judges and politicians in 

evs? corner of the country. The first half of the 1990s also witnessed the culmination of what 

\vas arguably the most spiriteci, most determined and most effective anti-mafia crusade in recent 

memon.. Led by two courageous and principled men. Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino- a 

moup of Sicilian magistrates, prosecutors and bureaucrats, with the help of influential politicians - 
in  Palmno and Rome. methodically waged war on organized crime in itc many forms. with 

considerable suc ces^.'^ 

There were other reasons to be optimistic. European integration proceeded apace, with 

Italy playing an important. if undervalued, role. Sipifkant progress was made toward getting 

the country's hancial house in order - permitting Italy to join the single currency - and in 

controIIing inflation. Progress was also made towards a meaningf'ul reform of Italian institutions. 

chief among these the notoriously inefficient bureaucracy. In the spring of 1996, ltalians elected 

a centre-Iefi coalition that included the former Communist Party, shorn of its old name and its 

revolutionary pretensions. Teilingly, in the post-lold War era, the erstwhile Communists were 

; Li ke al l wars, the anti-mafia crusade of the 1980s and 1990s claimed many victims, 
including Falcone and Borsellino who were assassinated in Sicily in the surnmer of 1992. a 
measure, doubtless, of j ust how successfirl these martyred crusaders were in the service of the 
ItaIian state. The best review of Italian events afier 1980 is Paul Ginsberg's latest book, ' 'ltuliu 
h l  rempo presenre. /+àrniglh, società civile. Stuto, 1980- / 996 (Turin, 1998). 
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the single laqest Party in the new parliament. Their leader* the charismatic and thoughtful 

Massirno D'Alema, a long-time Communist organizer, was destined to play a decisive role in 

reforming Italian political institutions. More important. D'Alema succeeded at inspiring 

confidence among Italians and foreign observers that things in Italy had indeed changed for g d .  

The Communists. it seemed, so long regarded as a scourge in Italian life and excluded from 

government for nearly fi@ years as such, would save the day. 

But events of the latter half of  1996 called to mind the farniliar refrain that in M y ,  alas, 

the more things change, the more they stay the same. In September, in La Spezia, on the 

Ligurian Coast southeast of  Genoa police arrested Lorenzo Necci- the powerful head of the 

l-i.rrovre dellu Sruto. the state raitway - the man behind M y ' s  ambitious plans for a hi@-speed 

rai 1 s>.stem - on charges he accepted kickbacks in exchange for contracts. Others were soon 

arrested in the railway kickback scandal. Among those arrested was a colowful but relatively 

unknown financier, Francesco Pacini Battaglia. In transcnpts of  secretly taped conversations. 

Pacini Battaglia claimed to have paid hi&-level prosecutors of the Milanese Clean Hands 

operation to clear an' legal obstacles fiom his path. The finger pointed at one Milanese 

prosecutor in particular, Antonio Di Pietro, the self-made son of  southern peasants who had corne 

ro personi* the Clean Hands investigations. For his unrelenting and passionate investigation of 

the kickback scandal, Di Pietro became a hero to most Italians, a symbol of  that '-other7' Italy so 

often hidden from viekt- and prevented from putting its best foot fonvard. This Italian "Mr. 

Smith" eventually lefi Milan for rninistecïal offices in Rome. Because of Pacini Battaglia's 

allegations, Di Pietro was forced to resign his cabinet p s t :  the hero had fallen, momentarily at 

least. and with him feil the hopes and expectations of many Italians that a new chapter of  their 



histoq. rnisht soon begin. 

There were other troubling signs on the horizon in the latter half of 1996. Also in 

September. the separatist Northem League oficially declared independence and established a 

Republic of the North. The secessionist event began with the symbolic baptism of the imaginary 

Republic at the mouth of the Po. and ended wvith the burial of the Italian tricolour at a funeral 

service conducted before a crowd of some 30,000 Northern League sympathizers in Venice. The 

trou-d contnbuted to the solemn ceremony by chanting ül6-  ho - /IO.'* a chant normally resewed 

for football matches - a fitting gesture for a political movement that is more spectacle than 

pnnciple. Though the most appropriate response to the antics of the Northern League and its 

m f f  leader, Umberto Bossi, would have k e n  either silence or laughter, in the hands of Italian 
Y 

politicians and journalists. to say nothing of foreign cornmentators. the mock separation of the 

north frorn the south was transformed into the latest item on an interminable Iist of crises in 

ttalian pditics and society. 

The pundits and casual observers can be lefi to decide whether to trite Italian democracy 

off- or manel that it even works at al]. The historian's task is to seek out origïns, to determine 

the relationship between causes and effects. to measure change over time; in short, to explain 

how things got to be the way they are. There is a long tradition of using the study of the past to 

understand the workings of contemporary political institutions and political culture. Atexis de 

Toqueville, for instance, wote Dernocruq. in Anterrcu as a form of political theon; that used 

history to arrive at general observations and rules that could be apptied to politics and society in 
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the présent." Indeed. for Toqueville. the study o f  the past was at the very hean of philosophical 

enquiry into the workings of  political institutions and culture. "The entire man is, so to speak, to 

be seen in the cradle of the child," Toqueville w o t e  in the opening pages of the classic tome. 

The g r o w h  o f  nations, Toqueville reasoneQ was no different in that "they al1 bear some marks o f  

their ongins." His owvn study of  the o r i g n s  of  Amencan political institutions was a case in point. 

"If we carefully examine the social a n d  political state o f  America, afier haviny studied its 

- - 
histop., Toquevilk wwote, "we shall remain perfectly convinced that not an opinion. not a 

custom, not a law, 1 may even say not an event is upon record which the origîn o f  that people will 

.-- not esplain. -" So it is wvith social and political state o f  Italy in the posnvar era. The chapters 

that follow attempt to understand the workings o f  contemporary Italian political institutions and 

political culture by peering. so to speak, into the cradle of the child: that is. by exarnining the 

history o f  the bnef period fiom the fall o f  Mussolini t o  the birth of the Republican era and its 

chnstening, as it wvere. in the 1948 election. Why did Italians get the kind of political system so 

many of them profess to despise? Why, if they despise it so, did the system show such tenacity 

and durabili t'.? 

This thesis atternpts to answer those questions. The  absence o f  a single, cornprehensive 

stud'. o f  the 1948 election means that themes and personahties familiar to the specialist are 

presented in these chapters for the benefit o f  that much larger number o f  readers who  have 

perhaps heard of, but know very little about this exciting and decisive moment in poshvar 

See Alan Ryan's Introduction to  Democracy in Arnericu (New York and Toronto, 
1994)- for an insightful discussion o f  Toqueville's life. times and work. 

Toqueville, Democracy in America, pp. 26-28. 
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European histoc.. Chapter One provides a summary of events h m  the fall of Mussolini to 1947 

when the Constituent Assernbly sat d o m  to draft a new constitution for the nascent Republic. 

Chapter T\vo tells the story of the birth of the Popular Front against the backdrop of the 

mornentous year 1947. at the onset of the Cold War. n e  events of 1947, we shall see, polarised 

Italian society and narrowd the choices open to Italian voters in the 1918 campaip. The 

absence of any rniddle gound was destined to split the countxy in half ideologically on the eve of 

the  1948 elsction, and keep Italians polarised for man? years afienvards. The Cold War context 

of the election is further considered in Chapter Three which examines the role of the U.S. in the 

carnpaign to defeat the Communists and Socialists in 1918. F o l l o ~ ~ ~ n c ~  the declaration of the 

Truman Doctrine. and çiven Italy's strategic position in the middle of western Europe and in the 

centre of the Mediterranean basin. the 1948 election. we shall see. was as a prism through which 

the growing tensions of the nascent Cold War were refracted and in which the U.S. first 

esprrimentrd nith a variety of national S ~ C U ~ V  measures. 

While the secondary literature provides us with a reliable account of the political 

narrative. it falls short of the mark on questions not immediately related to the actions and 

motivations of the political class. For instance, one simple question remains open for debate: 

n.h>. did Italians vote the \va- they did on 18 April 1948? The few studies that broach the 

question take it as a given that Vatican and U.S. bullying and vote-buyinç, combined with events 

in Eastern Europe cost the Popular Front the election. No single study. however. offers concrete 

evidence to support the a r m e n t .  As with much of the commentary on 18 April 1948, 

speculation and rhetoric substitute for sound evidence and measured reflection. To this end. this 

thesis rejects the conventional explanation of the outcome of the carnpaign: Vatican intervention, 
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plus American intervention. plus events in Eastern Europe. plus the Cold War, equals 18 April 

1948. 

This conventional interpretation of the 1948 election, evident in much of the literature 

and very much alive today in the memory culture of the Left. is incomplete and superficial. The 

inadequacies of the conventional interpretation invariably reflect the shortcomings of the 

con\.entional approach trith which historians and other commentators have studied 1948. 

Indeed, where some historians speak of a "historiographic oblivion" into which 1948 has fallen, 1 

contend that it is more appropriate to speak of a histonographic inertia - a tendency to assume, 

as one Italian colleague put it to me bluntly, that evetything there is to be said about 1948 has 

already been said. To be sure. a great deal has been wit?en about the 1948 election. It is 

difficult to think of a general survey of postwar Italian or European history that does not make at 

least passing mention of the vote. Students of American foreign poIicy are doubtless farniliar 

with the 1948 election; at the very least, they know it was a watershed in the evolution of 

American foreign policy in the early Cold War, and that it helped determine Italo-Amencan 

relations afier the Second World War. 

As a result. it came as no surprise to me when political and diplornatic historians in both 

Italy and the U.S. tned to dissuade me from pursuing the topic, gently suggesting that the 

relevant sources had already been well-researched, and that for ail the new material one might 

uncover. the overarching interpretations and conclusions about 1948 were unli kely to change. 

That may be so, 1 reasoned, Ifone believes that the 1948 election was simply a political event - 

the. story of politicians, party brokers. and diplomats jostling for power. 1, for one, do not. For an 

election campaign, like much of what goes on in democratic politics, may appear on the surface 
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to be of. by and for politicians. but it is no more detached from society than the social. cultural or 

economic forces that define the daily lives of citizens. Ultimately, an election campaign, like 

an' political event. is as much a reflection of social. cultural and economic reality. as it is a 

deterrnining influence. In a democracy, an election is, at heart, a form of societal self- 

espression, and can act as a lightning rod for the deepseated tendencies and contradictions of the 

present, not to mention the unresolved struggles of the distant and not-so-distant ps t .  Given this 

fact. it should be possible to write a social and cultural history of an election. This thesis 

attempts to do just that. 

The chapters that follow reflect my attempt to provide a multi-layered analysis of a 

political event. 1 have anempted to write political history with society and culture witten back 

in, or. conversely. social history with the political written back in - in short, history korn both the 

top-doun. and the bottom-up: a kind of hisroire roide that weaves together the broad political 

and diplornatic narrative of 1948, with the social and even psychological dimensions that 

determined how the election was experienced at the grassroots. In so doing 1 want to widen the 

notion of what is "political" to understand how factors such as popular piety, gender and 

historical memory. for instance. were both manipulated for political ends. and how they. in turn, 

conditioned the conduct of the campaign, as weil as its outcorne. 

This approach is apparent throuçhout the thesis, but tinds its clearest expression in 

Chapter Four where 1 examine the use that was made of the sacred images and devotional 

practices of Ital ian Catholicism by the clergy in order to mobilize Catholic voters. The political 

manipulation of religious icons like the Virgin Mary, and the wave of Marian apparitions and 

miraculous cures that coincided wïth the campaign, 1 argue, would al1 have been for naught but 
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for the fact that Italians were well-versed in the political use of sacred images. Borrowing fiom 

the historian Mario Isnenghi, 1 consider this intersection o f  religious and politicel a constant in 

Italian histop-. a fact which leads Isnenghi to argue that the 1948 campaign. "cornes from far 

bac k. "" 

Indeed 1 understand the question o f  "origins" to have two very different, if relate4 

meanings. On the one hand, as we saw above. the chapters that fol low are informed by the 

Toquevillian notion that a political system, like a nation, inevitably bars some mark of its 

origins in the ssnsc of a historically specific moment in tirne shaped by actors. events. chance 

and circumstance. At the same time, I understand the question of origins to mean "roots" - the 

cultural, social, even psychological factors that both determined and conditioned how ordinav 

Italians. their political Ieaders, as well as foreign policymakers acted in the heady climate of 

19-U-l9-C8. I t a k  rny lead here fiom the historians Mario Isnenghi and Carlo Ginzburg. In an 

obscure article on the 1948 election in the fervently Catholic Veneto region in northeastern Italy, 

published in 1977, Isnenghi interpreted the Christian Democratic victory not merely as the 

product of foreign, namely American, intervention, conditioned by events in places such as 

Czechoslovakia. Instead. Isnenghi spoke o f  1938 as  having "deep autochthonal roots." The 

nature of the 1 948 campaign and its outcorne, in other words, could best be explained in terms of  

Italy's unique history, specifically, the centuries-old intersection between the civic and the 

reiigious in daily life and in official public discourse. Though Isnenghi does not say so 

esplicitly. the implication o f  his argument is clear - the Church's participation in the campaign 

Mario Isnenghi, "AIle ongini del 18 aprile: miti, riti, mass medi&" Rivisla dl Storiu 
( 'or?rcntporu)zc'cr (April 1977), pp.209- 10. 
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to defeat the Popuiar Front in 1948, and the secular resistance to clerical involvement in the 

political affairs of the state, was but a recent manifestation of the deepseated tendencies and 

tensions of Italy's uneasy history as seat of t~vo universal institutions. one temporal. the other 

relieious.'8 In short, politics and religion had always mixed in Italian history, and the Church had 

aln.a'.s exercised temporal power, directly or indirectly. In this respect. 1948 reflected one of the 

abiding continuities of modem Italian history. More to the point, the purposefui manipulation of 

sacred images and de\-otional practices to defeat the Popular Front can be interpreted as a fonn 

of resistance, as a way the Church defended itself from a perceived attack by hostile elements, 

both domestic and foreign. 

But clericai intervention of an organized official sort - as with the grand Marian 

pilgmrnages of the pre-election period - is only one side of the equation, one dimension of 

Catholic responses to the crisis created by the Popular Front's drive for power. For we have still 

to dral i \ ~ t h  popuIar responses among the Catholic masses to political events on the eve of the 

election. The compelling question is why did scores of Italians daim to experience apparitions 

and miracles in the weeks before the vote? Why did so many of those who did not see or hear or 

feel any supernatural sign, still believe the claims to k true? How \vas it that even the 

mainstream national media- from newspapers to public radio, reported on the visions and 

miracles as fact, throwing caution and skepticism to the wind? What are we to make of the few 

parish priests \vho. it kvas reported afier eiection day. stood outside the polling stations 

brandishing crucifixes and encouraging parishioners to kiss the feet of Jesus before casting their 

votes? For man? years, scholars have dismissed these questions as historïcally inconsequential. 
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seeing the phenomena of appantions and miracles as merely the product of individual and at 

tirnes collective delusion d e s e ~ n g  of the scholars' derision, not serious consideration- 1 argue 

that just the opposite is true - such phenomena of a seemingly inconsequential, irrational. trivial 

nature may actually permit, as Carlo Ginzburg puts it. "the comprehension of a deeper, othenvise 

unattainable reaiihw."" Writing about the 19'"entur-y Italian a n  expert Giovanni Morelli - who 

developed a new method to ascertain the authorship of painting attributed to the old masters by 

pa~ing close attention not to the most obvious characteristics of a gïven piece of an, but to 

seemingly trivial details, such as earlobes, fingernails, fingsrs and toes - Ginzburg notes that 

ewn  Freud accorded the morellian technique of studying marginal or trivial data a privilegrd 

position in psycho-analysis. In acknowledgïng his intellectual debt to Morelli, Freud himself 

reasoned that psycho-anaiysis owed much to the morellian intrepretative method, since modem 

psycholog too \vas "accustomed to divine secret and concealed things fiom unconsidered or 

unnot~ced details. from the rubbish heap. as it were. of our observations.""' 

It is not my intention to submit the 1948 campaign to psycho-analysis, even less to a 

careful esamination. figuratively speaking. of earlobes, finger-nails and other such "trifle" 

rnatters. Indeed. the reader will note that much of what follows below focusses precisely on what 

Freud refemd to as the -'general impression and main features of a picture," insofar as the broad 

political and diplornatic narrative of 1948 is concemed Still, this thesis does draw the reader's 

attentron to minor details in order to amve at what Carlo Ginzburg describes as --a more 

'Carlo Ginzburg, "Clues: Roots of an Evidential Paradigm," in his (luci(; M~vrlrs. and the 
H I S I ~ T I C U I  .\JL'iIIod. trans. John and Anne C. Tedeschi (Baltimore and London, 1989), p. 10 1 .  

S. Freud "The Moses of Michelangelo," in his Collected Papers (New York, 1959), 
4270-7 1 . quoted by Carlo Ginzburg, -'Glues,'- p. 99. 



profound. less obvious type of histop?' 

The 1948 election had far-reaching consequences for Italian politics and society . These 

chapters are central& concerned with the 1948 election as a formative moment in the political 

socialization of Italians to the democratic process afier two decades of Fascist d e .  To this 

estent. this thesis contributes to the substantial literature on dernocratic transitions, a field of 

enquiry dorninated by political scientists and sociologists." My debt to the social scientists is 

evident below though readers \vil1 note that 1 have retained the historian's penchant for story- 

telling and a healthy skepticism of utility of theoretical moâels. Chapter Five e.xamines the aims 

and objectives of political sociaIization and voter mobilization by both the Marxist and Cathoiic 

elements. As we shall see, in the campaign for the hearts and votes of Italians, "organization" 

\vas the operative word in both Catholic and Marxist camps - both sides were after the same 

thing: the totaI mobilization of Italian society, fiom the bottom-up, in a coordinated effort to use 

popular piety. historical rnernory. as well as gender and class identity as propaganda tools to 

reach voters from al1 social classes and in every region of the country. The desire to test the 

limits of conventional propaganda, and to experiment with different forrns of mass mobilization 

inspired propagandists from both sides to produce colourful posters, provocative flyers, and 

popular films and newsreels. Such evocative visual propaganda, 1 argue, revealed that the battle 

This is Ginzburg's description of the aims of the Annuks school of Bloch and 
Lefebvre. See Carlo Ginzburg, The ./udge un J the Historiun. murginal nores on u iute rwrnr ieth- 
cmc.rztuv rnrscurriuge ofjuvtrce (London and New York, 1999), p. 15. 

See Guillermo O'Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitter. and Laurence Whitehead, eds., 
I kunsirron.vjrorn A ucitorrturran Rule: Sotrthern Europe (Baltimore and London, 1 986); Jorge 1. 
Dominguez and Abraham R. Lowenthal, O~nsrrucring Bemocruiic <;nvernunce: Scmh Amerrcu 
in the I Y Y O s  (Baltimore and London, 1996). 
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for the votes of Italians was as much a battle of the senses, as it \vas of the mind - be it in the 

form of written propaganda, colourful posters and barners, or mass rallies, the campaign to 

mobilize voters in 1948 used a langage that spoke first to the heart of Italian voters. and only 

then to their mincis. 

Chapter Six narrates the campaign itself. Here, 1 contest the historiographie orthodoxy 

that emphasizes the threat to public order that had poiiticians and the public constantly womed 

in the weeks before and just afier the vote. My research reveals that while the politicians wamed 

about the threat to public order and mused about the possibility of suspending the election in the 

event of unrest or violence, Italians voted with their feet, dutifully and peacefully, a tme 

measure. perhaps. of Italy's democratic renaissance. Finally. Chapter Seven analyzes the results 

of the election, from the standpoint of the \vinnets and the losers, concluding with my own 

ernpirical analysis of the outcome and its imrnediate implications. 

The thesis draws upon an array of sources, ranging fiom the print media of the &y, to the 

persona1 recollections of the key political actors, to pol itical party archives, parliamentary 

records and the security files of the ltaiian Ministry of the Interior. The latter were especially 

useful in understanding how the campaign was experienced at the tmassroots. The Interior 

Ministry files, which are kept at the Central State Archives in Rome, also provide persuasive 

evidence to suggest that for al1 the historians' talk of fear and violence as the dominant motif of 

the 1948 campai yen, the actual voting \as carried out responsibiy and calmly by the vast rnajority 

of the Italian people. conscious of their civic duty as citizens in a new democracy. The archives 

of the Italian Cornmunist Party, at the Gramsci lnstitute in Rome, were essential to understanding 

the thinking of Frontists in the campaign. The Socialist party archives, part of which are held at 
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the Nenni Foundation. also in Rome, were decidedly less useful in this regard, but they did prove 

crucial to understanding the chronology of events and circumstances that led to the creation of 

the Popular Front. Most of what 1 learned about the mobilization of Catholic voters can be found 

at the archives of Catholic Action, which are maintained by the Pope Paul VI Institute in Rome. 

Other pnman and many secondary sources which are unavailable or hard to find in North 

America were easi l y located, if less easily accessed, at various Italian repositones and libraries, 

including the Italian parliamenta- archives, the Central State Archives and the National Library 

al1 in Rome. Some newspaper research for Chapter Two on the birth of the Popular Front was 

conducted at the crowded humanities library of the University of Siena. A thorough analysis of 

the international context of the election, with particular reference to the role of the US, was 

made possible by research in several collections of the U.S. National Archives in College Park. 

Maryland. As is evident from Chapter Three, 1 relied heavily on the records of the State 

Department. which included recently declassified documentation of the American Embassy in 

Rome and the U.S. Consulates in My. 1 also consulted the records of the National Securïty 

Council. the Office of Strategic Services. a smattering of CIA files already declassified. as well 

as a small number of very useful files from the A m y  Intelligence and Security Command 

(INSCOM). and the Counter Intelligence Corp, Rome detachment, which are housed at Fort 

Meade. Maryland. The reader should note that 1 made several requests to have C M  and FBI 

material rsleased under the provisions of the Freedom of Information Act: most of these requests 

were denied, as expected. To augment my understanding of the dynamics of Anglo-Amencan 

jousting for influence and status in Italy and how this conditioned western reaction to events in 

Italy in 1948. I conducted research into the records of the Foreign Office of the United Kingdom, 



\\.hich are kept at the Public Record Office, Kew, London. 



THE LEGACY OF FASCIS-CI: ITALY AFTER ML'SSOLISI 

Italy, dumb in the hands of  the executioner, and discouraged 
by a series of abortive insurrections, has need of an encouraging 
voice. Nothing is wanting in my opinion to enable Italy to 
raise herself to a lecel with her destiny but the consciousness 
of her wi I1  and o f  her power. She has so often k e n  told that she 
is weak, that she ought not to hazard attempts ivhich are called 
premature, and that she must expect liberation from abroad. 

Gi useppe Mazzini ' 

The free soup kitchens of Genoa run out of food long before 
the customers' pails are tllled. Ragged children dive under 
cafe' tables for butts which their unemployed parents make 
into '-new" cigarettes. ..and sel1 for fi- cents a package. In 
Florence, fifteen year old prostitutes hang outside the Allied 
hotels begging soldiers to pay. 

Writinç to the Supreme Allied Commander of  the Mediterranean Theatre in June 1945, just 

tu.0 months after the Liberation of Italy. U.S. Admira1 Elleq- W. Stone warned that though the war 

\\.as over. Italy 's status as a stable western ally tvas tar  tiom assured. As in other European countries 

ra\.aged b'. u.ar. Stone \irarned, ltaly was "tktile" gound  for the emergence of a Soviet-inspired 

movement to bring the country into the Soviet sphere of influence ifthe Allies did not move quickly 

to hclp Itaiy alon- the road to economic and political reconstruction. "Italy is at the parting of the 

Quoted by Denis Mack Smith, !t.Iuzzini (New Haven and London, 1994)' p.25. 

N. Standen. "Italian Backdrop." Hcrrprr S :bfugu~mc. CXCVI (February 1948). pp. 150- 
59. quoted by Ho1 t and van de Welde, Strurc'gic ~?sycho/t~grcu/ (?pemtionv, p. 1 77. 



Defeated in 1943, she has been fought over and oçcupied by the Allies 
or Germans for two years: she has suffered civil war in the North 
where partisans have fought Fascists and Republican troops have 
b e n  in battle against the new Italian Amy.  She is split into eight 
contlicting political parties with membership of less than 10 percent 
of the population and no outstanding leader has corne to the fore: 
she has had five Govemments since September 1943; a million of her 
men ha\.e been in esile either as slave labor or as pnsoners of war: 
more than half a million of her people have suflered dislocation 
of home: her financial position is precanous: her economy 
has been totally disrupted: she has no merchant flee! and 
fetv foreign markets; \\ithout coal and raw rnaterial she 
faces unemployment amounting to several millions; the country 
is full of arms illegally held ... Already there are signs that. 
if present conditions long continue, Communism wiil triurnph - 
possibly by force.' 

The Allies had good reason to w o v .  In the two short years of intense fighting that began with the 

arri\.al of the Allied forces in the summer of 19-13. Italy's material infrastructure endured a severe 

blo~v. All told, Italy lost approximately one-third of i ts  national wealth dunng the war. Physical 

destruction \vas heaviest in the housin-. transportation and industriai sectors. One quaner of al1 

railna! Iines were destroyed. Fully 90 percent of al1 Italian port facilities were destroyed or 

damaged. The countc's merchant marine \vas \.irtually \viped out. Ordinary Ital ians were rnost 

affected by heavy physical losses in the housing sector, by the acute shortage of basic foodstuffs, and 

by the prscipitous drop in real incomes. At \var's end, the average real incorne was one-half that of 

1938-39. a reduction in spending power that affected some 4.5 million industrial workers, and at 

Ieast 3 million other public servants as well as those in the private sector. That amounted to just 

' El le- W. Stone, Rear Admirai, USNR, Chief Commissioner, HQAC to the Supreme 
Al lied Commander. Mediterranean Theater, "Future Policy Toward Italy." 23 June 1945. in RG 
59, Records of the Office of Western European Affaits Relating to Italy, Labor and Policy 
hdatters. Bos 3. National Archives. 
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undsr half (45 percent) of the working population. In 1945, the average industrial worker took home 

approsimately 3,800 to 1,000 lire per month: the average white collar worker took home between 

4.500 and 4.700 lire per month, a b e l  of income that accounted for more than one-half of ail urban 

familles. Out of this income, a family of four could expect to spend at least 3,600 lire per month, 

or betw-sen 93 and 95 percent, of its income on foodstuffs alone. That lefi little more than 200 to 

400 lire for al1 other expenses in the case of a working class family to spend o n  electricity, gas, and 

rcnt. Thcrc \vas vinually nothing lefi over to spend on anything els& 

The \var also left thousands of Italians homeless. Millions of Italians were 1 iving in crowded, 

often unsanitan. conditions: thousands were compelled to find shelter in the flimsiest of metal 

shacks. even in caves? Agicultural production slumped drarnatically during the war. The gain 

crop of 19-45 arnounted to 80-85 quintals. where the preivar average had been 1 15 quintals. The 

s a r s  just after the war were especially desperate. Millions of ltalians came to know real hunger in 

the months after the Liberation. About 80 percent of southem families consumed no rneat, su, ~ a r  or 

\vine in their daiIy diets. The mayor of Naples, one of the country's poorest and most crowded 

citiss. estimated rhat in the early postwar period, each day some 80.000 Neopolitans awoke with no 

Shepard Bancroft Clough, The c.conomrc hi.~r»ry cfmodern /tub? (New York, 1964), pp. 
286-87; Pasquale Saraceno, Rrco.s/rzoonc. c. prun!f icc~on~.  (1943-1948) (Bari, 1 969), pp.259-65: 
Si l vi O Lanaro, .CIorru d d f  'I/u/iu H~pubh/icunu: JuIIufjne delio bwerru ugIi unni ntlvuntu 
( Veni ce. 1 992 ). pp. 1 66-6 7: Ital y, /'ur/unzm/o. ('irnwru c k r  Dqrrrurr. (.omnlr.tsronc. purlumer~rurc. 
JI rnchre.vru .sziIiu rnrserru rn l/ul ru, Paolo Braghin, ed. (Turin, 1 W8), here a fier Znchiestu 
l'crrlcrm~ntcrrc': Roberto Vol pi, Sforru clellu pc~pcduzronr r/ulrctnu du// 'C+~rrù u oggr ( FIorence. 
I W O ) .  



idea of nkat  they were going to eat." 

And if there was one political party capable of  successfully exploiting the daily sufferings 

of ordina? Italians. it \vas surely the Italian Communist Party (PCI). In fact- the Italian Communists 

had been the most active o f  the antifascist parties in the clandestine fight against Fascism. It is 

est~rnated that at the height o f  its organizational strength in the pears it was legallp outlawed- the PCI 

could count close to 8000 adherents militating against Mussolini in Italy alone, to say nothing o f  the 

thousands more in exile abroad. The Allies knew that the Communist resistance fighters were 

among the most militant, most fervent and often most ferocious of the partisan fighters, a reputation 

that follotved them after 1945. It \vas no surprise, then. that the first instance of mass resistance to 

a Fascist regi me anywhere in Europe spning from the Communistdominated factories o f  Turin and 

Milan \\ hich witnessrd a series of demonstrations, walk-outs and work-to-rule campaigns in March 

and April of 1943.' Inderd, the Turin and Milan strikes suggested that, even before Mussolini had 

bccn depossd. the ltalian Communist rank-and-file sat poised on the edge. not sirnply of revolt. but 

of revolution: from the resistance-fighten to the striking factory workers o f  the northem industrial 

centres. the Cornrnunist rank-and-file \vas eager to turn the stmggle against Fascism into a broader 

war agai nst the social, economic and pol itical system that had spewned Fascism in the first place and 

Wool 
Vol pi 

M. De Cecco. -'Economic Policy in the Reconstruction Period, 1945-5 1 ," in Stuart 
f. cd.. 7 % ~  Rhnh of h ( i :  1 943-50 (London. 1 977), pp. 1 56- 1 80. especial l y p. 1 59: R. 
, Storr~l clL'lkI popo/u=ione iruliunu, pp. 1 34-39; /nclzie.m~ Purlumenrure. 

The figure of 8000 militants is from Simona Colarizi. S~orrri der purtrtr ~te/i*I~uiiu 
r~.pnhbl~canu,  p. 57. On the strikes of  March-April 1943, see Tim Mason, "The Turin Strikes of 
Marc h 1 943 ." in .\ki.vn~. /~u.scr.vnz. und the bVorkrng CV?us.~: Essup  b ~ .  Tïm .'L./u.wn, Jane Caplan 
ed., (Cambridge, 1999, pp. 274-94. Mason suggests that the strikes were critical to the 
emergence of the PCI as a major player in the Italian Resistance. Had the strikes never 
happened, or had they k e n  quickly crushed the PCI may never have played the central role it 
\vent on to play in the Resistance. 



kept it in po\\.er for so long." 

No  wonder that many in Allied circles watched nervously as the Communist leader Palmiro 

Togliatti returned to Italy at the end of March 1944, afier some twenp ysars in exile in the USSR. 

What ivould Togliatti - who together \?th Antonio Gramsci had founded the PCI in 192 1 - say to 

the throng ofpart' faithful- armed and ready for the espected cal1 to recolution? What Togliatti said 

stunnrid just about eveyone: the Party and indeed the country, he announced were at a critical 

.- 
--.wh. a t uming point." The task at hand, Togliatti continued. was to rid Italy of Fascism once and 

fore\.er. and to move quickly to the physical and political reconstruction of the country Sweeping 

change to the esisting system or radical esperirnents in new forms of societal and governmental 

organization would have to wait. In practical terms, that meant putting aside for the moment any 

talk of the "revolution:" it meant the formation of a govemrnent of national unity together tkith the 

other antifascist parties that were emerging €rom exile and illegality to assume a central role in the 

Raistance: it meant collaborating w-ith the milita? and with the King, Vinorio Ernanuele III. the 

man who had brought Mussolini to power in the first place and then stood idly by when in 1926 the 

Duce outlawed al l politicat opposition to Fascisrn. "' 

To be sure, the Allies welcomed Togliatti's announcement just as Party members conâemned 

The historian Pietro Scoppola argues that the 1943 Turin strikes were not at al1 about 
resistance to Fascism. but rather about economics. The "penetration" of Communist 
organizations into the ranks of the Turin workforce, he concludes, \vas a consequence of the 
striks, not a motivating factor. See his /.u RëpldMi~*u dei purlil~, Ew)lz~,-ione L' LTISI  c h  2111 
s is/cmu polilico, 19-15 1996 (Bologna, 199 1 ), p. 85. 

Toglirtrti-s "s\wllu di Sulerno'- is so named for the city south of Naples where Togliatti 
made the speech &fore the first PCI Congress in ltaiy since the party was outlawed in 1926. 

For futher details on the svolru, see Giorgio Bocca, /'crlmiro T ~ g l i ~ r r i ,  pp. 3 3 8 4  1 .  
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it. But keen obseners like EIIery Stone and other Allied policymakers. knew that the oficial 

pronouncernents of the Communist leadership did little to alleviate in the short tem the social and 

sconomic tensions that were fuelling a restive spirit at the grassroots level. One American obsemer. 

Henry J .  Morgenthau, put the problem well in June 1944 when he drew the connection between 

missry induced by the war and the growïng popdarit'. of the Italian Communist Party. "The whole 

problem." said Morgenthau. "consists in the fact that ive have k e n  too idle in confronting the 

question of \r.hat wr've been giving to eat to these folks."" Morgenthau's assessrnent \vas prrscient 

i ndeed. The question of poverty, hunger and econom ic devastation would corne to dominate Allied 

thinking on its uncertain ally for much of the postwar era. Communism was a genuine alternative 

in Italyl and would remain so as long as political instability and economic suffering were the rule. 

Italy \vas indeed at a parting of the ways. and with Mussolini dead and buried. the struggle over 

which direction the country would go had begun. 

THE RO.4D TO LIBER4TIOS 

Despite popular expectations to the contrary, the removai of Mussolini from office on 25 July 

1913 did not signal the end of the \var in Italy. nor did it mean that Italy had changed sides 

automatically to join the Allied powers in the fight against Nazi Germany. That change came only 

n i t h  the signing of the Armistice betu-een the gocemment of King Vittorio Emanuele III  and the 

AI lies on 8 September 1943. By that time, the Germans had rescued Mussolini from his confinement 

and instaIIed him as the nominal head of the Italian Social Republic (RSI), a Puppet regime to front 

the fact of German occupation of important positions in northem Italy. The period between the fall 

Morgenthau is quoted by Paul Ginsborg, H i s / o n  of Contentporuy Ilu&, p. 4 1 . 
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of Mussolini on 25 July and the signing o f  the Armistice, commonly referred to as the -'Forty-Five 

Days". took an already uncertain Italian situation and made it even more confused. The Italian 

historian Giuliano Procacci once refened to  the period as  "one of those historic moments in  which 

farce is mingled with tragedy."" It was the tragedy that was most pronounced. Though the war had 

been raging for over three years. Italy had been spared the worst of \var's usual ravages: a n d  yet. at 

the very moment it seemed that the war woutd e n d  with Mussolini gone. Italy becarne the theatre 

of daily heacy bombardrnents. massive physical destruction and civilian casualties. 

Farcical were the political machinations of the men in charge. In the wake o f  Mussolini's 

fall. the King \vas fully in command again. Technically speaking, by vinue o f  the  Italian 

Constitution, the King had always been fu11y in command, with the constitutional authority t o  make 

or break prime ministers and cabinets. This is precisely what happened in 1922 when Vittorio 

Emanuele I I I  invited Mussolini and his Fascist Party to assume the reins o f  power; so it was some 

tnsnty years later. when the venr same Vittorio Emanuele summoned Mussolini to his office to tell 

the tired and aging Duce that the Fascist Grand Council had voted to take power away from 

Mussolini and put it back into the hands of  parliament. The Duce was deposed not by a popular 

uprising or militas. defeat, but by a veritable palace coup, led by an  elderly and overly-cautious 

monarch who twenty years earlier had felt impotent before the nsing tide of  the Fascist movement. 

With Mussolini gone from the Prime Minister's office, Vittorio Emanuele chose Marsha 

Giuliano Procacci, H i m q  of the ~ t d i u n  People, trans. Anthony Paul (London, 199 1 ), 
p. 435. 

' For an excellent summary of the events of July 1943, see Denis Mack Smith, MussoIini 
(London. 195 1 ). pp. 292-95. On the role o f  Victor Emanuel in bringing Mussolini to power, see 
Adrian Lyîtelton, The Seizure of Power: Fu.vcÏsm in  tu^): 19 19-1929 (Princeton, N.J., 1987). 
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Pietro Badoglio to head the new government. Badoelio was from Piedmont, a career rnilitary man 

\\ ho eamed his mil itary reputation leading operations in the Ethiopian War. He resigned as Chief 

of Staff afier the failure of the regme's exploits in Greece. thereby publicly breaking r a d s  nith 

Mussolini and registering his dissatisfaction with the course of Mussoiini's militas. plans. '' But 

Badoglio \\as not at al1 suited to govern, least ofall a uSar-u-earied, fractured, occupied countxy He 

\vas a man o f  limited abilities under the best of circumstances; above all, he kvas a militas, man, not 

a politician. faced mith an esceptionally difficult situation that called for a Churchillian-liks 

statesmanship. Of course, the problems he faced were enonnous. For one, he had to contend w ~ t h  

a tirnid but constitutionally more pmverful King w-ho limited Badoglio's range of  action. The 

antifascist parties (the Christian ûemocrats or DC; the Italian Communists, the Italian Socialist 

Party. the Democrazia del Lavoro. the Action Party o r  PdA and the Italian Liberais; the s is  would 

eventually coalesce into the coalition known as the Comitato di Liberazione nazionale or CLN) also 

limited Badoglio's frredom to govern. In contesting his leadership. the antifascist parties were 

cuided by a deep distrust if not outright opposition to the Monarchy and an establishment figure such 
CI 

as Badoglio for their role in keepins Mussolini in power and standing by while the Duce led an 

utterly unprepared Italy into war. " 

The antifascist parties had a more elernentary reason for opposing Badoglio - they wanted 

the King to rno\.e sniftl>. to break the alliance uith Gemany. join the Allies and move irnrnediately 

from the mil itary regime to a political regime that was to be comprised essentially of  politicians with 

' Procacci, Hi.vron of the I/uIiun f eople, p. 4 5 .  

Procacci, History, pp. 43546. See also Federico Chabod, 1. '/lulru Corrre~nporcrneu 
f i 918 - lWX)  (Turin, 1972), pp. 113-14. 
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a militan. head for the duration ofthe war. But Vittorio Emanuele rejected the idea, and so Badoglio 

remained as head of the official italian government: nor would Italy yet surrender and join the Allies. 

The King's refusal to acquiesce to the demands of the antifascist parties was the impetus for the 

establishment of a formal coalition of the antifascist parties which, on August 13, 1943 officially 

declared its opposition to the Badoglio regime.'" 

But ifthe King refused to be rid of Badoglio, the antifascist parties did succeed in persuading 

the King to change his mind on one important question. At the start of September. Vittorio 

Emanuele finally agreed to surrender and join the Allies in the fight against Nazism-Fascism. When 

neu.s of the Armistice was made public on 8 September, 1943 the King and his family with 

Badoglio and his cabinet in tow, fled from Rome under the cover of darkness to escape the 

ad\.ancing German forces. The? fled first to Pescara. on the Adriatic Sea. then ont0 the resort town 

of Brindisi where they resumed the activities of the legally constituted Italian govemment, duly 

recognized as such by the Allied pmvers. Mors than merely a turning point in the war, the signing 

of the Armistice was a defininç moment in the history of contemporary Italy with far-reachinç 

consequences hardly discernible at the time. The Armistice imparted upon Italy an ambiguous role 

in the fight against Nazism-Fascism, introducing the notion that Italy t a s  a "CO-belligerent" in the 

fight againsr Hitler and Mussolini: "CO-belligerent,.' not "ally,'. a subtle but important distinction 

that reflected the Allied - above al1 the British - intention to treat Italy as both friend and foe at the 

sarne time. (This concretized the British desire to "make Italy paf for its role in the war)." Italy 

On the punitive British attitude towards Italy, see David E l l w d  h [ v ,  1943-45 
( Leicester. 1985). pp. 1-2. and Ginsborg, Hivrory rfConfernporun I,a/+v, p. 40. 
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thus jointsd the Allied Powers with the uncomfonable status as both defeated enemy and welcome 

ally. as an occupied nation and sovereign state at the same time. 

With the Germans at Rome's gates and the Allies half~vay up the peninsula. Italy was. to 

borrow from renowned philosopher Benedetto Croce, "split in halF,"IR occupied by foreign m i e s  

from top to bonom, and the theatre of a genuine civil war with Italians loyal to Mussolini f-ting 

the King's troops and the partisans fighting under the direction of the antifascist parties. A far cry 

was this. the ItaIian situation after September 1943. from the return to peace and normalcy that 

Italians espected following the faIl of Mussolini. 

In realih. afier September 1943. Italy was divided in three. not two. The Royalist Badoglio 

covernrnent together with the Allied Command (at Caserta) were in charge of that area south of the - 
Allied ad\.ance. at Rome and al1 points southward. including the islands of Sicily and Sardinia. In 

this part of the country, known as the Regno del SuJor Kingdom of the South, the amed Resistance 

against Nazism-Fascism was an unknow phenornenon for the simple reason that German troops and 

Mussolini loyalists had been dnven out of the area with the arriva1 of the Allies in the summer of 

1943 In the Kingdom of the South- the Badoglio government and the King were widely recognized 

as the legitimate governing authority while the local CLNs, which did exist in the south, served an 

èssentially administrative function. This \vas in stark contrast to the work ofthe CLNs in the north. 

where they led and organized the anned Resistance. l n  

A second Italy could be found in the centre of the peninsula. the area from and including 
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Rome to Florence (Rome was Iiberated by the Allies in June 1944, Florence in Au~wst 1934). Afier 

falling into Gennan hands. Rome k a m e  the theatre of rather limited resistance fighting. The 

presence of the Vatican in the heart of the city probably spared Rome from a worse fate. In 

Florence, by contrast, fighting between the partisans and the nazi-fascists was fierce and in the open, 

in the very heart of the c i 5  and in the surrounding counixyide. But the politicaI signifcance of the 

situation in Florence is that the antifascist parties or CLNs there were relatively free to evolve and 

pursue their political goals, in contrast to their coileagues in either the Allied-occupied south, who 

kvere consigned to a largely bureaucratic role, and to their colleagues in the north who spent most 

of their time actually fighting \cith little opportunity to think about the kind of political order that 

w-ould follow the defeat of Fascism- In Florence and al1 of central of Italy, the CLNs devoted much 

more attention to preparing the groundwork for an eventual pst-Fascist order that presaged a 

drcisive break wïth the forms ofgovernmental organization ofthe pre-Fascist or Fascist eras. In fact, 

aftsr the Liberation of Florence in August 1934, the CLN there became the de facto local 

uovernment. a developrnent that would sventually spread to the north, but remain virtually unheard - 
of in the Kingdom of the South." 

The pattern of events in the Florence-area mirrored closely the situation in the third M y ,  the 

north. the scene of the most ferocious fighting of the Resistance: indeed, the real birthplace of the 

amed Resistance. In this part of the country, the Resistance had a wider social base than in central 

Italy, albsit still lirnited in the proportion of active resisters to total population. Still. it \vas the 

breadth of the Resistance in the North that carried great signifcance - its wide social base that cut 

across class. attracting workers and peasants, the middle class, intellectuals and artists. This, as 

lhrd.. pp. 1 25-36. 
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Federico Chabod has noted. !vas an important precedent insofar as it sigalled the political 

awakening of sectors of the populace that for decades before and during Fascism had been inactive, 

apathetic or systcmatically escluded fiom political 

The Resistance, then, carried tremendous political implications, not the l e s t  of which was 

the politicization and mobilization of vanous strata of society. as well as the building of bridges 

between groups, like peasants and workers, that in the liberal era were divided by mutual antipathy. 

Truc. the Resistance was a relatively limited phenornenon - limited geographically to the north b', 

and large, and lirnited also in terms ofthe numberofactive fighters it attracted. As H. Stuart Hughes 

aptly put it, the Italian Resistance was *-the work of a minori- - the work of a large minorih. but 

still in no sensr the achievement of the whole Italian people."" Stil!, the Resistance did announce 

the arriiaI of w-hat the socialist leader Pietro Nenni referred to as ' - r i  vmlo del .\?)ni." the wind from 

the north, a reference to the expectation diffuse among the resistance fighters that with the end of 

the u a r  ~vould corne profound. lasting change in Ital'.'s political. social and economic order." 

Of course, we would do well to remember those parts of the peninsula that knew nothing of 

the Resistance esperience. Afler the faIl of Mussolini, in the south there blew another w-ind, a 

H. Stuart Hughes, rhe ihi/eJ Stutrs und Ilu-1, p. 135. 

On the Resi stance in general, see Roberto Battaglia, Rrew SIOMU c M / u  ~ C ' S I S I C ~ I I I U  

r t ~ c l i u n u  (Rome, 1997) and Claudio Pavone, Unu guerm civile: suggio storico suflcr morulitù 
~ ~ ~ ' l l i c  I L J S I S ( C V I Z C I  (Turin, 199 1 ). A good, general overview of the period is found in Antonio 
Gam b i no's h ighl y readable monograph Soria del dopoguerru: d u / h  liberc1,-iont. uf potere DC, 
(Rome. 1975). Ch.1. 
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counten-ailing force that was conservative. even reactionan-." It was reflected in the institution of 

the monarchy, in the surviving remnants of the old Fascist hierarchy that had helped oust Mussolini 

in order to saix themselves. in those elements of the Italian militan. that remained loyal to the King 

and ivere as conservative and reactionary as they had been when they threw the full weight of their 

influence behind the Fascist regime. The men who brought down Mussolini, it bears repeating, were 

kir from anti fascist in any real sense of the word. The Kins Badoglio and Company were anti fascist 

insofar as it meant getting rid of Mussolini. But they understood well that the vcmo t k d  .Vurd \vas 

heading straiçht for them and their power bases, and they prepared to defend themselves when the 

time came to desip the pst-Fascist state. As the journaiist Antonio Gambino perceptively notes. 

.-among the men of the Quirinale (Kinç's court) there [was] a des ip  for the pst-Mussolini era that 

1s anything but democratic.'-" An- anernpt by the antifascist parties to alter radically the face of 

ttalian society would be squarely met by these conservative forces. 

The antifascist parties were well aware and to some estent preoccupied by this fact. But their 

cooperation with the conservative caste represented by the King and Badoglio operated on the 

assumption that once the \var \vas over and al1 of Italy liberated, it would not be business as usual. 

There \vas simply no turning back to the old way of organizing the socie&. to the liberal-era style 

of politics as the affair of a tight clique or political elite. Panisan blood had not bezn shed in vain. 

Italy would yet have its social refonn, despite the obstinate ruling class that had survived Fascism 

and \vas still rrsisting the impetus for change born of the Resistance and diffuse among large strata 

'Sec N. Gallerano ed., Id 'ultro clopoguerrcr, Romu e if Sud /9JS-l9-/S (Milan, 1995) and 
A. ivl. Im briani. l i.n/o del .wd .\.fotkerufi. rc'uzionori. y irulunqirr.srr (1 943-1 948) (Bologna, 1996). 

Gambino, 9oriu Jel dopoperra, p. 5 .  
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of the Italian population. And the antifascist parties pinned their hopes on that one element that had 

so deluded them during the dark days of Mussolini's regime - namely the Italian people, the mass 

of ordinap individuals. disinterestcd and disaffected, resigned, apathetic and above ali, apolitical. 

Indeed, the antifascist leadership widely shared the belief that Fascism had risen to power and 

sunived so long precisely because ofthe political apathy of the mass of Italians. Fascism map have 

ushered in an era of mass mobilization. resisters argued, but it had depended on the de-politicization 

of the Italian people. And so the chief objective of the Resistance. even after the Liberation. was to 

shake Italians out of their political stupor, to make clear to the mass of Italians that which resister 

belieced instinctively - that political activity was a moral du-. On this question there \vas broad 

consensus among the varied parties of the ~esistance." As one partisan pamphlet put it, "the 

worker. the priest and the soldier'. were united in their conviction that political involvement was a 

moral dus ,  and essential if Italians hoped to avoid in the future the horrors visited upon Europe by 

fascism. In the same vein. one manifesto of the Action Party declared. "The time has come to 

recognize that politics is dirty only when it is left in the han& of shady, unscrupulous politicians, 

..if 

as in the days of the Fascist regime. - #  If there was anything tmly revolutionan about the Italian 

Resistance, it was surely this - the notion that politics \vas not something diny or irrelevant, 

sornething below the intellectual. or above the mass of illiterate, undereducated peasants or workers. 

Politics. the Resistance boldly pronounced, was no longer the preserve of a political class alone, but 

rather the business of every citizen regardless of profession. 

See Claudio Pavone, Crnu Gzrcrrct Crvrk. pp. 5 15-1 7. 

Quoted by Pavone, (/nu Guerru Civile, p. 5 1 7. The full citation is in Pavone's 
cndnotes. p. 770, n. 1 1. 12. 



In a sense. the Resistance \vas a moment of collective sou1 searching. How and \vhy did 

Fascism corne to power? Why and how did it survive for so long? Who was to blarne? Perhaps 

most important, how were the mistakes of the past to be avoided in the future? Few during the 

Resistance placed al1 the blame for Fascism on the Italian people as a whole. Fewer still were 

n-illing to disrniss Fascism as a mere blip, as the fault of one man only - Mussolini or. arguably. 

the King. Not even Benedetto Cr- so ofien cited as the father of the school of thought that s e s  

Fascism as a "parenthesis" in Italian histop. disconnected somehow t'rom the broader Stream of 

conternpowy Italian history, subscribed to the view that the Italian populace shared no responsibility 

\vhate\.er in the rise and longevin. of Mussolini's regime- Croce wote in December 1944, 

But [Mussolini], called to account for the damage and shame 
he wought over Italy with his words and his actions and 
with his knack for abuse and corruption, might very weli 
respond to the Italian people as that unlucky leader of 
the people of Florence ... responded to his fnends in exile 
~vho criticized him for having led them into ... disaster ... 
"And you all. why did you listen to me?"" 

For Croce. then- the Italian people shared some of the blame for the tragedies that uitimately befell 

the country. Croce's parenthesis thesis must therefore be undentood in its proper context, that of 

his larger effort afier 1943 to defend the liberal era ftorn the cnticism of man- of the would-be 

builders of the new Italy. To this extent, Croce's parenthesis was intended to preserve and transmit 

to the postn.ar era the best features of the old liberal democratic system, not to absolve the ItaIian 

people of their responsibility for Fascism." 

Benedetto Croce, Scriui e discorsi polrrici (Bari, 1979, pp. 2 17- 1 8. The entry is from 
Dccember 2,  1944. 

On the crocean and other interpretations of Fascism, Italian or othenvise, see Renzo 
De Fel ice. l i ~ r ~ r p r r o t  o f h c i s m  (Cambridge, MA, 1977); Renzo De Felice and Michael 



Croce's sentiment was echoed bu virtually al1 ofthe major antifascist parties. No one. at the 

time. seemed interested in propagating the myth of Italy as a "nation of resisters" as Charles De 

Gaulle did in France.'" In fact. if the lonpterm objective of the Resistance \vas to arouse the ordinan 

Italian, it was to be done by settling scores with the pst; by coming to tenns with the shoncomings 

of a supposedly democratic people that with hardly a munnur helped elsct a dictator and either 

directly or indirectly helped keep him in power for bvo decades. Had it not been for the iIl-advised 

ItaIian participation in the Second World War. Mussolini's regirne could very weli have survived for 

decades longer. It was a point not lost on Resistance leaders3' 

Hence the need not only to mobilize Italians but also to inculcate in them democratic values- 

From the pages of the official organ of the Youne Christian Democrats came the harsh assessrnent 

that -'no tmly civilized people would have tolerated fascism for so long;" therefore, the article 

continued. Italians ought not to comfon themselves in the misguided belief that the! were the 

victirns of one man and one regime. The time had corne to acknowledge the complicity of the 

masses undsr Fascism and to confess --out loud and without shame our onn mea cu1pa.'- The article 

concl udes with a cal1 to prepare Italians intellectually for freedom. The anti fascists' mission thus 

Ledeen, /-ù.vcfirn: .-ln fnfc~rmcrf fntroduct ion to i f s  Theory und Practice (New Brunswick, N.J ., 
1976 ). and Walter Lacquer, ed.. I.ù.sci.vnt: -4 Remfer 's Giiide (Harmonds~vonh~ 1979)' and Roger 
Grifin, /+uscwm (Oxford and New York, 1995). 

On De Gaulle and the sosalled --resistancialist rn'h", see Henry Rousso, T/zr i?c/ty 
.y\ ïz~lrr)mr: h i s r o ~ ~  un J rnernory in I-Tcrnce since / 944 (Cambridge, MA, 1 99 t ). 

On the question of popular consensus under Fascism and the debate over when and why 
support for the Duce evaporated among ordinary Italians, see Pietro Scopolla's I u  Repubblicu 
t / ~ ~ r  pirrnr. pp. 84-85. Utterly indispensable to the discussion, however controversial it ma' be. 
is Remo De Felice's mammoth biography of Mussolini, especially Mussolini f 'uffeuto, 2 vols. 
(Turin. 1990) and more recently his Ro.wu e .lTero, Pasquale Chessa ed., (Milan, 1995). 



becarne to. "Educate! Educate! This is the real mission. Indeed, re-educate the thousands and 

t housands of young people led astray and bewildered. "" 

Nowhere was the call for political education of Italians more pronounced than among the 

Allies. The Bt-itish in particular suspected that the Italians, however \velI-intentioned, were not 

properly equipped to institute a democratic system and way of life. This distrust sternmed in part 

tiom serthing British contémpt towards the Italians for Mussolini's alliance \\ith Hitler against the 

British in 1940.'"he alleçed unpreparedness of Italians for democratic govemment w a s  a 

conwnirnt justification for the maintenance of strict British control in Italy until such timc as the 

Italians learned, as Paul Ginsborg puts it, "how to behave in a dernocratic fa~hion."~ In August 

1944. the British Foreig Office issued a paper entitled "The Future of Italy" to justi- the extension 

of British control of the peninsula: 

[...] The Italians have always been very cynical in their 
attitude towards their Government, not always \vithout reason, 
and after twenty years of Fascism will, in al1 probability, 
be more so. The average Italian does not follo\v nith an\: 
real interest what the Government are doing in relation to 
their advertised policy ... He does not, in any way. feel part 
of the Govemrnent as Englishrnen do ... Italians of most classes 
are much more apt to seize on some political figure who 
touches their imagination, regardless of what Party he 
belongs to and even what his ideas on the policy are, and 
follow him bl indly. ThereaRer, everything he says is 
acclaimed regardless of what he does. Unless, therefore 
Great Britain remains in control (i-e. a virtual dictator) 

From --Libertà cosciente," in I.0 Punta, 2 February 19U, quoted by Pavone, Gtierru 
( ' I \ ' I /C ) .  pp. 56-1-65. 

' . On British attitudes towards Italy, see Ginsborg, C'onrcmporury Irdv, and Ellwood, 
/ ltl / \-.  pp. 104. 308. 

' ' Ginsborg, Contemporury Itu[v, p. 40. 



and large-mindedly and firmly guides Italy along democratic 
lines, Democracy looks like having a very poor chance." 

.4 good British dictator. then. not Italian self-government woufd best serve to teach an apathetic- 

cynical, credulous people how to "behave" democratically; this was Whitehall's prescription for the 

future of Italian democracy afier Fascism. Of course, there was more to the British stance than 

altruism. British Foreign Minister Anthony Eden's open contempt for Italy and Britain's punitive 

impulses were motivated by a more elementary consideration: the desire to  remove Italy from British 

i nterests in Greece and the Balkans. The British expected Italy to lose al1 o f  i ts colonial possessions 

and even some national territory as punishment for its role in the Second World War - a fitting 

punishment, the British figureci, for what had been aher  al1 an enemy power? 

Harold Macmillan implored his govemment to change its vie\vs with regard to Italy. "There 

seems to be a kind of  childish animosity towards the Italians," Macmillan w o t e  in April 1945. 'San 

[we] not esorcise this spirit from Whitehall?"" American policymaliers were inclined to see this 

punitive streak as not merely childish, but potentially damaging to the prospects of democracy in 

Ital>. The Americans were inclined to see the ltalians as genuine allies rather than defeated enemies. 

Where the U.S. made plans afier the war to "reform" the national "character" of the defeated 

Germans and Japanese, no such reform was deemed necessary for the Italians. Almost to a man. 

Amencan policymaliers distinguished between the Italian people and Fascism. There was a complex 

set of rcasons behind this more pnerous Amencan assessrnent of the dernocratic potentiality of  the 

Quoted by Ellwood, !lu-., pp. 103-04. 

J. Miller, " The Search for Stability: An Interpretation of American Policy in Italy: 
1943- 1946." ./r)rrrnd oj'iicrlrurt H i . v i t i ~ .  1 (Autumn 1978)- pp. 264-86, especially pp. 374-75. 



Italian people: this included the influence of the large and prominent Italian American communih 

in the U.S.. as well as the influence in Washington ofhigh-profile antifascist exiles like the historian 

Gaetano Sal~rernini. and Mussolini's former Foreign Affairs Minister Carlo Sforza ~ v h o  fled to the 

US. in opposition to Mussolini's regime in July 1940. Sforza, in particular, was crucial in 

con\-incing Amencan policymakers that Italians were at heart a democratic, peace-loving people. 

and that the ternis "Fascist" and "Italian" were not synonymous. These high-profile antifascist exiles 

and the Italian Amencan community - including celebritirs like Frank Sinatra and Joe Di Maggio -- 

masterfully sold the line that Fascism represented a betrayal o f  the "real" Italy and Italy's traditional 

alliances and orientation. 

But the magnanimity o f  the U.S. vis-a-vis the ltalians also reflected the chief objective o f  

American policy towards Italy which was to ensure the quick and easy transition from dictatorship 

to stable democratic govemment. Such a quick transition would in turn, permit the quick 

nithdra\val of Amencan troops, and also abate the hunger of  Amencan investors eager to participate 

in the reconstruction o f  Italy. Punishing Italy for its role in the war, American policmakers believed, 

stood in the \\-a!. of the transition to democratic go~ernment.~ ')  American officiais clung to the belief 

that the promotion o f  cultural and economic ties behveen the U.S. and Italy would infuse the latter 

ni ih the democratic spint and provide a concrete mode1 o f  durable govemment based on popular 

sovcrciçnh. At the same time, it was expected that a healthy dose of American investment would 

See James Miller, "Carlo Sforza e I'evoluzione della politica amencana verso I'Italia, 
1 9-10- 1 913 ." in Smrru conrrrnpnrurteu (December 1 976)' pp. 825-53. On the Americans' long- 
tirne fascination with Italy and on Italo-American relations in general during Fascism and the 
Resistance. see J.P. Diggins. !2.ftcssolrni und fiscwrn: The I ' i m v  f r c m  ..lmerica (Princeton. N.J.. 
1972). 

Cf. E l l e s  Stone's comments above, p. 1 ,  n. 1. 
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help bring economic prosperih to ItaIy and in the process increase Italy's independence fiom both 

the British and the Soviets. The social and economic tensions that wvere fuelling the popularity of 

the Itaiian Communists, it was hoped, \vould be defused by means of a sweeping structural reform 

of 1 ta1 ian socieh undertaken by whichever political grouping Italians freel y and demoçraticall y 

elected."' 

In reality, there were two immediate political objectives the U.S. sought in its "search for 

stabilit!." in Italy afier 1943. First. the Americans sought the democratization of Italian politics b! 

making of the Badoglio cabinet and successive governments a broad coalition of al1 the anti fascist 

forces. That meant ma-ing into a single executive both monarchists and republicans. Catholics 

and communists. a mamage that had k e n  tried and !vas working, albeit tenuously, in the CLN. 

Second. the' stroce to legitimize this esecutive in the eyes of a society wracked by social, economic, 

regional and ideological cleavages.'" 

While the war was still on, American action toward realization of these objectives focussed 

on the so-called institutiona1 question- that is. the future of the monarchy as the constitutional Head 

of State. As we have seen, most of the antifascist parties wvanted the King to abdicate, but more to 

the point. most of them opposed on principle the v e n  idea of a constitutional monarchy. And so, 

not long after the fall of Mussolini and the return to Italy of the antifascist parties, the cal1 went out 

for the removal of the King as Head of State. Most U.S. policqmakers also opposed the monarchy 

on pure and simple republican principle, and they knew that many Italians resented the Royal family 

for its association with Mussolini. Yrt. when the Armistice \vas signed. the U.S. recognized the 

Miller. 'Search for Stabilih,'- pp. 264-65. 

. ' /hid., p. 267 
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\-due of retaining the monarchy as the best and perhaps the on1 y way to guarantee some stability in 

the midst of a chaotic political situation. Constituting as it did a powerful institutional and symbolic 

\\eight in the midst of this chaotic situation, the monarchy, American offkials believed, might 

actually be the best way to help in the transition to democratic goverment. Still, Franklin D. 

Roose\dt and his successor Ham Truman promised that once the \var \vas over, Italians would be 

free to decide for thernselves whether to keep the monarchy or net? By the spring of 194 -  a mice 

on the institutional question was ageed to - the ukimate fate ofthe monarchy was to be put off until 

at least after the Liberation. The delay angered the more militant republican elements of the 

antifascrst coalition. Yot- the major impetus behind this truce came fiom the Italian Communists 

and Palmiro Togliatti who \vas rager to show the Allies that his party \vas wvilling to compromise and 

to participate in ovemment in the comrnon cause of riddinç Italy of Nazis and Fascists for go&. 

The embattled Vittorio Emanueie, for his part, promised to abdicate the throne once Rome \vas free. 

The Kinç's promise was a small concession to the republican elements of the antifascist 

coalition. A more substantive concession came wïth the formation of the second Badoglio cabinet 

in April 1944. In this second cabinet, Badoglio \vas at the hrad of a broadly based coalition 

cornpriscd of the six leading parties of the CLN. The significance ofthis rnove cannot be overstated. 

A cabinet dominated by the CLN sipalled the beginning of the end for Badoglio and for the era he 

represcnted. Badoglio was, after all, a military man, but more important, a vestige of the rnilitary- 

political caste that had propped up Mussolini's regime and lead the way in its imperialistic 

adventures. When on 8 June, 1944, the leaders of the CLN asked Badoglio to resign and the King 
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to abdicate the throne (their requests were granted by both Badoglio and Vittorio Emanuele). and 

appointed as leader Ivanoe Bonomi (then president of the CLN), they closed a chapter in the history 

of contrrnporan Italy. With Badoglio's replacement by Bonomi, wites histonan James Miller. "a 

representative government free From any taint of fascism had been achievedaM3 A few weeks later, 

on 25 June. the Bonomi cabinet formally announced the formation of a Constituent Assembly to be 

popularly elected once the war was over. charged with the tasii of drawing up the fonn the post- 

Fascist statc would assume. The announcement made the monarchy a simng duck. More important. 

it confirmed that the future of ltaly would be decided by the Italian people and their elected 

representatives. not by the Allies. 

THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED? 

This brief three week pend  in June 1944 that ended with Badoglio's removal from office 

and the ascent of the CLN to national governrnent signalled a historic break with the past. It also 

rnarked the culmination of a long process of transformation of Italian politics that began before 

Fascism came to pmver. and continued unabated over the life of the regime, in spite of Mussolini's 

attempts to suffocate any semblance of democratic politics. Indeed the formation of a national 

esrcuti\e compriscd esclusively of the antifascist panies that had either been banned and persecuted 

under Fascism - like the PCI and the PSI - or been born out of the fight against Mussolini's regime 

- like the Action Pa* or the Christian Demcorats - marked a real evolution in ltalian politics and 

more immediately was a critical symbolic çesture in the fight Nazism-Fascism. The "outsider" wvas 

no\\ "insider;" those whom Mussolini had branded as enemies, those who had been persecuted. 

Ihrd.. p. 269. 
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impnsoned- forced into seclusion or esiled abroad: those who had been beaten and seen fi-iends and 

comradrs killed for their opposition to Mussolini, now occupied power." 

More than merely an evolution in Italian politics, the advent of a national government 

comprised esclusively of the antifascist parties marked a genuine revolution in Italian political 

histock. For those in power were not only those whom Mussolini had branded his enemies. but also 

those parties that in the pre-Fascist period had also k e n  e,utraneous to the system, branded as 

snemies b>. the liberal elite that eo\,emed Italy virtually single-handedly since Unification. Tt is a 

truism of contemporary Italian history that the crisis of the liberal era that fed the rise of Fascism and 

ultimately prompted the King to invite Mussolini to power \vas the product. in part, of the limited 

nature of political participation in the pre-Fascist era and the concomitant limits of popular consent 

to the esisting system. In the pre-Fascist era, the practice of politics was the presewe of a small 

circle of prominent politicians who conceived of representative sovernment as the stuff of 

parliamentary politics, elite accommodation and the personal leadership of a few select individuals. 

The leading figures of the pst-Unification era, most notably Giovanni Giolitti, could little 

appreciate the major innovation of the late nineteenth centun European politics - the emergence 

of the modem. mass-based party." Liberal Italy lacked a genuinely modem, organized, unified 

mass-based part+- of the rniddle classes, the role that should have been played by the Ital ian Liberals 

(PLI).  But that role went unfulfilled because of the inability of men like Giolitti to p p  the sea- 

change undenvay in Italian political life. As evidenced by the emergence of the Italian Socialist and 

Catholic parties (the PSI and the PPI respectively), the working class and Catholic masses were 

. . . . See Simona Cotarizi, Sroriu dei purriri, Chapter One and Two. 

' / h rd ,  pp. 5-7. 
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resti~x and militating for greater inclusion in the political system. The amval of these mas-based 

parties in the early part of the 20th century showed that politics \vas k ing  forced beyond the 

hallo\izd \vaIls of parliament. The rules of the game had changed: politics ris the preservr of a select 

dite. as the purview ofa few outstanding leaders, as the business of making and remaking coalitions 

always nithin the confines of parliament, \vas increasingiy a thing of the past- The impotence of the 

Ital ian Liberals to organize a single, uni fied mass-based party of the centre, as we shall see, made 

it  impossible for Giolitti and Company to govern. More ominously, beyond parliament. in civil 

society, the absence of a mass-based liberal party lefi the field wide open to the Fascist movement 

to gi\.e \-oice to those elements of the upper and middle classes scared by the the increasing 

restiveness of the extreme Lefi? 

Whatever their hostility to parliamentary politics, the mas-based parties - Socialists, 

Catholics. and even Fascists - did make their way into parliament. But the ruling elite continued 

to view them as a threat, as extraneous to the system. The declared opposition of the Socialists to 

parliamentan. politics seemed to warrant the distrust of the liberai elite. And in the face of an 

increasingly fractured parliament that made coalition govemment necessary if increasingly 

impossible. the distnist of the mass-based parties on the part of the liberal elite sowed the seeds of 

the liberal system's destruction. Legislative impasse, governmental instability, and the revolutionary 

stim ngs of the Itaiian working class in the years 19 1 9 to 1 92 1 proved a deadly combination, leading 

Italy di rectly into the arms of Mussolini." The absence of an effective, united democratic front 

Ihid., pp. 6-7. 

- IhÏd , pp. 7-8. See also Charles Maier, R e c ~  ing Ruurgeois Europe: s r a b d i ~ i o n  in 
l.i-~tric.c~, ( krmuri~~ und //u/j- in rire deeude ufïer CVorlù FVur / (Princeton, 1 975). On the nse of 
Fascism, see Lyttleton, The seizutê of power. 
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against Fascism on the ove ofthe March on Rome was grounded in this un\\illingness ofthe political 

elite to accord the mass-based parties a role as voice for the masses and an instrument for their 

integration into the nider political system. Such an integration nrould have strengthened the liberal 

ststern - \vhich for al1 its flaws was a parliamentary democracy - and quite possibly would have 

rsndered Fascism a noisy but ultimately ineffectual movement. 

An essential condition of politics in liberal italy \vas the primacy it put on individuais, not 

political parties. Deals were made or broken, coalitions switeed or collapsed largely b'. a handtùl 

of prominent leaders. Mussolini's rule, of course, had been even more exclusive: the "system" \vas 

Fascism and Fascism was whatever the Duce said it was. The move towards the era of the mass- 

based political party that had begun in the late nineteenth-century \as, therefore, still in its 

embryonic stage when the Fascists marched on Rome and seized power in 1932. As the historian 

Pietro Scoppola observes, the Fascists intempted the move towards mas-basai, multi-party politics, 

but the? did not simply put an end to the organization of the masses. On the contran, they used their 

Party, the Pclrfrro LVuzronu/c. /-'(Iscrstu, to construct their own version of a mas-based society within 

the framework of an authoritarian state. Fascism-s legacy. \\-rites Scoppola, "not only in laws and 

rnstitutions, but also in the mentality of Italians is precisely that of a nondemocratic mass society." 

Italy's posrwar democracy thereby inherited frorn Fascism an ambiguous, contradictory legacy. In 

Forging a mass-based society, by diffusing various fonns of mass media, for instance - the radio 

sspecial 1'- - Fascisrn unlinowingly helped lay the structural foundations of the postwar democracy.'ls 

Y et. Fascism had also managed to leave its mark, immeasurably, on the habits of mind and customs 

-On the diffusion of the radio under Fascism, see Philip Cannistraro, 1.u fubbricu del 
C Y ~ ~ Z . W ~ . W ~ . -  tir.~c-~.vrno C' tnuxs mecliu (Bari, 1975): A. Papa, .Cloriu po/iricu cldia ruclio in l~uliu 
(Naples. 1978). 
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ofthe ItaIian people w-ho had been versed in the politics of mass mobilization.. true enough but knew 

little or nothing of democratic institutions or the political culture of participatory democracy." 

In consequence. Italy faced the pst-Fascist era ivithout a weli-established tradition of multi- 

Party poiitics. The ascent of the antifascist coalition CLN to national çovernment in June 1944 

c hanged that radical1'-. The spirit of the Resistance - the so-called "second Risorgimento" - now 

animated the highest offices of the country. But where the Risorgimento oithe 19th century \vas the 

\\.ork of the middle class. this second Risorgimento ivas revolutionary precisely because of its 

popular base: workers, pesants, Catholics, cornmunists, al1 played their part in, and indeed led the 

fight against Mussolini and his Nazi backers. More importantly, as Simona Coianzi has put it- with 

the ascsnt to potver of the antifascist coalition, "the anti-nation bcame] the nation;" the erstwhile 

anti-starist, anti-system parties were not only present at the birth of a "netv" Italy: they had a hand 

in its con~eption.'~) A nncw political class emerged from the stniggle against Fascism. For their 

sacri fice. for having endured exile and even drath, for their dogged pursuit of Mussolini's removal, 

the antifascist parties returned to the ttalian political scene afier 1943 with a new-fond moral 

authority that couId not but translate into their political dominance in any pst-Mussolini state 

structure. Most important of all, in the place of personalized, individualized style of both the pre- 

Fascist and Fascist political systerns, there emerged a vibrant system of multi-party politics. Italy 

after 193334 \vas destined to become a --state of parties," the so-cailed prfirocruzru, or 

'-partycrac>.." Italians would come to conceive of political representation in tems of multi-party 

politics. and they ivould come to equate adherence to a given party with the very essence of political 

'Scoppola, Repubblica dei purfifi, po. 76-77. 

'" Colarizi. Sloriu. pp. 7-8. 
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participation and loyal@ to the post-Fascist system itsetf The adcent of the pcrrrrrocruzru - 

t horough ly reviled today as the cause of govemmental instabiiity and corruption that beset Italy afier 

1945 - \vas in 1944 a cntical innovation in Italian politics. It was perceived at the time as the b a t  

cuarantee against dictatorship. The fatal flaw of the liberal era, communists and Catholics ageed, - 
\vas its narrow. elitist, unrepresentative basis. The revolution of the first Bonomi cabinet \vas to 

rnake of the erstwhile marginalised mass-based parties. the very heart of democratic ~ovemment 

after the faIl of Fascism. 

Of course, the formula of the Bonomi Sovemment, that is to say the antifascist coalition 

itsel C contained the seeds ofthe impasse that would dominate Italian politics for some 50 years. The 

CLN, it bears repeating, consisted of six parties that occupied the full range ofthe politicai spectrum, 

from Left te Right. Each par& had a veto-power. and so any programme for substantive change 

could easily be blocked by any one party. Herein lay the central dilemma of the Bonomi caretaker 

cabinet: on the one hand, since it had not been popularly elected, it was safe and could survive as 

long as its constituents etements wanted it to (which they did); but neither w a s  this cabinet the 

product of popular choice. and so it was restncted in tenns of what it could undertake. It was. in 

effect, in a kind of limbo, beyond the legal constraints of the "old" Italian state, but constrained by 

the absence of a popular mandate that would have given it the authoriQ to start rebuilding Italy from 

the top-dow." 

This limited range of action frustrated the more radical elements of the CLN. though it 

norked to the adt-antage of the conservative elements who wanted to keep things much as they were. 

In December 1944, Bonorni pulled togethera four-party coalition that inciuded Christian Democrats, 

Gambino, S/oriu del dopoguemu, Chapter One. 
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Communists and the Liberals. The Socialists refused to cooperate further nith Bonomi, himself a 

\,estige of the pre-Fascist liberal elite. The joumalist Antonio Gambino suggests that the formation 

of the Bonorni cabinet kvas a direct blow to the vec- idea of the CLN, representing the t'irst crack in 

the antifascist unity, and this before Nazisrn-Fascism had even been defeated." 

In the wake of this split, the Action Pam. the most radical of the Left members of the CLN. 

launched what it saw as a rescue operation to salvage the CLN. It floated the suggestion that the 

C L N  in the north would cease to be merely a political coalition leading the Resistance and consider 

itsel f a "secret government" to counter-balance the conservative Bonomi government in Rome. The 

other rnembers of the CLN rejected the idea. The Liberals, for one- saw cime in and wanted to 

presewe the pre-Fascist order of which Bonomi \vas a symbol- The Christian Democrats, too, 

defended the legal-juridical continuih of the state, while the Marsist parties rejected the Action 

Party's suggestion on the grounds it would split the coalition and hinder the actual functioning of the 

CLN. to the detnment of the ~esistance? 

The response of the Communists to the Action Party initiative on the CLN \vas consistent 

n-ith the stated intentions of the .svolfu di Suicrno and in lins n i t h  the spirit of compromise the pam. 

eshibi ted in agreeing to a tmce on the institutional question. In subsequent years, the party would 

be harshlj. criticized by its adherents for the decisions it took in this citical p i o d  from the fa11 of 

Mussolini to the witing of the new Constitution. At the very moment when the revolutionary 

impetus was greatest. at the very moment when the old social. economic and political order was 

discredited and on the brink of coilapse, the critics chargea at that point the avowedly revolutionary 

Ib ;d 

/b l d .  
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PCI put the brakes on revolutionary change in the name of an illdefined notion of national interest. 

The Action Party's initiative on the CLN - which would have made the CLN a genuine alternative 

po\\.cr base to the Bonomi cabinet in Rome - and the Communists' rejection of it is often cited as 

a conc rete example of the PCI' s decidedly conservative response to reconstruction. Whi le the 

Action Party wanted to transform the CLN into an alternative fonn of societal organization, the 

Marsist parties sou@ to transform it into an institutional voice for the working class, at the side of 

industq- and finance in the mutual struggle for Liberation and a speedy recon~truction.~ 

The  tlrst of those common objectives - the defeat of Nazism-Fascism - was achieved by 

the end of April 1935. The German surrender came on 2 May, after weeks of the most intense 

fiçhtins of the Resistance for control of the geat industrial centres of îhe north, just a few àays after 

the assassination of Mussolini and his mistress. Within twvo months of the Liberation. Bonomi 

resiged and Femcio Parri formed a new government. A leading figure of the Action Party and 

former leader of the partisan ('orpo C8/onrur; &i/u Liherrù, Parri was a genuine resistance-fïghter. 

not a politician. His accession to the OfFice of Prime Minister seemed to herald the amval of the 

\ ~ t ~ ! o  cicl .\Orci in the halls of powver much more than Bonorni's did. As Antonio Gambino puts it, 

with Pam's appointment, "the Resistance, with a1 1 its talk of political and social change, seemed to 

have accsded to power: just as the partisans and the antit'ascist masses of the North had dreamt in 

those difficult moments of the preceding winter."'' Other partisan leaders assumed powerful 

positions nithin the Parri cabinet. The Socialist leader Pietro Nenni was appointed deputy Prime 

fbid. On the doppieva see Pietro Di Loreto, 
clcnzocncru c. r~zsz~rrcronc. (1 944-49j (Bologna, 199 1 ). 

Garnbino, Sroriu del dopoguerru, pp. 54-55. 
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Minister; Togliatti became Justice Minister and De Gasperi, leader ofthe Christian Democrats. held 

the al!-important p s t  of E'xternal ARairs- 

The task facing the new cabinet was formidable indeed. There was the question of Italian 

disamarnent and Allied militan occupation, the issue of punishment of former Fascists. runawvay 

inflation, rampant speculation, a burgeoning black market, high unemployment, thousands of 

homeless from \bar destruction. even hunger in parts of the country. All this fed an increasingly 

rest ive, potent ially revolutionary spirit among worken and peasants. Worse, the Pam govemment 

faced a barrage of criticisms from the moment it \vas born. The Socialists, for instance, while 

represented in cabinet were angry because the choice of Parri as Prime Minister had corne at the 

rspcnse of their onn candidate for the job. The Action Party. Parri's owrn Party, worrïed that having 

their man govern directly left the party exposed and vulnerable to attack- The Christian Democrats 

and Li berals were also unhappy wvith the choice of Pam. preferring that either Bonomi stay, or that 

another more conservative man take the office. The Communists were Parri's strongest supporters, 

though strictly for stratrgic reasons. as a means to preserve the unin of the antifascist coalition. 

Not surprisinp. then, that Pam's govemment survived five shon months, leaving a most 

unremarkable record in its wake. Pam fell far short of the geat  expectations his supporters had 

placed upon his shodden when he took the p s t .  Part of the problem was WI th Pam himsel f. True, 

he \\as a tireless leader. and hardworking. He ofien worked late into the night, sleeping little, 

breaking only to ea t  But he became bogged down in the minutiae of administration. What Parri 

lacked. in a word. \vas vision: some sense of the big picture. and the ability to prioritize the many 

issues that crossed his desk." 

Ihid. pp. 57-59. 
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The fatal blo~v to the Parri government came fiom within. The debate in cabinet in the 

sumrner of 1945 over the question of the Constituent Assembly and the first communal elections of 

the post-Fascist era revealed gave \veaknesses of the Parn govemment. For the Lefi parties, it made 

sense to move to nation-wide elections of the Constituent Assembly as soon as possible, in order to 

capitalize on the enthusiasm for change unleashed by the Resistance and the Liberation. This 

enthusiasm, it \vas believed would translate into electoral support for the more radical alternatives 

bring proffered by the Lefi. For the Christian Democrats and the more moderate-consewative 

parties, it made sense to hold local elections first, before proceeding to a nationai consultation that 

would decide not only the composition of the Constituent Assembly- but also the fate of the 

monarchy. Parne's own party \vas itself divided over what to do about the timing of the elections. 

t'am himself belie\.ed that it \vas best to press ahead with elections for the Assembly as the top 

priorih. 

Parri's stance on the elections issue sealed his fate. Unknown to him, De Gasperi, Parri's 

o\\n Foreign Minister. had already convinced American policymakers that communal elections 

should be held first. The Amencan intewention on the elections question \vas decisive, and it 

signaIlsd the beginning of the end of the Pam esperiment. In public pronouncements and in private. 

Amencan O fficials rei terated the long-standing cornmitment to allow Italians to choose whatever 

form of government they desired. In short. the fate of the House of Savoy rested in the hands of the 

Itaiian people, no one else. The U.S. would not interfere so long as Italians had a "free and 

untrammelled choice" presented them." For the U S .  State Department the necessary precondition 

U. S. State Department to the British Embassy, aide memoire, Washington, 26 May 
1 945. ~740.00 199 Control (Italy)./S- 1545. in / . R I  S. 4:972-74. 
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for free elections on a national scale was popular consultation at the local level first. "[A] free and 

untrammeled choice by the Italian people of their permanent tom of government," said the State 

Department, "means sorne form of national election and ... a national election can scarcely be held 

with success unless it is preceded by the institution and operation of local elections."" In the same 

note. the State Department urged the British to join the U.S. in calling for --regional 

dscentralization," which meant in et'fect the devolution of powers to regon or local govemments; 

a de facto kderal state similar to that of the U S .  

The push for a decentralized, quasi-federal system of government for pst-Fascist Italy had 

two underlying motivations. First- American polic>makers hoped that greater local autonorny w-ould 

promote increased gassroots participation in the political process, while establishing power-bases 

beyond Rome that could sffectiveiy counter the concentration of power in the hands of the central 

government. Excessive centralization, Amencan officiais believed, had helped spawn Fascism in 

the first place." Second. the push to stren~qhen local govemments \vas intended to limit the powers 

of any eventual Constituent Assembly. The Left opposed imposing any limits on the work of the 

Assembly once electedr that is. it espected a vinual carte blanche for the Assembly to not only wite 

a new Constitution, but also to administer the affairs of the nation as the duly elected representative 

of the people. 

It was De Gasperi who more than anyone drove the message home to American officiais that 

a powerful Constituent Assembly elected so soon afier the Liberation would invariable be dominated 

by the left parties, which would in turn use the powers of the Assembly radically to alter the face of 

lhrd. 

Miller. '-Stabilih." 
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Italian socieh. Puttins offthe vote for the Assembly until after local elections, De Gasperi reasoned. 

ivould hvour the moderate-centre and centre-right parties as the passions of the Liberation were 

cooled. The Amencans agreed w-ith De Gasperi on this point - the Constituent Assembly shoutd 

be limited in its scope; its task ought to be to wite a new Constitution, while goveming would be 

left in the hands of the appointed e'tecuti\-s until proper parliamentan elections could be held.' And 

-'proper" parliamenta- elections could only happen aîler an efxcient local electoral machinery was 

put in place."" 

Alcide De Gasperi, Prime Minister of Italy from late 1945 until 2953, one of the founders of 

Christian Democracy and a leading figure in the Catholic political world since the First World War, 

dominated Italian political life in the irnmediate postwar era- He also played a prominent role in 

western European affairs in the nascent stage of the European Union- and \vas. in the words of 

Robert Keyserlingk, one of the '-fathers" of contemporary Europe."' Born in Trentino-Alto Adige 

in 1 88 1 in the area knoikn under Hapsburg rule as the South Tyrol. De Gasperi was an Austrian 

subject until just afier the First World War. He cut his political teeth in Austrian politics - he \vas 

i? rst elected to the Austrian Rcdzsrat in 19 1 1 - advocating for greater local autonomy for Trentino. 

as ivell as for the protection of the cultural and linguistic rights of the Italian minority. Though 

Austrian security officiais branded him an irredentist, De Gasperi, a devout Catholic and member 

of the i'opo/ur~ or Catholic Party, regarded the anti-clerical [talian state with a degree of suspicion, 

and in an' et.ent did not esplicitly advocate the succession of Trentino from Austria and its 

US. State Department to the British Embassy, aide memoire, Washington, 26 May 
1945, b740.00 199 Control (Italv)!5-1545, in FRC :S, 1945,4:972-74: cf. Miller, "Search for 
Stabil i h , "  

' Robert Wendelin Keyserlingk, /;cr/hers of Europe: Prrrr~uts of Peuce (Montreal, 2972). 
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incorporation into Itaty. It would take four years of European-wide war and Austria's harsh 

treatment of its italian minorities before De Gasperi, together with the other Italian-Austrian 

drputirs. formally declared their \\ish to join the Kingdom of Italy in 19 18.'' 

De Gasperi became a subject of the House of Savoy in 19 19. Two years later, he was elected 

to the [taiian parliament as a representative of the Italian Catholic p w ,  the P U ~ I I I O  I'opoiurc. 

iluliuno. a party that \vas founded by Father Luigi Sturzo around the same time De Gasperi and 

Trentino joined Italy. After Mussolini suspended parliamentq democracy and freedom of the press 

in 1926, De Gasperi left public life and went to work in obscurïty as a librarian for the Vatican 

Libran-. He remained there' nurturing his opposition to Mussolini's regime. and making important 

connections with influential memben of the Church and Catholic laity, until the fall of Mussolini. 

Afier 194 3. De Gasperi burst back onto the Italian political scene as the leader of the newly-formed 

Christian Democracy, successor to the Purriro Popolurr, and as a pivotal figure of the anti fascist 

coalition that eventually cpstallized into the (imtrruro th /.ihc.ruziorw .Vuzionulci. 

in assuming the delicate post of Foreign Minister in Parrïs govemment, at a time when Italy 

scarcely had a foreiga policy to speak OC müch less any credibilin in the international arena, De 

Gasperi was destined to becorne Italy's leading statesman. He was moderate in temperament and 

in politics, and therefore indispensable in a political atmosphere rent \.lth ideological division, 

persona1 rivalries and an ever-present threat by e.xtremists of both Left and Right. His moderation 

and abilities as a political broker made De Gasperi indispensable to his own p a q ,  w~acked as it was 

with interna1 divisions. For much the same reason, he was indispensable to the antifascist coalition 

For a good description of De Gasperi's experiences in Austrian politics, see Elisa A. 
Carri l Io. .-l/crclc. /IV (;u.spc.ri. The Long Apprmrice.vh ;p (Notre Dame, Indiana, 1 965), Chapters 
One, Two and Three. 
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\\.hose tvork hinged upon compromise and constant mediation between bickering ideological 

rlements. De Gasperi was also indispensable to the Vatican which needed a Catholic voice that non- 

Catholics tvould listen to, and he \vas indispensable to the western Allies, the U.S. in particular. 

which needed someone who couid defily steer Italy away from extreme political experirnents of 

sither the Left or Right. No one fil!td those shoes better than Alcide De Gasperi. 

De Gasperi won the &y on the elections question thanks in no small part to American 

backing Communal elections \vouId precede the vote for the Constituent Assembly and the 

referendum on the monarchy. By this point, Pam's &ys as Prime Minister were numbered. For the 

Right. the lefi-leaning Parri \vas a decided political nuisance: for the Lefi, Pam \vas seen as an 

unreliable, ineffective ally, a liability rather than an a ~ s e i . ~ ~  Perhaps more important. the resolution 

of thc elsctions question in favour of De Gasperi and the DC made plain a fact which had doomed 

P a m  frorn the start: by the summer of 1945, there \vas a de facto shadow government in operation 

in Itnly. led for al1 intents and purposes by De Gasperi. It was to De Gasperi that industrialists and 

financiers went to "do business" after the Liberation. It \vas ~ 4 t h  De Gasperi that the Allies 

consultrd on important matters, like the elections q u e s t i ~ n . ~  In short, De Gasperi \vas the crowed 

pnnce, chosen as the one best suited to guided Itaty dong the path of reconstruction along the lines 

the Allies en \  isioned for its still uncertain ally. 

Despite its lacklustre performance and short life, Parri's government spanned a crucial 

transition period in the fragile life of pst-Fascist [taly. It is important to remernber that afier the 

Liberation, Italy remained a hotbed of conflict, resentments and desperation. Fascist squads still 

. Gambino, Sforiu clel Jopoguerm, p. 71. 
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roamed about in parts of the coun-; hundreds of former partisans and other radical Marxists held 

onto their arrns and s t d  ready to resume armed stniggle against the forces of conservation and 

reaction. Throughout the peninsula, people were taking the law into their own hands: personal 

\.endettas, sumrnary executions of former fascists and accused collaborators were rampant in parts 

of the north. Ordinace Italians stniggled with the emotional problems brought on by the \var and 

postwar material deprivation: psychoses associated with mernories of air raids, wony for loved ones 

from ivhom word had not been heard, sons declared missing in action in Russia . Returning soldiers 

found they were met with indifference, if not outright hostility, by the civilian population. With the 

end of the \var. amidst joyous celebrations and great expectations for the future, there was 

intermingled a marked tendency of indifference towarcb others, even less respect for human life, 

rvidenced b> the increase in random acts of violence against individuals." 

Two factors kept this precarious situation from degenerating into guemlla warfare. The first 

ivas the Communists' disavowal of revolutionary aims and its cooperation in national reconstruction. 

The second was Femccio Parri himself. nirough his countless meetings with former partisans, and 

his persona1 rirassurances that the spirit of change and renewal bom of the Resistance had already 

changcd Italy irrevocably, this venerable old resistance-fighter helped ensure that coder heads 

prevailed. Through his hands-on approach to dealing with problems, Parri helped defuse ansiety 

over a possible conservative-reactionary restoration after Mussolini; an anxiety that, had it been 

On this phenornenon, see Silvio Lanaro, Sloriu deII *Ituiicr repubblicunu, p. 7-8. On the 
returnins soldier, see G. Rochat, "1 prigionieri di guerra, un problema rimosso," in /rulio 
c ~ o n r m p o u n u  (June 1988); C .  Pavone, "Appunti su1 problema dei reduci," in I. 'uifro 
ciopogzwrrtr. Ronru è il szd, / 943- 1945. 



allott,ed to fester. could easily have translated into a reprisal of bloody civil 

THE DAM% OF A NEW DAY? 

The fail of the Pam government and its subsequent replacement by the first of De Gasperi's 

man! cabinets in the autumn of 1945 effectively signalled the stan of the postwar era. In a real 

sense. ~ v i t h  the accession to power of Ferruccio Parri, Italy had corne to a fork in the road. The 

choice: the road lrss tracelled - the path symbolized by Pam. by his Action Party and its idea of 

doing away \sith conventional parliamentary govemment to have Italy run  by the locally-based 

CLNs- to ha\x the factories run by workers' councils alongide the captains of industn. to institute 

land reform-redistribution; or the well-worn path - symbolized by De Gasperi and Christian 

Demozracy, backed bjv the established authonties. the Church. the militap. the judiciaq and the 

western Allies. especially the U.S. 

With the rernoval of Ferruccio Parri from the Prime Minister's office, Italy chose the well- 

worn path. As we shall see. that choice made al1 the difference. For some historians, the fa11 of the 

Parri cabinet and the rise of De Gasperi \vas but the first step in the process that culminated in the 

elections of 18 April 1948: the emergence of Christian Democratic political hegemony and a 

concomitant restoration of conservative forces opposed to the v e ~ o  del hrord that had inspired the 

Rssistance.' The argument is no mere hypthesis. From the moment De Gasperi succeeded Parti 

as Prime Minister, a Christian Demarat would occupy that office for close to fi@ years, save for 

' Gambino, Storiu de/ dopoguerru, pp. 89-92. 
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t1i.o brief interludes in the 1 980s."' 

Of course, Parri's departure frorn ofice and the accession of De Gasperi was hardly a 

"choice" of the Italian people. On the contran. it \vas a purely executive decision, talien by that 

small circle of party leaders with the approval of the Allies. But the people would have their sa. in 

the gronth of Christian Democratic power: on 2 June. 19-14. Italians went to the polls to elect the 

Constituent Assembly that was to draw up a new Constitution, and also to decide the fate of the 

monarchy. The Christian Democrats emerged from this election, the very first national vote since 

the fa11 of Fascism, as the largest party with over 35 percent of the popular vote, for a total of 207 

drputies out of 555 .  Their closest cornpetitor Las the Italian Socialist Party which polled close to 

2 1 percent ofthe popular vote, for 155 mernbers elected, followed closely by the Italian Communists 

at 19 percent of the vote and 104 elected. Equally important. the results of the 1946 vote revealed 

that Christian Democracy was the only genuinely national, cross-class, inter-generational political 

part>-. 

Al1 told, in the June 1946 election, some 75 percent of al1 votes went to one the 'big three' 

parties. a fact that confirmed a trend visible in the first municipal elections held early in 1946: the 

inexorable decline of the srnaIl parties. The Italian Liberal Party (PLI), for instance, the Party of 

Giolitti and ofCroce that \vas so dominant in pre-Fascist days, was reduced to just 41 seats in 1946. 

The Action Party, which burst ont0 the political scene with such verve dunng the Resistance, was 

reductld to a rnere 7 seats in the Assembly, having won less than 2 percent of the vote. More 

the fa1 l of the Action Party, it was the decline of the Italian Liberals that was most notable. 

See Marco Revelli and Giovanni De Luna, i=u.vcisrno, Antfuscismo: le i c k ,  le iden~itu 
1 Florence. 1995). 

than 

The 
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Liberals were aging, literally, just as their message was gowing increasingly tired and out-of-step 

tvith a new generation of Italians, many of whom were voting for the frst time. This included 

\\.amen and peasants \vho had been systematically escluded from the liberal system that the PLI both 

rsempli fied and valiantly defended aber the Liberation." 

Seen from one perspective, the period that nins from the fa11 of Pam to the Christian 

Democrats' victory in the June 1946 election, susgests that Admira1 Ellery Stone's warning that 

Communism would "triumph-' in Italy was overly-alarmist. The Italian Communists were hardly 

in a better position to accede to power in 1946 than they had been in 1945 or 1943. In addition, De 

Gasperi's accession to the Prime Minister's oftice and his paq's  \-in in  June 1936 revealed one 

important fact: De Gasperi w a s  indeed the crowned prince, and not only of the Americans. Pope 

Pius XI 1 had persona11 y approved, albeit reluctantly. the choice of De Gasperi to oversee the creation 

of Christian Democracy, a party capable of uniting Catholics behind the moral and political cause 

of fighiing the rising tide of the so-called atheistic, anti-clerical parties of the Left. "" In June 1946. 

close to nine million Italian votes crowned De Gasperi their prince as well. De Gasperi's move into 

the Prime Minister's office was the first major victory for the fledgling Christian Democrats. the 

Church, and the western Allies in their joint struggle to take back the initiative from the Marxist 

On the results ofJune 1946, see Celso Ghini, 1.ë e f c i o n i  in ltdiu 11946-/9-/8), (Milan, 
1968 j. and Federico Chabod, L 'fitrlicr ( 'on/cmporcm~'u, Chapter Two. 

. 'De Gasperi himself, it is interesting to note, rebuked critics who suggested the Vatican 
had gi\.en him esplicit orders to found Christian Democracy; neither had the Church given such 
an order, De Gasperi insisted for the remainder of his political career, nor did the Vatican have 
the right to in\.ol\,e itself so directlg in the political affairs of the country. See Carrillo, Aicide Bc 
(;u.~pcri~ p. 130. 
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parties. to quel1 the fires of the Re~istance.~' 

For the opponents of Communism, however, there \vas M e  reason to celebrate, and still 

plenty of reason to \ v o ~ .  Afier al!, on the eve of the  Constituent Assembly, the social and economic 

conditions that Stone knew were fuelling the growth of the Communist Party had scarcely begun to 

impro\-e. Unsmployment, rampant inflation, homelessness. hunger. and political uncertaine were 

still the order of the day. What is more, the Communists may have earned only 19 percent o f  the 

popuIar cote and the Socialists just over 20 percent, but put together the two major parties o f  the Left 

accounted for close to ten million votes cast on June 2, 1946, about one million more votes than the 

Christian Democrats. Together, the two Marxist parties represented a counter-bloc to the ruling 

Christian Demoçrats, and since the dark days of exile, the two parties had been cooperating on 

\.i r t u a l i ~  e\:ec issue of  importance. Perhaps the choice of De Gasperi and the Christian Democrats 

had not been so "popular" after all. Might the Italian people yet choose to turn back fiom the well- 

worn path. and strike out on the road less travelled? That was the question. 

See Lanaro. Sorrcr &l/'lruliu reprrh hlicunu, pp. 92-95. 



CONVENTIO AD EXCL UDEND UM: 
THE BIRTH OF THE ITALIAN POPULAR FRONT 

1 have alread). indicated the raison d'etre of the [French] Popular Front 
coalition: it was a reflex of instinctive defense against the dangers which 
threatsned French Republ ican institutions and liberty itsel f. 

Leon Blum ( 1942)' 

That which has been won is not lost 

Palmiro Togliatti ( 1947)' 

At the start of 1947. the Americans invited their Italian crown prince to Washington. Alcide 

De Gasperi arrïved in the US in the first week of the new year, ostensibly to participate in a 

conference on postxvar reconstruction. In realip. De Gasperi lent to the U.S. to discuss with the 

Amencans the perceived need to shift Italian politics to the Right in order to promote economic 

reco\.ep- and contain the spread of Communism. The Prime Minister managed to procure a formal 

invitation to meet with Harry Truman at the White House. This made it easier for De Gasperi to 

justif?. the trip at home and stage something of a public relations coup at the same time. 

In practical terms, De Gasperis visit was a success. In the span of just over a week, the 

Prime Minister met with congressional leaders, prominent Italian Americans. the countp-'s Roman 

I Quoted i n J uI ian Jackson, The l'opu/ur i*ronr in J-runce: Ikfincling Bemscruqv, 1 934- 
38 (Cambridge, UK, 1 988), p. 17, 

'Togliatti is quoted in Emesto Ragionieri, Storiu Jflru/iu: IluIIfunitÙ UJ oggi, vo1.4 
( Turin. 1976)- p.2392. 



Catholic hierarchy. businessmen. and President Truman himself De Gasperi secured several *mnts 

of financial and matenal aid for Itaiy-s struggling economy.' 

De Gasperi retumed to Italy a satisfied but preoccupied man. A k w  days afier returning 

home. the Prime Minister announced his intention to dissolve the cabinet, and hinted he might 

resig. The news shocked an unsuspecting cabinet. The Socialist leader Pietro Nenni was the first 

senior-IeveI cabinet minister to meet with De Gasperi upon his return Fi-om the US. Nenni recorded 

in his dian that the meeting with De Gasperi, a man w-ith whom he had always worked weI1. ended 

on a -'binei' note: evidence, said Nenni, of a workiny relationship that had gown "impossible." 

--The trip to Arnerica," Nenni wote. "has changed De Gasperi more than 1 could have believed. At 

one point. [De Gasperi] said to me, -1  am not the sarne man'. We shall see what he meant by that.'" 

What De Gasperi meant to sa- but dared not. just yet. \vas that he was tired of governing 

together wïth the Marxist parties. [n fact. De Gasperi had long k e n  convinced that coalition 

cowmment n i t h  the Marsist parties had ceased to senrs its purpose, and instead had become a stone 
b 

around the neck of his party and an obstacle in its pian for national reconstruction.' De Gasperi's 

allies in the  US felt the same way. a fac! the' hinted at during De Gasperi's stay in Washinmon. if 

'See Gam bino, S/orW delel Jopogz~erru, p.303: see also f*RULS, 1947, volume 3, "1taly'- for 
\ aricius US State Department records on the De Gasperi visit. See, for instance. the comments 
of the Arnencan Arnbassador to Italy James C. Dunn, in /.'R(lS, 1947,3:871. See James Miller, 
"Taking Off the Gloves": see also Tarchiani's .-lniericu-llctlicr: and Antonio Gambino's interview 
nith then-Deputy Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti, in Andreolti: /n/ervis/u s u  fi Gu.speri (Bari, 
1977 1, pp. 78-79. 

'Pietro Nenni, 7 k m p  di Gurrra /;reJdu- Dicrri. 1943-/956, Giuliana Nenni and 
Domenico Zucaro. eds.. (Milan. 1980). pp.329-30. 

'See Gambino, Storiu, p. 292. 



the' did not >.et sa!. as much outright." 

The time \vas not ripe, however. for the swnmary exclusion of the Left fiom cabinet, not so 

soon after the Prime Minister's return from the US. and uith the work of the Constituent Assembly 

',et to begin in eamest. In the end, De Gasperi settled for a minor cabinet shuffle which succeeded 

in bringing the Treasury and Finance portfolios tosether. and into the hands of a Christian 

Dcmocrat.' For the time king. the Mamists remained in cabinet but the January cnsis sent a clear 

signal the da~vs ofthe tripartite coalition compnsed ofthe DC. the PCI and the PSI were numbered. 

In fact. by the end of May, the Communists and Socialists would End themselves on the outside of 

the govemmsnt looking in. summanlv and unespectedlq- ousted from cabinet. Prodded by his allies 

in the US. who prornised more financial and even military aid to help him weather the storm, De 

Gasperi finally did what he had been meaning to do for some time. The Marsist monkey was finail- 

O fT his bac k, and this gave De Gasperi the room he needed to deal with economic reconstruction in 

"For the debate on the implications of De Gasperi's ten days in the US at the start of 
1947. nith specific reference to what the Amerkans did or did not ask of De Gasperi vis-a-vis 
the Communists, see the discussion by Ennio Di Nolfo, the senior Italian diplomatic historian, in 
the pages of the Italian daily Lu Rc'puhhliccl, "Truman chiede governo anticomunista?", 9 May 
1977. Di Nolfo argues that there is no way of ever knowing for sure whether the Americans 
esplicitl>. demandsd the exclusion of the stalinist parties from cabinet as the quid pro quo of an? 
further American aid. In any event, Di Nolfo points out that even before the officia1 
proclamation of the Truman Doctrine in March 1947. De Gasperi and the DC had airead- 
decidsd to be  rid of the Communists and had k e n  working towards that goal since eariy 1946. 
Ses also Di NoIfo's "Quando I'America passo la guida dell'anticomunismo da! Re a De Gasperi." 
in Corricre della Sera, 20 July, 1975. For the first-hand recollection of a leading mernber of the 
PCI. sec Giorgio Amendola's "La rottura della coalizione tripartita: maggio 1917." in II Mzdino a. 
XXI I I ,  11.345, sept-october ( 1974) now in his (J i  unni deiIu Repubblicu (Rome, 1976). Also 
usstùl is R. Faenza and M. Fini. Mi .-lmrricuni nl huliu. On the long-standing intentions of the 
DC to be nd of the Lefi, see Pietro Scoppola, I~prr,~po.w.i poiirku c/i De Gusperi, p.293. 

'Thal Christian Democrat \vas Pietro Campilli. For details on the Januan crisis. see 
Gambino. Storru del dopoperru, Chapter Six. 



a manner consistent nith the ~tishes of Italian and Amencan capital. 

The exclusion of the Marxist parties fiom cabinet marked a decisive turning-point in Itaiy's 

transition from dictatorship to democracy. The seeming golden age of antifascist solidanh boni at 

Salerno in 1933 when the Communists renounced their revolutionary aims, came abruptly to an end. 

Palmiro To~liatti had naivrly hoped this golden age w-ould last for quite some time. at least until the 

Left was in a strong enough position to seize power legally in Italy. In the end the -Iden age 

suniksd a short few years. Put simply- Salerno had outlived its purpose. at least fiom the 

perspective of Togliatti's political adversaries, De Gasperi and the Americans in particular, who 

considered the tripartite coalition govemment a stop-gap measure to drafi a new Constitution. not 

a blueprint for governance as Italy entered the republican era. Signi ficantly, the Communists would 

be kspt out of cabinet for some fi@ years. 

De GasperÏs decision to exclude the Communists and Socialists from the executive after 

se\ eral !.cars of coalition govemment n-as no mere cabinet shuffle. On the contra?. it signalled the 

stan of an ag~ressive anti-Communist campaign which took its lead from the politicians and 

diplomnts in Rome and Washington, but \\hich also manifest itself in socieh at large. In some 

respects, this anti-lommunist campaign \vas an electoral strateW. De Gasperi and his allies hoped 

ro marginalise the Left parties. the stalinist Italian Communists in particular. to take power from 

their hands at a time when they were asking for more of it, and give the De Gasperi çovernment free 

rein to so1k.e the lingering economic crisis which threatened its political suwival on the e\,e of the 

1948 rlection. Convinced as they were that the Communists and Socialists had the political 

mornentum as the clock wound do\\n to the 1948 vote. De Gasperi and his supporters intervened to 

deliver what they hoped would be the knock-out punch. 
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The a-ents of 1947 put the revolutionary Lefi on the defensive for the first time since the 

Resistance. Be it the exclusîon ftom cabinet, the declaration of the Truman Doctrine in March, the 

break of the democratic \king of the PSI from the Marxist majority of the Party at the stan of the 

year? the attempts by industry to fire thousands of workers under the guise of economic recoverv, or 

the ph>.sical, often violent response of the police and the army to workers' protests or the peasants' 

occupation of the land, it would appear that on the eve of the 1948 vote, whatever mornentum the 

ret.olutionary Lsfi  had snjoyed coming out of the Resistance was al1 but spent. Reeiing from the 

combined effect of these events, and with the Soviets wavenng in their support of the Italian 

cornrades- the Communists and Socialists seemed cornered. 

But the Marxists had an electoral strategy of their own, a trump card. They esercised the 

one option open to them. short of revolution. that their adversaries feared most: they joined forces 

to create a vast lefi-wing organization to face Christian Democracy and the well-funded anti- 

Communist machine in the 1948 campaign. The? called their organization the Fion/e 

/)i.nzocrurrco l 'opdure: it quickly came to be known simply as the Popular Front, a name whose 

historic significancs echoed loudly among Italian leftists. Like the French and Spanish Popular 

Fronts of the interwar era, the Italian Popular Front of 1948 brouyht tosether a wide array of lefi- 

t\.rng political parties. social and cultural organizations which were united in the common cause 

asainst the conservatîve, anti-Communist bloc which seemed poîsed to take a stranglehold on 

potver in Italy at the d a m  of the republican era. As we shall see. what \vas ostensibly a political 

struggle, assumed important and lasting social and cultural dimensions whose Iegacy survived 

\$-el1 afkr the 1945 campaip. 

But the similatities between the ttalian Popular Front of 1948 and its French and Spanish 
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cousins of the intenvar era end there. Where the Popular Fronts of the intenvar era reflected a 

high point of anti-Fascist uni@ - boni of a momentary halt in the -class against class' strategy 

issued b ~ .  Stalin to fight Fascism -- the postwar Italian Popular Front was the product of anti- 

Fascist disunie. it reflected the emption of a deepseated antagonisrn between Left  and Right, 

betwen \\.orkers and their employers- between peasants and landowners. between Catholicism 

and Comrnunism which the war against Mussolini had only mornentarily obscured. Above ailt 

the  birth ofthe Italian Popular Front reflected the new-found realities of a bipolar world in which 

Italy? located at the heart of the Mediterranean basin, was strategically critical. On  the eve of the 

1948 campaign. as the Constituent Assembly worked diligently to drafi a neu. Constitution. Italy 

became an early battle ground of the Cold War which saw East-West tensions reproduced within 

the body politic of a single state. 

The events of 1947 polarised Italian Society and narrowed the choices open to ltalian 

Loters in the 1948 campaip. The choice was reducrd to two competing visions of Italian socie-: 

a conservative. Catholic, capitalist Italy ciosely allied to the United States, versus a revolutionary, 

secular. Communist ItaIy firmly within the Soviet sphere of influence and Stalin's iron grip. Most 

Italians would have preferred a combination of conservation and change for the baby Republic, 

uithoui undue subsewience to an- forei~m power. but in the heady climate of 191748. there was 

little room for any middle ground. These circumstances wre  destined to split the country in half 

ideologically on the eve of the 1948 vote, and keep Italians polarised for rnany years after the 

election. It \vas a most inauspicious start to italy's democratic renaissance. 

A HOUSE DWIDED: THE SEARCH FOR COXSEXSUS IIV THE AGE OF THE 
CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY 
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The resuIts of the referendum of 2 June 1946 - in particular the strong showing of the 

Christian Democrats - suggested that the Italian people were more moderately inclined than \vas 

comrnonl>. bslieved. In Christian Democraqr. Italians found a Party that reflected their 

moderation, their yearning for security and stability through the preservation of some degree of 

continuity benvetin past, prcsent and future. In its western orientation, in its professed defence 

of Christian values. in its promise of change through reform rather than revolution. Christian 

Democracy rnirrored a large segnent of Italian socieh, larger even than the social bases of its 

own electoral victory in June 1946. Tnte, the extremist parties of the left and the right did 

alarmin&. well in the 1946 vote: as n-e have seen, taken together the two Marxist parties -- the 

PCI and PSI - garnered more votes than the DC. Still. Christian Democracy emerged fiom June 

1946 as the single largest par@ in the Constituent Assembl! and fully in command of the 

esecutive, as it had been since the fa11 of the Pam sovernment. This fact, coupled with the 

prsssnce ofother right-of-centre parties in the Constituent Assembly. meant that moderation and 

caution would be the order of the day as the Assembly drafied the blueprint for Italy's pst-Fascist 

dernocrac'.. 

Yet, the 1946 eiection \vas revolutionary in one important respect: it gave birth to a 

repubIican fom of go\+ernment. On the question of whether to keep the Monarch as titular Head 

of State, close to 13 million of Italy's 23-and-a-half million voters said 'no', choosing instead to 

ci\ s the 'new' Italy a republican form of govemment. That represented close to 55 percent of al1 
C 

voters. hardly a decisive victory for the forces of republicanism, but a victory nevertheless. By 

the time the votes \vere counted, King Victor Emanuel III had fled the country. His son Umberto, 

left behind to defend his family's honour and make one last effort to save the House of Savoy, was 
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makinl plans to l e a ~ e  Italy nith his family for good. The royals would never be allowed to 

retum. Meanwhile. former partisans danced in the strests of the big cities of the north. For the 

first tirne in alrnost 7000 years. the ltalian peninsula \vas a republic. 

The referendum ofJune 1946 technically resolved the debate over future ofthe monarchy, 

but monarchical sentiment \vas alive and welI in many parts of the country. Afier June 1946. 

man? ltalians felt anythiny but republican: just under 1 1 million of them. largely in the rural and 

consen,ati\.e south- toted to retain the monarchy. Over one million ballots were left blank. a 

telling statement of the indecision with which many Italians \vent to the polls on 3 June 1946. 

While ridding Italy of the House of Savoy. and settins the stage for the evolution of a new 

political order. the results of the 1946 vote revealed what had been obvious as early as the 

Liberation: Italy \vas contested terrain. politically. ideologically. socially. With the defeat of 

Fasci sm. t here disappeared the common ground that had uni fied disparate and traditionally 

antagonistic elements during the Resistance. Thsse cracks in the unie of the anti-Fascist 

coalition fkst appeared soon after the Liberation. Indeed, on the e w  of the Constituent Assembly, 

the \ en. notion of national unity floundered in a ssa of popular disaffection. poverty. hunger. and 

idrolopical bickering within the mling class and society at large. The -'nrw' Italy \vas a Babylon 

ofcompeiing voices and clashing visions which somehow had to be reconciled. or momentarily 

suppressed, if a new Constitution were to be written- 

One of the most pronouncsd cleavages was economic in origin. social in nature and 

-.. w l l ~ ~ ~ d :  I:&: -- in Ç:.;~TCSS~OSS. Wiih îhc ciid of the ;var. there emerged an ever-widening gap between 

the real spending power of blue and white collar workers. the source of much class tension as 

Italy limped towards political and economic reconstruction. In 1946. the average unskilled 
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worker could buy only 50 to 60 percent of ~vhat he could in 1938: for the unskilled worker, that 

figure was at about J O  to 50 percent. Low-ranking civil servants could expect to buy only 30 to 

50 percent of \ihat the' could in 1938. ~vhile a higher-ranking civil servant had about 20 to 25 

percent of his prewvar spendinç power.' Compounding the tension between the urban workinç and 

middls cIasses \vas the gowing conflict between t o w  and country. The urban blue and white 

collar workr felt the economic pinch of hyper-inflation and the black market more acutely than 

peasants in the countneside. Consequently, w-hether Iandouner or iandless labourer. the peasant 

in the couni~side wïth access to foodstuffs became the object of seething contempt on the part 

of the urban dwellrr. So F a t  \vas this animosity in the months just after the war. that the Prefect 

of Milan. Riccardo Lombardi, quipped that the situation was serious enough to fear "civil war 

betwwn to\m and country."" At least one historian has argued that this tension between tovn and 

country. between peasant and worker, played a decisive role in the 1946 and especially the 1948 

election. In both instances. Christian Democracy wvas seen as a political haven for large strata of 

the rural masses. those who were increasingly alienated and frightened by the gowing restiveness 

of' the urban ivorking classes. "' 

The social and economic tension caused by the \var and runaway inflation \vas but one 

fàcct ot' the groning factionalism of Italian society in  the postwar era. From Sicily came the 

rurnblings of separation and a bona fide independence movement. Throughout the peninsula, 

De Cecco, "Economic Policy." p. 165. 

'! Lombardi is quotrd in Silvio Lanaro. Srorru Jd'Iruiro r~.pi6h/icu1iu. pp. 1 6- 1 7. The 
original citation is in L. Ganapini, IJnu cinu. /u guerru (Miiuno. 1939-1 95 1) (Milan, l988), 
pp.315-16. 

' " Lanaro. Sloriu del/ '/ruiiu, p. 1 8. 
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popuIar anger raged at the terms of the Psace Treaty (signed in August 1946). at the loss o f  Italy's 

African colonies and at the unresolved question of Italy's eastern border, s p b o l i z e d  by the 

contzstsd ci?. of  Trieste. Nowhere was the cacophony o f  discordant voices greatsr than in the 

Constituent Assembly itself, the only institutional symbol of  national uni@ with the Monarchy 

deposed. Chargzd nith the task of v ~ i t i n g  a new Constitution for the Republic. the members of  

the AssembIy - the elected representatives o f  no fewer than 15 different political parties - 

broulht to the process differing espectations of  the kind of  political order to give pst-Fascist 

1 taly. 

Thsre was virtually no consensus to speak of  as  the Assembly got down to work on a drafi 

of the Constitution. On the one hand. there were the aging remnants of the liberal era. men Iike 

Francesco Saverio Nitti and Vittorio Emanuele Orlando (Prime Ministers for a time during the 

First World War). and the venerable philosopher Benedetto Croce. This old y a r d  mounted a 

valiant defence of the pre-Fascist political order, absolving it of any responsibilit) in the rise o f  

Fascism. Croce. for one. defended with the devotion o f a  loyal son the merits of the  liberal order 

which. he said. had allowed to him to study and to mature in fieedom and material well-being." 

In defhding the pre-Fascist order. the liberal-era elite seemed to ignore the breadth of change 

~ r ~ o u g h t  by the Resistance. not the l e m  of  which waas the widespread sense that the institutional 

d e t c t s  of the iiberal era were largely to blame for the rise of  Fascism. 

Frorn the ranks o f  the militant Action Party (PdA) came the suggestion that the central 

cow-nment be divested o f  most of its power. This power. in tum, would be transferred to local - 

''Croce addressed the Constituent Assembly on 1 I March, 1947. See Assernblea 
Costitucnte. .-l//i &/ILI A.wemb/eu Cosfituen~e. B ~ . C U S S I O ~ ~  SU/ Progetto Ji Cost~tuzione, vol. 1 
( Rome. 195 1 ). pp.2005-2008. 
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io\ srnmen ts. whic h were better-placed- Ac tionists argued. to provide representative. responsible 
b 

covemment. For their part, the Communists argued that the new Constitution should provide the - 
tooIs necessac. ro build a "dc.nzocru=rtr tir 11po rzuovo". a new-style dernocrac! tvhich kvould 

commit the country to gadual but sweeping reform of the political, economic and social order: 

a constitutional order. in other words. that put the counp in the hands of a responsible. 

democratic, progressive political class. The Christian Democrats spoke with many different 

Loices at once in the debate over the new political order. Arguably the loudest \vas that of the 

Vatican which wanted to make sure that the new Constitution protected the influence accorded 

the Church by Mussolini in the Lateran Accords of 1929. 

Given this cacophony of competing voices, who spoke for Italy? -To whom could Italians 

tum to as a point of reference. of unih, as a beacon for the future? Perhaps the Papacy? Not 

likely. given the traditional antagonism between the modem Italian state and the Church, to say 

nothing of the revitalized anti-clencaI spirit bom of the Resistance. Perhaps Italians might find 

unity in the past, in a common history? But which part of the past? Ancient Rome, or the 

Renaissance. or prrhaps the Risorgimento'? Yet even histoq was contested terrain. fraught with 

mut ual antagonism and contradiction: one Italian's hero - Say, Gi useppe Mazzini, the obstinate 

secular and republican - was another Italian's enemy. 

Immediately following the Second World War, anti-Fascism was the only force capable 

of pro~iding national unity. Anti-Fascism was the one cause that united communists and 

Cathol ics. monarchists and republicans afier the fali of Mussolini. But this uneasy alliance 

bet\i een disparate political elements stood on less-than-solid foundations. Afier ail. the alliance 

of anti-Fascist forces was only a pol itical expedient, designed to fight the one and only enemy - 
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Fascism -- this motlq grooup of freedom fighters shared in common. Hence the problem for the 

baby Italian Repubk: with Fascism defeated, what \vas their to be "anti" about? In other words, 

ho\{ to maintain the u n i n  of the anti-Fascist parties so as to permit the articulation of a new. 

coherent political order in the Republican constitution which the Constituent Assembly \vas 

supposed to drafi? 

So long as these questions went unanswereb the fate of Italy's fledgling democracy hung 

in the balance. Students ofdemocratic transition and consolidation have long acknowledged that 

major disagreements among democratic politicians and parties over such elementary issues as the 

form of govemment. or the &pe of electoral system, or, as in the case of Italy. the nature and 

estent of social and economic refonn, can create doubts about the very legïtimacy of the nascent 

democratic system. -4s the political scientists Juan Linz and Alfred Stepan observe. such 

elementary indeterminacy about "core procedures" necessary to democratic govemance "may not 

ont'. l e ae  the transition incomplete. but also postpone any consolidation of democracy."" 

In ltaly, the transition to, and consolidation of democracy afler 1945, however imperfëct, 

\vas effected in relatively short order. In the short term at least, shat the Linz and Stepan cal1 

'i nstitutional indeterminacy' did not interrupt the democratization of Ital ian politics and society 

begun in 1943. How \vas it, then. that italy's fragile posnvar democracy did not corne crashing 

down. even before it had k e n  completely built up? The answer to that question, in a word, was 

compromise. However much they might disagree on a host of critical issues, democratic forces 

1 '  -J uan Li nz and Al fied S tepan, I'rchlemv of Dernocrut ic Transir ion and Consolidurion: 
Sourhern Europe. Suurh Americu und Po.sK*ornmuni.sr Ilkrope (Baltimore and London, 1996), 
p.4. 
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in Italy w r e  not willing to allow theirdifferences to ovenide the shared objectives ofgving Italy 

a democratic system of government, defending its territorial integrity, and putting the c o m t e  

tlrml~. on the road to economic recoven;. 

At the heart of Italy's transition to democratic republic, then, lay a historic compromise 

betu-een mutually antagonistic elernents. On the one hand. the country's consetvative elements - 

indus tn ,  the Church. the landownen and the Christian Democrats - vowed to do their part to 

bu?. Fascism and its institutional remains for good. In part. this involved the meaningful. at times 

radical. structural reform of the Italian econorny and bureaucracy, which conservatives prornised 

to undertake. For their part. the reformist and revolutionary social and political forces agreed to 

leave the job of reconstruction primarily in the hands of private enterprise, whiledoing their share 

io incrrasc workrr productivi~ and contain inflation. l 3  So it was. for instance. that the captains 

of industn agreed to allow workers' councils into their factories, ostensibly givinç workers a 

central role in the production process.lJ In return, the workers' councils worked to enforce 

discipline on the shopfloor - thereby increasing worker productivity - and urged workers to 

sacrifice thcir onïi immediate economic interests (i.e. wase increases) in the name of national 

1 J This "compromise" was aptly described in the Communist journal Hinuscitu in August 
1 946. reproduced in El io Giovamini, "Lelio Basso e il tentative di 'Ri fondazione Social istà 
( i 93 7- 1 94 8 ), in AA, W ., /,elio HCIS.SO nei Soc~uli.smo Ituiiuno, part of the Quoderni di Problemi 

Soc~iu/î.'.mo series, (Milan, 198 1 ), p-89. 

''The consigli di gestione were, as Paul Ginsborg puts it. one of the "most cherished 
projccts" of the Italian trade unions and the lefiwin_g parties. Created by the Comitato di 
Li berazione del l'Al 1'1 ta1 ia during the Resistance, the le fi envisioned the councils as ventable 
organs of planning and control, with responsibility shared equally between workers and 
management. See Ginsborg A ?ilstop cg'( 'onremporury /ra/~: p.96. 
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reconstruction." Indeed' worken. through their trade unions. did a fair amount of sacriking in 

the name of national unity and reconstmction. For instance, between 1945 and 1947, the trade 

unions agreed to a series of wage-freeze agreements. a not insignificant measure to fight 

inflation.'" The trade unions also agreed to partially lifi the ban on layoffs and firings, thereby 

allo\+in~ industc to reduce costs and increase productivity by eliminating jobs. In return, 

workers were promised alternative ernployment prograrns, and, most concretely, they were 

euaranteed periodic cost-of-living \vage increases in the national wage contracts of 19-45 and 
C 

1916." As ive shall see, this spirit of compromise and the willingness to sacrifice collapsed at 

the end of 1937. Still, in the deIicate period between the end of the \var and the work of the 

Constituent Assembly. the "tmce"'%etween capital and the working class was a decisive element 

in Italy's safe  if stormy- passage from dictatorship to dernocracy. 

On the surface, the tnice between employers and employees preserved the spirit of anti- 

Fascism born dunng the Resistance, at least in word, if not in deed. In realip. the consemative 

rlements which afier 1943 pledged to work together with workers to defeat Fascism and reform 

the social and economic structure \vhich helped bring Mussolini to power. were often the same 

conservative, reactionary elements which had inhabited the institutions of Mussolini's regime. 

Their conversion to ami-Fascism came only when 

. - 
"Ibid.. pp.95-97 

"'On the wage-freeze agreements, renewed in 
1947 and 30 May 1947. 

Mussolini insisted on keeping Italy engaged 

the middle of 1947, see f 'Wnitù, 1 5 March, 

in The term /regru, or truce, is widety used to describe the various forms of compromise 
obtaining socially and politically in the reconstniction period. 



in a \var it  could not atTord to fight. and by no means could espect to win. Still. in the haste to 

cet ltaly back on its feet as quickly as possible after the war, the expenences of the recent past - 
easil!. obscured or overlooked completely. In some ways similar to the Gaullist m>-th of 

France as a "nation of resisters". the identification of anti-Fascism with the whole of the Italian 

people, \vhatever their role in the struggle against Mussolini's regime, became a central feature 

of the postwar republic. In political discourse, in public rnernorials, in historical writing, and in 

popular memon.. the image of Itaiy as the anti-Fascist nation pur e-vwllencc. pretailed among 

Italians for some fi@ years atter the end of the war. Significantly, in the immediate postwar 

period. and especially as the Constituent Assembly worked to wite a new Constitution. the mq-th 

of Italy as a "nation of anti-Fascists" served to gioss over the glaring ideological differences 

betwrtin the antifascist parties which were supposed to govern together. in a single cabinet. until 

a Constitution was w-ritten and elections were held. In short, anti-Fascism continued to play its 

histonc role as unifier and mediator, even afier Fascism was dead. As in the case of the social 

t ruce between employers and workers, then, anti-Fascism brokered a political truce between 

ideological opponents - in particular between the DC and the PCI - to create a united political 

front. albeit tenuous, on the eve of the Constituent Assembly." 

The function sewed by De Gaulle in France was filled in Italy primarily by De Gasperi 

and Togliatti - two politicians, anti-Fascists, divided by ideology, but united in the cause of 

' " ~ n  excellent overview of this discussion is found in Giovanni De Luna and Marco 
Re\-elli. l~~r.sci.~nro-.-l~~/~fü.sc~srno: le idw. le rdmrirù. Although Italian historiography awaits a 
st udy simi lar to Henry Rousso's searing Vichy avtdrorne, in recent years, the debate over the 
memon- of Fascism, antifascism. the war and Resistance has assumed an animated Iife of its 
owvn. Tme to fonn, the Iate Renzo De Felice, the dean of ItaIian historians, led the revisionist 
campaign. See his /<osso c. :Vero. The comprehensive debate between De Felice and his critics 
can be found in Jader Jacobelli, ed ,  il I-uscisrno e gli str~rici uggi (Bari, 1988). 



national reconstruction. In his famous speech at the si_miing of the Peacr Treaty. 1 O August I 946. 

De Gasperi introduced to the world the new-bom Italian Republic - intemationalist, peace- 

loving. humanitarian: in a word. "anti-Fascist" in character: 

I feet justified in speaking, said De Gasperi, 
as a democratic anti-Fascist, as the representative 
of the new Republic which, in uniting the humanitarian 
aspirations of Giuseppe Mazzini. the universalism 
of Chnstianity, and the intemationalist hopes 
of workers, is today focused on that lasting peace 
that you are al1 seeking, and that cooperation among 
peoples that it is o u r  duty to establish ...'" 

De Gasperi's was an Italy for al1 seasons. The reference to Mazzini evoked the spirit of the 

Risorgimento. Unification and repubiicanism. In the same breath, De Gasperi paid homage to 

his own intellectual heritage, Christian universalism, thus reminding those who were listening of 

the far-reaching a m  of the Church in Italian life. Then there was the reference to the 

internationalist spirit of Italian wvorkers, with which the Prime Minister couldcornplete the circle, 

and appease his political opponents. De Gasperi depicted a --neK Italy in which soms of the 

most enduring antagonisms of ltalian history were absent. De Gasperi presented these 

antagonisms as complementaq dimensions of Italian life when. in reality. they were in open 

conflict with one another. 

Palmiro Togliatti's strategy was to preserve the unity of the anti-Fascist coalition. That 

meant stayng the course laid down in the "svolta di Salerno" and collaborating with ideological 

foes l i ke the Christian Democrats to realize the common goal of giving Italy a new Constitution. 

Togliatti. n.2 have seen. proffered the notion of a Jrnrocruziu ch nuovr., tIpri. a new-style 

'"Sre full teqof De Gasperi's speech in B. Cialdea and M. Vismaryds., ilocumenti 
ckiiu ~ U C Y  ifuliunu. lruttuto di puce con I 'ituliu con IIC curtine (Rome, 194 ). 



democracy ivhich \vould be based on the recognition that the origins of Fascism were to be found 

in Italy itself. in the defects of the old ruling class. In his opening remarks to the Constituent 

Assembly in March 1947. Togliatti made clear that the basis of the new Constitution should not 

be ideological. Insteaà, he said, it had to appeal to some higher, ecumenical principle, 

commonly held by al1 lesitirnate players on the [talian political spectmm. "We are not afier a 

socialist Constitution," he told the Assembly. "We know that the task Italy faces today is not that 

of constnicting the socialist state." The common objective of the mass-based panies \vhich had 

rnoved to centre-stage during the \var was, Togliatti said, 

to destroy to the very end an? residue of the 
Fascist regirne; the challenge is to ensure that 
Fascist tyranny can never again emerge: the challenge 
is to ensure the emergence of a new political class, 
democratic. reformist, progressive, a political 
class that by its very nature wtll -parantee us 
that never again \vil1 the country be pushed down 
the path that lead it to catastrophe and destruction." 

The advent of a new breed of politician, in other words, the evolution of a democratic, reformist, 

political class was the necessary precondition to Togliatti's new-style democracy. Regardless of 

its political stripe, Togliatti reasoned, the postwar political class ought to commit the countrq. to 

sweeping reforrns of the politicai, econornic and social order. 

In the spring of 1947. Togliatti sincerely believed that such a programme o f  refonn could 

be accomplished in unison with his Christian Democratic opponents. It was a belief for which 

the Communist leader was heavily criticized in subsequent years by political colleagues and 

" Togliatti to the CA, 1 1 March, 1947 in Assembieu C'osriiuenie. Atri Jeilri Assernhieu 
('osrrmc.nfc.: /li.scu.s.viani su/ progetro di Cosrirrtzione, vol. 1, Cùmeru dei Deputuri (Rome, 
195 1 ). pp. 1992-2005, especially p. 1993. 



histoi-ians alike. As Paul Ginsborg has notsd, Togliatti was convinced, and his conviction lies 

at the origins of what can be called an enduring fallacy of PCI strategy, that the Christian 

Democrats wrrs a potentially progressive force in Italian so~ie ty . "~  In later years, Togliatti came 

to realize that he had indeed misunderstood the true nature of the DC, or at the very least that the 

potential the Party once held to be refonnist had fizzled out.'-i 

Even in later years, Togliatti faced a barrage of criticisms for what many said \vas his 

s upreme poli tical naivetè. But he defended his collaboration with Christian Dernocrac? on the 

crounds that Christian Dernoçracy of the immediate poshvar pend  was not Christian Democracy 
C 

of later yars. and that De Gasperi's promise of change through reform was no mere chimera. 

In any event. Togliatti might argue, what choice did he have? Indeed, the Communist leader 

~vould boast. perhaps justifiably. that history was on his side. Subsequent events, he maintained 

in  Iater years. confirmed the wisdom of his conciliatory approach. Without it, Togliatti could 

rightly argue. Italy ~vould easilp have slipped into civil war and this, in turn. would have opened 

the  door \vide to foreign occupation of the penin~ula.'~ From the moment he returned fiom exile, 

Tosliatti realizcd that his pam; ivould have to temper its political aims if a new Constitution was 

-. 
-- G i nsborg. Hrsroq- of('onrem/>orcln /ru&; p. 83. 

" See Bocca's I'ufmiro Togiiu/ri, p.407. 

'' In 1960 Togliatti scoffed at the sugzestion that the PCI should have opted for 
insurrection afier 1945. "Certainly, an insunectionary attack - and its inevitable defeat - either 
in 1946 or 1948.-' said Togliatti, ' ~ o u l d  have suited some comrades very well ... and the so-called 
"revolutionary cadres" could have gone off happily to schools of tactics and strategy in prison or 
in ssi le." Quoted by Ginsborg, H~sron? of( i,rr/rnzporury /ru&_ p. 1 20. 

'' So said Togliatti at an economic conference he himself convened in August 1945. For 
details, and extensive escerpts of Togliatt's comments, see C .  Daneo, La  polirrca economicu 
dd/u rlc~fimclone. / 945 -49 (Turin, 1975), pp. 105- 106. 
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to be draftsd upon which ail sides could agree. The same held for the county's stagering 

economic problems. As early as 1945, in fact, Togliatti extolled the role private enterprise and 

indkidual initiative ~vould have to pIay were [taly to recover economically fiom the war. Even 

more jarring was Togliatti's admission that a national economic plan for reconstruction was 

im practical and counter-productive: the same was true of nationalizations en mu.sse, Togliatti 

rnaintair~ed.'~ True, within party circles the Communist leader continued to vaunt the cherished 

"new-style democracy". But beyond the rhetorÏc, Togliatti \vas resigned to the fact that the 

"ne~v" Itaty \vould not be so new after all." 

The depth of this cornmitment to compromise in the name of producing a new 

Constitutional charter for the Republic was revealed in the PCl's suppon for the inclusion of the 

Fascist-era Lateran Accords in the 1 948 Constitution. The Lateran Accords, signed by Mussolini 

and the  Vatican in 1 929, restored a degree of temporal power to the Church in eschange for the 

Church's tacit support of the regime. For the L e e  the debate over the inclusion of the Lateran 

Accords in the republican Constitution \vas Frought with ernotional and political significancs. 

1 n pnnciple- the parties of the LeCi opposed the idea of according the Church a role in the life of 

the new Republic similar to that which it enjoyed under Fascism. To do so, it was \videly felt. 

would betray the  secular spirit which inspired the Risorgimento in the nineteenth century and the 

"'This is the assessrnent of Umberto Terracini, former PCI senator and President of 
theconstituent Assernbly. Terracini was also one of the founding memben of the PCI along 
wi th  Gramsci and Togliatti. See his Umberto Terracini, Comc nuque /u C ~ m t i ~ i o n c .  hfervis-lu 
t// l'u.vqri~xlc. fi/.sunlo (Rome, 1 978). pp.37-3 8. 



Resistance to Fascism during the Second World War." 

On the surface, then, it made little political sense for Palrniro Togliatti and the 

Communists to support the inclusion of the Lateran Accords in the new Constitution. Indeed, for 

the man? critics of the work of the Constituent P.ssernbly, the inclusion of the Lateran Accords 

\vas a glaring ssample of the continuity between the nascent Republic and the Fascist era." The 

incl usion of the Lateran Accords in the republican Constitution _miaranteed the Church a central 

role in the dail- lives of Italians: after 1948. then, Italians could still espect to see nuns teaching 

their children and caring for their sick and elderly; divorce would still be prohibited, and an 

adul terous woman could still be arrested and imprisoned for "violating" the sacred vows of holy 

matrimony. The point \vas that in agreeing to the inclusion of the Lateran pact in the 1948 

cl-iarter. the Lefi assisted in the defense and restoration of longstanding conservative. reactionan;. 

undemocratic impulses in such cntical areas of Italian life as the schools and the family: a far cry 

\\-as this from the "progessive democracy" Togliatti so ofien boasted of after his return from 

It  is true that the absence of a thorough break with certain conservative elements of Itaiian 

socirr' harmed the health of Italy's poshvar democracy and slowed the process ofdemocratization 

 or the debate over article 7 of the 1948 charter, see Assernhleu C'ost~tuente. A f f i  dellu 
.-l.wc.rnhlc.u I 'osrirucnre, vol. 1 : cf. Franco Catalano, Unu dificile democruziu: /iu/iu 1943-1948 
(Florence. 1980), pp.899-900 and Piero Catamandrei, "Cenni introduttivi sulla Costituente e sui 
suoi lavon," in Piero Calamandrei e Alessandro Levi eds., C'ornmenfurfo Sisremuricc) ullu 
( 'o.vrlrzcion~' rrul,clnu~ (Florence, 1 950), pp. LXXXIX-CXXXX. 

'"One of the most pungent criticisms came from one of the actors, Piero Calamandrei. an 
Action Pa- rnember who sat in the Assembly in 1947. see his Tenni  introduttivi sulla 
Costiturnte". The classic statement on the continuity between the pre-Fascist, Fascist and post- 
Fascist eras is Claudio Pavane'-s "La continuità del10 stato. Istituzioni e uomini." in Ifuliu. 1945- 
/ Y4.Y /.CD ori,glnI LIc'IILI k p h h l i c u  (Turin. 1974), pp. 137-289. 
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and modernization. Doubtless. the persistence of consemative and undemocratic elements in the 

postwar institut ional structure kept Italy from moving forward in rapidly changing European and 

interna:ional circumstances. As Paul Ginsborg has noted. whereas in France. the various 

cornponents of the Resistance, right and left, were united in their belief that the state had to be 

strong enough to intenrene in the life of the county to modernise as rapidly as possible and 

reverse sconornic decline, in Itaty no such uni@ of purpose existed; nor \vas there the WIII  to see 

the state used estensivel>~ to manufacture change. Afier more than twent,. years of Fascism. 

G i nsborg notes. "there was much more uncertainty about the desirability of strong govemment 

and inten.ention in socie5. and in the Vatican there was deep hostitilih to the democratic state." 

The net effect was that on any number of initiatives to modernise the economy and society, ftaly 

h g r d  hr behind its European neighbours."' 

But there was method to Togliatti's seeming madness in agreeing to support the inclusion 

of' the Lateran Accord in the n a v  Constitution. Togliatti, it is useful to recall, [vas a friend and 

disciple of Antonio Gramsci. It \ a s  Gramsci who convinced Togliatti when the two were 

studsnts together at the University of Turin before the First World War that socialisrn stood little 

chance of surviving in Italy let alone acquiring power so long as it made war on Catholicism. 

That admonition stayed ~ i t h  Togliatti al1 his life. Writing to a Tuscan partisan leader in October 

1944. Togliatti said. "You al1 propose a left bloc, but youare mistaken: Italy is a Catholic country, 

and the rnajority of its peasants are Catholic. We must hope for an alliance between these 

"'See Paul Ginsborg, "A family with the wong rnembers in control: Antifascism and the 
new Europe." paper presented to the Conference on "Remembenng, Adapting, Overcoming: The 
Legacy of World War Two in Europe," Remarque Institute, New York University, NY, April24- 
27. 1997, pp. 1 1 - 1 S. 
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peasants and wc Communists and Sociali~ts."~' The Italian Communists, in other words, ouzht 

to make peace with the Church, not war, if they expected to seize power in Italy through 

Isgitimate, democratic means. So it was with the PCI's support for constitutional recognition of 

the Church's temporal power within the framework of the Italian state. While the Communist 

party organ /'(.ilrrci proudly defended the Party's stance on the Lateran Accords as "A shining 

esample of national responsibility,"" a more accurate description was that it was an act of 

political acumen on the part of a shrewd, calcuIating Communist leader. Above all, it was an act 

of pol i tical se1 f-preservation, designed t o  guarantee the Communists a presence in cabinet as the 

drurn-bat of the Cold War grew louder. When the Socialist Party secretan Lelio Basso chastised 

Togliatti for his stance on the Lateran Accords, the Cornmunist leader quipped, "This vote 

marantees us a spot in govemment for the nest twenty years." As we shall soon see. not for the 
C 

first time, Togliatti's political judgement had failed him tembly." 

S.ALERS0 BETRAYED: THE WXISTERLAL CRISIS OF MAI' 1947. THE ROAD TO 
COMMIiNlST EXCLUSION 

Two months afier voting to include the Lateran Accords in the Constitution, Togliatti and 

io Quoted by Bwca, Palmiro TogZiutti, p.35 1. 

. . 
" See / ' f  i71,Ù 26 March, 1947. 

" ~ o ~ l i a t t i  is uoted inBocca, Pu/pziro 7o l~urti -411.-As PietroNenni'put it, 
Togl iatti's pojected%venty years of continued co%abodon wth the DC was a mistaken 
estimate. from top to bottom." See Nenni's d ias ,  Tempo ch C;uerru l.Ci.ddu, p.33849. entn of 
25 March 1947. Nenni emphasised that he \vas proud to have voted no. On the connection 
bstn-een e\-ents in France and Italy on the question of tripartite government and the role of the 
United States, see S. Serfaty, "Gli Stati Uniti e il tripartitisrno in Francia e in Italiq" in I! 
.\h/im). a.XXV. 11.345 (May-June, 1976). 



the Communists were unceremoniously dumped from the De Gasperi cabinet. The golden arge 

of tripartite govemment Togliatti thought would last two decades. survived little more than hvo 

months. Italy had corne to a critical turning-point in its democratic transition. even before that 

transition was ~omplete.'~ Domestic and international conditions obtaining in the first half of 

1947 made the demise of tripartite government inevitable. In France, for instance. a Socialist 

Prime Minister was constrained to oust Communists fiom his own cabinet, a move that came just 

days before De Gasperi formally dissolved his own cabinet. Elsewhere. the Full force of 

American economic and military might was king  marshailed to give weight to the Truman 

Doctrine. 

Circumstances in Italy Facilitated the exclusion of the Communists and Socialists fiom 

the cabinet. Social and economic groups were increasingly disinclined to sacrifice their 

individual airns in the name of compromise. The "social truce" between the owning classes and 

Italian n-orkers. which had ailowed Italy to take its first hesitant steps toward reconstniction afier 

the Liberation, strained under the pressure of sluggish economic recovery. In the two years since 

the end of the \var- employers and employees had done their best to work side by side. convinced 

-- or so they said - that class cooperation, not conflict, was the surest way to resolve problems 

of mutual concem. Non-, wïth economic recoven, stalled, inflation still out of control, and a debt- 

ioad that seemed to grow exponentially, the cooperative ethos appeared at best a naive dream, at 

3 3 As Gianfranco Pasquino notes, the era of coalition governrnent was succeeded by an era 
o f - ~ ~ ~ t ~ r r ~ s ~ ? l o ,  that Iasted close to forty. which was defined by successive centrist govemments 
corn prised of Christian Dernocrats, democratic socialists, Liberals and Republicans. See his 
excellent summa5 of the 1943-18 transition period, -'ltaly's Transition to Dernocracy: 1943- 
1 948," in Gui llermo O'Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitter, and Laurence Whitehead, eds., 
l r l r i r .v i r io t is - f rorn  .-I~r/torlrur~un Rtrle: Sozrrhern Europe (Baltimore and London, 1986 j, pp.45-70, 
c.specially p.64. 
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u-orst a sham. Industc \vas indignant, even fearful, of continued attempts by Socialist and 

Communist cabinet ministers todeal with the economic crisis in a manner that befit thecommand 

econom!. of the Soviet Union. not a tvestem-style, market-oriented economy such as Itaiy's. In 

addition. managers stniggled with ways to reduce the cost of labour and create economies-of- 

scale in the face of govemment legislation ~vhich prohibited them from firinç their workers. On 

the other side of the divide, workers and peasants. tw, were growïng restless with the slow p c e  

of reco\,en and reform. Millions of ItaIians were unemployed: those who were working watched 

mith preoccupation as their employers lobbied to have the ban on firings lifted at once. 

Sharecroppcrrs and landless labourers sat idle ivhile enormous tracts of cultivable land. still in the 

hands of relatively few, sat untouched. Throughout the peninsula, thousands of land-hungry 

peasants took matters into their o t n  hands. occupying the land as the! waited on Rome for the 

prom ised agrarian reform. In such circurnstances, it becarne increasingly di fficult for Christian 

Dzmocrats and Marxists to sit in the same cabinet together. 

Economic and social trouble generated senous political trouble for the Christian 

Dzmocrats. Concrete evidence of growing popular opposition to the govemrnent-s ineffectual 

handliny of the economic crisis came in a regional election in Sicily on 20-21 April. There, the 

Blocco del Popolo. (comprised ofCommunists. Socialists and some Action Party representatives ) 

won just over 30 percent of the popular vote. The Christian Democrats finished second in Sicily, 

earning some 30 percent. a drop of over thirteen percent fiom their vote-share of June 1946. The 

Left was euphoric over the Sicilian results, seeing the vote as the portent of a promising future." 

"Garibaldi has returned to Sicily", declared I'ihitù in the wake of the Sicilian vote. Coming on 

%e below. Chapter Three, pp.6-7. See also I 'i fnirù, 14 Aprd 1947. 
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the hzels of tw-O intense years of social and political agitation on the part of Sicilian peasants 

hunbg-y for land, and given the historic tendency of the island's voters to favour the forces of 

consen ation. these results appeared as a sign that the revolutionary --vent0 del Nord" had finally 

amved in the ~ 0 ~ 1 t h . ' ~  Two days later, buoyed by the outcorne in Sicily, the Laft celebrated with 

reneuxd purpose the second anniversary of the Liberation, and two days afier that. lefiists 

gathered in piazzas throughout Italy to cornmernorate the tenth anniversa- of the death of 

Antonio Gramsci. Italian leliists boldly proclaimed that these were better days indred.'" 

The euphoria and optimism spawned by the Sicilian results tasted less than a week. Just 

as Sicilians had given the Left cause to celebrate. so it \vas that Sicilians cut short the celebration. 

On 1 May. sorne fifieen hundred peasants fiom three Sicilian villages gathered to celebrate 

Labour Da' at Portella delle Ginestre. As the functions got undenva-. shots rang out frorn a 

nearby hilltop. and continued forclose to fifieen minutes. By the tirne the shooting ended, eleven 

peasants w r e  dead. and sisty-five were wounded: felled at the hands of the bandit Salvatore 

Giuliano and his thugs, who had been ordered by local mujiom to show the peasants who was 

boss. elections notwithstanding. " 

Ewnts in Sicily set the tone for the eventful month which followed. While le&-wing 

orgnizations gathered in al1 of Italy to protest the May Day killings, and Communist and 

Socialist parliamentarians decried the violence as a fascist reaction, political forces in Italy and 

"See Paul Ginsborg, A H i s r o ~  of Chnremporury h [ v ,  pp. 1 1 1 - 1 2; see also for eye- 
\%itness recollections, G. Saladino, 7èrm Ji mpina (Turin, 1977), p.24; and the Centro Siciliano 
di Documentazione, Por/eih delle Ginesrre: unu srruge prr Ï l  centrisrno (Palenno, 1977). 
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abroad lverc conspiring to deliver a fatal blow to the tri-party coalition go~emrnent.'~ Within the 

American security establishment, events in Sicily sounded the alarm bell. The results of the 

Sicilian Lrote. in particular. \vomed Amen'can oficials and inspired a more determined American 

intervention in italian affairs lest ltaly drîfi inexorably towards a Communist victory at the ballot 

box corne April 1948. In fact. the Americans had for some time been convinced that the presence 

of Comrnunists in cabinet was the reaf source of slow economic recovery. in cabinet and in the 

public sphere. American officials reasoned. the Communists were doing everything possible to 

keep the De Gasperi govemment fiom doing what it needed CO control inflation and stimulate 

economic gronth. Quite simply. the agenda of the Italian Marsist parties - for instance- plans 

to give legal recopition to the consigli di gestione or management councils - did not fit with the 

O\ erall plan for reconstruction envisioned by the US and American capital. In addition. American 

officials believed that the Communists were deliberately fomenting disorder, even organizing 

~.kctoral-shk demonstrations and using inflarned rhetoric to bnng the govemment to its knees. 

To prevent this, the Americans wanted the Communists removed frorn cabinet, and the sooner 

the better. Some in Washington even mused aloud that the removal of the Communists from 

cabinet ought to be the precondition for any further American economic a ~ d . ~ ~  

De Gasperi agreed with this American assessment. it is probable that well before the U S .  

came around to this view, De Gasperi and hiph-ranking Christian Democrats were already 

"For the Lefi's reaction to the Sicilian killings, see I'l'nrrù, 3 , 4  May 1947. See in 
particular the impassionsd speech the Communist member Li Causi made to the Constituent 
Assembly, in /'( hirù. 3 May 1947. 

"' Scre belon-. Chapter Three for a full discussion of this theme. 
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prepared to oust the Communists and Socialists corn cabinet." De Gasperi hinted at what was 

to corne when he told his cabinet colleagues at the end of April that the task of reconstruction 

could only be accornphshed wîth the cooperation o f  the so-called "fourth party". industry and 

finance. This kvas a clear indication that the demise o f  coalition government \vas near. When he 

met uith Palmiro Togiiatti in the first w e k  of May- De Gasperi painted an alarming picture of 

the economic crisis. De Gasperi was especially womed about the currency shortfa11 the country 

faced at a time when the demand for foreign fuel and h d s t u f f s  continued to grow The shortfall. 

De Gasperi told Togliatti, would require the govemment to print millions of lire to pay for goods 

n-hich Italians desperately nesded. The Prime Minister womed that doing so would cause a crisis 

in public confidence at a delicate moment in the economic situation. Consequently, De Gasperi 

reasoned. what was needed was a political "concentration" that would inspire the confidence of 

Ital ian producers and consumers. This was a veiled reference to De Gasperi's plan to involve the 

" h u n h  part'" more directly in the day-to-da' business of  goveming In fact. De Gasperi admitted 

to Togliatti that he was thinking of tinkering with the coalition cabinet. The preferred option, the 

one Togliatti believed De Gasperi would choose. was to open the cabinet to so-called 

"'That De Gasperi had long been awaitinç the right moment to oust the Communists from 
cabinet is etident from the records of the US State Department. In a conversation De Gasperi 
had with US Treasury representative Henry T a x a  in September 1946, De Gasperi was reported 
to have said. in the words o f  the American Charge in Rome to the Secretary of State, "there 
n-ould have to be a showdown out of which would develop a general cnsis, main purpose of 
~vhich ~vould be to defeat definitively the Communists, Gasperi] felt there \vas no possibility 
of reaching an? viable long-term agreement with the Communist Party o f  italy." See US 
Department of State, The Charge in Italy (Key) to the Secretary of State. 5 September- 1946. in 
/.'/<(!.Y, 1946, Vol. V (Washington, D.C., 1969), p.935. 



"technicians" or economîc experts. \vho would deal with the crisis at hand.'ll 

Togliatti came away from the meeting reassured that De Gasperi did not intend to exclude 

the Communists from cabinet. As ofien, Togliatti's perception of De Gasperi's intentions was 

w-rong. On May 13, De Gasperi announced the dissolution of his cabinet. By the end of the 

rnonth, afier \veeks of fmitless negotiations \cith the representatives of the minor parties. 

including the democratic soçialists, the Prime Minister announced the creation of his fourth 

cabinet. nithout the participation of the Marsist parties - indeed. without the participation of an- 

of the other parties, though in the Constituent Assembly, De Gasperi relied upon the parties of 

the fàr-Right for support. For Palmiro Togliatti- the exclusion of the Marsist parties from 

cabinet betrayed the anti-Fascist spirit which had inspired the  Resistance and underlay My's 

transition from dictatorship to democracy. Togliatti assumed that the US was behind the 

esclusion from cabinet, and he mused aloud on repeated occasions that this blatant act of foreiyn 

interfkrsncc in dornestic affairs would not go unanswered. Indeed, though he quietly hopd that 

coalition government could be salvaged, in public Togliatti preached anything but moderation and 

reconcil iation."' 

In any event, De Gasperi's mind was made up and there kvas little Togliatti or anyone else 

couid have said to change things. De Gasperi did worry, hoivever, that alienating the Marxist 

'[Togliatti reported on his meeting to the rnembers of the Party esecutive. See the report 
in 1.u ~ I I I K U  del I'U~IZIO C*urn~nistu ituliun~ nel përrocl'o costrruenre. I verbuii ddlu direrione 
(ru I/ 1 ' C' z l  I 7 < 'on~yrc'.v.w. / 946- / 948 (Rome, 1992), pp.452-53. 

"Srr Chapter Three. n. 11-13. See also A. Gambino, Sloriu del dopopterru for derails of 
Togliatti's intemperate response to the exclusion from cabinet, especially his harsh response to 
comments by former US Secretary of State Sumner Welles in which Togliatti referred to 
Americans as -‘net vrry smart" and as "s1avetraders'- and --crztins." See I'llnira, 30 May 1947. 



panies could translate into trouble in the Constituent Assembly. where the spirit o f  coalition 

çoverning was still needed to write the new Constitution. The Prime Minister threw out 

something of a peace-feefer, suggesting that perhaps the Marxist lefi would be allowed back into 

cabinet in short order. The thought was to  placate Togliatti and the Nenni Socialists, and to 

cornince them that by keeping them out of his fourth government, De Gasperi was not declaring 

war. but merely t ~ i n g  to strengthen the g o v e m e n t ' s  hand in dealing with reconstruction 

decisi\-el>-." 

De Gasperi need not have worrîed since neither the Communists nor the Nenni Socialists 

had an' intention of intermpting the u-ork o f  the Constituent Assembly. For his pan. Togliatti 

believed that it \vas technically permissible, and justifiable, to dissolve the Assembly and asli for 

soms new arrangement - perhaps new elections - in the wake of the ministerial crisis. Yet, as 

he told the Assembly, that would create a whole new constitutional situation for which the Italian 

people wsrs not responsible." But if not a disruption in the work of the Constituent Assembiy. 

might the Communists take to the streets to protest their exclusion from govemment? In other 

words. \vas Togliatti's threat, uttered directly to De Gasperi, that the Communists would "go on 

the offensive" if they were ousted from cabinet, a hint at a pending Communist insurrection to 

seize potver b!. violent means'?" Togliatti squarely answered that question with a resolute -'no." 

Gam bino. .%orw tkl ~hpogzrerru~ p.374104. 

. . 
- See Todîani's s ech be-re the Constituent Assembly, 20 June 1947. titled "La 

ronura dell'unita aernocraKà7 in his Opere, pp.3 14-333. 

"Sce below. chapter four for discussion o f  the "red scare" which followed the 
ministèrial crisis of May 1947. Around the time of  the crisis, the hard-nosed tnterior Minister, 
Mario Scelba. sent out alarming notices to prefects throughout Italy telling them to expect 
Communist violence beginning on the 29th of May. This waming, which was taken to hean by 
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Only those \+.ho kne\v nothing of the PCI and its history. said Togliatti. would think it capable 

of ordering an insurrection simply because it was unceremoniously excluded from government? 

On the contrap. fie argued, the recent history of the PCI revealed a party whose sense of national 

loyal@ \vas second to none. "We [Communists] are too senous, too conscious of our 

rssponsibilit>., and too attached to those democratic accomplishrnents for ivhich we have fourht 

for since coming into being to resort to violent means," Togliatti wrote in the pages of l'hrlci at 

the end of Ma'. '- 

As the author of the .\~oit~ JI Sukrno strategy, Togliatti took particular pride in the 

constmcti\.e role his p a q  assumed afier 1944 together with its ideological foes in the narne of 

national reconstruction. Togliatti believed that the active participation of the parties of the Lefi 

in cabinet \vas perhaps the greatest accornplishment to emerge from the Resistance. Not only did 

it signify a geat victory for the working class and a cntical first step towards the realization of 

the  "democrazia avanzata", for Togliatti- the participation of the Lefi in government \vas a great 

L icto- for democracy in Italy, an important bridge between the war against Fascism and the 

consolidation of republican democracy. The constitution of De Gasperi's fourth cabinet without 

the participation of the other mas-based parties, Togliatti told the Constituent Assembly, was a 

yant step backward for democracy in haly and a slap in the face of the working ciasss svhich had 

lead the Lvay in the resistance to Fascism. With the collaboration of the working class terminated 

man' prefects, gave the prefect's the green light to mobilize police and other security forces. See 
"In\enra insurrezioni Scelba il  fantasioso,", in l ' lhrù. 30 May 1947. 

'" Togl iani, "La rottura dell'unità democratica." 

Palmiro Togliatti, "La Strada della Discordia," in / ' lh~itÙ, 30 May 1947. 



so abruptl?. at such a delicats moment in the democratic transition- Togliatti wamed. Italians once 

again faced the prospect of "certain What was most disconcerting Togliatti concluded, 

ivas that the entire crisis seemed to have been orchestrated beyond Italyfs borders. The imposition 

on Ital). of the political and economic vision of a Foreign power - that is, the United States - 

Togliatti ivamed. jeopardized the healthy evolution of a democratic system which \vas genuinely 

of. by and for the Italian people. "Our democratic system," Togliatti told his colleagues, "mut 

CL-o1i.e according to our own national genius.. .and thus it will bear a special mark." The Italian 

people. he concluded àefiantly, would take no iessons on how to behave democratically from a 

country where trade unions faced repression and where a man could be hanged because of the 

colour of his skin,"" 

The end oftripartite government in 1947 was a formative moment in the politica1 history 

of the postwar Italian republic. It marked the end of antifascist uni- and gave life to the so-callrd 

cot~vc.tmo uJ crcluJc.ndum which became a defining characteristic - one might even sa' a 

ccnstic flaw -- of the postwar rspublic. As the constitutional scholar Leopoldo El ia describes it. - 
the ~wvc.nrro was a constitutional convention according to which "one or more political parties 

are considered unfit to participate in Cabinet."" Afier its exclusion from cabinet in 1947. the 

PCI. the single largest party in Italy, wodd never again serve in cabinet, and would never be 

J X Togliatti to the Constituent Assembly, in his Operc, p.32325. 

'"Togliatti in Opere. p.330. See also Togliatti's polemical articles in the pages of 1'1 h 1 3 .  
"LtIntcn.ento Straniero,-- 4 May 1947 and "Ma corne sono cretini!," 20 May, 1947. 

'"~copoldo Elia. "Governo" in /:ncrclopdi~t del dirirro (Milan, 1985), quoted by Bonini. 
.\'[orru ( ' o s t ~ t r r , - r o f  d d f u  liepzibblicu: I'rtîfilo e Documertti /194#-1992) (Rome, 1993), pp.55- 
26. 
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clectèd to gobcrrn at the national level, though it would corne close to winning on a few occasions. 

In effect, the ccinvrn[io ud e-rc~uJenrlum meant that the fwictioning of M y ' s  postwar 

parliamentary democracy - that is- a system which allowed for alternation in government, 

between majori ty and opposition - was thwarted; the pendulurn was suspended. This lefi one 

pam. - Christian Democracy - to govem italy virtually single-handedly for close to fifty years; 

hardly an ideal condition for the consolidation and diffusion of a demoçratic culture in a country 

w t h  a Irgacy of dictatorship and a weak parliamentary tradition. 

Despite Togliatti's assurances that the Communists would not in tempt  the work of the 

Constituent Assembly. much less stage an insurrection, De Gasperi and his supporters Iived with 

the constant fear that his fourth cabinet would not survive very long. On the one h a n 4  there were 

nagging rconomic problems that hun the Prime Minister's populanty and caused millions of 

Italians to look for alternative political solutions. Worsening inflation, stubbomly hiph levels o f  

unrrnplo!-ment and an ever-worscning balance-of-pqments spelled serious trouble." Against the 

backdrop of economic trouble, there was the lingering threat o f  a violent communist reaction to  

the cscIusion from cabinet. As we shall see, in the summer and fa11 o f  1947, American and 

1 ta1 ian intelligence operators fumished their respective governments with alanning reports on the 

estimated size and organizational capacic  o f  t he  Italian Communists. especially in the north. 

Taken together, these reports gave the impression of an organized Communist conspiracy to 

foment disorder and violence in the industrial centres o f  the north, in preparation for an all-out 

~ o u p  J'e~ut. This 'red scare' intensified in 

" Sre  Gambino, Storiu del Jopoperru, 

November, when a wave of  strikes and violence 

pp.3 88-89. 



paral>,sed industn and transportation and claimed the lives of  close to two dozen people." 

Events several weeks earlier leR the De Gasperi cabinet and Amencan observers 

prsdisposed to fiet o\.er the revolutionaq potential ofthe Italian Communists. The establishment 

o f  the Cominform in September 1947, in particular, seemed to account for the renewed wave of  

Communist-led unrest, in Italy and in France as well. For De Gasperi and his cabinet, to sa' 

nothing of American planners, Moscow was directly to biame for the social unrest of the fall of 

1917. Man' in Rome and Washington believed that the Soviets planned to use the Cominform 

to hzlp the PCI seize power in Italy." In fact, the reverberations o f  the Cominform meeting in 

Septernber 1917 were felt in Italy. a s  De Gasperi and Amencan planners fèared they would be. 

As we shaIi see, there was a direct link between the founding o f  the Cominfonn in September 

1947 and the social unrest in Italy in the faII and \\inter o f  1947. But, despite appearances to the 

contran, Moscow was not pushing the Italian Communists to the edge of insurrection; instead, 

that push came from \vithin. 

The meetin2 of the Communist parties o f  Eastern Europe, France and Italy in Sklarska 

Porcba, Poland in September 1947, called to give Iife to the Cominfonn, g e w  out of the Soviets' 

rejection of the Marshall Plan. It \vas also an opportunity for the Soviets to openly denounce the 

French and ltalian Comrnunists for their so-called "opportunism" in collaborating with non- 

i- --Set: below. Chapter Three. 11-29-33. 

"See below. Chapter four, n.34 In an i n t e ~ e w  with the I f (  h i t u ,  Maurice Thorez, leader 
of the French Communist Party declared - this while the Cominform meeting in Poland had -et 
to be adjoumed - that the Communist International had ceased to exist as of 1943 for the simple 
reason that the revolutionary paths o f  the ~Qrki t Ig  classes in respective countnes was so 
di tfèrent as to render a 'common fiont' strategy pointless. "It is impossible," said Thorez, '30 
speak of a 'common strate=' of Communist parties. either for the recent past and in the future." 
See l'I /rlrfÙ, 74 September, 1947. 



Marsist. even conxrvative parties in their respective countries." The hives were sharpened 

especially for Stalin's old 'friend', Palmiro Togliatti whom the Soviets now charged with 

betral-ing his cornrades in the East by adopting the slogan "Neither London. nor Washington- nor 

Moscow!" to describe his par-ty's foreign  poli^^.^^ The effects of this verbal assault were felt in 

the uppsr scheions of the PCi? where the Cominform denunciation crystallized the long-standing 

division between the collaborationists, lead by Togi iatti, and the  revolutionary hardliners, 

especially Pietro Secchia and Luigi Longo. 

Corninfortn's criticism of Togliatti's "collaborationist" strategy made it diflicult for the 

Italian Communist leader to continue preaching moderation and cooperation to hardliners in the 

Party executive and to the more militant sections of the rank-and-file. At the very least, Togliatti 

\\.as corn pel led to give the appearance of having c hanged tactics- of having abandoned fa1 th in the 

possibility of collaborating with the DC in rebuilding and reforming postwar Italy. As Togliatti's 

biographer Giorgio Bocca puts i t  "The intervention of the Cominform compelled Togliatti to 

move from a reasoned, elastic opposition [to the DC] to a rigid and automatic opposition."'" ARer 

September 1947. in fact. Togliatti's language betrayed a do_mnatism and extremism reminiscent 

of the revolutionacy wave in the years 19 19-2 1. Giorgio Bocca suggests that Togliatti did not like 

this ne\\- approach. but. asks Bocca, what choice did he have but relent and help lead the charge? 

"Sec Eugenio Reale, "The founding of the Kominform," in M. Drachkovitch and B. 
Lazitch eds., The Konl;nrern: Hisroricul Highlzghts (New York, 1 W6) ,  pp.233-68. especially 
pp.267-68. and Reale's first-hand account of the Cominform meeting in Lcr nu.sc~/u &i 
( 'ornr~fbrm (Milan, 1958). 

C C  
- - Reale I.u nu.~cir~; see also, Bocca, Pulmiro Tog/iutri, pp. 479-82. 

"'Bocca. I'ulntiro hgliurri. p. 483. 



If hc: ipored the message. Togliatti risked king ousted, splitting his party or losing control of 

the rank-and-file. In the han& of more militant men like Secchia, Togliatti rightl y feared the cal1 

to arms rnight L e p  ndl  be made, with disastrous consequences for the pam- indeed for ail of 

~taly-." 

Would a more militant leader like Secchia, a hardened veteran of the Resistance. really 

b t  inclinsd to launch the espected insurrection? Did the Soviets really espect their Italian 

comrades to do so? The renewed wave of protest and violence that gipped parts of Italy (and 

France) in the fa11 and winter of 1947 seemed to suggest that the answer to both questions was. 

yes. In Italy the disorders reached their climax in November, when Communists and Socialists 

stormed the Milan Prefect's office to protest the government's plan to transfer the sitting prefect. 

Ettore Troilo. a former partisan militant appointed Prefect by the CLN in January 1936. 

HardIiners saw Troilo's transfer as part of a government strategy to clean house: to remove PCI 

members or s-mpathizers from key positions that would be strategic in any eventual insurrection. 

Feiv local authorities in Italy n-ere as powerful as the Prefect. and a Communist Prefect in Milan. 

the PCI's oryanizational epicentre, the hardliners reasoned, womed the De Gasperi cabinet. To 

protest the planned transfer, the PCI's chief for the Lombard? region, Giancarlo Pajetta. called for 

a physical demonstration of Communist force - hence the occupation of the Prefecture by 

Communists and SociaIists at the end of November. Pajetta. like the protesters- believed he was 

"Bocca. I'uimiro Tog/iutti, pp.485-86. Fascinating new insights into the initial 
Cominform meeting and how it \vas received by the PCI are contained in a book by Elena Aga- 
Rossi and Victor Zaslavsky which is based on never-before seen documentation frorn Soviet 
arc hi ves. See li)g/iuttr e Sulin- // PCV/ e /u polit icu stuliniunu n q / i  urchivi di MOSCU ( Bologna, 
1997). Chapter Scven, The Soviet archives contain a wealth of new information which place the 
e\-ents of 194748 in a perspective difEerent from traditional Cold War historiography. 



acting in cornpliance with the Cominforrn directives by ordering the physical response to Troilo's 

tran~fer.'~ 

Togliatti dismissed the Troilo incident as an irresponsible and futile misadventure; in the 

end Troilo kvas transferred. Pietro Secchia, however. looked to the Troilo affair as an esample 

of the kind of muscle the party should have flexed when it was ousted from cabinet in May. He 

said as much to the Soviets when he went to Moscow a few weeks afier the Troilo atrair ended. 

Secchia was sent by Togliatti to meet Stalin and his close advisors in December 1947. Secchia 

\ras the most hardline of the triumvirate that ran the PCI, and Moscow knew i t 9  He may have 

bsen nominally less powerful than Togliatti and Longo. but Secchia was arguably more influential 

than both. As head of the organizational section of the Party, Secchia was, as Giorgio Bocca puts 

it. "in charse of evevhing" - from election campaigns. to the para-milita- a m  of the Party. to 

rnembership lists, to the party's public relations offrce, to the party's networks in the trade 

unions."" Stalin \vas eager to establish contact w-ith Secchia- by this point considered a more 

rèliable ally than Palmiro Togliatti. 

Standing before the inner sanctum of the Soviet Politburo, Secchia readily declared his 

"Bocca, 7i)g/iottr, pp.486-87. For a first-hand account of the Troilo affair, see 
--Il Prefetto Troilo cacciato da Scelba", in i'ikrrù 28 November, 1947; "11 Govemo costretto a 
trattare la nomina del nuovo prefetto di Milano," and T o m e  è fallito Io stato d'assedio," ItUnirÙ, 
39 November. 1947. 

" ~ p  until 1956, al1 the minutes of the PCl's Central Cornmittee were sent to Moscow, 
and so Stalin knew well the extent of Secchia's influence in the PCI and his disposition to a more 
hardline approach to dealing with the DC and its Amencan allies. See Bocca, Togliutti, pp-486- 
87. 

""Ihid.. p.489. Bocca refers to Secchia as "il pudrone Jdpurtito," the '-bossv of the 
Party. 
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part?'s n z ~ w  czdpu. echoing criticisrns first spelled out in Poland in September. The par& he told 

the Soviets. had made many mistakes since coming out of exile. "Perhaps in some cases," said 

Secchia. " n e  alIowed ourselves to be dominated too much by the fear of fiçsure [with the DC]. 

by the fear of war.""' Perhaps the biçgest mistake of all, Secchia suggested, had k e n  the party's 

muted response to its esclusion from cabinet. Secchia lamented the fact that. on that occasion. 

the PCI chose to limit i ts response to a war of words, conducted in newspapers and at public 

rratherings. That reaction, Secchia totd the Soviets, revsaled a senous flaw in the Italian 
t 

Communist Party, namely its disinclination to "link parliamentary activity with action beyond 

parliament on the part of the masses.'*' Not that the Party should have launched an all-out 

insurrection in response to the exclusion from cabinet. Instead, Secchia argued, the party should 

ha\ e organizrd "a massive popular demonstration" even before the Communists were kicked out 

of cabinet. "[Tl here is a difference ktween staging an insurrection," he quipped, "and dûing 

nothing." Secchia's point was a simple one - the paw should have gone d o m  fighting. kicking 

and screaming its way out of cabinet, using the full force of its considerable -gassroots 

organization. Instead, Secchia lamented. "we allowed ourselves to be escluded from cabinet 

"'Secchia's Moscow trip is vividly 
Publishers. The dianes are an invaluable 

recalled in his diaries, published by Feltrinelli 
source for understanding the Communist Party in the 

immediate postwar era. See Archivio Pietro Secchia, 1945- 1973, in Annuli Feltrinelli ( 1978). 
See in particular Secchia's "Relazione sulla situazione italiana presentata a Mosca ne1 dicembre 
del 1 947." pp.609-27, especially pp.6 18- 19. For a more critical assessrnent of Secchia's role 
during the Moscow trip, based on recently opened Soviet archives, see Silvio Pons, "Togliatti, il 
PCI e i l  Cominform," in EIena Aga-Rossi e Gaetano Quagliariello eds., 'clltru fuccru de/h luna: 
1 rccpporrr r n r  /Y'/. /Y'/.' c. (hronc. Svvrerrcu, pp.263-287. 



\+-ithout a mass demonstration. without calling a twenty-four or forty-eiçht hour general strilie.""-' 

With Secchia standing before them, the Soviets wholeheartedly agreed with this 

assessmcint. Yet. in realip. the Soviets had done little to encourage a more direct. even physical 

response to the exclusion of the Marxist parties from cabinet. When word spread in April 1947 

ofa possible escIusion of the Marxist panies from the govemment, the Italian Communists had 

approac hed the Soviets to ask for support- It was then that the PC 1 leadership leanied the limits 

of Sobist assistance. In later years. Secchia recalled a meeting he had with the Russian 

Scrviliaghin in April 1947. "Comrade," aslied Secchia, "if this crisis arnounts to our king ousted 

from go\-ernment. and we risr-up. \ r i I l  you help us?" Sceviliaghin's response \vas unequivocal: 

"No. ws cannot," hé quipped. "But Comrade," retorted a surprised Secchia, "we cannot very well 

ei\e in wxithout an- resistance. wve rnust defend certain positions." "Do what you want," 
C 

Sceviliaghin shot back, "but ive mi I l  not inter~ene."~ 

When h e  finally met with Stalin in December 1947, Secchia put the question of 

insurrcciion direcrly to the Soviet leader. It \vas on this question alone that Stalin actually chose 

to espress an opinion, together with Molotov, Beria, Zdanov and Grigorian. The answer to 

Secchia's enqui?. \vas a fimi, "today. it is not possible.""' Insurrection, in other words. wvas not 

?ke Bocca, 7bg/iutii? p.5 18. Towards the end of 1947, Pietro Nenni also learned of the 
limits the Soviets placed on their support of the Italian cornrades. indeed of al1 of Italy. Meeting 
with Malenkov in Prague in late November, Nenni asked what the USSR could do to help Italy 
economically. Malenkov's answer: "Se le sinistre vincono le elezioni e tornano al govemo, ne1 
1948. I'Unione Sovietica potrà far fionte al fabbisogno di grano. Per il carbone non puo' fare 
nulla per ancora tre anni." See Nenni's diaries, Tempo di gzrerrupeJJcr, p.400. 

"'Secchia "Quademo No.4," in Archivio Pietro Secchia, p.426. For an important new 
perspective on what the Soviets said to Secchia in December 1947, which nevertheless confinns 
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an option. at least not at this point: mobilization and preparation for an eventual seizure of power. 

yes, but not insurrection. Had not Togliatti said the vefy same thing? In fact, nohvithstanding 

t hei r berating of Togliatti's so-called "opportunism". privately the Soviets conceded that 

Togfiatti's position was the only viable alternative open to the Italian Communists. Without 

SOL-iet backing Secchia and the whole of the PCI leadership knew that revolution was a practical 

impossibiIity. 

:\ FAREWELL T O  ARMS AND A CALL TO THE BALLOT BOX: THE BIRTH OF THE 
POPIX-AR FROST 

For hardliners like Pietro Secchia, the rather muted response to the ministerial crisis of 

Ma!. 1 947 signal led the inexorable decline of the Cornmunists' much-vaunted conception of the 

'democrazia progressiva'. From the moment the Mmist parties lefi the De Gasperi cabinet with 

a n.hirnper instead of a bang, militants l ike Secchia, promessive democracy ceased to have any 

real meaning. In its place, Togliatti substituted what Secchia described as "more limited goals."'6 

I-iowever, his description ofTogliattils response to the exclusion of his Party from cabinet 

is only partly accurate. Togliatti did, as Secchia put it, respond to the ministerial crisis by 

proposin2 "more limited objectives", inasmuch as the Communist party leader opposed recourse 

to estreme extra-parliarnentary activities. For a militant like Pietro Secchia, anything short of 

insurrection \vas invariably seen as too narro\v and too tirnid. But Togliatti had his eyes clearly 

the y 1st of their unequivocal response to the query about insurrection, see Aga-Rossi and 
ZasIaL.sky, 7i)gliurri c. S t d i r t .  

'*'Secchia "Promernoria Autobiografico," in Annul;, pp.206-07 



set on a vast enough objective - that of getting Communists elected to power corne April 1948. 

As Paul Ginsbors puts it, for Togliatti, "preparation for the spnng elections became the all- 

important task. Change wouid be brought about through electoral victoq..""' 

In the end, it was Pietro Nenni and the Socialists, not Togliatti and the Communists, who 

took the first giant step towards preparing the Lefi for the 1948 campaip. It \vas the Socialists 

who proposed the formai unification of the Left to challenge the dominance of the Christian 

Democrats at the centre of the political spectntm on the eve of the 1948 election. This \vas in 

November 1947. at the height of widespread social unrest which gripped much of the peninsula-6' 

Though Nenni took most of the credit for himself. among the ltalian Socialists the idea had an 

older ped i~ee ,  dating back to 1946 when the pro-Soviet 'fusionist' wing of the PSI proposed 

uniting thé  Marsist parties as a single electoral ticket."' 

For his part, Nenni had long believed in the desirabiLt;; df uniting the Italian Left. The 

Ièssons of the French /--ronr l'opztluirc. were fresh in the mind of the Socialist leader. w-ho had 

been in exile in France in the 1930s. The memory of the French experiencs fuelled Nenni's 

con~iction that the unification of the Left panies in Italy could translate into electoral success."' 

"*Sec Nenni's ïèrnpo di Guerru I - iedh,  pp.395-96. 

""Sre Fedele. /->on/c. I'opolurc., Chapter Two for a summary of the intemal debate within 
the PSI O\-er the idea of the Popular Front. One of the earliest proponents of the idea was Oreste 
Liuardi. a leading socialist since the dark days of exile. See his reco1lections in / I  socru/isnzo 
I I U I I C I I I O  duljiom I.WO U/ cenrrosrnrstru ( Rome, 1 969 ). 

'"So said Nenni hirnself in an interview with Antonio Gambino in the late 1970s. See 
Gambino. .\iorltr clcl clnyogtcerr~r. p.4 17; see also Nenni's / I I /L '~VW/U .w/ s~~iuIisnzo i/u/ium), G. 
Tambumano ed., p.82. 



This assessrnent seemed gounded in recent experiencs. In several communal and 

regional elections held in parts of Italy in 1946 and the early part of 1947 in which the stalinist 

parties nzre formally united as a single electoral bloc' the parties of the Lefi handily defeated 

their Christian Democratic opjmnents. It \vas also the case that in the national election of June 

19-16. the two Marsist parties together accounted for dose to I O  million votes. about 1 million 

votes more than the DC. 

Nenni was clearl y playin% the part of politicai opportunist in proposing an kalian version 

of the Popular Front. As we have seen, since ousting the PCI and PSI from cabinet in May- De 

Gasperi's governrnent had been depending on the parliamentary support of several minor parties, 

most notably the Uomo Qualunque pam;, a motley group of dis-pntled parliamentanans with 

undeniable conservative, reactionary tendencies. It was an embarrassing situation for De Gasperi, 

and for his Amencan backers who- despite what the Communists said. believed in the need for 

fundamental social and economic refonn of Italian s~ciety.~ '  The Amencans knew De Gasperi 

could not undertake such reforrns so long as he depended on the Right to sunive in parliament. 

In fact, the US doubted whether the Christian Democrats themselves were really the genuine 

rstorrnrrs De Gasperi said they were." In short. De Gasperi faced the fa11 and wintrr of 1947. 

which was certain to witness hardship and deprivation on the part of ordinary Italians, without 

7'See Chapter Three below. 

-'AS ive shall see Chapter Three below, the US State Department spent much of the latter 
haIf of 1947 trying to persuade De Gasperi to open his cabinet to the moderate lefl, and to the 
democratic socialists in particular, to whom the Amencans were simultaneously directing money 
in a n  attempt to build a genuine dernocratic alternative to either Christian Democracy ( deemed 
too close to the Vatican) or Comrnunism (too deemed too close to Moscow). 
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a stable. broadly-based governing coalition. As Nenni saw it, the absence of a stable, reliable 

coal ition and the incessant search for some type of new arrangement with more desirable political 

alIies. made the Christian Democrats vulnerable. The idea of uniting the panics of the Lefi in a 

" blocco nuovo" or new bloc to oppose the centre-right coalition \vas seen as a way to deliver the 

knock-out punch to a government hanging from da--to-day by a political thread? 

Ostensibly, then, the Popular Front was the child of proud and confident parents who held 

ereat espectations for their offspring's future. In reality. the idea of uniting the Lefi into a single - 
electoral bloc had profoundly defensive motivations. For one. with pressure rnounting on De 

Gasperi to incite the democratic socialists into the governrnent, there was the danger De Gasperi 

would, with one quick cabinet shume, find that elusive centrist coalition he had k e n  looking for. 

Such a coalition government, with prominent representation bu the democratic Socialists. would 

constituts a formidable politicaI opponent indeed. Inviting the democratic Socialists into cabinet 

u.ould also preclude any possibilih- remote though it \vas. of a reunification of the [talian 

Socialists under the banner of a broad Left coalition. (As we shall see, De Gasperi did manage 

to build just such a coalition, with predictable results). At the same time, the Nenni Socialists 

Lvere suffering from interna1 dificulties of their own and from competition with the Italian 

Communists for preeminence of the revolutionar-y Lefi- h l e n  the socialists gathered at Rome's 

Astona Theatre in J a n u q  1948 for the PSI'S 26th Annual Convention, they saw to it that the 

theatre was drapcd in a banner which declared. "A Strong Socialist Party at the forefront of the 

Popular Front." The debate inside the theatre, however, betrayed the insecun'ty and trepidation 

of a Pa$- w-hich had suffered internai dissension, and now found itself losing to the Communists 

-. 
-'See I'Unità, 4 November. 1947, and ilvanri.' 8 November, 1947. 



in the race for dominance of the revolutionary ~efi." As we shall see. more than an? other single 

factor. this insecurity accounts for the birth of the Italian Popular Front. 

The roots of the Popular Front of 1 938 estended back to the start of 1 947, to that moment 

in Januan when the democratic, pro-western wing of the Socialist Party, led by Giuseppe Saragat 

- - 
spiit from the revolutionary, pro-Soviet majorïty of the Italian Socialist P m .  '' By virtue of the 

schism. the Nenni Socialists faced the 1948 election fearful they might lose at least one-half of 

the Socialist \.ote share of June 1916. with soms votes going to the democratic Socialists. and 

some gains to the Italian Communist Party, which \vas seen as the stronger ofthe Marxist parties. 

-4 di\-ided and n.eakened Socialist p a e  would find it hard to compete with the energetic 

Comrnunists. let alone defend its autonomy in the face of an ever-growing and well-organized 

PC1 which had been contemplating for some time the fusion of the two Marxist parties. Nenni 

in part icular feared that a precipi tous &op in the party's fortunes at the ballot box corne the 1 948 

eiections might jsopardize the PSI'S future altogether. Only a formal rnechanism \vhich united 

the energies and resources of the two Marxist parties. Nenni believed, could stop the Psi's 

i ncsorable decline and get Mamists elected to eovernment." 

7-1 See F. Pedone ed., Il PSI nei suoi congressi. vtd. 1.: 1942-19.55. I l  soc~ulismo rtu1;uno di 
y ucwo dopgwrru  (Milan, 196 1 )- For details of the Sociaists' convention in January 1948, in 
which the': formally adhered to the Popular Front, see Avunt~.', 19-24 January, 1948. 

- 5 Constraints of time and space do not permit us to revisit the particulars of the schism of 
Januaq-  1 947 in an' geat detail, but it \vas a decisive moment in the history of the pOShVar 
republic that merits closer attention. A concise account of the split with a keen analysis of the 
causes of the schism can be found in Giusppe Tamburrano's biography of Pietro Nenni. entitled 
sirnpl'. IJrctro :Vc.mr (Rome-Bari. 1986). pp.222-27. 

''AS Nenni put it, Yt was better to go into the elections under the banner of a broader 
coalition." than to be Ieft watching fiom the sidelines. Quoted in Garnbino, Smha del 
dopoguerru, pp.4 1 7- 1 8. The debate inside the PSI in the weeks and months leading up to the 
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This concern for the futurs ofthe Socialist Party weighed most heavily in Nenni's decision 

to promote the establishment of  an Italian Popular Front on the eve of  the 1948 election. In fact, 

Nenni readil). admitted that. rheton'c to the contrary notwithstanding, the Popular Front was 

essentially a defensive reaction to the international and domestic circumstances of 1947. As 

Nenni recalled several decades later. the establishment of the Front did not mean that the Saragat 

Socialists had been right along in assuming an eventual fusion of the two Mar?Ust parties: if 

anything. said Nenni. the Front was merely the logical "consequence" of  the schism and its 

accompanying i rnp l i~a t ions .~~  lndeed, the schism in the party loomed large in vinually everything 

Nenni said and did in 1947. From the start, Nenni understood that the consequences of the 

rupture with the democratic socialists were bound to be serious. He even wondered whether the 

pany tr.ould evrr be able to recover from the break? Naturally. the Socialist leader wished it 

would have been othenvise, and he believed it couid have k e n  othenvise if only the break with 

the Saragat group had have been avoided. As he wote  in his d i a n  a few days follo\ving the 

break, "Were it not for the schism, this would have k e n  our finest hour. lnstead, we find 

o u n e h e s  back on the sidelines. in parliament and society at large.'"' Ironically. Nenni 

birth of the Popular Front can be followed in the Minutes of party executive meetings, in 
Cartwgio Nenni. Fondazionc Nenni, Rome. Especially significant are the minutes for meetings 
held on 12 September and 19 November 1947. Many thanks to Alfonso Isinelli, archivist at the 
Nenni Foundation in Rome for his help in navigating the Nenni archives and for his own 
assessment of Nenni's activities on the eve of the 1948 election. 

-- 
Pietro Nenni. /mu-vi.vru sul .vocruirsma rrafruno, pp.8 1-82. 

7% See Nenni's diaries, Tempo Ji Guerrru Freddu, 22 January, 1947, pp-336,339. 
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concluded, a schisrn that had been caused because one wing ofthe party rejected subordination 

to the Communists, rendered impotent the very same Party - the PSI - capable of competing with 

the Communists for predominance on the Lefi." 

Of course, Nenni willingly accepted some responsibility for the break with the Saragat 

Socialists. Nenni realized that on the eve of the schism. he could have played the role of arbiter 

or mediator between the pro-Western and pro-Soviet wings of the party. Insteaâ, he chose not 

to. largel!. out of a sincere ideological and political cornmitment to rew-olutiona~ socialism in 

alliance with Togliatti and the Communists, and by extension the Soviet Union. "There w a s  no 

other choice." he \\-rote in his in his diap at the time of the schisrn- "when things -et serious, it 

is hard to stay in the middle."R1 In other words, at this decisive moment in the growinç East-West 

di\ ide. Nenni chose to take sides, bringing the majority of his paw over to the pro-Soviet camp 

at thé: dawn. I t  was a decision of histone proportions within the context of Italian politics which 

cleared the way for. if not the fusion of the Socialist and Communist parties. the subordination 

of the Socialists to the PCI and the inexorable retreat of the Italian socialist tradition-" Most 

important. in choosing sides. Nenni and the manist majority of his party precluded the possibility 

the Social ists could evolve i nto a viable alternative, the oft-discussed "third way", between 

Christian Democracy and Comrnunism. Instead of a strong. united, democratic and reformist 

Socialist pa@ w-hich might have ushered in an era of change for Italy, the country was lefi with 

"lhirl.. 1 1 Januan. 1947, pp.326-27 

 al al vat ore Sec hi and Stefano Merli, Dimenticure Livorno: su/ purtito unico dei 
h r o r u ~ ~ ~ r i .  1944-/ 94 7 (Milan, l985), p. iv. 
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n v o  iveaker. subordinate socialist parties, one of which by virtue of its ties to the Italian 

Communists \vas "not very democratic", while the other, by virtue of its ties to Christian 

Dernocrac>- \vas "not vep s~cialist."~' 

In later years, Nenni came to admit that h e  had made a misîake in choosing to bind the 

PSI so closely to the PCI under the banner of the Popular Front and a single electoral list. It was 

\\Tongt he acknowlsdged, to have assumed that what had worked in France in the mid-1930s 

made sense for ltaly and for his party in the context of 1 948.m In fact. Nenni tvould come to 

consider the Popular Front of 1448 his greatest political mistake. As he wrote in his dia- some 

t n r n h  years afier the fact. even time he went to see a film at Rome's Astoria Theatre - where. 

1st: have seen. the Socialists oficially proclaimed their adherence to the Front in January 1948 

- Nenni \vas confronted nith the painful reminder that the Front, "more than a defeat. \vas a real 

histoncal srror which helped the [Christian Democrats] win an absolute majority."" 

Some Socialists saw the 'errof in the making and did al1 they could to keep Nenni from 

imposing his particular vision of the Popular Front on the party leadership and the rank-and-file. 

Lelio Basso. for instance. the influential party secretary. womrd that fusing the two Marxist 

parties. if only for electoral purposes, was the surest way to marginalise the PSI even funher and 

confirrn the ascendancy of the ltalian Communists. Where his colleagues pointed to the 1947 

Sicilian q i o n a l  election as evidence of the good that could come of Marxist wiity. for Basso the 

rèsults revealed the political danger to the PSI inherent in uniting with the PCI. In the Sicilian 

- - 

X 7 Tamburrano, Pimo .\&'-enni, pp.223-24. 

Y 4  Kenni. /nrc.nvsru, pp-8 1-82. 

"Diary entry from Novernber 1967, quoted in Tamburrano, Pirrro Nenni, p.245. 



eiection of April 1 947, for instance, of the 29 seats won by the Marxist BIoçco del Popolo, only 

9 were claimrd by the PSI, while 17 seats went to the PCI.' The fact that almost twice the 

number of Communists were eiected as Socialists fiom the list of the Blocco del Popolo, Basso 

arlued. \vas itself evidence that unified electoral Iists did nothing if not confirm the apparent 

decline of the PSI relative to the Communists. 

Paradosically. Basso also believed that, in the North at least, the Nenni socialists would 

do quite well at the ballot box if, and only if, they presented themselves as independent from the 

Communists." What \vas needed, therefore, in Basso's estimation, was not "fusionism". but its 

exact opposite. [n short, Basso called for a strong declaration of the PSI'S autonomy and 

adwcated a campai~q to take back the initiative from the PCI: to preserve the PSI'S historic role 

as gardian of the Italian revoiutionary tradition? 

Of course, though he opposed fusionism, Lelio Basso was not about to defect and join the 

democratic Socialists who broke with the Nenni g o u p  precisely because they opposed the p q ' s  

close relations with the PCI and by extension the Soviet Union. For Basso, unity of action with 

the Communists was very much desirable, even logical, given the shared objectives of both 

Kf> Simi larly, within the ranks of organized labour, the rank-and-file eiected twice as many 
Communists to lead the Confederazione Generale Italiano del Lavoro (CGIL) as Socialists. See 
Fedele. 1.iantc PopoIUre Chapter Two. See also Lelio Basso, "Vent'anni perduti?" in Prcrb/erni 
c/'/ . ~ O C . I U / I S I ~ I O ,  6. 1 1 - 1 2 ( November-December, 1963)- pp. 13 13- 13 1 5. 

l e s t  this is what Palmiro Togliatti wuas told by well-placed friends in the PSI. See 
the minutes of the PCI esecutive meeting, 10 November 1947 in Renzo Maninelli e Mana Luisa 
Ri ç h  i e h . ,  1.u Polilicu clel firl  do  CVomunÏ.sra itultuno nel pe r ioh  costit uenre. I verhuli de//u 
tlrrerrorw /ru I /  I ' L' I! I7 Co~~grc ' . ss~ .  1946-19-18 (Rome, 1 9W), p.548. 

"Basso, --Venttanni perduti?" See also Basso, Terché io rnio ero opposto all'idea del 
Fronte popolare," in Lu liepubblicu, 15 April 1978. 
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rno\xments." If anghing, Lelio Basso was the most hardline of the revolutionary Socialists. 

deeply suspicious of collaboration with the Christian Dernocrats, and even the democratic 

Socialists.'"' But the forma1 fusion of the two Marxist parties. such that either one or both would 

forsake its identity and assume a different form altogether, was another matter. In part, Basso's 

opposition to the idea stemmed fiom his conviction that the Communist parties of the west stood 

little chance of ever gaining power, or even of surviving v e q  long. Such was the fate, the 

argument \vent. of ~vsstern-based revolutionary parties compelled by their blind obedience to the 

Soviet Union to follow a political line which would not seIl in the west. The rigïdity of the 

Cominform line. and the PCl's inclination to follow this line, Basso wort-ied, risked suffocating 

t hc: search for a bona fide 'ltalian way to wcialism'. Basso believed that the PCI would not stray 

\-ery far from the line ernanating from Moscow. and so. he reasoned. it fell to the Socialists to 

assume the lead in the pursuit of that 'Italian way', which was at the core of socialist traditions in 

Italy. The road to socialism. Basso reasoned continued- "is achieved in different ways, according 

to the tradition and social makeup of the various countries. There was a Russian way, there is a 

Polish way.. .and there will be an Italian way and it is we who must find it. ""' 

Basso \vas in a decided minority within the party esecutive, but his reasoned defense of 

the PSI'S autonomy did find an audience among his peers. In fact. Basso's opposition to the fusion 

of the two Marxist parties proved formative in the evolution of the Italian Popular Front of 1948. 

*"Bassa, -'Perché io mi ero opposto all'idea del Fronte Pop~lare.-~ 

'"'Sec AA. VV. I.el~o Busse ne/ Socio/;.smo Iruliuno (Milan, 1 98 1 ); E. Collotti, O. Negt. F. 
Zann i no. eds., Lrlro Bu-sso: Teorico rnur~~i.vru r militunte polirico (Milan, 1 979) 

'"Quotrd by Elio Giovannini, --Lelio Basso e il tentative di Xifondazione Socialistà," 
pp.92-93. 
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Facrd \\-ith near unanimous support in the party central rsecutivr for the idea of uniting the 

Marxist parties under a single electoral ticket, Basso looked for some middle ground upon which 

to continus his stmggls. some son ofcompromise solution. lnstead of uniting the Communist and 

Socialist parties together merely as a single electoral ticket for the 1948 vote, Basso suggested 

that the Marxist coalition be espanded to include a broad range of political parties. trade unions. 

peasants' organizations, women's groups; in short, an urnbrella organization of the Lefi that 

unitrd the cnrrgies and resourcrs of vanous organizations, from the grassroots up, in the shared 

coal of dcfeatine Christian Democracy at the polls in April 1918. Not only would such a vast 
CI 

front h a ~ c  a bettrr chance of ninning at the polls. the argument \vent. it wouid also sen-e to 

insulate the PSI and keep any one party - namely, the Communists - from dominating in the 

campaign.'" 

The initial reaction to Basso's proposal among the Socialist leadership \ a s  less than 

enthusiastic. Nenni in particular \vas hostile to the idea. He conceived of a united Marsist front 

in decidedly narrow ternis, as an electorai strateLy, to get the Left elected to power and, as we 

have seen. to Save the PSI from politicai oblivion."' But by Novernber 1947. as the Party 

strugsled with yet another bout of intemal dissension over the party's relationship with the 

Communists. the opposition to Basso's proposal had 

compromise was reached within the PSI esecutive. 

softened considerably, to the point that a 

So it was that the l.tonrc. Ikmocrurrco 

'"On this. see Giorgio Amendola-s insightful and important recollection in his "Lotta di -- 
classe s sviluppo economico dopo la librrazione. in I'oliricu cd I:conont~u. 3-4, March-April, 
1962: Pasquale Amato. "II frontismo elettorale: La disfatta del 18 apnle," in Giovanni Sabatucci 
ed.. .%orlu del .vo~'iuI~.vmo I I U I I U ~ O  (Rome, 1981 ), vol. V, pp.255-98. 



I ' f p h r c .  \vas conceived. At an esecutive meeting in early November. the PSI formally declared 

its intention to approach "al1 democratic forces" interested in joining a united front of the Left 

a~ainst the Righ~. '~  Evcn the democratic Socialists \wuld be given one last chance to corne 

home, so to speak, as pan of a broad, variegated front of the so-called progressive political and 

social groups in Italian socieh.." This illdefined "democratic front'- \vas not a new political 

Party. nor \vas it simply an electoral list. Rather, it was mass-based politicai, social, economic 

and cultural rno\.ément. a self-appointed agent of political socialization as well as electoral 

mobilization. As we shall see, whole new organizations would be created for the expressed 

purpose of organizing and mobilizing the masses - women. -outh_ farmers. workers. es-partisans. 

\var veterans, intellectuals, artists; in short those groups traditionally marginalized and escluded 

from or disaffected Liith the political system would be enjoined to give form and expression to 

this mass-based movement bent on sending progressive, reform-minded representatives to 

"'Ordine del giorno della direzione del PSI, Rome, November 8, 1947, printed in .4vanri.', 
Novernber 8, 1947, reprinted in Fedele's documents section, F7ronre Popo/ure, pp. 16 1-62. 

"'This apparent olive branch, hrld out to the Saragat socialists and the Republican Party. 
\vhic h \+-ers being active1 y courted by De Gasperi to join his cabinet, \vas mere window-dressing. 
So bitter \vas the division between the two wings, and with the establishment of the Comin fo m. 
\vhich procoked a virulent anti-Communist response from Saragat. the break between the 
Saragat group and the Nenni majority was irrevocable. It would take several years. and eventual 
disclosure of the human rights violations of the Stalinist regime before the hvo wings of ltalian 
socialism \vould be reunited. What is more. in an interview with Santi Fedele. Lelio Basso 
recalléd that the forrnal invitation to the Saragat group was intended to plant the seeds of 
dissension within that goup. given that some members were favourable to the idea of a Lefi- 
\vins coal itîon; in short, the invitation was a kind of 'divide and conquer' strategy, to wtn back 
sorns important elements of the 'old' Socialist Party. See Fedele, F 7 m ~  Popofure p.79. Cf. 
Carteggio Nenni at the Fondazione Nenni, minutes of a PSI Executive meeting, 19 November 
1917. especially Nenni's speech to the esecutive on this occasion in which he speaks at length 
about the relationship ~ i t h  the Saragat socialists. 
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For the Italian Communists the Socialists' proposal came at an opportune moment, on the 

herls of rhr  severs reprimand issued the party by the Cominfom in Poland nvo months earlier. 

The Communists' participation - ideally even leadership - in such a united front of the Lefi as 

\\.as k ing  contrmplatrd seemed to adhsre to the Cominform's directive to the Communist parties 

of Europe to seize the initiative in the struggle against the gathering forces of reaction and 

consen.ation. The joumalist Antonio Gambino suggests that Palmiro Togliatti was initially 

hesitant to embrace the socialists' proposal. This trepidation, Gambino suggests, was bom of 

Togliartifs profound commitment to the cause of national reconstruction. something the 

Communist leader knew could only be accomplished together with his political enemies, the 

Christian Democrats. Whatever his professed commitment to revolutionary socialism, everything 

Togi iatti did and said since retuming to Italy in 1 944 reflected this overriding preoccupation with 

t h e  consenation and advancement of the Italian state, with the defense of its temtorial integrity 

and sovereignty, and, to that end, wïth the preservation of a degree of cooperation behveen the 

mass-based parties. The latter was especially crucial given that the Constituent Assembly \vas 

yet in the midst of formulating a new constitutional order. So long as a new constitutional order 

\vas wanting. then the transition from dictatorship to democracy remained incornplete, and, to that 

'16 In the span of a kw weeks early in 1948, dozens of new organizations were created to 
attract support and mobilize voters across the social and cultural spectrum, at the national, 
regional and local level. These incl uded the 1-ionle dei lcrvorulori Jelh Spertucolo, the /->onte 
J ~ / I  s r  zrdenri universiruri, the fiionte dei pub biico impiego, f 'Il /leun,-CI per lu d[fesu clef fu 
( 'zdmru. See lfl/nit&, 29 February, 4, 5 March 1 948; and Avanri!, 2 1 February 1 948. 



estent. Fascism \vas not yet dead and buriedeq7 

For Togliatti, the constitution of the Popular Front, however much he might agree with 

it in pnnciple. flew in the face of the strategy bom at Salerno in 1944, and threatened to dividr 

the country along political lines just as sure as any attempted insurrection would have done so 

along temtot-ial l ines. As Gambino observes. Togliatti understood the Popular Front as promoting 

a "head-on collision" ktween opposing political forces during the 1948 campaign? splitting Italy 

in tn.0. idttoiogically and possibly territ~rialiy."~ 

There 1s little in the written recorQ however, to substantiate Gambino's claim.* The 

sources available suggest only that Togliatti and al1 the Communist leadership were caught off- 

yuard by the socialistst propo~al . '~  The impression which emerges from the minutes of the PCI 

'"Even in 1945, Togliatti reasoned, during the short life of the Parri govemment when a 
\vindo\\. of opportunity \vas opened for a possible insurrection, any such attempt would most 
likely have left Italy split in two. One part of the country, the north, Togliatti reasoned, would 
ha\.ci been in the hands of the Lefi. The other would have been in the hands of the reactionary, 
conservative~ American-backed political class led by the Christian Democrats. In shoq as 
Togliatti put it. Waly would not be the free, united independent country it is today." Gambino, 
Sroriu del Jopoguèrru pp.382-83. 

'1 8 Gambino. Srorru dei dopugtrc.rru. pp. 4 1 9-2 1 . 

'"In the absence of hard evidence to suggest Togliatti did not like the idea of an ltalian 
Popular Front. one is left to speculate. Even the political scientist Gianfianco Pasquino, for 
instance. can only speculate that Togliatti, "because of the international climate ... would have 
prsfsrred the continuation of the tripartite coalition to a thin electoral majority for the Left. 
Pasquino, "Italy's Transition to Democracy," p.65. Seen in this light, 1 can accept Gambino's 
claim that  Togliatti did not especially like the idea of a Popular Front. It is clear that the 
Comm unist leader would have preferred the continuation of tripartite government, but once he 
rsalizsd this \vas impractical, Togliatti had little choice but join the Front bandwagon and tr). to 
take the lead. 

'"This too seems unlikely. At the very least, Togliatti probably had had word that the 
Socialists were going to make such a proposal. It is even possible, according to the recollections 
of the socialist Jacometti and the communist Amendola as told to Santi Fedele, that Nenni and 



ssecuti\-e meeting just a few days afier the Socialists publicly proposed the constitution of a 

united front is of a party lefi scrambling to respond quickly and coherently to the proposal. If 

Togliatti \vas unenthusiastic about the idea of a united front, he did not show it. At the meeting 

of the Party esecutive on 1 O November, Togliani left little doubt he favoured the idea of a united 

'bloc' of the Lefi. however ill-defined the proposal was. Togliatti told the Party that it must 

rrspond to the Socialists' proposal quickly. OtheMise. he wamed, the party ran the risk of 

missing the boat in the fast-moving political current. "Respond at once." was Togliatti's advice. 

instead of w-aiting for the party's Sixth National Congress in January to issue an off~cial 

response. ' O 1  

If Togliatti disliked the idea of the Popular Front, as Gambino suggests, it did not take the 

Communist leader v e c  long to change his mind. Of course- what alternative did he have? On 

the one hand, Togliatti felt the pressure emanating from the Cominfonn reprimand of Septernber. 

and from rank-and-file rumblings for a more militant opposition to the DC. especially afier the 

ministerial crisis of May. At the same time, his hopes for a return to tripartite government 

tossther nith the Christian Dsmocrats were fading fast as De Gasperi methodically carved out 

a place for his party in the centre of the political spectnrm, with the support of the moderate lefi 

and centre-right parties. Togliatti was leti to watch as the middle ground in Italian politics - what 

Togliatti met secretly to discuss the idea of a united front sometime in late October. See Fedele, 
/ . i-om~ I'opolurè, p.76. 

"' 'See the Minutes of the Meeting of the Direzione of the PCI, 10 November, 1947 in Lu 
poli[ ;CU del Purt ito cornunista italiuno nel perioûo cost ituerzre, pp. 546-47- Al so vew interest ing 
are the minutes of the meeting of the Central Committee on 1 1-13 November. These are 
conserved in the Archives of the PCI at the Gramsci Institute in Rome. For a bnef overview of 
the Central Cornmittee meeting, see l '(/nitu, 14 November, 1947. 
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little there rver was of it - fast disappeared behind the dust cloud kicked up by the inexorable 

march of the Cold War. 

There \vas one other factor conditioning Togliatti's thinking when the idea of a united 

front of the Lefi crossed his desk: fear. Togliatti was very womed about the violent tons the 

agitations of November had assurned He \vas especially wom-ed his own rank-and-file would 

talis to usinp extra-parliamentac means in response to the reactionary offensive by landowners, 

industrialists and the police against workers and peasants. In short, Togliatti feared that the 

legitimate. peaceful means the p a e  was using to seize potver corne Apd  1948 risked being 

entangled with extra-legal agitation by the working masses with just months to go until voting 

da>, . 

Sitting in Rome fretting over the volatility of his followers, Togliatti watched as events 

i n  the nonh and south of the countc threatened to light the already short fuse of the pa* rank- 

and-file. Within days of the PSI'S official cal1 for the constitution of a Popular Front, a prominent 

Sici lian le ftist Vito Pipitone. tics-secretan of the peasant union Confederterra of Marsala was 

assassinated. Pipitone, one of some two dozen lefiists to be killed in Sicily since the peasant 

agitations and occupation of the land began. was on his way to Salemi, Sicily, to negotiate the 

transfer of land from a local baron to a group of sharecroppers; the latest victim, declared l'(hi/& 

of the agrarian reaction which gipped parts of southem Italy afier the Liberation.'" A da? later. 

in Medaglia, near Milan, four workers, three ofthem Communist Party members, were physically 

beaten by an unkno\w group of thugs. According to the Comrnunist press. one of the four injured 

'"'See "Assassinat0 a Marsala un dirigente della ConFederte-" I'U'nitl, 1 1 November, 
1947. 



men - a former rnember of the right wing Uomo Qualunque Party - had recrntly been 

encouraged b!. his Communist friends to burn his party membership card He apparently did so 

did in front of Qualunquist p a w  memben. and for this. the s t o e  \vent. he \vas beaten.'"' 

For the Lefi- the Medaglia beatings, like Pipitone's murder, were clearly politically 

rnoti\atsd. In the u-ake of these episodes, lefi-uing organizations orchestrated mass 

demonstrations to denounce what the- branded acts of fascist thuggery. In the heady climate of 

No\ ember 1 947. \.iolence begat violence. As workers in Medaglia marched to protest the beating 

of four of their 'corn rades'. Giorgio Magenese, the nephew of one of the largest landowners in the 

Milan-area. opened fire on the cran-d of protesters. killins a twenty-one year old worker- Luigi 

Gaiot. The angry crowd tumed on Magenese; within minutes, he too \vas dead. Gaiot's funeral 

Lias held on the very da' the Central Cornmittee of the Comrnunist Party gathered in Rome to 

discuss how it would respond to the socialists' proposal for a united front of the Lefi. The 

political significance of Gaiot's death did not escape the Communist leadership. As Gaiot Iay in 

repose, his casket flanked by a flag bearing the hammer and sickle, the PCI ieadership did not 

mince words. Gaiot's murder. like much ofthe violence which claimed so many lives during the 

year. wote /'I 'mir.  was the fault of the De Gasperi govemment. "Luigi Gaiot must be the last 

ictim." the paper continued. "his death calls u s  to strwgle to the end to esterminate whoever 

wishss to take the road of anti-popular and anti-democratic abuses of power."'" More than a 

111'4 See '-Quattro operai feriti in una notte ne1 Milanese da bande fasciste," i 'Unitu, 1 1 
No\.ember. 1917. 

"4See --Un operaio ucciso e due feriti da facisti durante una protesta contro violenze 
rcazionarie, in lfZljZitÙ, 12 November, 1947; see also "Tutta Milano intorno al suo figlio 
assassinat0 cial piombo fascista," also in i'Unirù 14 November, 1 947. 
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requiem for the repose of Gaiot's soul, this was a cal1 to action. 

Toçl iatti saw the proposed united front as a way to diffuse popular anger at the De Gasperi 

covemment by channell ing it constructively into organized, sustained, political action. " With the - 
Front. we are giving li fe to a new, organized mass movement," Togliatti told the pal3 executive 

in early No\-ember.'" For his cornrades, as for the rank-and-file. Togliatti's words were 

hauntingly famil iar. Back in May, faced with the summary and quite unexpected exclusion of the 

Communists from cabinet. Togliatti had also wamed against insurrectionary tendencies. The 

most effective response to the exclusion from cabinet, Togliatti maintained at the time, w a s  a 

political one. Thar meant using parliamentan. methods to organize popular disaffection tbith the 

De Gasperi govemrnent, and translating that disaffection into a clear defeat of the Christian 

Democrats at the ballot box.'Oh 

Over twenty years experience as a prominent figure of European Cornmunisrn had 

convinced Togliatti that the u n i h  ofthe Lefi, ideally with the Communists at the helrn, was a way 

to beat back reactionary elements wherever they appeared. Indeed given Togliatti's experience 

in exile -- which included a role as participant-observer in the formation of the French Popular 

Front - his dogged defence of the PCI's collaboration with the Christian Democrats appears 

something of an anomaly, the esception to the rule in Togliatti's political esplrience. Before 

1933, in fact, there was little in Togliatti's written or spoken word to suggest he believed 

collaboration nith the 'bourgeois' parties, or social democratic parties for that matter. could 

""See Minutes of the Direzione, 10 November, 1947, in Lu poliricu de/ Purtito 
Comzmi.vru rfuliui7o. p.554. 

""See Minutes of the meeting of the Direzione, 3-5 June, 1947 in Lu Politica del Purfito 
( 'onrunrsru i~ulruno pp-465-66. 



actuall~. \vork. When in 1934' Maurice Thorez and the French Communists, with Çtalin's apparent 

blessing, mused aloud about the possibility of collaborating with the democratic socialists in a 

broad 'antifascist' front to quel1 the groundswell of right-\ring reaction which threatened to storm 

into power in France, Togliatti w a s  opp~sed'~ '  Togliatti's French cornrades, Thorez in particular, 

were conc-inced that the Italian Communist leader oppsed the basic principle of a united front 

of the anti-Fascist forces. Io' In reality, Togliatti's reservations were largely over what Julian 

Jackson describes as the "form of the PCF approach, rather than trith the "basic orientation" of 

the strate=.''" 

'"'The vrry fact that Fascisrn had risen to power in Italy, Gennany and seemed poised to 
do the same in France. Togliatti reasoned, was proof enough that collaboration with the 
"bourgeois" parties - this included the democratic socialists - \vas no solution; if anything, it 
r s ~  ealsd what an utter failure social democracy proved to be. Writing in the pages of Lo S/uto 
0perui0 in February 1934, Togliatti said that no good would corne from collaboration between 
the revolutionary socialists and their reformist cousins. In I-w .Clu/o Operuro, 8, 1934, pp. 135-54. 
reproduced in Palmiro Togliatti, Opem. (Rome, 1973) vo1.2, pp.357-58. For Togliatti's take on 
the fascist phenornenon in France on the eve of the French Popular Front. see his article, "La 
rnarcia del fascisrno in Franciq" in Opere, vo1.2, p.371. 

'""en. in October 1934, Thorez let it be known he intended to approach even the 
Radical Party to join the nascent I.ron/ I'opuluire, the Comintem sent Togliatti to dissuade the 
French Communist leader; so strong was his aversion to the idea of Marxist panies collaborating 
ni th  non-revolutionary movements, or so it seemed. In addition, we would do well to recall that 
Togliatti's intemention on behalf of the Comintern was in an official capacitv, and need not have 
reflected his personal position on the matter. Indeed, Giulio Ceretti, an Italian Communist who 
worked closely nith Thorez at the time of the French Popular Front, recalled that after delivering 
the 'official' waming on behalf of the Comintern, Togliatti indirectly let Thorez know he 
belie\.ed the Popular Front strategy was a vise course of action. See Giulio Ceneti. f i n  
7i),q(iu/ii t. con Thorez, pp. 168-72, available in French as A l 'ombre des Jeur 7': Quuran/e uns 

LI\-C~C- .\.JCI~ITIC'L~ Thot-C'Z C'I Pulmiro Togfic~i/i (Pans, 1973), pp. 158-62. See also Julian f ackson, 
7hc. I'opz~Iur I.i.r)nr in Frunce, p.37. See also the recollections of Jacques Duclos, Mernoires, 
/W6- 1924: Lc' ('h~min qiie j iri cl roi.^^. Be bércizrrz uzt Purrr (kmunisre (Pans, 1968): p.42 1 .  The 
memoi rs of Thorez himsel f are, needless to say, indispensable. See his fils du peuple (Paris, 
1 960 ), p. 102. 

1 (rl Jackson, Popukrr Fronr in Fruncc, p. 3 7. 
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Toglia~i did believe. however- that the way in ivhich the PCF approached the Popular 

Front strateg lefi much to be desired. in a letter to the Soviet comrade Manuilskij in November 

1934, Togliatti spelled out the nature of his cnticism. "Our comrades made the mistake" said 

Togliatti, "of presenting their proposal to create a popular front and presenting the platform of 

this front hc$)re presenting thess to the masses in a clear and wvell-defined way."[emphasis 

added] As a result of this haste and oversi_eht on the part of the French Communists, Togfiatti 

concluded. "the -popular front- remains a mere form of protest."'"' As Togliatti saw it. thrre were 

t~vo problems wi th the way the PCF approached the proposed Popular Front. First, the PCF had 

allowed the French socialists to seize the initiative, rnaking the Socialist part'. appear the de fucro 

leader of the Front. At the sarne time, Togliatti chastised the French comrades for what the Itaiian 

Communist leader considsred an overly-mechanical conception ofthe Popular Front as "rrurrurrw 

poirrrccr". as a political maneuver among political elite, instead of a mass-based initiative. ' ' 

This criticism reveals how clear was the distinction in Togliatti's rnind behveen the notion 

of a "united front" as advanced by the Comintern in the intenvar period and the notion of a 

"popular front". Togliatti understood the concept of a ünited front" to mean merel'. political 

col laborat ion behveen Communists and Social ists in countnes threatened by Fascisrn, as in 

France; he saw the "popular front" as a "people3 front"! a broad, mass movement \vhose 

activities extended well beyond the halls of parliament. To this extent, the popular fiont 

"'~Toçliatti's letter to Manuilskij is printed in his Opete, VOL 3, pp.cxci-cxcivi, dated 19 
No\.ember. 1934. 

' ' ' Ernesto Ragionieri's insightful preface to the third volume of Togliaîti's completed 
ivorks, in Operc., vol.3, p.cxciii. 
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represented an e\ olution in the "united fiont" strate&? inasmuch as it estended beyond the small 

circle o f  par@ apparatchiks to include the rank-and-file. In his letter t o  Manuilskij, Togliatti 

spoke o f  this evolution as "lt~uzrtW c~rgunrcu". an organic unih. on the order o f  that seen in the 

Seine region of  France, where the collaboration betwveen Communists and Socialists \vas 

rspecially close. and functional. in t e m s  of the joint operation o f  a revolutionaq- movement."' 

For Togliatti. the difference between the united front and the popular front could be reduced to 

this simple distinction: the former was t o p h e a v  and restricted to the inner circles o f  the p a q  

elite. whereas the latter was a grassroots movement which worked its way fiom the bottorn-up. 

By this early point, then. with the French Popular Front -et in its embryonic stage. 

Togliatti was thinking concretely about what the notion of a 'popular front' meant, and how it 

ought to n-ork. One thing Togliatti knew for certain - the Popular Front was more than a political 

espedient. more than a temporary mamage o f  political cousins for electoral purposes. The term 

'-organic unie.-' suggssted something more proximate, more intimate, than simple u n i h  o f  action 

between like-minded politicians from like-minded political parties on  issues o f  mutual interest. 

On the contrap.. Togliatti. \vas thinking even at this early point that the Popular Front. if it were 

to succeed, had to win the hearts and mincis o f  the voters. It had to function as an instrument of 

political mobilization that would bear fruit not only at the ballot box. but in the years ahead as 

the Lcft continued its stniggle for the conquest o f  power through parliamentary means. 

With the Communists officially on  side, events moved rapidly. Indeed. the birth o f  the 

ltalian Popular Front o f  1948 - like its demise - can be measured in days and  weeks, rather than 

I I -  Togliatti, Opem. pp.cxci-c?ccivi. 



months or 'cars. A ~veeli after the Nenni Socialists issued their open invitation for the 

constitution of a left-wing bloc, the Central Committee of the PCI unanimously agreed to join. 

The Communists seized immediately upon the role such an umbreila organization as \vas being 

proposed could play in bringing the political struggle against the Right beyond the walls of 

Parliament, and into the sneets. The Italian Popular Front, the PCI Central Committee declared- 

"rnust find its expression not only in Parliament, but also in the country itself: this- in order to 

ci\.e full expression to the dernocratic. counter-reactona and antifascist action of the popular - 
masses.""' To win the forthcoming election, the Communists, together with other Frontists 

would need to create, in the first instance, "organizational and political breadth". That meant, 

above all, estabtishing links between the leadership and the rank-and-file. There \vas little chance 

of ninning the election. the PCI believed. if the campaign were lead by a "detached revolutionary 

vanguard" on the one hand, or by "unorganized and misguided masses" on the other.'" 

In this respect, the Italian Popular Front, as it was conceived by Togliatti at least, bore 

heavily the mark of Antonio Gramsci. Gramsci had argued that Comrnunists in the West had to 

wage a protracted '\var of position' in civil socieh, in \vhich the working class would gradually. 

peacefully, establish its "hegemony", which is to Say its political, cultural and moral leadership.'" 

Whatever the outcome of the 1948 election. Togliatti reasoned, the Popular Front would serve as 

' "Risoluzione del Comitato Centrale del PCI, Roma, 16 November, 1947, originally in 
/.u pdrrictr clel c.ontzrttrsti du/ qzlinr LI/ sesro concyrc..w. Risoluzroni r doczmer-rrr ruccolri u ctcru 
cidl't~jicio di segreteriu del PC'I (Rome, n.d-), pp. 3 19-20, reproduced in Fedele's Fronte 
/'opo/trrc. p. 162. See aIso "Il PCI favorevoie al Biocco delle sinistre," in /'l;nitÙ 14 November, 
t 947. 

' "See "Realizzare tra le masse il fionte democratico," in I'UnitÙ, 16 November, 1947. 



a useful lesson for the working class as it prepared itself for eventual political and moral 

leadership of the country. Like the amed  Resistance to Fascism, the Popular Front represented 

a "large-scale experiment of accelerated political socialization", recruiting thousands of Italians 

as members of the revolutionary parties, and encouraging closer contact between the party 

leadership and the rank-and-file. As we shall see below the gramcian conception of the Front 

as an agent of socialization produced dimensions which made the Italian Popular Front a cultural 

and social phenomenon as much as it was a political tool.' '' 

The formation of the Italian Popular Front \vas achieved by mid-December- By that point, 

the PSI, the PCI. a few other minor parties and dozens of lefi-wing workers' and peasant 

associations had given their blessing to the nascent Front, and pledged to channel their 

considerable resources into making the thing work."' A few days afier Christmas. delegates 

representing the various components of this vast front of the Lefi gathered in Rome to formally 

inaugurate the Front. Though its constitution had been the work of relatively few. the Popular 

' '"1 have borrowed here from Gianfranco Pasquino who writes that the Resistance wvs a 
'-relati\-el>- large-scale experiment of accelerated political socialization and recruitment of cadres 
for the parties of the Left, establishing and molding the necessary links between top national 
leaders and rank-and-file followers and sympathizers." 1 \:as stnick by how closely what 
Pasquino says about the Resistance conforms with how 1 believe Togliatti conceived of the 
Popular Front of 1948. See Pasquino's important article "The Demise of the First Fascist 
Regime and Italy's Transition to Democracy: 1943- 1948," in O'Donnell, Schmitter and 
Whitehead, eds.. Trunsr~iotr jkom iltirhur~rurrctn Rulc.:Sozithern Ezrrope, pp.45-70, especially 
p.59. 

"'See '-Ordine del giorno conclusivo del Congresso dei consigli di gestione e delle 
commissioni interne,'' in Avuntr!, 25 November, 1947; "Ordine del giorno conclusivo del 
Congresso demoratico del Mezzogiorno," in I'UnirÙ, 20 December, 1947; "Ordine del giorno 
concl usivo del I'Assemblea dei delegati aIla Costituente del la Terra,'' in Avunti!, 23 December, 
1937. 
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Front \\.as intended to be the home of many. It held out the promise of providing the masses with 

the means to participate in an organized and effective way in the political life of the country. 

Onl!, such popular participation, the founders of the Popular Front professed- could protrct Italy 

from the retum of those political, economic and social elements which in the not-distant  p s t  

had "lsd Ital). donn the road to disaster," Alanningly, Frontists wamed, the consen-ative. 

reactionaq-, undemocratic elements which had brought Mussolini to power and helped keep him 

there for some ttvenh. years, had not gone away. They remained firmly rooted in the country's 

power structure, ensconced as they were in the De Gasperi cabinet and in the state apparatus. 'IR 

Anythinr less than the destruction of the social and econornic bases of Fascism, Frontists wamed. 

threatened the very future of democracy itself."9 

As ui th  Frontists in France and Spain in the intenvar era, the term "anti-Fascism'- in Italy 

on the eve of 1948 covered "a multitude of sins."'" For the Italian Left. the wave of reaction 

\\-hich charactenzed 1947 could be easily identified. The list of what Italian Frontists identified 

as the lingering spirit of Fascism was long indeed, inciudtng the exclusion ofthe Mamist parties 

from government: the campaign waged by business to remove al1 legislative impediments to 

firings: the Troilo affair, or the killing of peasants, wvorken and left-wing organizers: or the sight 

of thousands of Catholic militants sathering in St. Peter's Square to hear Pius XII cal! for a 

ceneral rnobilization to fight Communism. 
C 

"'See "Atto costitutivo del Fronte democratico popoiare," in /'Unith, 30 December, 
1947. 

""lh rd. 

"('Julian Jackson, 7'hc Populur Front in Frrrnce, p. 46. 
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The creation of the Popular Front enerçized the Lefi. Moreover, an esamination of 

conditions in ttaly as 1947 drew to a close confinn that there \vas good reason to wonder whether 

De Gasperi's govsmment \vould even make it to the April 1948 vote. For al1 the emergency aid 

received through the course of the year, towards the end of 1947, Italians faced yet another bled 

ifinter of unernploynent and the threat of fuel and fmd shortages. With My's dwindting 

resenes of forei~m exchange, and its ever greater demand for foodstuffs and fuel to survive the 

if-inrer. the political future of the De Gasperi govemment was anything but certain. "Italians 

mithout bread and without work," wote The Economisr, "may listen to Signor Togliatti and his 

Cornrnunists ... They are most unlikely to listen to the moderate voice of parliamentan 

dernocracy.""' 

This was the climate in which Italians were called to perfonn their solemn democratic 

duty in 19-18. The Socialist leader Pietro Nenni captured well the trepidation with which man? 

of his countrymen awaited that appointment at the ballot box. Wnting in his di. on the very 

last day of 1947. Nenni reflected upon the year that \vas, and contemplated the year to come. "A 

yrar which has been quite difticult for me," wrote Nenni, "ends with the prospect ofan uncertain 

futurd'.  Facrd with the di-ing changes wrought by the political, social and economic events 

of 1917. Pietro Nenni found it difficuit to be optimistic. "Fear, this explains what is happening 

at home and abroad. And nothing can be built on feear."'x With their democracy still in its 

infancy. the Italians would try to do just that. 

"' "False Alarms in Rome," Ïlie I-conutnisr, October 4, 1947. 

'"Nenni. Tempo dl perru-fieddu. p.408. 



'GUXS, BUTTER ASD GOOD OL' Y.4SKEE KSOIV-HOW": 
AMERICA'S CRUSADE TO DEFEAT I T A L k N  COMMUNISM 

Without a Fascism to Fight, w-ithout, that is, incarnatins 
historically progressive thought, America, however many 
skyscrapers, motorcars and soldiers she turns out, niIl 
not stand at the forefiont o f  any culture. Without a leading 
thought. nithout the s t r u g l e  for progess, it rather risks 
running into a form of fascism itself, even in the name 
of its greatest tradition. 

Cesare Pavese, Il'èsterdqv und T~du~v ( 1 947) 

We like the Italians and want to be their big brothers and 
cive them a chance in the world. - 

On the eve of the 1948 election, Italian democracy \vas still learning to w a k .  At least 

this  \vas ho\v Amencan pol icpakers  sa\v things as Italians prepared to choose their first 

democraticall y elected parliament in over twenty yean. ' Afier ail, the Amencans reasoned, the 

memories of Fascism and the habits o f  mind associated with authoritarian rule could not easily 

be erased: an entire generation of Italians who were o f  voting age in 1948 had never known free 

' I t  was the U.S. Ambassador to Italy, James Dunn, who wrote of an "Italian democracy 
learning to ~valk-'- See Dunn's Memorandum, "Italy and the United States afier the Elections," 
Rome Embassy, April 12, 1948, in RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consulates, Confidential File, 
1948. Bos 30. "800 Italy" file. National Archives. 
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and dernocratic elections, or meaningfûl political dialogue protected bu the guarantee of free 

speech. It followed, then, that from time to time the infant democracy would have to be taken by 

the hand to keep from falling or. worse yet, from wandering off into the a m s  of some malevolent 

stranger. 

To an American national security establishment deeply troubled by the spread of 

Cornmunism in Eastern Europe, and convinced of Soviet desigms on certain select western 

countries ivith strong domestic Communist movements, the Italian election of 1948 called for a 

trm Amsncan hand to keep Italy from wandering off the well \vom path. As we have seen. 

since before the end of the war, Allied planners realized that dire social and economic conditions 

promoted a restive spirit among the Italian masses. By 1947. conditions had scarcely begun to 

improve. Food and fuel shortages persiste4 as did ~nemplo~ment. Inflation and the black 

market uere still beyond control and govemment measures to combat the problem served to 

worsen the economic crisis in the short-term. Politically, cracks had begun to show in the anti- 

Fascist coalition government, and \\ith the  Communists formally escluded from cabinet afier 

May 1947, the tone of political discourse degenerated quickly into an extremism that previewed 

the polarizarion and acrimony of the pending election. In the months before the election, 

successive waves of stnkes swept across the Italian peninsula bringing Itaiian industry and 

transportation to a standstill. Sporadic episodes of violence bom of popular unrest resulted in the 

death or injury of hundreds of ordinary Italians- In the same period, Amencan and Itatian 

intelli~ence officers intercepted messages from parts unknow in Eastern Europe to Cornmunists 

in  ItaIy inciting the latter to insurrection. All the while, the Italian Marxist parties continued to 

trou in size and influence. Tens of thousands of ordinary Ital ians regularl y lined the streets and - 



cron.ded piazzas to listsn to Communist and Socialist leaders hurl insults at the Christian 

Democrats, and their allies in Vatican City and in Washington. Even more alarming, 

Comrnunists and Socialists won victories in a handful of liey local elections in 1947 and the early 

part of 1938. The witing, thought American planners, was on the wall: the Italian lefl was 

xning stronger by the day: if lefi unchecked. the- feared. the Communists might seize power in - 
Italy- either through violent means or, worse yet at the ballot box in April 1948. 

American planners believed that a Communist seizure of power in Italy \\auld spell 

serious trouble for ail of western Europe. A Cornmunist victory in a country which the US had 

done so much to liberate and keep from sliding into economic disaster would deal a severe blow 

to Amencan prestige and cal1 into question America's ability to effectively counter the expansion 

of the Soviet Union and Communism everyvhere. At the same time. it was feared that a 

Communist drfeat at the poils in Italy might translate into a violent insurrection, possibly even a 

Soviet militap intcnrention which would in tum warrant a response by a weary and overly-taxed 

Amencan  milita^. No wonder, then, that for Americans, the Italian campaign of 1948 became 

what one historian calls an "apocalyptic test" between Communism and democracy in which the 

US  marshal led the full force of its postwar predominance to help defeat the Italian Popular 

Front.' 

In the crusade to save Italy from Communism, Amencan planners lefl no Stone untumed. 

AI1 mannrr of American aid \vas sent to Iraly in the months leading up to the April vote: millions 

ofdollars were secretly channeled to Christian Democmcy and the democratic Socialists, while 

James Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves: The United States and the Italian Elections of 
1948." /lip/omclric Hisron. p. 36. 
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huge shipments of American milita5 equipment secretly made its way to Italian secunh forces. 

The U.S. even made plans for a possible militaxy intervention in Italy in the event of trouble- 

lndeed. in the campaign to defeat the Italian Commuriists. the U.S. first put to use a variety of 

national secun& mechanisms, including the newly-formed CiA which mounted its first major 

co\ert operation in Italy. 1948. In this sense. the American intervention in the 1948 campaign 

\vas a true "\vatershed" in the evolution of Amencan Foreign policy in the early Cold War era.' 

Mors than milita? might the U.S. made full use of its economic prowess and 

"Hollywood razzmatazz'" to cajole Italian voten into voting against Cornmunism. George 

Marshall threatrned to ivithdraw the aid package that bore his name should Italy go Cornmunist. 

Thousands of Italian Americans were encouraged by the State Department to wite to relatives 

and frirnds in the --old countv" naming them of the consequences of a Communist victon-. 

Hollywood. too. joined the crusade, sending thousands of reels of film documentinç the e.xtent of 

Amrrican aid to Italy. \\.hile celebrities like Dinah Shore. Bing Crosby. Frank Sinatra and even 

the gangster Luc- Luciano could be heard on Italian radio e-xhorting ordinary Italians to vote the 

"ri ght-- \\.a'+. 

All this occurred in the name of "defending democracy". Did it work? On the surface, 

!es- if \\ s take defending dernocracy to mean that the Communists lost the 1948 election. In the 

process of defending democracy, however. the American intervention claimed rnany victims: and 

so some de-e. Italian democracy \vas one of them. As ive shall see. one enduring effect of the 

William Blum, Thr <*/A: ,4 Forprren Hlsro- (IS Global Infervention Sincc Wodd Wur 
1ic.o (London and New Jersey. 1986). p. 23. 
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American intervention in the 1948 election \vas to commit the U.S. to the Christian Dernocrats- 

kvhorn Amencan planners doubted could be trusted to implement the sweeping economic and 

social refoms needed for effective democratic %ovemance in Italy. Despi te this distrust, and 

continuous attempts to turn the democratic socialists into a genuine "third force" in Italian 

politics. Amsncan aid to the Christian Democrats in 1948 helped confirrn that Party as the one 

trur bulwark against Communism in Italy. What is more. the continued presence o f  Amrncan 

support behind Christian Democracy fanned the flames of Communist zeal for decades after 

1918. and in subsequent elections contributed to the continued polarization of Italians around the 

-'big t\vo" parties. thereby blocking the emergence of  a democratic alternative to either poles of  

Italian politics. Most important, in the wake of the 1948 vote, America became a legend in its 

o n n  mind. convinced as it was that its intervention had made the difference- and the turned the 

tide in favour of the anti-Communist parties. This conviction fumished the pretext for decades 

of CIA " d i e .  tncks" and c o ï m  fwiding in Italy that w ~ u l d  only intensifi as the Cold War grew 

c w r  more heated and the Italian Communists grew in size and strength. 

RED SC-ARE, ACT OSE: CO313IC'SIST RESL'RGESCE, 1946-48 

The alarrn bel1 waming of trouble in Italy sounded in Washington not long after the war 

had endrd. One of the first influentia! voices to sound the a l a m  \vas Walter Do\vIing. the Italian 

Desk Onicer at the State Department. Political gridlock, ûowling told his supenors in the faIl of 

1916. was causing a general worsening of  economic and political conditions in Italy. This. in 

tum. provoked mass demonstrations and strikes against the De Gasperi govemment whom 

ltalians blamed for the slow and uneven Pace o f  econornic recovery. Worst of all. said Dowling. 
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popular disaffection was translating into the growing political strength of the ttalian 

Communists. In short, al1 indications were that the lefi was growing stronger by the day, in terms 

of increased pany membership and marked militance of the rank-and-file.' What was most 

disconcerting was that the threat from the lefl seemed as much at the ballot box as it was in the 

strrets or on the shopfloor. In six local elections held in early November - in Rome. Naples, 

Genova, Turin. Florence and Palermo - the Mamist parties registered sizeable increases in the 

popular vote. while the DC saw its share of the vote drop from what it polled in these cities in the 

national election of June 1946? A worried Walter Dowling urged the  State Department to 

respond immediately to check the growth of the Marriist lefi. He envisioned a combination of 

increased economic a i4  moral support, even flattery to stem the rising Communist tide. As 

Dolvling put it. the US needed to present itself as "so damned pro-Italian that even the durnbest 

\\,op would sense the drift."' 

The outcorne of regonal elections in Sicily in Apnl 1947 lent credibility to Walter 

Dou-linp's warnings about the inexorable trend towards a Communist accession to power. In this 

contest. the electoral bloc made up of the PCI, the PSI and the Action Party garnered just over 30 

percent of the popular vote, an increase of almost 10 percent from the bloc's share of the vote in 

Sicily in the June 1916 national election. The M- finished second, gamering about 20 percent of 

WaIter Dowf ing to H. Freeman Maithews, November 2 1 1946, in RG 59, ff865.OOi 1 1 - 
2 1-16. National Archi\fes. 

On the results of the 1946 referendurn, see Antonio Gambino, Smr& delel dopopwru, 
Chapter Seven. 

Miller, --Taking Offthe Gloves," p. 37. 
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the popular vote. For the left, the Sicilian results were the portent of a promising future.' For the 

Christian Democrats and their Amencan backers, the Sicilian results were a sign that Italian 

\.oters laid the blame for the country's continued economic woes not on the Communists. but on 

De Gasperi and his party for not moving earlier to put an end to the legislative impasse created 

by a coalition gocernment that married Christian Democrats and Communists. Paradoxically, 

\\.hile the Marxist parties were scoring points with Italian voters for their moderation, a similar 

inclination towards cooperation on the pan of the DC was causing the pany to lose support. or so 

it appeared from the Sicilian results.' 

The Sicilian vote reverberated loudly in Amencan diplomatic circles, and it served as a 

catalyst for a more spinted Amet-ican intervention in ltalian affairs in the period preceding the 

1918 election. In the wake of the Sicilian vote, the US Embassy in Rome quiclily sought to 

idrntifi- the causes of the apparent drift towards the Marxist panies. payin~ particular attention to 

the apparent inability of the De Gasperi govemment to emptoy tough measures to deal with the 

stubborn economic crisis. In reality? while giving the appearrtnce of wanting studiously to assess 

the Italian situation, the thinking of the Embassy staff, and in particular of the Ambassador James 

C. Dunn. \vas aIready set on at least one fundamental question, that of the composition of the De 

Gasperi cabinet. Dunn declcared the sitting cabinet "inconsistent" in its composition, and 

technicall~. incompetent, and this, he reasoned, had caused the Italian industrial and financial 

Pietro Nenni, for one, boldly reiterated the phrase he coined during the Resistance: the 
Sicilian results. he said, showed that the % i n d  from the north", bom in the fight against 
Fascism. stil l blew over the peninsula. See Fedele, 1-hnfe pupoIure, p. 8. 
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slite to lose faith in the pvernment's ability to "direct and control" the situation." Dunn chose 

his words carefully to avoid saying ezcplicitly what he was thinking, but his message \vas clear: 

the prssence of Communists in cabinet was the main cause of the gridlock and lack of economic 

confidence that was hurting Italian recovery. " This lack of confidence could be measured 

concretely in the nidespread reluctance to start new businesses, in the flight fiom the lira. in 

rising inflation, continued unemplo~ment, and an ever-worsening budgetary deIicit. 

The official 1.-iew of the Amencan Embassy in Rome was that the sooner the Communists 

\vue removed from cabinet the better the govemment's prospects would be for dealing with the 

sconomic crisis in a decisive manner in time for the pending election. " In fact. the foremost 

concem of American policy makers at this critical juncture of Italian reconstruction was the 

political ramifications of the economic crisis: so long as unemployment. homelessness and even 

hunyer continued to haunt thousands of ordinary Italians, the political survival of the pro- 

Amsrkan De Gasperi government \vas threatened by an ever more powerful and militant PCI. 

As Embassy analysts saw it, indices of consumption and real wages suggested that the condition 

of the ordinan Italian had not deteriorated that much from the previous year to account for the 

marked increase in social unrest and political instability. The conclusion drawn fiom this 

obsen,ation u-as predictable - Italy's economic problems were poli tical in origin: consequentl y 

pol itical measures were needed to address the economic crisis. In other words, the obstructive 

role of the PCI in cabinet was at the heart of the lingering economic cnsis. "If it is hue," read the 

rb I d  

Dunn to Marshall, Rome, May 3, 1947, #865.00/5-347, in /*'iZ(/S, 1947,31889-92. 

/hicl. 
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Ernbassy report. "that the economic position could be substantially improved through political 

measures. then aid to ltaly perhaps should be based upon the quid pro quo of necessary changes 

in political orientation and policies."" This statement pushed the Embassyfs line of reasoning to 

its loçical conclusion - continued Amencan aid to Italy ought to be contingent upon De 

Gasperi's remo\-in- the manis t  panies from his cabinet. "l 

De Gasperi \vas ahead of  the game. On 13 May, the Prime Minister announced the 

dissolution o f  his cabinet, opening the floodgates to an  intense debate over the composition o f  

the nest government team. Towards the end o f  May, De Gasperi told Dunn that he planned to 

pull together another cabinet, his fourth since 1945, without the participation of  the Marsist 

parties, in fact, w-ithout any of the other parties, Save for a few experts whom the Prime Minister 

considered politicall>~ neutral. The experiment in coalition government \vas ocer. the victirn o f  

the ultimate incompatability of its constituent elements, and o f  rapidly changing international 

circumstances that \vere drivins East and West further apart. American officiais realized that the 

dccision to govern without the Communists represented a point of  no-return. "Should the present 

effort to go\ em Italy wïthout the Communists fail," Dunn wvarned the Secretary o f  State George 

Marshall in June 1947, "the future o f  democracy in Italy may be most senously endangered." l 5  If 

the Dr Gasperi govemment failed to promote speedier economic recovery, then its likely 

successor would be a government of the left, dominated invariably by the Communists, 

The U S .  was uniquely positioned to help the De Gasperi government promote economic 

lh ICI.  

'The Embassy report is in I-R1/S, 1947,3:90 1. 

ih l d .  
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reco\-rry and counter the gowth of Communism in Italy.'" Amencan and ltalian oficials were 

n.eIi aware of the fact that evecy step taken by the U.S. to bolster the anti-Communist elements 

had to be taken with a view to the pending par lia men ta^, elections. at this point espected for the 

fa1 l of 1 947 or spring of 1948. I7  Among other things, the State Department promised to pressure 

the French and British to consider revisions to the Peace Treaty that would appease Italian 

demands for changes to the Treaty. At the same time, the Truman administration prornised to do 

its share by speedily negotiating a series of contemplated Italo-US agreements, including a 

commercial and trade agreement. The Secretary of State called for more Amencan financial aid 

for Ital?.. beyond what was promised Italy through UNRRA. Marshall also urged Congess to 

enact legislation to provide for the return of Italian assets seized by the US Amy during the war, 

including seized Italian ships. Such a move would have the doubly beneficial effect of materially 

stren~hening Italian security forces, and at the same time plaqing to public sentiment in Italy 

s i I I  srnaning over the humiliating treatment of the defeated Italian armed forces afier the Second 

World War. With a keen sense of the publicity value of such measures, Marshall stressed the 

need to " L I L ~ ~ ~ I I . ~  10 [ItaIian] people US support [for] Italy and US appreciation [ofl Italian 

progess. [emphasis addedIwt8 

Though they were satisfied with De Gasperi's decision to govern without the Marxist 

parties. and pledged to do their part to promote speedy economic recoven. Amencan offlcials 

. Marshall to US. Embassy (Rome), Washingtont May 20, 1947, #865.00/5-347 in 
l.'l!I :%. 1917. 3:909-10. 
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uorried about the political dangers of a cabinet mithout some left representation. The State 

Department spent the better part of 1947 trying to persuade De Gasperi to invite rnembers of the 

non-Marxist. democratic Lefi - referred to as the Saraget Socialists after PSLI leader Giuseppe 

Saragat - to sit in his cabinet.I9 In effect, Washington favoured a return to coalition government, 

this tirne united not only in the cause of national reconstruction, but also in the struggle to defeat 

Italian Cornmunism. What they sought, in short, \vas a cabinet that would function as the 

political espression of the anti-Cornmunist bloc gradually crystallizing behind the DC as the 

election drew nearer. 

The push to include the non-Marxîst Socialists in the De Gasperi govemment was 

intendrd to stsal the thunder from Communist leader Palmiro Togliatti who. it kvas feared, would 

make much political hay of the decision to end the multi-party coalition that had lead Italy since 

the Resistance. Not surprisingly. Togliatti reacted angrily to the exclusion of his part'. and other 

Marsist ministers from cabinet. His entire political strategy since returning frorn exile in 1944 

had been prtidicated upon the assumption that. by choosing reforrn over revolution- the Italian 

Communists would be assured a central role in goveming. Ominously, Togliatti's cornments in 

the iveeks and months after the cabinet shuffie betrayed a shift in the PCI leader's tone. away 

from ta1 k of compromise and moderation, to taik of "direct action", and charges that "clerico- 

fàscism" and "American irnpenalism" were behind De Gasperi's cabinet shuffie. Meeting 

pncately with De Gasperi before the cabinet crisis of May, Togliatti warned the DC leader that 

the PCI would not tolerate esclusion from the govemment. If De Gasperi dared to make such a 

.Marshall to D u n ,  Washington, June 6, 1947, #865.00/6-647 in FRUS, 1947,3:919. 



mow. Togliatti \tsamed the Prime Minister penonally,"we will go on the offensi~e."'~ 

De Gasperi took Togliatti's threat as an open declaration of political war. Other 

obsen.ers, in panicular Amencan policymakers, womed that Togliatti's new-found estremism 

\vas t he  portent of a potentially violent Communist response to the exclusion from cabinet. 

Adding fuel to the fire was a speech Togliatti made to a gathering of former partisans at Modena 

on September 7. in which he  said that the PCI had 30,000 well-arrned men at the ready, and when 

the ti me came he would use them against the government. The speech caused a stir in 

diplornatic circles in Europe and Washingon. In reality, the speech received more attention than 

it desened. though diplomats had no way of knowing for sure whether Togliatti tuas blufflng or 

not.." In truth, Togliatti had no intention of using physical force to challenge the De Gasperi 

covernment, certainly not at this point. Some four months afier the ministerial crisis of May, the 
C 

PCI leader still held out the hope of k i n g  invited back into cabinet. Even more important, with 

the election fast-approaching, Togliatti dared not tinker with the strate= laid d o m  in the svolrci 

LII .%derno - moderation and parliamentary means - as the surest path to power for the PCi. 

Still, as the historian John Harper has noted, Togliatti's Modena speech, set against the 

backdrop of growing social unrest, was taken by Amencan policymakers as a sign of "a basic 

shift in Soviet ~ t ra tegy."~ In Washington, the Policy Planning Staff of the State Department l a s  

especially disturbed by the Modena speech, noting that "for the first time, the Communists have 

Quoted by Garnbino, Storiu dei Jopoperrcr, p. 353. 

See Miller, -'Taking Off the Gloves." for the reaction of the Amencan media to 
Togl iattî's Modena speech. 

John Harper, Americu and rhe Reconsrmcr ion of ltuly, p- 1 45 
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thrratrned the use of force to overthrow the govemment."" Adding to this concern waas the 

emerginç view in American diplornatic circles - informed by the Italian government's analysis of 

the Italian Communist mind set - that the further away the Italian Communists were from 

ninning power electorally, and the more money the US poured into Italy to speed recovery, the 

crreater the impetus for the Communists to foment disorder. destabilize the govemment, and - 
attempt an all-out coup d'état - in other words, to strike while the iron was still hot? Not that 

hrashington espected the Soviets to launch an aggressive attack on Italy or  help their Italian 

cornrades to do so at this early stage. Nor did Washington espect any attempted insurrection 

actuaI1'- to succeed at this point. Still, what had Amencan planners worried was the mere 

potential for Communist violence in Italy, and the absence of a detailed, concrete American 

strate&!. to counter any such insurrection. 

Such preoccupations expIain the concen  over reports that began flowing into the State 

Department from the Embassy in Rome and the American Consulates in northern ItaIy in early 

1 947 which seemed to suggest that a Communist insurrection in the north was imminent. The 

most ominous and consistently alarmist reports were received by the US Consdate in Milan. 

These consisted of intercepted messages that were purported to have been sent to Italian 

Communists in northern Italy from pans unknown in Yugoslavia. The messages varied in length 

and in content, but taken together they created the impression of an organized Communist 

conspiracy to foment disorder and even violence in northern Italy in anticipation of an all-out 

Memorandum of  the Policy Planning Staff, Washington, September 24, 1947, "Possible 
Action by the U.S. to Assist the Italian Government in that area," in FR( fi ( 1 947) 3976-8 1 . 

' See. for example, "Memorandum of Conversation, by the Secretary o f  State," 
Washington, May 16. 1947 in F R i S  (1947) 3:905. 



L Y ) I I ~  LI'CILII. In some instances, the messages provided information on the state of Communist 

or~anization or anti-Cornmunist activities in a specific locality. Still other messages were 

esplicit directives to commit terrorist acts. One message was a [en-@y? technical plan for 

insurrection that bore the title "Technical Military Planning for the Cornmunist Revolution." The 

plan called for the PCI to "move from clandestine activity to open struggle in the streets. without 

resard for the loss of human Iife, in order to create an atmosphere of conspiracy and armed revolt 

necessac. for the conquest of power." The plan concluded with a cal1 for the "liquidation" of 

"counter-revolutionary" figures of the govemment and the heads of the non-Mamist parties." 

In the spnng of 1947, the Amen'can Consul General in Milan, Charles A. Bay. received 

sti I l  another report that detailed apparent Italian Communist para-military activities under the 

auspices of an organization called .-Ippururo. The organization was estirnated to have some 

30.000 to 50,000 members. The bulk of its funding, it was allesed, came from profits made on 

the black market. from "forced contributions" obtained from industrialists and the wvealthy 

through threats and intimidation, and fiom the Soviet Union. ' m e  CIA confinned Bay's 

findings. but estimated that the Apparato could muster at least 70,000 to 80,000 men "trained in 

cuerilla and subversive tactics and fairly wellequipped with smal! arms." In the event of an - 
open re\.ol t, the CIA believed that the organization alone could attract another 50,000 fol lowers, 

most of them in northem Italy, with a small but detennined contingent in the south, especially in 

Charles A. Bay, U S  Consul General of Milan, to Secretary of State, Milan, January 7, 
1947: Ba>- IO D a ~ i d  Key. Charge' d7Affaire ad interim, American Embassy in Rome, Janua- 10: 
1947: Bay to Secretary of State, Milan, January 2 1, 1947; Bay to Dunn, Milan, March 2, 1947, 
al1 in RG 84, Milan Consulate General, Confidential File, "800" (1947-48), Bos 2 .  National 
Archives. 

Charles A. Bay to Dunn, Milan, May 22, 1947 in lbicl. 



the Adriatic sea-tovn of Bari." 

Information of this sort would flow to the American Embassy in Rome and to 

Washington throughout 1947 and in the months leading up to the April 1948 elections. US 

military intelligence was the rnost consistent source of alarming information. In eariy September 

1917. for esample, CIC special agent George Zappala reponed on the existence of an 

insurrectionary plan of the Milan-based ANPI (Associazione Nazionale di Partiçiani Italiani, a 

Communist-dominated Partisan's organization) and its V ~ ~ O U S  subversive cells. One such ceIl 

was known as "Super-Gap": which Zappala described as a "terronstic and eliminative 

orsanization" created b! the PCI in every city for the purpose of "executing the most daring and 

difficult enterprises, including the provocation of disorders and violent suppression of all persons 

politically contrane to communism." Another cell, the so-called "Comrnunist Execution Squad" 

had a simpier, albeit more =mesorne task, that of "eliminating, with the classical shot in the neck, 

al l dangerous rivals. "" 

Taken together, the intelligence reports confirmed what anyone even casually familiar 

n-ith the Italian situation already knew, namely that the Communists could foment disorder, even 

stage an insurrection, given the well-organized, armed and dedicated army of militants 

concentrated in the industrial centres of the north and in parts of the south. Communist Party 

mernbers and sympathizers also eserted considerable influence, if not outright control, in several 

key sectors of the economy. Many of the large factories of the north (like the FIAT plant in 

CIA. SR4 5, January 1948, Hamy S. Truman Library, President's Secretary's File 
( PSF). 

George Zappala, Supervising Agent, Zone 3, C C ,  Rome Detachment, "Subversive CIC 
Acticih." Septernber 10. 1917, folder 52 in RG 3 19, National Archive. 



Turin). the postal semice, radio and telecommunications, the railroad and other pubIic 

transportation sectors were al1 Communist strongholds. Put sirnply, should the cal1 go forth to 

foment disorder and paralyse the country from the bottom-up, the Italian Communists were in a 

good position to do so. 

The more compelling question was wvhether the Communists wvouid undertake some sort 

of direct. \iolent action. In March 1947, the U.S. Embassy in Rome received word from one 

Captain Chanler, who had it from a "reliable informant" - apparently a highly placed functionary 

of the Italian Interior Ministp - that Italian intelligence operators had intercepted orders from 

Moscow to the Italian Communists to "commence disorders immediately with a view to the 

armed overthro\v of the Italian Govemment." According to Chanler's source. the Soviets were 

feeling the pressure from repeated American claims that Italy, like Greece, belonged to the 

\ testem farnily of nations, and an- pian to make it othenvise would carry dire consequences. 

The Soviets were said to fear that such open dedarations of American intention vis-a-vis M y  

\vould so strengthen the anti-Communist elements in Italy that any Communist action in that 

countv, were it to succeed, would have to come immediately? 

m'hile soine key members of the Amencan Embassy in Rome dismissed Chanier's report 

as esceedingly alarmist and prematurew, the Ambassador himself kvas inclined to believe that the 

Edward Page to David Key, Charge' d'Affaire and James Dunn, March 20, 1947, in RG 
84. op. c n l / .  

This \vas the view of Edward Page, an influential member of the political branch of the 
Embassy. Page reasoned that while the ltalian Cornmunist Party would undoubtedly follow any 
order that came from Moscow to foment disorder, the Soviets had no plan to issue such an order, 
>.et, because the necessary preconditions for a successful coup were not yet in place. See E. 
Page to Key and Dunn, March 20, 1947 in RG 84, Confidential File "80OW, Box 2. 
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Cornmunists might attempt a coup d'état sornetime before the election. Dunn \vas personally 

convinced of the organizational strength of the PCI's para-military am, and he  agreed with 

\-anous estimates that put the Party's para-military strength at some 50.000 men. This figure- 

Dunn reasoned, referred to m e d  and trained men only. What of the thousands of unarmed or 

semi-amed men and nomen at the ready to answer an eventual Communist insurrection, he 

rnused aloud to the Secretary of State. The Ambassador surmised that the Communist threat was 

areatcst in the so-called "Red Zone" - Modena, Reggo-Emilia Parma and Bolopa - which 
b 

after the First World War was the scene of the most intense conflict between the restive 

Communist and Socialist rank-and-file, and Mussolini's Blacli Shirts. According to reports that 

crossed his desk in the spring and summer of 1947, in this zone alone mine 10,000 amed 

Communists already in "active sewice" could be supplemented by some 40.000 in case of amed 

revoit. "The 10.000 represent the cream of the insunectionary forces, the shock aoopers," Dunn 

told Marshall in June 1917_ "who would be called upon to undertake the most hazardous tasks as 

well as to liquidate leaders of the opp~sition."~' 

The "red scare" reached its peak duxing the month of November. Yet another a-ave of 

mass demonstrations, work stoppages and occasional episodes of violence wracked much of Italy 

for u-ecks. In all. some 21 people were killed in the disorder. uhich culminated in a Communist 

seizure and occupation of the Prefecture of Milan during a general stnke on November 28.32 For 

the U S  State Department. the November disorders pointed to more trouble just ahead. "[Tlhere 

Dunn to Marshall, June 18, 1947, #865.00/6-1847 in /.RUS ( 1947) 2923-24. 

See FRi '5- 1948. 3:715-47. See also Giorgio Bocca's Pulmrro TogIi~rri on the "Troilo 
incident that sparked the occupation of the Prefeçture of Milan. 



are some indications," wote  the Acting Director of the State Department's Office of European 

Affairs to Robert Lovett, Assistant Secretary of State, "that the present move is in fact the first, or 

prepaton.. stage of an all-out effort to seize pou-er by an? possible means." In this so-called "pre- 

revolutionary" stage, the Director told Lovett, the Communists were expected to employ a 

mixture of legal and illegal activities so that "they can come into p w e r  uithin the nest hvo or 

three months."" 

Events beyond Italy's borders fuelled Amencan preoccupation with the revolutionary 

potentiai of the Italian Communists. In particular, the formation of the Cominform in September 

1947. seen from the perspective of a Washington convinced of Soviet designs for world conquest 

and coinciding with Togliatti's extremist tone- protided a neat explanation for the reprisal of 

Comrnunist-inspired unrest in Italy in the fall of 1947. Many in Washington believed that 

Moscoiv had in fact decided to direct the energy and resources of the Cominform toward the 

conquest of power in Italy. The records of the Policy Planning Staff for 1947 reveal that high- 

ranking Iralian ofticials did their pan to heighten these fean by repeatedly waming Amencan 

plannrrs that if the Italian Communists were not readmitted to cabinet, they- rnight try to set up an 

independenr Communist state in northem Italu.U 

See /-RL'S, 1948, 3727-29. Robert Loven \vas especially susceptible to the repeated 
\\arnings about the Communist threat in Italy. It ww Lovett who seized the initiative and asked 
the recently created Policy Planning Staff of the State Department (PPS) to come up with a plan 
for an American response to possible Communist seizure of power in ltaly. Lovett even 
discussed the possibility of miiitiuy intervention with the Secretary of Defense, James Forrestai. 
Both men also agreed that in the case of an- insurrection by the Italian Communists, the U.S. 
should encourage De Gasperi to "invite" an Amencan military response. See Walter Mill is, ed., 
7'lIc I-i)rr~'\-/d Brurre~ (New York, 195 1 ), entries for 22.  26 September, 1947, pp. 3 17: 320. For 
the minutes of the PPS on September 18, 1947, see "1947 Minutes", Policy Planning Staff 
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A telling statement of the importance of Italian affairs to the Amrncan national security 

establishment is the fact that at the very first meeting of the National Security Council in 

Septembsr 1917. the Italian crisis was front and centre. At that meeting, members of the NSC 

hrard an alarmed Robert Lovett Iay out various scenarios which, if they materializd, were said to 

pose ssrious secunh. nsks ro American interests in Europe. the Mediterranean and the Middle 

East. Loven implored the NSC to consider in advmce any possible Amencan militari response 

to Communist \-iolence in Italy. in order to avoid haMng to make decisions and plans in haste at 

the Iast minute. Failing to respond immediately to any such Communist attempt to seize power 

in al1 or part of Italy. wamed Lovett, would cut off the U.S. from its interests in Greece and 

Turku. In fact, he said, the whole of the Middle East would be threatened because if Italy - a 

major line of communication in the Mediterranean basis - were to fall into Soviet hands, other 

countries such as Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia would be forced to reassess their own interests 

\\.ith respect to the emerging bipolar world order." 

The effect of Loven's presentation to the NSC, coupled with the PPS report on the 

possibilit>- of civil \var in Italy, was to spur the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to study possible US 

responses in the event of civil unrest in Italy. Together, the JCS, the State Department, the 

Defense department and the State-War-Navy-Coordinating Cornmittee (SDWCC) established a 

serics of "planning g r o ~ p s " ~  whose work culminated in the very first report of the NSC, knowvn 

Records, RG 59, NARA. See also James Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves." 

/-'Orr~'std DIU~ICS, pp. 320-2 1, ente  for September 26. 1947. 

' !  On the planning groups, see SWNCC 383, '-Proposed Emergenc- Assistance to Italy 
and other Countries." September 30, 1947, "ABC 400.336 Italy." Records of the Plans and 
Operation Division, RG 3 19, National Archives. See also the Department of the A m y  study 
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as NSC 1 1. "The Position of the United States with Respect to Italy"." NSC 1 ;1 is a document of 

fundamental importance. 1 t represents the first oficial Amencan respnse to the ItaIian crisis 

and it revealed ho\v the US intended to respond to a Communist seizure of power in al1 or parts 

of Italy. The report called for increased Arnetican efforts to combat the growth of Communism 

in Ital?.. including continued econornic and humanitanan aid; American support for Italy's en@- 

into the United Nations. support for major foreign policy objectives of the De Gasperi 

eovemment like the revision of the Peace Treaty, and American technical assistance in bolstering 
C 

interna1 Italian security forces. Perhaps most significant is the report's conclusion that the US 

"should not use US armed forces in a civil conflict of an intemal nature in Italy" Should the 

Communists come to power in al1 or part of Italy by illegal or violent means, the report 

concludes. then the US should continue to recognize the "legal govemment", and assist it in 

evev possible way, while building up the "strategic disposition" of US armed forces in Italy. 

Economic aid to al1 Communist-controlled areas would be suspended immediately. and 

American troops set to leave Italy by mid-December would be ordered to stay putJ8 

Interestingl>.. the NSC report made no mention of a possible Soviet intervention in case of 

civil unrest in Italy, or of expected Soviet support for the Italian Communists. This is because 

the Amencan national securie establishment, having conducted the neces- investigations, 

was confident that there was no immediate threat of a Soviet-inspired Communist insurrection in 

entitled "ltaly," October 3, 1947, "ABC 37 1 -2 Italy." Also useful for background information is 
Kenneth Condii. The Jomr C/tre$ of Sruflum/ .\.(1tmnu1 P d q :  1947-1949 (Washington, 1978), 
p. 67. 

. A copy of NSC 1 / 1 c m  be found in I.RC/S, 1948,3: 724-26. 
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Italy in the closing months of 1947. But this did not mle out the possibility of a Communist 

accession to power by legal means in the election expected for the spring. Nor did this mean that 

economic and political conditions in Italy could not go from bad to worse, thereby fuelling 

popular anger, possibly even revolt from the bottom-up. It took a correspondent for The 

l-.'c.ononri.vr \\-ritin- in the fa11 of 1947 to characterize the thinking of American policqmakers as 

Italy prepared itself for the first parliarnentary elections - expected in the spring of 1948; De 

Gasperi officially called the vote in early Febman - of the new-found Republic. "The tnith." 

wote 771r Economisl, "is that Italy at the moment - whatever it may become - is restive, not 

revolutionaq. and roughly the same may be said of the leadership of the lefi."" This assessrnent 

aptly reflected the thinking of American planners in two wvays. On the one han& it reflected the 

informed opinion in diplomatic and  milita^ circles that a Communist insurrection would neither 

bc aitempted, nor could succeed in the short-tem. On the other hana the provîso "whatever it 

ma!. become". refltxted the lingering conviction that the ltalian situation \vas highly volatile and 

could easily spin out of control should circumstances change. 

An esamination of conditions in Italy as 1947 drew to a close confinn that American 

obsen-ers had good reason to fear losing control of the kalian situation. For al1 the emergency 

aid received through the course of the year. towards the end of 1917' Italians faced yet another 

bleak winter of unemployrnent and the threat of fuel and food shortages. The real test of the 

campai~n to stem the gro\ving popularity of the Italian Marxist left would corne in the critical 

months to follow, with the elections for the fint republican parliament set to coincide with the 

amival of s p i n s .  

"False Alanns in Rome," The Econornist, October 4, 1947. 
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tlndoubtedl>-, the most socially pressing economic problem was inflation. Nothing hit the 

ordinary Italian more than runaway inflation and the burgeoning black market. There was an 

urgent need for the De Gasperi govemment to get inflation under control as  soon as possible in 

the months before the election. To that end, the liberal economist Luigi Einaudi, the Minister of 

the Budget - a post De Gasperi created especially for Einaudi to give him virtual control over al1 

areas of economic policy - punued a harsh program of devaluation and deflation, the so-called 

"Einaudi line". that sought to stabilize the currency and restrict the flow of money into the 

e c o n ~ r n ~ . ~ '  

The course laid down by Einaudi, at the urging of the US Treasury Department, may have 

bsen economically sensible, but it was politically dangerous. With the elections only a few 

rnonths away. deflationary policies - restricting credit and govemment spending - worsened 

esisting conditions in the major cities \vhile doing nothing to lower unemploynent. Instead of 

bolsterinç the De Gasperi government and increasing its popularity, the Einaudi line pmved a 

political liability." By the start of 1948, Amrrican poiicymakers were convinced of the need to 

reverse Einaudi's fiscal policies, to loosen up credit and spend money in order to stimulate 

denland. production. and employnent. Characteristically, the Italian cabinet was slow to react to 

the Amencan advice to abandon the Einaudi line, a fact which angered and kightened 

American obsewers who womed the De Gasperi govemment \vas losing whatever favour it 

might rnjoy among the mass of ordinary ~talians.'" 

De Cecco, "Economic Policy." 

Harper. -4n1errcu ot7d [he liecorts/nc~ron oj/ru!y, pp. 1 52-53. 

Ihrd. 
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It \vould be some time before the men who controlled the purse-strings in Rome 

responded to American pressure to reflate in time for the Apnl elections. In the meantime, 

Arnerican polic'makers took matters into their o\\-n hands and lobbied hard for -et another round 

of emerçency aid to help the De Gasperi government weather the political effects of tough winter 

months ahead. This \vas just what the Italians wanted. Indeed, what the De Gasperi govemment 

sought from the US as 1947 wound down \vas emersency aid - money, food and fuel - not 

milita- manoeuvres. to quel1 the tires of Cornmunism. In meeting after meeting. De Gasperi 

government representatives, and in particular the 1taIia.n Ambassador to Washington Alberto 

Tarchiani. reminded their Arnerican backen of the volatile situation in Italy. One student of the 

American role in Italian reconstruction has suggested that the De Gasperi govemment actually 

esploitrd America's "acute susceptibility" to feus of a Communist seizure of power in Italy in 

order to obtain assurances of more American aid." This claim \vil1 be explored in greater detail 

elsen.here. 

Whether exaggerated or not, many American observen felt the urgency of the situation 

and lobbied the Truman administration and Congress for another concession of emergency aid in 

the fa1 l-wi n ter 1 947. The Republ ican-dominated Congress, however. remained sceptical, and 

parsimonious. not entirely convinced that the Italians had done enough to -et their finances in 

shape. For his part, Truman shared the sense of urgency, even panic. eshibited by the Embassy 

in Rome and the State Department, but he \vas reluctant to ask Congress for more money for 

Italy alone. given the already generous financial cornmitment contained in the Marshall Plan. 

Truman \vas cventually persuaded to join the effort to convince Congess to consider another 

lhrd., p. 149. 



relief package to Italy. as well as to France. But Congressional leaders remained unmoveb untiI 

neLvs reached them of a renewed wave of violent strikes in France and ltaly in November- 

December. In the wake of this disorder. an alarmed Truman went before Congess on No\-ember 

1 1 to make the case for more emergency aid. Set against the backdrop of social stri fe in western 

Europe. Truman's inten-ention worked: Congress came through wïth another interim aid package 

h r  Italy and France in December.jJ 

For De Gasperi and the Christian Democrats, the concession of more intenm aid at such a 

critical moment helped the party consolidate its position as the dominant Party in Italian politics. 

and as the one true bulwvark against Cornmunism. While helping to avoid a social C ~ S ~ S  of epic 

proportions. the concession of more Amencan money for Itnly near the close of 1947 was also a 

useful electoral tool the DC would employ during the 1948 election campaign. Only the 

Amerkans were in a position to materially help Italy, \vas the message contained in the interim 

aid package, and only the DC had the ear of the richest, most powerful nation on earth; this was 

how De Gasperi hoped Italian voters would interpret the latest round of American aid. 

A second element in the consolidation of the DC's predominant position was De Gasperi's 

decision to invite the parties of the non-marxist lefl into his cabinet in December 1947. The 

openinç "leftward" of the cabinet paved the way for what the Italian historian Feden'co Chabod 

has called the "formula of 18 April", or the winning formula that helped carry the Christian 

Democrats to a stunning victory in 1948. The inclusion of the moderate lefl in cabinet set the 

- .Besides Truman's speech to Congress, the visit to France and Italy of three 
congressrnan to see finthand the situation proved a decisive influence on American legislaton. 
For the reports of these visits, se U.S. Congress, House Subcommittee on Italy, "Report on the 
Italian Crisis and Interim Aid: Preliminq Report, Greece and Trieste." 80fh Congress. 1" 
Session, 1947. 
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stage for Christian Democracy's absorption of a good share of the political support of the 

moderate and centre-lefi ~arties.~' As wve shall see, in opening his cabinet to the moderate lefi, 

De Gasperi offered Italian voters what appeared to be a genuine centrist option: the move made a 

cood many Italians othenvise suspicious of the conservative side of Christian Democracy more 
Y 

cornfortable \\.ith the prospect of another De Gasperi government, and even hopeful that a De 

Gcsperi cabinet with lefl representation held out the promise of rneaningful social and economic 

reform. 

The decision to invite the non-Marxist lefi into cabinet came after months of Amencan 

pressuré on De Gasperi to broaden the base of his cabinet and end the political marriage of 

convenience between the DC and the e.xtreme right that had kept De Gasperi's governrnent alive 

afier May 1947. As Ive have seen. the State Department long worried about the political dangers 

of a Dr Gasperi cabinet without some form of left representation. Amencan policymakers 

ackno\vledged the giaring social and economic disparities of Italian life, and the dire need for 

serio us structural refonns. In eflêct. Washington sympathized with angry Italian workers, small 

farmers. Iandless labourers and other groups suffering the effects of the \var, the sluggjsh 

economic recovery, and centuries of uneven land and wealth distribution. What the US wanted 

of a Communist-free De Gaspeti govemment was a cornmitment to westemized, Free-market 

enterprise, but with accompanying social and economic refomis. Marshall conveyed this message 

to the Amencan Embassp in Rome in the wake of the cabinet cnsis of May, urging Ambassador 

Dunn to let DC leaders know that the US favoured the participation of the democratic socialists 

' Federico C h a m  I. 'llaliu (lonremporaneu, Chapter Two. 
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in go\-emment.'Vt took some time aiid cf i i i  iü cotir incr De Gasperi of  the wisdom of  

Marshall's advice, but by the close of 1947, democratic socialists were sitting in the De Gasperi 

cabinet. De Gasperi thus faced the \vinter and the pending parliamentan election ni th  a solid 

centrist coalition behind him, a not insubstantial electoral weapon with which to face down his 

opponents. 

Yet, though a few major battles were won in the political and economic arena over the 

course of 1917. the war was far from over. In the end, no amount of foreign aid, nor threats of 

mili tas intervention could guarantee how the ordinap Italian voter would mark his ballot in the 

secrecy of the ~ o t i n g  booth corne April 1948. This elementary fact of democratic life kept 

Arnencan policymakers from resting until al1 the votes were counted and the Marxist parties 

soundiy defeated. The Italian Communists. afier all, had not simply gone away on the contra-, 

in the closing days of 1947, as the date for the withdrawal o f  Amencan troops from Italy 

approached. the Marxist parties were engaged in what the historian James Miller calls "political 

muscle-flexing", staging mass rallies and strikes, and occupying facto rie^?^ Put simply, there 

\\as still good reason for America's national security establishment to w o m  about Italy's political 

future. As we shall see, America's "guns and butter" response to the Itaiian red scare of  1947 was 

but the openin2 salvo in what would become a much nider, and much nastier. campaign to 

drfeat ltalian Communism in the streets, on the shopfloor and most importantly at the ballot box. 

: '  Marshall to Dunn, Washington, June 6, 1947, #860.00/6-647 in /;'RUS, 1947, 3 9  19. 

- Miller, Tak ing  Off the Gloves," p. 13. 



RED SCARE, ACT TWO: COUNTDOWN TO 18 GPRIL 1948 

At the start of 1 948, the political "muscle-flexing" of the Ital ian Communists continued to 

\vom. U.S. Ambassador James Dunn. Surveying the Italian political situation as thé new year 

began, Dunn understood that the Italian Communists would not likely attempt an insurrection to 

rzain po\ver u i t h  the  parliamentary elections only a few months away. What \vas holding the 
b 

Communists back? The answer, as DUM saw it, was the possibility that the PCI, together with 

the PSI -- by this time fomally united on a single electoral ticket under the banner of the Popular 

Front - might win power legally, with a victory at the polls in April. 

Indeed. Dunn believed that the chances of the Communists coming to paver via the 

ballot bos g e w  with each passing &y. Writing to the Secretary of State towards the middle of 

Januac. 1 948. Dunn opined that the Popular Front had taken an early lead in the as--et unoficial 

election campaigm (the "official" election cal1 came in February). Dunn was impressed with the 

unit',. breadth, energ- and creatikity of the Marsist parties, virtues he believed were not to be 

found among the disparate elements of the anti-Communist bloc. Above all, Dunn \vas 

irnpressed, if disconcerted, by the nature and estent of the Front's ability to mobilize its 

supporters. Within the span of a few short weeks since it was constituted in late December, the 

Popular Front coalition had managed to attract the support of a number of influential labour, 

a~xicultura1, women's, youth, cultural, and veterans associations, most of them Communist- 

controlled under the auspices of the Popular Front. These organizations had corne together said 

Dunn, "for the purpose of popularizing their cause anci, most important of aII, of geîting people, 

especially women, to the polls." This was the principal task of organizations like the 

,-f vunglrrrrdiu ~;uribulJinu, for instance, and the Ferninine Alliance for Peace and Democracy, 
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and the .4ssociation of Female Farmers, al1 associations organized by and for women. and 

adherent to Popular Front. The latter group, for instance, \vas committed to winning for pregant 

farmers the same maternie benefits accorded industrial workers, a proposal, wote Dunn to 

Marshall.. "which wi11 certainly have considerable appeal among prolific farmers \vives and 

daughters."" 

As Dunn saw it, the defining issues of the campaign would be the question of national 

soi.erei&mh. southern under-development. the so-called "class struggte", the role of the Church in 

the postwar republic, public order. accompanied with a heavy dose of "good old-fashioned mud 

slinging."'" These issues were both immediately relevant to ordinary Italians yet. at the samc 

time touched nerves that ran deep in modern Italian history. Opposition to the Church, for 

instance. stemmed from what Dunn referred to as the "historie Italian distmst of -clericalism' in 

covemment", a vestige from the era of the Papal States: when the Church exercised considerable - 
temporal powr. The point \vas that the question of Vatican influence in Italian political Iife \vas 

r v q  bit as relevant in 1948 as it had been in 1848. and so the Communists were expected to 

exploit histoncal -gievances in order to satisy political aims in the present. "The current 

Communist attack on the Vatican and its 'agents', the Christian Democrats," wrote Dunn in his 

summaq-  of Italian politics at the outset of the campaign. "is linked demagogically with both 

'independence', and 'the class stmggle' ... thus cleverly combining immediate, tangible issues with 

latent sentiments. "'" 

Dunn to Marshall. Rome, Januan 2 1, 1948, in FRC 3, 1948, 3:s 19-23. 

'Dunn to Marshall, January 12, 1948 in I.'HUS, 1948, 3:816-19. 

l h  d. 
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Dunn had long complained to the State Department of the superior ability of the Italian 

Iefi to organize its followers and publicize its message. Since the spring of 1947, he had been 

warning that the chances of a Communist accession to paver via the ballot box continued to 

moiv precisely because there was no adequate, effective American public relations campaign - 
sspounding the benefits of American aid. This was a glaring omission, Dunn stated. in light of 

the slick propaganda machine of the Italian Communists. Dunn was continced that the 

Communists ik-ere slowly but surelu gaining gound ~ i t h  apparent American acquiescencr." 

Dunn reasoned that it was on the grouna in local constituencies, where the battle was king 

fought. and from the Ambassador's perspective. being lost. What the Ambassador wanted from 

Washingon was some type of decisive, high publicity-value action on the part of high-ranking 

Amencan oficials. ideally Marshall or even the President himself. He suggested a public 

pronouncement of some sort to the effect that when the U.S. said its goal was to preserve and 

promote democracy in ItalyT this implied, necessarily, no association with Soviet-directed 

Communism, even with an Italian face. As we shall see, Dunn would eventually get the public 

relations stunt he had desired as early as May 19117. but it would come late in the election 

campaign, when a desperate Truman administration pulled out al1 stops to avoid a Cornmunist 

\.ictoq. at the polls. 

Dunn would spend the better part of the campaign trying to convince decision-makers in 

Washington that the Italian Communists were iveIl positioned to achieve a legitimate victory on 

April 18. Doubtless, James Dunn was a pivotal figure in the evolution of an Amencan response 

to the threat of a Communist seizure of power in Italy in 1948. Dunn engineered America's 

Dunn to Marshal, Rome, May 3, 1947 in I=RI,'S, 1947,3889-92. 
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inten-ention in the 1948 election with remarkable political acumen. As we shall ses, he travelled 

the length of the peninsula many times over throughout the campaign. He seemed to be 

e\ epwrhere during the course of the campai@: there to greet evev hundredth ship bringing relief 

suppies and foodstuffs from Arnerica, there at the official openings of bridges, hospitals and 

homes built by American money, public and private: he delivered dozens of addresses to Italian 

\.oters. reminding them that American aid was conditional upon continued Italian participation in 

the 'free and democratic' western bloc: he was there ridintg in the so-called "Friendship Train" - 

which \vas his idea - that was filled with goods donated by Americans, and travelled throughout 

Italy distributing the h i t s  of Amencan aid to thousands of needy Italians. During the four 

months of the campaign, Dunn transformed the Amencan Embassy in Rome into a veritable 

elections headquaners. holding almost daiiy meetings to discuss how best to contribute to the 

defeat of the Italian Communist~.~' 

Equali y important were Dunn's machinations behind the scenes, designed to extract 

further concessions of money and even milita? supplies to bolster the anti-Communist forces in 

Italy as election-day neared. One way of ensuring the continued support of policymakers and 

other interested parties in the US was to perpetuate the "red scare". Together with other 

members of the Embassy in Rome and the U.S. Consulates in other cities, Durm painted for 

Washingon an ominous picture of the situation in Itaty, despite seemingly contradictory 

assurances from the Ambassador that the Communists would not likely hazard a coup Jèruf. 

Should the Communists realize in the closing days of the campaign that they were headed for 

defeat at the polls, Dunn reasoned, "a shift to extra-legal tactics may well be anticipated, 

See Gambino, Storia del Jopoguerru, pp. 446-47 



culminating in an intensification of ciolence and possibly insurrection if the- are defeated at the 

po~ls." '~ It followed, then, that there was to be no relaxation of the Amencan crusade to defeat 

the Popular Front; nothing was lefl to chance and Amencan efforts to defeat Front would not 

desist until well afier ail the votes were counted in April and the Marxists were soundly defeated. 

It is not clear whether Dunn was sincerely womed about an "intensification of violence" 

or nvhether his ivaming was part of  a calculated s t ra teg  to keep policy makers in Washington 

focussed on Italian affairs on the eve of  the election. If he indeed was playing the part for effect, 

then the Ambassador did an admirable job." Dunn's apparent preoccupation wïth the potential 

for violence seemed j usti fied by reports reaching the State Department from the American 

Consuls in ItaIy, in particular those in Communist stronghokis o f  Turin and Genova. In early 

January. for instance, the Amencan Consul General in Turin, Richard Haven, wrote to Dunn with 

the admonition that kvhile Communist political fonunes were on the decline in that ci-. the 

Comm unists remained well-orçanized, armed and dispersed throughout the city. In a recent 

"shake up" of the c i h  b'- local carabinieri. Haven reported, Turin \vas found to be "virtually 

Dunn to MarshaII. Rome, January 2 1, 1948, in FRCl',C, 1948? 3:8 19-22. 

'At the end of January, for instance, Dunn sent an "urgent" message to Marshall saying 
that the situation in Italy was so serious that the Embassy could not rule out the possibility of an 
attempted coup d ' m l .  Should a coup materialize, civil war would ensure, Dunn reasoned, 
putting Amencan lives and property at risk- Dunn and his staff actually began making plans for 
the protection and possible evacuation of Amencans. These plans were based on  the assumption 
that the tiolence would start in the north, leaving Rome and the south of  Italy "comparatively 
safe", and therefore a haven for the refugees expected to Stream into the capital fiom the north. 
Dunn went so far as to request of the State Department an emergency allotment of  S 100,000 to 
provide emergency financial assistance to American citizens for ternporary quarter, and for 
transportat ion either bac k to the U. S. or  to safe havens in the Mediterranean and western Europe. 
The request was ganted. See Dunn to Marshall, Rome, January 29, 1948 in FRUS, 1948,3:824. 



under Communist control."" According to Haven. in addition to a detailed plan for a violent 

insurrection, the Communists were employing decidedly underhanded, albeit ingenious, ways of 

destabilizing Italian security forces in anticipation of an uprisinç. One tactic made use of so- 

called feminine wiles to "comipt the m y . "  As Haven explained: 

1 have just learned from a reasonably reliable source 
that the U.D.I. [Clnione Donne Iluliune, a leading 
Italian women's organizationj are becoming more 
popular with the soldiers who are met as they leave 
their barracks and invited to the neighboring section 
of the U.D.I. (made up of Communists) where they are 
given food ... their linen is washed and they are gïven 
cinema tickets and even pocket money? 

More than the apparent use Communist women made of their matemal nature to help prepare the 

way for the impending insurrection, it was the threat of Communist violence and certain 

bloodshed that had Haven so troubled. "[Llet orders corne from Moscow," he wote. "or still 

more, let an invasion start from Yugoslavia, 1 am convinced that the bloody, hideous days in 

Turin \\.hich followed the days of "Iiberation" after April 25 19.15: will be made to appear 

Whether they sincerely believed the accuracy of these reports, American oficials in Italy 

right ly worried about the psychological impact the threat of Communist violence would have 

over the Italian voter. There was particular concern over the reaction of the middle and upper 

classes to growing amieh over what the Communists were planning for just before or just after 

Richard Haven to James Dunn, Turin, J a n w  12, 1948 in RG 84, Rome Embassy and 
Consulate. Confidential File, "800-ttaly-Turin" file. Bos 3 1, National Archives. 



the April election. Indeed, by the start of 1948 some obsemers were even taking about a real 

"panic" situation among certain segments of the middle and upper classes. Charles Bay, for one, 

\\.rote Dunn in early Januaqv nith the obsenation that in certain "well-inforrned financial and 

industrial circles, fear, bordering on terror" had been detected. This "terror" stemmed from the 

belief shared by many that should the Communist insurrection indeed materialize, leading figures 

of the financial and industrial classes would be among the fint to be " l i q ~ i d a t e d . ~ ~  

What had American obsenvers in Italy particularly worried \vas the spread of what Dunn 

characterized as the "large-scale hedging in the middle and upper classes to preserve fortunes and 

poIitical futures."'" This was evidenced by the increased flight of capital. clandestinely. to places 

abroad, plans to emigrate, and even "hasty inscription in the Communist party by professional 

men and u-ell-to-do landowners." Sorne of the rich and influential had already sent their children 

of school age to Switzerland, while other farnilies were planning to emigrate abroad, many to 

Argentins or other countries in South America." In short. Amencan offlcials womed that the 

fear of Communist violence around the time of the April election on the part of the middle and 

Bay to Dunn, Milan, January 12, 1948 in RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consulate, 
Confidential File, "800-Italy-Turin" file. Bos 3 1, National Archives. The Consul General in 
Milan conducted an informal investigation of his oivn into the state of public opinion in the 
Milan-area on the eve of the election. What he found, he told Dunn, astonished him. So 
\\idespread was the fear and pessimism stemming from fears of Cornmunist violence, that Bay 
fbund not a single person "not fearful of the immediate future." In some quaners. Btiy 
continued, the mood of voters was "pessimistic", while in others it was "despairing" and among 
the  nch and powerful, he said, the mood was indeed one of "terror." Bay to Dunn, Milan, 
January 15, 1948, in Ihrd 

'Dunn to Marshall, Rome, March 10, 1938, in RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consulates, 
Confidential File. 1948, "800 Italy Elections," Bos 29 at National Archives. 

Bay to D u n ,  Milan, Febniary 3, 1948 in Ibid 
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upper classes rnight translate into large-scale absenteeism at the polls by the bedrock of the anti- 

Communist eiectorate. Even worse, the lingering anxiety over Communist violence couid spawvn 

a pti~sical response on the part of ihs reactionaq right (a \ eritablr: motley group of monarchisis, 

disenchanted, deriiobif ized and unemployed soldisrs, aging army generals and outright neo- 

Fascists). similar to the actions  usso soli ni's Black Shirts \vho rode into po\ver in 1922 on the 

back  of the hghtened middle and upper classes eager to stem the rising tide of the revolutionary 

Isti.' ' 

In fact, American intelligence operators in Itaiy inaintained contact with a handful of 

sriiall but \ iolsntly ami-Communist para-rnilitary poups dispersed throughout parts of northern 

Itaiy. These organizations were poorly equipped, small in number and commanded by aging and 

disgraced former am!. commanders u-ho had once served loyally under Mussolini. Some of 

them broke with the Duce aller 1943 and collaborated with the Allies to oust Mussolini from 

p u e r .  In the process, sonle of these army generals -- who remainsd as consenative and 

rzactionan as they had been when they first backsd Mussolini - formed enduring relationships 

n-ith influentid members of the American counter-intelligence communih. As we shaii see, 

after the  \var whilt: some segments or the American national secuity establishment wotried 

about the rsactioriaq qualit- of tliess para-militaq organizations - otlier segments of the saine 

establishment cultivated an active partnership with these unsavoury elements to organize anti- 

Communist acti~ities on the eve of the 1948 ele~tion-~' 

S r r  Faeiiza and Fini, Gli unwricun~ in Ilulïu. S<x also Bay to Dunn, Milan, January 1 2, 
1948 in RG 84, Rome Embassy, Confidential File, 1938, "800 Italy - Milan," Box 30, National 
Archives, and Rome Embassy and Consulate, Confidential File, 1948, "800 Italy Elections," RG 
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This concern with the mind set of Italian voters added to alarm in Amencan circles over 

~vhat the Communist coup in Czechoslovaka in February 1948 mi@ mean for the Italian 

campaign. For Arnbassador Dunn, the Czech crisis was cause for concern not for the effect it 

might have on the ltalian Communists, but because of the possible influence it might have on the 

ordinaq [talian voter. The majority of Italians, Dum believed. those who remained undecided 

and uncommitted in tems of party allegiance. were impressionable and thus prone to be swayed 

by such a dramatic svent as the Communist coup in Czechoslovakia. The Popular Front, the 

Ambassador reasoned, was bound to score some badly needed political points as a result of 

ents in Czechoslovakia. The ultimate effect of the coup on the average Italian voter, Dunn 

concluded, "unhappily has probably been to increase the prestige of the local Communist Party 

and direct the politics of the pnerally oppontmistic ltalian toward the Communist band~agon . ' '~~  

Dunn considered the average ttalian voter politically opportunistic, and likely to be 

influencrd to vote for one parp or another not on principle, but out of self-interest and the desire 

to be on the winning side of any electoral cornpetition. Dunn had long lamented this perceived 

uzakness in the character of the Italian voter. Even before the Czech coup, Dunn complained to 

the Secretary of State that the Popular Front's aptitude for staging rnass çatherings was bound to 

hat-e the desired effect of attracting support for the Marsist bloc precisely because of the 

opportunism of Italian voters. "With considerable skill and alarming success," wote Dunn, "[the 

59, November 17, 1947, from US Embassy, Rome to State Department, #865.00/11-1747 . 

' 'Dunn to Marshall, Rome, March 10, 1948 in RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consulate. 
Confidential File, 1948, '%O0 Italy Elections," Box 29, National Archives- 



Communists] are pla>ing up the Italian propensit). to flock to the winning barmer."<" 

Though he \vas genuinely worried about the implications of the Czech cnsis for the 

1 ta1 ian election, Ambassador Dunn was characteristically calm about the situation. He real ized 

that with some six weeks until voting &y, the Czech cnsis would not help the Italian 

Communists \\in a straight majority, nor a plurality of votes. Still, he knew that even a strong 

electoral showing by the Popular Front, short of a plurality even, would spell trouble for 

American desiys in Italy. Should the Marxist parties succeed in winning what Dunn deemed 

"sufficient electoral strenadW to warrant some degree of participation in the cabinet, then, said 

Dunn. "it \vil1 mean the defeat of our entire Italian policy and the beginning of a trend towards 

totalitarianism in Italy that \vil1 be.. . impossible to stop."6' 

The Ambassador's ominous warning about the possible "defeat of our entire Italian 

policy" is telling indeed, for it suggests something of the true objectives of Amencan intervention 

in the 1948 campaip. It was not enough to keep the Popular Front from winning the election 

outright; instead, the Italian Marxist parties had to be thoroughly and convincingly defeated at 

the ballot bos so as to safely remove them fiom interfenng in the reconstruction of Italy dong 

the lines envisioned by the U.S. Amencan designs in Italy had long k e n  predicated on the 

exclusion of the Communists from cabinet. As a result, the mere suggestion of a strong electoral 

showing by the Marxist parties on voting day, suficient enough to wanant some degree of 

Marxist rspresentation in future cabinets, or possibly even a coalition of left parties dominating 

the cabinet, wa.s anathema to American policy makers. As we shall soon see, the declared need 

' 'Dunn to Marshall, Rome, February 21, 1948 in FRUS, 1948,32332-35. 

Dunn to Marshall, Rome, March 1, 1948 in I.XC/S, 1948, 3836-37. 
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to deli\.er as crushing a defeat as possible to the Popular Front was the catalyst for an eleventh- 

hour propaganda and covert funding campaign that began in earnest at the start of March, just six 

weks before voting day. 

Dunn's anxiety over the meaning of the Czech cnsis for Italian affairs was shared by 

man! Washington insiders. In fact, the historian John Harper argues that the Czech crisis caused 

a "near hysteria" in Washington power circles, coming as it did at a particularly strained moment 

in Italo-US  relation^.^ At hem, this suained relationship \vas caused by U.S. fnistration over the 

way the Italian cabinet \vas handling the election campaign. In the wake of the Czech crisis, 

Amcrican policy makers began to question the wisdom of the De Gasperi governmsnt's fiscal 

pol icy as an election tool. As we have seen, the U. S. had had a fundamental change of heart 

over the approach to Italian reconstruction. Ha~ing spent the better part of 1947 urging the 

Italians to get their tinances in shape in time for ERP, by pursuing strict deflationary policies - 

t he  so-called Einaudi line - and by spending American aid money to help balance the Italian 

budget, by the start of 1 948, the Americans realized that the measures were proving a political 

liabilit~.. 

At the urging of the State and Treasury departments, the Embassy in Rome tried to get the 

Italian govemrnent to reverse its financial policy, to loosen up access to credit and to spend 

money in order to stimulate consumer demand, production and employrnent. The Americans 

quickIy leamed that getting Lui§ Einaudi and Donato Menichella, President of the Bank of Italy. 

to reverse their deflationary policies was no easy task. Menichella, with Einaudi's blessing, 

refusrd outright to loosen his tight g i p  on credit. De Gasperi, for his part, took what John 

Harper. .-Imërica und the Reconsrruct ion of i tdy,  p. 1 5 5 .  



Harper describes as a "hands-off position" that in effect endorsed the stance taken by 

~enichella.~'  The ltalians knew that the deflationary measures were politically unpopular, but 

the?. also h e u .  that economic indicators suggested the measures were working. What is more. 

despite the advice of the State and Treasury departments to encourage reflation, the men in 

charge of Italian purse-strings also knew that the republican-dominated Congress in Washington 

was not itself convinced of the need to abmptly abandon the tried and tested policy of denation 

and stabilization as the building blocks of the Marshall Plan. No member of the De Gasperi 

cabinet was yet prepared to jeopardize Italian participation in the ERP so long as the signal from 

Congess \vas to stay the path of fiscal restraint." 

In fact. though the State Department tinliered with the idea of using emergency American 

aid to encourage reflation and stimulate demand in Italy on the eve of the election, it too \vas 

constrained by what John Harper calls the "los!jcW of the ERP and by congressional detennination 

to the stay the course of fiscal restraint. to abandon any intention of usinç refiation as an electoral 

n-eapon to help defeat the Italian Popular Front. In any event, with just over a month to go until 

\-oting da'. time was fast running-out: changing economic courses at this late stage would have 

had scant effect in the few short weeks lefl before the vote?" 

This situation contnbuted to the "near hysteria" that gripped parts of the national security 

establishment. In the wake of the Czech crisis, the growing body of evidence that suggested the 

Popular Front was headed for defeat come April 18 was easily overlooked, or discarded outrïght 

. / h c I . -  p. 154. 

' ihid., pp. 154-55. 

/h ILI. 
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by American observers who were @pped by the fear of Communism and fhtrated by their 

inability to get the De Gasperi governrnent to act in accordance with their strategy to defeat the 

Popular Front. Suddenty. after months of carefut monitoring of the political situation, ha~ing 

~vorked incessantly to keep Washington interested in ltalian affairs, having extracted fiom a 

parsimonious US Congress several gants of emergency aid for a beleagured Italian people. those 

Amencan policymakers who oversaw Italian affairs were now faced wîth the alarming possibility 

that. in spite of their efforts, Italy was gradually, inexorably going the way of Czechoslovakia. 

With just weeks to go until voting day, the alam bel1 was once again sounding in western 

diplomatic and militaq citcles as it had back in 1946, but this time, the tone \vas more orninous, 

even desperate. Time appeared short. 

How to account for the apparent sliding popularity of the pro-Amencan DC in spite of the 

repeated concessions of zenerous aid from the US.? This was the question posed by Henry J .  

Tasca, an influential member of the U.S. Treasury Department attached to the American 

Embassy in Rome. Tasca also served as Italian specialist to Congressman Christian Herter of the 

Foreig Pol icy Cornmittee, and it was in that capacity that he wote a brooding report on the state 

of the Italian campai~m just one month before voting day7" In his report. Tasca boldy predicted 

that the Popular Front was headed for a convincing victory at the polls, venturing the estimate 

that the Communist-dominated front would garner close to 40 percent of the popular vote: the 

DC was espected to poll no more than 35 percent o f  the vote, even though, said Tasca, the DC 

In passing Tasca's analysis ont0 the State Department, James D u n  described the 
report as "more or l a s  in line with the Embassy's views," though he quickly added that perhaps 
Tasca had been excessively "pessimistic." Arnerican Embassy (Rome) to Walter Dowling, 
Division of Southern European Affairs- State Department, March 17, 1948, in RG 59. 



"high cornrnand". including De Gasperi, lvere "confident of cictory". Tasca dismissed this 

optimism as misguide& the product of information reaching DC headquarters from local par@ 

leaders who. said Tasca, were generally "incompetent and insensitive to political 

drvelopments."" 

In analysing the causes for the apparent decline in DC fortunes, Tasca distinguished 

b e t w s n  short-term and longrange factors. Of the former, he fil-ote, three factors were 

contributing to the sliding political prospects of  the pro-American elements. Foremost among 

these. \tas the government's fiscal policies, in particular. its strict deflationary line that was 

retarding economic growth and contributing to unemployment. There was great irony in this 

panicular critique of the De Gasperi government coming from Henn  Tasca of al1 peopIe. In 

fact, Tasca had long k e n  one of the leading proponents of fiscal restraint. Few American policy 

makers had been as insistent as Tasca that the Italians get their economic house in order in 

anticipztion of the Marshall Plan. Taxa 's  seeming conversion to Keynesianism on the very eve 

of the April election reflected his attempt to undo the political harm done by his own original 

prescriptions for Italy's ailing economy." As we have seen, these prescriptions did not have their 

desired effsct. or at least not in time to score any political points with Italian  voter^.^' 

At the sarne time, Tasca knew there were other deeply rooted problerns in Italian society 

that complicated the task of defeating the Popular Front. For years, even before the Second 

World War, millions of Italians had had to endure grinding poverty, underemployment and the 

- lhrd 

Harper, Arnericu und / l x  lieconswwtion of /tu<v, p. 1 58. 

Rome Embassy to Walter Dowling, March 17, 1948, RG 59. 
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pen-asivr sense of economic insecurit)-. The war merely accentuated an atready g a v e  problem. 

Decades, even centuries of  uneven land distribution, with too many people working too little 

land. Tasca reasoned. made many ltalians susceptible to the Popular Front's promise of "land, 

food and bread". But what o f  American aid, so generously granted Italy on several occasions, in 

sharp contrast to the empty promises of aid made by the Soviets? The problem. Tasca realized, 

\vas that however rn uc h ordinary Ital ians appreciated the numerous emergency concessions of 

food, fuel and money. the- understood that interim aid was just that - interim; temporan: a 

band-aid sol ution to cover serious stnictural and natural de ficiencies o f  the Italian economy. 

"[Nlo people are ever grateful to another people." wrote Tasca, "for aid which keeps them in a 

state of insecurity and it is not sufficient in itself, unless it affords hope in the form of  economic 

security and social mobili~."" 

It was for this reason that the Marshall Plan \vas so important to  the long-range American 

plan for the reconstruction o f  Italy, for it held out the "geat  promise" for meaningfiil and lasting 

structural changes to Italian economy and society. But the promise of  the Marshall Plan, too, 

\vas just that - a promise. one that was far from certain since the ERP had yet to be ratified by 

Congress. As such, it \vas o f  little concrete value in the election campaign, except for the 

publicic \ d u e  that might be had shouid Congress ra t i e  the Plan before the vote. But aside from 

the potential propoganda value of the ERP - which was a true showcase of American economic 

might. an alluring enticement to a people limping slowly towards rconomic recoveq and taunted 

by visions of prospetity - Henry T a x a  and others 

knew that the Marshall Plan in itself would not be 

attached to the American Embassy in Rome 

enough to contain the apparent growing 
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strength of the  Popular Front on the eve of the fatefui eiection. As they scrarnbled to find a way 

to beat back the insurgent Marxist parties, American policy makers gradualiy came to converge 

on one particular aspect of the election carnpaign that had to date been largely overshadowed by 

high-level dipiumalic, economic and miiitary dealings. That aspect was, in a word money, and 

the seeming eridlttss supply of it the Popular Front was drawing u p n  to \vin the election. 

In the wake of the Czech crisis, as American analysts like Henry Tasca and James Dunn 

tned to account for the seeming ineffectiveness of American aid programmes as an electoral tool. 

the  question of Cummunist eleçtion spending carne: to oçcupy centre stage. Tasca in particular 

u srit  10 great lengths LW uuiI inc the nature and estent of Soviet financiai support Cor the Iiaiiari 

Popuiar Front. Taxa estimated that the Soviets had provided the PCI with between five and ten 

million dollars. a sum of money far and above that of any orher Party, inciuding Christian 

Democracy. notwi thstanding the backtng of the U.S. and the Vatican. Indeed, wrote Tasca, the 

US N as dragging its feer in providing irnrnrdiate financial support lu tht. anti-Communist parties 

b r  elzctoral purposes. What \vas needed, said Tasca, was "direct uicl to al1 democratic forces" to 

help ensure rhat the American "conception" of parliamentary democracy suwived and \vas 

alioived to flourish in italy even afier April 1948.[emphasis added]" 

Of course. ii had long been assumed that the Soviets wre Cunnelling huge sums of money 

to cotnrades in Italy. ln mid-Febniary, De Gasperi informed Dunn that the Italian Communists, 

~ i t h  the help of comrades abroad, were planning to spend over 3 biiiion iire ciunng the 

carnpaign; a "fantastic amount in Itaiy" thought D m ,  "which means that the Communists have 

lh id. 



in fact uni imi trd funds. "'"y connast, the so-called "dernocratic elements" of italian politics 

were said to be sorely in need of money. From the start of the election campaign, representatives 

of the non-Marsist parties regularlj- visited the Amencan Ernbassy in Rome to cornplain to 

kmbassador Dunn or anyone rlse who wouid listen that their respective campaigns could not 

hope tu coinpcir \c ;th iiic "blazirig fanfare" of rhs  Coinmunists and Socialisk. Making inatters 

Lvorse, having estracted from industry and private citizens "eveq available lira", there was no 

hope of raising the kind of rnoney the Cornmunists were piaying nith." Amencan policy makers 

also hnew lhere was a problem with the Italian industrial and financial dite that impecied an open 

and coniinuous chanrici of runds in support or  thé non-Marxist püriies. H c t i q  Tasca pui i l  well 

when he descnbed the itaiian upper ciasses as "disorganized and diçorïented and incapable of 

realizing thrir social responsibilities"." True, weaithy itaiians did fumish a certain arnount of 

financiai aid to the non-Marxist parties, but many more of them deait with the Comrnunist threat 

on iridi~ iduiil ter111h. rither by sreing ihat their wealih was rransrerrsd abroad, or thai they lert the 

country themselves, together with their families. As we have seen, in many cases, the walthy 

Dunn to Marshall, Rome, Febnrary 21, 1948 in FRFS, 1948,3:832-35. Equally 
Jisconcening \\as iht: clever way money \bas altegd to be flowing into Italy from Soviet-bloc 
couritries. Consular reports from Milan. Tor insksc ,  sugsesied Lhat early in 1948, commercial 
coritiacts bei\\eeri itliiian firms i i i  Soviet-bloc couiiir-ies wrre requiring contractees to accept 
more pay than stipuiared in the contracts, with the understanding that the surplus money \vas to 
be deposited in Italy, in lira, in the name of, Say, a Yugoslav or Foiish buyer. In one case, for 
instance, an italian exporter of tanning materiai was aliegedly offered 1 00 miilion lire for a 
contract lvorth onIy 60 million lire, on the condition he would deposit the 40 million lire surplus 
to the credit of an eastem European buyer in an Italian bank. See Charles Bay to James Dunn, 
Milan. Februaq. 16, 1948 in RG 84, Rome Ernbassy and Consulate, Confidentiai File, 1948, 
"800 Ilaly - Milan," Box 30. 

Dunn to Marshaii, Rome, February 21, 1948 in FRUS, 1948,3833-35. 

Tasca in RG 59, March 1 7, 1948. 
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and influential "bought" protection - or so they hoped - by hastily joining the PCI and 

conti buting to Communist Party c o f f e r ~ . ~ ~  

GOOD OL' YAXKEE Ah?) D I R W  TRICKS: THE COVERT CAMPAIGN 
TO DEFE.4T THE POPULAR FROST 

The essence ofTasca's message was clear: the United States would once again have to 

rake the lrad and play the role of saviour in Italy, by protiding financial and technical support to 

rht. anti-Communist parties on the eve of the election. As an iniluential figure in the Treasury 

Department. rsspected in Washiiigton for Iiis considerable espertise on kalian affairs. Tasca was 

sure ro be listened to, a11 the more so in light of the "hysteria" caused by the Czech crisis and by 

n-ord coming from other sources that the Popular Front was indeed headeci for victory at the 

pol 1s. "' Signi ficantly, the sense of alarm and pessimism provoked by events in Czechoslovakia 

\ta5 sharccl b> obseners in ciii1t.r western European countries, most notably Britain and France. 

These two countries, with obvious vested interests in the outcome of the election, had hitherto 

been largely rel uctant to get invoived in what they considered the internai affairs of a European 

neighbour. The Czcch crisis and the subsequent afarm which spread in diplornatic circles for 

rear the Communists N ould actually \vin the upcoming election encouraged Italy's rnost 

iitiportant European allies to join the crusade to k a t  back the rising Communist tide on the eve 

' /h  id. 

See Chapter Sis below. 



of 18 Apni 19.18." 

With l ittle more than a month to go before voting day, diplornatic and military circles 

from Washinkqon, to London. to Rome were abuzz ~ l t h  iaik of covert operations and militan. 

maneuvers. Diplomats çum propagandists devised publicity stunts masked as diplomacy using 

ivhat the jouri~alist Williaiii Biuiii lias callcd "good oll\r'ankze know-how" and "Holl~~vood 

razmatan", ro mach the "target audience", narnely the Italian eiectorate." The White H o w  

itseif joined the public relations bandwagon that characterized the eieventh-hour carnpaign to 

rekerse the seemins trend towards Communist govemment in Italy. An increasingly despente 

Truman implored Congress to pass the Eurupari Recovecy Prugram immediately so as to serid 

yzt anorher signai to the Italian people that America alone was in the material position to help the 

beleagured nation on the road to recovev. Truman's 1st-minute intervention, comins on the 

heels of the Czech crisis and the rnysterious death of the Czech Foreign Minister Jan Masaryk, 

persuaded a sluggish Congress to pass ERP. Truman signed iIie biii at the start dApril al  a 

' See Antonio Varsori, "La Gran Bretagna e le elezioni politiche italiane del 18 aprile 
i 9 - W -  .Sior~u cor7rem/7orut 1 3 (February 1 982):S-70. Varsori's useful and probing piece is the 
onil. study of the British role in the Italian carnpaign of 1948. To date, no extensive worli has 
been done on French reaction or involvement, a regrettable omission given the obvious interest 
France had in the outcome of the vote as the home to the second largest Communist Party in 
\\estern Europe &ter Ilaiy-s PCI. Even ireland, a decidedly minor player on the world stage. 
tcioh i 1s signal h m  the C~ech coup and through its reprcsentatives in Italy began to lobby the 
ucstern powrs. the U S .  in partkular, for a no-holds barred intervention to dereat the Popular 
Front. In the end, the Irish used their close connection with the Vatican to secretiy channel 
mi 1 lions of do1 lars into the hands of the Christian Demoçrats in the weeks before the Aprii vote. 
See Dermot Keogh, "Ireiand, the Vatican and the Cold War: the Case of Italy, 1948," The 
H~s~orlc.ul Jot~rnul. 34, 4 ( 199 1 ):93 1-52. 

William Blum, U A :  A Forgotren ffistory. 
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special ceremon!. that \vas carefully staged to capitalize fully on the publicity value of the ERP." 

A few weeks earlier, James Dunn managed to persuade the Secretary of State George Marshall to 

make a public declaration aimed directly at Italian voters that said, in effect, that the econornic 

recovery package that bore his name was not unconditionally guaranted in other words, despite 

the  public utterances of Popular Front politicians to the contrap, a Communist Italy couId not 

cspect to benefit From continued Arnerican a id  least of al1 the ERP.w Around the same time, the 

US Department of Justice threatened to invoke an obscure immigration law dating back to 19 19 

that barred immigrants who bdonged to the Communist Party. Tt was expected, that this threat 

uouId have particular effect in the poorest regions of Italy, especially the South- which depended 

on emigation and remittances from relatives in America for sumival. It \vas also in the south 

u.hrre Amencan officiais womed the Popular Front \vas making the most significant inroads. 

Hence the use of a perceived psychological threat to keep poor, unemployed southemers from 

tuming in drsperation to the Popular Front." 

Arnsrican officiais were careful to employ the psychological carrot as much as the stick 

in t n i n y  to influence Italian voters. For example, afier months of repeated promises. the US 

finally transferred to italy twenty-nine merchant ships that had been seized during the war. 

Ostensibl>. donc: to help stren~hen Italian security forces, coming just one month before voting 

da'.. the retum of the ships to italy was foremost a clever propoganda technique designed to 

'See James Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves," p. 48. 

Sec Dunn to State Department, Rome, March 16, 1948 in FRIS, 1948, 3:853-54. See 
aiso Parsons to State Department, Vatican City, March 2, 1948, in RG 59. 

Sse .\>M. 1i)r-k Tinlcs, March 1 7, 1948. 



bolstrr the image of "Amerka the good" in the eyes of nationalist Italians still smarting over the 

tcrms of the Peace Treaty. It was for this reason that an Italian film crew was brought to 

Washington to document what one commentator describes as the "elaborately choreographed" 

ceremony at which Truman signed the transfer order in the presence of George Marshall, the 

Italian Ambassador Albeno Tarchiani and other prominent Amencan and Italian officiais." 

As James Miller notes, these very public measures were but a few of severai "media 

r\ mis" staged by the US in the weeks leading up the e l e c t i ~ n . ~ ~  Each of these events. it bears 

repeat i ng. were cloaked in di plornatic respectability and portrayed an omnipotent and 

magnanimous Amenca that treated Italy with particular affection. Not to be outdone, Bntain and 

France joincd the eleventh-hour public relations fienzy, even if with less panache. Together with 

the US. Britain and France issued a joint declaration in March committing the western powers to 

returning the ci@ of Trieste (on the northeastern border between ItaIy and Yugoslavia, nominally 

a "free cihW as of 1945. claimed by both the Italians and the Yugoslavs) to Italian tem-ton. 

James Miller has rightfy desçribed the tri-par@ declaration a "rnasterstroke of propaganda and 

diplomacy" that put the Soviets in the uncornfortable position dhaving to choose between 

helping the electoral chances of the Italian Communists by supporting the declaration, or keeping 

the peace \\i th Tito and the Yugoslavs by condemning ii. In the end, Stalin chose the laîter 

8 Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves," p. 49. For details of the ceremony and transfer 
rigrcernerit. sec Charles E. Boiiirn to Marshall Carter, Washington. March 1 1. 1948, "Memos 
1 948," Charles E. Bohlen Papers, RG 59; A. A. Miccoci to Eben Ayers, March 1 5, 1 948, Official 
File. Ham. S. Truman Papers, Truman Library; Truman's official statement at the ceremony can 
be found in his Public Pupers 1948, p. 1 82, enûy for March 16, 1948. 

Miller. 'Taking Off the Gloves," p. 49. 



option. and the Itaiian Comrnunists suffered the consequences at the ballot box8' 

The Trieste declaration typified the eleventh-hour western intervention to rescue Italy 

from the clutches of Cornmunism. Part diplomacy, part propaganda, the declaration appealed to 

nationalist sentiment in Italy stjl1 ang- over the loss of temtorial possessions in Africa afler the 

n ar. At the same time, the declaration portrayed the western powers as magnanimous and the 

tme defenders of Itaiian national integrity. Indeed the fact that only weeks earlier the British 

had blocked a Soviet attempt to min  back Italian administration of some of its former African 

colonies - at the expense of British administration - was conveniently overlmked in the wake 

of the Trieste declaration.") The Trieste concession \vas not really a concession at ali. at Ieast 

from the perspective of the powers involved. The move cost Britain nothing in terms of its own 

interestç. nor did the US and France have anything to lose by seeing Trieste retumed to Italy. At 

the same tirne, the promise to retum Trieste to Italy \vas ripe \vith symbolic significance. Trieste 

pin bicailv and srnotionally closer to Italians than Africa (.after all, the city was home to an 

"ettinic" Italian majority). Most imprtant, the Triese question exemplified the historic stniggle 

for self-determination of the Italian peoples of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire, and thus 

stood as a symbol of Italian uniii~ation.~ Indeed, even the italian Communists supported its 

return to italian territory on purely nationalist sentiment. 

See Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves," and Varsons "La Gran Bretagna e le eiezioni." 
A test of the Trieste declaration is in the State Department's A Uccude of Americun f- i~rrign 
l'olicy: Busic ~ocuments,  194 1- 1949 (Washingîon, 1 950), pp. 479-8 1. 

Varson, '-La Gran Bretagna e le elezioni." 

"Set: G. Rossi, ''Trieste e Colonie alla vigïlia delle elezioni italiane del 18 aprile 1948," 
RI t-l.i/u c i l  .qfmi~ Po/i/~ct ~n/ernuz;onuf~, 46, 2 ( 1979): 205-3 1. 



The nagang question remained, however, of how effective publicity stunts and 

diplornatic concessions were in the eyes of ordinary Italians for whom jobs, food, and housing 

remained scarce commodities. To be sure, aid from abroad, especially from the US. continued to 

pour into Italy in the weeks before the vote; this aid, too, was drafted into the public relations 

carnpaign. As tvs have ssen, in order to publicise - or more appropriately advertise - the 

amount of aid coming from the US, Ambassador Dunn made a point of k ing  there to geet  evet). 

hundredth ship that reached an Italian port caming supplies from the US. Dunn often 

accornpanied these supplies personally on the so-çalled "Friendship Train" that traveiled the 

length of the peninsula many times during the campai*, stopping priodically to distribute the 

aid supplies personaiiy to throngs of needy Italians. To reach an even \vider audience, the Press 

anci Pubiications Division of the State Department sent hundreds of newsreeis to Italy that 

documented the estent of Amencan generosity. Prominent Amencan film distributors sent 

documentaries and government films to Italy free of charge. It is estimated that svme 5 million 

Italians were viewing these films each wek by the start of April."' 

But wouid these measures be enough to counter the well-oiied propaganda and 

organizational machine of the Popular Front which had enjoyed a iead of months in 'selling' its 

message to ItaIian voters? This was the question posed by the National Security Council in the 

treeks following the Communist coup in Czechoslovakia In rarly March, the NSC issued yat 

another report on US policy towards Itaiy. This time, the titIe of the report, referred to as NSC 

li3, read "Position of the United States With Respect to Italy 

( 'ontnt zrnrsi Puriiciputron in the Cf overnment by Ixgul Mecrns. 

in iighr of the /'os.sibiii~y of-u 

(emphasis added). The title told 

Miller. -'Taking Off the Gloves," p. 49. 



the stoc. In no uncertain terms. the NSC declared that the Italian Marsist coalition stood a good 

chance to win the April elections, the result of its "organized and dynamic" election carnpaign 

that \vas proving "dangerously effective" among Italian voten." As a result of this superior 

ability of the Marxists to organize and publicize their message, the NSC concluded, "the survivai 

of [ ~ h r j  poi i tically moderate, anti-Communist government is ai stake in the national rlrction." 

Were the election to De heid today, the report opined, "the best resdt that couid be hoped for 

~voula be that the People's Bloc wouid obtain no more than a plurali~r ... If however, the current 

trend continues unchecked until election dav,  a People's Bloc majority is not improbable." 

But al1 \vas not Iost in the eyes orthe NSC. With some six weeks to go berore voting day, 

the  US could still help reverse the  trend towards Cornmunist governrnent in M y  through the use 

of "timely aid to the moderate Itaiian parties." The tenn "timely aid" referred of course to one 

thing primarily - money to help the anti-Cornmunist parties wage the battle against the Popular 

Front. That \\as al1 Truman needed to hear. Within days, he secretiy agreed tu covefl funding of 

the anti-Communist Italian parties by the CIA's Oflice of Spcial Projects. What is more, 

Truman personally authorized the covert shipment of arms to Italy. in violation of US iaw, aimed 

at strengthening italian intemal secun-ty forces to deat ~ 4 t h  an eventuai Communist uprising or 

ourright civil war in and around the rime of the election."' 

In reality, months bdore the Czcch crisis, the CiA and US A m y  were operating covertly 

A copy of this report, NSC 1i3 is in FRUS, 1948,3:775-79. 

' 'On the covert funding scheme, see a vanety of sources, including Ciine, Spies und 
Schohrs, pp. 1 00-0 I ; US. Congress. Senate. Fiml Kepori of //te Senute Seiecr Cornmittee fo 
.h& (ka-crrtntrnrul Oprmrrons wirh respecr ro lnrelligence, 94'h Congress, zd Session, 1975, 
vol. 1. pp. 22-23, and vol. 7, p.66; Tom Braden, "Birth of the CM,"; William Corson, Armres of 
Igm~rume: 771e (#'the Amermm Intelligence Empire (New York, 1977). 



in italy- providing technical suppon to Italian security forces, employing propaganda tactics to 

srnear the Popular Front and even nurturïng relationships with unsavoury elements of the Itaiian 

estreme ii isht  which included numerous anti-Communist para-militas organizations that had 

helped t h e  Allies defeat Nazism-Fascisrn? As Trevor Bames has noted, within the American 

national security establishment, support for covert operations preceded public measures - like 

ERP - as the best means of combatting Comm~nism.~' tn large part. suppon for clandestine 

operations in ItaIy reflected the insecuiity of an Amencan national security establishment al1 too 

a\\.are of the fact that. ilespite public utterances to the contra-: the US \vas in n o  position. 

ma~erially, LO back up any truly substantive military intervention. The more praciical route was 

to strenshen itaiian security forces by providing them nith money, arms and technical suppon. 

For esampie. when in December 1947, De Gasperi warned that a Communist insurrection was 

imminent -- a threat h r  and his cabinet colleagues constantly heid over the heads of American 

policymakers - the  Truman administration agwd io build up Italian internai stxuriiy Corces - 

the milita? and police - by sending American miiitary soods to Itai!. American anny planners 

even toyed with the idea of using anti-Communist Polish troops left in Italy afier 1945 to 

3 e e  the secret, unsigned report to James Dunn in Rome on anti-Communist para- 
m i1 i t a c  organimtions, incl uding the AIL or .4rmuru .ltuliurz~r di Lihcruzionc. in RG 84, Rome 
Embassy and Consulate. Confidential Fiie. 1948. "800 Italy - Elections." See also Charles Bay 
to Dunn- Milan. 12 Januan 1948, in RG 84, Rome Embassy. Confidential File. 1948. "800 Itaiy 
- Milan, Box 30, NARA. On the relationship between American counterintelligence operators in 
Iial), and the former Italian naval oficer and Mussolini loyalisr after 19.13, Prince Valerio 
Borghese, see Tirnothy J. Naftali, "ARTIFICE: jarnes Angleton and X-2 Operations in My," in 
George Chalou, ed., The OSSS~'C~C'I  lrt-urs (1992), pp. 218-245. 

'. Trevor Bames, "The Secret Cold War The CL4 and Amencan Foreign Policy in 
Europe. 1946- 1956.'- nie Hisrorrcui .htrrnd, 24, 2 (1 95 1 ).399-4 15, especially p. 405. 
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organ ize para-mil i t a n  operations in case o f  civil unrest." 

There was a certain logic to the use of clandestine operations t o  help defeat the Italian 

Popular Front. An- American effort to combat Communism in Italy was a decidedly 

compl içated matter. Unlike Greece, for instance, where an  open civil confiict provided ready 

jusiificaiion for Amrrican action to defeat Communist insurgents. the Italian case called for a 

more caurious, even ingenious approach. italy, afier ail, was a duly constituted democratic 

republic whosc M a n i s t  parties participated legitimately in the parliamentary process. Since 

before the end o f  the Second World War, the US had been promising the Italians the free and 

un~rammdl rd  choiçr orgovrrnmen~ once a new poliiicai order \vas found to replace the 

discredited consritutional monarchy. The 1948 election was the hlfilment of that promise made 

IO the ItaIian people by their Iiberators even before Mussolini and Hitler were dead. Should the 

outcome of  this expression of popuiar will not be to the iiking o f  the west, then the US would be 

hard-pressrd to do very much about it. shon of invading militarily or d e c l a r i n ~  the results void 

aiid \vagin2 gusrrilla-likc warfare io inslali the Christian Democrats back into powcr. 

Covert action, Arnerican poiicy makers beiieved, was the surest way to avoid such a 

scenario. Clandestine activity nad the advantage o f  k i n g  hidden from public scrutiny, and 

thrrrforti \vas beyond any accountability to the elacted representatives of the Amrrican public. 

Mosi important, covert action t a s  an ideal iool io counter Soviet expansionism, especially in a 

fragile democracy like Italy, precisely because it \vas hidden, from f i e n d  and foc: alike. This \vas 

On this, there are a number o f  sources to consult. See I-XUS ( 1948) 3:727-29, 736-39. 
See also Louis Galambos, ed., The I'upers rfl' lh'ighr B. ~ i .ven~tow~. r .  9 vols. (Baltimore, 1970- 
78), especial 1 y 92077-78; see also General Albert Wedemeyer to  Grneral Sc huyler, Washington, 
Decembrr 2 1 .  1947 in "ABC 370.5 Grcece-Italy." Records of the Plans and Operations Division, 
RG 319. 
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arguably the greatest iesson the Agency t w k  from its ltaiian operations. "Se~recy,~' writes Trevor 

Barnes," meant [the Ch] could express the interests of the United States in the most naked, and 

even brutal manner."'" 

By the standards of subsequent CM operations in other parts of the world during the Cold 

War. the Agency's Italian operations in 1948 - the first of its kind Tor the fledgling Agrncy - 

szem rather innocuous. To a large e.xtent, they were, given the emphasis the Agency placed on 

questions related to the funding of the anti-Communist parties, propaganda and the mobiiization 

of voter support. The CIA understood that the Cornmunist threat in Italy \vas based on more than 

the partyfs para-rnilitary organization, or its reliance on the Soviet Union for funding. The 

Communists s t d  a real chance of winning the April election because they were doing a 

supsrior job in organizing at the gassroots level. Of course, the CIA also knew that the Popular 

Front had "ample funds", energetic leaders and dedicated followers, three assets that neither the 

DC nor the other non-Marxist parties could boast? The principal task of the CM'S operation, 

then. mas to make up Tor the purported deficiencies of the Popular Front's opponents. 

The authors of the coven operations were Allen Dulles (eventual CM Director), Frank 

Wisener, James Angleton and William Colby, al1 attached forma1ly or informaily to the CIA and 

ail former OSS agents i ~ t h  a lifetime of espionage and counterespionage expen'ence between 

them. Together, thcy assembled what the writer-journalist Christopher Simpson calls a "crash 

program of propaganda, sabotage, and secret funding" of the Christian Democrats and to a iesser 

Barnes, "Secret Coid War." 

CIA, SR-1 5, January 1948, Harry S. Truman Library, President's Secretary's File. 



degree the Saragat So~ial ists .~ Given the ernbryonic state of the CIA at the nan of 1948. much 

of the Italian operation was conducted on an ad hoc basis, out of the offices of Allen and John 

Foster Dulies ar the Sullivan and Cromwell law firm in New York City. Though still in its 

embqonic stages, the fact rernains that the CIA covert operation in the Italian campaign of 1943 

had roots that reached as far back as the Second World War. Indeed, each of the chief architects 

of the Italian covert operation had in some capacity served with the OSS in Itaiy dm-ng the war 

or established important contacts with powerful Italian politicians, industnalists and clerrjman 

as a result of OSS involvement in the campaign to rid Italy, and Europe, of ~ ~ s r n - F a s c i s r n . ~ ~  

Remarkabl y, the NSC never once met to discuss directly the issue of CIA covert funding 

to defeat the Italian Popular Front. This monumental decision, which was clearly 

unconstitutional and set a damaging precedent for subsequent Itaiian elections, was taken with 

the members of the NSC pretending to neither hear nor see any evil. There were no questions 

askd.  no deliberation over the long-tenn consequences of such an operation; no spirited 

. .-. ~nristopher Simpson, Rfowhuck: Americu's Recruifmmf of M c i s  und i ts  effects on the 
( 'O/(/ IlLr (Neu York, l988), p.90. 

Allen Duiles, for instance, was chief of the OSS mission at Berne, Switzerland during 
the laner haif of the Second World War, and he played a central role in the secret negotiations 
Tor the German surrender in Italy in the Winter-Spring of 1945. See Leonard Mosley, Bu//e.s: A 
Hiogniph~- (fE/eunor, .-II/cn und . / c h  fister I)u//es und Therr Furni&' L\'CIH'OT~ (London, 1978). 
Gn the secret negotiations Tor rht: Gerrnan sur crilicr iri  iiaiy, sac Dulles' own account, nch in 
detail about the nature of the contacts he established with influential people in Italy that served 
the C IA wel l in 1 948, Tjzë Secret Surrender (New York, 1 966). For his part, James Angleton 
k n s w  italy intimately. More important, he had Italian fhends in high enough places whom he 
knew could be counted upon to wage a secret war against the Italian Communists on the eve of 
the 1938 vote. Angleton was a chief of the Rome unit of the X-2, the counter-espionage branch 
o f  the OSS in 1 9 4 3 4 .  By war's end, he had risen to become the chief of al1 OSS 
counterespionage in ltaly , and afier the war Angieton went on to become chief of ail secret 
a c t i ~  i ty, intel l i g m x  and counterinteiligence in Italy, under the Strategic Services Unit (SSU), 
L ~ E :  succcsmr of the OSS. See Timothy J. Naftali, "ARTIFICE." 
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objections to the use of America's technical and economic might to subvert a Iegitirnate 

democratic process in a country that was both a fiend and an ally. True, there were a few voices 

raised in protest to the use of the CIA in such a manner. but these were too sofi to be heard by 

anyone powerful enough to do anything about it."' 

The CIA's mission in Italy \vas straightforwarct The Truman administration authorized 

the agency to "intemene in the Italian parliamentaq. elections in order to prevent the Ttalian 

Communist Party from gaining a role in the italian govemment. The CM'S station chief in 

Rome stated at the outset that the success of the operation depended upon one thing - money, 

S 1 O million or so. This figure becarne the "benchmark" for the remainder of the election 

campaign.'"' The plan operated on nvo fronts, in Italy and in the US. On the Itaiian side. coven 

funds were distributed to local campaigns, for so-called "walking around" money to disuibute 

dirsctly to voters. as "bonuses" to voting oficials who agreed to turn a blind eue to electoral 

fraud, to cover the cost of publishing and distributing pamphlets that defamed Popular Front 

candidates with scandalous stories of their sex lives. This aspect of the plan represented what 

William Corson calls a kind of American "technology transfer". "The compt political 

techniques perfected over the years by the Boss Tweeds." \\.rites Corson, "were transplanted to 

Italy from the United S t a t e ~ . " ' ~  In other words, the CM w d  Amencan money to help rig the 

results in  certain constituencies and to protide DC candidates with a pool of money to entice 

Corson, .-I rrnies o,f/gnorunce, p. 297. 

. - 

lhid., p. 398. 

/h ICI. 

- :/btd. 
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prospective voters with promises of just rewards if the- voted the 'right' wvay. 

But before money could be spent in Italy, it had first to be gathered in the US. This was a 

decidedIy more cornplicated matter. How to transfer the money \vithout letting anyone outside 

those in the know reaIize the money \vas king used to help defeat the Popular Front? It \vas 

decided that the bulk of the earrnarked S 10 million, wouId corne fiom the Economic 

Stabilization Fund (ESF), a fund established under the auspices of the  War Power Act. What 

made the ESF ideal \vas that it was administered esclusively by the Secretary of the Treasuq-Y at 

the ti me John W. Snyder. In his position as Secretary of the Treasury, Snyder could spend the 

ESF money without congressional authorization, a scheme he readil'; agreed to at Forrestal and 

Hi llenkoetter's behest. 

The actuai passage of money from the ESF to CiA-controlled assets in M y  went as 

folIons: some S 10 million in cash was taken fiom the ESF and passed through individual bank 

accounts in the US. The individuals and organizations who sponsored these accounts in 

American banks, in turn, feigned voluntan; "donation" of the money in question to certain CIA- 

controlled front organizations which then transmitted the money directly to the CIA's secret 

assers and other front organizations in Italy. In order to hide the transaction, the individual 

account holders were instructed to place a three letter/number code on their incorne tax forms 

beside their claimed charitable deduction, to withhold the reporting of the transferred money as 

tasable income. In this way, the CIA was able to track the flow of illicit funds from the US to 

Ital>-. Also. b). using so rnany individuals and organizations, any connection with the CIA or the 

Italian election was obsc~red . '~~  So it was, for example, with an organization called Common 

Ihid., pp. 299-300. 
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Cause Incorporated. a New York City-based organization that ostensibiy dealt with the problems 

of irnmiaant and minority groups in the ci.. In point of fact, the organization, which enjoyed 

tas-esempt status as a non-profit group, \vas established to collect money from -herican 

business, organized labour and private individuals and secretly funnel the money into M y ,  with 

the bulk of the funds going to the cash-strapped Saragat Socialists. Irr 

There is reason to believe that the bulk of the money taken fiom the ESF did not in fact 

corne from US coffers, but nther fiom Nazi assets captured by the Allies during the war. These 

seized assets included money and gold the Nazis took From the Jews of Eastern Europe. 'O7 In 

191 1.  the War Pou.ers Act officially sanctioned rhe use of the ESF as a repository for captured 

Nazi assets - hard currency, go14 stocks and bonds and so on - that were seized by the Allies 

when the Nazis tried to smuggle captured wealth out of Europe. The pool of Nazi assets that 

rnded up in the ESF was supposed to be used to tight inflation and counter currency speculation 

in the decastated economies of Europe. Instead, according to Chnstopher Simpson, the ESF 

stock of Nazi assets becarne a secret source of money for the early operaiions of the CIA, 

including the Italian operation of 19.18. 'O" 

Had word spread that American and Church sources were funding the campaign to defeat 

the Popular Front. and using wealth stolen, among others, fiom the murdered Jews of Europe to 

do so, the political consequences for the DC would likely have been disastrous. The sarne was 

See an unsigned note to James Lovetf Acting Secretary of State, March 10, 1948, 
= S 6 5 . O O ' M  0.18 in RG 59. See also Dunn to State Depamnent, Rome, April6, 1998, "800 Italy 
Elections," in  RG 84. 

Christopher Simpson, Hlowhuck, pp. 9 1 -92. 



tme of the covert amis shipment that De Gasperi asked for, and received, only to tum around and 

insist the State Department delay shipment until aFier votinç &y. The Prime Minister knew too 

w I I  that his opponents wouid make much political hay at the sight of American militan: 

equipment entering Italian temtory on the eve of the first fiee and democratic elections since 

after the fa11 of Fascism.'" For i ts  part, the Truman administration womed about the 

consequences at home were word to le& that the US was carrying out secret operations of 

dubious legal and moral rectitude in a country where thownds of Arnerican soldiers lay buried 

in solemn testimony to US efforts to fiee Italy fiom authontarian rule. More important, 1948 

\vas a presidential election year in the US and Tnunan could il1 afford becorning embroiled in an 

international scandai that would have senously damaged America's moral authority at a most 

delicate moment in the emergent Cold War. As it is. the wide range of clandestine operations - 

frorn funding, to arms shtpments to cotlaboration with neo-Fascists and ex-Nazis - were kept a 

secret for the duration of the campaip. Tme, rumours abounded that the CIA, the Vatican and 

the Christian Democrais were employing ail manner of "dirty Iricks" to subvert the will of the 

Italian people on the eve of Italy's firsr democratic election in over nventy years.''' But these 

were easily disrnissed by the authorities as figrrtents of an overactive and devious Cornrnunist 

.,. 
imagination. ' ' ' 

On this, see Dunn to Marshall, Rome, March 12, 1948; Marshall to Dunn, 
Washington. March 5. 1948 in /.'Ri S 1948, 3:774-75. The arms shipment issue is discussed in 
further detail in Chapter Six below. 

. . 
See Chapter Six below for a more detailed discussion of embarrassing and potentially 

htirmful Ieaks during the campaip. 

. . . 
In façt, it would be almost thirty years before Italians and Americans alike would hear 

an Arnerican presidcint and his Secretary of State - Ford and Kissinger respectiveiy - admit that 



In the dying days of  the campaign, alf reliable indicators suggested that the energetic 

crusade ro defeat the Popular Front was working.' " From Rome to London to Washington, 

confidence ran high that the Front would be soundly defeated on 18 April. Just five days before 

the vote, James Dunn assured the State Department that, based upon information from the US 

Consuiares throughout Italy and other retiabte sources, the vote wouid be "safe Tor present 

govemment parties..'!" Meeting with the British Ambassdor to Italy, Sir Victor MaIlen, one 

wek  before the vote, key members of  the De Gasperi cabinet toid the Ambassador that the? 

were " v q  optirnistic" about their party's chances; "great progress" had been made in the 1 s t  

nwks of the campaign. the Itaiians told Mallett. especially in the South where "the picture had 

changed ~ompir te iy .""~ The apparent sea-change in popular opinion, which the Itaians 

cautioned couid easily change in the few days before the poils opened, was attributea in large 

measure to the efforts of the western powers in the closing weeks of the campaign to convince 

Italians of the dire consrquences of a Communist accession to power.':' 

the  U. S.. throuçh the CM, had funnelied millions of dollars to finance the anti-lommunist 
parties in Itrily in virtually every national election of the postwar period, starting in 1948. In this 
respect, the i 948 campaign was indeed a watershed in Italian-American relations, atbeit in a 
most dubious way. These revelations were made public in ihr widely pubiicized Church 
Committee investigation into Arnerican foreign policy in the Cold War. See New York 7imes, 
Januaq. 7-8. 1976; The lffüshrngron Posr, January 8, 1976: The Gt/?uge Li~ce ,  February 16, 1976. 

. . 
See note 106 above, note 1 13 below, as well as Victor Mallet's report to the Foreign 

Office. note 1 14 below. 

' 'Dunn to Marshall, Rome, April 13, 1948 in Rome Embassy and Consulate, 
Confidential File. 1948, '-800 Italy Elections," 780-800, Misc., Box 29, RG 84. 

'Sir V. Mallet, Rome, to Foreign Offlce, April 10, 1948, in PRO, F.O. 371/73158, X/'P 
1686. 

. . 
Dunn to Marshall, op-crt. 



Understandablu, the Americans took rnuch of the credit for themselves. As James Miller 

puts it, in the wake of the vote, American observers reacted with "an orgy of self- 

congratulation.""" Much of the credit went to Ambassador Dunn for what one joumalist called 

"a fine job of roughhouse diplomacy."'" The national security establishment in Washington was 

so impressed with the apparent success of the American intervention in the Italian campaign that 

i t actuall y encouraged the evoi ution a more formalized mechanism to ailow the C M  to operate 

clandestinely to influence the politicai affairs of foreign countries threatened internaliy by 

Cornmunism. "" 

It is clear, therefore, that, as James Miller has noted, the American intervention in the 

Italian campaign was a watershed in the evolution of US foreign policy, and a "lesson" about the 

best rneans to combat Cornmunism. In its campaign to help defeat the Italian Popular Front, the 

US "èsperimented" for the first time with an array of national security instruments and esecuted 

the ve- first lare-scale clandestine operation of the fledgling CIA.'19 lndeed it is a well known 

faci that the CIA's operations in Italy in 1948 became a 'rnodel' for generations of Amencan 

intelligence operators. ''O Coming on the heels of the Truman Doctrine, and given Italy's strategic 

. . 
Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves,-- p. 52. 

. . 
Arthur Krock in the .Vew );wk Tintes, April 23 and May 7, 1948. quoted by Miller, 

"Taking Off the Gloves," p. 52. 

. . 
Corson, Armies of  orun un ce, p. 300. See also US. Congress, Senate, Final Report of 

the Senate Select Comminee to Study Govemmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence, 
1975, vol. 1 ,  pp. 494,539. 

Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves," p. 35. 

. - 
This according to Eddie Becker, a researcher based in Washington, D-C., in 

cornersation with the author. June 1997. 
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position in the middle of western Europe and at the heart of the Mediterranean basin. the '48 

election acted as a prism through which the growing tensions of the nascent Coid War were 

refracted. The Italian crisis of 1947-48 \ a s  one of the first reai tests of containment policy. 

Whcn the dust settled, and al1 the votes were counted, American policymakers came away with a 

ne\\.-found sense of confidence that Arnerica alone in the world had both the \ d l ,  and rnost 

important. the means to rneet the Soviet threat. 

It is less clear, however. that the American crusade to defeat the Italian Communists was 

rcally as decisive as American policymakers thought at the time. The question remains: did the 

Amencan intervention make the difference? Did the eleventh-hour propaganda campaip. the 

iIlicit smuggling of money and anns into Italy, or the distribution of packets of sugar and 

cigarettes hand-delivzred by the US Ambassador himself to hundreds of needy Italians turn the 

tide asainst the Communists, and bring the DC back from the brink ofdefeat just weeks before 

the April vote? 

There is reason to suggest that the simple answer to that question is, no. it is doubtful, for 

instance. than any amount of covert funding could have worked the miracle Amencan funding in 

1 948 is al leged to have performed. Indeed, while the Christian Democrats and the democratic 

Socialists certainly put the money they received to good use, there is no evidence this rnoney ever 

made a difference; afier all, the democratic socialists finished with a disappointing share of the 

popular vote Cjust over 7 percent nationally), despite consistent American efforts to funnel the 

largest sums of money to the cash-strapped Saragat Socialists."' As for the covert amis 

shipments, these had no impact at al1 in the campaign, though had the voters learned of the 

- Miller, "Taking Off the Gloves," p. 53. 



scheme before going to the polls, the DC's chances o f  wïnning might have been seriously 

cornpromised. '' 

This is not to say that the US played no role? o r  even a minor role, in the DC's victory. 

After all. American economic aid, the Marshall Plan in particular, \vas a critical factor in the 

choice Italian voters made to keep Italy within the western sphere of influence. Not only did 

intsrim aid prevent a social and economic cnsis of spic proportions on the eve of the vote, the  

promise of the European Recovery Plan reinforced Ital y's trôdi tional western orientation and 

rekitalizsd the longstanding ties that bound Italy to the US and vice versa. There is some truth to 

James Miller's claim that the US managed to reduce the issues facing Italian voters to the 

simplistic choice of  --democracy or tota1itarianism'-, "abundance or starvation": in short, of 

-'Amenca or the Soviet Union." One couid argue, however, that most Italians saw the world in 

similarly stark ternis even before American propagandists went to work in 1948, and had made 

their 'choice' so to speak well before 18 April 1948. In other words, one might argue that the 

massi\.e covert carnpaisq was simply not necesscrn: to defeat the Popular Front; the majorih of 

Italian voters, moderate by inclination and western in their orientation, wvould have done the job 

\vithout the CIA's d i m  tncks. This h p t h e s i s  WIII be esplored in greater detail below. 

But if covert aid did little in the short run to help defeat the Popular Front, in the long run 

it esacted a heavy toll on Italian democracy frorn which the Republic may never have recovered. 

James Miller rightly points out that the net effect of covert Amenca aid \vas to commit the US, 

unu-ittingly. to the Christian Democrats whom Amencan poiicyrnakers never completely trusted 

to undertake the sweeping social and economic reform of  Italian society Washington knew was 

lhrd 
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necessaqv for effective. stable drmocratic governancc in Italy. lZ-' Hence the dogged anempts by 

American policymakers to turn the democratic socialists into a genuine "third force" in Italian 

society. But so long as the PSLI remained a marginalized political force, the DC stood alone as  

the one true bulwark against Communism in Italy. Quite unintentionally, Washington had hetped 

make it so. And the social and economic reforms were slow in coming, when they came at all, t o  

the detriment of  democracy in Italy. It is surely one of the great ironies in contemporary Italo- 

American relations that the "stable democracy" the US wanted for [taly was the unsuspecting 

victim of the Amencan cnisade to save Italy from slipping behind the Iron Curtain.'24 While the 

US continued to hope for the emergence of a democratic, non-marxist "third force", the very 

presence of American backing behind the DC continued to fan the flames of Communist zeal, 

and polarized Italian voters around the "big two'. parties, thereby blocking the emergence of a 

rrenuine democratic alternative to either 'poles' of Italian politics in the Cold War. ' - 
America's crusade to "save" Italy from the clutches o f  the Soviet Union at  the dawn of the 

Cold War did not end the moment al1 the ballots were counted after 1 8 April 1 948 and the DC 

assured a sol id majorih in parliament. On the contrav,  the US intervention in 1948 marked the 

beginning of a decades-long American campaign to keep the PCI - which remained the single- 

largest p a w  in Italy - from ever realizing Togliatti's dream of achieving power through 

parliarnentary rneans. There was M e  hope for healthy democratic govemance in Italy so long as 

close to half o f  al1 voters consistently saw their pam - the one, m e  'opposition' Party in Italian 

politics - shut-out of power for over f o r 3  years. The CIA's own postelection analysis summed 

' /hid. 

'ihrd., pp. 53-54. 
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up the net effect of the Amencan intervention well in saying, "Although the operation was quite 

successful, whether we like it or not now we're intimately involved in Italian politics and the next 

time the price tag will be considerably higher."'" The CIA scarcely cared or bothered to asli, 

whether the Italians themselves would pay a far geater price. 

CIA, ORE- 15,1948, Truman Library, President's Secretary's File. 



MADOSXAS, MIRACLES ANI THE PULPIT AS SOAPBOX: 
THE USE OF THE SACRED Ih' THE CAMPAIGN FOR CHlUST 

1 shall come to ask for the consecration of Russia to my Immaculate Heart ... If  my 
requests are heeded, Russia will be converteâ, and there will be peace: if not, she will 
spread her errors throughout the wvorldl causing wars and persecutions of the Church. 
The good will be rna&ed; the Holy Father will have much to suffer. various nations 
u-il1 be annihiiated. In the end, my Immaculate Heart wil l  triumph. 

Message of Our Lady of Fatima, 19 17' 

There are foreigners among us who have come to spread the germs of the barbarity that 
niles over their land. But 1 tell you with utmost certaine that they wiII fail. Mary wïll 
\vin! 

Rev. Riccardo Lombardi, Naples, 1948' 

In his annual Christmas Eve address to Rome and the world in December 

1946, Pope Pius XII told Italians that the political decision they faced as they awaited 

the tirst parliamentas election of the republican era could be reduced to the following 

c hoice: "essrire con ( jisto o contro ( 'rrstu: 2 tuttu lu yuesrione," to be either for Christ 

or against Christ.' For Italian voters, then, unlike voters in traditionai democracies. the 

choice was not between political parties or phiiosophies, but between heaven and hell. 

' The message from Our L d of Fatima to the three peasant children Lucia, 
G iacinta and Francesco in ponugJ, 19 1 7. The message was kept secret until 194 1 when 
Lucia. the sole surviving of the three seers. divulged the secret in one of her four memoirs 
of the 1 9 1 7 apparition. See Sandra Zimdars-Swm Encounfering MUT: Fiom Lu 
.WLJIIL' / O  .\ k ~ l j z g o r p  (Princeton. NJ, 199 1 ). pp. 198-306, especially pp. 199-200. 

"-L'ltalia a Maria: II iscorso di padre Lombardi a Nayli," in RoIIetfino 
Rim~..strufc ciel Suntuarlo del P a Mudonnu del Divino Amore, 1 April 1 918, pp.3,4. 

' Quoted in An neIo Ventrone 1.u < 'irrudrnu~izu Repuh hlicunu: IGrmu-Purt ito L. 
/detai/Ù .\uzional~. ollëorigini della ~emocruziu Irufiunu. 1943-1 948 (Bologna, 1996 ), 
p.267. 



That was the implication of Pius Xll's Christmas Eve adrnonition. and in an 

ovenvhelmingly Catholic country that venerated- even adored its pontiff, Pius XIl's 

inten.ention was bound to influence the hearts and minds. and consequently the vote- of 

many devout Italian Catholics- 

Though it was not immediately apparent to anyone listening, Pius XII's 

Christmas message signaled the start of a spirited -campai- for Christ' to defeat the 

Popular Front in 1948 and reverse the seerningly inexorable march towards Communist 

c i c t o ~  in the country. In this modemday crusade. the Church employed its capillary 

network of parishes and lay organizations and experimented with new forms of mass 

mobilization to defend Cathoiicism as the predominant force in Italian politics and 

society- But much more than the modern techniques of mass mobilization, the Church 

looked to the past to orchestrate its campaign for Christ. reachins into its cache of tried 

and true ecclesiastic weapons with which it had exercised its power and influence over 

the Italian peninsula for centuries. To this estent, Pius XII-s Christmas Eve waming 

was but an early indication ofjust how far the Church was willing to go, to the point of 

threatening \+ith eternal damnation those who dared to vote for the Marsist parties, in 

order to mobilize Catholic support around Christian Democracy. In the process, the 

fine line that separated Church from State, the religious from the civil. the moral from 

the political \vas blurred. This is just as the Church wanted it. As we shall see, in the 

campaign to defeat the Popular Front in 1948, the Italian clergy, ftom top to bottom, 

employed ail manner of tactics to mobilize Catholic voters, employing with remarkable 

verve the Church's monopoly on salvation for overt political ends; so it was that priests 

withheld the sacrament of confession for declared Communists and refused to impart 



the Easter blessing at the homes of known or suspected Front smpathizers. Some 

priests were even known to have hidden in or near voting booths on election day to 

influence the way their parishioners voted, while others could be seen outside the 

polling stations, crucifix in hand, inviting voters to kiss the cross of Jesus as <bey made 

their way to vote. In the weeks preceding the April election. word spread of these and 

similar instances of this unique and controversial brand of clerical campaigning which 

Communist and SociaIist politicians. and even Iiberal democrats denounced as 

'terrorism of the cloth' on a scale and of a kind not seen in Italy since the Middle Ages. 

The Church, we shall see, defended its actions and those of its obedient and energetic 

clergy as legitimate and justifiable in the face of a political opponent that threatened to 

curtail or destroy entirely Church paver and influence in Italian life. 

Pushed along by the declared imperative to defeat the Popular Front at ail costs, 

the Church again reached deep into its cache of ecclesiastic tools to draw out the most 

sacred images and devotional practices of localized religion in Italy. The Church had 

long known that localized religion was the bedrock of Catholicism and papal influence 

in an age where the temporal power of the popes had been reduced considerably, if not 

destroyed entirely. And loçalized religion in Italy, as elsewhere in southern Europe, 

was characterized by a particular devotion to the Virgin Mary. Expectedly, the 

connection was made benveen the campaign to defeat the Popular Front in 1948 and 

popular devotion to Mary. Consequently, we shall see, Maq was t h w t  into the role of 

campaigner: a cherished object of popular reiigïous devotion thus became a prized 

electoral tool with which the Church of Pius XII fought Communism in M y ,  just as it 

was using the cuit of the Madonna to fight Communism elsewhere in Europe and the 



world. On the eve of the 1948 election. the Virgin Mary found herself -on the move'. 

Dozens of Marian statues and icons were paraded through the streets of ltalian cities, 

tonns and villages evenwhere. In these processions, the it.IuJonnu PrIlegrinu or 

pilg-ïm Madonna, was accornpanied by thousands of devotees who prayed the rosary 

and chanted well-known Marian hymns, and beseeched the Madonna to guide Italy 

through t h ,  its hour of political darkness. As we shall see below, the Marian 

pilemages which were supposed to be contemplative occasions of personal salvation 

and the conversion of sinners, assumed d l  the qualities of an election rally instead, with 

a touch of the religious fervour of the Crusades. 

In such an atrnosphere, and given the widespread and deepseated faith in the 

Virgin Mary's exceptional powers to Save individuals and collectivities frorn danger- 

popular rnobilization around the image of Mary on the eve of the election also spamed 

a wave of apparitions and miraculous cures. In fact, the Virgin \vas eveqwhere to be 

seen in the weeks preceding the vote. She appeared in the most unlikely of places: high 

atop churches, in caves and even, we shaIl see, several metres underground. Offlcially. 

the Church urged caution and restricted public veneration of the unsubstantiated 

apparitions of the pre-election period. Some apparitions were actually publicly 

dismissed by the Church as sornething other than celestial just days before the April 

vote. But this did not mean that the apparitions of 1948 were void of a political content 

or purpose. On the contrary, as in centuries pst ,  the wave of Marian apparitions that 

spread through Italy on the eve of the 1948 election reflected both an individual and 

collective search for meaning, order and protection on the part of ordinary Italians who 



worrird about the implications for the faith and for the country of the Popular Front's 

bid for power. 

More to the point, popular reaction to the wave of apparitions and miracles and 

popular mobilization around the cult of the Madonna and other devotional practices 

more çenerally on the eve of the election was spontaneous, genuine and, most 

important. had a political purpose of its own. It is mie that the use of localized religion 

in the  campaign was meticulously planned and choreogaphed by ecclesiastic oficials 

and lay activists to ensure that the political message contained in the Mudonnu 

f'd/egr~nu. for instance, \vas not lost amidst the religious fervour spawned by such 

de\-otional exercises. But the mass of Italian Catholics, the so-called 'ordinary 

Catholics', did not need to hear it fiom the Holy See or their parish priest to understand 

that Ital!. would be a very different place should the Communists and Socialists seize 

power at the dawn of the republican era. That the purposeful manipulation of sacred 

images and practices in the 'campaign for Christ' actually worked says much about the 

w-ay in which Italian Catholics defined., articulated and defended their institutions fiom 

a perceived attack by hostile elements, both domestic and foreign- Ultimately, al1 the 

efforts of the Italian clergy to exploit the sacred images of popular Catholicism in ltaly 

would have failed were it not for the fact that Italians were already versed in the 

political use  of the sacred, especially in times of political turrnoil, social turnult, war, 

famine or disease. And so. as in centuries past. Italian Catholics fought the political 

challenge mounted by the Popular Front in 1948 the best and only way they knew how: 

they took to the streets and piazzas of their toms and villages brandishing the ase-old 

s-mbols and practices of popular religiosity. The moving statues, the weeping icons, 



the throngs of devotees who crowded around the pilgim Madonna or venerated Mary 

at one of the many apparition sites, chanting, singing and reciting the rosary en masse - 

these were to Italian Catholics in 1948 what Garibaldi, Gramsci, the hammer and sickle 

and the International were to the Popular Front, namely, tools with which to fight the 

eood fight for God and countq. 
C 

ON THE MOVE: THE MADONNA PELLEGRIArA ON THE ROAD TO THE 
BALLOT BOX 

During the Second World War, it appeared for a time that the protracted 

struggle between Catholicism and Communisrn in Italy was on the wane. Indeed- the 

two years that ran fiom the fall of Mussolini in 1943 to the Liberation in 1945 

represented what the Catholic historian Arturo Carlo Jemolo described as '-the period of 

geatest détente between the clergy and Catholic politicians on the one hanci, and the 

Estreme Left on the other.'" Never before in contemporas italian history was Catholic 

opposition to Communism so restrained; never before and never again would Catholics 

and Communists consider each other fratemal allies instead of mortal enemies. Never 

before did political cooperation between openly antagonistic, mutually hostile eiements 

seern not merely possible, but essential in the fight against a common enemy (Nazism- 

Fascism) and, subsequently, in Italy's reconstruction and rehabilitation once the war 

was ended. 

Fatefully for Italy, this collaborative spirit dissipated quickly after the war. In 

the end, iwites Jemolo, what appeared a "reconciliation" between the old nemeses 

proved nothing more than a *le, ephemeral "armistice" which fell apart when the 
- -- 

' Arturo Carlo Jemolo, C'hiesu e Stuto ln Itdiu: Daih Unrf;cuzione ugi i unnr 
scprrcrnru (Turin, 1977), pp. 283-84. 



race For political poser began after the Liberation.' ln large measure, the Church of 

Pius XII bore the burden of the blarne for the demise of this spirit of collaboration and 

mutual purpose. the inevitable consequence of the inveterate anti-Communism of the 

Holy See. Of course, no one at the Vatican thought that things could have or shouid 

have worked out differently. Even during the Second World War when Stalinist Russia 

stood alone for a time as the bulwark against Nazi Germany in the east, the Vatican 

made no secret of its unrestrained contempt for Communism. Nor did the Church make 

any secret of its carnpaign to stop the spread of Communism westward. Why should it 

have'? After ail, since the 19h century, the Church had condemned Marxism as 

antithetical to the fundamentai tenets of Christianity and as a concrete threat to the 

interests of the Church.' The spread of Soviet Communism beyond Russia after 19 17 

cave the Church even more reason to view Communism as a mortal threat to 
Y 

Catholicism, a view heightened by Soviet expansion afier 1945.' For Pius XII ,  the 

Soviet Union's decisive role in the defeat of Nazism during the Second World War 

mattered little when measured against what the Soviets were said to be do@ or 

planning to do in eastem European countries occupied by the Red Amy. Towards the 

end of the war, word had reached the Vatican that under Soviet occupation, Polish 

Cath01 ics were being persecuted and prohibited fiom practicing the faitha As Church 

ofiicials in Eastern Europe told it- Poland \vas only the beginning. ln tàct. afier the 

Jem~io, C'hiesu e Sfufojn /tuliu p 792-93. - On the historicql oyi 'ns of Vatican 
anli-cornmunisrn, see S. Lener, .-Difesa delb Rehgone e Cornpeiizioni nettorali in 
Ital ;a.-- 1.0 ( '~wirù ( ~ ' U ~ ~ U I I C U  1 ( 1948). pp.66 1-78. 

7 See L-ener, "Di fesa del la Re1 igione,.' Cfk Andrea Riccardi, N Porere del I'upu. 
Du i'io ,YI! u (~~ovunnr Puolu / I  (Rome-Ban, 1 993), Chapter Three. 

Riccardi. Porere de/ Pupu, p. 8 1. 



Second World War, the Vatican wvatched helplessly as Communism tightened its F p  

on eastem Europe's most Catholic countries - Poland, Hungary, Croatia, Slovenia, to 

sa' nothing of the fate of small Catholic minorities in other pans of Yugoslavia. 

Albania, Rornania and Bulgaria. 

Little wonder, then, that Pius XII was, as one French diplomat put it, --obsessed 

n-ith the Communist peril.' Fanning that obsession was the Pontiff s conviction that the 

Cornmunist threat had already spilled over into Western Europe, in panicular into 

France and Italy, countries which after the war boasted the larsest Cornmunist parties 

outside the Soviet bloc. A similar air of alarmism pervaded Catholic circles beyond 

Vatican City. In the years after the Second World War, for instance. the Catholic 

journal Lu Crvrhu Cu~~olrcu, the semi-official review of the papacy nin by the Jesuits 

and widely read among Catholic intellectuals, regularly referred to the existence of 

"fi fih col urnns" of Soviet expansionism in western Europe. 'O  It was against the 

backdrop of this fear of the spread of Soviet Communism westward, that Pius XII and 

much of the ecclesiastic order around him faced the Italian election of 1948 with geat  

trepidation. Pius XII was convinced that the Popular Front would do quite well at the 

polls, and might just wvin the election unless something drastic \vas done to reverse the 

seemingly inexorable drifi towards Communism in Italy, the very heart of Roman 

Catholicism. If the Marxist parties failed to \vin power legally went the reasoning at St. 

Peter's, they would likely t~ to seize power using violence. Pius XII told Amencan 

offlcials of his concems at the stan of 1948. As we saw in Chapter Four, his was one 

Riccardi, Potere 89. The diplomat in question was the French Ambassador 
the Holy See, Wladirnir dhmesson. 

"' See for instance A, Me-ssineo, "Da Londra a Mosca," in Lu C'rviltù CUIIO~ICU. 
19 January 1946, pp.85-94', cited in Riccardr, Porere del Pupu. p.89. 



of the very earliest and most shdl  alarm bells to sound on the eve of the 1948 vote. 

We have also seen how a pessimistic Pontiff made for a pessimistic American national 

securih establishment The US. in turn, took its lead from Pius XII in questioning De 

Gasperi's ability to effectively handle the Popular Front, which, we have seen, 

fumished the context for Amencan covert operations in Italy on the eve of the 

election. " 

With months to go before the 1948 vote. then, the Vatican helped set the wheels 

of the anti-Communist crusade in motion, sounding the alarm bel1 in those circles 

predisposed to listen and with the means to do something about the threat.'2 Whether 

justified or not, the Vatican's reaction kvas understandable. For Vatican offïcials, as for 

many Italians and indeed much of the western world, the notion that the Vatican might 

soon find itself in the hean of a country govemed by Stalin's close friend Palmiro 

Togliatti and the other Marxist leaders \vas simply unthinkable. It is true that a 

Cornmunist victory in Italy in the 1948 election wouId have represented, as the papal 

historian Andrea Riccardi observes, "a hard blow for the central government of the 

Church. from both a concrete and symbolic point of view."" From a symbolic point of 

view, the advance of Communism into devoutly Catholic countries such as Poland and 

" See Dunn to Marshall, Rome, 7 January 1948, #865.00/2-748 in FRUS, 1948, 
3:827-30. 

" Meeting with Paul Hide Bonner, US Economic A vi r t the Arneric 
ernbassy in Rome in Decernber 1947, Mons. Angelo Roncafli,%e Rture Pope J% 
XXIII. revealed for the first time the existence of a Vatican "plan" to defeat the italian 
Mamist parties. Among other things, the plan called for the establishment of an anti- 
Communist organization, made up of cells of "mature" Catholic militants. Most 
important, Roncalli ernphasized the central role the US would have to take in order for 
the  plan to work. Expectedly, the most important contribution the Americans could 
rnake, Roncalli and the Vatican believed, was financial. See Memorandum, Paul Hide 
Bonner. to James Dunn, 10 December 1947, in RG 59, "800 Communism,". 

13 Riccardi, Porêre del Pupa, p.90. 



C roatia \vas bad enough, but the mere thought, however implausible, of the Red A m y  

at the gates of the Etemai City w a s  enough to send chills d o m  the spine of any 

Catholic. At a concrete level, a Marxist victory at the polls in Italy threatened to spell 

the end of the centuries-long influence the Church enjoyed in the daily life of Ital ians. 

The unified Italian State may have destroyed, nominally, the temporal power of the 

papacy, but it had allowed the Church to maintain its role in such cntical areas of 

ltaIian society as the schools and hospitaIs. Just as important. the Italian state had 

continued to legislate social behaviour in accordance with Church doctrine; so it was 

that 'secular' Italy continued to prohibit divorce and abortion and Iimited freedom of 

speech to those foms of expression in V ~ ~ O U S  media which in no way offended or 

contradicted Church teachings. The unifiers of Italy may have been liberal, secular and 

to some extent anti-clencal, but few of them were anti-Catholic and many were 

themsslves Catholics. The same could not be said of Togliatti, Nemi and much of the 

Mamist element in Italian political life in the postwar era, and this not surprisingly, 

made Church officiais in Rome and elsewhere nervous. 

Hindsight suggests that these Fears were more than somewhat exaggerated. For 

one. we have already seen how Togliatti and the Communists went to great lengths to 

appease the Church after the war, to the point of straining the limits of ideological 

consistency and threatening Party discipline in order to make peace with their 

traditional foe. Still, this should not lead us to underestimate the extent to which Pius 

XII and the ecclesiastic order around him were grïpped by real fear for the fate of the 

Church should the ItaIian people choose to send the Marxist parties to power in Rome. 

In his meetings with American representatives to the Holy See, the Vatican's Assistant 



Secretary of State Monsignor Montini. the future Paul VI, captured well the nature of 

the Vatican's concem when he wondered aloud whether the Ital ian electorate real ized 

this was a vote-for or against communism'. Just as important. Montini said- was 

whether Catholics would actually get out and vote. '' 

Herein la!- the dilemma for the Church as it contemplated what to do to help 

stem the rising Communist tide: as citizens of a newly ernerged democratic regime, 

ItaIians would be free to vote for n-hornever they wanted at the ballot box. And with 

the country beset by enormous social and economic problems such as unemployment 

and uneven land distribution, which the Christian Democrats had done little to remedy, 

it was clear that many voters, including many Catholics, would be tempted to vote for 

the Popular Front. Yst the Church believed. the stakes were simply too hi@ to afford 

Catholic voters the fieedom to decide without some direction how to cast their ballots 

on 18 April. As we shall see below, Church offlcials believed the- would need to use 

the 'stick' as much as the 'carrot' to make sure Catholics went to vote and, most 

important- to see that they voted for the Christian Democrats. The question remained- 

however, of how best to use the Church's considerable influence and organizational 

capacity to help defeat the Popular Front, while at the same time respecting the 

democratic rights of the Italian people. 

A century earlier, the Church might have been able to exercise its far-reaching 

temporal power to determine the course of Italian political affairs. In the age of the 

" See Memorandwn of a convenati~n be een Mons. Montini an Graham 
Parsons. to James Dunn, 13 Feburary, 1948, in R E" W, Rome Embassy an a Consulate. 
Confidential File, 1943, 780-800, Misc., Box 19, '-800 Italy elections,". An illurninating 
insight into Pius XII's agitated state of mind on the eve of the 1948 vote is provided in 
the unedited mernoirs of Luigi Gedda, the architect of Catholic Action's electoral 
bl itzkreiç in 1 948. See his 18 Aprde 1948: Mernorire inedife Jrll Ortefie deffu scunjir/u 
 LI^ l.ionlè l'opoiure, especially Chapter Sixteen. 



Papal States papal power \vas codified, if contested, and could be applied in a direct 

manner. In the exercise of temporal power, the popes of an earlier age relied on the 

monopoly of force enjoyed by sovereign powers elsewhere in Europe. Italian 

Unification, of course, destroyed that temporal power - such had ben the cherished 

coal of the uni fiers of halY - only to see Mussolini restore a degree of that power to the - 
papacy in the Lateran Accords of 1929. 

The 1929 accords notwithstanding, the Church of Pius XII faced the postwar 

wïth its political power and diplomatic influence significantly reduced. The Second 

World War revealed just how impotent the Holy See was as a player on the world 

stage. As in the First World War, during the Second World War, the Vatican did 

evepzhing possible to keep from taking sides publicly. That meant muting any 

opposition to Hitler and Nazism to give the appearance of Vatican neutrality. This, it 

\vas subsequently argued by apologists for Pius XII's 'silences' dunng the \var' for fear 

the Nazis miçht exact a punishing revenge on the Holy See and destroy much of Rome 

and i ts countless anistic and architectural treasures. " 
Such a cautious diplomatic approach to the war, understandable though it was, 

lefi Pius XII and the Vatican wïthout much influence once the war was over. The 

Vatican realized as much when it saw the Holy See eflectively excluded from the 

drawing up of a postwar international order, now dominated by two new superpowers. 

But Pius XII, like al1 the pontiffs since Unification, understood that the influence and 

" For a bief discussiop of the inte-rminable Qebate over Piys' '-silences" during 
the Second World War, espec~ally vis-à-vis the Nazis, see Riccardi, Potere del Pupu, 
pp. 18-30. For more detailed discussions, see F. Mauriac and L. Poliakov, II nuzi.srno e lu 
s(c.rminro degli rhrei (Turin, 1977), R-A, Graham, Il  Vaticuno e i/ nuzismo (Rome, 1975); 
F. Engel-Janosi. II C'üricunojru fu.~ci.~niu r nuzisrno (Florence, 1973) and, of course, the 
cornprehensive collection of articles on Pius XII, edited by Andrea Riccardi, Pio XII 
( Rome-Bari, 1984). 



power of the papacy in the modem era could be exercised first and foremost in the 

spiritual r d m ,  not temporally. The challenge \vas to develop new techniques so that 

the devotion of the masses to the Church hierarchy could translate into a voice for the 

Vatican in domestic and international political affairs. One such technique was not so 

new at all. and implied the Church's manipulation of ecclesiastic power - expressed 

through the dispensation of the sacraments, the oRcial promotion of devotional 

practices and so on - to influence the political decisions of the devout. Put sirnply. the 

Church realized that through its monopoly on such things as the dispensation of 

sacraments, it could esert considerable influence on the hearts and minds, and 

ultimately actions, of devout men and women, arguably more than any man-made law 

or constitution. To this client, spiritual power was political power. or could be. if used 

to that end. Facing an uncertain postwar world order in which the Vatican was reduced 

to a minor power, Pius XII intended to do just that. His personal doctor, Galeazzi Lisi, 

captured the essence of Pius XII's strateg when he said of the Pope, "effectively 

escluded frorn the reorganization of the world order [afier M I ] ,  the Pope wanted to 

act directly to influence man's cons~ience."'~ 

The strategy of 'acting directly to influence man's conscience' implied a 

deliberate attempt to go above and beyond traditional political and diplomatic channels 

in order to exercise temporal power indirectly but no less firmly than elected officiais 

and civil servants. Pius XII's strategy reflected what we might consider the 'descent' 

of papal politics in the contemporary era, insofar as the modem papacy sought to 

overcome the loss of its temporal power by beginninç to speak to and interact directly 

'" Galeazzi Lisi, Duns l 'ombre cr d'uns I i  Iurnlere (Paris, 1960), p. 100 quoted by 
Riccardi, i'orërc. dei P u p .  p. 19. 



wïth the Catholic masses.'' This 'descent' began in the 1860s, during the papacy of 

Pius IX, and \vas pursued in varying degees by successive Pontiffs, helped along as 

they were by the emergence of mass media and militant lay Catholic organizations- The 

net effect was to render the Papacy more visible and individual pontiffs more 

accessible to the Catholic masses. Pius XII embodied this new-styled papacy more 

than any of his predecesson and used the tools of mass media at his disposal so 

skillfully that today it is commonplace among papal historians to speak of Pius XII as 

--the object of an intense personality-~ult."~ Lndeed, acutely aware of the personality- 

cult that had g o w  up around him and which he had helped to cultivate. Pius XII was 

to lead the Church in its energetic, creative, sometimes under-handed campaign to 

mobilize Catholic voters on the eve of the 1948 vote. Using the full force of its 

traditional organizational strength - the hundreds of parishes and local churches, big 

and small, run by enersetic and obedient local clerics - and by experimenting with new 

forms of mass mobilization, the Church assembled a formidable 'army for Christ- in 

1948. This was one army that the organized and militant Communist and Socialist 

rank-and-file would find impossible to defeat. 

" 1 have borrowe the once t f i  m Michael Bliss's Ri k Honourrrhfe Men: The 
I kwenr  of( unud~an Poftic.v$m bocJoon~ci to MuIrone). (dronto, 1994), p-xii. The 
contest ma! be very different, but the idea is essentially the same - -descents implies a 
more immediate contact behveen the d e r  and the ruled and, more important, the 
inexorable imposition of the wil! of the nded over that of the d e r .  While it is 
undeniably true that, as the Church is fond of saying, 'God is not elected', it is 
nevertheless the case that the modem papacy ignores grassroots Catholicism at its own 
peril,a lesson Pius XII, however, did not ignore. 

I x Olive; Lo an "Pi s XII: rgmanita', prophes and chesmg=' in .bfodern lrufy 
( 1 998). 3 2 ) :  2,737. See ako A. Riccardi ed., Pro ~ 3 -  and Riccar i - s II Porere dcl 
Pupu, pp. 3-30. 



The 'amy for Christ' had its generals in ecclesiastic authorities and its foot 

soldiers in the militant Cathotic laity, but it found inspiration and guidance in a most 

unlikely person. or rather icon: the Blessed Virgin Mary. As we shall see. staning in 

early 1947 and continuing until the very last days of the 1948 campaign, ecclesiastic 

offkials promoted popular mobilization around the age-old cult of the Madonna to 

coincide with 1948 election. In the weeks and months preceding the vote, statues and 

icons of dozens of Manan entities, fiom the world-renowned Our Lady of Fatima to 

obscure Marian figures particular to smaller towns and villages in every corner of the 

countr). made their way through the italian peninsula. The Virgin carried with her. as 

in centuries p s t ,  the promise of eternal salvation of souls, to be sure. But within the 

context of the pendin% national election, she could also be seen as the portent of an 

uncertain future and a warning sign of celestial displeasure with the prospect of a 

Communist ttaly. 

Just as the papacy compensated for the loss of its temporal power by 

cultivating a direct relationship with the Catholic masses beginning in the 191h century, 

so, too, did the Church understand that in order to defend itself fiom the creeping 

secularization that underlay the loss of its temporal power it ought to "play to its 

strength." That strength, as the anthropologist William Christian observes, resided in 

"localized religion".19 This was especially tnie in southern Europe, and it \ a s  precisely 

in counmies such as Italy, Spain and France where localized religion was charactenzed 

by a special devotion to the Virgin Mary." Indeed, the Virgin Mary represented in 

"' W i 1 l iam C hnstian Ç'istr-nuries: rhe S unislz Repzrblic und the lleign of C'hrisr r: (Berkeley. Los Angeles, and London, 1996), p.-. 

'O On the intensi of marian devoti-on in Ital , see Michael P. Carrpll, Mudonnus 
thut Ahim: Popuiur Cui % olrcisrn rn /ICI[V since rhe dpeenth Cknmy ( Balhrnore and 



southem Europe what Christian describes as "the pivot, the fulcrum, the hub of the 

emotional and cultural relations of whole collectivities."" This was sornething the 

Church realized in the 1 century when apparitions of the Virgin M a y  in France 

especially, attracted international attention. By the close of the century, tens of 

thousands of pil_mims from al1 corners of Europe had visited apparition sites such as 

Lourdes. The intense popular devotion at apparition sites revealed just how powerful 

Marian devotion was - to the point of frightc-ning ecc1esiastic authorities lest their otw 

authority be challenged - and how much more effective such devotion could be than 

dry papal encyclicals in defending the interests of the Church. Rome, it has been said. 

is the "head of the Church, "but Lourdes is its heart";" such was the "hold on the 

heart" the figure of M ~ N  had over the Catholic rna~ses.'~ 

The challenge for the Church was to harness the intensity of this devotion so as 

to help ecclesiastic authorities wage their battles açainst hostile civil authorities and 

secularization more generally. "Secularization, -- wites Christian, "\vas a global 

problem. and the Vatican developed a global response to cennalize and standardize 

devotion."" So it was that the image of Our Lady of Lourdes - reprinted on leaflets, 

starnped on medall ions- carved into statues - made its way around the world, entering 

homes and churches in the most rernote of locations, far away from the humble setting 

- - 

London. 1992). especially Chapter Three. 
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of the damp grotto where the yowig peasant girl Bernadette reported seeing the Virgin 

Mary in 1 858. Localized religion had tfius given the Church a universal weapon, 

indeed a political tool- with which to fight its modem-day crusade. 

In the 20" century, Communism replaced secularization as the bete n o m  of the 

Church and so popular devotion to the V i r ~ i n  Mary had to be redirected accordingly. 

But the link between religious devotion to the Virgin Mary and the political stmggle 

azainst Communism. in Italy and elsewhere; \vas far from obvious. Thsre \vas nothing 

intrinsically antiCommunist about Marian devotion. AAer all, the historical image of 

the mother o f  Jesus had been the object of  particular devotion for centuries. dating back 

to the very early Church." The precise connection between the cult of the Madonna 

and anti-Communism was a 20Ih centuq development, in the a f  errnath of  the 

Bolshevik v ic toq in Russia in 19 17 and the subsequent advance of  Soviet Communism 

beyond ~ussia. '" The use of the image of the Virgin Mary to fight Communism made 

increasing sense to ecclesiastic authorities, chief among them Pius XII, precisely within 

the contest o f  the spread of Communism westward. into predominantly Cathol ic 

countries of  eastem Europe, and the growth o f  domestic Communist movements in 

Western Europe. The Communist threat was an international one, and the political 

struggle against the atheistic menace accordingiy required a tmly universal, even 

'' For a good ovepiew of the origins and evolution of the cult of ay see 
Jaroslav Pelikan, Mup 7 hrough the < rnturiesrHer pluce in the H W o y  o < u h e  (New 
H a ~ m  and London, 1996). 

Y 
'6 Interes ingiy, Alexandra+he~last Empre s o f  R ssia, lefi a f ~ i n a t i n p  record of 

her own persona \ devotion to the irgm Mary in t\e wee% and mont s ollowng the 
Russian Revolution. See Mark D. Steinberg and Vladimir M. K h s t a l e v .  eds., f ie Full 
c f  (Ire Rornunovs (New York and London, 1995). 



metaphysical tool, as in the previous c e n t q .  What was needed, in other words, was a 

Lourdes for the ZOh century. 

The Church got its modem-day Lourdes at the very same time Bolshevism 

stormed to power in Russia. It \vas at Fatima, Portugal, in 19 1 7, that the Virgin 

appeared to three peasant children - Lucia dos Santos and her cousins Francesca and 

Giacinta - promising to bring peace on the condition that the world be converted to her 

Immaculate Heart. The Virgin expiicitly instnicted that Russia in particular be 

converted to the Immaculate Hean of Mary. If through the prayers of the devout 

Russia was converted, the Virgin promised, then the war would end quickly. I f  not, she 

wamed, far more terrible wars would soon ensue, and a worse fate would befall 

mankind. The Church wouid face persecution in many places, and the Pope himself 

would suffer much for the sins of hurnankind." 

Curiously, the precise content of the Virgin's message to the three peasant 

children was not made public at the time of the apparition. When she appeared to the 

children over the span of several months in 19 17, the Madonna told the children to 

keep her messages secret. It was not until Auest  194 1 that Lucia, the sole surviving 

Fatima visionary began to unravel the rnystecy around the apparition, revealing the 

secrets imparted to the children in 1917. Lucia met with Pius XII personally in 1941 to 

tell him what the Virgin Mary had told her and her cousins so many years earlier. It 

\vas Pius XII. therefore, who first heard of the Virgïn's cal1 for the conversion of Russia 

7- 

-' The l'teoture on the Fatima paritions is. s vast s to make any attem t to t P 4 identifi the de initive account irnpssikfe. For a bne but re iable synopsis. see #. 
Aubert, "Fatima," in Dlcîionncrire d'histo~re e de geugruphie c.cclesiustkpe, vol. 6 (Paris, 
1967). pp.679-682. 



to the Immaculate Heart of  M a y ,  and of  the dire future the world faced if this 

conversion did not corne about. 

It is not difficult to imagine the impact Lucia's revelations must have had on a 

Pontiff already prone to view Communist Russia as an imminent threat to the Church, 

as well as to the peace and stability o f  the world2' As the historian David Blackbourn 

observes, Pius XII \vas "fiercely devote&- to the Virgin M a n  and, we have seen, 

resolutely anti-Cornmunist. Pius' Manvan devotion and his anti-Communism. 

Blackboum notes, "often became fused."" Such a fusion \vas evident in, arnong other 

things. Pius XII's declaration of the do*ma of  the Assumption in 1950 which was 

flanked by the Pope's own supplications to the Virgin to "annihilate the dark plans and 

\\icked work of the enemies of a united and Christian humanity." '" 
It was Pius XII who seized upon the potential a particular fonn of  Marian 

de~at ion,  in this case to Our Lady o f  Fatima, might have in the fight against 

Cornmunism. Before Lucia's revelations in the early 1940s, the Fatima apparitions 

'' It 1s interestln to no e here that Pius felt a tron rsonal connection to Ou 
Lady of Fatima. For inskance, Le made much of the f act t # r i  a is  own consecration too [, 
place in Rome on the very day of  the tirst of the Fatima apparitions - 13 May 19 17. In 
addition, Pius once claimed to have also k e n  visited by the Madonna in October 1950, 
\\.hile he sat alone in the Vatican sardens. See W. VonLoewenich, Der moderne 
kurl~oli~ismus ( WittedRuhr, 1956)- translated in Italian as Il ctrtrolicesimo rnderno 
(Milan, 1962). For a fuller discussion of Pius' special relationship with Our Lady of 
Fatima, see Apol ito, 'Dice che hunno vism /u Muclonnu ': Un cuso di uppuri~ioni in 
I ùnipunru ( Bologna, 1 990)- pp.20-2 1 . See also Carlo Falconi "La sete del prodigioso e le 
suggestion1 soprannaturali," in his La Chiesa e le organinazioni cattoliche in Italia 
( l94+l%S) (Turin, M6), pp.115-116. 
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\vere little known outside of Portugal." But the ami-Communist message implicit in 

the revelation cast the Fatima apparitions of 19 1 7 in a different light- Quite 

unexpectedly, the Church now had a powerîul new tool wïth which to fight 'godless' 

Communism. Starting in the 1940s Pius XII almost single-handedly transformed 

Ponugal's Our Lady of Fatima into Our Lady of Peace, object of veneration for the 

devout the world over- In the span of a few years, Our Lady of Fatima went fiom king 

a focalized point of devotion to a veritable international celebris.. In his 1940 

sncyc~ical Suecu/o ereunte, Pius XII fonnally recognized the so-called "providential 

mission" of Our Lady of Fatima." That mission, as the Pope defined it, was for Our 

Lady of Fatima to circle the globe brïnging with her the message of peace and the 

conversion of sinners and of Russia she had proclaimed in Portugal in 1917. As the 

newly proçlaimed Lady of Peace, the Madonna of Fatima henceforth became the carrier 

of an unmistakable political message: the key to peace in the postwar era lay in the 

fight against Communism, be it in Russia or anywhere else in Europe or the world." 

" W. Christian "Religious A 'tions and the Cold War in-Southe Europe," in 
Rel;gion. Power und  r rot est rn ~.ocaf?%!mmunities: The Northern Shore oflhe 
.\ /idrrc.rr~rnc.crn E.R. Wolt: ed. (Berlin, 1983): 239-66, especially p.246. 

'' Christian, '-Religious Apparitions," pp.246-47. 
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Benveen 1946 and 1948, Fatima's "Queen of Peace'- was on the move visiting 

towns and cities in al1 of Europe, fkorn Portugal to Holland, to France, Spain and 

finall~~. Italy. As we shalI see below. the Italian Church seized upon the potential this 

and other 'traveling Madonnas' had to promote religious devotion among Italians and, 

in the process, heip to mobilize Catholic voters to support the Catholic Party - the DC - 

at the ballot box corne April 1948. Christened the Madonnu Peikgrinu, the pilgrim 

Madonna, by the Italian Church, the Virgïn Man kvas to find herself 'on the move' on 

the eve of the histonc election, accompanying Italians on their way to the ballot box. 

Church officiais took the idea to promote a series of Marian pilgrimages in Italy 

eve of the 1948 election fiom the world-tour of Our Lady of Fatima, but they found a 

practical mode1 of a successful Marian pilgrimage in the French Grund Rrlotrr. which 

began in France in March 1 943 and continued through 1948. In the C h d  & I O U ~  four 

different statues of the ,Votre Durne de Botdognr, one of French Catholicism's most 

venerated entities, traveled the country in an effort to rejuvenate religious devotion. 

The French Church \vas worried that religious devotion, ro the Virgin Mary in 

particular, had lost the intensity of the 19& century when France was home to the 

world's most celebrated Marian shrines? It is tme, as the italian historian Anna Bravo 

observes that the tradition of parading icons and statues of the Virgin Mary kvas a 

centuries-old practice known throughout the Catholic world as the Peregrinurio 

.t Iurrue- Trad i tionall y, the peregrinut io was organized during rel igious feasts or i n 

times of acute crisis and to ward off calamities. But the French Grund Helour of the 

" On the French Grund Retour, see L...P.erouas, "Le rand Retour de Notr Dame 

religion.\. ( 1 983): 37-57. 
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1940s carried with it a special significance, breaking fundamentally with the passive 

and defensive nature of the Peregrinutio. The purpose of the French Grund Rerour \vas 

"re-evangelization". It sqmbolized the 'return' of the Virgin to traditional devotion 

sites which, in turn, \vas meant to synbdize the wider -return' of France to Gd. 

Linlike the f'eregrmutio ;Chr~ue, in which devotees paid hornage to the Madonna to 

render thanks or ask for a special favour, the Madonna of the Gruncl Retour had gone to 

sesk out devotees and those who had strayed from the Church. This time, it was the 

Virgin Mary who was doing the asking: asking the faithful to return to G d  and to 

Marian devotion afier decades of neglect. As Bravo puts it. "since the faithful went 

less and less often to visit Mary, it wvas Mary who went to seek them out, to go and visit 

the faithful." in so doing, Bravo argues: the Grund Hrrozcr gave birth to a new form of 

Marian devotion: a cuit of the Madonna that \vas active, not passive; that asked and 

instmcted and made demands. Put another way, this was a fonn of Marian devotion 

that \vas not mereiy evangelical, but organized, militant and, most important, mobile." 

The French (;runJ Rrrtour was a tremendous success. Wherever she went, the 

travell ing Notre IILlmc. Je Boulogne attracted large crowds of devotees, and spawned a 

rrenuine revival in Marian devotion in a country beset by social crises and facing an - 
uncertain political future. The popularïty of the travelling Madonnas wïth the French 

Catholic masses persuaded Church officiais that a similar pilgrïmage wouid work 

wonders in Italy. And Italy, Churchmen believed, was in particular need of the sort of 

'' Anna Bravo "b Madoma-Pelle 'na,'" in /.Lue hi r l e h  Memoriu: Simboli e I Mr del1 Yrcilicr iinitcr h.iano Isnenyhi ed., &me- an, 19 6), pp. 527-28. See also 
Emma Fanorini's roving but concise look at the cult of the Madonna in the 20'h Century, 
-'In Viaggio da1 la Madonna," in Donnu e bac.: Sunfifh e Vitu lieligiosu in Ituliu Lucetta 
Scarafia and Gabriella Zani eds,, (Rome-Bari, 1994): 495-5 15. 



evangelical reawakening the Grund Retour had sparked in France. especially in light of 

the growing popularity of Communism with a national election in the offlng. 

Early in 1937, ecclesiastic authonties in Rome, lead by Pius XII, devised a 

"plan" which was designed, ostensibly, to rekindle popular devotion to the Virgin M q  

in ltaly on the mode1 of the Grund Retour in France. " The plan went as follows: Italy. 

it was widely acknowledged,  vas home to a large number of Marian sanctuaries, 

arguably the most in al1 the world." Ecclesiastic authorities were to see to it that the 

particular Madonna of each of these sanchianes was taken fiom parish to parish and 

from ci- to city. to visit the devotees. Ostensibly, the Italian version of the French 

Grund Retour, called the ~Mudonnu Pe/kgrrnu - not a single Marian entity, but one of 

several ditkrent Madonnas - was purely religïous in scope. As ~ i t h  Our Lady of 

Fatima, the primary objective of the Italian pilgimage \vas the conversion of sinners, 

through prayers and repentance. Church offlcials and lay organizers did not originally 

intend for the b f u d o m  Pdegrrncr to be wed as an overt electoral tool. As they were 

originally conceived and planned, the processions were to take place without any 

fanfare, in a somber mood of contemplative veneration and prayer. There was to be 

nothiny in the way of a festive atrnosphere accompanying the Virgïn on her joumey: no 

musical band, no lights, and no reverie of any sort." As we shall see, however, in the 

heady climate of 1948. with the Communists and Socialists seemingly poised to stonn 

to power in Italy theory and practice were often far apart. Pushed along by the declared 

'" On the --Q@" seeD. Mondrone, -1. "La 'Pere n tio Mariae7. Tra I segni 
del l ètà che è Sua, in /a C lvdtù Cürrolicu 3 (September @4#): 56 1-74. 

' pn the place- of manan devotion in Italian Catholicism and for a quantitative 
analysis O manan shnnes in Italy, see Carroll iMudonnas rhar A h r r n .  

38 Cf. Mondrone, "La Peregrinu~ IO Muriue"', p. 567. 



imperative to defeat the Italian Lefi at any cost, some members of the ltalian c l e r a  

and militant lay activists thrust the Mudonna PeIIegrina into the role of electoral 

campaigner against the PopuIar Front. An object o f  reiigïous devotion thus became a 

prized electoral tool. And the Marian processions which were supposed to be somber 

and contemplative occasions of personal salvation, assumed al1 the festive qualities - 

Iights, loudspeakers, impassioned rhetoric, - of a g d  old fashioned "comizio 

elenorale" o r  election rally, with a touch of the religious fervour o f  the c r ~ s a d e s . ' ~  

It is important to note that the  mud don nu PelIegrinu was not a separate Marian 

identity different from. Say, Our Lady of  Fatima, or Lourdes, o r  Our Lady of  Good 

Counsel. In the case of the ' pilgrim Madoma', any Madonna would do, so to  speak. 

What made the A4udonnu Pelfegrinu unique was that the icon o r  statue in question was 

mobile, moving within o r  among cities, t o m s  and villages often by means o f  a 

mo~orized vehicle or, as was the tradition, carried on the shoulders of burly devotees. 

Of course, the choice of  which Marian entity to use for a procession in a given area was 

never a random choice. On the contra-, local organizers usually chose the entity that 

-'" II seems appro riate at this point to a d ar~ imyrtant  caveat. Despite th 'i 5 ob\ious use that was ma le  of the 'Madonna Pei egnna' or  electoral purposes In 1 48. it 
would be w o n s  to see this form of  marian devotion as having been orchestrated solely 
for electoral purposes. Indeed, \.el1 before the vote, as early as Febniary 1947. Pius XII 
cave his blessing to a Madoma Pellegrina in the diocese of Udine, in northeastern Italy. - 
Other cities, including 'red' Bologna and Treviso, were similady prompt in getting 
statues of  the Blessed Virgn Mary on the move. It is estimated that between 1947 and 
1950, 95 dioceses in Italy w r e  visited by a pilgrim Madonna, gv inç  roughly 22 million 
Italians an opportunity to venerate one image or  another of  Mary in the early Cold War 
era, culminating in Pius XII's declaration o f  the d o p a  of the Immaculate Assumption in 
1 9 50. Nat ural ly, the Church understood what a powerfui tool the Madonna was in the 
fight against Communism, but it is important to consider the Madonna Pellegrina in the 
broader context of the Cold War. The fact remains that marian devotion o f  one f o m  o r  
another was promoted by the Church in al1 o f  Europe, including Portugal and Spain. See 
Lucetta Scaraffia, "Devozioni di guerra. Identita' femminile e simboli religiosi negli 
anni quaranta," in /lonne e uornini neffe pierre mondicili Anna Bravo ed., (Rome-Bari, 
199 1 ): 135-87. 



\vas most wîdely venerated in the popular religious traditions of a given town or region. 

So it \vas, for example, that the Madonna della C~onsofum was canied through the 

streets of Turin, the ~biudonnu de/ Rosurio in Naples, and the :Lfudonna de/ Bivino 

Amore through Rome. In each instance, as in the countless number of smaller towns 

and villages, the Madonna in question had for decades and even centuries been the 

object of speciai veneration by local residents. The choice of a local point of reference, 

then. \vas not merely coincidentai. It was a calculated decision taken by local 

organizers who also took great care to see that the Marian processions were 

meticuIously staged, always with an eye to rnobilizing the Catholic masses through the 

ski1 fui manipulation of Iocalized religion. 

This was made evident in Rome where. beginning in March 1948. an image of 

the iLfucionnu dei Divino Amore was paraded through the city to coincide with the Apnl 

election. For some two centuries, the people of Rome looked to the ~bfudonnu dei 

Divincl Amore for protection- Her status as the city's protector had deep roots in the 

popular religiosie of ordinary Romans, especially among workers and farmers from 

the suburbs and farmlands surrounding the city. For over two centuries, these ordinary 

Romans had made their way, often by foot, to a humble chape1 at Castel di Leva - 

located along the historic Via Appia Antica, on the outskirts of Rome - the site of the 

first miracle alleyedly perforrned by the Vitgin Mary in 1740. 

Usually, the poor, often illiterate devotees went to Castel di Leva to ask 

for persona1 intercessions - asking to be healed or praying for the recovery of an ailing 

family member - or to render homage and thanks to the Madonna for "favours" already 

~ranted. I t  was during the Second World War that the iMuJonnu dei Bivino Amore went 
C 



from being the personai protector of the or di na^ people of Rome, to saviow of the city 

as a whole. When the Allies arrived at Anzio in J a n w  1944, Pius XII ordered the 

image of the .\fdonnu del Dtvino Amore to be removed from the modest countn church 

at Castel di Leva and brought to the centre of Rome. There, the Pope hoped, the sacred 

image so dear to Romans would be safe from bombardment. 

MarÏan devotees took the -val of the Mudonnu del Bcvrno Amore in the heart 

of the Etemal City as a celestial sign of comfort and support in dire times. At once, the 

ivladonna from Castel di Leva became a iightening rod for the fears of ordinq Romans. 

By June 1944. thousands of people were crowding the small church of San Lorenzo in 

Lucina to venerate the image of the hfudonna del Drvrno Amore, and invoke her name 

for the sahation of Rome and Italy. The crowds grew so large that Pius had the portrait 

moved yet again, this time to the larger church of St. Ignasius Loyola in the heart of the 

cih's historic quaner. On 4 June, while Allied and Nazi forces waged a "mesorne battle 

for control of the city, Pius XII issued a wrïtten votive on behalf of the people of Rome 

asking the .\ludonnu ciel I h i n o  .4more to spare the ci- from destruction. In return- Pius 

\note, the faithful promised to build a sanctuary and construct a charitable work at 

Castel di Leva. 

On June 11, the fate of Rome \vas decided, and the city emerged relatively 

unscathed from the battle. With Rome in Allied hands. the Pope was free to leave his 

refuge at Vatican City. He went directly to the Church of St. Ignasius Loyola, to 

personaliy render homage to the hfudonnu dei D~vrno .-lmorc. to thank the Virgin for 

sparing the city from a worse fate. "Our Immaculate Mother," said Pius XII, "once 

again saved Rome from very grave and imminent dangers." The Madonna from Castel 



di Leva, he continued, had succeeded where diplomacy and weapons had failed: "She 

inspired in those who held our fate in their han&. . . a sense of respect and m~deration.''~ 

Barely four years tater, Pius XII found himsel f beseeching the .bfudormu ckl 

Ilivino Amore to deliver Rome and Italy yet again from grave and imminent danger. 

As Italy prepared for its first parliamentaq election afier the fa11 of Fascisrn? Pius XII 

hoped that the Madoma from Castel di Leva would inspire the kind of '-respect and 

moderation" that had spared Rome fiom devastation in 1944. This time. however. the 

,Lfudonnu del Divino Amore would need to appeal to the 'good sense and moderation' 

not of militas planners, but of ordinary Italian voters. 

The ~LfuJonnu Pellegrinci began its pilgrimage in Rome on 1 3 March. Rome's 

Marian piigimage \vas elaborately choreographed and as wïth other such processions, 

as the historian Lucetta Scarafia writes, "nothing was lefi to chance? Pius XII  

blessed a portrait of the :L./clc/onnu del D ~ v n ~ o  ilmore before beginning its journey. 

Firmly afflxed atop a small truck, elaborately adomed with white and azure sheets and 

flowers. the statue of the Madonna made its way from a nearby square towards the 

Church of Saint Elena, followed by a throng of parishioners. Standing to the side of the 

portrait atop the truck was Father Umberto Terenzi, the parish pnest of the sanctuary of 

the iLfudonnu del Divino Amore in Castel di Leva. Terenzi led the crowd in Song and 

'" Fabrizio Contessa, Mudonnu del Divino Amore (Milan, 1 988), pp. 1 3-22. 
" Scaraffi-a, "Devozi~ni di guerrq" 156. .For a sense pf jwt how metic Io 

orgmized the manan processions were, see &e vanous how-to guides publishe$wifTfY 
Church approval at the time to help organizers on the ground. See, among othsrs, L. 
Topola, "Un esempio. Rilievi ed esperienze in margina alla 'Peregrinatio Mariae' nella 
Diocesi di Milano,*- in I Z u ~ ~ u g l i o  :Muriuno, 1948, p.87; P.M. Mason, S.J., Muriu 
Sukve~zu d'(ra/iu. Munude defia 'Peregrinatio Muriae ' e dei primi subuti (Milan, 1949); 
P.G. M. Roschini. OSM, /.u vrsilu dellu ibfuJonnu. Scherni per ku predicuzione (Rome, 
1949). al1 of which Scaraffia draws upon for her own description of the practice. 



prayer. his ioice booming through the loudspeakers which had been affked on either 

side o f  the statue. The Madonna entered the church of Saint Elena, accompanied by 

iraditional hymns o f  Marian driotion. such as the ILfugrz!ficu~ and the L~iunre, followed 

by a 'orici sermon and the çeiebration or communion. The çiiurch remaineci upened io 

the public until 1 1 pm., at which time women and children were obliged to leave the 

church. Tnis iefi the men aione to partaice in a speciai midnight mas, and to venerate 

the Madonna until moming. At 6 a-m. mass was celebrated for members of the 

Gioventu' Femminile, the young women's section of  Catholic Action. Between 9 a m .  

and mid-dayt rel igious sewices resewed for the schoolchildren of the parish were held. 

At mid-day, parishioners celebrated yet another m a s ,  which was foliowed by an 

afiernoon of rotating prayer sessions. Then came the special service reservsd for 

mothers only. AAer 5 p.m. ciosing services were held, at which time the parish was 

officially consecrated to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. As the faithful recited the A w  

iLfuriu, the celebrants carried the icon of the 1LfuJonnu de[ Divino Amore slowly out of  

the church. flanked by hundreds of parishioners, many of  whorn lvere k-isibly moved by 

the ~pectacle.~' 

This scene was repeated at each stop aiong the route. As the travelling 

Madonna made its way to its final destination in the Monteverde suburb of Rome, the 

crowis grew in size, as did the intensity of their devotion, In the span ofjust under a 

i I iuriiii. iiiuusaiids UT Ruiitaris i iricci iiit: iianow ci- streets and crammed into its 

" This detailed account is from Father Terenzi's-Rollerrrno Himesrrule del 
Sunrtrurro CICI D I V I ~ C I  Amore, Rome, XVII, n.3-4 ( May-August 1 W8), pp.4-8. My thanks 
to Father Pasquale Silla, the parish p k s t  of  the Sanctuary today, and to his kind staff for 
alIo\\-in me to consult the parish archives, and for taking the time to speak to me 
personally about the growth ui'iiic sawiuary siricc ai"içi ihc S ~ ~ u i i d  'W'oi;Ù &'ai. 



espansive piazzas to venerate the Virgin. At each stop along the way. there were 

spontaneous expressions of devotion: onlooken whispered individual prayen under the 

breath. dronned out by the restrained but steady chorus of voices reciting a Marian 

prayer or oKering special prayers for the Holy Father, and for the "triumph" of the 

Church and of God's love in a word threatened by violence and hate.'? Parents hoisted 

children ont0 their shouiders as the Madonna passed so that they could lay a hand on 

the blessed image, perhaps even steal a kiss. 

Not that the Virgin Mary was welcomed eveyhere  she traveled in Italy on 

the eve of the 1948 election. Espectedly, Frontists resented the :Mudomu Peilegrrrnu as 

the overt manipulation of the cult of the Mary for political purposes. In some cases, 

the' espressed their opposition physically. with Communists and Socialists disrupting 

or threatening to disrupt the pilgrimage. In the Communist-dominated Casalbertone 

quaner of Rome- for instance. local Communists challenged the procession that camed 

the Madonna to the nearby church of Santa Maria Consdatrice. As Father Terenzi 

obsent-d in his church bulletin, the scene tumed --violent" when the Communists tned 

to keep the procession fiom winding its way through the district. In the end, the 

faithful camed the Madonna out of the quarter clandestinely. The solemn sending-off 

ceremony so carefully crafied for m a s  consumption and participation was held in 

pricate- Terenzi noted, '-amidst the acclamations and emotion of the throng of faithful 

gathered there.'- 

" Cf. Father Terenzi's description of the procession in his Holierrino Rimesrrule, 
( May-Au~wst 1938): 

Urh id. 



The political battle between lefi and right was not the only divisive force 

 orkin king to interfere with the Virgin's pilgrimage. In Sicily, for instance, devotees 

from neighbouring villages alrnost came to blows over the handling of an image of Our 

Lady of Fatima, this just one month before the April vote, as a result of an age-old 

x-ivalry between the villages. A local piest from the area, Leonardo Sciascia, recalled 

the incident in vivid detail, 

[. . . ]The Madonna came to us at Regalpetra from the neighbouring 
town of Castro. The people of Castro carried it seven kilometres in 
Procession, and at the gates of Regalpetra, where they were supposed 
to hand over the Madonna. the- found the priests, the municipal band 
and the townspeople. But the people of Castro wanted to carry it in 
the main church, as those of another village had done in their to\vn. 
The Regalpetrese held that the instructions were to hand it over at the 
eates of the to\vn, an argument started, i t  was poisoned by oid p d g e s  
derosatory sentiments were shouted back and forth. The fight 
sharpened, rockets of blasphemy exploded around the celestial image, 
the Fathers raised their hands to placate the tempest. Never as on that 
day had the Madonna been so blasphemed by the citizens of Castro 
and Regalpetm" 

Not surprisingly, local Communists seized the opportunity to make political 

ha' out o f  the longstanding local gievances between the neighbouring villages. "The 

Communists," Sciascia recalled, "were the first in the fray." As Sciascia saw it, the 

Communists- attempts to capitalize on the incident to gain political favour on the eve of 

the April election would have failed miserably had the election been held while the 

image of Our Lady of Fatima was in the area. The devout residents of Regalpetra and 

Castro may have k e n  divided by ancient gnidges, but they were united in their 

devotion to the Virgin Mary and in their opposition to the Popular Front. Still, Sciascia 

'" Leonardo Sciasci .Le pcrrrpcchig dl Re ui'ctru (Bari, l956), 94-95 The -, 
translation is taken from ~ h a m  Christian s " ~ e f ~ o u s  Apparitions anBRe Cold War. 
p. 2.19. 



iamented, people's memorirs were short, and ultimately the Virgin had corne to soon. 

or perhaps too late, to do  much about the political reality o f  rural Sicily. "If the 

election had been hrld in the days that the Madonna was in Regalpetra." Sciascia 

reasoned, "the Communist Party would not have had a single vote." Instead, the 

election \vas held a month later. Consequently. as Sciascia wistfully recalled, the local 

Comrn unists garnered a thousand votes? 

The Roman procession. like most of  the Marian pilgrimages. was organized in 

such a way that the Madonna reached its destination in the evening, under the cover o f  

darkness. Hers. too. the idea was to use the power of suggestion to convey a deeper 

political meaning. As the historian Lucetta Scaraffia observes, the night was chosen 

for the cl ima.  of the procession precisely becausc. aside from brins "mysterïous" and 

therefore more "suggestive", it was also the exact opposite of the daytime, that time o f  

the da! when. as Scaraffia puts it, the "exceptional" rei~med. How better to impress 

upon Catholic voters the exceptional significance o f  the pending election and o f  the 

crave danger to the faith inherent in the Popular Front's bid for power. This fact was - 
not lost on Father Terenzi o f  Castel di Leva. Indeed, Terenzi's description of the 

Marian procession through the streets o f  Rome in March and April 1948 reads as  a 

metaphor for the political atmosphere in ttaly on  the eve of the April election. Writing 

for his church bulletin. Tsrenzi obsrrved that some four years after Rome was spared 

from the devastation o f  war, a new threat had arisen, and Italy was once açain plunged 

into darkness. And, again. w o t e  Terenzi, it was the .L!uJonnu del Drvino Amore who 

"' Sciascia, in Christian, '-Religious Apparitions,'- p.149. 



held out the promise of deliverance and salvation, politically as well as spiritually. "It 

is dark now," Terenzi wrote, "a glum darkness which makes us  saci," 

The deep silence makes the sense of solitude seem al1 the greater; in the 
hearts of everyone there is the anguishing uncertainty over the future, it 
is the eve of the election, and every one knows how important the vote 
wïll be for both the country and the faith. Suddenl y, in the darkness 
of the Street. a liçht shines: it is the beacon which illuminates the 
picture of the Madonna.. . Now, al1 feel that a light shines through 
the darkness of the grave hour that passes over; the Madonna keeps 
watch in order to fulfill her promise to triumph through her love.. . Her 
visit is a beam that dispels the clouds.. . fortifies faith and love.J7 

It is difficult to discern in this description the line which divides the spiritual from the 

temporal. the religious fiom the politicaf. This is just as Terenzi and al1 the organizers 

of the hfudonnu Pellegvinu understood i t. tndeed, against the backdrop of the social 

and political tensions accompanying the 1948 campaign, the Madonna's amval under 

the cover of darkness carried a clear political message to Catholic voters: just as Our 

Lady of Fatima had impressed upon believers the dual function of Marian devotion in 

the conversion of sinners and of Russta, so too did the ItaIian Mudonnu Yellegrinu 

promise salvation and deliverance, both from etemal damnation and from the political 

hell that would ensue, the Church believed, from a leftist victory at the polls in April 

1948. 

Nowhere was this political use of the hfudorznu Pefiegrincr more explicit than in 

Naples where in March 1948 activists paraded a portrait of the popular Mudonrzu de/ 

Rosrio through the streets of Itaty7s poorest and arguably most devout city. The 

organizers had taken the portrait from the sanctuary at Pompei - against the wvill of the 

local Bishop - and transported it to Naples' expansive Piazza Plebiscito for the official 

J 7 Terenzi, Bolletrino Rimestrule, p.8 



ceremony. The atmosphere in the square seemed to betit a sporting event more than a 

solernn religious procession, with crowds, loudspeakers, singing and chanting. Elderly 

women dressed in black, with rosaries u~apped tightIy around their hands prayed 

quietly while children from nearby schools, purposefully dressed in white, m e  and 

pink, waved kerchiefs and sang hymns of praise to the Virgin. The entire spectacle 

played itself out under the approving eye of clerical and citic oficials. The latter - 

rnayors. prefects. the Head of Police - were representatives of the supposed 'secular' 

ivorid w-ho came to pledge not only their owm souk, but the very organs of govemment 

to the immaculate Heart of Mary."' Far from mere observers, thesr: civic officiais. like 

the clerics and the crowd, were part of the spectacle, and a crucial part at that. Though 

the!. hardly realized it- tiiey were actors on a stage in kvhich civic and religious 

intertwined to the point where it was impossible to tell the difference. Indeed, that was 

precisely the point. 

The Neapolitan pilgrimage \vas remarkable for the unabashed political nature of 

the etent. The ceremony culminated in a fiery speech by the Jesuit priest Riccardo 

Lornbardi, known as  the rnicrofono dl D o ,  God7s microphone, who earned a reputation 

in the postwar era for his oratorical skills and his unique ability to rnobilize the 

Catholic masses."> How and why \vas it, Lombardi asked the crowd, that Church 

oficials hnd agreed to take the .lludonnu de/ Rosurro fiom the spot in the Cathedra1 

where she had rested untouched for some 77 years and parade her through the streets of 

48 Ccc the critic 1 account of the Communist joumali-st- Al rto J coviello writing 
for I ' I  initcr, Hanno ackperato la Madonna per fare un cornino ek?ttorak;' 14 M'arch 
194s. 

"' On the l i fe and tirnes of padre Riccardo Lombardi, see G. Zimla, Il rn~rcufuno 
Lir Oro (Mrlan, 1990). 



the cih? What purpose did such a procession serve? What message did the Virgin 

Mary corne to impart? Lombardi answered: some "evil" had provoked the ire of God 

and his servants on earth and that e\il \vas reflected in the strikes, the rallies, the 

violence caused by the godless elernents who worked against the "forces of good in 

ltalian society."' This, he said, esplained why the Madonna had been removed fiom the 

sanctuary despite the anguished protest of the Bishop. With votinç day just a week 

aiva>-, Lombardi did not need to be any more speciflc for al1 to understand to whom he 

ivas refemng. But, Lombardi roared through the loudspeaker, tvith the portrait of the 

.L/utkm~u del Hosurio at his back, thess "enemies of good" were bound to fail. They 

would fail, he assured the crowd, even if their powerfui fiends in "the east" threatened 

to help them seize power. "Man'; have said that Italy is poor and undefended-" he 

declared, "and from the East - cowards! - They arnass troops at Our borders." But 

these '-cowards" from the east would also fail, Lombardi swore, because Italy had a 

more powerful ally, an ail-powerful ally in God himself who had charged Italy with a 

providential mission as home of the Papacy, the "spiritual head of al1 humanih-."" 

The crowd responded to Lombardi's exhortations with wild applause and cries 

of "Long Live the Pope!" One critical observer present in the crowd, however, 

sugsested that such signs of enthusiasm and conviction masked the palpable fear that 

pmaded the cerernony. The joumalist Albeno Jacoviello. for one, who reponed on the 

rally for the Communist organ I 'Unirù reasoned that the many elderiy wornen present 

in such large numbers participated in the ceremony with just such a sense of fear. 

51 i Jacoviello, "Hanno adoperato la Madonna." 
" --L' Italia a Maria: II discorw di P. Lombardi a Napoli," in Bolleltino 

H~rncstralc del Drvrno Amore 1 I Apnl 1948, pp. 2 4 .  



Theirs \vas an incohate fear no doubt: a pervasive. unsettlin_g sense that the presence of 

the Madonna among them in such a physical way surely meant that Italy was living 

through a grave moment. As Jacoviello described it - albeit through hardly 

sympathetic eyes - the sense of impending doom was aggravated by the anguished 

cries of pnests and nuns. The structure of the ceremon- ptomoted this anxiety. One 

afier another, pnests and lay activists fiom Catholic Action took to the microphone. A 

steady Stream of shrïll voices resonated through the square, growing louder and more 

intense, even desperate, with each successive speaker. Then, as Jacoviello told it, just 

when the sense of fear had taken a firm hold of the crowd, the shrill tone of the officia1 

speakers gave way to the calm recital of prayers by the thousands gathered in the 

Piazza Plebiscito." 

Granted, this \vas the perspective of a single observer, and a decidedly hostile 

observer at that. Still. Jacoviello's description of the Neapolitan pilgrimage on the eve 

of the 1948 election matches accounts of the mood of similar ceremonies throughout 

Ital y. Indeed. organizers 1 i keI y understood that the physical presence of the Virgin 

Mary was bound to be the cause of fear and anxiety. As we have seen, the I'wegrinut io 

had long been associated in Italian popular Catholicism wïth \vider societal, economic 

and political crises. At the same time, organizers of the Marian pilgimages understood 

that the physical presence of the image of Man. in churches and squares everywhere 

would also be the source, paradoxically, of reassurance that in such troubled times, a 

devout nation as Italy was would be delivered from danger. The pilgnmages thus cast 

'= Jacoviello. '-Hanno adoperato la Madoma." 



Mac in her traditional role as mother and protector; but, and this is the important point. 

a mother who was, in the words of Anna Bravo, "politically afiliated."" 

That the Virgin \vas politically affiliated \vas a point organizers of the Marian 

pilgimages purposefully manipulated, with considerable diligence, though the political 

nature of the message \vas often dressed in religious garb. Ever true to his style, 

Father Lombardi was most explicit in linking Mary's pilgimage through italy to the 

political C ~ S ~ S  facing Italy on the eve of the 1948 vote. 

Dear M y ,  Lornbardi deciareci, when 1 see your faith in Mary, 
1 know this with certainty: We are today the bastion of 
civilization against the spreading barbarity. 
The Madonna is our Queen and wïth her guidance we wi11 \\.in. 

Be careful, we should not delude ourselves. There are many who 
desire evil. There are foreigners among us who have come to spread 
the germs of the barbarity which already rules over their land. But 1 
tell o u  nith utmost certainty that they will fail. Man \vil1 win! "l 

"The Virgin has corne,'- he concluded, "to tell the world that if it wants peace, it will 

only tind it in Jesus." Here, in Lombardi's unique style. was the Fatima message al1 

over again, fitted for a different time and place, and a dinerent context, but meant to 

fight the same enemy. The Italian people, reasoned Lombardi, as keepers of a deep- 

seated tradition of intense marîan devotion, had a particular responsibility in a world 

threatsned by the spectre of Communism to fulfill the mission Our Lady of Fatima set 

" Bravo. "La Madonna Pellegnna," p.529. 
54 Lomardi, "L'ltalia a Maria,'' Bolletrino Bimestrule dei Suntuurio del Divino 

-4nzore. May-August, 1948. 



out for Catholics in 19 1 7. The Mudonnu Pellegrincl served as a reminder that that 

mission began at home. 

MARY AMONG US: RELIGIOUS APPARITIONS AND 18 APRIL 1948 

The appeal to the Virgin Mary for protection in a time of perceived crisis and 

uncertainty, as on the eve of the 1948 vote, \vas by no means novel to popular 

Catholicism. in Italy or elsewhere. Indeed- since at least the twelfih century- western 

Christian tradition considered Mary to possess a special ability and inclination to 

protect those who were loyal to her and showed their loyalty through prayer and 

patronage of religious sites. As Sandra Zimdars-Swartz observes, as early as the 

Middle Ages. Mary was believed to possess "more effective and accessible powers" 

than other saints which, in turn, lead to the widespread belief that special devotion to 

the Virgin alone "could protect or Save persons anywhere facing a crisis."" This faith 

in the Virgin's exceptional intercessionary powers in troubled times has historically 

found its greatest expression in Marian apparitions. This explains. in part. why Marian 

apparitions have traditionally been most diffuse and attracted the most widespread 

appeal in times of political and social tumult. It is no coincidence that the first geat 

wave of Marian appantions in the modem era came just afier the French Revolution- 

Many more appantions were reporteci in the latter half of the nineteenth century. to 

coincide with the political turmoil caused by the emergence of new States in Italy and 

Germany . 

In the 20b centwy, Communism replaced anticlerical liberalism, secularïzation 

" Sandra Zimdars-Swa~z, Encounfering MW: Frum Lu Sukffe ro Me4ugorje 
i Princeton, New Jersey, 199 1 ), p.6. 



and nation building as the principle cause of  political and social unrest? Not for 

anything was the early Cold War era the most intense period o f  Marian apparitions in 

modem histoc. The years 1947, 1948 and 1954 stand out in particular both for the 

num ber of Marian apparitions and for their widespread popuiar appeal, especiall y in 

southern Europe. In all. between 1947 and 1 954. there were some 1 1 2 Marian 

appan tions reported, an average of  14 per year." 

Ital), \vas a prominent apparition country in the early Cold War era. Tellingly. 

the year 1948 stands out for the number of Italian Marian apparitions reported. In all, 

some 17 apparitions made their way into the local and national media, as compared to 

none dunng Fascism, 9 in 1944 and 13 in 1954. The wave of Italian apparitions began 

in earnest in the first part of  February. around the time Prime Minister De Gasperi 

ofticiallg called the election for the new parliament. Within the span of a few weeks' a 

number of people from every corner of  the country claimed to have seen the Virgin 

Mary or had other supernatural expenences, including miraculous cures that were 

associated with devotion to the Madonna. As we shall see below. the Virgin Mary \vas 

everyvhere on the eve of  the April election, showing up in the most unlikely o f  places. 

In fact, so widespread were these reports in the weeks before the election, that one 

student of the period refers to the phenomenon as a veritable '-miracle boom."" 

'" Blackbourn, hhrpinyen, p.20-22. 
'' As William Christian observers, there were approximatel four times man 

visions per pear in the 1947-54 period as in al1 the yean frorn 193dto 1975.  gr 19&, 
the numbrr of appantions declined, though they maintained a reylanty  not apparent 
before the Second World War. See Christian, "Religious Apparitions and the Cold War," 
4 1 On postwar appantions more generally, see Henri Holstein, "Les Apparitions 
Mariales," in Manoir ed., blur&- Eludes sur  lu Suinte Vierge (Pans, 1958). 

'' Giuseppe De Lutiis, 1. 'rndusrriu del Sunrino (Florence, 1973 ), pp.37-48. 



Doubtless, the most celebrated of the 19-18 apparitions \vas at Assisi. the 

tranqui 1 Umbrian town in central Italy, birthplace of Saint Francis, Italy's patron saint- 

On 10 Februas. a woman reported seeing a statue of the Virgin Man .  perched high 

above the Church of Santa Maria degii Angeli, move her head and chest. According to 

the seer, whose name was never divulged to the public, it was as if the Virgn \vas 

breathing heavily, as if she were sigh~ng.'~ Expectedly, word of the vision spread 

quickly through tomm. and before long people began arriving at the church from 

neighbouring towns and villages. The next day, a local radio station announced, 

nithout a hint of caution or skepticisrn. that the Madonna had moved her head fiom 

side to side, and sighed heavily "as if She were in deep pain."* As in centuries pst, 

the purported appearance of a Madonna that visibly suffered, \vas sad or wept, was 

presurned to represent celestial displeasure at the course of events on earth. Within 

days. a Stream of faithful devotees and the merely curïous began amking at Assisi from 

as far away as Rome and the Marche region several hundred kilometres east of Assisi. 

.4lmost immediately. one person's daim to have seen a celestial sign was transformed 

into a mass phenomenon as many of those who came to see what the f u s  was about soon 

c la~med that they too saw the Virgin move. One woman, for instance, standing in the rniddle of 

the immense crowd comprised of the devout, the curious and ouuight skeptics screamed that the 

statut: of the Virgin was about to fa11 from atop the Church. It was as if, said the woman, the 

Virgin was about to take flight. "She's coming fonvard!" she shouted, "Uh, she's falling on me! 

Uh. Mothér of Godl" So convincing \vas her crv, and so strong \vas the power of suggestion 

"' "La Madonna degli Angeli meta di continui pellegrinaggi." I/ Mrssrggero, 13 
February 1948. 

"' Giuseppe De Lutiis, L 'Indz4.w-ru del Sunrino , p.48. 



among belie\-ers gathered at the church, that some of the people close to the woman actually fled 

for their safety. 

The potver of suggestion was so strong that it promoted a kind of chain-reaction of visions: when 

one person cried out. "She breathes!" another responded in agreement? "She breathes. her chest, 

her chest!" Yet another person suggested that the statue was actually moving its lips and 

opening its hands as if to salute the thronç of onlookers below." One man spent seven days with 

his eyes transfixed on the statue without seeing it move when suddenly, on the seventh day, he 

sa\\. the Virgin move. '-No\\.," he told an incredulous reporter from the Communist daily I ' l  :nr/ù, 

"1 see Her move at once. In fact, 1 see her now. I don7t even have to try. All 1 do is raise rny 

eyrs.'"' 

To be sure, there was a fair share of skeptics at Assisi, but the skeptical and the non- 

belie\.ers spoke thrir mind at considerable persona1 risk. One Young man? for instance, dared to 

~ o i c e  his doubts while standing in fiont OF Santa Mana degli Angeii, an act of temerity for 

i s  hich- as II .\ ktsuggera reponed. "he literally risked being Iyched." In the end. onlj- the 

intervention of an anon4mous third party saved the man fiom harm at the han& of the 

impassionrd crowd." So great was the resolve of the believers to suppress al1 skepticism. ihat in 

the early days of the visions the crowds even refused to let an expert from the nearby University 

of Pemgia conduct the analysis of the statue as ordered by ecclesiastic officiais. The believers, 

most of whom could not and would not daim to have actually seen the statue atop the church 

mo\c  resrnted those who admitted aloud what many of them were probably thinking. One 

"' Sqe // .~L.YSU ero, 13 Febwry 1948; Gerardo Gpemen, "II caffettiere 
.miracolato ha incas& meno mihone: SI rnuove O non si muove la Madonna di 
Assisi?" I ' l  li~ilù 24 February 1948. 

"' Guerrieri, "II  caffettiere 'miracolato'." 



indi~idual, frustrated at not having seen the statue move as he espected asked, --Oh. why doesn't 

She ever move her leg?" A Young girl next to him, bothered by this hint of doubt, quipped 

angril?. "Why don't you go and tell her so yourself?-* 

While a smali chorus cf voices expressed doubt about the celestial nature of the Assisi 

phenomenon. many others enthusiastically reported that the Madonna of Santa Maria degli 

Angeli had actuaIly cured them of illness. Maria Braganti, for one, was a 56 year-old peasant 

from nearby Perugia who visited Santa Maria degli Angeli at the end of February. Two days 

later. she had two separate visions of the Blessed Virgin. When the visions stopped, Braganti 

claimed she was completely cured of the disability that had forced her to walk with crutches for 

much of her adult life. Braganti's doctor confirmed that a miraculous recovery had occurred- In 

other case. an eight-year old boy blind due to illness reportedly regained his sight while praying 

at Santa Maria degli ~ngel i?  

There were. to be sure, other cases of individuals cured of one ailment or another around 

the  time the statue atop Santa Maria degli Angeli was said to be moving. Arguably the most 

compelling case was that of Filide Gori, a 48 year old woman who was taken to Assisi by her 

doctor. Francesco Lomi, to venerate the moving Madonna. According to Lomi ' s testimony, Gori 

suffered from various problems, which made it difflcult for her to stand on her own. For some 

three years. Gon !vas treated eshaustively \?th standard medlcal treatments, but to no avail: 

hence the desperate decision to go to Santa Mana degli Angeii and pray for the impossible. The 

trip to Assisi \vas taxing, and Gori required several injections of camphor to ease the pain and 

discorn fort. Having venerated the statue atop the church, Lomi recalled, Gon went back to the 

car where. according to Lomi, "praying ferventIy. she noticed a change in her condition." Gon 

r 4  Guerrieri, "11 caffettiere 'miracolato'." 
f'5 Vittorio Di Gi como "Movimento di Fede ttorno alla Madonna,"' 

/ *Osservurore Z?omrino i%!h ~hrneniccr, 15 Apnl 1948. 



proceeded to get out of the car on her own, "smiling". According to her doçtor's testimony, the 

disease that had ravaged Gori's body for years had disappeared ~ornpletely.~ 

These wsre but a few of the more celebrated miracles amibuted directly to the Madonna 

of Santa Maria degli Angeli in 1948. But elsewhere in the country, similar reports of miracle 

cures and apparitions made their way into the IocaI and national press. Apparitions were 

reported in Rome, Gimigliano, Marta, Ponsacco, Frascati, Lucca, Liceta, Nocera Superiore and 

elsr=\\ here. €rom north to south, both before and afier the April election. The Sicilian witer 

Leonardo Sciascia recalled how in Sicily on the eve of the vote, as the Dominican fathers carried 

images of Our Lady of Fatima from town to town, a "nind of miracles-' swept across the island. 

"Promises and offerings rained on the new image of the Madonna," Sciascia remembered, "and it 

nas  said that at the feet of the Madonna deaf-mutes mumbled words and the paralyzed had been 

able to drag thernselves a few steps through the crowds?' In Montopoli Sabina (Lario), near 

Rome. the brothers Fulvio and Oreste Antonini, blind since birth, regained their sight while 

prayins at a grotto in the village of San Giovannone, at the spot where the Virgin Mary appeared 

in a series of dreams to Annunziata Gentili. a 43 year old peasant woman."" 

As eariy as December 1947, Gentili began to see the Virgin Mary in her dreams. In these 

drsams, Gentili could make out an image of the Madonna on the walls of the grotto of San 

Giovannone, where she lived- As Gentili described it, the image had a sad expression and was 

CO\ ered in rivulets of water, and surrounded b!, small rocks and patches of wild grass. In the 

'"' Di Giacomo, "Movimento di Fede." 

" ' S c ~ c i  Le urocchr JIReulerrcl 94-95inChnsjian,"Religio 
Appan tions, pp?48-f9. An in&rmal %Rng' 8Pbe 1948 apparitions wth bneYSdetai 1s 
is pro\-ided in Car10 Falconi's "La sete dei prodigioso e le suggestioni soprannaturali." 

-.Due bimbi CI chi irgc !ati dalla Madonna del17Ac ua a Montoboli "; 
.-Visioni o ailuclnazioni? bo! i n ? ~ r v c ~ ~ o r e  Rornuno delfa?90rnenico, 10 February 
l9-IS.22 Februan- 1948 



first dream, the Virgin Mary asked Gentili to go and look for her. "The water is deep," Ma? 

said, '-and in those days, they spoke in Latin!.' In the second dream, the Virgin appeared dressed 

in black. with a pained look on her face. Again, she exhorted Gentili to go and find her "before 

it is too late.'- Here, again, \vas the sirnilar motif of the suffering Madonna with the 'pained' 

expression and clad in black as if in mouming. The Viyin proceeded to give Gentili detailed 

directions to where she could be found. In the third dream, the Virgin's tone kvas more urgent, 

sven  desperate. "Huy," she impiored, "before extraordinary events occur. The water is deep 

and 1 have been sleeping here for centuries!" 

The urgency of the Virgin's plea convinced Gentili to let her neighbours know about hsr 

dreams, and that the Madonna was asking to be found. The townsfolk wvasted no time in 

organizins a search for what eveqone assumed \vas a Marian statue or chape1 of some sort. No 

one \vas quite sure what to look for. The digging began at the spot that corresponded to the 

directions GentiIi received in her dream. This was on 8 December 1947, the Feast of the 

Immaculate Conception. The following evening, the Virgin Mary appeared yet again to Gentili 

in a dream sa'ing. "1 am here. Proceed!-- The night of 9 January, Gentili told of having dreamed 

the Virgin Man a fifth tirne. "You have found me," the Madonna had told her, "but you must 

dig a bit deeper." The very nest morning, the dig \vas halted. Gentili-s directions had yielded an 

object that appeared at first nothing more than a block of stone- The object &vas just that: a stone 

caning. eroded by water. but wïth a discemible figure of a woman holding something in her 

arms. For Gentili and the devout people of the are% there kvas little doubt but that the image was 

of the Virgin Mary holding the baby Jesus. Despite the remarkable discovery, Gentili continued 

to see the Virgin in her dreams, and the good people of San Giovannone and the surrounding 

area continued to dig in search of some other, even more spectacular celestial sign buried deep 

beneath the ground. Al1 the while, pilgrïms amved in ever greater numbers to stand before the 



s o n o  of San Giovannone and venerate the Virgin Mary who, they believed, had corne to earth to - 
be with them in such a literai way." 

Similarly incredible stones of apparitions and other supernaturai s i p s  captured the 

attention of even the national media in the weeks leadiny up to the April vote. In early April, for 

esarnple, Vittoria Casotti, a mother of four, reported seeing an image of Our Lady of Lourdes 

neeping at Borgo a ~onano. ' " In  the tonm of San Ange10 dei Lombardi, near Naples; a farmer 

dreamt of a statue that \vas buried somewhere on the land he worked every day. As at San 

Giokannone. a dig was organized and a statue of the Virgin Mary thought to be from the early 

14'" century was discovered. As always, word of the unlikely dirovery spread quickly, and 

attractrd a steady flo~v of pilgrims and curïous onlookers from surrounding areas." By far the 

strangest report of a celestial s i p  came fiom Maria Gobbi of Ancona, on the Adnatic Coast. 

Gobbi reported seeing a cross appear at the bottom of a basin lvhere she kept olives to ferment. 

The cross \sas approxirnately 20 centimetres in height, and 1.5 centimetres \ ide  and appeared to 

be cronned nith the Holy Eucharist. Despite the unlikely location of the image, dozens of 

nearby residents flocked to the Gobbi home to catch a glimpse, and a respectable national 

nçn.spaper such as // . l / e - s ~ u ~ ~ r o  thought the incident news worthy to print.' 

Espectedly, the Lefi denounced these stories as, at best, a case of collective hallucination, 

at n.orst. the dsliberate machinations of the clerg to influence the outcome of the pending 

national election. The Church had masterfully orchestrated the Assisi visions. indeed al1 the 

69 Corrado Calvo, "Un 'al tare ne1 la cava," fi Messuggero, 22 January 1948. 

"' " 'La Madonna piange- ha esclamato la folla'- in /A h~uzione, 6 Apnl 1948. 

" "Un? Madonna a in sogno nnvenuta scavando un podere," fi 
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visions and miracles reported in the weeks before voting day, the Le fi reasoned, in order to 

frighten Catholics into voting en masse against the Popular Front. The charge appeared 

someu-hat more substantial afier the April election. When in JuSy 1948, the diocese of Rome 

closed public access to the grotto of the Tre Fontane in Rome - site of popular veneration since 

the purported apparition of the Virgin Mary to a Protestant-Communist, Bruno Cornacchiola, in 

the spring of 1947 - the Left once again cried foul- How \vas it, Frontists asked that the decision 

to close the grotto to the public on the grounds the Church had not offlcially sanctioned public 

cmeration at the site was not taken until afkr the April election? The lefi organ /I h e s r  

c>micaIfy suggested that with the election in hand for the Christian Democrats, the Church would 

hasten to declare belatedly that al1 the apparitions and miracles in recent times had been "pure 

In reality. it \vas impossible to substantiate the claim that the Church had deliberately 

orchestrated visions and miracles for electoral purposes. There were a few isolated reports, 

aibeit from questionable sources like the extreme wing of the PCI, which told fantastic tales of 

ptiests \\.ho had reported seeing the Virgin Man. in a vision. In one such vision- the Virgin 

reportedly urged the faithful through the local priest to vote for the Christian Democrats or face 

escornmunication. In another instance, a local priest told the wife of a well-knowm Communist 

activist that the Virgin Mary had appeared to him in a dream and foretold the death of the 

couples' young daughter if her husband insisted on voting for the Popular Front.'" 

' 3 e e  :'La Madonna di Assisi non si e' affatto a p m " ;  "Paswt il 18 Aprile a 
che servono plu' 1 miracolt? Avuntil, 71 July 1948: and Gli anticlencayi e le 
*apparizioni'." Ruhurhuro, 27 June 1948: "La gotta dei miracoli chiusa da1 Vicariato,'- I! 
Puese, 20 July 1948. 

'' -31 - ianto-d 1 pcco' scomuni he e ri atti m i  democri tiane nella 
campaga ele$orale, P ' E u ,  27 April 194%: see afso the Archtves of the Italian 
Communist Party, at the Gramsci Institute, Rome. Hereafter APC, FDP, MF. 186,0936- 
55,  1 May 1948. The series FDP, MF 186 contains material related exclusively to the 
Popular Front of 1948 and the election itself 



But reports such as these were relatively few and serious ecclesiastic authonties sought to 

distance themselves from such improbable tales of celestial intervention in the election 

campaism. In realic-, the Church reacted with its usual reservs and even outright skepticism to 

the "wind of miracles" which blew over the peninsula in the wveeks leading up to the 1948 vote." 

As sarly as the summer of 1947. in fact, powedul rnembers of the Italian Church, such as the 

Cardinal Della Costa Archbishop of Venice, warned that there were too many miracles going 

around. most of which could easily be rsplained as natural not supematural phenornenon.'' 

What is more, was it not the case, the Catholic press persuasively argued in defense of the charge 

of ekctoral manipulation. that the Church had seized the initiative in declaring the celebrated 

Assisi vision an optical illusion? To say nothing of the case of the "sweating" Madonna in San 

Felice. near Bolokma, in Febniary 1948. In that instance, it was in early April. just days before 

the election. that the local priest publicly expressed doubts about the supematural quaiity of the 

liquid emitted by the icon of the Virgin Mary. The likely esplanation, the pnest reasoned. was 

humidity." The official Vatican organ *Ossemurore Romuno also defended the Church against 

the charge of electoral interference, arguing that with regional elections anticipated after 18 

April, if the Church had k e n  eager to exploit the supernatural for electoral purposes it would 

ha\x drlayed closing the Tre Fontane site in  orne." 

'' For a bnef overview of the Church7s offici-a1 approach t app$ions and 
miracles, with speci fic reference to the 1947-48 p e n d  see A. ddone,  Appannoni e 
\.isioni," in 1-ir ('iviltù (illtoiicu 1 ( 1  948): 359-70, and his "Criten per discernere le vere 
visioni ed apparzioni soprannaturali," also in La  Civillu Cuttdicu 2 (1948): 364-75. Not 
even-one believed the sincerity of the Church's public disavowal of the appanions. See, 
for instance, the skeptical perspective of the Catholic writer and eye-wïtness to the 
svents, CarIo Falconi in his "La sete del prodigioso." 

70 "Troppi miracoli in giro," Rubarburo, 20 Juiy 1 947. 
?' '-Cl i anticlericali e le 'apparizioni?,'- Rubarburo. 

" 3peculazioni anticlericali," L'Osservatore Romano, 71 July 1948. 



In the case of the most celebrated and controversial vision at Assisi, the Bishop of the 

diocese - the ecclesiastic authority of first recourse in these matters - promptly ordered the 

standard scienti fic esamination of the statue atop the church to ascertain whether the reported 

movements had any substance to them. Mindful of the need to protect its credibility, the Church 

pronounced its negative judgement weeks befcre the scientific findings of the team of espens 

from the University of Pemgia were published Sensitive to the charge of electoral manipulation, 

the Bishop of the diocese declared just one month after the first rnovements of the statue were 

reported that the visions were nothing more than an optical illusion. When the scientific results 

were made public, they merely confirmed what the Church had been saying almost from the 

start.'" 

The cautious response of the Church to the 19.18 wave of visions and miracles was 

consistent \cith the centuries-old prudence and reserve with which the ecclesiastic order has 

approached the question of the supernatural. At heart, this prudence reflects the somber 

admission that visions and miracles may ven well be either a hoas, innocent illusion. the result 

of psychological illness or even, as the Church would have it, "pre-natural interventions", which 

is to sa!. the \r,ork of the deviLM The supematural, Church officiais linew. \vas not a light-heaned 

mattcr and no serious cleric, let alone the august Roman Curia, would dare to promote public 

\.meration of an apparition or miracle that was not based on credible evidence of a genuine 

supernatural event. In the words of prominent Marian scholar Rene taurentin, "the Church is 

\ sqr prudent \vith regard to apparitions, and accords them a low status because they are signs 

which reach us through Our senses and are subject to the illusions of subjectivity" and therefore 

7') See for instance, Gue~e r i ,  "Il caffettiere 'mi colat~'"; cf.-'?l iracoio 
elenorale, ~&hurburo, 14 March 1948; "La Madonna  A AS SI SI non si e a%tto mossa," 
l ' I  ilrlù 4 March 1948. 

" See "Gli anticleric~li e le 'qpparizioni"' in Rubu~buru; cf. A. Oddone, 'Criteri 
per discernere le vere vision1 e appanzioni sopramaturali. 



beyond the control of ecclesiastical authoritie~.~' The offkial promotion of an apparition site 

that was subsequently proved to be something other than of a supematural nature would not only 

embarrass Church officiais. but also seriously undennine the theological credibility of Church 

doctrine. 

There is another factor, just as important, which has tempered the Church's attitude 

toivards the supematural over the centuries. Apparitions. the Church has long realized- 

challenged not merely the authority but the very purpose of the clergy, by establishing a direct, 

immediate rapport between the Virgin Man and the so-called -ordinan folk' - usuaIiy peasants, 

children, women - who have claimed to see her.. "The authority of the parish priest in the 

confessional and even the solemni~ of his celebration of the Mass before the local aItar.-' 

observes the historian Jaroslav Pelikan, "seemed to pale into insignificance when cornpared with 

the dramatic appeal of a personal appearance by none less than the Mother of God."" And so. 

while the Church has rightly seen in such apparitions a potent ally with which to defend its 

interest and promote its doctrine. it has also understood the need to direct pub1 ic veneration in 

such a way as to bolster the Church's authority, not undermine it. 

Surprisin& Pius XII broke somewhat with this tradition of caution and skepticism when 

he proclaimed the visions and miracles of 1948 as evidence of divine approval for the church's 

activities during the election campaigd' But the Pontiff s expression of faith in the reports of 

"Laurentin, uotedbyJaroslavP likan Mu ï'hrou hth/leC7enturiev- Herf'fuce 
rrr I ~ L '  HI SI-^ c v  >/ 'ul?ure (New Haven an2   on don, 896), p.f78. 

" Dunng his Easter messa e to a oup of parish priests gathered in me f r 
pre-Easter preparations, Pius urge% his auYience to take courage and stren&?rom 8 e  
apparitions reported in ail of Italy. "Mu ilprii incorrqggiunre segno dei rempi, " ire sud, 
"2 lu munrfcstu~ionc, sempre crescënte, $no u ruggiungerc. tuf v o h  vision; di 
nic.rui.rgl~osu grundezzu, dellu confidenzu c. dell'umorcfiliu/~ che conclzrcc. le uninle ullu 
pzrris.simu c. irnmucoiutu krgine Muriu." Here, too, the presence of the Virgin Mary in a 
physical way among Italians wvas a bright spot on an othenvise dark, menacing horizon. 



supernatural happenings, made in passing during a public address, did not amount to offlcial 

ecclesiastic approval of the reported visions and miracles. in the end none of the apparitions and 

miracles reported on the eve of the election received the Church's official stamp of approval, 

though a few cases are still undecided? 

It is clear, therefore, that the "wind of miracles'* and apparitions which swept through 

Italy on the eve of the 1938 election were not deliberately orchestrated by the Church to 

influence the outcome of the vote, save for a few instances of over-exuberance on the part of 

some parish priests. That the visions and miracles were the product of sornething other than oven 

clerical manipulation can also be seen in the fact that apparitions had begun well before 1948, 

and many more visions were reported afier the April election than in the weeks and months 

precedin~ it." This is not to Say, however, that the apparitions of 1948 can be easily dismissed 

as inconsequential, as the product of individual and at times collective delusion. Nor is this to 

suggest that the supernatural happenings on the eve of the vote did not have a political content or 

purpose. The cornpelling question, therefore, is why did so many people claim to see or have 

been cured by the Virvjn Mary? Why did so many of those who did not see or hear or feel any 

sort of supernatural s i ~ g  in 1948, still believe the claims to be true? How \vas it that even the 

See "Discorso di Pio XII ai Parrocci e Predicatori Quaresimalisti," March 1948 in La 
( '~ i .~I tù  I ;rllo/rcn. 1-20 March 1948, fascicolo 2446, reproduced in Lamberto MercurÏs 
collection of primary documents on the 1948 campaign, I R  Aprile 19-18, pp. 104-08. I t  is 
interesting to note that Pius XII claimed to have seen a vision of the Virgïn Mary himself 
in October 1950 while he sat alone in the Vatican gardens. See von Loewenich, Der 
nzo~l~.rn~. Kut/zo/rzrsmzrs, p.225 A detailed account of Pius XII-s purported vision is 
found in Falconi, "La sete del prodigioso," pp. 1 15-1 16. 

" For a brief discussion of the ofticial treatrnent of ap antions by the Church. 
beginnins  th Benedict XIV-s treatise Be senwnrm dei heri&curione, see Zimdars- 
Swartz, /:'rzcounrering Mury, p.9. 

" %li  anticlericali e le 'apparirioni'. .On the st-election apparitions see for 
instance. -.La Vergine appare ad una bimba dl  rasc cap* Il :Lfe.wc~g-gero. 22 Mkv 1948: 
Wna tagaza invasata salvata da S. Rita da Ca~cia,~' il Messaggero, 26 May 1948. 



mainstream national media from newspapers to public radio, reported on the visions and 

miracles as facf throwing caution and skepticism out the window? To borrow from William 

Christian. w-hat \vas it in the 1948 visions that spoke to the historical moment of the 1948 

election campaig? R" 

Man'an apparitions and other supernatural events, ive have seen, have long k e n  

associated u i t h  political. social or economic upheaval. In southern Europe especially. 

apparitions and weeping or moving statues, were most acute and pronounced during tirnes of 

crisis. \var or diseasex' Over the centuries, religious figures - statues and icons - ofien wept 

dunng times of crisis. In 1 century Spain, for example, bleeding and weeping religious icons 

n-ere in \vogue durin2 moments of acute regional or national trouble. Similar movernents and 

Marian apparitions were witnessed in M y ,  in particular in the area of the Papal States, at the 

time of Napoleon's incursions in the 1790s. The wars for ltalian Unification in the 191h c e n t q  

spawmed yet another wave of Marian apparitions and moving statues. Among the more notable 

\vas the report of a moving statue in Soriano (Calabria) in 1870. at the time the amies of Victor 

Emanuel invadcd the Papal States, and a similar case wvs witnessed in Rome in 1 87 1 

Modernity and secularization notwithstanding, the association between Marian 

apparitions and \var and political turmoil continued unabaied in the 20" c e n t q  as well. The 

anthropologist William Christian has documented the case of Marian apparitions to several 

people in the Basque town of Ezkioga over a period of several months in 193 1.  The Basque 

\ isions and other seerningly supernatural events, like moving crucifixes, Christian observes, 

" Christian, -'Religious Apparitions and the Cold War,", p.252. 
" A Ap 00, 'Llrce che hunnu vistu lu Mudonnu ', p. 1 6. 

'' W Christian, '-Re11 ous Apparitions and the Cold War," p.257. See also David 
Blac kbourn s .b/orprngen. pp!f9-17, and H. Thurston, Brclurciinp und Other Appuritrons: 
..ln ..iccounr of'sorne bordcrline cuses in the I'sychology of M-vsticism (London, 1934). 



retlect how "individual seers respond to general amieties with what they say were God's 

instructions." But, adds Christian, however sincerely the seers believed what they saw and 

hsard. the broader sipificance ascribed to the celestial signs '-were as  much a consensua! 

product of the desires of the followers and the Ader society as of the leaders, the prophets or the 

saints.""' 

Put another way, the visions at Ezkioga were a response to a dear and immediate 

pol~tical threat to the religious and social fabric. as well as the political autonomy, of rural. 

Catholic. Basque society. The secular Second Spanish Republic, inaugurated in April 193 1 

follow~ng the collapse of General Miguel Primo de Rivera's seven-year military dictatorship. 

launched a campaign of secularization throughout Spain, challenging the authonty of the Church. 

The new republican order went so far as the order the removal of al1 crucifises from classrooms. 

hospitals and other public offices. The Second Republic of 193 1 was, as Christian puts it, 

"totally outside the lines of autho* that ran from God to bishop to priest to male head of 

housçhold, with ancillaq lines for civil and industrial authorities.'" The overt political attack 

against the hean of Basque customs and traditions coincided with the inexorable secularization 

of a once devoutly Catholic region, a process which \ v a  in turn the product of profound social 

and economic changes in the region and the nation as a whole. The faIl of the monarchy, for 

one. shook Spanish society to its core and, writes Christian, "opened the door to changes in 

relations between \vomen and men, workers and employees, b i h  and priests. and children and 

parents.''' Urbanization, the shift from an agarian to an industrial economy meant greater 

mobility and rural depopulation u-hich, in turn- rneant greater sexual fieedom, especially for 

"' William Christian Jr., C'i.\ionuries p.40. 

'*' Ihrd.. pp. 38-39. 

'" Ibid, p. 1 4. 



wornen, and declining church attendance - ail of which challenged the old order of mral dwellers 

in the Basque country. In short, the Catholics of northem Spain, the Basques in particular, 

lookzd around and saw their unified, ordered world collapsing under what they saw as an 

estemal enemy, the government in Madrid. It \vas this perception of attack from without, 

Christian concludes. which determined to some extent "the way Basque Catholics tapped, 

defined, and interpreted the new devotional powers" spawned by the apparitions at Ezkioga." 

Seen in this light, the Assisi visions and many of the other visions and miracles reported 

on the eve of the 1948 vote were neither the product of individuai or collective delusion, nor the 

deliberate invention of the Church fathers for electoral purposes. More to the point. as in the 

Ezkioga visions, the wave of apparitions and movements in Italy on the eve of the 1948 vote, one 

might argue. reflectrd an individual and collective search for meaning, order and protection on 

the part of ordinary italians who feared the fate that awaited them should the Popular Front min 

the April election. The ansieh created by the rise of Communism and the possibility of a Lefi 

\,.ictory at the poils in Apn'l help to explain why so many people in every corner of Italy reported 

s e i n g  \isions. Just as important. it helps to explain why so many who did not see the Virgin 

appear or a statue move or an icon cry in 1948, still believed in the divine nature of the 

phenornena. One journalist put it well when he described the 1948 wave of apparitions and 

movements as "this need for the supematural, this thirst for God, the God which some would like 

to depri\.e to the most Christian, the most Catholic, the most sensitive nation, the Italian 

people.'*" 

The signi ficance of the wave of apparitions and miracles, in other words. lay not in 

whether they were true or not - not even the Church demanded that Catholics believe in the 



literal truth of apparitions which received ecclesiastic approval - but in the fact that they had 

occurred at all. More important is the fact that the apparition stories were listened to and vvidely 

belie~ved, and reported to a national and an international audience. Even those Catholics \vho 

doubted the veracity of the visions still considered the phenornenon a legitimate response on the 

part of those ~vho feared for the fate of the Church should Communists seize power in, as rnany 

described it, the most Catholic country in the world As the right-wing paper If C;c-etrino di 

I 2 r i c r r r  put it. the real miracle a work in Italy on the eve of the 1948 rlection was the frequency 

and consistency of the seeming miracles, spawned, it was argued, by popuiar desire for Divine 

protection from temporal events beyond their control. The Italian people, the <~uzxtrrno said, 

could not live without the -'spiritual food" represented by Faith. And when the source of this 

"cibo spirituale" \vas threatened, when the people found it wanting, as in 1948, the (Ïuzze~tino 

concluded, they simply invented it. 

Put another way, the miracle boom of 1948 in which the apparitions of Mary figured so 

prominently. \vas to ltalians what Lourdes had been to French Catholics in the mid-19'h century, 

or what the apparitions at Marpingen, Germany had k e n  to German Catholics in the 1870s, or 

u.hat the Ezkioga visions of 193 1 had been to the Catholics of nonhem Spain - a fonn of 

resistance. albeit passive, to hostile elements that threatened to undermine the fundamental bases 

of local reliçious authority." Tme, the 1948 visions occurred in very different circumstances 

than other celebrated apparitions of the modemsra. In Italy, for one, Catholics were the 

ovrnvhelming majority of voters and a Catholic Party wvs in power and had been since the end 

of the  war. What is more, the Church enjoyed a preponderant influence in the daily lives of 

Italians, literaily from the cradle to the grave. While this had been so for close to two-thousand 



ysars. this did not diminish the genuine fear among Catholics that the Church \vas gravely 

threatened by the prospect of Communists and Socialists coming to power, through leçal or 

illsgal means in April 1948. This threat \vas no less real to Italian Catholics in 1948 than- say, 

the threat of secularization and anti-clericalism that haunted Catholics elsewhere in Europe in the 

Wh and ?Oth centun. And, like Catholics in a different time and place, ltalian Catholics in 1948 

defended their faith and its institutions in the best way they knew how - by summoning the 

Virçin Man. to lead them in a struggle the' could not afford to lose. 

TERRORISM OF THE CLOTH? THE USE AND ABUSE OF THE SACRED CN THE 
C.A.\.IP-4IGN FOR CHRIST 

Though it was impossible to prove that the visions and miracles were nothing more than 

electoral tricks. there \vas more substance to the charge that clerical intervention in the election 

carnpaign had assumed what various Left politicians and the press were calling "terrorism of the 

cloth". The Lefi had known al1 along that it !vas fighting a Goliath in trying to combat the 

influence of the Church in the campaign. As we saw at the outset, an indication of just how 

liberally the Church would use its monopoly on salvation to influence Catholic voters came from 

Pius XI 1 himsel f over one year before the election kvas even called when he laid bare the choice 

Catholic voters faced: to be either with or against Christ. For Pius XII, what \vas ostensibly a 

simple electoral choice for Italian voters assurned a decision of epic proportions. The choice, as 

Pius XII put it, \vas between two antithetical rel i yeions, two civilizations: the traditional Christian 

religion of Europe versus the atheism and materïalist ideology of Comm unism. 

In this struggle, Pius XII reasoned, it was the duty and responsibility of good Catholics to 

vote, and to vote for the one party that would best defend the interests of the Church. In his pre- 

Easter message to the parish priests of Rome, the Pope declared that it was the moral duty of 



evr? cligible voter to cast hisor her ballot on 18 Apd. The failure to do so, he wamed 

omi nous1 y, was tantamount to -*a grave si% a mortal sin." While nominally recoplizing the right 

of the individual citizen to vote according to conscience, Pius XII made it clear that the devout 

Catholic would vote for 'rhose candidates or those lists of candidates which offer sufficient 

warantees for the protection of the rights of God and of souk.. . according to God's law and - 
moral Christian doctrine.'* 

The Church hastened to appear sincerely democratic in its appeal to Catholic voters. This 

\vas reflected in the stress placed on notions such as duty and responsibilic. words that might be 

seen as empowenng the Catholic voter. In the wveeks leading up to the April election, Pius XII 

ne\-rr lost an opponunity to rernind Catholics of this responsibility. In the sornber act of casting 

their ballots, the Pope declared, the ltalian people would decide the fate not only of the faith in 

I taly. but the world. "ln your conscience" Pius XII told Italians at Easter 1948, "full' awakened 

to its responsibility, there is no rwm for blind credulity in those who reveal themselves to be 

deniers of that which is most sacred.'+' 

But for al1 the talk of duty and responsibility, Pius X I I  and other church officiais, together 

\ \ i th  militant Catholic lais believed that the stakes were simply to high to countenance 

according to the Catholic voter the absolute liberty of deciding freely how to vote. We have seen 

how the cult of Mary was appropriated and manipulated precisely to that end. But the church 

had other ecclesiastic weapons up its sleeve. some of which were every bit as powerful, perhaps 

even more potent, than Marian devotion. It was a fact not lost on Frontists \vho would spend the 

"" "Discorso di Pio XII ai Parroci e Predicatori Quaresimalisti." 
0 7 Pio XII Discorsi e radio messu i m t. X pp.3 1 -33, quoted in .Riccardi, Potere 

del Papa, p.9 1 .  the full text of Pius X I I ' E ~ ~ ~   asf fer message is  found in 
/. 'Ossc~nulorc. !<ornuno. 1 1 April 1948. 



better pan of the campaign fighting not simply the Christian Democrats, but thc nation-wide 

apparat us of ecclesiastical authori ty as well. 

It wvas the use of the clerical stick which prompted the outrage and indignation of 

Frontists. When in February 1948, the Archbishop of Milan, Cardinal Ildefonso Schuster, 

forbade prissts in his diocese to dispense the sacrament of confession to sworn Communists or 

othen who were '-adherent to movements opposed to Cath~licisrn~','~ the Lefi once again cried 

foui. Mindful of how far-reaching an effect Schuster's threat would likeiy have on the millions 

of Front supporters who were also devout Catholics, the Executive Committee of the Popular 

Front denounced Schuster's directive as "moral coercion" and a violation of the electoral law 

that prohibited third party intervention- The Italian people, Frontists argued in their public 

response. wvanted above al1 a free and fair election campaign, one marked by calm and sober 

debaie. not crass cornpetition "of  a religious nature.'*F' How kvas it, Frontists aslied, that the 

Italian c le rg  was forcing Catholic workers to choose behveen the uni- of the working-class - 

fought for and won with much sacrifice and bloodshed during the Resistance - and the Church? 

Though the', did not say as much. Frontists wvomed that the Catholic worker, when forced to 

choose between class unity and eternal salvation, would choose the latter.lm 

Schuster readily adrnitted that his directive \vas an exmmely harsh mesure. He referred 

to his pastoral lener as a form of -~ecclesiastical punishment" and as -'medicine" with which the 

"" For full text of Schuster's dir .ctive with a critical cpmmen. from left- 

2. 29 Febbraio. 1948. 
Y. lzaning Catholic elements, see "II ~ar%inale Schuster Ha Ragtone?" in ronache Socirrli. 

Ordine del iomo di Pro esta el C~rnitato Esecu~ivo dg1 Fronte Dernocrqtic 
Po polare contro la ~&er-a pastorale delf9Arcivescovo di Mi lano, which appeared in tge 
Milanese edition of Aÿclnri.', 26 February 1948. 

"" "Lettera Aperta del Fronte Democratico Popolare al Clero," Avunti!, 4 April 
1948. 



Church hoped to "cure" its afflicted sons and daughten. Just as important, Schuster reasoned, it 

\vas necessary to keep those not yet afllicted by the Communist bug from betraying their faith 

and morality by --mising together light and darkness, sacred and profane. mith and falsehood, 

eood and evil."lul Conscious of  the charge made by Frontists that Schuster was meddling - 
unfairly in the election campaign, the Cardinal echoed Pius' argument that circumstances 

warrante4 indeed demandeci, a response. 1 n an uncertain politicai situation in which the 

fundamental tsnets of Christian life were threatened, Schuster reasoned, pastoral intervention 

such as he decreed was not "political" but simply represented a kind of--catechism ciass" of  

Catholic social action.'"' 

It \vas in this manner that parish priests became a crucial elernent in the campai- to 

dsfeat the PopuIar Front in 1948. In this respect, too, Pius XII laid the groundwork by providing 

the moral justification for clerical intervention in the campaign. Speaking to a gathering of  

priests on the eve of Easter in March 1948, the Pope made it clear what \vas expected of thern 

\ris-à-vis the upcoming election. It was true, Pius XII maintaineci, that the Church intended to 

remain neutral in the campaign. "above and beyond political parties." But, he asked, how could 

the Church remain indifferent to the question o f  who would govem the country afier April 1948? 

Hon- could the Church pretend not to care how the new govemment would deal with those issues 

which were of  immediats and greatest concem to the Church itself? The answer was that while 

it \s.ould maintain its neutrality in the campaign, the Church could not be expected to remain 

"" '-Lettera.P~torqle d l 1 7 A r c i v ~ o v o  di Milan Cardinale Ildefonso Schuster ai 
Sacerdoti del 1 ' Arcldiocesi ~mkrosiana,  onpinally pub?i'shed in Iralia, 22 February 1 948, 
reproduced in the appendix of Fedele's Fionte Popofure, pp.3 IO- 1 1 .  

"" "Lettera Pastorale del l 7  Arcivescovo di Milano." 



quiet. As Pius XII put it, recalling the words of the Apostles as they embarked on their mission 

to spread the teachings of Jesus: Non possumil~ non logui - we cannot not speak.'03 

The 1 talian c l e r z  heeded Pius XII's admonition with remarkable cornmitment and 

creativity Wnting to the Amencan arnbassador to M y ,  James Dunn, the U S  Consul General in 

Milan. Charles Bay quipped that Tommunism in this area has only one real opponent, and that 

is the pansh priest." Bay went on to describe parish pnests as "fearless" in fighting communism 

- - 
--on al1 fronts. Bay cited the case of the pocketsize leaflets distributed in churches throughout 

the area, which reminded parishioners of the importance of the upcoming vote, and, as Bay put 

it. -'imploring them not to stray from their tnie religious esercise of the ballot.'- The leaflet 

included a special "prayer for the elections" which read, 

Dear Jssus, who so loved our ttaly to choose it as seat of  your Church, 
we turn to your divine Heart, to ask for your special help in the 
upcorning elections. 

Oh, Jesus, make it so the way to the ballot box be a way of peace, and 
that the upcoming elections are not disturbed by attempts at abuse and 
violence, but are held in an atmosphere of liberty, mutual understanding 
and fraternal harrnony worthy of a people mature enough for a healthy 
democracy . 

To obtain this favour, we promise to intensiS, our prayers.. . to cany out 
an enlightened apostolate in our families and in the environment in which we live, 
for a vote guided by Christian principles. 

Be so kind as to bless our Italy. that it may return to be, among nations, the 
teacher of tme civilization. 

So be it. ''LI 

"" From th9 .'Dis ors0 d i  Pio MI ai Parr i e ai Predicatori Quaresimalisti di 
Rorna..' The biblical relierence is From Acts. 4%. 

"* Charles Ba to James Dunn 13 A ri1 1948 in RG 84 Rome Embassy and 
Consulate. confiden&l File, 1948. 7 ~ 8 0 8 .  ~iscellaneous. Box 29. 



Clergmen in the south could be even more blunt in their manipulation of religous 

devotion to influence the outcome of the vote at the local level, Writing to the Executive 

Committee of the Popular Front afier the April vote, a group of Frontists from the town of San 

Andrea Jonio (Catanzaro, Calabria) decrïed what they described as a "diabolical plan" to defeat 

the Front in their area. In the local campaign for Christ, clergymen pulled no punches: al1 

manner of tactics was employed to get Catholics to vote against the Front. In the town Church, 

for esample. a statue of the Madonna was covered with black cloth because, parishioners were 

toId, the Virgin Mary could not bare to set eyes on those who sympathized with the "enernies of 

religion." Church-goers also heard the parish priest tell them that the Madonna refused to senre 

as queen of a nation that did not love God and that embraced the antichrist.'OS As elsewhere, in 

San Andrea Jonio, local clergy and la? militants organized "missions" and candlelight 

processions by ni& during which the church bells peeled with the sound of the fimeral march. 

In one such procession, the Stations of the Cross were recited in such a way that the local priest 

and a few lay militants from Catholic Action used each station to get an electoral message 

across. In the words of one priest, "You are not an Italian if you do not Iovs the Pope; whomever 

does not cote for the cross [the symbol of Christian Dernocracy] votes against the Pope; 

Coinmunism is the destroyer of the Catholic faith.""" 

In virtually every town and village throughout the peninsula, parish priests paid special 

attention to the mobilization of wornen voters. Women, it \vas widely acknowledged, 

represented the bedrock of Catholic support, but it \vas also wÏdely presumed that women would 

be more easily intimidated or frightened into voting for the Popular Front or, worse yet, not 

votinç at all. Whether from the puipit, or in conversation with nuns and priests, or in meetings of 

'" M C ,  FDP, 1948. MF 186,0859-68, IS May 1948. 

"" APC. FDP, MF 186 0859-68. 



the women's section of  Catholic Action, the message to women voters \!as always the same: you 

must vote for the Christian Democrats; in so doing, you will be fulfilling a religious duty. I f  you 

vote for Garibaldi - the symbol of the Front - some wornen were told, you ~ 1 1 1  most certainly go 

to hell. In the Marche region, the wornen of  one town were reportediy led by their parish priest 

to sn-ear over the graves of relatives that they would vote against the Front on 18 April. 'O' 

Wornen e v e ~ v h e r e  were publicIy encouraged by clergymen to do  sornething quite contrary to 

the  Church's usual edict: to betray husbands, children, parents or brothers if these pressured them 

to vote for the Front. "Tell them that you would do everything possible to satisfy their desires, in 

order to avoid being subjected to violence and threats,'- went one message to Catholic wornen? 

"but then know enough to BETRAY them in the voting booth by voting for the ~ross. ' ' '~% the 

Padota region, one priest. Father Carlo Bovo, organized a prayer meeting for women only on  the 

eve of  the vote. At the end of  the meeting, a statue o f  Jesus was brought to the front of the 

Church and only those who intended to vote for the DC were invited to corne and kiss the statue. 

Anyonrs \vith other intentions, Father Bovo announced, was to leave the church at  once and thus 

nsk being publicly rsposed as a Communist sympathizer.""' 

More sensational reports made their way to the E~ecut ive  Committee o f  the Popular 

Front in Rome. Some reports told of priests waming known Lefi supporters that their children 

would die if they voted for the Front or, conversely, prornising to cure their amicted children if 

the  parents voted for the Christian Democrats. Her parish priest allegedly wamed the wife o f  

one Communist activist in the Marche region that she would be Ieft sterile if she voted for the 

"II ' ianto,d ! parrpan0co scoquniche e ricatti a m i  democrïstiane nella 
campagna 'O7 eiet f' orale, 7 Ilnitu, 27 Apnl 1948. 

'"' APC, FDP, MF. 186,0859-68. 

"" APC, FDP, MF. 186,936-55, 1 May 1948. 



Front. There were other reports of priests refusing to bless the homes of known Communist 

s>-mpathizers at Easter. Some priests brought with them mock ballots during home visits in order 

to demonstrate directly how to mark the ballot for Christ."' In one small villagee, the town's 

pnest prohibited a family of Frontists from using the communal oven to bake their bread. In 

other tonm. pnests wvere observed throwing themselves to the gound in the middle of the Town 

Square. In the area of Loreto (Marche), site of My's most popular Marian shnne, priests were 

reported to have \valked through the streets c a l i n g  cnicifmes on the moming of the vote. 

inviting townsfolk to kiss the cross as they made their way to the ballot box. ' " 

It seems reasonable to ask how reliable these and the many other charges of "terrorism of 

the cloth" actuall y were. After all, some of the more outrageous reports were submitted to the 

central cornminse of the Front - which had expressly solicited such reports denouncing instances 

of overt, improper clerical intervention as the basis for the daim that the electoral law had been 

violated - b!. the f'urrrto (.omimrsru lnrqyule, an extreme iiing of the Communist Party. By its 

own admission. the Purtito (ornunr.sru lntegrule believed in using --lying and falsifjing" in order 

to set the Front elected. It seems fair to say that some of the allegations of --terrorism of the 

cloth" were probably exaggerated or fabricated outright. But wvith Pius XII himsel f heralding the 

appsarance of the Virgin Mary everphere, and with other Church officiais brandishing al1 

manner of ecclesiastical --medicine" to make sure Catholics voted against the Popular Front, the 

allegations of --ierrorism of the cloth" seem ail the more likely. even understandable. After all, 

even parish pnests were subject to a fonn of party discipline. 

' ' O  AP FDP W. 186,0859-0977 for a long list of alleged instances of 
'terrorism of t 'h9 e doth . 

' ' ' "II 'pianto del parrocco- i '(initù. 



In the days and weeks afier the ApriI election, conffonted with the undeniable fact the- 

had been soundly defeated in virtually every part of the country, Communist and Socialist 

politicians and the press began to interpret the disappointing outcome. The charges of 

--terrorism of the cloth" became a centrai tenet of the thesis that Catholic voters had been duped 

and intimidated into voting for Christian Democracy by a Church hierarchy that spoke loudly 

and camed a very big stick. The Communist leader Togliatti seized quickly upon the charge that 

the "electoral liberty" of the Italian people had most crnainly been violated. Togliatti himself 

was inciined to see 'terrorism of the cloth' as but one element of a multi-layered carnpaign to 

dcfeat the Popular Front. Others, however, were less reticent to isolate 'terrorism of the cloth' as 

the principal factor behind the stunning defeat of the Marxist parties. One member of the PCI 

Central Cornmittee denounced the tactics of the clerg in the Veneto region of northeastem Italy 

where, he reporte4 priests went so far as to hide near the voting booths to influence Cathoiic 

voters. For his pan the Socialist leader Pietro Nenni, upon hearing early results of the vote. 

womed about the prospect of an Italy dressed in a --black petticoat" afier so rnany years with 

Italy drsssed in a "black shirt.""' 

The thesis that puts the blame, or gwes credit, to the 'use and abuse' of sacred images 

and popular devotional practices as decisive in the 1948 carnpaign thrives in the memon culture 

of the Italian Left and has permeated scholarly treatment of the subject. Secular scholars and 

othrr commentators usually dismiss popular mobilization around the cult of Mary in 1948, be it 

in  an organized perew-natio or at an apparition site, as the product of a sincere but misguided 

adherence to the manipulative Church hierarchy. In short, schoiars have charçed, as Frontists 

' " See Pietro Nenni Biuri: Tempo di Guerrci Freddu Giuliana Nenni 
Domenico Zucaro, eds.. (Mlan, 1980), p.423.  or ~ogliatti'i cornrnents and tfk full 
discussion in the PCI excecutive, see the APC, istituto Gramsci, Verbali, Riunione della 
Direzione del PCI, 26 Aprile 1948. See also various items in the Communist daily 
/ ' 1  i w Ù  from 18 April to 28 ApriI, 1948. 



did in 1 948, that the Church 'used and abused' the sacred images and practices of Italian popular 

Catholicism to mobilize Catholic voters in support of the Christian Democrats. The histonan 

Carlo Ginzburg, for instance, \.rote that behind the "excitement" and the --dimate of fanaticism" 

which accompanied the Marian pilgrimages and the apparition sites in the weeks preceding the 

\.ote. -'there rivas on the part of the Catholic hierarchy a clear and conscious effort to penetrate al1 

the vital neme-centres of society and the State" in such a way as to transform these into 

instruments of Church power and influence. ' " 

Implicit in terms such as "excitement" and "climate of fanaticism" is the assumption that 

popular responses to mobilization around the cult of the Madonna and other religous practices 

retlected the irrational reaction on the part of ignorant and impressionable masses. This is how 

Emile Zola and other secular critics characterized the intsnsity of popular devotion at Lourdes in 

the 1 9Ih century, and critics of the Italian visions of 1948 have not strayed very far frorn this 

interpretation. At the very least, there has been a marked tendency to reduce the Christian 

Democratic victory at the polls in Apd 1948 to this simple equation: Church intervention, plus 

Amencan 'yuns and butter'. equaI Christian Democratic landslide at the polls. In this equation, 

the influence of the Church is magnified and scholars often assume that when the Church says 

' jump", Catholics not only listen, but also ask "how high?"It4 

"' Carlo Ginzburg, --Folklore ma a e reli one " in Siofio d'ltu1io:J curu~reri 
orrgirzd,. Ruggiero Romano e ~ o d o  A a n t i  ed!?, vol. 2 (Tunn, 1989), 2 ed., pp.603- 
76. h m  at pp.672-73. To prove his point, Ginzburg cites an article by Father Lombardi. 
"Vigilia di mobilitazione generale," in Lu Crvifth Cutio/icu 4 (1947). 

114 In ddition to C do Ginzbur similar xampl s of this tendency arq found in 
Giorgio can8eioro-s -'La gndazione d h a  ~ e ~ u b g l i c a  e fa nncosmizione. in Siorru 
k l i  'Itdiu modem,  vol. 1 1, ( 1986), and Anna Bravo's "La Madonna Pellegrin&" pp. 
530-22 and Giovanni De Luna, "Il 1 8 Aprile,'. in I 1-iroghi &i/u kfemuriu: Pcrsonuggi e 
/h!e  deIl 'Iluiiu (hiru, Mario lsnenghi ed., vol. 2 (Roma-Bari, 1997), pp.3 19-33 1. 
Perhaps the most critical assessment of localized religion in Itay, especially in the south 
as the reign of superstition and devotion to supematural beings cornes from C. Falconi, 
"La sete de1 prodigioso e le suggestioni del soprannaturale." 



It is tnie, of course, that the Church hierarchy deliberately and strategically constnicted 

popular devotion in such a way as to mobilize Catholic support around the Christian Demoçrats. 

Not for nothing did so rnuch time, energ and meticulous preparation go into the organization of 

Manan pilgimages in towm and cities in every corner of the country in the weeks before the 

\.ote. Not for nothing did organizers of the pil-memages chmse locally venerated Madomas to be 

paraded through streets and piazzas eveyvhere. Not for nothing \vas the "pilgrim Madonna-' 

accompanied by pnests and lay activists who could be heard shouting politicai messages through 

loudspeakers declaring that the Virgin Mary \vas a beacon of light, a ray of hope, to Itaiians in 

their hour of darkness. There is no question that Church oficials understood well that popular 

religion in Italy had at its core the belief in supernatural beings and they knew that no 

supernatural being was more popular among the Catholic masses for her intercessionary powers 

than the Virgin Mary.'" The geat Marian pilgrimages of 1948, we have seen, cast Mary in her 

traditional role as mother and protector, but, a mother who took sides in the political campaign to 

elect Italy's fint republican parliament. In the 19' centmy, Mary had proved a potent weapon 

for the Church in its struggle against the forces of secularization and the hostility of the nascent 

nation States of Europe. The Marian pilgrimages and the popular appeal of apparition sites on 

the eve of the 1948 Italian election reveal the extent to which the Madonna had moved fiom 

fighting secularization and liberalisrn to fighting the spread of Soviet Communism. 

It is also undeniably the case that the Church used the ecclesiastical 'stick' to make sure 

Catholics voted en masse for the Christian Democrats. The decision to refuse the sacrament of 

confession to Iinow Communist or Socialist sympathizers, the refusal of local priests to bless 

the homes of suspected or known leftist militants or Pius XII's reduction of the etectoral choice 

' " On popular religion in Italy, see Michael P. Carroll, Mudonnus thor Muim, 
pp.8-9. 



before Italian voters to king either 'for Christ' or -against Christ', c m  justifiably be considered 

a misuse of ecclesiastic power for overt political means. But it \vas also the case that when it hit 

the campaip traiI brandishing the most sacred images and devotional practices of Italian 

Cath01 icism, the Church found that the path had already been cleared for the successful 

manipulation of popular religiosity for electoral ends. 

it was undoubtedly true, for instance, that a genuine sense of amiety, even fear, gripped 

vast nurnbers of people on the eve of the vote. Not only were Catholics anxious about the 

uncertain political future they faced should the Popular Front win the election- There were also 

cenuine fears that, if it failed to min a victory at the polls, the Lefi might launch an insurrection * 

or invite a Soviet invasion of Italy. Other factors compounded the pervasive sense of uncertainty 

and turmoil. There was the naggmg problem of unemployment, social unrest and an econorny 

limping too slowly towards recovery. In just such a climate, is it any wonder that, as one student 

of the prriod put it there reigned amonç Italians a sense of insecurity and "a need for protection 

that promoted a ~hi r s t  for the sacred'"?' l6 

Bsyond the immediate sources of uncertainty which crystallized around the 1948 

campaign, the political use made of sacred images and other forms of religious devotion was a 

thread that ran Iong and deeply throughout much of Italian history. Indeed, the intersection of 

religious and poIitica1 messages - what the historian Mario Isnenghi refers to as religious and 

civic '-codes" - represented -'a true constant" in Italian history The 1948 campaign for Christ, 

and the secular resistance to clerical invoIvement in the political affairs of the state, \vas but a 

recent manifestation of deepseated tendencies and tensions of Italy's distant past. As Isnenghi 

sees it, the outcome of the vote should have been clear to anyone farniliar with the longstanding 

' '' De Lutiis, L 'Industrici dei Santino, pp.38-40. 



tradition of mixing religion and politics in Itdian history. '" The Popular Front may have 

promised land, bread and work, but these meant very little in cornparison to the celestial 

promises of riches in heaven and on earth for those who voted -for the cross'. 

Put another way, the victory of the Christian Democrats, to borrow from Isnenghi, "came 

from \vay back" ' l n  Al1 the efforts of churchmen and Iay militants to manipulate sacred images 

and iocalized religion for electoral purposes in 1948 would have been for naught but for the fact 

that in the Italian eIectorate they found an audience already versed in the political use of sacred 

images. For centuries, Italians had turned to the Virpin Mary in times of individual or collective 

trouble to ask for salvation or deliverance. For centuries, Italians had been building churches, 

both immense and ornate sanctuaries and tiny rural Stone chapels that bore the narne of some 

Madonna or another. For centuries, Italian artists from the geniuses of the Renaissance to 

anonymous and mediocre village artists and artisans had poured their artistic energy into 

rendering homage to the Virgin Mary. In t o w ~ s  and chies throughout the country, street-side 

shrines frescoes, mosaics and tiny niches bearing the image of sorne Marian entity abounded. It 

[vas against the backdrop of such intense and longstanding popular devotion from below that the  

Madonna Pellegrha stepped onto the political stage in the campaign for Christ in 1948."' 

That the Madonna \vas effective in helping to defeat the Popular Front, to the extent this 

\vas the case, tells us something about the way in which Italian Catholics defineci, articulated and 

defended their interests and that of their faith in the face of danger, real or perceived. The 

'" Isnenghi "Alle ori 'ni del 18 prile: miti, riti, rnass media," Rivisto di StorÏu 
( .on/ernporuneo, ( Apn I 1 9 7 8  pp.~09- I 8. 

' l') Cf. Bmvo, "La M donna Pelle na," p.53 1. Here, B vo writes "The 
Madonna Pellegnna cornes ?rom way bagand proposed to go &vard," h i e  point is 
that in 1947-48, a sacred object of veneration \las adapted to preserve and promote the 
dogmatic and political interests of the Church well beyond 1948. 



Manan pilgPmages of 1948 may have been meticulously pianned and carefully staged by 

ecclesiastic officiais and lay activists, but popular reaction to the Virgin Mary was spontaneous 

and genuine and. to borrow from David Blackbourn, camed a "political logicm- of its o m .  The 

same could be said about the diffuse nature and popular appeal of apparitions and miraculous 

cures on the eve of the 1948 election. Indeed, what David Blackbourn says about the popular 

appeal of apparition sites in the 19"' century could just as easiiy be applied to the popular 

mobilization around the Virgin Mary in Italy in 1948. Like bread noters in the lgth century, 

Blackbourn observes, Marian devotees "were neither manipulated, nor simply mobs.. . both acted 

nith an eyr.. . to logistic practicality and the spbo l i c  imponance of public space.""" 

The prospect of a Marxist victory at the polls in April 1948 and nse to power of an 

atheistic. ami-clencal govemment in Rome' the spectre of civil unrest or insurrectionary 

violence, or even the faint but frightening prospect of m e d  milikuy invasion from behind the 

Iron Curtain, were real threats to Italian Catholics in 1948. They did not need to hear it from 

Church propagandists to understand that Italy would be a very different place should the 

Communist and Socialists seize power at the dawn of the republican era. And so, like the bread 

noten or the crowds that flocked to apparition sites in the 19" century, Italian Catholics took to 

the streets and piazzas of their toms  and villages in 1948 brandishing age-old symbols and 

practices of popular religiosity. The Church fathers believed, and Frontists agreed, that only the 

txclesiastic -stick', thoroughly administered, could get Catholics to vote en masse for Christian 

Democracy. But, as  they had been doing for centuries in times of political upheaval and social 

tumult, Italian Catholics showed that they knew best how to take of their oivn. 

"" Blackboum, ilfurpingm, p.27. 



SO STOR-E UNTURXED: 
VOTER MOBUIEATION AND POLITICIZATION 

[...] We had always k e n  told that when politics 
touches the Altar, then Catholic Action has precise 
political duties to perform. From a religious 
point o f  view, this is the time 'to be o r  not to be', 
and it is for this reason that Catholic Action mut,  
in the appropriate manner. d o  al1 it can. 

Lu ig  Gedda' 

Stop them damn pictures. 1 d o n t  care so much about 
what the papers w ï t e  about me. My constituents can't 
read. But, damn it, they can see pictures. 

W i 1 l iam Marc y Tweed' 

When the French aristocrat Alexis D e  Tocqueville travelled through America in the early 

1830s to study the tnie nature of American democracy and discover the secrets to the c o u n t ~ - s  

success as a young republic, he marvelled at the American propensity, unique in its time, to form 

associations - public- voluntat-y civil associations to rnobilize citizens in the pursuit of some 

common objective. For Tocqueville, such associations, and more importantly the simple impulse 

toward the organization of  consensus among citizens in the pursuit o f  "a common object" was the 

bulwark of democratic existence. This phenornenon, De Tocqueville believed wa.s the very 

Luigi Gedda, a t  the meeting o f  the Presidem Gënerule o$A=rone currolicu imliunu in 
March 1946, quoted in Francesco Malgeri, ed- Srorru dellu Democrccru I ~rrsrrunu: 1948-1954. 
l k  (;u.vpc.rr c. k rù  del (énrrisrno, vol.2, (Rome, 1987), p. 14. 

William Marcy Tweed, "Boss Tweed" of New York City, quoted in S. Hess and M. 
Kaplan, Ilre I ingc.nr/emcrn& AH (New York, 1975), p. 1 3. 



essence of seif-government, and hence the surest defence against the sort of tyranny De 

Toqueville womed might yet overrun his own country.' 

Had Tocqueville been travelling through Italy on the eve of the Apd 1948 election. he 

m ight of thought himself transported back to rnid-nineteenth century Amenca. On the eve of the 

election for the first parliament of the new Republic, the Italian peninsula was a hotbed of 

activism. A society kept from freely expressing itself for two decades was gripped with a fever 

of association. Parado~ically~ ive shall seet Fascism itself had helped to sow the seeds and 

provided the institutional bais of this fever of association. Dozens of volunteer civic, social and 

cultural groups devoted to various causes flourished in towws and villages in every corner of the 

country. There were voluntary associations for women and children, young and old, actors and 

artists. athlétes and the invalid, workers and peasants. As we shall see. as the dock wound dowvn 

to voting da-. Italians were to be found joining and doing, and king actively courted to partake 

in the civic life of the country. Italian democracy, it appeared, had indeed taken its fint steps.' 

But unlike the non-political civil associations Tocqueville so admired in Amencan l i fe of 

the 1 830s. the propensity to form and to join associations evident in Italy on the eve of the 1948 

Alexis De Tocqueville, Dernocrucy in Americu (New York and Toronto, 1994), pp. 106- 
1 10. For more recent scholariy work on the importance of voluntary associations to democratic 
processes, see J. Roland Pennoçk and John W. Chapman, eds., Volunrury As.s-ocrutrom (New 
York, 1969). 

: It is important to note that the "fever of association'' ivas not a novelty in the postwar 
period. Indeed, as Victoria De Grazia observes, so-calIed "intermediate associations" benveen 
statt: and civil society existed in liberal as well as Fascist Italy. There were hundreds of upper 
and middle class benevolent organizations, for instance, as well as Catholic operepre and other 
Cat ho1 ic civic orsanizations. See her The Culture of C hnsent : Muss Orgunizulion ofI.eisure in 
/~;ISL.ISI  /lu!\' (Cambridge. 198 1 ), especially pp. 5-7. It is also important to add that 1 am 
refeming here specifically to the flourishing of voluntary associations solely for the 1948 
campai gn. 
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vote was inescapabl y political in ongin and purpose. Where nineteenth-centirn; Amencans 

impressed Tocquevil le by fonning associations in which politicai parties had linle or no say at 

all, associations in Italy on the eve of the 1948 vote were an initiative by, of and for the political 

parties to win the hearts and votes of the Italian people. The pursuit of an ostensible "cornmon 

object" by Catholics and Cornmunists alike - getting out the vote - had. on one level, linle to do 

with promoting Italian civic life and democratic governance, and everything to do with the naked 

pursuit of political power at a decisive moment in Italy's democratic transition. As we shall sse, 

however, the campaign to set out the vote nevertheless did enrich the democratic process in a 

count5 recently emerged from two decades of authontarian mie. 

In the campai~m for the hearts and votes of the Italian people, organization was the 

operative word in both the Catholic and Marxist camps. Indeed. both sides were afier the same 

thing: what one student of the p e n d  calls the mobiii/u~ione r ~ r ~ h ? _  the total mobilization of 

Italian societv, from the bottom-up, in a coordinated effort that sought to reach voters frorn ail 

social classes and in rvery region of the countv. As we shall see, both sides relied on their 

respective capillary presence in the daily life of Italians to reach voters wherever they were to be 

found -- in the  piauas, at wvork, even in their own homes. These were the places where, in the 

weeks preceding the April vote, Italians debated, argued and ultimately decided how to cast their 

ballots on 18 April. 

For Catholicsl the greatest resource for mobilization lay with the Church's network of 

parishes and lay organizations in every country. Conscious of the organizational limitations of 

Ange l O Ve n trone, 1.u ('i//udinun_-u Repu6 hlicunu. /*imnu-Purt i!o e idenriru Na-ionule 
d / c .  Origrnl &//u Ikmocruzru IIulwnu f /  943- 194% ( Bologa, 1 996). p.274. 



Christian Democracy - afier all, the pmy had been founded only a kw years earlier - the 

Church, at the behest of Pius XII, turned to Catholic Action, the leading lay organization of 

Italian Catholics, to do on the Vatican's behalf what De Gasperi and the Christian Dsmocrats 

could not be counted upon to do: marshall the resources and energy of Catholic laity, dispersed in 

r v c .  pansh of the country. to convince Catholic voters that the political defeat of the Popular 

Front was as much a moral duty as it was a civic due. Catholics devised a new-style 

orzanization. which they called the I 'omrrurr ('rvrcl or Civic Committees that coordinated the 

activities of the hundreds of Catholic Iay organizations in the campaign. Each of these lay 

organizations contributed to the mobilization of Catholic voters by exerting influence over their 

respective constituencies. Taken together, from the national ofice in Rome to local offices in 

the  most remote pansh of the Italian south- the Civic Committees represented a formidable 

political machine, and provided Catholics with as active and as capillary a presence at the 

sassroots as the Mamist parties enjoyed. - 
For its part, the Popular Front relied heavily on the superior organizational strength, 

agiiih and militancy of the Communist party to mobilize the Italian electorate. Dissatisfied with 

traditional forrns of m a s  mobilization, and conscious of the special effort that was needed to 

combat the formidable political juggernaught alismed behind the Christian Democrats, the 

Popular Front left no stone unturned in its campaign to reach voters in every part of the country, 

and across ail social classes, just as Catholics were doing through initiatives like the Civic 

Committees. tn the wreks before the April election, the Popular Front organized a vast array of 

political. cultural. economic and recreative interests. Athletes and the invalid, ex-partisans and 

artists, former soldiers and intellectuals, women and youth, smalt businessmen and industrialists, 
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ci\.il senants and consumers, al1 would have an organization to cal1 their own under the umbrella 

of the Popular Front. Just as Togliatti had promised, the latter made room for everyone. 

The desire to test the limits of conventional propaganda and to experiment with different 

t'orms of m a s  mobilization inspired propagandists from both sides to produce colourful posters, 

pro\.ocati\.e flyers, and popular films and newsreels that millions of Italian viewed in the weeks 

before voting ciau. Such evocative visual propaganda proved that the battle for the votes of 

Italians was as much a battle of the senses as it was of the mind. Written propaganda published 

in daily or weekly newspapers was more discreet and less colourful than the posters and banners. 

but it. too. chose slogans and themes. and used a language that spoke first to the hem of the 

Italian voter, and only then to his mind. 

The efforts of Catholics and Frontists to convince the undecided and the apathetic 

galvanized Italy's nascent democracy, bringing closer to reality the Resistance vision of a society 

of' pol iticaIIy engaged citizens. Some rnight argue that Fascism had helped to make it so. 

Fascism, it is true, ushered in an era of mass organization; it is also nue, as Victoria De Grazia 

observes. that the organization of popular consent under Fascism actuallp strengthened the Italian 

state by furnishing civil society with a "capillary network of associations with vast powers of 

social and cultural persuasion'- that had been lacking in the pre-Fascist era." It is a mism among 

historians of modern Italy that the shortcomings of civil society in Italy after Unification, that is 

t h e  lack of so-called mediating institutions between state and society. contributed to the rise of 

Fascism. Could it be that Fascism actually did more than liberal Italy to lay the foundations of 

modem, mass-based democracy in Ital y? 

De Grazia, ( 'rrlrttrc., p. 22. 
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But a network of associations. even voluntarv, intra-class associations of the sort 

ideal ized by Tocqueville, do not a democracy make. For al1 the richness and varies of 

associational l i k  under Fascism - which laid the toundations of a mass-based society upon 

which the postwar Kepublic would build its democratic institutions - Mussolini's M y  \vas not a 

democracy: the associations of that era were of. by and for the regme, and semzd to bolster one- 

man. single-par@ rule- The opposite \vas mie of the fever of association witnessed during the 

1948 carnpaign. Indeed. though they ma. have been established for electoral purposes, the 

\.oluntary associations of 1948 were a dernouatic watershed precisely because they were oc  by 

and for citizens and encouraged multi-party, pluralistic politics: above ait. they encouraged civic 

participation. For, as De Grazia notes, organizing consent in a liberal democracy requires a 

pluralist associational life. tosether nith increased matenal consumption, greater social mobility 

and the influence of mass media? In this key respect, then, then, the 'rotal mobilization" of the 

19-18 campaiSm \vas proof that Italian democracy \vas well on its way. 

GETTING OUT THE VOTE: CATHOLlC ACTION AND THE MOBlLIZATION OF 
\'OT E RS 

~L'o\\-ards the end of January 1948, a nervous Pius XII met with Luig Gedda, the president 

of the Men's wing of Italian Catholic Action to discuss the state of domestic political affairs on 

the eve of the espected election. Gedda arrived at Vatican City to find the Pope "apprehensive" 

O n  the connection between consumerism and mass organization, see Stuart Ewen, 
( ' ~ i p f t ~ l m  (y'( 'onscrotisness (New York- 1976). On the organization of consent more generally, 
sec the \ni ti ngs of the so-called father of Public Relations, Edward Bemays, lhe Engineering of - 

( ' O I ~ . W I ~  (Norman, Oklahoma, 1955). 



over comments Palmiro Togliatti had made, which had received widespread attention in al1 the 

major dailies, to the e f f e t  that the Popular Front would handily win the upcoming election. The 

PontitT \vas inclined to t h i d  that perhaps Togliatti was correct, and that Catholics were not 

doing enough to avoid precisely the sort of outcome predicted by the Communist leader. Losing 

the election to the Marxist parties, Pius XII reasoned, was simpiy not an option. "Evenrthing is at 

stake in these elections," the Pope told Gedda, "We cannot afford to lose: we m u t  make sure the 

Catholic electorate votes Chnstian Demo~racy."~ 

Why did those concerned not Ieave that task - mobilizing Catholic voters to cast their 

ballots for Christian Dernocracy - to the Christian Democrats themselves? Afier all, as a mass- 

based par@ bom of the resistance to Fascism during the \var that pledged to meld Catholic 

support to the nascent democracy afier 1945. Christian Democracy was seemingly well-versed in 

t h e  politics of mass mobilization. De Gasperi's party proved as much in the June 1946 election 

for the Constituent Assembly in which the Christian Democrats emerged as the single-largest 

party in the provisional parliament. What is more, Alcide De Gasperi was a formidable politicai 

tactician. and an imposing figure on the Italian political scene. De Gasperi \vas admired as a 

man of moderation, and widel y respected as one of  that select group of Cathol ic anti-Fascists 

who opposed Fascism. however quietly. from within Italy. Even his political opponents bore a 

rrmdging respect for the man who, for better or worse, was guiding ltaly in its stow, &en painful - 
reconstruction. 

Paradoxical l y, De Gasperi's principal al1 y, the Vatican, bel ieved that with De Gasperi and 

Luigi Gedda, /X Aprik i948. Mernorie inedire Jdl 'crrre-cc;. delh sconfirm del I+ronte 
I'opolctrc, p. 1 15. See also Gedda's interview with Mauro Anselmo of the daily I,u Stumpu, 18 
April 1990, p.3. 
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the Christian Democrats, Italy had seen too much of the worse and not enough of the better. The 

governrnentfs ineptitude, Vatican oficials believed, was directly responsible for the lingering 

economic and social crisis that bred support for the extreme Lefi at the gassroots level. Pius XII 

and his inner circle of advisors nurtured a nagging doubt about De Gasperi's ability to deal 

sffectively with the Communist threat. Afier 1945, Christian Democracy \vas a house divided. 

The Party was beset by ideological divisions and personal rivalries that made sustained coherent 

covemance difficult. The De Gasperi cabinet was comprised of intelligent. able and determined - 
men who did not take kindly to outsiders telling them what to do. At the same time, there was a 

nidespread sense at the Vatican, an impression shared by Amencan oEcials for some time, that 

De Gasperi and his men simply failed to grasp the gavity of the situation, and that their strategy 

to deal wirh the Popular Front lacked conviction and direction. Just a few days before meeting 

with Gedda to discuss how Catholic Action might play a role in mobilizïng Catholic suppon 

around Christian Democracy. De Gasperi's cabinet fumbled an important piece of legislation, 

losing by a single vote in the Senate.' Such carelessness served to bolster the view that the 

Christian Democrats were muddling their way to defeat in the forthcoming election. 

Of course, it was also the case that although Christian Democracy called itself the 

"Catholic part'.", its relationship with the Vatican had been strained since the parv's inception. 

De Gasperi, for his part, did not conceive of Christian Demoçracy as a confessional Party, as the 

so-called "secular a m "  of the Church." To be sure, De Gasperi \vas acutely aware of how 

Luigi Gedda, 18 ..lprile / 948, p. 1 1 5 .  

Some historians, in particular Left historians, argue that Christian Democracy was 
nothing other than the "secular am"  of the Vatican afier 1945. See, for example. the Marxist 
historian Giorçio Candeloro, II movimento cuttoiico in huliu (Rome, l972), p.450. For a full 



important, indeed indispensable, the support of the Vatican was to his vision of a single, united 

party for Italian Catholics at the helm of the democratization of Italian society." But De Gasperi 

\vas equall), keen to defend what the histonan Francesco Malgen describes as "lu fuicrfu ' 

JtdI'ztnpegn~ pulilicol', that is to say the independence of organized Catholics fiom the Church 

and. above all, the politicai (versus religious) nature of their movement." 

The Vatican also handled its relations with Christian Demoçracy cautiously, not quite 

continced that the Church should be explicitly politically engaged at all, nor that Christian 

Democracy and the inexperienced Alcide De Gasperi were worthy and able to defend Church 

interests in Italian socie-. The distrust in Vatican circles of the Christian Democratic political 

experiment began h m  on high, beginning with Pius XII's own distrust of, and unfamiliarïty with 

the democratic process." As then-deputy Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti recalled Pius XII 

conceived of Christian Democracy as Little more than the political means to a moral end. 

Euzenio Pacelli had a moral vision that was so rigd and exclusive, observed Andreotti, that the 

Pontiff found it hard to commit the Church to a political movement that would inevitably be 

discussion of the debate over the origins of the DC and its relationship with the Vatican, see 
MaIgeri. Siorrct &i/u ikrnocruziu ( irslrunu, Chapter One, "I l  1 8 Aprile," pp.5- 10. 

. . 

- On this theme, see espec~ally F. Margiotta Broglio, "La gerarchia ecclesiastica e 
I'organizzazione poIitica dei cattolici," in AAVV. Lu succes.viune. (ullolicl. Sfulo e potere negli 
unnr d d f u  ricos~ncivne (Rome, 1980), p. 125, and Franco Rodano, Quesrione clc.rnocrisriunu e 
compromesso slorrco (Rome, 1977), pp. 100-0 1 . 

"Francesco Malgeri, StfWa de ih  Bemocr~~' iu Cris-tÏunu, p.6. 

-Malgeri, Sfortu d d f u  Dern~cruziu ~r i s t imu ,  pp.8-10- See also Giulio Andreotti's 
recollections reçarding Pius XII and the DC in G.  Andreotti, Intervista su De GuCIrperi, Antonio 
Gambino ed. (Bari, 1977), pp.22. 103. 
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consrrained to compromise with its political opponents if it expected to get anything done." 

The Pope had no such reservations, however, when it came to Catholic Action, the lay 

organization that embodied the pst-Uni fication tradition of Catholics being political without 

being politicians. Catholic Action, unlike either the Popular Party of the pre-Fascist era or 

Christian Democracy after Mussolini, was not a political party; it eschewed parliarnentary 

politics, concentrating instead on socid and cultural initiatives that were, ostensibly, religious in 

nature. In reality, however, Catholic Action was a potent political tool. No other organization 

was as capable of organizing the Catholic masses, a fact that translated into political power for 

the Church hierarchy to which the lay members of Catholic Action paid humble and complete 

obedience. " 

Put simply, Christian Democracy \vas not Catholic Action, and Alcide De Gasperi, 

though a devout Catholic. was not Luigi Gedda. De Gasperi, we have seen, jealously guarded 

Christian Democracy's political independence and chafed at the suggestion that his party was 

mert-iy a secular arrn of the Church. The Vatican hierarchy understood as much. De Gasperi 

could be expected to take what the Vatican had to say into consideration, but there \vas no 

chance he or any other leading Christian Democrat would take orders fiom the Holy See when it 

came to running the country or ninning an election campaign. For this reason, when in early 

1948 the social and economic situation of the country seemed to suggest Togliatti had good 

-Andreotti, hzterv~srçr u De Gmperi, pp.22, quoted by Malgeri, Storiu defh Demucruziu 
( 'rrsrrurlu, p.9. 

. See. Giorgio Galli, Sforiu deffu Dernocruziu Ciisticrnu (Rome-Bari, 1978), pp.29-30. 
For a concise history of Catholic Action, see Gianfranco Po=, (arholic Action in lfuly: ;The 
S o c i o l o ~ ~  of cr Sponsored Orgunizu~ion (Stanford, 1967). 
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reason to be optimistic about the Front's chances at the polls, Pius XII and his inner circle turned 

to Cathol ic Action to do on behalf of the Vatican what De Gasperi and Christian Democracy 

could not be counted upon to do. As the Pontiff told Gedda when they met in late January. Italy 

was at a crucial tuming-point, and for this reason, the time had corne to marshall al1 its forces 

and enerr,?- to convince Catholic voters to throw their support behind De Gasperi's party. Pius 

XII's only wony was that perhaps it was too little, too late.'' 

Gripped with fear and growing impatient with the Christian Democrats' belated and 

inadequate response to the dynarnic and well-organized campaign of the Popular Front, Pius XII 

wanted the militant laity of Catholic Action to do something to rectifi the situation, and quickly. 

It may very well be, as Luigi Gedda opine& that his agitated state of mind prevented the Pope 

from seeing that there were real limits to what lay organizations such as Catholic Action could 

do within the contest of a national election. The biggest obstacle of al1 \vas purely technical: the 

ternis of the 1929 Lateran Accords, which were enshrined in the 1948 Constitution, prohibited 

Catholic Action from "doing politics."" 

But if doing politics \vas prohibited on constitutional grounds, doing nothing was not an 

option for the energetic lay militants who lead and animated the ranks of Catholic Action. The 

challenge for Catholic laity was to adopt new techniques, or better yet, create wholly new 

organizations. nominally independent of Catholic Action, that would serve not only to get around 

the technical barriers to lay involvement in the campaign, but also to "involve al1 Catholic 

citizens in what \vas a matter of conscience." What was needed, in other words, was an 

' Gedda. l X  Aprrk 1948, p. 1 15. 

Gedda, interview with Mauro Anselmo, Lu Sfampu, 1 8 April 1 948. 
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organization that would mobilize Catholic support behind Christian Democracy by convincing 

Catholic voters that the political defeat of the Popular Front \vas as much a moral duty as it \vas a 

c i ~ i c  due. ' "  

In his memoirs, Luigi Gedda claimed to have foreseen the need for some new f o m  of 

Catholic lay organization that would politicize and mobilize Catholic voters months before he 

!vas summoned before Pius XII and asked to do something to breathe life into the Cathoiic 

campaig against the Popular Front. At a mass rally held in St. Peter's Square in September 1947 

t'or the men's section of Catholic Action, Pius XII told the crowd of 70,000 to get ready, since the 

"the hour of action" was at hand. It \vas at that very moment. according to Gedda upon heanng 

the Pope's tèrvent cal1 to action, that the idea to give life to a new or_ganization, nominally 

independent of the Church and in the hands of Catholic laie, \vas born. Even at this early stage, 

Gedda maintained, he envisioned an organization that would be able to "fil1 the organizational 

cap in  the Catholic world and to establish as active and capilla- presence as the Communists 
C 

had." '" 

Several months passed before this inchoate idea assumed the concrete form in what carne 

to be kno\m as the < Oniriurr < 'ivrci, the Civic Cornmittees. Indeed, it took the prodding of the 

Vatican al the start of 1948 to push Gedda to think concretely of how to involve the lay arm of 

Italian Catholicism in the carnpaign to defeat the Popular Front. Vatican oficials were in 

agreement from the start that Luigi Gedda was the man to worry about the details of such an 

Gedda, interview with G. Svidercoschi in 1988, quoted by Mario Casella, I R  /Iprile 
1948. Lu .\lohrlrruzionc delle «rgunrzzuzroni crrrrolrcAe, pp-xxii, n .4 .  

Gedda, interview with Antonio Gambino in Storiu clel iiopoperru, p.443; see also 
Mario Case1 la. / X  .4prilr 1948, p.xvi. 
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operation. W l e n  Gedda met with Pius XII at the end of Januay 1948, the Pontiff expressed his 

complete trust in Gedda's abiiity to handle the task at hand. "You do it, G e d a "  the Pope said, "1 

tmsr ?-OU. "'" 
tn fact, even before he met with Pius XII in Januarv, Gedda had been approached by 

highly placed members of the Pope's inner circle to discuss the possibility of his taking charge of 

a pIanned new-style organization to mobilize Catholic voters. What the Vatican envisioned was 

an organization that would remain nominally independent of Catholic Action. and would also be 

more fàr-reaching in its deaiings with the Catholic masses than the woodily structured Cathotic 

~ction." In the end, it tooli Pius XII's persona1 request to convince Gsdda to undertake the 

responsibility of overseeing the nascent Civic Committees. "If [Pius XII] hadn't called on me," 

Gtldda told the Italian journalist Mauro Anselmo in 1990, "1 would have stayed home." Afier all, 

Gedda concluded, "1 had other things to do."= 

The Vatican hierarchy had good reason to entrust this enormous undertaking to Luigi 

Gedda. The latter had earned a reputation in Catholic circles for his untiring leadership of the 

Men's section of Catholic Action. After serving as head of the Youth wïng of the association for 

some 1 2 years. Gedda was elected president of the men's wïng in October 1 946. Gedda infused 

the  men's section wïth a dynamism and an organizational coherence that raised the eyebrows of 

Vatican officials. His leadership of the men's branch of haly's leading Catholic lay organization 

Gedda, interview with M. Anselmo, l.u Slumpu, 18 April 1990. 

' See A. Gambino, Storia de! clopoguerru, p.443. 

Gedda, interview with Anselmo, Lu Stampu, 1 8 April 1990, quoted by Casel la, I X 
.-lprrlc 1948, p.x.ii. 
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earned Gedda the reputation as a man of action, and as an insenious and tireless political 

organizer. Under his leadership, the mass rallies of the men of Catholic Action grew in size and 

frequency. and anracted widespread attention, even in the more "red" regions of the counny." 

Ostensibly, the Civic Committees represented a "new course" for Catholic lay 

participation, one that was independent of the ecclesiastic order insofar as it was an entity by, of 

and for Catholic Iaity. it was important for Gedda and the Vatican to impress upon the public the 

distinct nature of the Civic Committees, of their complete independence ftom either Catholic 

Action or Christian Democracy. Pius XII in particular was sensitive to the charge that the Civic 

Committees were little more than a front for the politically immobilized Catholic Action. It fell 

to Gedda to deliver the officia1 rebuttal to that charge. The Civic Committees, he would be heard 

to say repeatedly in the course of the campaign, "operate above and beyond any single political 

party" concerned as they were with the activities of individual parishes and dioceses. "The Civic 

Committees are therefore," Gedda observed, "[...]a new initiative that seeks to promotc an 

undertaking in al 1 italian Cathol ic institutions (dioceses, parishes, Religious Orders, schwls ... lay 

organizations) and through these to ail informed Catholics, so that they will know what to do in 

the upcorning ele~tion."'~ 

The nominal distance between the Civic Comrnittees and the Church was, as the 

journalist Antonio Gambino observed, "very relative." On the one han& while Gedda asswned 

the leadership of the Civic Committees, he continued to serve as president of the men's section of 

Catholic Action, thereby p r e s e ~ n g  intact the înstitutionaI line that ran from the Vatican to the 

Gambino, Storm dei dopoperra, p.443. 

'Gedda, /8 Aprile 1948, pp. 1 19- 120. 
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leadership of Catholic Action to the Civic Committees. Reinforcing this institutional link was 

the fact that the earliest activists of the Civic Committees, those who would effectively Iead the 

central body and its capillary network of local organizations, al1 came fiom the cadres of 

Cathol ic ~ction." 

By the first week of February, Civic Committees were established everywhere, with a 

National Esecutive Cornmirtee in Rome, 300 diocesan committees and dozens of other local 

committees in some 18,000 of Italy's 27,000 pari~hes.'~ The work of the Civic Committees at the 

national level was divided between four different offices, each with a specific task or target 

audience: the first was the Mobilization Ofice which brought together the various Catholic 

organizations and saw to it that these organizations received propaganda material to distribute to 

evrn the most remote regions of the country; the second office was the Transportation Office 

which ovèrsaw the physical distibution of propaganda matenal to the diocesan offices; a third 

office, called the "Mary, Jesus and Joseph Agency", also known as the psychological oflice, 

oversaw the production of the propaganda matenal, be it paper, radio, film; a founh office bore 

the name "International Bureau" and was responsible for analyzing and reponing the propaganda 

activities of the Front." 

By the end of March, the Civic Committees counted some 300,000 volunteers. There kvas 

strength in numbers, to be sure, but arguably the real power of the Civic Committees Iay in their 

Gambino, Srorlu del dopqperrcr, pp.44344. 

From a report by the American Embassy in Rome, dated May 17, 1948, "Civic 
Committees, the Vatican-inspired anti-Comrnunist political action weapon in Italy," in RG 59, 
a865.00/5- 1 748. 

F. Malgeri, Sturiu deffu Democrciu Cri~riunu, pp. 1 7,18. 
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ability to establish a direct relationship with the masses; to act, as Gedda put it, "fiom within 

society, not from without, as nonnaily happens with traditional political parties."2R There was no 

den!ing that the rapid spread of the Civic Committees in al1 of Italy in just a few weeks was a 

remarkable feat. What made it possible in the first place was the fact that afier the fa11 of 

Fascism, the Italian peninsula was a hotbed of social and political activity. A society kept fiom 

freely expressing itself for two decades was p-pped with a kind of fever of associationkm as 

dozens of volunteer civic groups devoted to various social and political causes sprang up 

eveqwhere, oftrn with Catholics leading the way. As Chnktian Democratic organizer 

Piercostante Righini obsen-ed at the time, the establishment and rapid diffusion of these groups 

in every corner of the country, '-tells of the active, organized presence of Catholics in every facet 

of ltalian ci\.ic and work life." The spread of the Civic Committees so rapidly and so diffusely 

throughout the country, Righini suggested, testified to the extent to which civic society itself was 

e ffected by a "si lent maturation" of social and political consciousness. 

Even more important was the fact that when Luigi Gedda went looking for Catholics to 

lead and animale the Civic Committees, he found at the grassroots a ready-made army of 

individuals with organizational and leadership abilities acquired through involvement in unions, 

political parties or other Catholic civic associations before and dunng Fascism." Indeed, as 

Victoria De Grazia observes, Catholic civic organizations "thrived under Fascism, riding the 

crsst of popular reaction - among the urban middle and working classes especially - against 

Gedda, interview with Gambino, Srorru 

'Piercostante Righini, "1 Comitati Civici 
SOC*I(III. 15 JuI?. 1948. p.56. 

del Jopoguerru, p.444. 

nelle prospettive dei loro dirigenti," Cionclche 
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both iiberaiism and modemity that underiay the rise of Fascism itself The richness of Catholic 

civic culture in the 1920s and 1930s, De Grazia writes, reflected a "catholicization" of Italian life 

aber decades of progressive secularization fol lowving Unification. M e n  papal Rome kll into 

secular han& in i 870, Catholics went on the oîknsive. They did so, however, by appearing to 

do just the opposite. Afier losing its temporal power, the Holy See ordered Catnoiics to abstain 

frorn Itaiian politicai iife - and that meant foregoing the right to vote, to hold ofice and even 

ci\.il senice jobs. as a way of denying the legitimacy of the newly unified Italian state. Indeed, 

a k r  Unification, Cathoiics turned inward, rerusing to take part in the social, cultural and 

econornic 1 ifs of the secular Italian state. Many Catholics refused to send their childrsn to noti- 

Carholic state schoois, for instance, and they snubbed recreational and cultural organizations that 

nere not esclusively of, by and for Catholics. Catholics tumed inward even i n  areas - the 

economy and the workpiace - where religion seemed to have no place at all. Catholics 

established their own savings banks and coopsratives- for instance, and con~essional unions were 

established in many factories to keep CathoIic workers tiom faliing into the hands of socialist 

orzanizers and trade unions. Guiding this Catholic impulse to stick with their own in the decades 

after 1870 \vas what the historian Arturo Carlo Jemolo called a "cuit of organization" that 

anticipated by several decades the mass-based politics of the ?Oh centur).; and this in an age 

beforc the major Italian political parties had givzn much thought to the n e d  to organize the 

masses. let alone to the most effective means of doing so." "By the 1920s." Victoria De Grazia 

wites, "Catholic associations were thus weil-armcd to Iaunch a veritabie counter-reformation. 

To re-Christianize urban Italy, they employed al1 the paraphemalia of modem mass movements - 

Arturo Carlo Jemolo, ( ' h r w  c Sruro rri /rulu, pp. 53-54. 



radio, cinema, and a flourishing press as well as the techniques of modem behavioral 

psychologyi."" 

The fact that the Civic Comminees brought together managers from every manner of 

Catholic or-anization- especiaIIy goups that were not explicitly political - each of which would 

contribute to the mobilization of Catholic voters in the 1948 campaign by exerting influence over 

their panicular constituencies - explains why Civic Committees were established even in areas 

where Catholic Action was not active. in short, the Civic Committees were but a meeting ground 

for al l Cathol ic la? orrganizations. some 850 in all, which fumished Gedda with the capillary 

networli he needed to combat Communist and Socialist organizational strength." 

The seerning advantage the Civlc Cornmittees had in dealing with the Catholic masses 

over a traditional political party did not escape De Gasperi and the rest of the Christian 

Democratic leadership. In fact, since the end of the war, the Christian Democrats had been 

acutely conscious of the party's organizational limitations. Notwithstanding the favourable 

outcome of the 1946 national vote, Christian Democrats believed they would have to work that 

much harder than the parties of the Left to reach a mass audience. Not surprisingly, the &val 

on the  political scene of the upstart Civic Cornmittees, which could boast of a privileged 

relationship with the Vatican hierarchy, womed many high-level Christian Democrats. At the 

very least. the presence of Gedda's Civic Committees rneant that the financial suppon provided 

Victoria De Grazia, How I*ùscisrn Huled Women. irai'', I922-/9-(j  (Berkeley, Los 
AngeIes, and London, 1992), pp. 243-244. 

Righi ,  "1 Comitati Civici," p.56. 



b\r the Church for propaganda purposes would now have to be ~ h a r e d . ~ ~  

What precisely did Gedda mean when he said that the success of the Civic Committees 

w-ould rest in their ability to work "fiom within society" rather than from without? The key to 

understanding the work of the Civic Committees in 1948 lies in the capillary nature of its 

organization, that is of its blanket coverage of the electoral map with a network of national, 

diocesan and local oftices whose work in reaching the masses was helped along by the 

cooperation of dozens of other, well-established Catholic lay associations in dioceses and 

parishes in every corner of the country. Consider, for instance, the relationship between the 

national. diocesan and local or parish-based civic committee: at each level. a select group of 

individuals, comprising the executive, either made the decisions or irnplemented them. The 

decisions made by the national office in Rome were implernented by the executive committee of 

the respective local Civic Committee, while the local executive kept Rome informed about the 

progress of the carnpaign and of any shortcomings that needed to be rectified. The local 

Comminee, in turn, instituted its own capi llary system, subdividing the individual parish into 

scctors (that ofisn corresponded to a particular Street, quarter, facto- and so on), which were 

then funher subdivided into "nuclei" (which might mean a single h o w ,  an individual factory 

depanment and so on). Both the sectors and the nuclei were under the charge of a small group of 

"capi-settore" or "capi-nucleo" who were immediately responsible to the local executive of the 

Civic Committee. The capsettore was responsible for taking a census of al1 the "sick" of the 

sector, those who presumably would have to be accompanied to the voting booth on election day, 

'Gambino, Stor~u Jel dr,pomerru, pp.444-445. On the financing of the Civic 
Committees, ser Grdda's bief and less-than-revealing comments in his memoirs, 18 Aprilc 
1948, p. 1 18- 



whiIe each capo-nucleo also had to conduct a very particular kind of census, namely, to 

detennine who in the nucleo had voted in the last election held in the area - be it local, regional 

or national - and who had abstained." 

Taken together, from the national office in Rome to the smallest local office in the most 

remote parish of the Italian south, the Civic Committees represented a formidable political 

machine. Organizers were generally able and detennined and, most important, experienced in 

organizing, leading, mobilizing large groups of people. Its capillary network and its blanket 

coverage made for a complex but agile structure where it counted rnost - in localities, in piazzas, 

streets and churches. These were the places where, in the weeks preceding the April election, the 

ItaIian people debated, argued and ultimately decided how to cast their ballots on 18 Apnl. At 

the same time. a highly centralized, tightly-run office in Rome ensured that propaganda matenal 

and the means with which to project it, be it on film, or radio, or via a public speaker, reached 

en the  most remote locations. 

Amen'can intelligence and security oficials marvelled at the deftness of the intelligence 

rratherers working on behalf of the local Civic Committees. In fact, these locally-based 
C 

intelligence operators often learned in advance the content of Popular Front propaganda (thanks 

in part to Civic Cornmittee sympathizers who worked in the very factories where the Front 

printed i t s  campaign material). This rudimentary system of advanced-warning allowed the Civic 

Committees to have "ready responses" to Frontist propaganda, ofien on the very same day 

Frontist material appeared. In one remarkable case such intelligence operators managed to 

' ' Corrado Corghi, "Mernoria del 1 948," Religionr e Socieru ( 1 O), I 990, pp.27-54, 
especially pp.38-39. Corghi was a member of the Central Cornmittee of Catholic Action in 
1948. 
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identif' the Vatican employee who forged documents in an attempt to embroil the Vatican in an 

ugly bank scanda1 just weeks before the election. And it was loçally-based intelligence gatherers 

for the Civic Cornmittee, Amencan officiais in Rome reported, who sounded the alarm bel1 over 

the fishing t o w  of Pescara, on the Adriatic Coast, which in Febniary 1948 elected a Communist- 

Socialist municipal govemment. Intelligence gatherers on the ground reasoned that the town 

could only be won for Christian Democracy with the purchase of an 800-foot fishing net for the 

town's fishermen- In the end, over a million lire was spent to that end. As one Amencan 

observer remarked, whether the money was directly responsible or not, the people of Pescara 

voted in large numben for De Gasperi's party on 18 ~p r i l . "  

The notion of going above and beyond traditional foms  of political organization round 

its most concrete expression in the popular if controversial "religious-social missions" which, 

l i  ke the Blessed Virgin Mary, travelled the length of  the peninsula on the eve of the 1948 vote. 

The first of the missions began in April 1947, and they continued until the veq  last weeks of  the 

1948 campaip. Between A p d  1947 and March 1948, some 257 missions were organized in 

some 1 12 diocese. amacting thousands of Iay militants and the simply devout, especially in the 

southem parts of the country.36 The purpose of the missions was ostensibly purely religious, and 

only incidentally electoral. But things changd  dramatically in the weeks immediately preceding 

the 1948 vote, at which point electoral mobilization became the primary function of the 

From Rome Embassy, Rome, May 17, 1948, "Civic Cornmittees, the Vatican-inspired 
anti-Communist political action weapon in Italy," in RG 59, #865.00/5-1748. 

. Casel la, 18 Apriie 1948, p.208; cf. his "Le 'missioni religioso-sociali' dell'Azione 
Cattolica ne1 1 947- 1 948," in Roiiettino dei/'r?rchivlo per lcc Sforiu dei Movirnenro 'ri,ciuk 
< 'urrolico in Irrili~ (Milan), January-April 1987, pp. 15-70, and May-August, 1987, pp. 15 1-225. 
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missions. The \vider airn of the missions was to spread an iildefined gospel of Catholic 

integralism - to socialize Italians at the dawn of the pst-Fascist republican era to a particular 

\-ision of the future of Italian democracy where religious duty and obligation fused with the civic 

sense, and in which the body of the Church and the body politic becorne one." Against the 

backdrop of the 1948 campaign, the integralist tone of the message came into geater relief. 

The missions were purposefully choreographed and staged, not unlike the Marian 

pilgmages of the pre-election period. Indeed in man- instances* as in Naples in March 1948 

for example, the Pere'grinurlu Muriuc. and the religious-social missions were fused - al1 the 

better to drive home the integralist message advanced by the Church of Pius XII. Great care 

went into coordination, and little was lefi to chance. As we saw wiîh the Marian Pilgrirnages, in 

the campaign for Christ there was little rmm for spontaneity. 

Organizers of the missions placed tremendous emphasis on the training of propagandists, 

the la? activists who werc given the important task of addressing the crowds gathered for the 

missions. All propagandists were expected to approach their role as public speaker in n i e  

apostolic spirit - energetic, even zealous, but above al1 well-informed on al1 the pressing social 

and moral problems of the &y. Propagandists were expected to have studied intently and 

possess a strong grasp of the matenal they were to present. This even though, organizers noted, 

the talented and skilled propagandists would have to share their knowledge with individuals and 

"Le missioni religioso-sociali delllACI, 1947," in the Archives of Catholic Action, 
hereafter AAC, PG Presidenza Generale), VI, busta 3, Istituto Paolo VI, Rome. Special thanks 
to Mr. Ubaldo Sulis, the archivist at the Paul VI Institute in Rome for his help in locating the 
poorly-indesed records of Catholic Action. 



croups of "little or no culture."38 - 
This remark, baldl y proclaimed in one of Cathoiic Action's propangadists' training 

manuals, referred ro the two social classes - workers and peasants - which together represented 

the majority of Italian voters. Political strategists for both the Christian Democrats and the Civic 

Cornmittees assumed workers and peasants were most vulnerable to the Popular Front's promise 

of land, bread and work, together with free education, free health Gare and a living wage. 

Accordingly. special attention was paid to courting this all-important se-ment of the voting 

public, in whose han& rested the ultimate say in the election. The Propaganda Otfce of 

Catholic Action irnpressed upon its propagandists-in-training that there was a "right" and a 

"wong" way io speak to workers and peasants. The key <O reaching this massive and critical 

audience, the arsument wvent, was to deliver the message in a way "ordinary folk" could 

understand. In its circular "How to Tal k to Workers", for instance, the Propaganda Otfice urged 

la!. acti\-ists to be bnef in their delivery (more than 25 minutes was counterproductive since "the 

w-orker does not have a trained mind"), pragmatic in their choice of words ("avoid difficult 

~ o r d s .  even if they seem easy and cument: in any event, explain the meaning"), and authontative 

in delivering the essential message of the speech ("lt is important to conclude and not allow your 

audience to corne to its ow con~Iusions.~~)~~) 

The peasant audience was deemed "rurro .sprciulel', a case apart, calling for particular 

effort in using V ~ ~ O U S  techniques to render the spoken word more effective. Whatever the 

'-Le Missioni Religioso-Sociale dell1AC1, 1947." 

'Umcio Propaganda, Anone Cattolica Italiana, "Introduzione: Corne Parlare Agli 
Operai." Schemi di Conferenze, Propagandisti Nazionali, Rome, October 1947 in AAC, PG VI, 
b. 3 
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setting, be it a rally, a lecture or a one-on-one conversation, lay propagandists were reminded 

that. like the worker, the peasant's w a s  not a trained mind. "A peasant's brain" the Propaganda 

OfTice rrasoned. "tires easily"; hence the paramount importance of being bnef and to the point. 

It \vas just as important to keep the message simpie - "no dificult words, no Latin phrases" - 

but flavoured with "Iiveliness" and the occasional "pinch of heartfelt poetry." Above all, i t  was 

important that propagandists not fa11 prey to the inherent "earthiness" of the peasants, to their 

materialist. superstitious view of the world: "avoid playing to the peasants' disposition that tends 

to consider itself 'under a yoke' and sees God as 'chastiser' and Christian living as a complex of 

fprohibitions'." In other words. propagandists were told to emphasize the good, not the bad: "God 

is Father, Christ is Brother, the Church is a family", and to pay peasants the highest compliment. 

Indeed, an entire lesson for propagandists was devoted to the theme "The Church and Rural- 

dwellers". in which propagandists were encouraged to repeat Saint Augustine's exhortation that 

"The peasant trade is the most innocent of all, and it is the one fillsd with great les son^."^" 

The point was to tell the audience, be they workers, peasants, intellectuals, civil servants, 

womirn or youth, what they wanted to hear, a tactic that was a hallmark of modem mass 

mobilization. In the religious-social missions of 1947-1948, this approach involved a two-step 

strateLy: first. what ive might cal1 blanket coverage and second, the differentiation of both the 

medium and the message. Blanket coverage entailed penetrating deepiy into the ganglia of civil 

sOcirhv. leaving no sone unturned in an effort to reach voters fiom al1 regions of the country and 

fiom ail social classes. So it was, for instance, that separate missions were held for civil 

Uficio Propagancia, Azione Cattolica Italiana, Scheme di Conferenze, "Per Rurali," 
Tre Giorni -- Propagandisti Nazionali, Rome, October 1947, "Introduzione: Corne Parlare Ai 
Rurali," in AAC, PG VI1 b.3. 
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sen-ants. university graduates and other white collar professionals, as wvell as for young wvomen 

and homemakers. Therc: were separate missions for suburban areas and for the countryside, for 

the rich and poor. urban and rural, peasants and workers, indusmalists, intellectuals, teachers and 

rnerchants. The missions usually lasted between three to five &YS. The differentiation of the 

content and style of the missions \vas reflected in the care taken to cater to local conditions and 

regional sensibilities. Organizers of locally-based missions were reminded to take economic and 

social, as well as religious, condition of a given t o m  or region. 

At the same time, the overarching religious nature of the mission was not forgotten, The 

ultimate message of each mission, whatever the theme or whomever the speakers, \vas that 

solutions to Italy's nagging econornic and social problems could be found within the parameters 

of Church doctrine, and not beyond it. The politicai message implicit in this defence of Church 

doctrine was obvious: it was politically dangerous and morally wrong to wuch  for solutions to 

Ital>-'s problems in entities or individuals hostile to the Church itself. Perhaps, for al1 their 

protestations to the contrary, the organizers of the missions saw them as overt, potent political 

tools to fight Cornmunism. Indeed, the missions were designed to reach the mass of Catholic 

voters, especially in the south, many of whom were suffering the vagaries of sluggish and uneven 

economic recovery. Even devout Catholics, faced wlth chronic unempIoyment, or without a 

piece of land to work, with littie immediate h o p  of carving out a cornfortable rnatenal existence, 

might be easiiy swayed by the seductive Frontist promise of land, bread and work. Put another 

way, the missions wvere a fonn of propaganda themselves that made plain to Catholics what the 

Church thought about politicai options such as the Popular Front: to want social justice was fine 

and good, and justifiable, but to seek it in atheistic, anti-clerical political movements betrayed 
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Church teachings. No; for nothing did each mission, however varied in general content and sîyle, 

conclude with the sarne message calling for the "religious, moral and social reconstruction" of 

Italy. The job of the religious-social missions, like that of Gedda's Civic Cornmittees, was to 

convince Catholic voters that you could not have one without the other. 

When the Italian Communist Party convened for its si,uth Annual Congress in January 

1948. it could look back at the period since the faIl of Mussolini and Togliatti's triumphant return 

to Ital!. in 1944 with a sense of accompIishment as it prepared to do battle, together wvith the 

Nenni Socialists, against Christian Democracy and its powverful domestic and foreign allies. 

m e n  Togliatti and the PCI emerged from exile in 1944, the party counted just over 400,000 

card-canying rnembers. By the end of 1945, that figure had more than tripleci, and by the time 

rhs Communists began organizing the 1943 election campaign under the auspices of the Popular 

Front, well over two million Italians were committed Comrnunist Party members- Over sixty 

percent of the party rank-and-file t a s  comprised of workers, landless Iabourers and commercial 

farmers. Some si.uteen percent of party members were peasants, sharecroppers and tenant 

tàrmers. Under five percent were students, professionais and intellectuals. FemaIe membership 

had reached close to 500,000, or some 23 percent of party members by 1948, though Communist 

w.omen accounted for a mere 3 percent of Italy's female population. As wve shall see, when the 

Communist Party executive sat down to draw up the bluepnnt for the 1948 campaign, they 

pointed to the under-representation of women as a major weakness in the party's organizational 



structure. Such a gapinr Y hole in the party's makeup, the executive feared, would prove its 

Achilles heal in April unless special attention was paid to mobilizing female voten." 

The VI Congess energized the Party bras and the rank-and-file with an impressive show 

of numerical strength and solidarity as the clock wound d o m  to voting day. But the party knew 

thai now was not the time for prernature celebration. It would be dangerous, p a q  ofTicials 

reasoned, for Communists to grow cornplacent and to think the electoral battle over before the 

campai~m had eken begun. Indeed, one thing to emerge from discussions in the backrooms 

during the January convention was precisely that much work remained to be done if the 

Communists were going to lead the Popular Front to victon at the ballot box in April. This was 

the conclusion of the party's Electoral Cornmittee, issued in its detailed report to the party 

executive. Entitled simply "Election Campai@. the Cornmittee's report served as the bluept-int 

for the 1948 campaign. Its rallying cry reflected the essence of the Communists' strategy to 

defeat the Christian Democrats: "ognr compugno un propugunJis/u". each Party member a 

propagandist for the PCI and for the Popular Front. Whether at the office, in the factory, in the 

piazza or at home, each of the party's two million members was called upon to convey the Front's 

ekctoral message, to convince family, Fkiends, neighbours and co-workers to cast their ballots for 

the one political element that was genuinely of, by and for the people." 

'"500,000 nuovi iscritti da1 V al VI Congresso," lYJnirÙ, 3 January 1948. For detailed 
coLerage of the VI Congress, see "Solenne Inaugurazione del VI Congresso del P.C.I.: La 
relazione di Togliatti," ['Clnitu, 6 January 1948 and "Le relazioni sui lavori delle commissioni al 
VI Con~gr-sss," 1 1 January 1948. For a detailed anaiysis at the mobihation efforts of the 
Communist Party on the eve of the vote, see Angelo Ventrone, "Il PCI e la mobilitazione delle 
masse ( 1947- 1948)," in Storru (onrêmporurtc.~, 24,2, (April 1993): 243-300. 
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For the Electoral Cornmittee, the soundest strategy to prepare for the forthcoming 

election was to concentrate the party's efforts on promoting broad, mas-based movements, 

building on the good start made in 1947 towards organizing the masses through initiatives such 

as the ( 'ongresso clel Akzzogrorno, the Costituente della Terra and the Cumigli di Gesfione. As 

Lve have seen, taken together, these initiatives were the impetus to the birth of the Popular Front 

at the end of 1947. As the Communist Electoral Cornmittee saw it, the campaign to reach voters 

on the ece of the 1938 vote was nothing other than a "mass movement". But the Communist 

leadership understood better than anyone how little could be lefi to chance in the politics of mass 

mobilization. As one Communist Party veteran told the VI Congress in early .lanu-/, "the 

electorai s t r u ~ l e  conceived of precisely as a struggle requires specifc preparation ... that will 

permit the par& to utilize one hundred percent of its energes."'" 

In some regions, Communist organizers reasoned, especially in smaller toms and 

villages. it made more sense to pour resources and energy into propaganda through electoral 

posters or other more direct forms of reaching voters than the traditionai "comizio" or mass rally. 

Man>- Communist leaders had corne to believe that the electoral rally, despite its impressive 

show of force, effectively preached to the converted- Of course, rallies were a critical element in 

the mobilization of support behind the Popular Front in 1948. In fact, so weil attended were the 

electoral rallies of the Communists and Socialists in 1948, and so enthusiastic were the crowds, 

that observers on al1 sides of the political spectrurn, even outside observers in places tike London 

and Washington, considered them sol id prwf that the Popular Front was on its way to victory at 

: ' Agostino Novella, "Op1 compagno un propagandista" in "Le reiazioni sui lavori delle 
commissioni al VI Congresso." 



the ballot bos. 

Still, in its constant search to push the limits of conventional wisdom and practice, and 

keling the particular urgency of the effort required to upset the Christian Democrats, the 

Communists wanted to reconceptualize the electoral rally. For its part, the Electoral Committee 

in~~ited part). organizers and propagandists to consider the raily as a usefiil electoral tool "only 

when we invite the undecided or those opposed to us to participate". The Committee 

recommended that rallies be organized according to this criterion, and that particular attention be 

paid to organizing rallies of "specific groups of people", as well as organizing smaller rallies in 

neighbourhoods and villages." 

Palmiro Togliatti, too, agreed that the "indiscriminate use" of the electoral rally was too 

blunt a propaganda weapon. Hence the importance, he reasoned, of avoiding too many large 

raIlies that gave the appearance of strength and solidarïty, but did little to solidie the link 

bttt\veen the mass of voters and the Popular Front. A much more pressing objective, Togliatti 

argued, was to properly train party propagandists in their ail-important role as foot-soldiers for 

the Front. Togliatti even suggested that party propagandists be assembled weekly for the 

duration of the campaign in order to fumish them wîth whatever information they needed- The 

central of'fices in Rome or even the regional headquarters. Togliatti mused, might even put words 

into propagandists rnouths, himishing virtuaily verbatim the arguments to use in public debates? 

. . 
,"Campagna Elettorale." 

Verbali, Riunione delIa Direzione del PCI, 20-2 1 January 1948, in the Archives of the 
Communist Party (hereafter APC), Gramsci Institute, Rome. 
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With the Communists chowing the way, the Popular Front lefi no Stone unturned in its 

campaig to reach as many voters as possible in every part of the country and across al1 social 

classes, just as Catholics were doing through initiatives like Gedda's Civic Committees. In the 

Frontist camp, as in the ranks of the Civic Committees, organization was the operative word- At 

the start of 1948, the Communist Party esecutive ordered al1 its regional and local sections to 

impose certain "fundamental organizational measures" on local campaigns- For instance, local 

pany sections were ordered to assign an individual or a small goup of local parry activists the 

task of convincing undecided voters or the expressedly hostile to consider a vote for the Front a 

vote for a better. fairer. more inclusive Italy. In addition, every party federation, every p a q  

section and every party ce11 was ordered to establish a Cenrro d~ffu~ione srumpu or press oftice to 

encourage a more capillary diffusion of printed propaganda material. Local party offlcials were 

also told to offer classes in party offlces to train promising propagandists in the art of public 

speaki n g  

In their search for new and innovative forms of propaganda, the Communists fulty 

utilized modern mass media such as film and radio- By the end of January 1948, the party's Press 

and Propaganda Cornmittee had already produced one film and three others were in the works. 

Part). ot'ficials in Rome saw to it that local party oftices were furnished with movie theatres, film 

projectors, loudspeakers and motorized vehicles to facilitate the exchange of propaganda 

material from one office to another. Some thirty small trucks were fully equipped to project 

these films to audiences in public squares throughout Italy. Special recordings were made of 

speeches by Togliatti, the CGIL secretary Giuseppe Di Vittorio, and other leading lefiists to be 

broadcast through loudspeakers in cities and villages in every corner of the country. There was 



linls point, afrer all, in sending the troops into a battle of the senses ~namied.'~ 

Yet, des pite this seeming fl urry of activity on the organizational and propaganda fiont, 

there n.ere the inevitable shortcomings in the Front's electoral machine. Even before De Gasperi 

offlcially called the election in early Febnrary, there were rumbtings of dissatisfaction in 

Communist ranks at the slow, uneven nature of the Front's organizational drive. Early in January, 

the Organizational Committee of the Communist party bemoaned the fact that too many 

comrades had yet to be assigned specific, concrete tasks to hlfill in their respective local party 

branches or in the workers' counciis in the factories. One suggestion to recti& this lacuna, in the 

factories at least. was the use of a so-called cdkrrore. This individual would cal1 together at 

leas 10 CO-workers every other week or so, even afier work or on weekends if necessary, in order 

to "illustrate to these the most important political questions of the day" and to make sure that 

each Party member \vas dutifully performing a particular task designed to strengthen the 

organizational capacity of the party and the Front in the factories. In addition. the collel/orcr 

made that parp mernbers dutifully read the p a r e  press, paid their membership dues and studied 

the w-itings of Mars. Engels, Lenin and Stalin. Indeed, for the Organizational Committee of the 

PCI. the absence of a sound cultural and ideological base arnong the party managers, as much as 

the rank-and-file. was a major weakness. Overcoming this weakness, the Communists believed, 

was crucial to the ultimate success of the Popular Front in April 1948. The party executive 

thtjrefore ordered all regionai and local sections to organize scuok JI prfrto,  Party schools with 

ful 1-time and part-ti me classes, sponsor con ferences to discuss matters of political, cultural and 

intellectual concern, provide p a l  members with libraries and reading halls. New party 

. ' "Campagna Elettora1e.-- 
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members, in particular, had to be made to study the programme and "fundamental pnnciples" of 

the Party. A new rallying cry was issued on the education front: "Education is a duty, a job for 

e\,.en. Communist." Party organizers were henceforth expected to guide new Party members 

towards the ballot box via the ctassroom. 

In its campaign to conven the undecided and the hostile, the Comunist party paid 

particular attention to the mobilization of women voten. As we have seen, close to a quarter of 

Communist part'. members were women, but the party brass believed that this figure \vas still 

woefully low. At a pragmatic level, women represented the majority of voters, and any party that 

hoped to be a serious contender for power would have to work hard at courting the female vote. 

Many leading Frontists, especiai ly among the Communists, believed that the parties of the Lefi 

had been negligent in couning female support, in sharp contrat to the vigorous if often under- 

handed tactics the Catholic elements employed to get women to support Christian Democracy. 

The vetc-ran Communist militant Teresa Noce. for one, chastised the PCI executive for dragging 

its feet on the question of women voters. "The problem with Our work among women," Noce 

told the par& executive in January 1948, "is especially senous."'li At the party's convention 

earlier in the month, the Womenls Committee had k e n  even more severe in its assessrnent of the 

party's performance vis-a-vis women voters. "The formation of new women's cadres is slo\v and 

inadequate according to needs," Party members were told at the convention in early January. 

What \vas worse, not only was precious time k i n g  squandered by the Lett's inactivity in this 

regard, but the Christian Democrats were reaping the benefits of a concerted campaign on the 

part of the Church and the AmeRcans to scare women voters into voting for De Gasperi's pars.. 

- VerbaIi, Riunione della Direzione del PCl, 20-21 January 1948 



"The ideological offensive on the part of the Church and the agents of American imperialism," 

the Women's Committee decrïed, "especially among the great masses of women, has not k e n  

met with the necessar) resistancs and reaction on the part of o w  mass organizations."'lS 

The Cornmunists urged Frontists to pay particular attention to attracting fernale voters. 

The Women's Committee of the PCI proposed a broad range of  initiatives to promote the 

organization and mobiIization o f  women, both in the home and at the workpface. More ought to 

be dons. the argument went, to encourage women's participation in and leadership of the 

Workers' Councils, especially in industries where women were present in great numbers, or  

dominated outright, as in testiles and the food industry. Much work needed to be done to 

organize and mobilize women in the [talian south, viewed as especially vulnerable to Catholic 

scare-tactics. Women were to be encouraged to participate more fuI1y in the activities of  the 

plethora o f  women's organizations already established in the south. The goal was to get 

apol i tical women to join wornen-centred organizations which fought against i l  literacy, p o v e q ,  

alcoholism and other social problems. The Women's Committee of the Communist party also 

recommended the establishment of the Peasant Women's Association, to address the unique 

problems of peasant women and their families, in particular the sad state o f  schools and hospitais 

in poorer rural arease4" 

: The Wornen's Committee's harsh report is reproduced in "La partecipazione delle 
donne ai pandi  movimenti democratici e al Fronte democratico popolare per la liberta', il 
lavoro, la pace," Circolare della Commissione femminile nazionale del PCI (January, 1 %tg), in 
I 7 ( 'on<grc.sso ~ ~ u ~ i o n c r l ~  del P(% Docrrmm/i polirrci del (.'ornrruro centrule, dellu Birezione e 
ddlu Segreterru (Rome, 195 1 ). 

: 'Verbali. Riunione della Direnone, 20-2 1 January, 1948. See I 'Uniru for coverage o f  
thc national convention in the first hvo weeks of  January 1948. 
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At the start of 1948, the lefiîst (lnionè Bonne Iruliclnc., eager to do its part to bolster the 

nascent Popular Front, established the A1lean.x I=rmmtniie. The expressed purpose of the new 

organization \vas to coordinate the activities of the vanous women's organizations adherent to the 

Front. Under the umbrella of the A f f e u ~ u ,  smaller groups such as the C.'enfrifémmrnili per il 

progrc.s.so de1 . L f e r d i ~ i ~ ~ ' .  and the Arnrclw dellu Puce worked di l igently, if not al ways 

successfuIiy, to promote women's participation in electoral rallies and protest marches. In these 

and other initiatives undertaken by the Front to mobilize female support, women were ofien cast 

in their traditional roIes as nurturers, mothers and wives. It was no coincidence that most of the 

v..ornen-centred organizations and activities addressed problems related to schools. hospitals, 

social assistance and other pressing social concerns that were presumed to be w-called women's 

issues. 

Women were just one part of that mass of voters who had traditionally k e n  marginalized 

or escludsd outright from the political life of the country since before Mussolini's rise to power. 

Of course. before 1946, wornen could not vote, and the imposing presence of so many new voters 

in the first par1 iamentan election of the Republîc undencored the need for coordination through 

central Party offices. The same w s  true of peasants and outh.  Young voters, in particular, 

though a smaller proportion of voters than any other group, were deemed a vital element by 

Comrnunist-Frontist orsanizers, not simply as a potential voting bloc, but also for the "reformist 

impulse" inherent in youth and the malleable force young people represented as the future 

"avant-guôrd in the stniggle for peace, liberty and independence of the country." As the 

Or~anizational Cornmittee of the PCI put it, young people were expected to be "the most lively, 



most combative force behind the Popular Front.""' 

Just as the mobilization o f  women voters was directed fiom the top-dowm by Front- 

affi l iated organizations. so too were the activities o f  Frontist youth coordinated by the adult 

members of  the Front who drew upon years of organizational experience. The dozens of youth 

organizations that flowered afier the birth o f  the Popular Front in late 1947 - groups like the 

.-l //cunzu giovunile un/ fuvcrslu, the Avunguurdte gurihddine, the Rrigure clel imoro and the 

. - l . w ) ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ o n !  LICI pwnrerr for the very young - were not lefi to develop on their owm. Instead, 

the- were given a structure, a purpose and a direction by the Front's central office in Rome. 

In another context, the sight o f  thousands o f  young people, bedecked in cûtourful 

uniforms, with ber- and red kerchiefs bearing the s p b o l  o f  Garibaldi, marching alongside 

aging es-partisans might have seemed as harmless and as  innocent as the processions of young 

girlsl dressed in white, cary ing  flowers to  the Virgin Mary in some Manan pilgrimage. But in a 
CT 

coun tq  only rrcently emerged fiom Fascist rule, and in an  atmosphere o f  fear and a m i e s  over 

possible Communist violence, the Christian Democrats made political hay out of the marching 

leagurs of  Frontist youth, companng the marches, the banners, the uniforms and the chanting to 

the Fascist-era p u t h  organizations. In fact, the De Gasperi cabinet went so Far as to use the 

Frontist youth organizations as the pretext, however fl imsy, to ban al1 so-cal led paramilita? 

organizations." 

If certain segments of the ruling class and society at large were threatened by the size and 

Vsrbali, Riunione della Direzione del PCI, 20-2 1 January t 948. 

' The cabinet made this decision in the first week of  February 1948. See  LI Popdu and I l  
.tVzrovo ('orr~ere &//u Seru, 5 February 1948 and I l  Nuovo Giornuie d'lraiiu 6 Februaxy 1948. 
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breadth of Frontist organization, many Frontists still womed that not enough was k i n g  done to 

rsach voters. Part of the problem rested in the differing conception Communists and Soçialists 

brought to the Popular Front. The Communists conceived of the Front as something more than a 

tem porary electoral alliance to unite the resources of the Marxist parties in a bid to unseat De 

Gasperi's government. The Nenni Socialists, we have seen, saw things quite differently, viewïng 

the Front as ephemeral- as purely an electoral expedient, not an agent for long-term political 

socialization, and certainly not as a new political Party altogether. It fell to Togliatti and the 

Communists, with their broader vision of the Popular Front, to transform the Front into a 

juggernaught of political coordination and mass mobilization: attempting to spread the Front's 

branches into virtually every area of Italian life. The Organizational Committee of the 

Communist p a c  complained that the work done to promote the Front since its inception had 

bsen "too weak, too limited, sectarian." I f  the Christian Democrats, with the help of Luigi Gedda 

and Catholic Action. were planning to estend their organizational capacity to the fanhest reaches 

of the peninsula, the Communists reasoned, then the Front ought to be doing the same, matching 

point for point what the Catholics were doing to get out the vote. "No movement ... no mass- 

based organization," declared the Cornmunists' Organizational Committee, "can be extraneous to 

us."" In addition to women's and wuth organizations, the Popular Front turned its attention to 

organizing activities among a vast array of political, cultural, economic and recreative 

associations. This meant that athletes and the invalid, ex-partisans and anists, former soldiers 

and intel lectuals, industrial ists and small businessmen, civil servants and consumers, would al1 

have organizations to cal1 their own, under the umbrella of the Popular Front. Renowmed 

Verbal i, Riunione della Direzione, 20-2 1 J a n w  1948. 
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fi lmakers l ike Vittorio De Sica and Luchino Visconti showed their suppon for the Front by 

publical ly afflliating themselves with the Fronre dei  ~uvo ru~ur i  deih Spetrcicolo. Popular writers 

Iiks Corrado Alvaro, Umbeno Saba and the influential publishers Alberto Mondadori and Giuiio 

Einaudi did their part by creating the f i n t e  nuzionuk d d u  d u r u .  As Togliatti had promised 

in November 1947, there was room for everyone in the Popular Front.'; 

Though Togliatti looksd upon these initiatives with pleasure, he was acutely conscious of 

zaping holes on the organizational front, as were a good many of his coIleagues. The hardline - 
L ice-secretas. of the Party, Pietro Secchia, warned the mernbers of the Communist executive in 

early Febnia~.  of "senous delays in the esecution o f  par@ orders." Much of the blame, Secchia 

reasoned, rested with the central cornmittee o f  the party itself The Propaganda O f i c e  in 

particular drew Secchia's harsh criticism for having done a good enough job at produciny 

material for diffusion at a national level, but then leaving too much latitude for the uneven 

production and distribution of material at the regional and local levsl." 

The image that emerges from the minutes of the PCI executive meetings in Febniary 1948 

is of a campaig  marred by serious glitches. Writing to the party's regional secretanes towards 

the middle of February to signal his concern with the sluggish start of the Front's campaign, 

Togliatti lamented that many p a y  elements had fallen into a period of "fatigue and inactivity." 

The establishment of regional and locally based Front organizations, Togliatti observe4 was 

moving too slowly. Front leaders in Rome did not even know whether Frontist offices had been 

-On these and other organizations, see l 'Unità, 30, 2 1,29 Februacy 1948 and 4, 5 March 
1948. See in particular, "Tutti g1i intelletuali italiani uniti in una grande atleanza," I'Unirù, 20 
February, and "11 Manifesto delllAlleanza per la difesa della cultura," I'UnitÙ, 2 1 February 1948. 

'Verbali, Direzione, PCI, 1 1 February 1948. 
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set up in al1 the provincial capitals of the country. 

What especially worried the seasoned Communist leader was what appeared to him to be 

the half-heartzd w-ay the rank-and-file approached the notion of the Popular Front as an 

innovation, an entity that needed to be built fiom the h o m - u p .  Perhaps the Party members had 

not quite understood precisely how the executive conceived of the Front, Togliatti wvrote, or 

maybe the rank-and-file understood quite well, but was simply showing a "lack of pars 

discipline" by failing to turn words into deeds. Togliatti reminded the regionai secretaries that 

the Popular Front, as he saw it, was a mas-rnovement, not a mere efectoral ailiance. He denied 

the suggestion. made by many people, friend and foe alike, that the man? conventions and mass 

rallies that had precipitated the birth of the Front in the fa11 of 1947 wvere a mere "rrucw" or 

trick. dzsi~med to convince the Nenni Socialists to accept the Communist proposal of a single 

slectoral list. Togliatti reiterated his original conception of the Front as something more than the 

sum of its parts. as an agent of political socia1ization as well as mass rnobilization, without which 

the Left stood little chance of defeating the powerful Christian Democrats. "The important thing 

is for the Front 10 rise, to espand, to affirm itself as a mas-movement," Togliatti argued. "If 

things go on this way, we will end up with an old-style election carnpaign, devoid of that new 

impnnt that the creation of the Front was supposed to give it, and which wïll guarantee us not 

simply victorv, but gowvth in the f~ture."~' 

.A BATTLE OF THE SESSES: THE PROPAGGNDA WAR 

The 1 948 carnpaign proved to be anything but "of the old-style,'- as Togl iatti feared it 

Verbali, Riunione deNa Direzione del PCI, 1 1 Febniary 1948. 
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would. The desire to test the lirnits of conventional propaganda and to expenment with neuf 

forms of mass mobilization, combined with the effort to win support fiom Italians of al1 social 

classes and from even region inspired propagandists of the Lefi and Right to produce colourful 

posters. provocative flyers and short but popular films and newsreels that millions of Italians 

\.ie\ved in the weeks before voting day. By far, it was the posters and the flyers that were most 

prevalent. The historian Ennio Di Nol fo characterizes the 1 948 campaign not in political, 

religious or ideological terms, but in reference to the visual and the sensory dimensions of the 

campaign: "it was a war of posters," wites Di Nolfo, as much as it \vas a war of words or ideas or 

personalities. ItaIians- Di Nolfo suggests. had never seen such a flood of posters and flyers as in 

the few short weeks that preceded 18 A p d  1948? These posters produced the most mernorable 

images of 1948, images that were so evocative of this tumultuous period in contemporary Italian 

history, that they persisted in the mentory culture of the posnvar republic for decades after 1 8 

April 1948. 

Such visual propaganda proved that the battle for the support of Italians was as much a 

banle of the senses as it was of reason. As Di Nolfo puts its, "the symbols, the emblems, the 

sIogans" featured in the visual propaganàa of the carnpaign "spoke directly to people's instinct"; 

this is an era before television had found irs way into the homes of very many Italians." Wnnen 

propaganda as it appeared mainly in the print media, while more discreet and less colourful than 

posters and banners, also adopted slogans and themes that spoke to the heart of the Italian voter 

Ennio Di Nolfo, Le p u r e  e k sperurre degli iruliuni ('1943-1933) (Milan, l986), 
p. 264, quoted by Ventrone, LU C'iiiudinu~-u Repuhhlicmu, p.298-99, n. 1 08. 

Di Nolfo, 1.e pure e /e sprrunze, in Ventrone, pp.298-99 



as much as to his mind. 

Such a ski1 ful manipulation of modem mass media, informed as it was by the scientific 

stud>- of human psychology and behaviour - picked up where Fascism had lefi off in the 

organization of rnass society in Italy. In her study of the Fascist rlopoluwuro or after-work 

associations, Victoria De Grazia details Fascism's attempts to organizs popular consent in daily 

life. When they came to power in 1922, the Fascists inherited an underdeveloped Italian 

economy that had yet to experience a gowth  in its mass domestic market enough to satisfv the 

"wants" of the lower middle class, the bulwark of the regime's support. As a result of this 

underdevelopment. De Grazia observes, Italy had neither a '-worker aristocracy" or a .'prosperous 

small peasantry", absences which hindered the emergence of  a mass society. We have also seen 

ho\$. Fascism inherited a civil soçiety that Iacked the network of votuntary associations or 

-'rnediating institutions" that could be easily manipulated for the Fascist project of "making" new 

Italians. In addition, Mussolini's regirne had to deal with the grave shortcomings in liberal 

Italy's social and educative institutional base that had left Italy with one of the highest illiteracy 

rates in al1 of Europe." 

Making matters worse for the Fascists was the rudimentary state of mass media when 

the' came to power. though of the many obstacles to the emergence of mass culture, this was the 

easiest to deal with. And the Fascists dealt with mass media quickly and deftly, promoting the 

development of mass media and commercial entertainment as a form of "social and political 

On the shortcomings of  liberal Italy, see Christopher Seton-Watson, Ifuiy from 
i .~h~.ru l i sn~  l o  /.ùscism (London- 1967), and Alberto Caracciolo, S m o  e . s o ~ i a ù  crvrk: prohlemi 
t ld l  'un rficu~ione ituliunu (Turin, 1960). 
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education."" Mussolini's regme used the afier-work association, for instance, to *-democratize-' 

access to movies and professionai theatre - members of the clopofmoro were entitled to discount 

rno~rie and theatre passes. 

The Fascists sought to make the trappings of middle class leisure-time available to the 

LTeatest nurnber of Italians in every corner of the country. In 1934, the dopdmoro association 
C 

de\-eloped a "rural travel cinema" that brouçht Hollywood to rural I r a l~ .~ '  It is interesting to note 

that in 1948, Catholic Action used this form of travelling cinema to project a film entitled Pusfor 

.-!~zgdicu.s, which chronicled a day in the life of Pius XIL6' Catholic organizations, we have seen, 

w r e  in some respects even more adept than the Fascists at exploiting modem mass media to 

organize and mobilize the Catholic masses through the use of what De Grazia calls the 

--paraphernalia" of modem mass movements - radio, film, the press. informed by the insights of 

modem behavioural psy~hology.~' 

Nowhere was the attempt to dernocratize access to mass media more apparent than in the 

rrgime's attempts to promote the diffusion of the radio. As in al1 of Europe, in the intenvar era, 

advances in tec hnology and the emergence of mass production made the radio an accessible and 

popular commodih. as well as a major source of entertainment. Under Mussolini, the number of 

radio subscribers incrsased from an estirnated 27,000 in 1926 to over 1,000,000 by the end of 

De Grazia, ('ulrure of (hnsent, p. 152. 

' 'On the travelling cinema, see ACI, PG VI, Busta 54. See also Mario Casella's 18 
. - I ~ " I / c ~  / 948. 

See note 3 l above. 
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1939. Not that the radio became a household commodity in al1 of Italy - most workers and 

peasants simply could not afford it. In fact, italy had only a hct ion of the radios of its European 

nei - chbours. Sti Ilo mindful of radio's potential as an agent of propaganda and. hence, persuasion. 

Mussolini 's regi me encouraged radio manufacturers to develop a low-cost radio and promoted 

-'moup - listening--. As one prominent Fascist put it, the radio was the best way "of assuring 

continuous contact between the state and the outlying rural areas? 

In the battle of the senses* historical sensibilities were manipulated by Frontists and 

Christian Dernocrats alike. The political stniggle for power in the 1948 campaign translated into 

a struggle over histoq-. The politicians and propagandists saw the Italian past as a potent tool to 

rouse voters from their apathy, and to polarize opinion. Indeed, the 1948 campaign served as a 

lighteninz rod for the tensions and contradictions of modem Italian historv, and propaganda, we 

shall see, became a forum for often specious analyses of Italy's recent past. 

Nowhere was the impulse to use the past more pronounced than in the cadres of the 

Communist and Socialist leadership, among which Left intellectuals who had studied history and 

politicaI thought and meditated upon the means and ends of political smggle were heavily 

represented. There was nothing incidental or casual in the Popular Front's choice of the 

Risorgimento hero Giuseppe Garibaldi as its synbol. For the ftalian Left, Garibaldi was an 

obvious choice. There was a love affair between the Italian Lefi and Garibaldi, by fat the rnost 

popular figure of the Risorgimento. Garibaldi was- for the Lefi, a mode1 socialist, universalist, 

antic lerical and, of course, patriot who played a valiant role in driving foreign powers from Italy 

Starace quoted by De Grazia, Cdfure of (*onrc.nr, p. 155. On the development of the 
radio under Fasci sm. see also Phi 1 Cannistraro, I.ufuhhric~i del consenso: fuscisrno e niuss mediu 
(Bari, 1 975); A. Papa, Storiu poiifim deilu rudo in ituiia (Naples, 1978) 



and liberating Rome from the yoke o f  papal d o m i n a t i ~ n . ~  Not surprisingly. therefore, 

Garibaldi's bearded face superimposed on a five-point star next to the list o f  Frontist candidates 

was the image voters faced when they entered the voting booth on 18 April. 

Remarkably, Frontists attached Garibaldi's narne and legacy to many o f  their 

organizations. This incl uded the immense1 y popular .4 vunpurd~e C;urihufdine, a youth corp o f  

the Communist par@ that donned the red kerchief - to cornmernorate the original garibaldinims 

- and marched through the streets, chanting and singing, and even performing good works as an 

example for the young people o f  M y .  lloing good works was also a clever way to counter the 

propaganda of the Christian Democrats and the Civic Cornmittees that depicted al1 leftists as 

"godfess". Pictures of  the ilvunguardie GuribuIJzne figured prorninently in the Lefi press in the 

weks preceding the vote. In one such picture, the youth corps was shown building the very first 

church in one Roman neighbourhood. The caption beneath the picture commented caustically, 

"And perhaps tomorrow someone wïll come along and Say that these young people are against 

r d  igion simply because they Wear a red kerchief with Garibaldi's face on it around their neck. ""' 

The Popular Front's appropriation of Italy's most revered national hero prompted 

indimation in many circles, and elicited a jealous response from political opponents. The 

Christian Democrats worked hard to reclaim Garibaldi's legacy for their own cause. For one, 

'For a new and insightful look at the origins of  the Garibaldi cult, see Lucy Riall, "Hero, 
saint or recolutionaq? Nineteenth-century politics and the cult of Garibaldi," 12.loJL.r-n /ru& 
( 1998). 3(2), 19 1-204. 

"Le Avansurdie Garibaldine al lavoro," l 'Unilà, 3 l January 1948; cf. Enrico 
Bcrlinpsr. future secretary of the PCI, then in charge of the youth wing of  the Party, in an 
address to the Congresso nazionale delle forze giovanili de1 lavoro e della libertà, in Genoa in 
early February 1948- as reported in "Avanguardie Garibaldine," / ' l  Jnirù, 7 February 1948. 



they contested the view that Garibaldi \vas a socialist. At the same time, they arped in various 

propaganda pieces that Garibaldi had worked long and hard to free Italy from foreign rule, while 

the  Popular Front, with its intimate ties to Stalin, threatened to subject the country to Soviet 

domination. One colourful poster designed to convey this message, depicted a youthful 

Garibaldi on horseback at the head of a battalion of troops chasing Palmiro Togliatti and the 

garibaldinian symboi of the Popular Front: " 18 A p d  1948. The tombs wiH be uncovered, the 

dead ni11 nsc ... Br gone from Italy, be gone, oh foreigner! A smaller, less colourFul flyer 

ent i t led "/ Glua/ d I-konlc. J~'rnocrutico?" depicted a crudel y drawn version of the garibaldinian 

symboI of the Front. When inverted, the bearded figure of Giuseppe Garibaldi was transformed 

i nto a menacing image of Joseph  tal lin." Yet another poster, likely produced by the Civic 

Cornmittee, was a fictional letter from Garibaldi to Stalin. In the letter, Garibaldi \\rote, 

Dear Joseph Stalin, I would like to know why your 
Italian Cornrnunists are always mistaking me for you! 
Maybe because 1 too am named Joseph ... Or rnaybe they 
mistake me for you because I \vas called the Duce of 
the Red Shirts? Even this cornpanson seems mistaken, 
since 1 wlth my Red Shirts, chased foreigners from 
M y ,  while you have sent them here ... 1 just dont 
understand them! Even Karl Marx, your big saint, 
called me a 'great imbecile', just as he called 
Giuseppe Mazzini 'disgraceful cretin' and 'old as'. 
There's obviously a mistake in the Front's choice 
of symbols. They got the wrong Joseph. They should 

' See Luca Romano e Paolo Scabello eds., ("cru unu volru lu O(-: Hreve sroriu dei 
pc)r.~odo clcgusperrcino urtruverso i munrfesri eletioruii dellu Democruzru ('rr.s/tunu, (Rome, 
1975): Sec also C. Dané ed., I'crroie e immugini ddiu [>ernocrc~-iu Crisriunu in yuurunf 'unni di 
nzuttlf;'.vi~ Sf '/;.Y (Rome, 1 983). 

MF 0714, Commissione Stampa e Propaganda Esemplari: Manifesti, Opuscoli, Ecc., in 
the Archives of the Communist Party, /.kon(c. Democrcrrico Popoiure, 1 948 (hereafier APC, FDP, 
1948), Gramsci Institute, Rome. 



have picked y o ~  not me. Consider this a warning. 

G i useppe Gari baldia 

If tnis  fictional Ietter could only pretend that Garibaldi was speaking from beyond the 

zave, a more authentic voice delivered the very same message in person. To the dismay of - 
Frontists, doubtlrss, Clelia Garibaldi, the 80 year-old daughter of the Risorgimento hero objected 

to the appropriation, for her misappropriation, of her father's legacy by a political organization 

that took its ideological inspiration from one of Garibaldi's harshest cntics. "Those who have 

appropriated rny father's face and name are lying to you," Clelia declared in a statement to the 

press, "My father never belonged to that Party, and if he were alive, he certainly would not 

belong to it now." Afier aIl, she concluded, "that party", the Communist party, was founded by 

Karl Mars, "a Gennan ... who treated Garibaldi, the real Garibaldi, with enormous disrespect 

when he was alive?' 

By evoking Garibaldi's legacy, the Popular Front seized on what was arguabiy the loudest 

historical ccho of the 1948 campaign. that is, the date itself: "'48". For Frontists. thsre [vas 

tremendous significance in the fact that the 1948 vote was king  held one hundred years afier 

Italy. together with most of Europe, witnessed popular uprisings againsr social and political 

oppressors. For the Front, there \vas political hay to be made of the fact that on the 100th 

anniversan of the 1 848 revolution. ltalian politics and society were yet again in ferment. Once 

a~a in  a mass-based movement of the Lefi was mounting a challenge to the social and political 

- -  

See APC, FDP, 1948, MF 186,07 18. 

-Gaetano Baldacci, "Garibaldi non c'entra," li ~VUOVO Corriere delkr Seru, 1 7 April 1 948. 



dominance of the ruling class, so went Frontist propaganda in its manipulation of the legacg of 

1848. The circumstances and the political players were very different, this \vas mie enough, but 

the basic plot of the s top wvas the same in 1948 as it had been in 1848: a popu1a.r uprising to cast 

off the yolk of oppression, both foreign and domestic. 

When it met to organize the partql's convention in earlg January 1948, the Communist 

party esecutive toyd wvïth the idea of using the 100th anniversary of the 1848 revoiutions as a 

central plank in the Front's propaganda platform. As one member of the executive put it, '&rrerno 

11 ' 4 K  ''wefII do '48" which implied a propagandistic manipulation of the historical memory of 

the uptisings of a century earlier.'" Though many on the Left were critical of the suggestion, 

there \vas little chance to keep LeR intellectuals, pets and politicians from making the 

connection. Indeed. more than politicians, it was the witers and the p e t s  who seized upon the 

signiticance of the political sîruggles of 1948 and the popular struggles of a centuiy earlier. The 

historical rnemory of 1848 wvas a cal1 to action in the social and political stmggle of 1948. 

Writing for the Communist daily l'UnÏ~ù, Mario Socrate used poetry to evoke the memory of 

1848 and, more important, to draw the link between the 1848 revolution and the 1948 election. 

For so long we had it in our he  ans... and just as we imagined if 
here it is, an  impulse between the years '48 ... and now that an Italian 
Communist, clenched his slender fingers of the intellectual in a fist of worker 
rcbellion, and threw on the table ... the brief and solemn word: Enough! Enough!' 
to ihose who would forget '48, the blood that still flows." 

See the VerbaIi of the Riunione della Direzione del PCi, 3 January 1948, in Renzo 
Martinelli and Mana Luisa Righi eds., Lu Puliricu del I'urtiro Cornunislu iruliuno nelperrodo 
I 'osfrfztmte. k rbu  f i  deflu Birezione trcr il E.' e il VI Cungre.vso, 1946- 1948 (Rome, 1 992), 
pp.557-56 1 .  

Mano Socrate, "L'Anno 48," f 'Unit& 18 January 1948. 
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Socrate's reference to the "slender fingers of the intellectual clenched in a fist of worker 

rebellion" was a recurrent theme of Frontist propaganda aimed at mobilizing intellectuals behind 

the political and sociaI struggles of peasants and workers. The memon of 1848 fit neatly into 

this line of argument, insofar as Frontists depicted the 1848 uprisings as a "cultural revolt", as 

much as it mis a politicai or social revolt. The cultural revolution that underpinned the 1848 

uprisings, the argument went, favoured the "reawakening of national consciousness." This line 

of propaganda aimed to persuade intelIectuals, artists, \Miters and pets  that their contribution to 

the campai y against the Christian Democrats need not be in the fonn of armed sbuggle or 

electoral rallies. Culture, too, was an electoral tooi, as the \Miters and artists of 1848 had shown. 

As one commentator for IflJntrÙ put it, "The year '48 saw men of culture in the front line" of 

political and social struggle. As lfl!nnrrà observed, even these artistic forms of political and social 

protest represented "means of stniggle". After all, the Communist daily concluded, not only with 

arms in hand did the "men of culture" panicipate in the popular struggle for rmancipation a 

century earl ier." 

For Frontist propagandists, then, [talian history provided plenty of useful propaganda 

material- Prime Minister De Gasperi \vas depicted as an unpatriotic south-T-molean, 

untrustworthy because of his purponed pro-Austrian sentiments. One powerful campaign 

ad\ cnisrmcnt that appeared in the pages of l '([nitu and \vas diffused on graphic campaign 

posters, lifted from the pages of history the relationship between De Gasperi and Cesare Battisti, 

the slain leader of the Italian Tyroleans, an irredentist compatriot of De Gasperi's who criticized 

"1 poeti delte banicate," fiom the "Cronache del '48" senes published in I'UnilÙ, 12 
Februac 1948. 
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the future Italian Prime Minister during the First World War for his allegedly pro-Austrian views. 

During the Great War, De Gasperi, as a member o f  the italian Volkspartei, served in the Austrkn 

parliament. and sar on the parliamentary commiîtee for the war economy. This a t  a time. 

declared the Front's propaganda piece, when Austrian weapons were k i n g  used to kill some 

600.000 Italian soldiers. Frontist propaganda also alleged that Battisti himself accused De 

Gasperi o f  being "un-ltalian" and referred t o  De Gasperi as "Von Gasperi". The circurnstance o f  

De Gaspen sitting in the Autr ian  parliament and senring in the very cabinet that \vas waging \var 

against M y ,  while Battisti stniggled valiantly for the Italian minority, was not lost on Front 

propagandists. One campaign flyer. for instance, declared. "While Battisti was b a n g  hanged- 

and ItaIian soldiers were falling on the Piave, Alcide von Gasperi supplied the Autr ian  anny 

with arms!" Describing De Gasperi as an "Austian chancellor", the same advenisement 

denounced the Prime Minister as the '-servant to the dollar" and encouraged voters to " h r u  

1-Coitrc i'opohre '". Arguably the most gmphic campaign poster o f  1948 espressed a sirnilar 

theme. The poster depicted a picture of  the Iifeless body of Cesare Battisti after he \vas hanged, 

-. 
with a captron that read, " When they hanged pattisti] ,  De Gasperi approved."'-' 

From the Risorgimento, to the irredentist movements of the Italian minority o f  the 

southem T>-rol. to the more recent, infinitely more haunting reality o f  Fascism, Nazism and the 

Second WorId War, Frontist propaganda drew liberally From history to discredit De Gasperi and 

the Chnstian Democrats, and their powerful aIlies in Vatican City and Washington. The 

propaganda matcrial for the Front consistently depicted the Christian Demûcrats as "servants" of 

See the pages o f  l'Chi12 for 9,10 and 15 April, as well as the APC, FDP, 1948, MF 186, 
0384. Commissione Stampa e Propaganda. 



the reactionay industrial and Iandowning elite, in Italy and abroad. It was a small step for 

Frontists to draw a link between the conservative forces of the postwar era and their predecessors 

u ho had helped Mussolini come IO power in Italy and helped keep him there for more than 

twenty years. And from the association between Christian Democracy and italian Fascism, it was 

but a small step to associating the Christian Democrats and their allies, especially the US., to 

Nazism and indeed the Holocaust itself Consider, for instance, the campaign poster produced by 

the  Popular Front which depicted a mass of human corpses in a Nazi death camp. The caption at 

the  bottom of the p e s o m e  image read, "Mauthausen: Don't forget the crimes of fascism: Hitler's 

cxecutioners today work for Truman."" 

As this poster suggests, the United States was the subject of some of the more extreme 

propaganda. In addition to the link that was drawn behveen the US and fascism-nazism, much 

Frontist propaganda rendered stinging critiques of the deficiencies of American democracy and 

the glaring contradictions of Amencan society at large. One poster- for instance. depicted the 

lynchins of a Young Afncan-Amencan boy, his lifeless body hanging fiom a tree, with a caption 

that read. "This is American democracy." This cynical view of American democracy as limited 

and contradictory \vas a popular theme with the Left. What "democracy", what "civility"?, 

Frontists asked. One item that appeared in the pages of / '( h lù .  entitled "('I\:I//Ù muJe In I !SA'' 

furnished information on the treatment of blacks in Arnenca. The column depicted American 

sociec, as racially and socially stratified. "Ten thousand blacks Iynched in the past fi- years," 

read one report, while another declared that "Thirteen million blacks live in hovels, secluded 

'APC, FDP, 1948, MF 186,0388. 
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from the 'suprrior race'." Another still claimed that "In ten States, blacks cannot vote."7' 

Propaganda such as this, however stinging, \vas a mere tnckle when compared to the 

flood of positive images of American society fiom the other side. Indeed, the image of Arnerica 

the 2004 we have seen, was arguably the most pervasive image of the 1948 campaip. The 

Amencans themseives worked diligently to publicize their enonnous contribution to ItaIian 

reconstruction, and to sel1 ftalians on the virtues of Amencan demoçracy, holding out the 

promise that Italy too \vould one da- achieve such levels of civil tranquiiity and economic 

prosperity as American citizens enjoyed, but only if the Communists were defeated In the face 

of this onslaught of positive images of Amencan society, Frontist propagandists had to work that 

much harder to dispel the myth of America as the land of milk and honey. And nothing nor 

anyone \vas spared the wc~ath of Frontist propaganda. Even Frank Capra's classic "It's a 

Wonderful Life," came in for a politicized assessment. In a review entitled "1s life in America 

real l y n.onderful?", the Communist j oumal ist S ilvano Bensasson, denounced al l of Capra's wvorks 

as "reactionary", as "a demagogic, social-Christian sermon, a rose-coloured critique of the 

capitalist regime," and as "fables, hypocritical fables." Throul  such fables, Bensasson wrote, 

Capra tned to mask the "cruel reality" of American life where, "the most voracious and 

owrbearing imperialism in the worid, each and every day reduces to poverty and suicide (without 

any providential intervention by angels, with or without wings ...) many thousands of gOOd, 

simple and precious George Baileys." All the kindness and generosity in the world could not 

Save the George Baileys of this world, wrote Bensasson, because "the way to salvation, as we all 

See "Civilti Made in USA," /'Unilà, 18 March 1948. 



know-, is another."" 

Another way to combat the image of "Arnenca the good" which dispensed selflessly the 

fruit of its economic wealth was to unmask what Frontists decried as the exploitative intent of 

American aid to Italy and to Europe. While Togliatti and Nenni insisted publically that a " r e d  

ItaIy would participate in any sort of economic aid package offered by the US, the Lefi 

propaganda machine dended Amencan aid as insufflcient, imperiaIistic, o r  purcly selfishly 

moti\.ated. as nothing more than the means to presewe and promote Amencan economic 

interests in war-tom Europe. As American policyrnakers in Washington and Rome hinted at yet 

another round of Amen'can aid to Italy, this time in the form of a more sweeping plan to re-build 

the Continent (the eventual Marshall Plan), the propaganda machine o f  the Popular Front 

churned out stories, some fantastical, that depicted Amencan aid as the proverbial wolf in sheepts 

clothing. Why was it, asked one Communist reporter, that along with items specifically 

requested o f  the US by Ewopean governments, did the Amencans ses the need to send to 

countries such as Italy, a host of  other items - including powdered milk and tobacco - that 

nobody had actually asked for? The journalist opined that it was because these products were in 

surplus in the US market; so rnuch for American se~f lessness .~  Similarly, I'Unjrb reported an 

incident in Naples in early February involving an Amencan aid package sent to unemployed 

Italian war veterans. What the veterans hoped to receive were cherished valuable items, such as 

Cotton or? better yet, cigarettes. What they found instead according to l'(hiirù were worn-out 

' Silvano Bensasson, "La Vita in America e' dawero  rneraviglioso? A proposito 
dell'ultimo film di Franck Capra," I'llnrtù, 16 March 1943. 

. . 

Gabriele De Rosa  "Gli aiuti americani: 11 tabacco di MarshaIl per il morale degli 
ital iani." l ' I  'ntlù, 25 January 1948. 
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clothes and pieces of old American army unifoms. Angy and disappointed, the veterans then 

set fire to the packages, to the great displeasure of American otficials in the city7' Yet another 

neik-spaper account alleged that the US was sending poor-quality coal to Italy' in violation of 

certain contractual agreements."' Still other news items were even more pungent in their 

assessment of Arnencan motives in helping Italy rebuild. One report told of the existence of a 

"secret Marshall Plan for Europe" for coven American financine of neo-Fascist organizations in 

Itaiy and el~e\vhcre.~" An even more stinging attack carne in the f o m  of a campaign poster that 

anempted to make light of American "aid" to Greece afler 1945, depicting an American soldier 

holding the decapitated head of, one presumes. a Greek partisan. The caption beneath the 

muesorne photograph declared, "Greece: This is Arnerican aid."'' - 
Irreverently, the Vatican was depicted in Frontist propaganda as one of the constituent 

m r m b e n  of the  un-holy trinity of capitalism, imperialism and Roman Catholicisrn. The Popular 

Front darotrd considcrable attention to port- the Church hierarchy as an agent of capitalism 

and US  imperialism. At the same time, as it did with Harry Truman and the U.S. more generally, 

Frontist propaganda was replete wvith references to the institutional suppon the Church had given 

Mussotini's regirne after the Lateran Accords of 1929. One campaign poster discredited the 

controversial cardinal of Milan, Ildefonso Schuster. We have sesn how Schuster's infamous cal1 

"Stracci americani per i reduci di Napoli," I 'Lnrrù, 8 February 1948. 

"'L'America ci mande carbone scadente," ! 'linitu, 24 January 1 948. 

'-8 milioni di dollari stanziati per aiuti alle organiuazioni fasciste: un piano Marshall 
seyeto per I'Europa," / ' l h i r Ù ,  8 Febniary 1948. 

APC, FDP, MF 186,0392. 
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to esclude Communist and Socialist sympathizers fiom receiving cenain of the sacrments, 

provoked bitter controversy, and angry denunciations by the Front. To limit the damage 

Schustrr's intervention \vas likely to have on the Front's campaign, the Propaganda Office 

devised a campaign poster that prominently featured Schuster in the Company of a group of 

I ta1 ian Fascists and bore the tirle: "Schuster and the Vatican hierarchy: They were wvrong 

yesterday, and they're still wrong today." The te.- of the poster said of the Cardinal and al1 the 

Vatican hierarchy: "Yesterday, they blessed the pennants of the Fascist criminals. Today they are 

trying to snatch the vote from millions of men and women of good faith, sowing the seeds of 

slander and discord. "" 

Other propaganda drove home the message that the Church had a vital material and 

political stake in seeing the Popular Front defeated. One such poster depicied the majestic 

cupola of St. Peter's surrounded by money bags filled with American dollars, British pound 

sterling and other European currencies. The caption asked- "Why does the Vatican play politics 

instead of wonying about religion? And why instead of defending the poor does it play the 

politics of the rich? Because the Vatican is a great capitalist power," went the answer, "with 

close ties to bankers, large landowners and speculators HIDDEN iN THE SHADOW OF SAINT 

P ETERY~: 

Other posters took a different tact, contrasting the image of a rich, venal Church 

hierarch), and its political servants the Christian Democrats, with the mode1 of Christian poverty 

and humility, Saint Francis of Assisi, Italy's patron saint. "Saint Francis," declared one poster 

APC, FDP 1948, MF 1 86,042 1. 

APC, FDP 1948, MF l86,O4 19. 
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that depicted the beloved saint giving away some of his o\m clothing to someone in need, "A tme 

Christian against false Christians." Another poster used the Churçh's own teachings to argue the 

hypocns>- of so much money and power in the hands of the vicar of Christ. "Christ said," began 

one poster that depicted Jesus with some of  his apostles (carpenters, fishennen, artisans - simple 

and humble men every one), "It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needie than for 

a rich man to enter the Kingdom of Heaven ... But today, while many humble priests struggle just 

to suni\:e- MANY BISHOPS AND CARDINALS ARE SOME OF THE BIGGEST 

CAPITALISTS." The poster also mentioned that the Vatican had material wealth beyond belief, 

with huge capital intestments in propew and business adventures in Italy, Europe, North and 

South America; a far cry fiom the humble carpenters, fishemen and artisans who founded the 

C h u r ~ h . ~  Still another campaign flyer depicted Da Vinci's Last Supper with a caption that read, 

"The Gospels says that at the Last Supper, the nvelve apostles sat around Jesus Christ eating 

bread and \\ine. OnIy one among them betrayed for money." Beneath the picture, another 

caption read, "Today in Italy, false apostles and false Christians are feasting on the body of the 

nation and al1 of them have betra>.ed." The fier  opened to a picture of De Gasperi and his 

cabinet seated for an elaborate dinner. The caption below this picture declared, "Here are the 

t\\.el\-t: traitors."'-' 

An obvious complernent to anti-Amencan, anti-capitalist propaganda was pro- 

Communist. pro-Soviet material that depicted the Soviet bIoc as a haven of fieedom, social 

justice and equality. In Frontist propaganda, the Soviet Union was praised for its valiant role in 

APC, FDP 1948, MF 186,0420. 

APC, FDP 1948, MF 186,0428. 
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the \var against Nazism. The Soviets were ofien presented as having suffered as much as any 

other nation the horrors of the war. The Russians were heralded in Frontist propaganda as peace- 

makers rather than u-ar-mongers as the Christian Demoçrats and the U.S. wanted Italians to 

believe. One carnpaign advertisement that appeared in the newspapers, for instance, sought to 

ssplain "Why the USSR wants Peace," whereas "Truman Wants War". The explanation went as 

follows: having lost over hventy million soldiers and civilians during the war, the Soviets had 

little desire to see so many of its own consurneci by war. The Americans, by contrast, having lost 

a much m a l  ler number of soldiers and even fewer civilians during the war, were charactenzed 

as the least war-weary of all. What is more. the item declared, the U.S. suffered virtuali y no 

physical destruction at home because of the \var, while the Soviets had watched entire cities 

razed to the gound, hospitaIs and schools destroyed, leaving one-quarter of a million people 

homeless. In contrast to the sad state of Russia's war-tattered infrastructure, the Americans could 

look fonvard to untold "spoils of war" as they lead the way in reconstructing Europe.'' 

Other campaign material depicted the Soviet bloc as a social and economic paradise, in 

stark contrast to the depiction of American sociew as a cesspool of economic inequality and 

racial hatred. The Communist daily l 'lfnrtù, for instance, published a senes of reports by 

joumalist Marco Cesarini of his I/iuggro rrt RuIg~lrlu or Traveis in Bulgaria. In the series. 

Cesarini hailed Bulgaria for its high literacy rate, itç high average income, its systern of co- 

operatik-e housing schemes and rent-connol. To hear Cesarini tell it to ofien hungq Italians. the 

Bulgarïan family ate meat at least 12 times in a month, with plenty of money, and time, for 

' "Perche' L'U.R.S.S. Vuole la Pace: Perche' Truman vuole la Guerra," which appeared in 
/ ' 1  i711u.  20 March 1948. 
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Lvorksrs and their famiiies to enjoy other leisweiy activities. Education in Communist Bulgaria 

!vas by and large free, and university tuition was capped at an accessible level. Al1 this, the 

argument \vent, because the people, through the state- controlled the country's resources and 

infrastructure, and were committed to the material and social well-king of ail." 

Frontist propaganda, was like many other things in the campaign, more about ideology 

than it \vas about issues, more about political parties than about the individual candidates and 

ho\\- Lvell suited the latter were to representing their constituents in Rome. Of course, the 

Christian Democrats did not deal with propaganda al1 that differently, a fact that was bound to 

furthzr polarize the electorate. Some argued at the time that reducing the campaign message of 

either side to simple, if ofien false choices, \vas inevitable in an age of rnass-based politics in 

which direct contact between the elector and the elected was increasingly dificult, if not 

impossible. Writing on the Christian Democrats' strategy in the 1948 campaign, Giorgio Tupini, 

the man in charge of the DC's Propaganda and Studies Office (SPES), reasoned that the nature of 

mass-based pol itics in an era of universal suffrage, combined with the availability and 

practicality of mass media made broad appeals to Party allegiance and ideology that much more 

logical, that much easier. As a result, Tupini argued, propaganda produced by both Catholic and 

Marsist camps in 1948 presented voters with simple. clear choices: to vote either for or against 

Christian Democracy; for or against the Popular Front; for or against Catholicism; for or against 

Comrnuni~rn-~~ 

- Marco Cesarini, "Un Paese Felice," l' Unitu, 26 Febniary 1948. For other campaign 
posters nith a similar message see APC, FDP 1948, MF 186,0406-0408. 

Giorgio Tupini, "Metodo e Azione della propaganda DC," Cronache Socïuli, 15 July 
1948. pp.54-56. 
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Starting in the early part of 1947, the Christian Democrats began thinking about ways of 

eetting the most of their propaganda office, training propagandists, establishing regional and - 
local offices of the SPES in evec party of the country, and designing, publishing and distributing 

elrctoral posters and flyers." Just as important as the efficient distribution of propaganda 

materia1 \vas the content of said material: propagandists on both sides went to great creative 

efforts to deliver their message in as forceful and effective a way as possible. Inevitably, that 

meant catering to voters' sensibilities. For instance, in order to reach the rnass of largely 

i l  l iterate pesants in the countryside, the Christian Democrats printed some campaign material in 

local dialects. Another clever, if unorthodos scheme to get the message to voters was to prepare 

chocolate Easter eggs, as was tradition, (the election tvas to be held a few weeks afier Easter) 

that contained not prizes or toys, but brief messages reminding the consumer to votew 

The Christian Democrats recruited some 90,000 volunteers to serve as foot-soldiers in the 

diffusion and projection of propaganda material that ivas usually prepared in Rome. This was in 

addition to the 300,000 strong lay activists of Catholic Action who worked side-by-side Christian 

Democrats in many parts of the country. The distribution office of the SPES worked fevsnshly 

but eficiently to distribute the material. Truck-loads of propaganda material left the SPES 

offices in Rome every day during the campaign, distributing tens of millions of posters, flyers, 

postcards and other forms of printed propaganda to provincial and communal offices in every 

Tupini, "Metodo e Azione." On other equaliy ingenuous if somewhat underhanded 
methods used to get people to vote DC, see the Amencan Embassy report on the activities of 
Gedda's Civic Committees, "Civic Committees, the Vatican-inspired anti-lommunist political 
action weapon in Italy," Rome, May 17, 1948, in RG 59, 865.00!5-1748. 
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corner of the countv. Some of the propaganda material reached its destination in a marner 

reminiscent of the war: close to 20 million leaflets, for example, were dropped from aircraft in an 

area that \vent from Rome to Brindisi, to Taranto and Palermo. In all, some two thousand remote 

rural towns and villages received Christian Democrat propaganda materiai virtudly overnight. 

This sa\.ed time and money, but also delivered the electoraI message immediately and more 

cffectively than had it k e n  delivered by autorn~bile.~' Not to be outdone by its Frontist rival, the 

Cinerna Office of the SPES provided its provincial offlces with movie projectors to facilitate the 

projection of five, special l y-prepared electoral d~cumentaries.~' 

tt is ~mportiint to recall that though their ultimate objective was the same, De Gasperi's 

Christian Democrats and Gedda's Civic Committees were independent of each other. The latter, 

we have seen, were anything but puppets of Christian Democracy and in any event were 

constrained in the kind of propaganda they could produce by the electoral law that prohibited 

third-party intervention. To get around this technical barrier, the Civic Committees concentrated 

their efforts on getting out the vote. ?lie thnist of the Civic Committees propaganda, in other 

words, \vas "anti-abstentionist"" Indeed, what Giorgio Tupini called the " l ~ m  conrro 

/ 'clsl~'n.v~on~srnn", the battle against absentionism, targeted what strategists for the Christian 

Democrats feared was a much graver danger than the threat of insurrection or armed invasion 

Tupini, "Metodo e Azione." 

On the use of film by both sides in the 1948 campaign, see Nicola TranfagIia ed., /! 
i 94s in I I ~ I U :  IL( SIOTIU C' [f i lm (Florence, 1 99 1 ). 

' 'So argues Casel la in the conclusion to his 18 Apriie 1948. 
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from the Soviet Union, namely, the "indolence, inertia, indifference" of voters." One Civic 

Committee flyer depicted a man and a woman dressed like children, with a caption that read, 

"They do not vote, because they haven't yet reached the age of reason." Another poster \vas of a 

parrot, dressed like a gentleman, repeating "1 dont vote, I don't vote, 1 don't vote", Still another 

flyer depicted the Sun knocking at the window of prospective voters and ordering the occupants 

"Wake up ... Go to vote!" One especially popular poster produced by the Civic Committee urged, 

"Vote for whomever o u  \vant, but vote.""' One of the most mernorable propaganda items of the 

election. also produced by the Civic Committee, used the stop of Pinocchio to deliver the 

message that the vote was a civic du-. In a three-part comic-strip entitled "Pinocchio's 

Adventures", a naive and impressionable Pinocchio, representing Itaiy, was given a ballot 

rnarked " I i)lo" by his "Tri-colour Fairy Godmother". The Fais Godmother told the Puppet that 

h e  need only cast the ballot in the " ( h u  clellu libertu"', The Ballot Box of Freedom, to become a 

r d  boy. Afisr being fooied and cajoled in different scenes by various characters representing 

Togliatti, Nenni and Stalin into giving them his vote, and each time nsking his life in so doing, 

Pi nocchio succeeds in casting his ballot in the Ballot Box of Freedom. "Soon, you ~ 1 1 1  be a free 

man!", the Fairy Godmother declared as Pinocchio casts his vote for freedom.* 

Civic Committee propaganda urged apathetic and apol itical voters to vote as both a civic 

and a moral duty. In the process, some local Civic Cornmittees. like most other Cathoiic 

Tupini. "Metodo e Azione." 

' G. Falabrino, / ~ ' o r n u n ~ s ~ i  Mungiuno i Bumbrni: La srorru defio slogun polirico (Milan, 
l994), p. 141. 

" APC, FDP 1948, MF 186,0575458 1. 
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organizations, crossed the line that divided the civic fiom the religious and was supposed to, by 

virtue of the electoral law, limit campaigning to the political parties alone. One such instance 

\vas revealed b!, an electoral flyer entitled "The vote and sin", devised by a church organization 

from the Siena-area linked to the Civic Cornmittees and distributed in parishes just a few tveeks 

before the A p d  vote. The Easter message on the fiont of the flyer declared "He is Risen! 

Hal le1 ujah! "", proclairn ing Jesus' resurrection from the dead The reverse of the pocket-size fl yer 

warned Church-goers that is \vas a sin either to abstain from voting or to vote for the Popular 

Front: "If you were to go to Confession, for example, at Easter, wïth the intention of voting for 

thé Popular Front. !ou would not give a gmd Confession ... on the c o n m .  eu would commit a 

sacrilege because you did not have the requirements needed for a valid Confession (regret and 

purpose). having the clear \vil1 to commit a sin. Reflect. therefore. and decide to vote. but in 

such a wav as to not commit a sin.[emphasis in original]" 

The Christian Democrats' propaganda emphasîzed a wide range of strictIy political 

(versus religious) issues. Nevertheless, a few dominant themes did emerge. One line of 

argument played to Italian nationalkt sentiment through the exploitation of anti-Soviet attitudes, 

especially around the fate of Italian soldiers who had died or gone missing in Russia during the 

Second World War. Another tact luas to raise the spectre of Italy's falling behind the Iron 

Curtain and straiçht into the hands of Stalin. Stalin's image, usualty in caricature fom, figured 

prorninently in Christian Democratic propaganda. So, too, did the image of Russia as a 

bloodthirs~ -nt. One carnpaign poster, for instance, depicted a skeleton dressed in the 

uniforrn of the Red Arrny, set against the backdrop of central and eastem Europe engulfed in a 

APC, FDP 1948, MF 186. 
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sea of red to indicate those countries. including Italy- where Communism \vas either in power or 

threatened to seize power. The poster wamed Italians to "Vote or he will be yow boss."Yg 

Another poster depicted a Soviet worker, burly and -mff in appearance, and wïth harnmer and 

sic kle in han4 crossing the Adriatic and about to step ont0 Italy. The caption read, "Look Out! 

Communism needs a BOOT." One poster warned about the ominous future that awaited Italy 

shoufd Itaiian choose to stnke down a path less travelted on 18 Apnl. The poster depicted a 

straight and narrow bridge that \\.as headed in the direction marked "Churc h, Famil)., Work. " 

Along the path, there \vas a placard announcing " 18 Apd Crossroads" and illustrating a sharp 

tum lefinard along a path strewn with the words "Poverty", "War", "~gitat ions".~ 

Arguably the most poignant of the anti-Soviet propaganda dealt with the sensitive and 

unresol\.ed question of the thousands of Italian soldiers who had either died or gone missing in 

action on the wintry Russian front during the Second World War. Propagandists played two 

angles on this highl), emotive thsme. On the one hand, propaganda dealing with the Italian war 

dead and those missing-in-action played on  the image of Russia as a distant, cold, and hostile 

place. A second approach appealed primarily to the supposed matemal instinct of female voters 

by drawing a iink, however tenuous, betsveen the dead or missing Italian soldier to the spectre of 

Communism and of another European war. One poster depicted a wounded soldier falling to the 

ground. At the bottom of the poster there was depicted a woman clad in black, obviously in 

mourning. The caption declared, "There would never have been a war. mother, if only o u  could 

See Luca Romano e Paolo Scabello ed., C'cm unu vd tu  lu D( '. 

' 'ih i d  
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have voted: Vote for Christian Dernocra~y! '~ '~ Then there \vas cartoonist-satins1 Giovannino 

Guareschi's memorable depiction of a unifomed skeleton, leaning against the barbed wire of a 

concentration camp. The caption to the poster read. "To the mothers of the 80.000 Italian 

soldiers who wait in vain for a homecoming or at least a letter." With one arm pointing to the 

earibaldinian s>mboI of the Popular Front, the unifomed skeleton declared, "Mother, vote - 
against them for me. ' O 1  

It fell to Guareschi to put words and images to another of Christian Democracy's central 

campai- messages. aimed primarily at women voters as well as peasants and other undecided 

votes. One such poster depicted a man pondering his choice in the solitude of the polling booth. 

"ln the privacl- of the voting booth," read the caption, "God sees you, Stalin can't.""'' Another 

poster (bp an unknown source) addressed women voters directly, pitching the argument that 

exsrcising the right to vote. and casting the ballot against the Popular Front \vas not merely a 

civic du-, nor sirnply a moral duty, but a matemal and familial responsibility as well. "Wife! 

Mother!." declared the poster. "Go to Vote! It is your due. It is in the interest of your family." 

The poster depicted an indomitable woman standing in front of a hearth, with one ami held up to 

block the hammer and sickle from hanning the two children she protects behind her. The poster 

contained a lrngthy plea for women to see their vote as matemal as well as civic responsibility. 

"You are not alone in the world: -ou have a husband and kids." the poster declared. "Get up! Act! 

Ser  G. Falabrino, 1 < ~ornunislr Alungruno r Humbozr, pp. 137-39. 

APC, FDP 1948, MF 186,07 19. 

' 

Ser Guareschi's .bhn(Io  unddo. do. 1948- l951 (Milan, 1992). and G .  Falabrino, I 
( 'omunisf i Ahngiuno i Bumbini, pp. 1 39-40. 
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Don't just stand there. Take an interest in the common good, that is the propitious atmosphere 

for the individual well-being of you family ... You are called upon to say your part in the choice of 

Isgislators \{.ho hold our future in their hands. YOCj MUST VO TE.+ our vote has tremendous 

~vonh. Perhaps decisive. GO VOTE!"'03 

Afier the election, many Christian Democrats seemed to forget, or perhaps wanted to 

forgrt. the pan Gedda's Civic Committees had played in mobilizing Catholic support around De 

Gasperi's part?. As ive have seen. the Christian Democratic leadership viewed the activities of 

the CiLic Committees as a threat to the party's status as the party of Italian Catholicism- Such 

suspicion invariably coloured the way ieading Christian Democrats judged the ultimate impact of 

the propaganda and organizational activities of the Civic Committees. For the most part, 

Christian Democrats rninimized the role of the Civic Committees. arguing that the real strength 

of the Catholic side in the campaign resided in the thousands of parishes diffuse throughout the 

peninsula. Even without the energetic. and ofien ingenuous propaganda of the Civic 

Committees, leading Christian Democrats maintained, the Church's capillary network of parish 

churches and la' organizations would have made sure that the Catholic masses got out to vote for 

De Gasperi's Party. '0.1 

More astute and honest observers, however, could not deny the decisive role the Civic 

- -- 

APC, FDP 1948, MF 186,072 1. 

So reasoned, for instance, Guido Gonella and Mario Scelba in interviews with Antonio 
Gambino, Slariu dcl ciopoguerra, p.445. 
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Committees played in the mobilization of Catholic support behind Christian Democracy. The 

deputy Prime Minister, Giul io Andreotti, De Gasperi's right-hand man, acknowledged that the 

task of organizing and mobilizing Catholic voters in the span of a few short weeks before voting 

day was simply too great a m k  to be left in the han& of parish priests and lay activists at the 

local Ievel. On the one hand, there \vas the need to make sure that each Catholic voter 

understood the importance of his single vote to the wider struggle against Communism and 

secularization of Italian sociev. As Andreotti recalled' in many instances "mobilization" meant 

tinding the physical means to transport voters to the polling station, especially the aged or infirm. 

Thrn there [vas the more elementan problem, not surpnsing in a country with a high level of 

illiteracy that had not known free and democratic elections in twenty years, of actually showing 

coters how to mark their ballots in support of the Christian Democrats. On both counts, reasoned 

Andreotti. the Civic Committees performed an  invaluable task. "Even the language they used in 

their flyers. slogans likc 'He who does not vote is a rabbit'." Andreotti argued. "played a 

noteworthy rolr in awakening even the most sleepy strata of the populati~n." '~~ 

This awakening of politically "sleepf Itaiians by Frontists, Christian Democrats and the 

Civic Committees alike - whatever it meant for the political map of the country - marked a 

milrstonr in Italy's democratic transition. lndeed. for al1 its negative qualities - the divisiveness. 

the social and ideological polarization, the electoral propaganda that mimicked the style of the 

terrible simplifiers of the intenvar era - the 1948 campaign represented the final phase in the 

wolution of a genuinely mas-based participatory democracy in I~aly.'~ 

' 

Andreotti, interview with Antonio Gambino, Storm del dopoguerro, p.445. 

' See also Ventrone, Lu ('irrullrnonx Repubblicunu, p.274. 
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A prima- o a l  of the Resistance, we have seen, had been to arouse Italians out of their 

political stupor, to make clear to the masses that politics was a civic and a moral duty. Political 

engagement on the part of the mass of Italians. Resistcrs argued. \vas essential if Italians were to 

a~roid in the future the horrors visited upon the peninsula by Fascism. Indeeâ, as Resisters saw it, 

Fasc~sm had risen to po\ver and survived as long as it did precisely because too many ordinary 

Italians cared little, if at all, about the goings on of government, be it in Rome or at the local 

lebel. Fascism may ha\.e ushered in an  era of mass mobilization, the legacy of which \vas evident 

in the 1948 campaign, but Mussolini's longevity, the antifascist leaders of the Resistance 

assertrd. rested on the de-politicization of the Italian people. 

When these antifascist leaders went on to forrn the political class of the poshvar era and 

struggled for control of the first parliament of the new Republic, they did not easily forget the 

lessons they had learned and tried to impart upon Italians in the Resistance. Not for nothing were 

so much time. energ and resources invested in training propagandists, establishing a cap il la^ 

network capable of organizing and mobilizing voters in even the most remote of villages. Not 

for nothing did both sides in the campaign devote such close attention to the desip and 

distribution of propaganda rnaterial that, to borrow from Ennio Di Nolfo, spoke to the "instinct" 

of ordi nap \ oters. and appealed to the heart as much as to the head. In so doing, both sides 

harnessed the tremendous immediacy and mass-appeal of modem m a s  media, especially film 

and radio. in an effort to go above and beyond traditional forms of propaganda, to push the limits 

of conventional wisdom and practice in the all-important task of reaching the greatest nurnber of 

\ oters in the shortest amount of time. 

The mobilization of voters in 1948 witnessed millions of Italians joining and doing, and 
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being actively courted to be "civic" in a plethora of voluntary social and political organizations 

that spanned the ideological spectnim. A populace that more than twenty years earlier had 

scarcely cared \vhen Fascist thugs suffocated the institutions of liberal democracy no\\;' afkr the 

brutal esperience of dictatorship and war, could not seern to sit still or keep quiet- Whether they 

distributed tlyers for Luigi Gedda's Civic Cornmittees, or donned the red kerchief of the 

.-Iwn~wurdic. Gurihaidine and helped in some charitable work, or offered to help in the 

projection of an electoral film in their village, or helped carry the aged and the infirm to the 

polling station, ordinary Italians Ieft the mark in the 1948 by their mere presence, by their 

participation and their engagement in the political process. Unlike 1922, this time around 

ltalians did care, and passionately, about the kind of goverment they were sending to Rome. 

Perhaps this \vas the real start of Italy's demwratic renaissance. 



6 
A FREE AND FAIR ELECTION? THE CAMPAIGS 

When elections occur only at long intervals, the 
state is exposed to violent agitation every time 
they take place. Parties then exert themselves to 
the utmost in order to gain a prize which is so 
rarely within their reach; and as the evil is almost 
irremediable for the candidates who fail, e v e ~ h i n g  
is to be feared for their disappointed ambition. 
If. on the other hand. the legal stmggle is soon 
to be repeated, the defeated parties take patience. 

Alexis de Toqueville' 

[...] every Italian is enjoying to the hilt 
the right of free speech, and tongues are 
~vagging poiitically in the piazzas and in 
the wine shops. 

James Dunn, 
U.S. Ambassador to Italy 
(April 1948)' 

On 9 February 1948. afier months of speculation and wïth dornestic and international 

tensions rising, De Gasperi called the election for the fint parliament of the new Republic: 

Italians would go to the polls on 18 April. In calling on ltalians to perform a duty of which they 

Alexis De Tocquevil le, Dernocrucy in Amrricu (New York and Toronto. 1994), p.205 

Memorandurn. "Italy and the United States after the Election?" Rome Ernbassy, 12 April 
1948, in RG 84 "800 My,"  Box 30. 



had besn too-long deprived an opportunity, De Gasperi's governrnent made it clear that its first 

prïority was to keep the peace. The _miarantee of a fiee and fair election, the governrnent said 

\\as its foremost 0bjectk.e. and it promised to give law enforcement the means necessan to 

maintain "lforc/rnc puhhlrco", public order, and to protect the right of the political parties to wage 

their respecti\.e campaigns. within the limits prescribed by law. The very future of the new 

republ ic, De Gasperi and his men reasoned depended on it. 

The National Cornmittee of Christian Democracy \vas infinite& less discreet in its 

opening appeal to Italian voters. "[talians," it declared, "on 18 April you cm save or destroy your 

fresdorn." The choice \vas not benveen political platforms, the Christian Democrats warnsd 

ominously. but between war and peace. "Against totalitarianism, the Iogic of which inevitably 

Ieads to \var. Christian Democracv commits al1 its resources to guarantee for the Italian 

people ... that Face to which, afier so many losses and so much misery, new generations aspire."' 

Frontists. too. started the campaign talking peace, order and second chances. As 

thousands of Front supporters gathered to noisily herald the start of the campaign, Palmiro 

Togliatti called for the u n i 5  of the labouring classes. and told voters that the election was an 

opportunity to bring the process that began with the Resistance to its logical conclusion, narnely 

the realization of "profound economic transformations" that would give the "new words" of the 

1948 Constitution real meaning.' 

'"Appello dei Govemo al Paese per I'apertura della campagna elettorale," in (/ I'opdo, I 1 
Februac 1948- and "Appello del consiglio nazionale della Democrazia cristiana al Paese," in !! 
l 'opdo_ 5 March 1948. Reproduced in Santi Fedele, I.i.onte PupoIurc', pp.2 18-222. 

" I I  popolo acclama il Fronte in tutta Italia: Trionfale apenura della campagna 
elettorale," /'/ hlitù, 10 Febniary 1948. 
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As Togliatti spoke in the Adriatic sea-town of Pescara, fi@ thousand Communist and 

Social ist youth gathered in the port-city of Genova to inaugurate the Popular Front's campaign in 

festi\-e style. The? crowded ont0 trains and buses headed for the centre of the ci@. some dressed 

in the colourful traditional dress of their home regions, some dressed like puflrgkuii, while some 

\vore the red kerchiefs of the garibaldinians. In an official ceremony to mark the occasionl the 

youth presented their chief organizer, the Communist Enrico Berlinguer, with a white dove, the 

symbol of Frontist youth organizations, the universal symbol of peace.' 

The peace. however, did not last long. While Frontist youth danced and chanted in the 

streets of Genova. Frontists in the south mourned the loss of four workers killed as the Popular 

Front launched its campaign in the Puglian city of San Ferdinando. With thousands of workers 

and peasants gathered in the city square to mark the official birth of the Front in their area. neo- 

fascist thugs descended on the crowd and opened fire. Arnong those killed was a fourteen year 

old boy. Communist and Socialist organizers had been warned before the rally not to espect 

police intervention should any trouble anse. Thcre was simply a shortage of hands, local police 

claimed. and earlier requests for reinforcements from the provincial capital of Foggia had been 

refused." So much for the govemment's promise of swift and decisive state intervention to 

euarantee free and fair elections - this was the thou-ht on the minds of man? Frontists in the 
w 

\vake of the San Ferdinando incident. 

All this, and the campaign was but a day old. The stage was set for the campaign that 

"Cinquantamila giovani a Genova al Congesso per i l  lavoro e la produzione," /'Ilniru, 
10 Februaq. 1948. 

"Eccidio di lavoratori a San Ferdinando con la cornplicita' della polizia di Scelba," 
/'l j w < j .  10 Febniay 1948. 
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fbllo~~ed. The question of public order was on the lips of politicians and pundits, diplomats and 

ordinary citizens on the eve of the vote. indeed, the issue of public order - and the perceived 

threat thereto - became a defining characteristic of the 1948 election. As the historian Francesco 

Bonini observes, "The question of public order is fundamental and central" to our understanding 

of the 1948 vote "It runs throughout the election campaign."' Historians repeatedly charactenze 

the three-month campai9 as a convulsive moment in conternporary Italian history, as a moment 

of tension and anxieh. marred by threats and intimidation. verbal and. occasionally~ physical 

violence; in a word, fear.x 

Given the political stake, and the sheer breadth and intensity of popular mobilization, and 

ciwn also the ideological polarization of voters. trouble \vas anticipated. With Amencan moral - 
and technical support, the Itaiian lnterïor feverishly bolstered the internai security forces. 

Communist synpathizers were purged from the ranks of the police. the army and the civil 

service: police conducted sumrnary raids in the homes and ofices of known Communist 

supporters in search of materiel that might be used in an eventual insurrection; Italian army 

troops patrolled the streets and squares of cities and toms  throughout the peninsula, as well as 

dong the northeastern border with Yugoslavia, an obvious area of tactical concern to those 

\vomed about what the Communists were planning on the eve, or in the afiermath, of the April 

clcction. De Gasperi's tnterior Minister. Mano Scelba forcefully deiivered the government line 

- public order was an utmost pnority, and any indication that the election would be neither fiee 

Francesco Boni ni, L a  Grunde ( Bnrruppusizione. Asperr i &/le clezioni clel 1 948 a 
k ~ , q w ~  /%II/IU.  p.37: cf- Pietro Scoppola's insightful prefact to Bonini's study. 

See, for example, the joumalist Marco Innocenti's account of the election in L'lluliu ne1 
1943 ...y rru/~ik) De (A~speri hutte Togliurri (Milan, 1997), pp.55-57. 
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nor fair \vould prompt the government to suspend the vote. Frontists, meanwhilc, dismissed such 

threats as the desperate ramblings of a government facing defeat at the ballot box, and busily 

began to think about Italy's future under the banner of the Popular Front. 

While the politicians warned about the threat to public order, and mused about the 

possibilit>v of suspending the election at the slightest hint of unrest. Italians voted wïth their feet. 

On 18 April. over 27 million Italians, over 92 percent of eligible voters, dutifully and peacefully 

voted. For the most part. voting was calm and orderly: there was little evidence of outright 

coercion or intimidation. #en the results wvere known, and shock and disappointment spread 

through the Front's rank-and-file, there was no popular uprising, no cozr/, J'erur: there was no 

serious, concerted effort to nuIli@ the results, and Tito's troops, like Stalin's, stayed put. Anger 

and resentment among Front supporters, and an eagerness on the part of some to mobilize and 

push the country to the e d g  of open rebellion in the wake of the defeat, was both contained and 

ultimately muted by the widespread sense among Frontists that the legal struggle for power. to 

borrow from Alexis de Tocqueville, would be repeated. ikmocracy, Tocqueville might Say, 

required patience. 

KEEPING THE PEACE: PUBLIC ORDER IN THE 1948 CAMPAIGN 

Scarcel>. three years had passed since the end of the \var, but in the weeks before 18 

ApriI, Italy once again resembled a country poised for war. Jus t  when the experïences of rnilitary 

occupation and civil war seemed an increasingly distant memory, the troops returned, Italian 

troops albeit. though fully provisioned with weapns and equipment made for and paid for by the 

U.S. Troops descended upon dozens of toms and cities in every corner of the country in the 
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\verlis before voting day, parading in tanks and trucks, and patrolling the streets on foot? rifles in 

hand ostensibly to promote public order.' An4 whde only a few rnonths had passed since the 

fen. remaining American troops lefi Italy under the terms of the Peace Treaty. with the calling of 

the election, the Americans were back. American warships and aircrafi carriers cruised the 

Italian coastline, often plainly visible fiom shore. Some ships docked at Taranto, in Puglia, so 

that Amencan servicemen were once again seen roaming the streets of the cities of the south, 

riding in flash? automobiles and mingling with the locals - the women especially - in a manner 

ceril y reminiscent of the war. ' O  

This conspicuous military presence suggested to ltalians that there was good reason to 

fear for public order. Lrss clear was where precisely the threat to public order came from. As 

ive have seen- for the De Gasperi government, and for its allies at Vatican City and in 

Washin~on and London, the threat came fiom the Lefl where revolutionary parties seemed to be 

intent on fomenting disorder and perhaps even an armed insurrection to seize power by force 

around the time of the election. With Amencan help, De Gasperi's cabinet had besn preparing 

for such an eventuality since early 1947. Under the direction of Mario Scelba, De Gasperi's iron- 

flsted Interior Minister, Italian security forces -- the militan/, civilian police and Interior Ministq 

bureaucrats - were thoroughly purged of Cornmunist and Socialist sympathizers. This was seen 

as a critical first step, but Scelba, an inveterate anti-Communist, would stop at nothing to protect 

'See Francesco Bonini, Lu Grunde ConrrapposÏ5onc., p.37 for a sense of this military 
presence in the regon the De Gasperi govemment believed \vas most prone to potential civil 
unrest or violence. See especially Pietro Scoppola's preface to the book for the place "public 
order" has in the histon and memory of the 1948 election. 

"Ondata di collera in tutta la Puglia per I'amvo dei fûcilieri americani," I'Uniru, 24 
January 1938. 
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public order and. more importantly. deal with an' Communist-inspired unrest or violence. A fe\v 

days before De Gasperi officially called the election, Scelba announced that the government \vas 

banning al1 so-called paramilita? organizations, and instituing a kind of electoral watchdog - 

the ( 'ornrroro per ordine pubblico, the Committee for Public Order - to avert any public 

disturbances before they had a chance to spread into something more threatening. The move \vas 

a thinly veiled attempt to immobilize Communist militancy and their ex-partisan supporters, who 

the go\.ernment bslieved were armed, able and willing to launch a revolutionary insurrection 

should the cal! come From either the Frontist leadership or even fiom the Soviets." 

That the govemment's campaign to sel! Christian Democracy as the par& of public order 

resonated with many voters was evident in the public outcry over the death of the crirubiniem 

(the Italian military police) Angelo Mariani, an unintended victirn of political violence in Milan 

during the campaign. The Christian Democrats gained some political advantage fiom this affair 

because Mariani. a symbol of state authority died as a result of political disturbances. While the 

Prefect of Milan ofièred few details, his report on public reaction to Manani's death, confinned 

that the question of public order was utmost in the minds of Italian voters in the weeks before 18 

April. "The solemn funeral honours bestowed on (ùruhiniere Mariani by the people of Milan," 

the Prefect \%-rote. "were quite significant not only for the large public gathering and moving 

espressions of mourning, but also for the unique character the people wanted to impart on the 

"Sfacciato tentative del Govemo di provocare le forze partigiane," l'lhitù, 5 February 
1 948. For Scel ba's recol lections of the penod. see his Murio Seelbu. per l'lfuliu e per lEuropu 
(Rome, 1 990), especially pp. 60-7 1. 



ceremon?. in order to affirm the principle of respect for the authority of the State."" 

For Frontists, however, the State, embodied as it kvas by men like lnterior Minister Mario 

Sceiba- \vas to be feared, not respected. For Comrnunists and Socialists. it was the state- with its 

monopoly of force, and the support of landowning and industrial elite, that represented the real 

threat to public order and to a fiee and fair election. The Left press repeatedly decried Scelba as 

a goon. and depicted the security agents of  the Interior Ministry, the w-called C'efere. under 

Scelba's cornmand. as thugs who nithlessly pursued their objective of silencing the opposition. 

Some Front supporters in Siciiy accused Scelba and his agents of killing at least thirty-six 

Sicilian syndicalists in the months preceding the April election. Scelba, a Sicilian himself. 

angrily denied the charge, and defended his own actions and that of his govemment in bringmg 

to j ustice those elements who were actually responsible for the deaths of several leading Sicilian 

syndicalists in 194748, and for the violent attack against civilians at Portella della Ginestra, 

Sicil'.. in May 1947." 

But it was difficult for Frontists to believe Scelba's daims of innocence in the light of 

repeated instances of political violence against leadiny Sicilian trade unionists and political 

organizers. Consider, for instance, the recoilections o f a  Sicilian leftist on the disappearance of 

one Rizzotto. a tivene-sis year old landless labourer and the secretary of the Camera di Lavoro 

of Corleone. "They snatched hirn on the evening of 10 March 1948 and bundled him into a car. ", 

' Prefettura di Mi lano. Relazïone mensile, Aprile 1948, Interesse del la popolazione per 
la politica attiva -- Situazione politica - Attivita' dei Partiti, al Ministero delIfInterno, Gabinetto. 
e Direzione Generale della P.S., 29 April 1948, in Archivio ('êntrufe deffo Sfuto, EUR-Rome, 
(hereafier ACS). 

' '"Tafferugli a Roma per un manifesto del ' fionte'," Nuovo CQrrrere deffu Seru, 13 A p d  
1948. 
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the  man recalled. "Where is Riuotto?": 1 shudder even time 1 remember that cry, roared wvïth 

the full force of his lungs by Di Vittorio [of the CGIL] in Palenno to a packed pi- Politeama. 

He shouted those tvords in syllables: "du-v-2 R~-z=o-rro". time after time. as if he expected a 

reply. and the echo came back, went round and was lost in that pi- frozen into silence, with 

tens of thousands of people who held their breath and held back their tears."" 

Violent acts directed against Frontist candidates or supporters were witnessed in other 

pans of the country as welL rendering hollowv the ovemment's promise to impose order. With 

just under a week to go before voting &y, two bombs were hwied into a crowd gathered in the 

Pugiian ci- of Lecce to hear Giuseppe Galasso. secretary of the Confedertema and a Frontist 

candidate speak. The blasts killed two people, including a sixteen-year old, and injured some 

tn-enw more. " 

For its part. the govemment womed more about the potential that existed for Communist- 

led \.iolence or unrest, and what such unrest would do to Christian Democracy's chances of being 

re-elected. The Ministry of the interior was especially concemed about avoiding trouble in the 

so-called "red zone". Emilia-Romagna. In his detailed study of the 1948 campaign in the 

province of Reggio-Emilia, Francesca Bonini demonstrates that, though there had k e n  relatively 

littls in the way of serious political trouble in the area, the authorities were willing to take no 

nsks in those regions where the Front was expected to do well and could count upon a well- 

orsanized and militant presence at the grassroots. The hard-nosed Prefect of the province, Di 

'Quoted by Paul Ginsborg, A H i m ~  of Chnremporuty Italy, p.478, n.92. 

"Due bombe durante un comizio del fionte popolare ne1 Leccese," Nuovo C'orrrere 
tlc.llu Seru, 1 3 Apnl 1948. 
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Giovanni. appointed by Scelba's ministry at the start of 1948 precisely because he could be 

counted upon to maintain public order in one of the reddest regions of the country, warned 

officiais in Rome that the situation in the area was precarious. Citizens experienced "a vague 

sense of fear", Di Giovanni wrote, a fear of a return to the violence and civil unrest that had 

n~acked the region during the Resistance. The bitter, ofien bloody confrontations that defined 

civil unrest in Reggio-Emilia during the last phases of the war, Di Giovanni observed, lefi traces 

of "hate and revenge" that could, if tensions continued to rise. explode with violent results. 

Hence the need, he concluded, for at least 500 security agents of the Interior Ministry, in addition 

to the reinforcements already requested "for electoral operations."'" 

Not that Reggo Emilia was without a military and police presence. On the contrary, close 

to a thousand army troops were conspicuously stationed in the region for much of the campaign. 

They were in addition to more than 200 guards fiom the Public Security branch of the interior 

Ministq.. some 250 curuhinreri and over 200 members of "other forces" who stood by. ready to keep 

the peace should trouble anse. And trouble, if it did come, \vas widely expected to come fiom the 

Marxist elements of the region. For secunty officials in the region, as for offrcials at the Interior 

Ministry in Rome, an ounce of prevention was worth the proverbial pound of cure. For weeks 

befort: the election, security oficials in the Emilia region waged an unrelenting campaign of search 

and seizure in the homes, factories and ofices of known or suspected Left sympathizers looking for 

wapons that should have been tumed in voluntarily after the Liberation. They confiscated al1 

' ' Quoted by Bonini, Lci Grunde Contrupposizrone, pp.39,40. The original is in Comando 
Generale dell'Arrna dei Carabinieri. Relazioni sulla situazione politica-economica, sulle 
condizioni dell'ordine e spirîto pubblico, ecc., nella Emilia, relative al mese di aprile 1948, in 
ACS. Ministero Interno. Gabineto, pacco 322, stf.6. 
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manner of amis, from simple hunting rifles tc, cannons_ landmines, bayonets and hand-grenades.1Ï 

Perhaps the govemment's fears were not wholly unfounded. 

This was a pattern repeated in several regions of the country. Indeed. red Emilia was 

identikd as only one of several potential trouble-spots. And where the red zone of Emilia posed 

the gravt-st danger within Italy, the province of Udine, on the northeastern border with Yugoslavia, 

made security oCiFicials nervous at the thought of a Comrnunist invasion fiom without. The 

problem. the Interior Ministq believed, \vas not with the people of Udine per se- most of whom 

tended to regard the Yugoslav Communists with as much apprehension as govemment officiais in 

Rome. ( Notabl y. on I 8 Apn 1 the people of Udine province voted ovewhelming for the Christian 

Democrats. ) 1 nstead, the problem was that the northeastern border ivas vu1 nerable to attack from 

Y ugoslavia and. just as womsome. to the free flow of amis, money and other forms of technical 

support fiom Communists in the East to Togliatti's militants dispersed in every corner of the Italian 

peninsula. 

Meeting the perceived Yugoslav threat provided materia1 for the De Gasperi govemment's 

campaign to seIl itself to ttalians as the party of public order. In the months before the election, 

divisions of ital ian troops paraded ceremoniously through the towns of Udine province, meeting 

\vith the enthusiastic approval of the locals, as the soldiers made their way to what was called the 

'-fir)nfieru orrm~uie. " the eastem front.18 

Just as conspicuous as the military presence were the police raids on private homes, 

On public reaction to the Italian army presence, see the report of the Prefect of Udine 
to the Interior Ministry in Rome, Public Security Division, for October 1947, at ACS, Ministero 
intero. P.S., 1947-48. 
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factories- and the political offices of the Communists and Sociaiists of Udine. Indeed, in the three 

weeks immediately preceding the vote, police conducted thirteen separate raids and seized a 

considerable amount of what they called "war materiel" - over two-thousand kilograms of explosive 

material, six machine-pns and some 15 sub-machine guns. Similar sweeps in Febniary and March 

also yielded a vast array of military weaponry in the hands of so-called ordinary folk." 

The targets of police raids were almost always Communists and Socialists, be it in Reggio 

Emi lia, Udine or elsewhere. Frontists cried fou], arguing that the raids were, if not illegal - the 

covernment had passed a decree in Febniary allowing for the search and seizure of weapons - then - 
certainly unconstitutional. For man';, the raids. the confiscation of arms and other equipment, 

aImost esclusively from the homes of Communists and Socialists, recalled the dark days when 

Fascism bu11 ied its way into potver. The weekly newspaper of the Communist federation of Padova, 

// l.uvorurore. decried the apparent return to a state of legalized terror: "One afier the othe. al1 the 

towns of our province are reliving in these days the atmosphere of the nazi-fascist occupation." the 

paper wote. "Just as with the Germans and the black shirts, today the militiamen of the '('clerc.' 

( Intzrior Ministc security agents) and the ( 'umbinier i... attack this or that t om,  entering homes, 

turning things upside down, sowing the seeds of panic among pacifist peoples ... They are looking for 

iveapons. Or so they sa?." In the name of peace and stability, the paper concluded, the police did as 

the? pleased, "just like under Fascism," conveniently overlooking the arms king  hidden by 

landowws. Christian Democrats and even pansh priests." 

- See Prefettura di Udine, Reports for March and Apnl, in ACS, Ministero Intero, P.S., 
l9U-N. 

The newspaper piece, entitled "Per ora e solo una manovra elettorale. Sono Tomate le 
Brigate Nere." which appeared in the Communist weekly Il I.clvoruforc., 14 February 1948, t a s  
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Yet. a closer reading of the security files of the Interior Ministry suggests that for al1 the 

alarmism in government circles about the threat to public order, Italians received the fiee and fair 

crlsction the- were promised. Prefects- reports to the Interior Ministq in Rome repeatedly described 

the l i vely and heated, but ultimatel y peaceful, nature of local carnpaigns. From the feared trouble- 

spot of Reggio Emilia for instance. Prefect Di Giovanni observed rit the height of the campaign that 

the activity of the parties \vas "very intense,.- but with barely a hint of trouble. Even the opening of 

the  local offices of the Popular Front in early Februa- was reported as a matter-of-fact. That 

thousands of landless labourers and the unernployed were actively king courted by the Front 

through various mass-based initiatives sirnilarly seemed to stnke the ersbvhile alarrnist prefect as 

the normal course of thines." 

The Prefect of Alessandria, Lilri% observed that "disagreements were bitter, but ail the 

orators w r e  able to speak freely." All. that is, except the local candidates for the neo-Fascist and 

monarchical parties who were kept fiom campaigning freely by ex-partisans belonging to the 

Popular Front. Still, the Prefect proudly reported, there were no instances of serious trouble for the 

duration of the campaign." The same was tnie in Ancona province, on the Adriatic Sea. 

Commenting on the energetic campaign being mounted by the principal contenders, the Prefect of 

Ancona assured officiais in Rome that "the activities of al1 [the parties] are within the limits of the 

la\\.. and to this point there have not been any incidents or acts of excess or of disorder." Following 

reproduced in an unstgned report to the Public Secunty Division of the Interior Ministry on 
political affairs in the Padova region, in ACS, Ministero Interno, P.S. files. 1947-48. 

F. Boni n i, /,u Grunde (_.Un~ruppsczione, pp.46-48. 

Prefettura di Alessandria, Situazione generale della provincia durante i l  mese di aprile 
1948, 27 April 1948 in ACS, Ministero Interno, P.S., 1947-48. 



the lead of Umberto Terracini's ('orniruro d'inrcivu purlurnenlurci, a parliamentary watchdog that 

sought to monitor and guarantee fiee and orderly conduct of the campaign, al1 the major political 

parties in the Ancona region agreed to constitute a sirnilar cornmittee to guarantee a fiee and fair 

clrction for the people of the area.s Afler the election, the Prefect of Novara - where the Popular 

Front claimed more votes than Christian Democracy - delivered essentially the same message as 

his colleagues in Alessandria, Ancona and elsewhere. The elections in his are& he told offrcids in 

Rome- '-took place. .. with utmost order and without incident of any kind." That public order was 

maintained, the Prefect saicî, owed much to the profound sense of civic du- demonstrated by the 

majority of voters but also. and primarïly, because of the "intense activity" of local police to keep 

control of the situation-" 

Even in the South, where unemplo-ment \vas high among workers and land was scarce 

among peasants, the politicians competed fiercely for votes in an atmosphere of relative calm and 

order. ln Sicily, where, as we have seen the parties of the Lefi accused Scelba's ministry and the 

island's agrarian elite of resoning to fascistic tactics of intimidation to silence opposition, the 

intensity and polanzation of the campaign rarely translated into serious, widespread instances of 

civil unrest or violence. In his monthly report to the Interior Ministq for March. the Prefect of 

Caltanisetta, for instance, proudly noted that for a11 its liveliness, the local campaign had progressed 

smoothl!,, with no senous incident of disorder or violence. Here. too, the political parties had come 

'Prefettura di Ancona, Relazione sulla situazione potitica, economica, annonaria, 
sull'ordine e sullo spirito pubblico e sulle condizioni della pubblica sicurezza ne1 rnese di 
febbraio, l948,4 March 1948, in ACS, Ministero Interno, P.S., 1947-48. 

Prefettura di Novara, Relazione su1 la situazione politica, economica, annonaria, 
suIlYordine e Io spirito pubblico, nonche' sulle condizioni della pubblica sicurezza nella Provincia 
di Novara -- mese di Aprile 1948. 10 May 1948, in ACS, Ministero Intemo, P.S., 1947-48. 
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together in a local ( 'omrturo d'inrêsu per Ici liherrù e/erroru/e to ensure the campaign prosessed in a 

peaceful and orderly manner, within the limits prescribed by the electoral law." The Prefect of 

Agrigente. also in Sicily, claimed the very sarne thing: "The election campaign. ofien fought with 

bittemess, ended \vithout any incident of particular importance and without any disturbance to 

public order."'" 

When it became apparent that there had been no serious threat to the so-called electoral 

l i b e e  of the Italian coters, Mario Scelba and other members of the De Gasperi cabinet took much 

of the credit for themselves. It was the govemrnent's swift and unsparing action to seize weapons 

and contain unrest and violence through a heavy milita- and police presence, they claimed, that had 

made the difference. But had govemment oficials been entirely honest about its concems for 

public order'l For so rnuch talk of violence and civil unrest? why in the end had there been so little 

to actually worry about? In reality, the De Gasperi govemment may have had ulterior motives in 

espressing its alarrn over threats to public order and musing about the possibility of suspending the 

election. We have seen how in their dealings with American officiais, members of De Gasperi's 

cabinet lobbied intensely for more American support for ltalian secunty forces in the fonn of 

money. arms and technical know-how. Such backing was essential, the Italians argued, if the 

rrovernment and police were to deal decisively wïth any threat to public order. De Gasperi's - 
govemrnent pressed a similar argument with British representatives in Rome and at the Foreign 

Office in London. 

Prefettura di Caltanisetta, Relazione Mensile Marzo, and Relazione Mensile Aprile, 28 
April 1948. in ACS, Ministero Intemo, P.S.. 1937-48. 

. Prefettura di Ag-gento, Relazione Mensile, in ACS, Ministero intemo, P.S., 1947-48. 
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Before long both American and British oficials began to suspect that on the question of 

public order, the Italians had exaggerated. When the British Ambassador to Rome, Victor Mallet, 

met \+?th Scelba one week before voting day, Mallet was stnick by Scelba's insistence that, despite 

al1 the evidence to the contrary, the De Gasperi government still expected trouble, most likely after 

the \.ote. During dinner at the Ambassador's residence, Scelba wamed Mallet that, on the whole, 

Ital ian securïty forces were depleted and inadequate, largely because of the damage wought by the 

punitive peace treaty. Mallet refused to take the bait. Wnting to the Foreign Office after his 

meeting wïth Scelba, Mallet observed, "1 suspect that in emphasising these points, signor Scelba and 

his friends had in mind the possibility of a revision of the arrned forces articles of the peace treah 

even if it was too late to beg decision in that connexion to affect the course of events immediately 

after the e1ections."'- 

Indeed, British and American offlcials had for some time discussed the idea of revising the 

mil i t an  clauses of the Italian Peace Treaty regarding Italy's rearmament. Some Americans 

fàvoured the idea of loosening the restrictions on Italian reannament, both because of the perceived 

need to build up Italian security forces to deal wvith any civil unrest or armed insurrection, but also 

flor the publicity value such a move might have on the eve of the vote. Amencan Ambassador Dunn 

ii.as a leadin2 esponent of this view. and he managed to convince Victor Mallet of the merits of the 

idea. Upon reflection, however, Mallet changed his mind. By the first week of April, Mallet \vas 

telling the Foreign Ot'flce that a declaration from the U.S. and Great Britain favounng a revision of 

the militas- clauses of the treaty would have little effect with oniy a few days to go before voting 

FO 371 Z 3019/93/22 (PRO FO 371/73 1581, Sir V. Mallet, Rome, to Foreign Ofice, 10 
Apri 1 1 938, Dispatch No. 65 1. Public Record Office, Kew-London (hereafter PRO). 



da). If an'îhing, Mallet reasoned. the Popular Front might exploit such an announcement as proof 

that the western powers were preparing Italy for war." 

Whils the diplomats wangled over Peace Treaty revisions. the Italian press learned that De 

Gasperi had secretly requested arms and other materiel fiom the U.S. to deal wïth possible disorders 

surrounding the elsction. In his dealings with Amencan officiais, De Gasperi had insisted on 

utmost secrecy fearing that news of the shipment would play into the Front's propaganda depicting 

De Gasperi and his cabinet as servants of Washington. To contain any political damage fiom the 

leak. the American Under Secretary of State, J. Lovett, told reporters in early March that the "stoql' 

of the Italian securig forces receiving American arms may have been born. mistakenly. of the fact 

that ItaIy had for some time k e n  receiving matenel Ciom surplus Allied military stores, something 

that ivas in complete conformity with peace treaty limitations. For his part, Georse Marshall 

sugsested De Gasperi himself handle the damage-control by explaining to the ttalian public that the 

shi pment of arms were part of the Allies' re-equipment program- were within treaty limitations and, 

most importantly, were "essential to Italy's vital security interests."" 

When word of the proposed arms transfer was leaked, De Gasperi tried feverishly to delay 

the shipment until after April 18. The desperate need for materiel, the Prime Minister told James 

FO 371 Z 295812935132 [PRO FO 371/73214], Sir V. Mallet, Rome, to Foreign Ofice, 
Telegram. Secret. 7 April 1948. Dispatch No. 625. PRO, Kew-London. For a thorough analysis 
of the British role in the 1948 ltalian campaign, see Antonio Varsori, "La Gran Bretagna e le 
elezioni politiche italine del 18 aprile 1938." Sforru ( 'c~nfcimporuneu, 12. 1, F e b n i a ~  1982. For 
insights into Carlo Sforza's activities as Italian Foreign Minister at the time of the election, see 
h is msmoi rs. ( 'rrzy tic. .4nm u Puiuzzo ( 'lîrgr, /A Poirrrcu Esrèru Ituliunu du/ 194 7 ul / 951 (Rome, 
1952). 

'MarshaII to Dunn, Washington, 5 March 1948, M65.2413-348, in FR(/S, 1948,3:774- 
70. 
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Dunn. had been met for the time being through the govemment's successful mass seizure of arms 

from Communists and ex-partisans. The Prime Minister told Dunn he téared than any shipment of 

arms before voting da- could ve- well turn the tide against his govemrnent. Secreta- of State 

Marshall was surpnsed and constemated by De Gasperi's change of heart and warned the Italian 

Pnme Minister either to take Amencan arms as planned, or leave them. With so many other 

countnes making such heaw demands of the U.S. for materiel, the U.S. couid 111-atiord to \ a i t  

around, said Marshall. "on [the] mere chance [Italians] might decide in future [equipment] might be 

needed." In the end, De Gasperi brokered a compromise with his American allies: shipment would 

rsach Itaiy through Germany, but Amencan equipment was to arrive in Italy not before the first 

week of April. When the first shiprnents crossed into Italy on 3 April, Ambassador Dunn note4 

thsre were no notable "public repercus~ions."'~ 

T.4KING THE PULSE: COUNTDOWN TO VOTING DAY 

B', the time American milita- equiprnent crossed the border into Italy in early April. 

American officials were somewhat less concerned about public repercussions than a few weeks 

radier. A f  er wasting futile months speculating about the state of public opinion on the basis of 

unscientific polling techniques, some rnembers of the Amencan security establishment conducted a 

poil to take the pulse of halian voters towards the end of March. The results suggested that the 

Christian Democrats would win at least 45 percent of the popular vote, whiie the Front would daim 

not much more than 27 percent. Some American officials, including Walter Dowling at the Italian 

Marshall to Dunn, Washington, 13 March 1948, #865.24/3-l 348; Dunn to Marshall, 
Rome. 18 March 1948. d865.24S-1848: Dunn to Marshall, Rome. 6 April 1948. ;865.24/4-648, 
in l*-RiiS, 1 948, 3:774-75). 
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drsk of the  State Department, thought the Front might do slightly bener, winning perhaps as much 

as 35 percent of the vote. That would be enou-& Dowiing reasoned, to upset the Amencan vision 

of a Cornmunist-free De Gasperi cabinet after Apnl 1948." 

Whatever Dowling's reservations, well-founded no doubt, the poll conducted at the end of 

March \\.as the first concrete. intimation that the carnpaign against the Popular Front \vas working. 

Thesr: conclusions gave De Gasperi's backers reason to sigh with relief. It had not always k e n  so. 

In tact, the absence of sophisticated polling data lefi politicians and prognosticators to rely on 

impressions for much of the campaign. Even at the highest levels of decision-making, assessments 

consisted in measuring the size of m a s  gathenngs, or guaging the nature of public reaction to a 

eiven politician at sorne rally or other. in conveying to the Amencan Under Secretary of State to - 
the Vatican. Graham Parsons, his sense that the anti-Communist campaign \vas working, the 

Vatican Secretacy of State Montini cited the instance of Sociaiist leader Pietro Nenni who was 

"n histlcd at and jeered" and prevented from making a speech in Boiogna. The same thing happened 

to Togliatti who was jeered and kept fiom speaking in Fo&a, an area generally regarded as a 

Communist stronghold." Montini \vas not alone in reading much into such expressions of public 

disapproval. The American Consul General in Milan, Charles Bay, in commenting on the reported 

"booing" of Togliatti by a crowd at Lecco and the failure of Lui@ Longo to draw a crowd at Sesto 

San Giovanni, a bedrock of Communist support, referred to both incidents as evidence of a "shifi in 

Memorandum of conversation, Montini and Parsons. 26 March, 1948, in RG 84. "800 
Italy elections," Bos 29. 
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elcctoral strength", and a "definite drift away from the Communist P a r t y . " - ' ~ e  American 

Arnbassador Dunn. got into the game, too. Writing to George Marshall in Washington, to tell the 

Srcretan of State of the apparent s i p s  the Front's campaign was "boggîn- down". the Ambassador 

noted that attendance at Frontist rallies was declining and "[the] reception [was] less enthusiastic in 

locales \t.here only weeks ago its adherents had given unmistakable signs of fervor." The Christian 

Dernocrats. on the other han4 Dunn believed were pulling ahead in the race, precisely because they 

had final ly managed to match the Communists "stride for stride" and indeed proved "superior in 

[the] pattern of their meetings and in [the] color and content of poster and leaflet flood."Y 

It did not appear that way to Frontists. On the contra-, Communist and Socialist politicians 

saw the tens of thousands of supporters who crowded piazzas and lined the streets of cities and 

tonm evenlvhere in the campaign as concrete evidence that their time had come. To a man, the 

Frontist leadership agreed that the rnass-rallies sponsored by the Front during the 1948 campaign 

creatly rsceeded the size and exuberance of similar rallies held during the referendum in 1946. 
b 

Faced with such a show of strength, the politicians slipped into a false sense ofsecurity, a condition 

that made their shock at the actual election results that much greater. In interviews with Antonio 

Gam bino, Frontist leaders such as Lelio Basso, Umberto Terracini, Giancarlo Pajetta and the 

Socialist leader Pietro Nenni agreed that in the weeks before voting da-. "it was not always easy to 

maintain one's lucidity when standing before a pi- ftled with tens, sornetimes hundreds of 

thousands of men and Lvomen, convinced that the moment of their revenge had finally arrived."" 

'Bay to Rome Embassy, 12 April 1948, in RG 84,"800 M y  elections," Box 29. 

Dunn to Secretary of State, 7 April 1948, in RG 84, "800 Italy elections," Box 29. 

Gambino, Storiu del dopoguerru, p.528, n.78. 
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Writins in his d i a s  near the end of February, Pietro Nenni enthused at his assessrnent that 

the Front was doing well: especially in south, traditionally barren ground for the revolutionary 

parties. "1 spoke Saturday evening in Foggia- Sunday in Matera and Laterza. yesterday in Taranto. 

The enthusiasm \vas moving. In Matera, just one year-and-a-half ago, Terracini [of the PCI] had not 

bssn allowed to speak. There were ten thousand peasants waiting for me. In Foggia, and especially 

in Taranto, never had there been such a mass of people." Everyvhere he went on his bnef tour of 

the major cities of the south, Nenni was met thousands of workers \:ho crowded the streets and 

piauas. The size and enthusiasm of the crowds lefl the Socialist leader with the impression that the 

n.orking class of the Italian rnerzogrorno was indeed "in a state of ferment". Nenni womed 

prernaturely how such a militant and mobilized m a s  of workers would be stopped if, he noted in his 

dian.. "we do not \vin the election."'" 

Lending credence to the predictions of a Frontist victory at the polls in April was empiricai 

e\ idence that seemed to suggest the very same thing. In mîd-February. an electoral bloc made up of 

Communists and Socialists - a local version of the nation-wide Popuiar Front - claimed victory in 

the Pescara comunal elections. The U.S. State Department, we have seen. regarded the Pescara 

results as portent of what was to corne, and as a continuation of Marxist victories in local elections 

in Sicil'. and in Rome in 1947. Pescara, many feared, was but the latest step in the Marxists' 

inexorable rnarch to victory at the polls in April." Few Frontists disagreed with that opinion. The 

" Nenni, fimpo JI Guerru ICre Jdu- Diuri 1 943- 1956, p.4 16. 

The U S .  Ambassador to Italy, James Dunn, was one of the few in the American 
security establ ishment to react with calm and reason to the Pescara vote. Dunn wrote the 
Secretan. of State Marshall to tell him that while the Pescara results were "disturbing", they 
should not be "too greatly over-emphasized", and they surely should not be taken as a sign of 
n.hat would happen in al1 of Italy corne April. After all, Dunn reasoned, the Pescara results 



Communist daily /'i,izirù noted that Pescara \vas a solidly white-collar city, in which artisans, 

rnerchants, srnall businesspeople and the "intellectual bourgeoisie" predominated. This middle 

class electorate. the nmvspaper commented, had given the Marxist electoral bloc a clear majority. 

and this. ('( ,niru concluded, was the most telling dimension of the Pescara result. In Pescara, some 

eight months of inrtpt: comipt administration by Christian Democrats. Lefi cornmentators surmised, 

anyered and alienated not only worken and peasants, but also the very bedrock of Christian 

Democratic support, the middle class. 

The uni- of the Marxist parties in Pescara proved according to many lefiists, that the 

Popular Front was indeed "the instrument capable of uniting and organizing millions of Italians," 

who rejected the inept and cormpt Christian Democrats in Rome. What worked in Pescara, could 

work nationally. or so the argument \vent.3' Pietro Nenni observed that the campaign in Pescara had 

assumed a "national character", representing a "prelude" to the pending national election~.'~ One 

Communist organizer. Edoardo D'Onofrio. sent to Pescara to monitor the local campaign and to 

analyse the results, retumed to Rome wvith the welcome news that the wvornen of Pescara had not 

been intimidated b>. the threats and intimidation of priests into voting against the Marxist parties. 

"Christ is fine where he is in Church. It is a desecration to exploit the symbol of the Cross as an 

electoral symbol." This. said D'Onofrio. was the clear message the pious Catholic women voters of 

invariably reflected local circurnstances, local figures carnpaigning on local issues. It would 
thrrefore be won- to read the Pescara vote as a prelude of what \vas to corne nationally. See 
Dunn to Marshall, 18 Febniary 1948, RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consulate. Confidential File. 
1948. "800 Italy-Elections." Bos 39. 

"Vittoria della libertà," ItU.i~ci, 17 Febniary 1948. 

'Nenni, Diuri, p.3 15. 



Pescara had npanted to send the Church and the Christian ~ e m o c r a t d "  If women in other parts of 

the country, especially the south, decided to send a similar message to their pansh priests in April. 

Frontists reasoned. then victoq at the ballot box was al1 but assured. 

So confident were Frontist leaders of victory at the polls that just a few days before voting 

da'.. that the Socialist secretary Lelio Basso met individually with Pietro Nenni and Paimiro 

Togliatti to discuss a pressing matter: who wouid become Prime Minister in the new Frontist 

co\xrnment? Nenni insisted that the job be given to a Socialist. either Basso or himself. Togliatti - 
a~geed that a Socialist instead of a Comrnunist rnight be ideal for the p s t  since it was of utmost 

importance for an! future Frontist cabinet to reassure the middle classes. Of course, Togliatti 

added, Nenni was regarded by rnany in ltaly as  an e.xtremist, while Togliatti himself had shown on 

rrpeated occasions just such moderation as would appease "vast strata of the bourge~isie."~' 

That Togliatti considered himself an ideai candidate for Prime Minister is revealed in 

recently declassified Soviet archives pertaining to the PCI's dealings with Moscow under Stalin. 

What emçrçes from the Soviet records is the image of an Italian Communist leadership genuinely 

convincrd that the Popular Front would  in.^' In the weeks preceding the vote. a long procession of 

Mian Communist offïcials told the Soviet representation in Rome that the Popular Front was 

" I I  Fronte vittorioso diriger& la nuova Giunta di Pescara," ifl.htità, 2 1 Febniary 1948. 

Gambino. Srrmu &l tk)pogzierrcr. pp.167-68. 

See Elena Aga-Rossi and Victor Zaslavsky, 7'ogf;utti e Stdin: // PC.7 e lu politicu 
c.\rer~I . \ . I L I / I ~U I IU  wgl l  U K ~ I V I  th .WOSCU (Bolo,~ma, 1997), pp.233-36, though al1 of Chapter 
Seven. "L'insurrezione armata e le elezioni del 1948," provides remarkable insights into the 
relationship benveen the Soviet and Italian Communists. In addition, it reveals just how serious 
the Italian Communists really were about a possible insurrection. In the end, only Stalin's 
reticence to use Soviet force and possibly engage the U.S. in a milita- conflict kept the Italian 
situation from degenerating into genuine civil war. 



headed for certain victon. On 19 April? even before the prelirnina~ results of the vote were 

known, Togliatti met with the Soviet Ambassador in Rome to discuss the composition of the 

Frontist govemment and to prornote Togliatti as likely Prime Minister. Togliatti confidently told 

the Soviets the Front could expect major breakthroughs, especially in the conservative, Catholic 

south. S uch \vas Togliatti's certain- of victory that he suggested to the Soviets that the sons of 

Antonio Gramsci either be escorted out of Italy or given immediate refùge in the Soviet Embassy or 

one of the Consulates: this to protrct them from repnsals afier the Front claimed victory at the poils 

on 1 8 April. The Soviets wasted no time in taking Togliatti's advice.'" 

The ostensibl'; scientific polling that \vas employed during the campaign was often 

defective, rendering the results questionable. Such was the case wïth the findings of the Doxa 

Insti tute, the Italian equivalent of the Gallup polling system in the United States, and the v e s  first 

Italian pollinç fimi." The Doxa Institute released the results of a poll taken at the start of 1948 in 

xhich Italians nrere asked \vhether the Christian Democrats would \vin more or fewer votes than in 

J u n r  1946, were the elections to be held immediately. Forty-four percent of respondents said they 

espected the Christian Democrats would receive more. Perhaps more important, the Dosa poll 

found that De Gasperi's personal popularity was at an all-time high in ~anuary.~' 

Aga-Rossi and Zavslasky, l i g i ~ r i f f r  e Smlin. pp.236-37. 

The Dosa Institute \vas founded by Professor Pier Paolo Luzzatto-Fegiz- of the 
University ofTrieste in January 1946. Thanks to Daniel Robinson, Ph.D., for providing me with 
some basic information of the Dosa people, as it was told to him by Sandro Rinauro of the 
University of Milan, Istituto di Geografia Umana. 

The Dosa results were reponed by Ambassador Dunn to US Secretary of State George 
Marshall, 9 March 1948, in RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consutate. Confidential File, 1948, "800 
Ital?. rlrctions." The findings were first published in the Doxa Boflertrno, n.2-6, Febma-March 
1948, see especially issues nuniber 5 and 6.  
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At the American Embassy in Rome, Ambassador Dunn concl uded fiom the Doxa results that 

the Christian Dernocrats wvould win a t  least 44 percent o f  the popular vote. A closer reading o f  the 

Dosa question. of course, reveals that Dunn had misinterpreted the meaning of  the results: 

respondents had not expressed how they intended to vote, but merely how much support they 

thought the DC ~vould attract. On the basis of  his own misreading of the Doxa poli, Dunn dismissed 

the findings as "greatly over-optirnistic." Much more re!iable was Christian Dernocracy's own 

interna1 polling. Dunn reasoned, which in Febniary suggested that were the election to be held in the 

middle o f  the month, the best the party could hope for was a meagre 37 percent of the popular vote, 

some 8 million votes in d l .  The prediction was startingly Iow for American observers; the 

Dunn told George Marshall were "certain1 y nof repeat not, s n ~ o u r a g i n g . " ~ ~  

In mid-February, Embassy estimates predicted that the Popular Front woufd \vin at 1 

results 

east 40 

percent of the popular vote in April. The  Embassy thus envisioned the Front winning a plurality o f  

\.otss. with the Christian Democrats receiving not rnuch more than 35 percent of the vote. 

Abstentions would be high, Embassy analysts reasoned, because o f  the fear-factor, caused by 

Communist intimidation. The  Embassy suggested the ( 'urneru LICI I k p t u t i  \vould look as follows 

after 18 April: Christian Democrats, 2 10 seats, Communists 180, Nenni Socialists, 60, al1 others 

corn bined. 1 50: in other words, a Frontist plurality of seats in parliament.4Ï According to Embassy 

calculations, the chance did exist for the Front to  win an all-out majority o f  votes and seats. This 

\vas considered unlikely, however, unless of  course the Front succeeded at  intimidating large 

' '  Dunn to Marshall, Rome, 25 February 1948, RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consulate. 
Contldential File, 1938, "800 Italy elections." 

Dunn to Marshall, Rome, 2 1 February 1948, fC865.OO/S-2 148) in FR(JS, 1948,3:832-35. 



numbers o f  voters \:ho therefore would not cast their ballots. 

One source of the Embassy's pessirnistic predictions were Arnerican journalists stationed in 

Ital!.. In the first half of March, Roy Melbourne, an Amencan Embassy staff member. undertook a 

series of pnvate interviews with several prominent Arnencan correspondents who were considered 

k e n  obsemers o f  Italian affairs. Almost to a man, these joumalists deiivered dire wamings about 

the outcome o f  the vote. suggesting that the supposed lehard trend continued unabated. Most of 

the joumalists agreed that the Front would poll no less than JO to 45 percent of the popular vote. 

~vhile De Gasperi's p a q  could hope for no more than 35 percent. And almost to a man, the 

journalists inteniiewed by Melbourne chastised the US. and the Christian Democrats for not doing 

more to alleviate poverty, unemployment, uneven [and distribution, precisely those social and 

sconomic problems that were being masterfully exploited by the Communists and Socialists. 

Indeed- the joumalists ageed that the Front was proving much more adept at reaching ordinary 

pzasants and workrrs. and at sxploiting their Mevances with the slow Pace of recovery and 

Despite the pessimistic projections emanting from the Amencan Embassy or the ranks of 

Christian Democracy itself. the Doxa polls continued to register a definite trend in favour of the 

Christian Democrats. In mid-March, Doxa conducted a second major poll of 2700 Italians. This 

time. Dosa sstimated that the Christian Democrats would poll about 38 percent of the popular vote. 

: Homer M. Byington, Counselor of Embassy to Secretary of State, Rome, 23 March 
1948. in RG 8.1. Rome Embassy and Consulate, "800 ltaly elections", which contains the reports 
and interviews conducted by Roy Melbourne. Cf. the recollections of the New York Times 
correspondent in Rome at the time. Amoldo Cortesi, "Report fiom Italy." in Lester Markel, 
I 'uhlic Opmion und I-breign Policy, (New York, 1949), p. 198, quoted by Morris Janowitz and 
Elizabeth Maurick. "US Propaganda Efforts and the 1948 Italian Elections." in W-Dougherty and 
M. Janowi tz eds., A Psyc/zolog.icu~ Wat$ure Casehook (Baltimore, 1 95 8), p.320. 
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a ~voefull!. low figure and in line with the gloomy predictions cited above. The difference? though, 

L\.as that Doxa now predicted that the Popular Front would win less than 22 percent of the vote- 

Dosa reiterated \chat its early polls had said: Christian Democracy enjoyed a cornfortable margin 

over the Popular Front, and the margin was widening." 

The Marxist press reacted angrily to the Dosa results, accusing the firm of doctoriny the 

tlndings in order to help reverse the trend, as the Left saw it, that was àriving the Christian 

Democrats to certain drfeat in ~p r i l . "  While it rejected the claim it was using its polls to help the 

Christian Democrats' campaign, Doxa readily admitted there were problems with their polling 

methods. One Dosa offkial privately told an American Embassy staff mernber that the Gallup 

people in the U. S. had warned him "to avoid predicting Italian elections" since this was a 

"hazardous game- and damaging professionally shouId predictions be too far afield." Part of the 

probiem, as Dosa president Luzzatto-Fegiz told American ofkials,  \vas with the very character of 

the Italian people. Untike Americans. the argument went. who were conditioned to polls and 

accustomcd to answering questions about their habits and opinions, the Italians "become suspicious" 

whrn asked to express their political preferences." There were other, strictly technical problems, 

Luzzatto-Fegiz admitted, which was why his own personal prediction saw the gap between Christian 

: 'Memorandurn, Amencan Consulate General, Milan, 2 April 1948, in RG 84, Rome 
Embassy. "800 Italy elections," NARA. On Dosa's final poli before voting day, see F.C., 
"Previsioni sui risultati elettorali secondo un'inchiesta tipo Gallup," NUOVO Chrriere &fiu Seru, 9 
April 1948. 

See Roberto Faenza and Marco Fini, Gfi umericuni in ItuIh, pp.267-68. 

Dunn to Marshall, Rome. 10 April 1948. in RG 84, Rome Embassy, "800 Italy 
elections." Box 29. 
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Dernocracy and the Popular Front substantially narrower than Doxa's officals polls suggested." 

It is unclear whether the Communists or Sociaiists even attempted to scientifically guage 

public opinion on the eve of the vote as Amencan Embassy offlcials had. Nothing in the wtinen 

record, including the recollections of Front leaders, suggests that Frontists ever used anything other 

than subjective assessments to predict the outcome of the vote. And so, while the Christian 

Drmocrats and their allies spent time and money taking the pulse of the electorate and debating the 

significance of the figures to emerge from w-hat scientific pollinz \vas done, Frontist leaders pressrd 

ahrad convinced that victory \vas ni& The Communists, for their part, not only did not bother 

much to Cage public opinion in anflhing other than an informai manner, rather began thinking 

srriously, concretely, about life afier a Frontist victory at the polls. The Soviet archives confirm 

that the  Italian Communists used the pretest of an expected election win in Apnl to push the Soviets 

to define their views on the question of armed insurrection. While the Soviet records do not yield 

definitive svidence that the Italian Communists were planning an insurrection, as the Intenor 

Ministry and the US. f e a M  they do suggest that thoughts ofsome form of armed struggle with the 

so-callrd "forces of reaction" were on the minds of Togliatti and his closest advisors in the weeks 

before the vote. Research in the Soviet archives leads the historians Elena Aga-Rossi and Victor 

Zaslavsky to conclude that from the perspective of the Italian Communists, confident of victo- at 

the  polls, the most pressing matter \vas the possibility of an armed response "to defend the electoral 

victon.." idrally wi th  Soviet help." As early as January 1948, Giancarlo Pajetta, a leading member 

Bay to Dunn, Milan, 26 March t 948, in RG 84, Rome Embassy, "800 Italy Doxa," Box 
2 9. 

Aga-Rossi and Zaslavsky, Tugiiutti e Stolin, p.232. 



of the PCI esecutive, \$.as musing aloud to the Soviets that a Frontist t ictop at the polis would 

surely provoke disorder, possibly civil war in M y .  "If there is a decisive win by the LeR" Pajetta 

told the Soviets. "ltalian and American reactionary forces \vil1 launch an armed struggle." Such a 

provocation, Pajetta concluded, would be squarely met by the hein of the "armed Resistance" and 

this. simpl!. put. \vas a recipe for "civil war1?' 

A few weeks afier Pajetta raised the spectre of civil war in Italy, the Communist-Socialist 

coalition st-ized pouw in Czechoslovakia. Frontists applauded their Czechoslovak comrades for 

takin what they considered a bold step to defend democracy and national sovereignty against 

national socialists and other reactionan _moups, backed by western imperialist interests. Togliatti, 

Nenni and other prominent Frontists characterized the Czech coup as a victory for democracy, and 

thcy dcfendsd the summaq arrests, raids and other violations of civil liberty as the necessary 

rçsponse to the ever-present reactionary threat? 

The Czech crisis raised alarming questions about the possibility of a similar scenano in Italy 

aftsr the April elrction. Would Italy go the way of Czechoslovakia? The Socialist-Communist coup 

in Czechoslovakia followed on the hee!s of a democratically contested election in which the Marxist 

parties won a combined total of 56 percent of the seats of parliament - enough, the Czech 

revolutionary Left figure4 to install a bona fide dictatorship of its own with close ries to Moscow. 

Quoted in Aga-Rossi and Zasiavsky, Togliurti r Stulin. p.232. Original is in AVPRF, f. 
098. op.3 1 .  d.9. pap. 179. p.85-86. 

See coveraçe of the Czech crisis in l'Unit&, 22,24,26 February and 1 1 March 1948. 
Ses especially a speech To~liatti made in Naples at the end of Febniary in which he defended 
the Czech coup as  a victory for democracy and the of the majority of Czechoslovaks, in "La 
battaglia è la stessa del I giugno. conno le stesse forze, per le stesse conquiste." If(!niru. 29 
February 1948. 
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What if. as many indications seemed to suggest, the Italian Popular Front won a majority of seats in 

the Apd  election? Would the Popular Front use such an outcome to seize power by force? Would 

its opponents. especiaily the U.S.. tolerate such actions? 

As an electoral strategy, the Front's defence of the Czech coup was politically dangerous, i f  

nut disastrous. As the ~ ~ i t e r  Leo Valiani, a protagonisr in the 1948 campaibn observed public 

opinion in Italy \vas "profoundly stnick" by events in Czechoslovakia; Italians were nervous about 

similar de\doprnents in Italy in and around the time of the A p d  vote. But instead of tryîng to 

di stance themselves from the violence and the repression in Czechoslovakia, Togliatti and Nenni, 

through their defense of the coup. gave the impression that ltaly would indeed soon go the wa' of 

Czechoslovakia. This, wote Valiani, \vas a political blunder of immense proportions given that 

Italians were "still smaning from Mussolini's dictatorship."'" 

But TogI iatti. Nenni and the rest of the Frontist leadership, having decided to make no secret 

of their cornmitment to revolutîonary versus evolutionary socialisrn. saw no reason to distance 

themselves from the Czech coup. If anything, events in Czechoslovakia excited certain elements of 

the Front~st leadership. especially in the Communist camp. Discussions with Moscow intensified 

about the possible implications of a Frontist victory at the poils in April. Towards the middle of 

March. ltalian Comrnunist leaders openly broached the question of Soviet support for cornrades in 

Ital y in the event of insurrection or armed American invasion. Meeting with Ambassador Kostylev 

on 16 March. the PCI vice-secretary Pietro Secchia discussed a familiar scenario, well-known to 

Amencan intelligence officers the Front would win a majority in northern and central Italy in the 

' Leo Valiani, I,'uwenfo di De Gusperi, p. 158. Cf. his "11 problema politico della 
nazione italiana." in AA-VV., D~rcr unnr dopo. 1945-1935 (Bari, 1955), pp.87-88. 
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eleciion, nhik the "forces of reaction" would presewe their power base in Rome and parts south, 

including the islands of Sardinia and ~ic i ly ."  What then? It was the civil war scenan70 al1 over 

again. 

Togliatti believed just such a scenario might materialize, either before or  j ust after the 

election, and hz \\.as curious to know what the Soviets wouId do. On 33 March, the Communist 

leader met secretly with Arnbassador Kostylev in a secl uded forest outside Rome. Togliatti spel led 

out the scenario as he bslieved it would evolve. Should the Front look poised to \vin the election. 

Togliatti reasoned, then the Christian Dernoçrats and the U.S. would respond with force to annul the 

rssults. arguing that the cote had k e n  fised. The Marxist parties would respond to such 

provocation using any means necessarv, even a m e d  insurrection, to defend thc clcctiûn rcsuits. 

Tvz!izrti =::? tk. - ,,. ... L qrcstion IO I(oshlc\., knotcing it \vould reach Stalin's desk in little time: should the 

Front givs the order to begin the "in-sumzione ~rmuru". the armed insurrection, in the event of  "one 

or inore provocations" by the Christian Democrats or "other reactionanes"? Togliatti sought to 

assure Moscow that, if the answer to the question was yes, then the ltalians were ready. But 

Togliatti wirned- betrayins his genuine hope o f  avoiding an armed insurrection, an- such armed 

insurrection, once started, would likely provoke another European war involving Communist 

countries such as Yugoslacia, as well as  the U S .  England and France - in shon. a third world 

\var. '" 

Mosco~v's response to the question was prompt and unequivocai: under no ci rcumstances 

Aga-Rossi and Zaslavsky, 7'ogliutfi e Sfulin, p.233. 

Aga-Rossi and Zaslavsb. 7iqliar/r ë S~u/ in ,  p.333-34. Original is in APRF. f.3. op.3. 
d. 198. pp.55-59. 
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\vas the Popular Front to launch any armed insurrection to seize power in Italy. It was clear that the 

Soviets intended to respect the spheres of influence carved out at Yalta before the end of the Second 

World War. The fact that the U.S. had not moved in response to the Czech coup confirmed Stalin's 

conviction that the Amencans, too, planned to respect the Yalta agreement. For Stalin, M y  was a 

\\-estcm countn.. However much he might wish his Italian cornrades success in the election, it was 

sirnply not worth provoking a costlier. deadlier world wvar which the Soviets sirnply could not afford 

to fight."' 

There is evidence to suggest that for ail the bold pronouncements of sure victory and 

thsonzing about what would happen afier 18 April, Frontists sensed that perhaps v i c t o ~  was 

siipping flom their hands. On 19 April, the  Communist Matteo Secchia told a Soviet official that 

predictions of electoral ~ictory had been overly-optimistic. Secchia concluded, "it is dificult for 

the Front to win with ballots a l ~ n e . " ~  In the quiet solitude of his home, an exhausted Pietro Nenni 

\$-rote in his dian. the night of the vote that there were siPs of trouble. "1 noted a certain 

preoccupation on the part of some comrades no longer as certain of victory as they were ten days 

ago .In an! case. it is over and for now 1 have but one desire: to sleep. sleep. sleep!""' Nenni would 

awaken the next day to find that there would be plenty of time to sleep. 

W'=I\GGISG TOSGC-ES': VOTING DAY 

Election day am-ved amid excitement and expectation, even suspense. Itaiians, it appeared, 

/bltl, 

Aga-Rossi and Zaslavsky, lhgiiutti e .%lin, p. 334-35. 

Pietro Nenni. /Jruri, pp.422-33. 



had taken a l i  king to their hard-won freedoms. Writing a few days before the vote- James DUM 

obsenzd that "every Italian is enjoying to the hilt the right of fiee speech, and tongues are wagzjng 

poli tical ly in the piazzas and in the wine shops: to a degee in the latter ... one can hardly drink or 

th ink  in peace.""' 

The polls opened early on 18 Apd. The paparazzi and adoring fans crowded around the  

polling stations u-hsre celebrities like the film star Anna Mangnani and the comedian "ïi~io-' c m  

their ballots. More cerebral joumalists and photographers were there to greet the politicians as they 

made their \va' to vote in their respective constituencies. One photo-ippher managed to steal a 

picture of Benedetto Croce waiting impatiently for his wife on the way to the polling station. Many 

of these images n:ould find their tvay ont0 the newsreels that played in cinemas throughout Italy in 

the da>.s fol lowing the vote. Many also appeared in cinemas around the world, so great was the 

interest in the outcome of the election bsyond ItaIy's borders. 

An Italian clerk working for the Amencan Consulate in Genova recorded his impressions of 

the 1.oting for his supzriors at the Consulate. His account aptlx described the course of voting in 

other parts of the countn, 

Work began at six a-m. The voting was orderly. One 
person out of 25 did not know how to vote and 
the president [of the polling station] instnicted 
them while carefully avoiding suggestions. About 
87 percent voted. Some people came fiom Paris and 
London to cast their ballot. In Section Xo.66, one 
man voted twice; he was discovered to be a fanatic 
communist. In Section 84. someone wote inside the 
voting txmth, 'vote communist or you will vote against 
yourself. In the same section, pamphlets showing how 

.Vemorandurn. "Italy and the United States after the Election," Rome Embassy, 12 
April 1918, in RG 84. "800 Italy," Bos 30. 



to vote the Communist ticket were pinned inside the 
booths. There \vas a nimor that some ballots were 
pre-rnarked for the Communist party were handed the 
voters, which led to a replacement of the ballots. 
A radiogram was received from Rome which ordered 
that ballots be handed to voters \vide open. Work 
ended at 12:45 am when the ballot boxes were sealed."' 

Allegations of Communist impropriety at the polling stations were met with similar 

allegations of improprieh and outright electoral fraud on the pan of Christian Democratic 

supporters. As the American Consul in Genova, Roger Heacock, observed, the Church had so 

strongly underscored the moral obligation of Catholics to vote that. "many voters \vil1 probably 

regard [electoral fraud] as their du- in the battle against the Communist devil. If it is a mortal sin 

not to vote at all. as the Pope and Archbishop have announced," Heacock sunnised. "castine a 

double vote ought to be doubly plea~ing."~ 

Not that such behaviour was confined to any one city. On the contrary, alleyations of voter 

fraud of one form or another bv supporters for both sidss poured into the Interior Ministry from 

even. corner of the countv. Cathoiics accused Communists and Soçiaiists of using physical threats 

to bully \ oters into marking their ballots for the Front. For their part, Frontists told incredible 

stories of nuns and priests claiming the voters certificates of aged or infirm hospital patients in their 

care. in order to \.ote more than one time for Christian Democracy. According to one report. the 

sick from Rome's religious hospitals were taken to the poils by ambulance and compelled to vote 

Summary of Political Developments, Roger L. Heacock, American Consul, Genoa, 16 
April 1948 in RG 84. Rome Embassy and Consulate. Confidential File. "800 Italy - Genoa." Box 
30. The clerk. Gianfranco Arreghini, worked for the Visa section of the Consulate. 

S u m m a n  of Political Developments. Roger Heacock. RG 84. Rome Embassby and 
Consulate. Confidential File, "800-Italy, Genoq". 
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"ivith the help of a nun". before being escorted briskly back to their sickbeds. Invariably. the report 

concluded. another group of sick and elderly patients soon followed, and so on until the polls 

closed."' 

For the rnost part, the voting was calm and orderly, marred only by the occasional minor 

altercation. There \vas little evidence of outright coercion or intimidation. Still, even as voters 

dutitùlly marched to the polling booths, the politicians continued to engage in a verbal joust over 

the question, increasingly academic it seemed, of public order. On the last da! of the campaip, 

before a crowd assembled at Rome's ria-zu del Popoh, the lnterior Minister reiterated the 

~io\.emment's cornmitment to suspend the voting in case of kiolence or intimidation.& Scelba's 
C 

ministry had received word from various sources that the Communists were planning to disrupt the 

\.oting in certain districts. to keep non-Communists from voting. Other sources suggested that fear 

of Communist victory at the poils was scaring some business owners in the North to flee to 

Suitzerland. Scelba ordered the border points closed in order to avoid what he called "the esodus 

The following day, around the time polls were opening and voters began turning out in 

massi\.s numbers to vote. Togliatti told a small group of joumalists that despite what Scelba 

believed. no one had the constitutional nght to suspend the election. Such a decision. should it be 

"Ecco alcune liste di eletton e di elettrici iscritti in due O piu' seggi di Roma e 
pro\-incia." 1'1 ilrtd. 18 April 1948. and "La D.C. fa votare i malati contagiosi." l'linr,ir, 19 April 
19-18. 

' ' " I I  Govemo assicura che le elezioni si svolgeranno in clima di liberta," Nuovt, < krriere 
C/L' I /CI  Sem. 17 April 1948. 

See ~t./urio Scëlhu per I'ïtulicl e per irI:'uropu (Rome, 1990), pp.60-7 1 ,  quoted by 
Lam berto Mercuri. l X  .ilpile 1948, p. 19 1 ,  
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necasan.. sat nith the newly-elsctrd parliament. Togliatti sustained. In any event. the Communist 

leader assured, there would be no trouble, such \vas the "calm, the seriousness. the civic sense" with 

\\-hich lraiian voters faced their democratic du- that day." Al1 the while. as the politicians 

\vrangkd over the issue, 27 million ftalians, over 92 percent of eligible voters. made their way to the 

ballot box. Their answw to the politicians' musings about suspending the vote. Antonio Gambino 

notes. "would be so clear-cut as to silence any further polemic before it was even bom."" The 

people had indecrd spoken. 

Late in the afternoon of the Wth, results began to trickle in. They foretold of the flood that 

\\.as to corne. Pietro Nenni had a sense eariy on that things would go from bad to worse as the da! 

progressed. Speaking of the early results in his own district, Nenni wote in his dia? that they were 

"disquieting". not so much because they gave the Christian Dernocrats a clear lead. but because 

"they signal a clear decline in the Front's positions." That fact, combined with an exceptionally high 

1.oter-turnout - some 96 percent or so - left Nenni certain that defeat was not far off. "If that's how 

much they  ive me," he wote, "then by that much are we defeated-" In the face of such poor 

prospects. there \vas nothing for the Socialist leader to do but go to bed.'" 

Silvio Negro, "Smentite le faise voci dei sabatori delle elezioni," Nuovo ('ornrre dellu 
. i m i .  18 April 1948. 

Gambino. Storiu del cinpoguerru, p.477. 

Nenni, llruri. p.423. 
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THE RESULTS 

It's al1 over now, our brief feasting; We are lefi face to face, 
alone in the Storm. If death takes us there \vil1 be no one to 
stand by, no one to share our struggle with disease and il1 
fortune. The' have baned the doors against us. the gorges 
that divide us gape wider than before; Today and tomorrow. 
as for the Iast two thousand years, we shall wear the sarne 
rags and be the same beggars as we were, Striving to tear 
off the cruel masks of our masters. 

Rocco Scotellaro 
'-Dark Waters - Apd 18"' 

We are not reactionaries who look backward: wve look fonvard. 
We ivant reforms. we want improvements: but to do al1 this. one 
premise is absolutely essential: fieedom, respect of liberty for al1 
and a spirit of independence for the Fatherland ... No one should 
intervene to oblige us to take political steps that are not in line 
u-ith our aspirations and with our Christian tradition. 

Alcide De Gasperi, 
April 1948' 

On the morning of April 2 1,  when the votes were counted Christian Democracy emerged 

as the part' u i t h  the  support of close to half (48.5 percent) of voters and, more importantly. nith 

'Quoted by Car10 Levi in "Eboli Revisited: New Life Stirs," New Iork 7ïme.s Muguzrne, 
March 13. 1949, p. 66. Scotellaro was the hventy-three year old mayor of the small village of 
Tricarico- Lucania, near the town where Levi lived under house-amest during Fascism and where 
he drew inspiration for Christ Stopped at Eboli. 
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a majority of seats in parliament (305 of 574 seats). In the national election of June 1946. the 

Christian Democrats had won only 35 percent of the vote, a telling statement of how effective the 

anti-Communist campail had been in 1948. The real stonT. hou*ever. was the surprisingly poor 

showing of the Popular Front, which received only 3 1 percent of the vote. In 1946, by contrast, 

the Communist and Socialist parties together won close to 40 percent - so much for Togliatti's 

belief that there was strength in unih. 

No one had predicted such a sound defeat of the Marxists. The Front's losses were 

heaviest. surprïsingly. in those areas where the Marxist parties had traditionally been suongest: in 

the  industrial north, in those areas. not coincidentally, where the democratic Socialists did well. 

.As in 19-46. the Socialist \.ote in the north showed itsslf to be moderate, refonnist and, above all, 

anti-Communist. And being anti-Communist in 1948 meant, necessanly, voting against the 

Popular Front. Indeed. as \vs shall sse, it \vas immediately clear afier the election that the Front 

had been hurt by the split in the Socialist party at the start of 1947. The strong showing of 

Giuseppe Sara-at-s dernocratic Socialists (who went by the name I itrrù Socrul~srtr) - close to two 

million votes in April 1948 - helps explain why the Mancist parties appeared to have lost so 

much ground since 19-16. In Piedmont, for instance. the third most industrialized region of the 

countp. home of the Communist enclave FIAT, the Front suffered an embarrassing and wholly 

unespscted defeat \chen the ami-Communist socialist vote was split between the Christian 

Dernocrats and Unità Socialista. In the Lombardy region, My ' s  industrial heartland, a similar 

pattern \vas svident. Adding insult to i n j u ~  in this region were the gains the Christian 

Democrats made in Sesto San Giovanni, a working-class district of Milan, widely knowm as the 

--Stalingrad of Italy." Here, too. Christian Democracy's gains came at the Front's expense. One 
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commentator w-riting for the pro-Christian Democrat .Vuovo ( 'urrrrre dellu Seru could barely 

contain his pleasure at the result. "These p s t  few ciays. Cornmunism has had to endure a 

thousand defeats in al1 of Italy." he wote. "but this defeat in Sesto has a symbolic meaning that 

cannot be igored. In Sesto San Giovanni ...[ Cornmunism] surrendered iü 

The Front did well. as expected, in the reddest zones of the country - Emilia. Tuscany 

and Umbria. In these regions, the reforrn socialism so popular among the f iedmontese had 

aliva~-s been weak, which meant that the split in the Socialist Party had a negligîble effect on the 

Front's performance in 1948. As the political sociologist Mattei Dogan observes, the appeal of 

re\.olutionap. politics among tenant farmers and agicultural labourers in central and nonhern 

Italy had a long tradition, extending back to the late-nineteenth and early-hventieth century. On 

the ex-e of Fascism. \\-rites Dogan. "Italy was the only country where agarian socialism was 

highly de\.eloped whiie in other counmes socialisrn took the form of an almost exciusively urban 

mo\xment."" The red tradition in the central Italian countryside \vas alive and well in t 9-18. In 

the BoIoya-area. for example, the Popular Front won an absolute majority of votes, some 52 

percent. The Front's fortunes were even greater in Siena. in the heart of Tuscany, where the 

Communist-Socialist bloc won over 55 percent of the popular vote. The results in Siena 

prompted one commentator to observe that "Emilia-Romagna is no longer the reddest region. It 

'Egisto Corradi, -'Sesto San Giovanni non è più la cittadella del comunismo," N u ~ v o  
( 'orri~~rc. ~ c ' I I u  Seru. 2 I Apnl 1948. 

'Mattei Dogan, -'Pol itical Cleavage and Social Stratification in France and Italy," in 
Seymour Martin Li pset and Stein Rokkan eds., Party .Yy.stenzv und voter ulignments: cross 
ntrr~onul pcrspccrivcs (New York, 1967), pp. 1 29- 195, especially p. 148. 
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has ceded that distinction to Tuscany.-" In Pemgia, Umbria, the Popular Front claimed close to 

44 percent of the popular vote, while the Christian Demoçrats finished second with close to 40 

percent of the \.ote. 

Yet, though the Front claimed either a majority or plurality of votes in much of the red 

zone. it lost some ground even in those areas where it actually finished well ahead of the 

Christian Democrats. In key electoral districts of northern and central My.  the parties of the 

rr\-olutionan. Leti saw their support among the urban working classes decline by varying 

degees. That fact testitied above al1 to the utter collapse of the Nenni Socialists in virtually 

every single electoral district of the counm. In Bologna, for instance- the Nenni Socialists sa\v 

their share of the popular vote decline by over 13 percent_ while the Communists too registered 

losses. albsit much smaller. relative to 1946. The Christian Democrats- by contrast. saw their 

share of the popular vote in the Bologna-area increase by 1 1 percent. In Florence. the 

Communist-Socialist bloc saw its share of the poputar vote decline by 1 1 percent. Even in Siena. 

the reddest electoral district in al1 of Italy, the Communists together with the Nenni Socialists 

\\.atched helplessiy as a srnall but noticeable number of votes drified to either the Christian 

Democrats or Saragat's democratic Socialists." To the north, in Turin, where, we have seen, 

espectations of a Frontist breakthrough were high, Communists and Nenni Socialists saw thetr 

support drop in some working-class districts of the city. especially among skilled workers who. 

 c ch il le Ardigo, -7 risultati elettorali in alcune regioni tipiche: Emilia-Romagna," in 
( ' r - o n c ~ ~ h ~  SOC'ILIII. JuI\. 1938, pp. 47-48. 

" "Stima della percentuale dei voti attribuiti. " in (tonache Socwll; cf a report by James 
C. Dunn, American Ambassador to italy, to the State Department, 6 May 1948, "The Italian 
National Elections of 1948." in RG 84, Rome Ernbassy and Consulate. Confidential File. 1948: 
7-800. Misc., Box 29. 
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bscause of the nature of their work and the income they accrued therefrom. formed a kind of 

aristocracy of labour and were firmly ensconced in the social structure of the ci-. Whether they 

were genuinely opposed to the revolutionacy pro-Soviet line of the Popular Front, or whether 

the- simply wanted to avoid compromising their status in the social life of the city, many of the 

skilled workers of traditional Communist areas of Turin simply stayed away from the polls on 

A p d  18. A notabie exception were the poorer quarters of the city that were characterized by a 

high proportion of women workers. be they facto- workers. domestic servants or poorly-paid 

teachers. ln fact. it was precisely in the female-dominated working class quarters of Turin. 

traditionally fertile ground for the Communists. that the Popular Front either held its own or 

aained support.' 
2- 

While al1 Frontists were disappointed with the election results, the Nenni Socialists faced 

hsavier lossrs than their Communist comrades. not surpnsing for a party tom betwen its 

revolutionary and refonnist wings. In the 1946 election, the Socialist party won 1 15 seats in 

parliament. After Apni 18, that number was reduced to just 48. There was no question that the 

democratic socialists had taken with them a significant share of socialist support when they split 

\r.ith the Nenni socialists at the start of 1937. In the voting district of Turin-Novara-Vercelli 

( Piedmont). for instance, the democratic Socialists claimed 12 percent of the votes; Nenni's 

socialists clairned almost as much. What was telling, however. was that in the June 1946 

election, a united Socialist party claimed over 30 percent of the vote in this electoral college. in 

the Belluno-Udine-Gorizia electoral district in the northeastern part of the country, on the border 

'~ugenio Minoli, "Analisi dei risultati eletîorali in una città tipica: Torino," Cionuchs 
Soc*rcllr, Jul?. 1 943. pp. 44-46. 



~ v i t h  Yugoslavia- the Nenni socialists claimed the woeful figure of under six percent of the 

popular vote. as opposed to the 14 percent of the Saragat socialists, a decline of over 25 percent 

from 1 946. Tellingly. two years earlier. a united Socialist Party claimed 3 1 percent of the 

popular vote in the same district, second only to the Christian Democrats' 48 percent, and far 

ahrad of the Communists' 12 percent of the popular vote. This was a pattern repeated in several 

lie- voting districts where. before the break between its revolutionary and refomist wings- and 

brfore the Nenni goup united with the Communists under the banner of the Popular Front. the 

Socialist Party proved the pany of choice on the Lefi.' 

And where the Nenni socialists did not lose ground to Saragat's Unità Socialista they lost 

votes to Togl iani's corn munis!^. I t  is important to recall that although the' were presented to 

voters as a single electoral Iist. the Communists and Nenni socialists retained their inidividual 

pan! identitication on the ballots. This allowed voters to vote for the Front. but also to express a 

prelèrence for individual parties in the process. Through this system of voter preference, 

Togliatti-s Comrnunists emerged as the Party of choice for the revolutionan Lefi. Where the 

Socialists' share of seats in parliament dropped drarnatically fiom 1946, the Communists gained 

more than thiw seats, 133 from 104. In the face of such results. Pietro Nenni exclaimed- --With 

the Communists, there is not much you can do, they wi11 dupe you every tirne? 

T H E  VICTORS ASD THE VANQUISHED: THE DAY AFTER 

"ee Table 1. "Stima della percentuale dei voti attribuiti al PCI, PSI, indip. del FDP. 
Ragpuppamento delle Destre e Sinistre." in ( .ronuclte Sociuli 15 July 1948. 

"Quotrd by Lamberto Mercuri, 18 Aprile 1948, p. 55. 
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For Frontists there was plenty of time to sit and ponder the how and why of such a 

disappointing end to so promising a start. The winners, by contrast, had to get on with the 

onerous business of governing. One editorialist put it well when he wote that the most pressing 

problem facing the De Gasperi govemrnent after April 18 was"politica1 cohabitation among 

. - 
Italians. The Italian people. he wrote. were tired of the --inefficient. uncivil political 

hullabaloo": what they wanted above all- \vas "work and food." What they also wanted. the 

commentator reasoned, \vas for their political representatives to cooperate to improve conditions 

in the counw. 'O 

No one understood this better than Alcide De Gasperi. Moderate by nature and politically 

shren-d as k w  other of his colleagues were. afier the election De Gasperi went before the country 

with an olive branch in hand. In the govemrnent's plan for the future. De Gasperi declared 

bsfore supporters ~athered outside party offices in Rome's PIUIZU de/ (;rsN. --there is room for 

everyone"; roorn for "al1 the forces that are moving in the same direction: that is, who want 

cooperation in genuine freedom. who disavow-..an? tendency towards violence-' De Gasperi 

promised broad. sweepin changes to the face of Italian society: the govemment pledged to fiçht 

unemplo!*ment. improve working conditions and the lives of working-class families. and sven 

deliver the long-awaited agranan refonn. W e  are not reactionaries,'- De Gasperi insisted, "ive 

look fonvard." And he vowed that the program of reform would indeed be realized. but under 

one condition: "to do al1 this, one premise is absolutely necessary,'. he said, "freedom and respect 

of liberty for al1 "" It was said that when De Gasperi finished addressing the crowd gathered 

IO Cesare Merzagora, "Distensione," Nuevo ( Orrkrc. dellu Sem, 20 Apnl 1948. 

I l '-La Via Sepata." N w i w  ( 'orr,erc. dellu Seru. 22 April 1 948. 
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before Party hzadquaners in Rome. he turned to some of his closest advisors and uttered. "1 am 

still the Social Christian of my youth."" 

De Gasperi \vas not alone among the victors to adopt a conciliatory tone following the 

elsction. To be sure. there was a bnef period of celebration and back-slapping among Christian 

Democrats and their supporters, in Italy and abroad. Paolo Taviani, the Vice-Secretacy of 

Christian Dernocracv. attributed his party's victory to a number of factors. Foremost arnong 

these \vas the "reawakening" of both Christian conscience and democratic priorities arnong the 

Italian people. Of course. the Christian Democrats were self-congratulatory The reawakening 

of Christian and civic duty amonp Italian voters. Taviani reasoneQ had been promoted by 

Christian Democncy itself - through Ihe diffusion of '-decisive" propaganda: through the De 

Gasperi govemment's resolute economic policies: and through the magnetism of De Gasperi and 

othsr k q  members of his cabinet. Taviani also allowed that a long list of Frontist '-gaffes" had 

helped Christian Democracy's cause, as did the Communist-Sociaiist coup in Czechoslovakia." 

Conspicuously absent from Taviani's analysis of his party's geat  victoq \vas an! detailed 

re ference to Luigi Gedda' s Civic Cornmittees. True, Taviani acknorvledged the important role 

the Ci\-ic Comminees played in mobilizing Catholic voters. but he did so in passing steering 

clear of the suggestion - k i n g  made by the Vatican and American officiais - that Gedda's Civic 

Cornmittees had made ail the difference in the campaip. As we saw in Chapter Fivs. afier the 

election. many Christian Democrats seemed to forget7 or refused to acknowledge. the part 

"This according to Vittorio Ivella, -'Favorable Omens in Italy," Foreign Afluirs 26-4 
t July. 1938 ). pp- 70 1-08. especially p. 70 1 .  

"Sre < 'ronuche Sucidi. Jul y 1 948, pp. 1 3- 1 5.  
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Grdda's Chic Committees had played in mobilizing Catholic support around De Gasperi's Party. 

Their suspicion and jealously of Gedda's privileged reiationship with the Holy See coloured the 

\va>. man- leading Christian Democrats judged the activities of the Civic Cornmittees. Christian 

Democrats sought to minimize the role of the Civic Committees. reawning that the real strength 

of the Catholic &ment in the campaign resided with the thousands of parishes throughout Italy. 

Put simply. even tvithout the energetic and creative propaganda and organizationai activities of 

the CIL-ic Committees. leading Christian Democrats argued. the Church's capillary network of 

parish churches and lay organizations would have ensured the Catholic masses voted for 

Christian Democracy on April 18. More honest observers. however. openly acknowledged the 

critical. perhaps decisive role, Gedda's Civic Cornmittees played in the rnobilization of Catholic 

\.oters. At the ve? Ieast, as deputy Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti reasoned, the Civic 

Committees performed an invaluable task in finding the physical means to get voters, especially 

the aged or infirm. to the polling station. and in showing illiterate and novice voters how to mark 

their ballots in support of Christian Democracy.'" 

The Americans. we have seen, were elated with the results, and took rnuch of the credit 

for themselves. The flood of congratulatory salutations from foreign govemments around the 

world to the State Depanment in Washington tesiified to the acknowledged leadership of the 

U S .  in the campaign to defeat the Popular Front in Italy. The British felt a quieter sense of 

satisfaction - their material and moral contribution to the anti-Communist crusade, afier all. was 

much smaller than that of their richer American cousins, and Italo-Anglo relations were still 

''lSee Chapter Five above, pp. 63-65 
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troubled by the nagging colonial question and related matters." Still. the campai- to defeat the 

Popular Front had brought the Itaiians and the British closer than they had been since the time of 

Mussolini. Such was the warming of the strained relationship between the two former allies. that 

the British openly toyed with the idea of inviting Italy to join in discussions about western 

European u n i p .  As 77w f.,'c«nomrsr urged in the wake of the Aprii election. -'It wouid be a 

helpful and gacious act if. early in its career, the new ItaIian çovemment were to receive an 

invitation to joint the Bnissels Treaty of mutual cooperation which is intended to be the basic 

instrument of western unity." After all, The /.;Conornrsr reasoned, the Italians had earned their 

stnpes on April 18. 1948: -'the Italian people have made a memorable contribution to the 

principles on which that treaty is founded."16 

The French. for their part- having played a cntical roie in the Trieste declaration of March 

reacted to the results wvith "elation coupled with relief * that the Communist menace on France's 

southern flank had been decisively checked. Wrïting to the State Depanment a few days afier 

the eiection. the Amerkan Ambassador to Paris, Jefferson Cafferey wote that the results had 

-- 
helped to -'dissipate what \vas a very large and ~minous cloud on France'~ international horizon. 

Christian Democracy's victory in M y ,  Cafferey concluded, would likely strengthen the position 

of the Schuman govemment. Had the results k e n  reversed, and the Popuiar Front swept into 

power at Rome. the Arnbassador reasoned, French politics would most likely have taken a sharp 

"For an assessment of British reactions to the 1948 results, see British Ambassador to 
Ital>*. Victor Mallet's report for the first quarter of 1948 to the Foreign Offlce in PRO FO 
37 1 i73 160. Sir V. Mallet to E. Bevin, Italy: Quarter Report, 1948, Aprd 23, 1948, Dispatch No. 
140. 

lLLTriumph in Italy," The Econornist, Apnl 24, 1948, p. 659. 



tum rightu-ard in favour of the agïnç General De Gaulle.'' 

Both the victors and their allies had a sense of a continuing revolutionary menace. Indeed, 

there was a nidespread consensus among both Italian and foreign observers that April 18 was 

merely one battle, aibeit a crucial one, in the wider war to eradicate Communism. "The historic 

battle of the Government will not be won." wvrote one Italian commentator. "until the 8,000.000 

Popular Front votes have been reduced to the few million which are cast by people who really are 

awarr that the! are voting for Communism. and not for the popular image of Not 

only would the De Gasperi government need to act swiftIy and decisively to deal with problems 

in ag icd  ture and industry, the commentator reasoned. but there was also the urgent need - 

linked to agarian reforms -of integrating the Italian south "into the mainstream of Italian iife." 

Special attention would also have to be paid to the economicaily depressed area around Venice. 

which was bearing the full bmnt of the economic- social and political disartay of erstwhile 

trading partners and export markets in central and eastern Europe. Creating an -'economically 

healthy" Italy and Europe and quickly, the argument went, was the "supreme task of ltalian 

dsmocracy." after April 1938. "' 

Arnong many outside observers, those who were more or less favourable to De Gasperi 

and Christian Democracy. there remained nagging doubts about the party's ability to deliver the 

Iong-awai ted social and economic reform. The Economkr, for one, applauded De Gasperi's 

I7Cafferey to State Department, Pan's, April 2 1. 1948 in RG 84, Rome Ernbassy and 
Consulate. Confidential File. 1948: 780-800. Misc., Box 29, Confidential File, "800 Italy 
e1ections.'- 

l X ~ v e l  la. "Favorable Omens." p. 703. 
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decisive victory but wonied that perhaps the veteran Catholic leader had done "too well" for his 

or the count~ ' s  ow ç d .  After all, were there not serious disadvantages to a single party 

commanding such an imposing majority in the parliament for the next five years? Would such 

an imposing majorïty "not encourage those very faults of omission in econornic pdicy which 

have left Ital!. with great arrears in social and agrarian reform and the impression among man! 

workers that Sipor De Gasperi works chiefly with bankers, priests and industrialists?" asked The 

/ - ~ . o m r n r . ~ i  just a few days after the election. Like its counterpart in Gennany. 7ïze Economrsr 

observed. De Gasperi's party was -'Christian" and "Democratic" at the sarne time, that is to say, a 

pa* of the Right- albeit of the moderate Right. in which "religion, family and other powerful 

i nterests" d~rninated.'~ 

The Americans. De Gasperi's biggest supporters, shared rnany of the sanie doubts about 

the real meaning of Christian Dernocracy-s victop and about the party's ability to deal with 

Communisrn in the long term. American Ambassador Dunn, we have seen, interpreted the 

slection result as a straightfonvard anti-Communist vote. This \vas an impression shared by 

other American officiais in Italy. As the American Consul in Naples, George L. Brandt observed 

of the results in the Naples region- "the anti-Communist elements agree that the victory of the 

Christian Democratic Party wts a negative one in that people voted against Communism but that 

the' w r e  not panicularly in favor of anything definitelp Christian Democrat." Local Christian 

Democrats. Brandt suççested, 1 i ke their counterparts elsewhere, undentood as much." Leaving 

""Triumph in Italy," The r iknomi~r ,  April 24, 1948, pp. 658659. 

" G e o r ~  L. Brandt to James Dunn. "Results of the Eiections in Southem Italy, April 18. 
1 918." Naples. May 1948 in RG 84, Rome Embassy and Consulate. Confidential File. 1948: 
780-800, Misc.. Box 29. Confidential File, "800 Italy elections." 
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aside for the moment the question of De Gasperi-s commitment to social and economic reform- 

Amen'can policymakers womed about how reluctant Christian Democratic supporters would 

react to an slectoral system that severely limited their genuine political choices. One of the 

legacies of April 1948, some Amencan observers feared was to rob the nascent dernocracy of 

just such vitaI popular content wvith the posnvar political system. The polarized ideological 

nature of the 1948 results. James Dunn complained to Secretary of State George Marshall a week 

afier the election. was bound to create a two-pany system quite unlike that of the U S .  or Great 

Britain: the Italian version \vas destined to become one in which vast segments of the voting 

public would prefer to vote for neither Christian Democracy nor the revolutionary Lefi, but saw 

little viable alternative to either. What the nascent parliamentary democracy needed Dunn 

reasoned. was a "third voice-' to act as a "lubricator" benveen Right and Lefi- that could at the 

same time give "voice" to those who wanted to steer Italy down a solidly centrist path. The 

obvious candidate for this job. Dunn reasoned- was the Italian Socialist pam;. shorn of its 

affiliation with the Communists and the Cominform, of c o ~ r s e . ~  As wve have seen, the U S  tried 

hard during the campaig and for man? years afier 1938 to turn the democratic Socialists into a 

cenuine --third force" in Italian politics and societv, but to no avail. So long as the democratic - 
Social ist pan'. remained small and inefliectual, Christian Democracy alone remained the one true 

bulwark against Communism in Italy. Though its intentions were othencise, Washington had 

helped make it so. Still. the US. did not relent in its campaign to get Christian Democracy to 

undertake the sweeping social and economic reform of Italian society Washington knew was 

"Dunn to Marshall, Rome, April 26, 1948, in RG 84. Rome Embassy and Consulate. 
Confidential File. 1948: 780-800. Misc.. Box 29. Confidential File. "800 Italy e1ections.'- 
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essential for effective. stable democratic governance in Italy. 

The winds of change, it seemed, aIso blew through the Vatican afier the sound defeat of 

the Popular Front. At the very l e m  the word "change-' was on the lips of ecclesiastic officiais as 

they sighed with relief at the outcome of the vote. Powerful members of the Italian Church 

applauded the results as more than simply a victory for Christian Democracy. but as a triumph of 

liberty and of Christian conscience. The influential Archbishop of Genoa. Giuseppe Sin 

charactcirized the election result as the instinctive response of a Christian nation to "preserve" 

humanity and religion. To those who disparaged Christian Democracy's great victory, arguing 

that man' of those who voted for De Gasperi's Party cared little for the principles of the Catholic 

part?, Siri responded that in Christian Democracy. Italian voters had found the one party that best 

reflected their hopes and their vision for Italy's future? The Archbishop of Ravenna. Giacomo 

Lercaro defended the religious overtones of organized Catholicism's intervention in the 

campaig as the inevitabie reaction to the Popular Front's -'anti-Christian" campaip. Faced with 

an openly antagonistic. anti-clerical political coalition that seemed poised on the edge of power, 

Lercaro reasoned, Catholic voters were undoubtediy conscious of t h e  "Christian" value of a vote 

for Christian Democracy." 

In his first public statement afier the election, Pius XII lauded the Italian people for 

having demonstrated a -'great sense of civic duty" in voting in such large numbers, and for 

electing the one Party sure to guarantee the "ordered tranquility" necessary for the material 

reconstruction and moral regeneration of Italian society. The C hurch had al ways recognized. or 

"Ses the special edition of ( ir~nuclte .Sociu/i. July 1 948. pp. 3-4. 

"l/h id.. p. 5 .  
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ar least said as much. that many kilims were suffering fiom a sluggish and uneven economic 

recovery and from the longstanding structural deficiencies of the economy and Society. For Pius 

XII. the path of peace. order and stability voters chose on Apnl 18 was the surest guarantee that 

'-justice-' would be done for workers and the unemployed." 

Man? who clamoured for social and econornic change refused to believe that the Pope's 

promise ofjustice would ever be realized with the Christian Democrats in power. The 

Communist and Socialist rank-and-file. like their leaders. reacted to the results of the vote with 

shock, disappointment and anger. But where their leaders sought to blarne factors beyond their 

control - allegïng voter fiaud and accusing the Christian Democrats. the Vatican and the US. of 

bullying and buying t h e  election - the rank-and-file, especially the militant workers of the 

industrial north. placed much of the blame on the leaders themselves. As Liliana Lanzardo 

discovered in interviews with former workers and Communist party organizers in the FIAT plant 

of Turin. the laiter had widely believed that the election would be handily won by the Front, and 

were shocked at the final results. So firm was this certaine of victory at the poils, which many 

assumed wouid open the doors to the long-awaited socialist revolution. that Communist and 

Socialist workers in al1 of Turin had prepared physically and mentally to meet the expected 

reaction from the Rîght in the wake of a Frontist victory. When the results of the election were 

known, the Tunn workers were incredulous; even in Turin itself, the Front could not claim the 

s\veeping ~ictory it expected. But if not Turin. some asked. then surely Milan or Genoa had been 

won by the Front? Here, too, however, there was only disappointment and disbelief. As one 

""Giomata memorabile. Il Pensiero di Pio XII," Nuovo Corriere della Sera, 23 April 
1948. 
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local organizer recalled- "...man- comrades were disorïented and did not know whether to stay in 

rhrir homes. or hide in the homes of friends, awaiting fimher development~.""~ 

Disillusionment and disorientation quickl y gave wvay to anger: and anger, in turn. gave 

way to action. Having waited and worked patiently and peacefully since the Liberation in 

anticipation of a legai. democratic seizure of powver. Turin workers - many of whom had led to 

Lrery first instance of open rebellion against Fascism in 1943 - again prepared to take matters in 

their o\\n hands. Thousands of workers. almost al1 of the Fiat wvork-force, assembled before 

Communist party headquarters to express their anger at having been misled by party Leaders in 

Turin and in Rome into believing that the revolution was nigh.' 

More than one finger pointed at Palmiro Togliatti. One charge against the Communist 

leader \vas that throughout the carnpaign, he had spoken frorn both sides of his mouth. One 

Communist organizer in the Fiat plant in Turin recalled that Togliatti had done more than any 

other political leader to feed the wïdespread sense of certain victory among the rad-and-file. 

Privately, however. Togliatti had admitted to some comrades that the Front had neither the votes 

to \\in the election nor. more importantly, the means and the wïll to deal wvith the situation in the 

unlikely event the Front actually did win a majority of votes and seats in parliament. Speaking to 

a p o u p  of p a q  organizers before the election, Togliatti purponedly declared. "My m'ends fiom 

Turin are c r q .  Fortunately, we wi11 not be able to obtain the results you al1 anticipate because if 

by some chance ... we were to attain a majority in the election. who among you would be able to 

'"Li 1 iana Lanzardo, ('fusse Operuk~ e P urtiro CWomunisru uIlu Fiut. S ~ r u  I egiu d e f h  
( 'olltrhorurrortc~ l 945- 1949 (Turin, 197 1 ). pp. 460-6 1. n. 1, 2 .  
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dral with the situation. you who practice politics with the hem and not with the head.'"' 

Could it be that for dl his affirmations to the contmy, Togliatti had realized for some 

time that the Front would be hard-pressed to achieve Mctory at the ballot box? Could it be that 

he quiet1 y breathed a sigh of relief at the results, no longer womed about the senous 

repercussions a Frontist victory would have had? Revealing in this regard was Togliatti's initial 

reaction, as expressed privately at least. to news the Christian Democrats had won by such a 

large rnargin. "These were the best results we coufd have hoped for," he serenely toId one 

disappointed colleague. 'This is just fine."" 

Such quiet satisfaction, even resignation, was not evident when Togliatti addressed the 

nation a few days afier the vote. The etection. he declared combatively. had been neither free 

nor hir. Italian voters, Togliatti insisted had been bullied into voting for Christian Democracy 

through violence, intimidation and the "threat of eternal damnation." The menace of arrned 

foreign intewention to keep Italy within the Amencan sphere of influence, Togliatti added had 

no doubt frightened many votrrs into voting for De Gasperïs party." When he met with Soviet 

officiais to discuss what had gone wrong, Togliatti laid much of the blame on electoral fraud 

through which. h e  reasoned. the Christian Democrats robbed the Popular Front of at least a haIf- 

million votes. The Soviet arnbassador Kostylev thought Togliatti's estimate was too 

consemative. and wote to Moscow that doser to wo million votes had been stolen fiom the 

:'So recalled Franco Rodano in an i n t e ~ e w  with Antonio Gambino, Smriu Jef 
~Jopogz~erru, p. 479. 

30'-Le dichiarazioni di Togliatti," I'iin;rù, 22 April 1948. 



Front through vanous foms of electoral fraud." 

The question of electoral h u d  topped the agenda of the Communist party executive 

meeting in the first week of May. True. the Communist leadership accepted that a combination 

of factors had helped to defeat the Front. Police violence, intimidation, and a massive military 

presence in man' towns and cities. Togliatti told his colleagues. were as important a factor in the 

Front ' s  de feat as "the letten from America.. .and the pressure from the clerg.'-" But Togliatti 

urged his comrades not to underestimate the impact of electoral fraud - the "gerrynandering. 

the swindles" as he described it - on the outcorne. The problem, however, was thai the party 

had not done enough to guard against such fraud nor had enough care been given to 

documenting the dozens of instances of h u d  reported by party members throughout the country. 

Indeed. Togliatti complained in some places Communist scrutineers left their Socialist comrades 

alone to observe as votes were king counted, The Socialists, as was theit manner, Togliatti 

concluded. "abandoned their post and lefi things in the hands of our enemies."" 

Of course. Togliatti and the whole of the Communist leadership appreciated that the 

Christian Dernocrats had done more than simply cheat their way to potver. Afier all. De 

Gasperi's par@ had gained four-and-a-half million more votes than in 1946, an undeniable 

demonstration of mass appeal. Other factors. including the Front's own shoncomings. had also 

contnbuted to the stunning defeat on April 18. There was no denying, for instance, that the 

"See Aga-Rossi and Zaslavsky, Tog/iafti e Stolin, p. 245. 

"Riunione del Comitato Centrale del PCI. Verbale della riunione. 4.5.6 May 1948 in 
APC, Gramsci Institute. 

- % 

"Verbal i. May 1943. 
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democratic Socialists had done better than expected. In some areas of the country we have seen. 

democratic socialist gains came directly at the expense of the Popular Front. This was true in 

parts of central and northem Italy. precisely those regions where the Marxist parties lost over one 

million votes relative to 1946. 

For some Frontists, the losses registered to the Saragat sofialists suggested that a major 

factor bshind the defat was the Popular Front itset f. Both Communists and Socialists hoped to 

find strength in unity when they gave life to the Front in 1947, conscious of the fact that in the 

1946 election. more Italians voted for either of the two Marxist parties than for Christian 

Democracy. But after April 18, many Communists and Socialists wondered whether Marxist 

unit? under the histotic banner of the Popular Front had done more hann than good. Few people. 

however, were willing to say as much publiclly, at least for the time k i n g  "Should we now 

consider the political formula of the Front right or wrong?" Togliatti asked in a meeting of the 

pa- executive one week after the election. For the Communist leader, the question was 

rhetorical. The "formula" of the Front. Togliatti told his colleagues- was "profoundly correct. 

both in its general motives and for the sake of the party which, through it, avoids the danger of 

bci ng i s ~ l a t r d . " ~ ~  Accordin_gly, whatever its shoncomings. the Fronre democrurrco. Togliatti 

argued. should continue to "exist and function actively as an organizer of mass movements and 

popular struggles.'- And in order to continue to function and evolve as an agent of political 

socialization and mass mobilization, Togliatti concludeci, one factor was indispensable - the 

unit>- of its constituent elements which meant, above all. "the close collaboration" between 

"Verbali. Riunione della Direzione del PCI, 26 April 1948, APC. Verbali, 1948. 
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Communists and Socialists." 

Togliatti realized that an immediate consequence of the Front's poor showing at the polis 

\\-ouid be a panicularly intense soul-searching in the ranks of the Nenni Socialists. '' Expectedly. 

the Communists tned to lay the blame elsewhere while helping to lick the Socialists' wounds at 

the same time. Togliatti attributed the decline in Socialist Party fortunes to the schism that had 

tom the pas/ apart in 1947, and to the  fact that the Socialist rank-and-file was simply more 

heterogeneous and iess attached than Communists to the principle of parp discipline. That 

explained, to Togliatti's min& why so many workers and some members of the middle-class 

were easily persuaded by anti-Communist propaganda "masked. said Togliatti. as reformist 

socialism." 

The Nenni socialists agreed that voters, including many of their own supporters, had k e n  

too easily influenced by anti-Communist propaganda. by external pressures and intimidation and 

by the threats of -'starvation and etemal darnnation."'"Wing for the Socialist organ Auunri' on 

May 1. Pietro Nenni comrnented caustically. "The Front struggled in the most dificult conditions 

imaginable. Its battle was a battle of the rational against the irrati~nal."~~ But there was no 

-- - - -  - - 

 almi miro Togliatti, "Considerazioni su1 18 Apde," Rinclscilu, a. V, 4-5, April-May 1948, 
pp. 137- 140. especially p. 139. 

" Q ~ u e d  by Lamberto Mercuri. 18 Aprde 1948, p. 55. 

. - 
"Togliatti. 'Tonsiderazioni su1 1 8 Aprile." p. 140. 

'X--Indirizzo della Direzione del Partito Socialisb [taliano a tutti 1 Mi 
39 April 1 948. reprinted in Fedele, Fronre Pupo/um. pp. 249-53. 

"Pietro Nenni, "1 Maggio - Meditazioni su una Battaglia Perduta," 
1948. 

litanti," in Avunfi!, 

' Avanri!, 1 May 



denying that many Socialists. Nenni included, felt they had been duped by Togliatti's 

Communists. The Party executive, meeting at the end of April, decried the disparity between the 

--rrenerous'- - contribution the Socialists made to the Front's campai@, and the "actual influence'- 

the Party was able to claim on voting &y." 

Whi le the? continued to defend the Front in pnnciple. and argue as Togliatti did that the 

uni- of the Mamist parties be preserved for future battles, in reality many Socialists were bitter 

and resentful towards their Communist comrades. Though few would yet say so publically, the 

fate of the Popular Front was sealed. Nenni observed that his party was already vulnerable 

because of the split in its ranks before April 1948 and, consequently, it would suffer even more 

dire consequences atler of the electoral defeat. The most senous consequence of all, Nenni 

understood. was that within the Front itself. the Sociatist Party. the patriarch of ltalian socialism. 

would be demoted to the rank of junior ~artner.'" In the end it was a bitter piIl for the proud 

Socialists to swallo\v. 

At its annual Party convention in J une 1948, the Nenni social ists acknowledged publically 

what man-. of them had been saying privately since April. namely that the Popular Front had 

done more ham than good. In the end, they complained, the Front appeared to voters not as an 

innovation and a vehicle for mass mobilization, but as a simple electoral bloc. dominated by the 

Italian Communists. The dominance of the Cornmunist Party, the Socialists reasoned, effectively 

reduced the  campaip to a referendum on Communisrn. "The Front did not succeed in 

presenting to the nation the contest for Aprii 18 as a stniggie between reform and conservatism; 

JOIndirizzo della Direzione del Partito Socialista 

4 1 Nenni. "Meditazioni su m a  battaglia perduta.'- 
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instead, it contributed to the belief that the choice was actually between Communism and anti- 

Communi~rn.'"~ The "socialist alternative," with its promise of neutrality and peace, the 

Socialists concluded. \vas lost in the verbal jousting between Comrnunists and Christian 

Democrats over which big brother - Truman or Stalin - was the more generous and 

benevolent. The Nenni soçialists argued that the unity of the working-class was more important 

than ever. but they made it clear that the political unity of the Socialist and Communist parties 

[vas not the surest way on the Itaiian road to socialism. 

Born in an atmosphere of excitement and expectation, born of energetic mas-based 

movements and heralded with an impressive show of numerical strength and popular support in 

the streets and ~ I U I Z C  of the country, its founding members quietly dissolved the E k m e  

/ ) L ' ~ O L T U / ~ L Y )  f'opolure on August 1 1. 1948. The spirit of the Front was very much alive. 

Communists. Socialists and other erstwhile Frontists declared, and its objectives of uniting al1 

tmiy "democratic'- elements to resolve the countrfs problems were as pressing as ever. But. as 

its founders wistfully note4 the "organizational ties" represented by the Popular Front had ken ,  

.a 

in a word. ' - s z r p e r u r r .  This was a gentle way of saying that Frontism was simply out-of-date.'" 

The Front's time had passed. 

POST-3IORTEM 

Though they had little cause to celebrate in the days and weeks following April 18, 

Frontists could at least take pleasure in knowing they had made inroads in the conservative. 

""~iscossa Socialista," Mozione di Maggioranza Relativa al XXWl Congresso del PSI 
( Genoa. 37-30 June 1948). reprinted in Fedele. fionre Pupolcrre, pp. 258-60. 

" " ~ t t o  di Scioglimento del Fronte Democratico Popolare." Rome, 1 1 August 1948, 
original ly in / '( h r u ,  1 3 Au-eust 1948, reprinted in Fedele, h n r e  Popoiure, pp. 26 1-62. 
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Catholic south. including Sicily and Sardinia. The time. enerp and money spent. to budd a 

social presence in the rnezzoglorno. by the Communists especially. proved worth the effort, and 

wolild bear political fniit for the Lefi for decades to corne. Some of the biggest gains - albeit 

modest in cornparison to the Christian Democrats - came in one of the poorest of regions, 

Naples. where the Front won over 20 percent of the popular vote in 1948. an increase of over five 

percent from 1946. This was a woefully low figure given that the Christian Demoçrats claimed 

o\:er fi-. percent of the popular vote in the Naples area. Still. what was significant about the 

Front's showing in Naples and the surrounding areas was the fact that it was the Communists 

alone who saw their share of the popular vote increase, while the Nenni Socialists, as was hue of 

e v e q  other electoral district in the country. proved to be the weak link of the Marxist coalition. 

A similar pattern was cvident throughout the Italian south. a fact that lefi the Communists 

optimistic about their prospects for the future. The Communists' relative success in the Naples 

elsctoral district and in virtually every other district south of Rome would seem to challenge the 

notion. unhesitatinçly accepted by most historians. that the combined efiorts of clerical 

intenention and American influence in the form of money. foodstuffs and the involvement of 

Italian-Americans ultimately contained whatever revolutionary impulse there existed in the 

underdeveloped south." 

That is not to suggest, of course, that the poorest of the poor necessarily voted for the 

Popular Front. Afier all. Christian Democracy's share of the popular vote in the Naples-Caserta 

UFor the thesis that Amencan intervention, in particular the initiatives of ltalian 
Americans to convince relatives in Italy to vote against the Popular Front. made al1 the 
difference in the campaign, see Emesto Rossi, "The United States and the 1948 Italian 
Election." PhD, University of Pittsburgh, 1964. 



electoral district was some thirty percent more than that of the Popular Front. Just as important, 

the Christian Democrats increased their share of the vote in the a x a  by some fi fieen percent 

relative to J une 1 946. It is also undeniably the case that, as Car10 Levi and other commentators 

were fond of saying, the "myth of Arnerica" was so pervasive in the Italian south, so powerful 

and so immediate that the mere thought of offending such a benevolent and generous big brother 

as the U.S. likely convinced many southemers to vote for Christian Democracy. Certainly the 

threat that Italy might be excluded fiom the Marshall Plan for European Recovery. as Amencan 

Secretary of State George Marshall himself warned several weeks before voting day, likely jarred 

man? voters in those regions that needed American help the most." Indeed. some historians 

ar-ue that Communist gains in the south would have been that much greater had it not k e n  for 

the  intervention of the United States. in particular the persona1 crusade of Italian-Americans who 

wote letters and postcards and sent packages to relatives in Italy, mainly in southern Italy and 

Sicily. waming them of the dire consequences should Italians send Communists to power. The 

argument, Antonio Gambino suggests, is ail the more credible when we consider that the many 

thousands of letters sent by Italian Americans contained more than just words. Indeed, the 

statistics contirm that remittances to Italy fiom North Amenca aione in 1948 were between and 8 

and 10 million dollars more than in the years immediately preceding or following the 1948 

election. Ail toi4 in 1948 the Italians of North America sent close to 30 million dollars to 

relatives in Italy in the fonn of remittances. Tellingly. the following year that figure dropped to 

"~ntonio Gambino has observed that a poli of Italians taken before the Apnl election 
revealed that some seventyeight percent of those surveyed knew of the Marshall Plan, and that 
sixh-five percent of them favoured the recovery plan, while only fourteen percent opposed it. 
The poil results were pubfished in P. Luvato Fegiz, II vollo sconosciuto del/'/ru~iu (Milan, 
1956). pp. 700-0 1, quoted by Gambino, Storia del dopoperru, p. 460. 



some 18 million dollars. The numbers suggest, as Antonio Gambino puts it. that the intervention 

of Italian Arnericans in particular represented a fom of "conditional help7' that lent credence and 

immediacy to their many admonitions to relatives in Itaïy to vote the "right" way. 

Still, that the Communists made any inroads at al1 in the south was an important portent. 

The 1948 results provided concrete evidence of the Communists' superior ability to organize and 

rnobilize. and exploit the longstanding grievances of many southern Italian peasants, workers and 

even intellectuals. The 1948 vote showed that the Communist party's efforts to establish a social 

and political presence in the south were already beginning to bear b i t  and would continue to do 

so ever more abundantly in future elections. Rocco Scotellaro, the younç mayor of the village of 

T ~ c ~ ~ c o  in the Potenza-Matera district, captured the sense of many Communists in the south 

after April 1 8 that thoush the battle may have k e n  iost. the wider \var would yet be won. In a 

poem entitled "What Are We to Do?", Scotellaro wrote that the Popular Front's defeat meant 

that "We [the peasants] are still the weakiings we always were/We are the docile sheep of our 

masters." Yet, Scotellaro concluded, there was good reason to hope for better days. "Other 

'%ee E. Rossi, "The United States and the 1948 Itaiian Election," and Gambino, S/oriu 
&l clopogrrerru, p. 449. On remittances in the postwar period, see Sergio Angeletti. 
--L'irnportanza delle nmesse degli emigranti nella bilancia italiana dei pagamenti nell'ultimo 
decennio." in 1.u ~Llercutzzia, 1 1, 8 (August, 1956). The statistics quoted by Rossi and Gambino 
are from the Italian Foreign Exchange Onlce that kept a close watch over the volume of 
remittances that flowed into Italy fiom Italians abroad both before and aîîer the Second World 
War. On the Italian Amencan letter-writing campaign, see the New York Times 18 April 1948, 
pp. 1 6 -20  and 5 May 1948, p. 1 2. See also C. Edda Martinez and Edward A. Suchman, "Letters 
from Amerka and the 1948 Elections in Italy," Public Opinion (luarterl-v 14, 1 (Spring, 1950), 
p. 1 12. Sylvan Gotshal and Halsey Munson, "Letters to Italy," Common Ground 9, 1 (Auhunn, 
1 938), p. 4, and Richard Robbins, "Letters to M y  - A Reconsideration," Common Ground, 1 O ,  1 
( Autumn. 1949), p.4 1 . 
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wings W I I I  fly out of the nests." he wrote. "For even as tirne perishes the dawn is alwvays new."' 

Nationally, the Popular Front did well in those regions - save for Basilicata, in the south 

- characterized by large land-holdings and by large numbers of landless labourers and tenant 

tàrmers. In Tuscany, for instance, the modest loss of support for the revolutionary Left among 

urban workers \vas more than offset by the significant inroads made by the Communists. 

especially in ml parts of the region. While the Christian Democrats could also boast of having 

increased their share of popular support in Tuscany, they were well aware that almost al1 of that 

support came from the cities and toms ,  ffom the upper and rniddle classes as well as from some 

sectors of the urban working-class. One commentator sympathetic to the Christian Democrats 

blarned this failure to capture very much support in the rural areas of the region on the absence of 

a --coherent and ive11 defïned line of govemment action," in handling the protracted conflict 

between landowners and the militant and organized sharecroppers of central Italy between 1946 

and 1947. The De Gasperi government's imposed settlement of the dispute, the commentator 

observed. had become a -'law followed by those who wvish to follow it," with serious political 

rrpercussions for Christian Democracy in the central Italian countryside." 

The sharecroppers' struggle to keep a greater proportion of  the produce of the land they 

ivorked had a long histo- in the region. But afier the Second World War the dispute between 

the nte~zudrr and the landowners reached unprecedented levels of intensity, even violence, as 

sharecroppers also demanded landowners do more towards improving the land and repairing war 

J~co te l l a ro  was quoted by in an article by Carlo Levi entitled "Eboli Revisited: New Life 
Stirs." wi tten for the !\b~, kbrk Times Muguzine. March 1 3, 1949, pp. 66-67. 

4 8 Giorgio Jannaco, "1 risultati elettoral i in alcune regioni ti piche - Toscan*" Cronache 
S o c 8 r d r .  July 1948, p. 48. 
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damage. De Gasperi's prescription for resolving the dispute in 1946 was. as Paul Ginsborg 

notes. a classic example of the Prime Minister's "mediating s k i l l ~ . ' ~ ~  De Gasperi recommended 

that the landlords contribute twenty-four percent of one year's income towards repairing war 

damage and another ten percent towards improving the land. But he refused the sharecroppers' 

demand for a greater share of produce more than the usual Soi50 sharing anangement. Adding 

insult to injury, De Gasperi also ordered the newiy constituted fann councils, which were 

especially popular among the sharecroppers of Tuscany. to be disbanded. thus denying farmers 

an institutionalized coilective voice. 

According to Ginsborg, De Gasperi's settlement, commonly referred to as the iodo De 

Gasperi or De Gasperi's gift. represented a "watershed in the central Italian power stniggle. For 

the most part, the landowners refused to accept the ternis of the settlement even though the more 

radical demands of the sharecroppers, like an equal Say in the decision-making, had k e n  finnly. 

if quietly, rejected. Still, through the government's careful mediation, a "semblance of peace" 

returned to the central Italian countryside by the summer of 1947. By that time. the newly 

appointed Minister of Agriculture, the Christian Democrat Antonio Segni, had drawn up an 

agreement that promised the sharecroppers fi@-three percent of the produce, and required 

landowners to put aside four percent of their annual income to  improving the land. For some 

historians, the / o h  De Gasperi was a substantial concession, indeed a bona fide @fi, to the 

sharecroppen of the region? Other historians, however, see the settlement as a defeat of the 

'"Paul Ginsborg, A History of Confemporury Ita[v, p. 1 09. 

'"So reasoned E. Piscitelli in his Du I'orri u (le Gusperi (Milan, 1975). pp. 153-57. 



sharecropper's cause. at least in the short-term. " 
Politicall y, De Gasperi's settlement of the dispute won him few supporters, neither 

among sharecroppers nor among the landlords. His opponents. on the other hand, the 

Comrnunists especially, drew considerable political capital fiom their involvement in the 

struggle. As Ginsborg notes. it had k e n  the militants of the Italian Communist Party working 

under the auspices of the Federterra "who had guided and instructed the mczudri in the course of 

the struggle. The PCI-s substantial electoral backing in the central Italian countryside." Ginsborg 

concludes, --dates from this 

That the Popular Front did especially well in ml areas characterized by lutrfondi with 

large nurnbers of sharecroppers, tenant farmers. and IandIess labourers was evident elsewhere in 

the country. In Lombardy, for instance, only in the rural district of Mantova-Cremona did the 

Fopular Front hold its own relative to the Christian Democrats. This area. as Federico Chabod 

observed, was more agricultural than the rest of the region, with a large number of brucaunrt 

who suffered from uneven land distribution more than other social ciasses in the region. By 

contrat, in the mountainous area of Como-Sondrio-Varese, which was characterized by small, 

individual land-holdings. the Christian Democrats scored sorne of their biggest gains. 

In the Como-Sondrio-Varese region, as in most other areas of the country, the weight of 

the  past counted as much as the politicai realities of the present. As Mattei Dogan has observed, 

historically in Italy, "vote varies according to altitude." Mountainous areas tended to be more 

consemative than hilly zones. and hilly zones tended to be more conservative than plains areas. 

5 l So argues Paul Ginsborg, A Histop of Contemporuty /tu[v? pp. 1 09- 1 0. 

5 = h d .  
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In mountainous and hilly regions. both Catholic traditions and patterns of small landownership 

were more prevalent than in plains areas such as those ofthe Emilia-~omagna." In the red 

regions such as Emilia-Romagna, the Marches and Umbria, by contrast, history worked in the 

opposite direction, by feeding the penchant for radical politics that so alarmed elements of the 

ruling dite at various periods of the country's modem history. I t  was no coincidence that these 

three regions. the reddest regions of the country in the 20' century. had For centuries pnor k e n  

papal States where it was the Church that owned the land and exploited peasants. In the 

nineteenth and twentieth century, the exploited peasant classes organized to contest the temporal 

pan-er of the papacy and, later, the large-landowning elite. Tuscany, the other red region of the 

country, though never a papal possession, did have a long anti-clen'cal tradition, the echoes of 

\\.-hich revrrberated loudly in April 1948.- As Dogan observes. "there is no spontaneous 

generation" in modem Italian electoral history; that is, Italian voters tend to vote the way they 

toted last time. and when they do change their vote, they tend to support a pany close to their old 

political allegiance.*' "A map of Communist-Socialist votes in 1946," Dogan concludes, 

"coincides to a laoe extent with the map of Socialist supporc in 19 19."'" 

As the Front's modest breakthrough in Naples and other parts of the south revealed, in 

"Dogan, "Political Cleavage and Social Stratification," p. 183. 

" ~ h r c l .  pp. 183-84. 

"Man- thanks to Professor Trevor Lloyd for this insight on what he calls the 
-consemative. nature of voters in western democracies. On the basis of a 'conservative' 
approach to electoral analysis, Lloyd argues, "everything that happened in 1948 was pretty 
predictable. " 1 n discussion with the author. Toronto, November 1999. 

'"~ogan. "Political Cleavage and Social Stratification," pp. 183-84. 
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poorer regions of the country, especially in places where the traditions of refonn soçialisrn were 

weak or non-existent, the Popular Front came to be seen as an alternative for many voters 

frustratrd with the continued neglect by those wvho owned the land and govemed the countp." 

The one exception was in Basilicata, in the ekctoral district of Potenza-Matera. The region was 

cornmonly referred to as Lucania and gained world-\vide repute as the setting of Carlo Levi's 

( h . v t  S~opped ul (:'holi. The Potenza-Matera district - which was one of the poorest regions of 

the countn,: it was here where Carlo Levi was forcibly confined by Mussolini's regime - was 

solidly Christian Democrat territ~ry. '~ The results in Potenza-Matera mirrored the national 

pattern. The Christian Democrats won over 48 percent of the vote in the district, while the 

Popular Front claimed over 35 percent; of that percentage, just under 14 percent was won by the 

Communists. a very small increase from June 1946. The Nenni Socialists. by contrast, won just 

over 5 percent of the vote in Potenza-Matera in April 1948. Tellingly, two years earlier, a united 

Socialist p a w  had received over 16 percent of the popular vote in the region. 

One might have expected the Popular Front to do better in Basilicata, Life in this 

southern region was harsh. Poverty and unemployment were rampant. Infant mortality was 

among the highest in al1 of M y .  In 1948, the Basilicata region was, as it had long k e n ,  an 

o~snvhelmingly a ~ a r i a n  economy. Some 75 percent of the working population was gainfully 

rmployrd in agriculture and a mere 13 percent of working people were employed in ind~stry . '~  

"C habod, I. 'I(uliu Conremporanea, p. 1 73. 

'"Statistical data was culled fiom ISTAT, Annuario Srutisrico Iraliano, /9&-@, 5, 1 
(Rome. 1949) which published data based on the census of April 1936, the last nation-wide 
census before 195 1 .  
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Much of the region's land-tenure system was characterized by the large land-holdings with 

hruccrunri consti tuting the bulk of the agricultural workforce. These landless labourers were 

amons the lowest paid in al1 of Italy: some eamed a mere 400 lire per day in 1947. The more 

militant and better organized brclcciunri of Communist-held areas like Siena, by contrast, earned 

over 700 lire per da'." Though they made their living working the land. the inhabitants of the 

Basilicata were largeiy urban, living in towns and cities of between 1,000 and 10,000 inhabitants. 

In 1947. the provincial capitals of Potenza and Matera had populations of approximately 3 1.000 

and 28,000 respectively. Severai thousands of the area's inhabitants - mostly men - were living 

or working outside of the region, mainly in North and South America, the U.S. in particular. In 

one of his most eloquent passages, the famous Carlo Levi spoke of the ties that bound this poor, 

remote region of southem Italy to the promised iand across the Atlantic. "Not Rome or Naples. 

but New York would be the true capital of the peasants of Lucania," Levi wrote, "if ever these 

men without a State could have a capital.'"' 

This imase of a people without a state is central to C'lwisr Stopped ut ICboii. The peasants 

of the  Lucania who so impressed Levi with their work ethic, their hurnility and their generousity 

also shocked him wïth their hopeiessness, their despair, their distrust of state authorÏty, and their 

recoursz to superstition to esplain what befell thern. Christ, the peasants were fond of saying - by 

which they meant civilization itself - had stopped at Eboli, a real town where, as Levi accurately 

described, "the road and the train abandon the Coast of Saiemo and the sea and one enters the 

'*,4nnuurio S/a/istico /tufiuno. 194448- For data on the wages of landless labourers, see 
Table 388. on p.39 1. 

"'CarIo Levi. < iisro si è fermato ci Ebolt, (Turin, 1959, p. 1 1 1.  
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desolate regions of Lucania." Levi agreed with the peasants: Christ reat iy had stopped at Eboli. 

and so had time îtself, along with "individualisrn ... hope..-the link between cause and 

effect.. . reason and History. '%' For the peasants of the Lucania Levi observed. Rome was nothing 

other than the capital of the "Signon'-, the rich, and the heart of a --foreign and harmful" state. 

-'No one has ever set foot in this land except as a conqueror- an enerny or an incomprehensive 

visiter," Levi wrote. 

When he returned to the region in 1947, as he had promised he wvould, Levi found his 

humble and resigned peasants to be restless and pushing for social, economic and political 

change. Wnting for the New York Times in March 1949, Levi observed that during and 

immediately following the Second World War. 'The peasants of the South did start to move in the 

direction of a sel f-started liberation-" This peasant-based movement of liberation, Levi reasoneâ, 

kvas tantamount to "a declaratïon of their own fieedom and a recognition of the fact that the state 

mighr be no longer their traditional enemy and oppressor but an essential and positive element in 

their dail'. I I \  es.'"; 

The year 1948. Levi wistfully observeâ, so full of expectation and hope for Italy's 

democratic renaissance. represented a setback of sorts for the -*rural movement" of liberation, 

fol lowed by what Levi described as "a p e r d  of confusion and what looks on  the surface like a 

return to the  political attitude of anarchy, indifference and despair." captured so vividly in C'l~rrst 

Siopped uf I;bolr. What was it, Levi asked, that had dampened this "newly awakened and 

"'Levi, C'rtsfo, pp. 9- 10. 

63Carlo Levi. "Eboli Revisited: New Life Stin," New York Times Magazine, March 13, 
1949. pp. 12. 
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essrntially \.i-orous spirit" which had only begun to realize profound and lasting social. cultural and 

economic change? "It was an event which had repercussions upon the peasants of the South entirely 

different from those it caused in the r a t  of Italy and the outside world,'- Levi answered. He was 

refering. of course, to the 1948 election. For the peasants of southem Italy, Levi reasoned the 

international implications of the election rnattered little. Had it not k e n  for the "avalanche" of 

Ictters received from relatives in Amerka, most peasants would scarcely have known that anyone 

bq-ond Italfs borders cared about Italian affairs. Indeed, as Levi described it, for the peasants of 

southern Italy. the significance of the 1948 vote lay in the simple fact that they were voting at ail. 

To the peasants of the south. Levi opined. '-this election day meant their first chance to make use of 

the ballot box. a weapon which they were told was milder and yet more efficacious than their axes 

and guns." (This \vas technically inaccurate. Peasants had also voted in 1946. many of them for the 

first time. together with women). It was also a chance for peasants to "assert their rights before the 

owners of a land \vhich does not under present conditions yield them a decent living." Most 

important. 18 Apd 1948 represented for most southem peasants a milestone in Italy's long and 

tortuous path to genuine parliarnentary democracy. "It meant their first elcperience of democracy." 

Levi told American readers almost a year afier the election, and it reflected the extent to which the 

peasants of the south had laid to rest "an attitude of alternating revolt and despair in favor of an 

honest plea for bread, work. land reforms and reclamation" - in short a demand for the very things 

necessay to a "civilized existence'. which the "decayed local aristocracy of landowners" had for so 

long denied the hardworking peasants of the south. While much of the western world rejoiced at 

the outcome of the ltalian election. calling it a victory for liberty and democracy, Levi observed, the 

--semi-feudal petty tyrants of the villages of southern Italy considered it as nothing more than a 



personal tn'umph.-- 

. Levi-s idealized vision of the peasantry and his contempt for the landowing elite and what 

he called the '-petty bourgeoisie of the towvns'- as the real source of southem backwardness.* led 

him to conclude that the peasant classes of the south had voted en masse for the Popular Front, in 

open defiance to the landowning elite of the villages - men like Don Luigino and Don Antonio of 

Levi-s novel - who told peasants to vote for the govemrnent in power and of course. the Church in 

Rome. "The peasants had no notion of international problems. of Russia and other such 

places.. .Their quarrel \vas with Don Luigino and Don Antonio." If Don Luigino and Don Antonio 

toid them to vote for Christian Dernocrac',, Levi surmised, then the peasants instinctively voted 

against k m ,  for the sake of --individual liberties, their human dignity and the cause of the nation as 

a whole and of democracy?" 

Why. then. did the Popular Front do so poorly in Potenza-Matera in April Even 

Catholic commentators wondered how it \vas that in Potenza-Matera of al1 places. the Christian 

Democrats did as well as they did, and the Front so poorly. "In this area ... no invocation of the 

man.elous e fflcac'; of Christian social order," reasoned one Cathol ic comrnentator afier the 

rlection. could placate "the shock and disorder of poverty and social degradation.'* Why then, in 

this O\-envhelmingl'. rural and shockingly poor area of the country did the Popular Front actually do 

worse than the national average? One explanation may be the patron-client relationship that existed 

NSee Levi's analysis of the causes of southern Italian economic and plitical 
underdcvelopment in ( 'rzsto si è fermufo u l:'holi, p. 22 1 -22. 

"'Levi. --Eboli Revisited+*- 

"See "Inciagine statistica dei risultati elettorali." in Ciunuche Socidi, July 1948. 
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between the landless peasants and their landlords; between those who owned the land and those 

who worked it. Wnting on voting patterns in the Italian south afier the war, Mattei Dogan speaks of 

the phenornenon of the "clientele worlier" - the unskilled worker who, on election day, gave his 

vote to his "protector-' or patron, which is to say his employer or landowner-landlord. Dogan 

suggrsts that in June 1946 and in al1 the postwar elections that followed. including April 1948. 

clientele voters voted as their "protectors" wanted them to. "No explanation of the political 

bchak iour of the popo/u~o [cornmon people] of southem ltaly is possible." Dogan wites. '-\rithout 

taking into account the clientele voter.'67 In the end, Levi-s analysis of the 1948 election results in 

the 1 ta1 ian sout h. though perceptive- \vas entirely subjective. However much the peasants of 

Potenza-Matera may have despised Don Luigino and Don Antonio and chafed at their imposition of 

auihorit>.. it is clear that the logic of economic survival compeïled many a southern peasant to hold 

his or her nose and vote for Christian Democracy. The sou1 may have k e n  willing, but in the end 

the tlesh \\-as ~veak. 

I t  is also the case that while Levi wa~ed  eloquently about the anger and disillusionment 

peasants in the south feit in the wake of the Christian Democratic victop- in Apnl 1918. and worried 

the peasants might fa11 back down the slippery slope of --anarchistic fatalism", in reality the 

Christian Democrats had done much to build on their image as the Party of change through reform. 

New-here was this clearer than in Potenta-Matera itself where together with local authorities, the 

Christian Democrats sponsored a land reclamation scheme that provided a mode1 of land 

redistribution and cooperative effort to solve the regions social and economic problems. In Irsina, 

'"Dosan, "Political Cleavage and Social Stratification," p. 178. On this important theme, 
see Joseph LaPalombara. lnreresr in /ruliurt Polirics (Princeton, New Jersey. 1964). 
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in the Matera province. for instance, local authorities undertook to build an entire village on some 

3000 hectares of communal lands. Homes were to be built for peasants and their families who were 

promised. in turn. a small plot of land of their own. A similar project was undertaken in the Potenza 

province. on land that had k e n  donated by a local Iandowner." 

Of course. in most parts of the coun-;, even in those areas where the Popular Front saw its 

share of the vote increase, the Christian Democrats won more votes than any other Party. In the few 

slectoral districts where the Christian Dernocrats did not finish first, they ran a close second behind 

the PopuIar Front, even in the red zones of Umbria, Tuscany and Emilia- All told? the Christian 

Democrats increased their share of the vote from 1946 in some 3 1 electoral districts, with the 

largest increases coming, as for their opponents, in the south. In the Carnpania region, for instance, 

both the Christian Democrats and the Popular Front increased their vote-share relative to 1946. 

something made possible by the overall increase in the number of voters fiom 1946. This 

phenornenon of concurrent vote-increase for both sides was peculiar to the south of the country. In 

northern and central Italy, we have seen, even in those regions where the Popular Front won a 

majority or a plurality of votes. a small but sizeable number of votes drified away from the 

revolutionary parties, to the benefit of either the Christian Democrats or the democratic Sociaiists. 

As one Catholic commentator put it, in the north and centre of the country, where the parties of the 

more extreme Rizht had traditionally been weaker than in the south, the 1948 carnpaiy represented 

a "duel'- fought with "short swords" between Christian Democracy and the Popular Front. with the 

democratic Socialists playing their part in attracting voters who sought an alternative to the two 

main comnders. In the south, bu contrast, where in 1946 the parties of the Right such as the ïionlo 

""( 'rorttrche Soc~uli, July 1948. 
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Qzrcl/rrnc/rtc~ or An? Man Party. and the I h o n e  Democrutrcu :Vc1,-ronuk. or National Demoçratic 

Union had done well, the 1948 campaign turned out to be not so much a "clash-' as it was a "contest 

for the conquest of a kind of -no man's land-, a neutral zone":09 that is, a campaign to capture votes 

that previously had gone to the more extreme parties of the Right. 

indeed, a key feature of the 1948 results was the collapse. nationally, of the minor parties to 

the right of Christian Democracy. Those included the National Bloc (comprised of the Italian 

Liberais and the Any Man Party), the Monarchist Party and the neo-Fascist .Lfi)vrmtrnto Socrule 

IIu11~lno. the Italian Social Movement or M.S.I. Together, these parties won a mere 8 percent of the 

popular vote. The parties of the Right did not \vin a single seat north of Rome, though the M M .  

won a single seat in Rome itsel f, as well as in Naples, Catanzaro and Palermo. The polarkation of 

the  \ ote around Christian Democracy and the Poputar Front spelled disaster for ail the small parties. 

In June 1946. the Liberals and the Any Man Party, running on separate tickets, attracted close to 3 

million voters. In 1948. by contrast. forrnally united under the banner ofthe National Bloc. these 

two parties received just over 1 million votes. The Republican Party, which in June 1946 \vas the 

part'. of-choice for over 1 million voters - that translated into 23 seats in the Chamber of Deputies 

- attracted under 700,000 votes in April 1948, and saw their share of seats in parliament reduced 

IO just 9 deputies. Nowhere was the extent of the collapse of the minor parties more evident than in 

Rome's electoral college. In June 1946, there were 29 seats to be won in the district, 17 of which 

tvere won b>- one of the major mass-based parties - Christian Democracy, Italian Socialist Party 

and Italian Communist Party. That left 18 seats to be divided among a number of smaller parties, 

'" Paolo Barbi, "1 risultati elettorali in alcune regioni tipiche - Campania," Crunuche 
.%)c'Iu/J. pp.48-N. 
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including the Liberals and Republicans. In April 1948, by contrast. of the 34 parliamentary seats 

being contested in Rome's electoral colleçe, 30 went to either the Christian Democrats or the 

Popular Front. leaving only four seats to be divided between the minor panies." 

-4 VOTE FOR FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY? SOME OBSERVATIONS O N  THE 
MEASISG O F  THE VOTE 

Writiny to the Secretary of State in Washington, U.S. Ambassador James Dunn 

characterized the results of the vote as simply "an anti-Communist vote.'- The 13 miIlion or so 

votes cast for the Christian Democrats, Dunn reasoned, were cast by individuais of diverse political 

stripes. with diverse. often conflictins interests. In no way should the Christian Democratic victory 

be considered as evidence of widespread or deepseated popular commitment to Christian 

Dsmocracy. Dunn concluded. "The small panies of the Center and Right.'- Dunn told offlcials in 

Washington, "were victims of large scale desertions to the one political party that \vas considered to 

ha\.e the best chance of defeating the Comrnwiist-dominated Front."" 

However perceptive. Dunn's analysis cast the Christian Democratic victory in a negative 

light. The Amencan Ambassador failed to appreciate, or at least was unwilling to openly 

acknowledge the work Christian Democrats had done to Bnd a winning formula that neither they 

nor an'. other Party would ever be able to duplicate. That Christian Democracy won such a clear 

victory [vas evidence of the extent to which the parS appealed to voters from al1 walks of life and in 

al1 regtons of the country. The 1948 results showed that Christian Democracy was the one 

"'Chabod. i. 'lrdiu conremporuneu, Chapter Two. 

7 '  James Dunn to Secretary of State, '"The ltalian National Elections of 1948," in RG 84, 
p. 8. 
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rienuinel! national party of Italian politics. Christian Democracy alone was the one party able to * 

speak to refonners and conservatives alike, to landowners and those who waited on the promise of 

land, to employers and to those who were desperate to find work. As Federico Chabod observed. as 

a political entity, Christian Demoçracy was built on solid foundations that reflected the basic social 

structure of the counts. On the one hand, it could count upon the support of workers and peasants. 

smal I landholders, artisans. civil servants and the liberal professions. At the same tirne, the 

Christian Democrats drew considerable moral and financial support from large iandholders. 

industrialists and the upper classes. "We can speak of a Right, a Centre and Left arnong the Party 

leaders." Chabod observed. and arnong the Party members there could be found "representatives 

from the most diverse social groups wïth the most diverse of interests." The glue that held this 

disparate. even conflicting coalition together \vas, according to Chabod, religion. The commitment 

among diverse segnents of the population to give an institutional voice to Catholicism in 

parliament and socie- at large, Chabod wites- was a "strong factor" in Christian Democracy's 

success in 1 948. and its survival as the dominant çoveming bloc for decades to corne." 

To Chabod's assertion that religion was the glue that held Christian Democracy's winning 

formula toçether, might be added another factor - economîcs. The De Gasperi govemment's 

snergetic but controversial battle to contain inflation throughout 1947 and 1948 may have been 

unpopular among some industrialists and financiers, and it may even have contributed to an increase 

in uncmployment - over two million Italians were without work in April 1948 - but the fight 

against inflation also meant more money in the pockets of ordinary Italians on the eve of the vote. 

Cctntrolling inflation led to a drop in prices, which was of enormous immediate benefit to the many 

-. 
'- Chabod. /. '//ulw conttinrpomeu, p. 1 73. 



millions of ItaIians on fixed incomes - for example, small and medium-sized farmers. civil 

servants. and pensioners. As Antonio Gambino observes, the fight against inflation promoted the 

formation of a "dicersified but compact social group-' that comprised the vast majority of voters: 

together, these voters gave De Gasperi the clear victory that Christian Democrats had sought.." 

The Popular Front had searched in vein for its own winning formula. Ultimately. for al1 its 

energy and ingenuity. it was unable to match the Christian Democrats' ability to build a truly 

national. iiiter-class. inter-gnerational base of support. For the parties of the revolutionary Lefi. we 

have seen, there \vas supposed to have been strength in unity. The fact that in June 1 946 the 

Communist and Socialist parties combined won more votes than Christian Democracy bolstered 

arguments in favour of establishinç the Front in the fint place. as well as the idea of çoing to the 

polls with Communist and Nenni Socialists united as a single electoral bloc. Frontists naively 

believed that the union of the revolutionary parties, as it was expressed in the Popular Front, was a 

winning formula. Few Frontists fully grasped the electoral implications of the split in Socialist 

ranks in 1937. Few Frontists fully unders td  the fact that the Italian Socialist Party, the traditional 

bulivark of Italian socialism at the polls. had splintered precisely because a segment of the Party 

resented the imposition of the revolutionary tine of the Nenni Socialists and their desire for ever- 

closer ties to Togliatti's Communists and, by extension, to the Soviet Union. Put simply. the 

Socialist party that presented itself to voten alongside Communists in April 1948 was not the same 

Socialist part? millions of Italians had voted for in June 1946. Because of the break with the 

reformist wing of the party aiid the decision to participate in the Popular Front, the Nenni Socialists 

appeared to many of their owvn supporters as little more than Communists in socialists' clothing. 

- 3 Gam bino. S/oriu de/ riopoguerru, pp. 369-7 1 . 
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Marsist unih.. in the end. did more harm than gmd. What the revolutionary Lefi thought was its 

trump card, turned out in the end to be a self-made noose. 



CONCLUSION 

POLITICS IS -4 XEW KEY O R  BLOCKED DEMOCRACY? 

The religion of the fatherland is most holy; but when a sense of individual 
digmih- and of the natural rïghts of man do not govem it - when the 
citizen is not convinced that he must bnng glory to the fatherland, rather 
than take it away - that is a religion that wïlI make the fatherland strong, 
but not happy: glorious in the eyes of the foreigner, but not free. 

Giuseppe Mazzini ( 1832)' 

Those imposing walls across the Tiber, the six-hundred-odd churches 
in Rome, the thousands of dereman and nuns. and the millions of 
frontline militants in Catholic Action organizations are daily reminders 
that Rome is not one capital, but nvo. Joseph Stalin. who once 
derisively asked how many divisions the Pope commande& never saw 
Saint Peter's Square on almost an? Sunday morning. 

Joseph LaPalom baraL 

On 3 0 December 1 857, Cami 110 di Cavour, the fariner tumed statesman who becarne the 

first Prime Minister of a united Italy, rose in the Piedmontese legislature to issue a dire waming 

about the hamifui effects clerical involvement in politics would have on the cause of fieedom 

and democracy in Piedmont and al1 of Italy. Little over a month had passed since the voters of 

Piedmont \vent to the polls to elect a new legislature, and controversy swirled around allegations 

that clet-ical meddling of one sort or another had helped secure the election of several 

undessn-in? Catholic deputies. Cavour denounced the overt clerical manipulation as a 

l Giuseppe Mazzini, "D'addune cause che impedirono fmora Io sviluppo della libertà in 
Ital ia.'- ( 1832) in Scrrlfi polirici p. 253. 

'~osep h LaPalom bara. L)c.rnocruc?; /ruliun S ~ ) ~ l c .  p. 1 0 .  
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regettable. deplorable fact of the 1857 campaism. "We denounce the use of spiritual means in 

the electoral campaig," Cavour declared, "we denounce the fact that the pulpit and the altar 

1s-ere tranformed into politicai platforms: that the confessional became a tool to influence God- 

feanng souls."' Mien the clergy reached into its cache of ecclesiastic tools to persuade voters to 

support one candidate o\.er another. when the Church brazenly brandished its monopoly on 

saI\ation for partisan. politicai ends, Cavour said, it is at that point where clerical intervention in 

the temporal aff'airs of the state becomes a grave threat to c i 4  sociee and Freedom itseif. ~ l t h  

dire. predictable consequences. "1 do not hesitate to say," Cavour concluded, "if the clergy 

continues to abuse religious weapons with impuniv. then before long Ive uill be faced with the 

horrors of civil ~ a r . ' ~  

Less than a century afier Cavour uttered these words in parliament, two prominent Italian 

Catholics stmgglsd with the implications for both the Church and the State of continued clerical 

involvement in the political life of contemporary Italy. A few short months after April 1948. a 

high-ranking clcric. !\.ho would shortly be made a cardinal, remarked to the Catholic histonan 

Anuro Carlo Jemolo that the outcome of the 1948 campaign. and the particular role the clerg 

had played in shaping the results. had been the \ciIl of Providence: "Rome. Italy" the Churchman 

obsened. '-necessary pedestal, indivisible fiom the Holy See. Neither the Pope, nor the Holy See 

cm e\er change what has been for centuries: Rome- Italy. must remain that \vhich the'; have been 

through the centuries." If the fathers of Italian Unification felt it necessary to destroy the 

'Camillo di Cavour, "11 Clero e le Elezioni," in a speech delivered to the parliament of 
Piedmont, 30 Decernber 1 857, reproduced in Pao t O Alatri. ed., Cuvoztr, Smto c. C 'l~rcscr. Drscorsr 
( I I  t'urlurnc.n/urr dul 1830 ul 186 1 (Florence, 1 992), pp. 1 02- 1 1 7. 



temporal powr of the Papacy in order to unie Italy- Jemolo's clergman friend said- then so be 

it. but Providence had higher aspirations for the Italian people. "It is necessary for Italy to take 

the place of the Papal State." Jernolo' s interloc utor concluded- 

And ttaly must feel, not humiliateci, but exalted in this her fiinction as a jar of oil 
destined to fuel the brightest light that illuminates the earth. A people loved above 
al1 others by the popes, the Italians are; but a people whose dispositions must 
br left alone to fulfill that which is its special purpose.' 

Italv was God's country, in other words, and no individuai or political movement could keep 

Italy from psrforming its providential mission. 

Though a devout Catholic, Jemolo rejected the notion that unified Italy was a papal state 

w i t  large. Jemolo-s approach to the histoq of Church-State relations in the modem era \vas 

inFomed by the cavounan vision of a "free Church in a free State." What Cavour promoted \vas 

the separation of Church and State. not the destruction of Church power and influence altogether. 

His vision \vas of a liberal society and economy fieed from the heavy chains of papal dominance, 

scclesiastic privileges. and supematural beliefs. Cavour3 stmggle against the vestiges of the old 

ordrr. before and after Unification, was fundamentally a social, economic and political struggle 

bctwen an emergent middle class. of which Cavour was a proud son- and the old aristocracy. lay 

and ecclesiastic - a conservative, reactionary, parasitic ruling elite propped up by what remained 

of papal power. monastic priwleges and the all-powerful clencal monopoly on salvation. An 

cicclrsiastical order freed from the constraints and responsibilities of temporal power. Cavour 

reasoned. \vould appropriatel- concentrate on its providential mission to Save souls. Cavour 

sincerely believed that his prescription of a "free Church in a fiee State" could and would work, 

'Quoted by Car10 Falconi, Lü C h i m  e /e orprrnizcioni cutro/;che, p. 4 15. Originally in 
A.C. Jernolo. ('liresu e Sruro rn Iruiru negii trllrntr cenm unni, pp. 73 1-32. 



and that it must work. lest Italy fall into the state of civil war that would, Cavour wamed. 

necessarily follow from continued clencal meddling in the secular p~ l i t i c s .~  

Jemoio concluded that the 1948 campaign its conduct and its outcome. represented a 

serious setback to Cavour's dream of a free Church in a fiee State. The challenge Italian leaders 

fàced in 1948. Jemolo reasoned. in response to his c l e r m a n  friend, had been to 

free Itaiy from the Holy See, not to de-Christianize M y ,  but to make her 
just like othcr Catholic states. free fkom a particular dependence? and at the 
same time to give the Holy See the fieedom necessary to keep it immune fiom the 
repercussions of Italian political events and fiom the states of mind of the 
1 ta1 ian people. 

That challenge was not resolved in April 1948. If anything, Jemolo maintained, "since 18 April, 

a solution is funher away ihan cver."' lndeed what Jemolo meant to say was that hecuti-v-e of 18 

April 1 948. the -'problem" of separating Church and State was bound to get worse before it got 

better. 

Events in the weeks and months after 18 Apnl seemed to lend credence to Jemolo's 

obsen.ation and. more ominously, the- cal1 to mind Cavour's warnings about the fate that 

a\\-aited Italy if his prescription of a free Church in a Eiee State went unheeded- On t4 July, 

Palmiro Tosliatti \vas shot and gravely wounded by a lone pnman just outside the parliament 

buildings in Rome. News of the attempt on Togliatti's life travelled quickly. Shopkeepers 

hurnedly closed their shops as Communist sqmpathizers poured into the streets and crowded into 

pizzas convinced that the insurrectionary moment had arrived. As Paul Ginsborg observes, for 

"D. Mack Smith, iLfoJc.rn hul'y, p. 83. 
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man! Left supporters the shooting was the proverbial last straw-: "All the fmstrations of the 

previous three years - the restraints accepted by the partisan movement, the failure to achieve 

rsform- the humiliation of mass unemployment. the defeat of the Popular Front - now welled to 

the surface."' In cities and towns of northem and central Iialy, in particular, Comrnunist 

sympathizers occupied factories and blocked transportation and communication networks. In 

A bbadia San Salvatore on Monte Amiata, in central Italy, for instance, miners seized control of 

the telephone eschange which controlled communication between northem and central Italyr two 

police officiais were killed as a result of this action. Worken in Turin occupied the FiAT 

factories. taking some sixteen hostages. incl uding the manager. Valletta. In Genoa. Communist 

sym pathizers actually managed to gain control of the city for a brief period.' 

Communist leaders moved swifily to quell the insurrectionary fires kindled by the attempt 

on T o ~ l  iani's l i fe. A pale and dishevelled Togliatti made an eamest, almost desperate, plea to 

his supporters from his hospital bed to desist in their protest. and other Communist leaders 

\vorkrd hard to get the protestors to end their occupation of the factories, to release hostages, and 

to lift their control on key transportation and communication links. For its part, the De Gasperi 

eovernrnent wasted little time in meting out punishment in instances where the unrest had led to - 
\ iolence or even death. In Abbadia San Salvatore. for esample. police arrested a hundred and 

'Paul Ginsborp. Hlsron- ofC'onremporu~~ /ru&-. pp. 1 18-1 19. 

" / h  d.. p. 1 1 9. 
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forty-swen people on charges stemming from the occupation of the telephone eschange and the 

deaths of the two police ofticials. As Ginsborg observes, for many on the Left, the repression 

that fol lolved on the heels of the Togliatti shooting \vas evidence that '-a new Fascist era was 

dawming, and it kvas time to fight to the end."'0 

Of course, the De Gasperi government's attempt to quel1 the unrest and mete out 

punishrnent where it saw fit was hardly the start of a retum to Fascism - De Gasperi was a bona 

tlds anti-Fascist and committed democrat, after all. Still, as is ofien the case, appearances 

maîtered. and to the Itaiian Left, the vanquished of 18 April 1948, the stifling of the 

insurrectiona~ impetus unleashed by the attempt on Togliatti's life signifled that, as Ginsborg 

puts it, "the battle which had begun in September 1943 [that is, the battle for social and political 

r e ~ o l u t i o n .  the Second Risorgimento]. . .had been decisively lost by that summer of 1948."" 

This view of thinçs reflects what we might cal1 the fatalistic interpretation of the 

t-vents of 1948. As w e  saw- above, the fatalistic version of events sees the Christian Democratic 

victory of April 1948 as the culmination of a longer process of conservative restoration that 

began nith the u-ork of the Constituent Assembly and the end of tri-party coalition government in 

May 1937. The defeat of the Popular Front and the subsequent exclusion of Communists from 

eovsmment - despite their mass following and persistent standing as one of the largest parties in - 
parliament in the years afier 1948 - some argue stunted the evolution of My's political culture 

and institutions after Fascism and brought an end to the process of democratization and 

progressive social change released by the Resistance and enshrined, nominal1 y, in the 
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Constitution of 1948. 

Yet. despite its strong conservative backing, refom of Italian society and economy was 

one of Christian Democracy's fïrst and most ambitious initiatives after the sound defeat of the 

Popular Front. This was not surprising, given that even with such a strong majority in hand afier 

April 1948. De Gasperi opted to form a coalition government that included Republicans, Liberals 

and dsmocratic Socialists - De Gasperi was just as eager to contain the more militant, integatist 

Catholics in his pa- as he \vas to send a message to Italians and to the world that he intended to 

govern from the centre." Between May and December of 1950, De Gasperi's govemment passed 

three agrarian refonn la~vs that ordered the expropriation of tracts of land frorn large landed 

estates to be redistributed among peasants. These laws were purposefully narrow in scope - they 

dt-alt with only one aspect of a~garian reform, land redistribution, putting aside for the time being 

talk of a national land reclamation scheme or of agrarian contracts as well as the workinç 

conditions and wages of landless labourers. Given the obstinate opposition to land disrribution 

of the large landowners, who were an important segment of Christian Democracy's constituency, 

t h e  reforrn laws of 1950 did not go as far as they might have toward irnproving the lot of small 

peasant proprietors, share-croppers and landless labourers; indeed, some would argue that the 

agrarian refom laws. far from representing a revolution in traditional p r o p e e  relations. actually 

constituted a conservative initiative that silenced peasant protest by placing a small amount of 

poor land in the hands of a select g o u p  of individual peasant proprietors. The Christian 

Dernocrats began by talking refom, and ended up creating a new class of independent peasant 

''Giuseppe Mammarella, ' I td iu  (im/emporunea (1 943-1 992) (Bologna, 1992), pp. 135- 
136. 
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proprietors ~vhich. espectedly, came to form a powerful new constituency for Christian 

Dernocracy to counter the spread of Communism in the c~untryside.'~ 

Dé Gasperi's honeymoon with Italian voters did not 1 s t  very long. in 195 1 despite the 

historic if limited achievement of agrarian reform, the Christian Democrats watched heiplessly as 

man' supporters deserted the Party- more otten than not in favour of one of the parties of the 

estreme Right - the Monarchists and neo-Fascists in particular. In local elections in 195 1 and 

1953. the Christian Democrats' share of the popular vote fell to a national average of 35 percent: 

the  decl ine in popular support was even more precipitous in the South, where the Christian 

Democrats polled just over 30 percent of the vote. Afier 1952, a handful of the major cities of 

the South - Naples. Foggia and Bari - elected parties of the extreme Right to municipal 

CO\-ernrnent. The sobering results of these elections made the great triumph of 1948 seem a - 
distant merno?. -'It began to look as if the national eiection result of 1948," Paul Ginsborg 

observes. -far From heralding an era of undisputed Christian Democrat supremacy. would prove 

to be unrepeatable."" 

So it was that only a few years into the pariiamentary life of the new Republic, Italy was 

aftlictrd nith a problem - the absence of stable majority overnment - which, Ginsborg correctly 

observes. has "completely dominated Italian politics in the postwar era. By the start of the 

1950s. then. the stage was set for the perennial drama of coalition govemments that came and 

"For a detailed, concise discussion of the agrarian reforms, see Paul Ginsborg, H i m ~  of 
( ' o t ~ / c ~ n i p o r u ~ ~  I/cr!\-. Chapter Four. 



iveni. seerningly ovcmight." De Gasperi's hiph expectations and ambitious plans for the 

mandate voters gave his party in 1948 quickly evaporated as the wily but aging Prime Minister 

struggled to balance a committment to reform with the ovemding need to keep his government 

from falling. Should his atternpts to keep his party in power fail, De Gasperi understood, the 

Communists would have yet another chance at seizing power at the ballot box. perhaps with 

quite different results fiom Apn'l 1948. For De Gasperi and his powerful domestic and foreig 

backers. such a prospect was simply unthinkable. Espectedlg, the- defended their positions as 

best thep could. For De Gasperi, Ginsborg concludes, '20 hold power in the face of the enemy 

became alrnost an end in itself." - at the expense of the sweeping reforms the Prime Minister had 

promised Italians the da' afkr  1 8 Aprïl 1948." 

De Gasperi's ovemding concern with holding power was made decidedly easier by his 

cocernment's considerable successes in foreign policy. Indeed from the perspective of Italy's - 
foreign relations. the 1918 election was a watershed in one key respect - the campaign undid 

i,inuall y ovemight much of the damage wought on Italy's international reputation by 

Mussolini's irnperial misadventures. The campaign to defeat the Popular Front paved the wa?. 

for Italy-s reinteption into the western alliance. As we saw above, the declared imperative by 

the major western powers, principal among the U.S., Britain and France to keep Italy from 

slipping into the hands of the Cornmunists, accelerated the process by which the sins of Fascism 

iicre quickly if gndgingly forgiven. 

In this critical dimension of its plan for Italy's reconstruction, De Gasperi's sovernment 

" lhd . ,  pp. 14 142. 

'"lhid.. p. 1-14. 
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trnaciously promoted Italian interests with a confidence that stnick man- foreign observers as 

sscessive for a counts that had ken,  afier all, a disgraced and defeated enemy power only a few 

J a r s  earlier. There is reason to believe thai De Gasperi and his ministers. first and foremost the 

Foreign Minister Carlo S f o m  purposefülly manipulated the fear of Communism to gain major 

concessions from the western powers in the areas of economic aid. arms. Peace Treah revisions 

and the unresolved matter of Italian possessions in Africa and the Balkans. What the anti- 

Communist crusade of 1947-48 did was to give ltaly a privileged relationship with the 

Americans. to the cha-min, somewhat, of the British. Wn'ting to the Foreign Office in his annual 

repon on Italy for 1947, the British Ambassador to Rome- Sir Victor Mallet, observed that as of 

1947. domestic Italian affairs had become the concern of al1 the western world. "Italy had 

become a vital sector of the front line in the 'CoId War' between the Communist and Western 

worlds." Mallet observed, a course of events that lefl Italy basking in the glow of foreign 

ovenures. --Instead of jointly enforcing the Peace Treah-'' Mallet noted- "the four great powers 

competed in concessions to win over Italian public opinion, and instead of reparations flowïng 

from Italy. a huge volume of supplies and credits poured into the coun t~"  from the U.S. This 

unespected development, Mallet concluded, "flattered" Italians who soon recovered their "self- 

confidence and old skill in playing off the outside \vorld.-' for their own benefit.'' 

Mallet was even more pointed in his assessrnent of the events of the first quarter of 1948, 

the period dominated by the election campaip. Mallet wote Ernest Bevin that "if Italy could 

have elections once a year they would becorne her most profitable national industry." The 

"PRO. FO 371173 159, Sir V. Mallet, Rome, to E. Bevin. "Annual Report on ltaly for 
1 947," 5 April 1948. Dispatch No. 1 18. 
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elzction had won Italy the -'exceptional and friendly attention" of the western powers, especially 

fiom the  Americans whose policy towards Italy, the Ambassador concluded, had been "strongly 

coloured by [the] determination to prevent a Communist victory"" Mallet's quip about the 

protltability of elections in italy was prescient indeed- As we have seen, the Amencan 

iriten ention in the 1948 campaign signaled the start of a decades-long relationship that saw the 

U S .  covenly funnel millions of dollars to the Christian Democrats and democratic Socialists to 

prs\ ent the Italian Communists fiom achieving power throuyh parliamentan; means. Although 

the CIA and other segments of the American national security establishment bemoaned the fact 

that involvement in Italian politics carried a high price tag what the- failed to realize. or scarcely 

scared, that in the end Italian democracy would pay a far greater price. 

The 1948 election is widely considered to have been the last act in the transition to 

democracy after the fall of Mussolini in 1943. This it undoubtedly was: April 1948 marked the 

effecti~ e inauzuration of the posnvar Republic, both in an institutional or technical sense (that is. 

parliament was once again up and running after some twenty years), but also and perhaps more 

importanil'.. in ternis of a cultural and attitudinal sense. The 1948 election, Robert Leonardi 

observes. was decisive precisely for the consequences it had on "the attitudes of Italian leaders 

and citizens toward themselves and their political institutions." Most irnportantly. as Leonardi 

notes. "many of these attitudes persist up to the present rn~ment."'~ On one level, the relatively 

peacsful and orderly conduct of the campaign and the calm that followed afier 18 April 

"PRO, FO 37 1/73 160, Sir V. Mallet, Rome, to E. Bevin. "Italy: Quarter Report, 1948," 
23 April 1948, Dispatch No. 140. 

'"Leonardi. "The international context of democratic transition,'' p. 78. 
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underscored the \videspread consensus among ordinary Italians and their leaders over the proper 

rules of the democratic garne- Indeed, as we saw above, for al1 the politicians' talk at the time of 

the threat to public order and the incessant rumours about the potential for Communist-inspired 

violence or even a Soviet invasion, and for al1 the dramatic shows of state authority in the form 

of soldiers marching through towns and cities in eve- corner of the country police raids and the 

mass seizure of arms in the han& of private individuals. in the end Italians voted dutifully and 

peacefully. confident of their nsw-established freedoms and civic responsibilities. This was 

arguably the truest indication of Italy's democratic renaissance, and the surest indication that 

Fascism \vas indeed forever dead and buried. 

Yet, in some respect, the 1948 campaign \vas more of a bumpy beginning than a happy 

ending to the tragedy that befell Italy after 1922. After ail, not everyone was satisfied w~th the 

conduct of the campaign, and evsn less with the results. Communists and revolutionary 

Socialists complained that the election had been neither fiee nor fair, and the millions of Italians 

who voted for the Popular Front nurtured a similar sense that they had k e n  duped into accepting 

in the legitimac!. of parliamentae democracy. Close to half of the Italian electorate would 

nurture a sense of disaffection and alienation for decades afier 18 April. This widespread, deep  

soated disaffection had far-reaching consequences for Italian politics and society. There \vas 

little chance for the healthy evolution of parliamentasr democracy in pst-Fascist Italy so long as 

close to half of al1 voters consistently saw their political Party unfairly escluded frorn power for 

over for@ years. 

The disaffection, alienation and resentment that came to define Italian political culture in 

the posnvar era was an enduring legacy of 18 Aprïl 1948. As many scholars and pundits are fond 
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of saying. italy falls short of the mark on an? number of indicators used to measure so-called 

--healthy" or "normal'- democratic practice. Perhaps the most conspicuous of these is political 

discourse. As Joseph LaPalombara observes. the "language of politics" in Italy betrays the sense 

of a contested political system whose vey  legitimacy is constantly k i n g  called into question. 

Italian political discourse. LaPalombara \\-rites, is "full of ideological assertions. sweeping 

condemnations of political opponents. and other expressions that suçsest open warfare and 

irreconcilable conflict. Were one to read only the partisan press and to Iisten to speeches made 

in parliament or in the piazzas, one would quickly get the impression that, politically speaking, 

1 ta1 ians are rngiged in a war of al1 against all."" LaPaiombara refers here to the language of 

contemporary Italian politics, but his description could just as easily be applied to the 1948 

campaip itsel f 

In short- what 18 April 1948 taught Italians \vas that their new-bon political system was 

contested terrain. Afier April 1948. the basic legitimacy of the republican system was constantly 

challenged, or so i t  appeared, from the Lefi - from the Communists in particular - who would 

question the legitirnacy of the 1948 results and constantly decried the absence of a regular 

altemation in government. The Communist Party, we have seen, continued to grow in size and 

strength after April 1948. Part of this support came from Italians who. white perhaps deciining 

to become paid members of the Communist Party, voted for Togliatti and his successors if only, 

as Denis Mack Smith puts it. *'as the outlet for a disaffection and alienation." Indeed, where else 

could voters turn to register their opposition to the continued presence of the Church in the 

affairs of the state? Who other than Communists. and to a lçsser degree revolutionary Soçialists, 

'"J. La Palombara, Dernocrucy. /ruliun S~yle. p. 5 
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could be counted upon to act as a genuine opposition pany when al1 the other major political 

parties. i ncl uding the democratic Social ists, Republ icans and Liberals, were themselves key 

figures of Christian Dernocrat-led governine coalitions? 

Despite its claims to be a voice for the disaffected and the alienateQ the revolutionary 

Left ne\er attracted the cntical mass of voters needed to actually win a majority in subsequent 

elections. Nevertheless. as Mack Smith observes. the Communists and revolutionary Socialists 

continued to perform their "residual function'- as the conscience of the nation. as relentless 

critics of govemment policy, and as valiant defenders of the so-called progressive constitution of 

19-18." In the process. the- lent credibility to the very system that conspired to keep them from 

power. 

Indeed, though the Communists would be kept from power for close to fi@ years, they 

continued to play a central role in the political life of the country, and continued to infuse the 

language of ltalian politics with the sort of inflamed rhetoric and sweeping ideological asse-t' ions 

LaPalombara describes above. Not only was Marxism the preferred ideological flavour of artists. 

intellectuals. writers and filmmakers - with the publication of Gramsci's prison notebooks in 

19-17-50. Marx \vas in and Croce was out in literary and artistic circles - but Communists proved 

adept at local and regional politics as well. In the years after 1948, Communists were elected to 

covern in important cities of central and northern Italy such as Bolopa- Florence. Turin. Milan 
C 

and Genoa; the revolutionary Lefl even came close to winning paver in the city of Rome itself." 

For these reasons. 1 contest the interpretation, so prevalent among many students of 

' ' Mack Smith. l~u!i.: A .bfodem Hw)? ,  p. 498-99. 

"Mack Smith, I/u&, p. 499. 
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modem Italy that \vould understand what happened in Italy behveen the fail of Mussolini and the 

1948 election largely as the product of extemai - i.e. American - imposition. At every step of 

the way. the Italians were makers of their own destin?? albeit within certain limits. In the final 

analysis. on 18 April 1948, Italians were Free to vote for whomever they wished. They did just 

that, based on a calculation of their interests and that of their families. communities and. 

ultimately. of their country. 

Despite appearances of unie  and strength, the Popular Front had Iittle chance of wvinninç 

the 1948 election simply because most italians did not want to send Communists and 

revolutionary Socialists to powver in Rome. Over 4 million votes separated the Christian 

Democrats and the Popular Front in 1943. At the dawn of the Republican era, most Italians 

[vanted order, good govsmment, as well as lard, bread and peace: the Christian Democrats 

appeared as able as an? other political force, perhaps more than able- to del iver these goods. We 

now know that the Christian Demoçrats did not prove to be the refonners the? seemed at the 

da\\-n of the Republican era. But in 1948, there was litile reason for Italian voters to doubt De 

Gasperi 's sincerity and committment to reform. Not only did he talk the talk of refonn, De 

Gasperi also proved he \vas a moderate and reasonable man by building a coalition govemment 

that i nc1 uded democratic Socialists Republicans and Liberals. 

The best the Popular Front could have hoped for in April 1948 \vas to have narrowed the 

marsin of defeat. To do so, however, Frontists would have had to abandon their committment to 

rz\.olutionary Socialism and their close ties to the Soviet Union, but in the context of the early 

Cold War period, that would have been tantamount to asking a leopard to change its spots. For 

1918. whrn placed against the \rider backdrop of Italian history in the 20Ih centun. reminds us 
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that ivhile Italian Communisrn was undoubtedly the strongest and most influential of the 

western-based Communist movements, and while Italy wuas arguably the reddest country in ail 

the w-estern world, Italy \vas also, inescapably. one of the most anti-Communist, anti-Soviet 

countries in the world. It was Italy, after all, that had gïven birth to Fascism, or at the very least 

(riven the fascist impulse the structure and the paraphemalia that it would need to seize control of - 
much of Europe in the intenvar era. 

For decades. students of modem Italy have referred to the 1948 election as "lu grunde 

c~orur~1pposizro11~7.~~ the geat  clash between warring camps - Lefi versus Right. Communists 

versus Catholics. East versus West, Soviets versus Americans. One of the aims of these chapters 

has bsen to sho\v that what appeared a mortal struggle behveen sworn enemies \vas, in some 

respects, more so in appearance than in reality. For example, behind bold American 

pronouncements of the senous repercussions that would follow should the Popular Front \\-in 

p o w r  in Italy, American policymakers realized there were real material lirnits to their abiiity to 

inten.ene in Italian affairs. The same was true of the Soviets. Behind the menacing face of Josef 

Stalin and rumours of possible Soviet intervention in the campaign, in reality the Soviets simply 

refused to get deeply involved in Italian matters: they refused. in fact. to provide their Italian 

comrades \\ith anything other than token çestures of support in the fonn o f  inflamed rhetoric and 

the occasional modest concession of financial help. 

Finally, behind the near-obsession of Italian and foreign officiais wÏth the possibility of a 

Communist insurrection in Italy, there lay the simple reality that Italian revolutionary SociaIism 

i\-as more so in word than in deed. The Communist and Socialist leaders had no intention, ever, 
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of seriously straying from the path of parliamentan democracy and electoral politics. Togliatti 

and Company understood that however much potentia1 they had to organize and incite an 

insurrection, there \vas never anp real hope it would actually succeed without inviting an invasion 

from the western allies and splitting ttaty in half, just as it had been after the fail of Mussolini. It 

is surely one of the great ironies of postwar Italian history that De Gasperi and Togliatti, so 

fundamentally different on matters of faith and ideology, shared one ovemding characteristic - 

thsy isere both Italian patriots; they shared a hist0t-i~ and geographic sense of rfulrunrfU. As 

leaders in the political struggle against Nazism-Fascisrn and the transition to democracy afier 

1945. De Gasperi and Togliatti fought together to defend the state's territorial i n t e & - ,  to bridge 

the social and economic cleavagcs in society, to avoid civil war; in short, to keep their beloved 

Ital~. from disintegrating from within, lest it be attacked fiom without. 

Ultimately, students of contemporary Italian and European history must pay close 

attention to the 1918 campaign as a study of democratic transition. The peculiar form of any one 

country's transition from dictatorship to democracy, students of the process argue, affects the 

subsequent shaping of democratic political culture. In the case of the Italian election of 1948, as 

Robert Leonardi argues, this \vas tnie in one fundamental respect: the 1 948 campaign played a 

cntical role in changïng the Vatican's attitudes towards the political activism of the Church and 

Catholic Iaity, to Say nothing of the role it played in getting the Vatican to embrace democratic 

rro\.ernance in a \vay many thought was unthinkable only a few years earlier. Because of the - 
1 948 election. Leonardi writes, the Church "was forced to corne out in full support of democracy 

and the institutions set up by the Constitution." Telling in this regard \vas Pius XII's political 
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con\.ersion from hostile skeptic to "convinced democrat.'* A similar observation could be made 

about Catholic laity and its rich and variegated associational culture, The 1948 campaign, 

Lzonardi concludes. marked the beginning of a "slow but steady integation of the Catholic 

culture into the democratic process." Supporters of the Christian Democrats, in many cases, 

ivere less than ideal democrats by the standards of most western democracies. Still. there \vas no 

drnying that after 1948, and îndeed because of this historic carnpaign, Catholic culture was 

inestncably enpaged in and committed to democratic politics." 

As we have seen, this integration of Catholic culture into the civic life of the country had 

been a long tirne in coming and was accelerated under Fascism. As Victoria De Grazia 

observes. the gadual, inexorable "catholicization" of Italian civic life marked the "reversal of a 

decades-Iong secularizing trend and the habits of the mind. and the heart, connected with it." 

The successtÙl intervention of the ecclesiastic order and organized Catholic laity in the carnpaign 

to defeat the Popular Front in 1948 signaled the hi&-point of what De Grazia refers to as a 

Tatholic Counterreforrnati~n.*~~~ 

Whether this was a good development or a wholly negative one is ultimately a matter of 

opinion. On the one hand, the integration of Catholics into the civic life of the countv - 

something that had not happened in the decades following Unification - undoubtedly made for a 

healthier. sturdier. more representative democratic polity: Catholics were, afier ail, an 

ovenvhelming majority in ltalian society, and their exclusion from the political process, even if 

"~eonardi, "International Context," pp. 78-8 1 ; see also Raffaella Nanetti, Growth cf 
7 d m r o m d  /'o/ic~es: 7 h  / ~ U I I U I I  ?Ciode/ of Soc;u/< ùprulrsm (London, 1988), especially pp. 64- 
66. 

'"Victoria De Grazia, HOw Fascism RdeJ Women, pp. 243-45. 



by choice in the years afier 1870. rendered the pst-Unification parliamenta? system weak and 

narrowly-based and, therefore, that much more vulnerabie to the nsing tide of Fascism. At the 

same time. the catholicization of civic culture was a crucial dimension of what one historian has 

referred to as the "latent hegemony" that underlay Christian Democracy's dominance of  

contemporan. Italian politics in the p s twa r  era." T o  the estent that this .-latent hegemony" 

contributed to the so-called "blocked democracy" by keeping the Christian Democrats in power 

\.irtually uninterrupted for several decades, one might argue, the catholicization of civic culture 

and the active participation of Catholicism in the political life of  the country such as was 

nitnessed in 1948. did more harm than good for Italian democracy. 

Of course, as Catholic politicians and l a i s  argueci, in the face of an anticlerical and 

atheistic recolutionary Lefi. what choice did Catholicism have but to use al1 its resources to meet 

this challenge, even if that meant adopting politically safer alliances and programmes at  the 

espense of reform? As De Gasperi w o t e  to Pius XII in early 1952, 

The alternative is this: either to concentrate around the most reliable and active 
Catholics a large gouping which can resist the still extremely strong gouping o f  
the enemy; or to create a sort of  Christian Labour Party which is more systematic 
and programmatic and which. by rationalking method, doctrine and action, 
would proceed to social reforrn in a most ample manner. But this second alternative 
ignores the danger of isolation and the reduction of our forces: and it could incur 
the risk of our k i n g  too weak to defend our supreme civil and spiritual values.'" 

- - 
"Set: Renato Moro,"La -rnodernizzazione' cattolica tra fascismo e postfascismo come 

problema storiografico," in Sioriu coniempcwuneu, 19,4 (August, 1988), pp. 625-7 16, especially 
p. 7 13. For a more general consideration of  the role of Catholic women's groups in the civic life 
of the imrnediate postwar peri~d,  see Cecilia Dau Novelli, "'Daremo sei milioni di voti': II 
movimento delle donne cattoliche nei primi anni della Repubblica," in Mentoriu, 2 1 ( 1987), pp. 
45-55. 

'"Quoted by P. Ginsberg, H i w v y  ofConrernprary itdy, p. 144. Oriçinally in M.R. De 
Gasperi. ed.. De (iu-spm scrivè, vol. 1 (Brescia, 1974), pp. 1 14- 15. 
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This letter revealed the extent to which, as one student of the penod puts it, "the Catholic and the 

Cold Wamor in De Gasperi thus triumphed over the reformer."" Of course, had there k e n  no 

Cold War to fight, and had there bsen no anticlerical enerny to y a r d  against, De Gasperi might 

very well have become the great reformer he seemed destined to be. 

Since the time of the French Revolution, the struggle between secular and religious 

authority has been an inescapable and defining feature of Italian life. Nowhere in Europe was 

the ri\ ale- between the civic religion of the nascent nation-states and traditional Catholic faith 

geater than in Italy, and nowhere did this rivale have more serious and lasting con~equences.'~ 

The presence of the Holy See on Italian soil. and the absence of a bona fide Italian Reformation 

similar to that of northem Europe meant that the Church remairied a powerfui political player in 

the temporal affairs of the modem Italian state. just as the clergy rernained a powerful social 

actor in the lives of ordinary Italians. For much of modem Italy's history, secular and Catholic 

politicians and political thinkers searched for a way to reconcile that elementary fact of Italian 

life with the making of the modem, secular Italian state. More often than not, the would-be 

reconcilers searched in vain, thwarted by the intransigence of one side or the other. or both. In 

1918. Italy was once açain a nation split in half, socially and ideologically, behveen the vision of 

a consenati\ e,  Catholic Italy and that of a secular, revolutionary Italy. As in previous penods of 

social and pol itical ferment, most Ital ians preferred a combination of conservation and change, 

"Ih id. 

Em i l io Gentile, // Culro del /,itrorio. /,a Scrcrulkuzione Jelh Polirica ne// */rulia 
I-CI.VC.I.W ( Bari-Rome. I993), p. 7. 
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but a culture of intransionce precluded the emergence of an- rniddle pound. That last is a 

challenge still to be met. 



APPENDJX A 

OS ELECTIOSS: VOTING I S  1948 

The Italian Constitution of 1948 marked the first formal constitutional recognition of the 

centralin- of political parties in the democratic process in a European constitution. --Al1 

citizens," reads article 49 of the 1948 Constitution, "have the right to free association in political 

parties so as to participate in the democratic process. to help determine the politics of the 

.- 
nation- At first glance, the meaning of the article seems simple enough - article 49 recognizes 

the right of citizens to associate freely in political parties. an affirmation of one of the most basic 

political freedoms. But it is the second part of the article - citizens are free to associate in any 

political pa* --so as to participate in the democratic process-' - that gave constitutional authority 

to the multi-party system. Thereby, the constitution acknowledged parties as the legitimate voice 

of the masses. to compete with one another for control of national politics. 

Al1 the major political parties, irrespective of their ideolcgical leanings, favoured this 

kind of institutional reco~gnition of the p a e  systern. which rested on a fine point of principle. 

The constitutional theorist Costantino Mortati, a Christian Democratic member of the 

Constituent Assrmbly. and arguably the greatest legal mind in al1 of Italy at the time, put it besr. 

Article 49. h c  observed, tumed on the desire to enshrine the constitutional rights not only of 

indi\.iduals. but also of groups - what he called "the repressntation of the interests" or an 

'-organic democracy." In short. organic democracy entailed a system of representative 

eovemment founded on the notion that the political party \vas the political voice of particular 
C 

social and economic goups. As Mortati saw it, organic democracy would render parliament 



linle more than an "instrument-' to execute decisions taken bepond the legislature. within and 

among individual political parties, and at the grassroots. The goal was to make parliament an 

organ of Sovemment more reflective of society at large, and at the samc timc, to render the 

Izgislative body less powerful, almost incidental to the day-to-day work of representative 

co\'emmsnt. : 
C 

Mortati was an influential member of the Forti Commission, one of three subcommittees 

cstablished in 1946 to study the nascent republican system. One of the most urgent mattes on its 

agenda was what kind of electoral system the new republic should have. It is important to recall 

-- 
the difference between an --electoral system" and an --electoral law. An electoral system. 

loosely defined, refers to the set of principles that determine the elective process that Las 

intcndsd to bc a permanent feature of the political system. For this reason. the central 

characteristics of an electoral system - say, universal suffrage, the secret batlot, bicameral 

legislatures. separation of powers between elected bodies - are ofien enshrined in a 

const itutional charter. An electoral law, by contrast, deals strictly with the mechanics of electing 

a Isgislative body in a given election. Such legislation answers questions as. "Are the voters 

asked to choose between individual candidates or par@ lists?" or "Does the candidate or party 

u i t h  more votes than any other \vin outright, or is the victory divided among the contestants in 

proportion to their vote?" or further still, "Does each riding choose a single legislator or does it 

'Much of ivhat I know about Costantino Mortati and the work of the Constituent 
Assernbly cornes from a most insightful book by Ernesto Bettinelli, .-l//'Oripne &//u 
llc~n~ocrusiu dei Purfifi: /.ufurrnu-ione del nuovo ordinurnento elellurule ne! per ioh  cc).vfifuenre 
f /944-/94x, (Milan, 1982): especially Part Two, "La fornazione del Parlamento Repubbl icano: 
Dai programmi dei Partiti aile scelte della Costituente ( 1946- l948)." See also Gian Pietro 
Calabro. I'orerc. coslirtrenre L. leoriu dei vulori: /,afilost,Jiu pirrridicu di Cosrunrino Mrruri 
( Lunso-Cosenza, 1997). 
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select a number of them?"' As a general rule. electoral laws are not enshnned in a constitutional 

charter. but are normally the concem of legislative bodies. This pemits flexibility in adjusting 

the mi-thod of slecting legislatures, to societal or political circumstances obtaining at anp givsn 

moment in time. 

As a branch of the Constituent Assembly, the Forti Commission \vas uninterested in the 

particuIars of the electoral law to the slect the first parliament of the new Republic. Costantino 

Mortati wished it had. He alone among the members of the Commission favoured affordinç 

constitutional status to the proportional representation method of electing parliament. For 

Mortati, constitutional recognition of proportionai representation (hereafter PR) wvas the surest 

\va? to activate his organic democracy. since PR alone could guarantee the supremacy of the 

pol itical p a w  over the individual candidate. Proportional representation also ensured that seats 

u-ould be distnbuted in direct proportion to the number of votes gamered by the respective 

parties. Mortati reasoned that an electoral law \vas too fundamental an element in the political 

life of a democratic country to be lefi in the hands of successive generations of parliamentarians 

to tinker with throuçh ordinary legislation, ofien to suit narrow political needs. What is more, he 

argued. changing the system of voting from one election to another would adversely affect the 

basic worki ngs of the entire political system. and render postwar legislatures incoherent, 

ineffectual bodies. 

The idea of affording constitutional recognition to what was, strictly speaking, a method 

of \.oting had important precedents. Article 22 of Gennany's Weimar Constitution, for instance. 

'See Douglas Rae, The Poidicui C~on.sequences ojEiectorul Lm5 (New Haven, 197 1 ), 
sspecial 1 y the Introduction for a theoretical overvie\v. 
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cave constitutional recognition to the proportional representation system of voting. And the - 
French Constituent Assembly (October 1945 to ApnI 1946) also considered giving constitutional 

recognition to proportional representation. In the end, however, the French decided to leave that 

decision to subsequent parliarnents in the form of regular legislation. The Italian deputies looked 

closely at the French experience in witing a constitutional charter for republican Italy. The? 

wcre especially interested to see how the French would resolve the question of whether to 

enshrinr one 'stem of voting or another.' 

Few Italian deputîes, however, shared Mortati's enthusiasm for constitutional recognition 

of proportional representation. Most agreed \vïth their French colleagues that the type of voting 

system to be used in individual elections should be lef? to ordinary legislation in subsequent 

parliaments. Aftsr all. the' argued, why commit the new Republic to a single electoral law 

when, in the future, circumstances might warrant the use of other ways of electing a parliament? 

By deciding to afFord subsequent legislatures the flesibility to decide the particular design 

of electoral laws, the Forti Commission threw the issue directly into the lap of the Constituent 

Asstimbly itsel f As the elected representative body of the ltalian people. the Assembly \vas 

authorized by law to draw up legislation to elect the first parliament of the republican era. 

Should the ne\\- parliament be elected by means of proportional representation, as had been the 

rule since 19 19, and by which means the Constituent Assembly itself had been elected? Or 

should i t be a system of uninominal representation - the so-called first-past-the-pst system - 

traditionally associated with the Anglo-American electoral systems? 

II  is difficult to overestimate the far-reaching political implications of questions such as 

'Betti ne1 l i. "La formazione del Parlamento Repubblicano.-' p. 120. 
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these. Not for nothing have some of the geat poiitical thinkers of the modem era debated at 

length the question of how a representative body should be elected? After all, as one student of 

elecrions has obsened. electoral laws help determine -'who writes other laws."' Electoral laws 

influence the evolution of political parties, promoting the prowth of some, while contributing to 

the demise of others. 

In postwar Italy, arguments in favour of proportional representation camed considerable 

Lveight in the political class. To be sure, there were \vas much sharp criticism of the systern of 

voting that had been responsible for the unstable, unworkable parliamentary çovemment in the 

years befors Fascism. But atier the war, a political class coming to ternis wïth two decades of 

dictatorship was little inclined to favour any system of voting that would dampen rnulti-party 

politics. or consihg to a single partv a majority sovernment with virtual carte blanche to do as it 

pleased for several years at a time. The lessons of the recent past told postwar political Icaders 

that fwer  parties meant less democracy. and- therefore, a greater nsk for a slide back into 

dictatorship. Indeed, there was little consideration given by the poshvar political elite to the role 

proponional representation played in bringing Fascism to power in the first place. In postwar 

Germany, by contrast, there was a great deal of soul-searching over the causes of Nazism, and the 

role proportional representation had played in creating the parliamentary cnsis that paved the 

'See the debate between John Stuart Mill and Walter Bagehot over the ideal way of 
el ec t ing the British par1 iament. See Mi Il's (kn.sr&rul;ot~ on Reprc.sen/arive Gc~vernmênr 
(London. 1890) and Bagehot's 7'he EngIish Constitution (New York, 1877). 
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the technical question of  the voting system. Instead, Italian politicians and intellectuals were 

content to speak in vague pneralities aoout the shoncomings of the pre-Fascist political class 

and political system. Self-interest, marked by the absence of a critical, and honest self- 

esamination ovrr what ive might cal1 the technical causes of Fascism - such as minorih 

covrmrnrnt and legislative wdlock in the pre-Fascist legïslatures - led the mas-based parties to - 
srnbrace proportional representation afier 1945, precisely because they saw it as the best 

cluarantee against dictatorship.' - 
Of course, proportional representation had a long history in M i a n  politics. In the latter 

half of the 1 9Ih centup-. when most national elections were decided by a majoritarian or semi- 

majoritarian system of  voting, the Italian liberals bandied about the idea of proportional 

representation as a more fair and accurate forrn of popular representation. For the nascent mass- 

bascd parties of the late 19" and early 20" cent-, proportional representation held out the 

promise of lasting structural changes to the system by ensuring a more equitable. more reflective 

pany reprrsrntation in parliament.' Proportional representation, it was argue4 would mitigatr 

the personal factor prevalent in the majoritarian system by taking the emphasis away from the 

individual candidate and placing it instead on the m a s - b a e d  parties, the institutionalized voice 

'Ihrd. pp. 24-25. 

"aria Serena Piretti, Lu gius~iztu dei numer;. II proporiionalismo in Iru/Ïu du1 18 70 ui 
/ 923 ( Bolopa,  1990) and her Le eieziuni pliriclle in haliu dal 184% u oggi ( Rome-Bari, 1996), 
p. 200. 



of individuais and. more irnportantly. of groups. Political groups. it \vas argued- articulated 

broad interests of social and national concem, not the localized or personalized interests of 

i ndikidual candidates." 

But proportional representation \vas tate in coming to Italy. Only in 19 I9 \vas a full- 

tledged system of proportional representation applied to a national election. That election- held 

in November 19 19. \vas a watershed in italian history, the portent of an increasingly uncertain 

future. The results saw Giolitti's Liberal-Moderate date lose one-third of its seats. mainly to 

Catholic, Socialist and Republican candidates. Many at the time, and many historians since, 

have argued that the 19 19 vote signaled the beginning of the end of the liberal era - and the? laid 

the blame squarely on the shoulders of proportional representation. Proportional representation, 

it  has besn argued. produced a fractured parliament, weakened the Liberal leadership and 

rendered parliament immobile and the country ungovemable~ paving the way for Mussolini's 

ascent into office. ':' 

Afier 1945. the old debate over the system of voting reemerged, albeit in drastically 

altsrrd circumstances. Some of the surviving members of the pre-Fascist legislatures - men like 

Orlando, Nitti? Croce - invoked the ghost of Giolitti and 19 19; blamin~ lu proporzionuic~ (PR) for 

"Piretti. 1.c. c.lezirmi pditiche in Iruliu, pp. 200-0 1. 

'"Sec Adrian Lyttleton's very reliable account of the period immediately following the 
1 9 1 9 election in his The Seizzrre oji'ower. See also Piretti, Le  elcionr poliriche in Iruliu, p. 225. 
The debate ovrr 19 19 is now being reconsidered. Piretti. for one, has applied the majoritarian 
system to the 191 9 results in Ernilia-Romagna and Basilicata to see whether the blame can be 
placed on proportional representation. See her "Partiti polit ici e aree geografiche. 
L'introduzione della propomonale in Emilia-Romagna e in Basilicata," in Memoriu e Ricercu, 7 
r 1994). p. 1 15-30. An excellent general review of Italian electoral history is Serge Noiret's Lu 
)mscr/u LICI SIS IL'^^ del part il; in Ituliu conternporunea (Laçai ta, Manduria, 1 994). 
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the calamities that befell Italy afier 19 19. The distinguished economist (and cventual first 

President of the Republic) Lui@ Einaudi argued in the liberal tradition that political parties were 

not an end in themselves. but the means through which citizens could fortnulate and express their 

objectives. Einaudi exalted the uninominal system of voting for giving primacy to ordinary 

voters. allowing them to espress their voice directly over who should represent them in 

parliament" Even the Socialists emerged fiom the Second World War skeptical of proportional, 

precisely because PR tended to preclude the emergence of a clear-cut majonty govemment. And 

any system that failed to produce clear governing majorities, some Socialists argued, \vas 

necessarilp discredited since clections were supposed to ensure stability. '' 

The old guard of the liberal era were joined in their opposition to proportionai 

representation by many newcomers, representatives of new poli tical movements that had k e n  

ekcted for the first time to the Constituent Assembly in 1946. Ironically, many of these took the 

esperiences of the i 946 election as evidence of the serious probtems that esisted with 

proportional representation. Because of proportional representation, they reasoned, no fewer 

than 15 different political parties sat in the Constituent Assembly: few would survive very long 

p s t  1946. The most prominent of these was the Action Party (PdAj, a Party that attracted some 

of the lsading lights of the Resistance, but which won only 7 seats in 1946. By the time the work 

of the Constituent Assembly had begun in earnest, the Action Party was dissolving, with most of 

its members floning into Socialist Party ranks. The fractured nature of the Assembly led man' 

I 1 Luigi Einaudi, "Contro la proporzionale," in IJeri, 4 (April 1945), quoted by Bettinelli, 
-4 //'or-igrt~c~ c/e/icl (knzocruz~u dei puri III, pp. 5 1 , 5 8. 

"See the Socialist organ Avon1 i!, 2 1 August 1945, quoted by Bettinel li. AI/ 'Orfgine dellu 
/)r.n~rrc-rilir<; ch~r l'clrrirr pp. 25-26. 
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members IO support the majoritarian system, to avoid the fracturing of future parliaments. If this 

meant the demise of many of the smaller parties, the critics reasoned, then so be i t  Fewer, more 

compact and sounder parties, it was argued, were bener than a fractured, polarized. jumbled mis 

of competinç parties." 

The cam paign against proportional representation gained considerable momenturn once 

the Constituent Assernbly besan debating the electoral law presented by the Interior Minister. 

Mario Scelba, in May 1947- At no point did the opponents of proportional representation ever 

senousl!- thrraten to outnumber its supponers. But the critique leveled it did succeed in delaying 

the passage of the bill. As we shall see, set against the backdrop of a crisis in the De Gasperi 

cabinet and ever-increasing alarm in ruling circles over the possibility of a Communist seizure of 

power, the acrimonious debate over the electoral law to election the first parliament of the new 

Rspublic stifled the possibility for meaningful and innovative changes to Italy's electoral system- 

[t is important to note that before the debate over the electoral system even reached the 

Constituent Assembly. a number of esecutive decrees promulgated starting in the faIl of 1944 la- 

the foundation for the postwar electoral system. Treating such matters as female sumage, the 

direct. secret ballot. a nation-wide list of eligible voters, these decrees put in place the machinen, 

for electing municipal, regional and national representatives. While it may appear a minor 

technical point. the evolution after 1944 of an organic electoral system, culminating in the 

elcctoral law for the first republican parliament approved at the end of December 1947. was an 

important if decidcdly unspectacular moment in the evolution of the postwar political system. 

For the tirst time ever. popular consultations in Italy were to be guided by a single electoral law; 

"Betti ne1 1 i ,  A I f  *or;g;ne dellu dernocra=ia dei partiri, pp. 283-84. 
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there \vas universal suffrage: the secrecy of the vote \as guaranteed by the Constitution: and al1 

voters were gathered together on a single voters list. Such a l i s  updated annually, made for 

speed>- and orderty consultations both at election time, and in case voters were called upon to 

vote in referenda. " 

From the moment the De Gasperi govemment presented the electoral bill to the 

Constituent Assemblp. the debate \vas dominated by one issue - proponional representation. The 

asing founder of the Popohri Party, Father Luigi Sturzo, a long-time supporter of proportional 

representation- argued that the existing system of proportional distribution of seats needed to be 

modi fied, rather t han done away with entirely. Indeed, Sturzo defended the proportional method 

as a -'political necessity" in the pend after Fascism. Only proportional representation. he 

argued, would allow each and every party that emerged from the Resistance to flourish. These 

pzrties. Sturzo reasoned. al1 had a hand in destroying Fascism and so each could rïghtfully 

demand to have a hand in building the new 1taly.l' But Sturzo worried that the method used to 

elect the Constituent Assembly lefi too wide a gap between the elector and the elected. What he 

wanted was a new electoral law that brought those two doser together. Sturzo still believed that 

the national mass-based parties were the surest means to realize representative democracy. The 

challenge, as he saw it, \las to increase the "fiequency and worth" of contacts between voters and 

their eiected representatives. One way to do so would be to re-draw the electoral districts of 

1946. to make them smaller, thereby avoiding the phenomenon of districts that combined cities 

I J  For a general overview of the technical side of voting after 1945, see the publication of 
the Italian Interior Ministrv. ISTAT - Ministero dell'lnterno, Le Elezionr Polrfiche &l 1948 3 
vols. (Rome, 195 1 ), especially Vol. 1. 
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and tonns that shared linle in common and where voters had little interaction with each other. 

Another of Sturzo's ideas was for the political parties to spell out in clear and concrete terms 

their respective platforms hcj0re an election campaip. In theoj, this would give voters ample 

opportunity to assess which party best represented their interests. As Sturzo put it, the vote ought 

to be considered an --electoral contract" between the electors and the elected. As things stood in 

1947. Sturzo believed, the Italian voter was not informed enough to sign that contract in good 

faith. "' 

But if Sturzo wanted only slight modifications to the proportional method of voting, other 

opponents of the system went to the v e s  heart of the matter, denouncing proportional 

representation as a recipe for a hctured parliament, legislative impasse and, consequentiy, 

rzovernmental instability. One member of the Assembly, the prominent journalist Riccardo 
C 

Mom igl iano. reasoned that the most obvious problem with proportional representation - its 

tsndency IO produce minor-ity governments - should have been well know-n to ltalians given the 

esperiences of 19 19. The return of such a system of votinç, Momigliano wamed, threatened to 

rènder gowmance in ItaIy "impotent." Adding to Momigliano's distrust of proportional 

representation was the way in which the major political parties had seîtled upon an electoral bill 

the' could al1 agree upon. Scelba's proposed electoral law, Momigliano said, was " h i t  of a deal 

struck by the major parties," that stood to lose should the proportional system be abandoned. 

The proposed bill. he continued, was the product of the --most undemocratic of systems", that is. 

the result of a backroorn dea1 struck by a cabal of party secretanes on behalf of the various 

'"b~d.  pp. 284-85. 



"factions" the! represented." 

Arguments such as these may have provoked acrimonious debate in the Constituent 

Assembly, but they did little to persuade the ovenvhelming majority of deputies to abolish 

proportional representation. The intensity of debate, however, cornpelled an insecure De Gasperi 

covemment to withdraw the bill. In May 1947, De Gasperi was in the midst of a daring political - 
move - he expelled the Comrnunists and revolutionary Soçialists from his cabinet. Faced with 

the  need for the support in parliament of mino- non-Marxist parties, like the Liberals and 

Republicans. De Gasperi did not dare to go ahead with a bill that entailed the demise ofsmaller 

parties at election time. Put simply, the urgent priori? of keeping the govemment from falling 

prompted it to withdraw the electoral bill and replace it with the electoral law that had been used 

in  1946 (D.L.. n.. 74. 1946). This electoral law, in tum, was a slightly modified version of the 

infamous law of 19 19 (T.U. 1495/1919). Ironically, then, not the question of proportional 

representation - the source of greatest opposition - but the technical matter of reducing the 

proportion of votes that went to the minor parties, stifled the rnovement towards meaningful and 

innovative reforrn of the system of voting. In this way, De Gasperi sacrificed proportional 

representation to insure his government's political life. 

i n  substance, then, the electoral iaw of 1948 - which did not receive final approval until 

the start of 1948 - \vas virtually identical to the law used in 1919 and again in Z 946, with some 

S I  ight changes. For the election of the lower chamber, the so-calied ( 'urneru dei ~3ciprrruli or 

Chamber of Deputies, the country was divided into 3 1 electorai colleçes. Each of these, in turn, 

\vas divided into a number of crrco.w-izioni or districts. Each electoral college had an assigned 

"Riccardo Momigliano, "La legge elettorde," N w v o  Corricre della Seru, 13 May 1947. 



riumber of seats. in direct proponion to its population. There were. as we have seen. a few 

notable changes to the 1948 from 1946. For one, the new parliament would be elected on the 

basis of more electoral dismcts, reduced in size. In practice7 this meant one deputy for even; 

80.000 inhabitants, or one for any t o m  over 40,000 (based on population statistics gathered by 

the lsrrrrrlo < 'c.t.r~ru/c. di Srurisricu or fST.4 Tas of December 1946). Urban centres of over 700,000 

residents \vould be represented by their own electoral college. l 8  

Thcse changes were considered minor and they received quick and easy approval by the 

Constituent Assembly. Problems emerged, however, over two features of the 1948 electoral law 

- the question of the < i)//egio ( !izico .Vuzioizu/e or National Electoral College. and the matter of 

the so-called "rigid lists" (a practicc that denied voters an opportunity to express their 

preferences for individual candidates, constraining them to choose from a single. anonymous 

party list). Some mernbers of the Constituent Assembly wanted to see the National Electoral 

College and the rigid lists abolished altogether. Others defended both practices as _aiarantors of 

an equitable, freely functioning multi-party systern. The debate was no mere technical matter. 

At kart.  i t  reflected a clash of ideas about the role of political parties in a democracy Having 

Iost the campaign to abotish or refom the proportional method of voting, critics of proportional 

repressntation used the question of the National Electoral College and the rigid lists as another 

chance to make one last stand against the supremacy of political parties in the nascent 

pc~rrrrocwzru or "state of parties. 

1 n See the 1 ta1 ian Par1 iamentary Archives, Presidc7m del Cb~siglio Jei Minisrri, Alti 
Sr)lropo.v?~ u/1 'c'sume de/ (Bnsigiio dei Minisrrr, and the joint publication of ISTAT and the 
Interior Ministry, lac. li'lczioni del 1948. For a concise but insightfiil overview of the electoral 
college system in Italy, see Serge Noiret, "Gli studi sui collegi elettorali in Italia,.. Mernoria e 
I ~ ~ c ' L I .  3 ( 1994): 9-24. 



Technically speaking, the issues of the National Electoral College and the ngid lists were 

completely separate. The National Electoral College was a purely administrative aspect of the 

proportional method of voting. Ir was used to handle what were called "residual" votes - those 

votes that were not distributed, leftover as it were, in the first round of seat allo~ation-'~ By 

virtue of the mathematical formula applied in the proportional method of 1946 and in 1948. not 

al1 votes received by the party lists were distributed in the initial round. As a result, the 

'-lsftovef- votes. in order that they not be squandered, were transferred to the National Electoral 

Col lege where the proportional method \vas applied in a second round of allocating seats to the 

parties based on their share of the popular vote. In 1948, there were 2 1 seats to be distnbuted by 

the National Electoral College. 

For some cntics of the National Electoral College, it \vas precisely its nufronul character 

that presented the biggest problem. If. for the initial round of seat allocation, the process \vas 

confined to the individual electoral districts, critics asked, why was the second round transferred 

to the national level? Wh- not conduct the second round of seat allocation using residual votes 

in the separate electoral districts?'* For other critics, if the practice of transferring residual votes 

to a national College could not be abolished altogether, then at the very least the formula used to 

distribute seats in the initial round ought to be changed so as to lower as much as possible the 

"In 1 taly 1 948, the so-called Hagenbach-Bischoff method of proportional representation 
was appIied. as opposed to the d'Hondt system that had k e n  used in 1946. In effect, the 
Hagenbach-Bischoff system raised the sbcalled electoral quotient - that is the percentage of the 
popular vote needed to \tin a seat. See Douglas RaeT The Poliricul Cottseyttences of Elecmrul 
I.uH*.Y. and F .  Bonini, Sroriu Cc)stitu=ionuie, pp. 6 1-62. 

"'Bettinel l i. .4// 'origine dellu denrocruzïu dei purfiri. p. 348. 
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number of residual votes. This is. in fact, what happened in 1948. Most members of the 

Constituent Assembly ageed that a high number of residual votes was unacceptable because it 

meant that voters were not getting the most equitable representation by population possible." 

The issue of the rigid lists also reflected a fundamental difference in political principle. 

Under such a system of voting. the voter was presented with a long list of pany names and 

symbols and is asked to mark his or her choice for one of the parties. There \vas no way for the 

voter to indicate a preference for one candidate over another (albeit drawn from the same pam 

l ist ). In practice, the ngid list deprived the voter a say in the choice of the individual who would 

be elected. For some members of the Constituent Assembly, especially those already opposed to 

the emerging purritr~cruz~u, the practice of the rigid lists was undemocratic, and violated a basic 

right - the right of voters to not belong to an- one pam. That right. critics argued, was 

nscessarily violated by a practice that constrained voters to vote for a party list rather than an 

indic-idual candidate. a list comprised of individuals who had been hand-picked by a small clique 

of party esecutives. As one Liberal member of the Assembly put it, "of the more than 22 million 

voters In Italy. the vast majority do not belong to any political pa m... 1 wonder whether, as long 

as so many voters remain outside the parties, it will be possible to use a system of voting that 

prrsupposes the organization and division of the electorate into politicai panies."" 

in fact, though technically separate, the National Electoral College and the rigid lists were 

" ISTAT-Mi nister dell'lntemo, Ide Elezirmi poltfiche del 1948, Vol. 1, pp. 62-64. For a 
layman's esplanation of the practice, see G. B. Boeri, "Collegi provinciali nelle prossime 
ekzioni," :iruoVo C'orriere delku Seru, 4 June 1947 and his "Trucchi elettorali," also in Nuovo 
( 'orrrcw cldlu .%u, 2 7 January 1 948. 

.)i 

--Basile to the Constituent Assembly, 18 December 1947, in Atti dellu As.wrnhleu 
( 'osfltrrcwrc'. DI~C*ZIS .VI~~I  .VU/ Progetto di (>.sr~turrone, Vol. 1 p. 3363. 
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two sides of the same coin. They were debated as such by the members of the Constituent 

Assembly, evidence of the extent to which the debate went to the very heart of the "state of 

parties..' The defenders of the National Electoral College and the rigid lists echoed the Mortati 

conception of organic democracy, arguing that the political Party wvas a broker, a bridge that 

conducted the voice of the masses into the innennost circles of power and decision-making. 

Without political parties, the argument went, it was impossible to organize the masses and given 

a \.oice to social and economic goups in parliament. 

At its heart- this debate \vas an ideological contest over the structure of political activitv; 

it \vas about the meuns of doing politics. rather than about its ends. Ultimately. the issue before 

the Constituent Assembly in this, the final stage of its work was the question of who was 

suprems - the party or the voter. On this critical question. the Assembly was tnily a house 

divided. The motion to abolish the National Electoral College saw the Assembly spit 198 to 198; 

by \mue of procedure. the motion failed. On the question of ngid lists. however, the critics won 

the da'. This meant that when on 18 April 1948 Italians entered the voting booth, they would be 

free to indicate their preference for candidates within set pany lists. 

As constitutional historian Emesto Bettinelli observes, the vote waas a decisive moment in 

the  evolution of the entire postwar electoral system. "It was probably at this moment in the 

entire penod of the formation of the new electoral system (fiorn 1945 to 1948)," \Mites 

Botticelli. --that there was the greatest resistance to the "logic" of mass-party politics."" The 

campaign to abolish the National Electoral College and the rigid lists, in other words, challenged 

the capacih of the mass-based parties to effectively organize and represent popular consensus in 
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a democratic system. In the end, the parties triumphed, and they proceeded to to root themselves 

deeply into Italian state and society. It would be some fi@ years before most Itstlians, 

politicians. pundits and the public, wvould corne to consider the purrirocr~~icr~ the greatest 

obstacle to stable, efficient and honest governance, not the great innovation it seemed to  be in the 

wake of Fascism. 
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